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Syrian Arabic

The language described in this book is Arabic as it is used in everyday con-

versation by educated city-dwelling Syrians, and most particularly by natives of

Damascus.
The spoken Arabic of Damascus is much like that of other cities in the west-

ern parts of Syria and in Palestine and Lebanon (for instance Beirut, Jerusalem,

Aleppo). From a practical standpoint all the urban dialects of “the Syrian area*

or “Greater Syria” — as we shall call this region — may be considered variants

of one language which we call “Syrian Arabic”. Any one of these dialects, well

learned, is an adequate vehicle of spoken communication for the whole area.

There are, of course, a great many local speech variations of all sorts within

this area. Some of the more obtrusive or systematic differences will be noted at

the relevant points.

No attempt is made, however, to deal with the large variety of rural seden-

tary dialects of Greater Syria, some of which are quite unlike the urban speech

represented in this book. Still farther beyond the range of our description is the

speech of Bedouins.

As in all the Arab countries, everyday conversational language (Colloquial

Arabic) in Syria differs radically in certain respects from the standard Arabic

used in writing and formal speech, which we shall refer to — not quite accurately

— as “Classical Arabic ”. 1

The differences between Colloquial and “Classical” Arabic make it neces-

sary, for present purposes at least, simply to treat them as different languages.

The grammatical structure of Syrian Colloquial Arabic is autonomous, and must

be described in its own right, without prejudice from Classical frames of

reference. 2

But while the two kinds of Arabic are indeed different languages, it cannot

truly be said that they are separate languages. For most educated speakers, at

least, there is and always has been an intimate association and mutual influence

between them, with the influence of Classical upon Colloquial recently creating

the more obvious — if not necessarily the deeper — currents of change.

Under modern conditions of mass communications and broadening literacy,

it is therefore not surprising to hear many classicisms, pseudo- classicisms,

neologisms, and journalese in almost everyone’s conversation. By the same
token, local or rustic styles of speech are constantly being suppressed or aban-

doned by some speakers in favor of something that sounds more cosmopolitan.

These trends may be expected to continue as long as there is an increase in

education and wide-range communication.

'Arabists generally prefer to limit the application of the term ‘Classical’ to a

certain (medieval) historical period, but we are using it in the loose non-historical

sense, somewhat analogously to the term ‘classical music’ as distinct from ‘popu-

lar music’.

2
*Classical frames of reference” are, of course, perfectly adequate for our pur-

poses to whatever extent Classical and Syrian Colloquial are alike — and to what-

ever extent these frames of reference are also adequate to their original purpose.
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Aims and Methods

This reference grammar is intended, first of all, for students who have al-

ready acquired - or are in the process of acquiring — an elementary knowledge

of Syrian Arabic, and who wish to enhance and confirm that knowledge. Secondly,

it is intended to serve as a checklist of grammatical points for teachers; and

thirdly, as a source of information about this dialect for Arabists and linguists.
1

Except in some of the footnotes, and in some of the phonetic descriptions in

Chapter 1, I have tried always to use ordinary English rather than modern lin-

guistic jargon in the descriptive and explanatory passages. On the other hand,

for concise reference to categories, constructions, etc. — many of which have

often gone unnamed — I have not hesitated to use traditional Western or Arabistic

grammatical terms where they seemed appropriate, or to coin terms where they

did not.

About the methods of grammatical description there is little to be said except

that they are eclectic. The presentation of most grammatical points was done in

whichever way appeared to me the clearest in plain English or in familiar tradi-

tional terms. If some particular points are put in what seems a perversely novel

or abstruse way, this may be in order to avoid a misleading ambiguity in the

easier alternatives, or to highlight an important relationship which the traditional

terms obscure.

Sources and Acknowledgments

The examples of Syrian Arabic speech used in illustrating this work come

from a variety of native-spoken sources, including several previously published

texts, responses to direct elicitation, and tape-recorded conversations (some

spontaneous, others composed and read).
2

Perhaps more than to any other single body of data, I have had recourse to

the work in progress on A Dictionary of Syrian Arabic, by Karl Stowasser and

Moukhtar Ani (English- Arabic, number 5 of this series, and Arabic-English, forth-

coming). Most examples of usage in these works were produced by the same

Syrian speakers whom I also consulted directly.

A particularly valuable unpublished source of material was lent me by Charles

A. Ferguson, who, with the assistance of Moukhtar Ani and other speakers from

Damascus, worked out some years ago a very thorough and accurate collation of

Damascus Arabic verb forms.

*The coverage of grammatical points is by no means comprehensive. Knowledge-

able readers will see at once that some parts of the book are much less detailed

or less explicit than others, and that certain large areas of grammar are touched

on superficially or not at all. I hope these faults (not to mention outright errors)

will be glaring enough to stimulate more adequate treatment in later publications

and teaching.

2In the syntactical parts especially, ad-hoc elicitation was kept to a minimum;

that is to say, particular grammatical points are illustrated insofar as possible

either with previously recorded spontaneous utterances, or else with sentences

originally elicited for purposes other than the one at hand.
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Of previously published works, Ferguson and Ani’s Damascus Arabic and

Cantineau and Helbaoui’s Manuel elementaire d'arabe orientate 1 have been used

intensively as sources of illustrative sentences, and Barthdlemy’s Dictionaire

arabe-franfais (subject to dialectal adaptations) as a source of word bases. A
number of other works (see below) were similarly used to a lesser extent. Some

examples come from non-Damascene sources, but in most cases these were not

chosen to illustrate dialectal diversity; with minor adjustments they represent

Damascene usage as well as that of their own locality. In all these examples,

of course, the transcription has been altered to match our own.

Sentences taken from these previously published sources are identified as

such; for instance the notation [DA-173] after a sentence means that it was
taken from Ferguson and Ani’s Damascus Arabic, page 173. Titles are coded as

indicated in the list below. Examples taken from Stowasser and Ani’s Dictionary

of Syrian Arabic, however, are not identified, but remain unmarked like those

originally produced for this grammar. (Single words and set phrases, of course,

go unmarked in any case.)

My debt to co-workers in the Arabic Research Program at Georgetown Uni-

versity is greater than I can easily express. Special thanks go to Abdul Khalek

Jallad and to Mary C. Chappie, both of whom did a great deal of valuable collation

from texts and dictionairies.

As native-speaking consultants, Ziad H. Idilby and Abdul Khalek Jallad
have given me expert assistance over a long period of time; for shorter but none-
theless fruitful periods I am indebted to Munir Jabban, Nazir Khaddam El-Jamie,
and Sadalla Jouejati. The difficult job of typing most of the manuscript was
expertly done by Alexandra Selim. I also owe thanks to Mahmoud Bagdash, Ali

Bakri, Carolee Powers, Susan Luton, and Marie Roces.
I am especially grateful to Karl Stowasser and Moukhtar Ani, who have aided

and encouraged me far beyond their call of duty as colleagues in the Arabic Re-
search Program. Professor Ani has helped me with profound insight through many
difficult problems, provided me with excellent examples, and *ead parts of the

manuscript. Professor Stowasser has read and discussed many parts of the manu-
script with me, at great length and with telling effect, and has helped me with

innumerable other points as they came up.

Finally, I wish to thank Georgetown University, the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, and the authors of the National Defense Education Act,
for providing the opportunity and means to carry out this project.

M.W.C.

Washington, D. C.
September 1964

'Many of the examples taken from this book are now third hand, having been
Mr. Helbaoui’s adaptation to his own speech of passages from other sources.
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TRANSCRIPTION 1

CHAPTER 1 : SOUNDS

transcription

The Arabic in this book is printed italically in a modified Roman

alphabet as follows:

OUR ARABIC PRONUNCIATION OUR ARABIC PRONUNCIATION

SPELLING LETTER DESCRIBED ON page: SPELLING LETTER DESCRIBED ON page

O'. Xfatha ] 11 <7 4

b

.

(b) •
c~rJ 2, (6) r, (r) 5, (6)

(!) 4 s . O' 3

d. 3 5. 3

d. 6 s . ..Lf.. 6

e . 10 t

.

3

a . 10 t

.

6

f. . . . 2 . [ dawna\ 9

g . 4 (v) 2

e • .1... 4 w . 9

W 3 X . t 4

h

.

5 y • cJ. 9

h. L 4 2 . . . J> . . . 3

i
. .[iasra] 9 s. L 3

k 4 6

1 . (l) .. J... 5, (6) e. L* 4

m. (m) Y ••• 5, (6) r) 5, (6)

n, (n) ..0 ... 5, (6) (9) . . .

.

3

0 10 (S) . . ^

.

3

(p) 2 (S) . . . .

.

6

Letters in parentheses represent sounds that are rare, or rarely dis-
tinctive, or characteristic of certain local dialects only.
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Long vowels are written with a macron ( ): a, e, t, 5, u. Long conso-

nants are indicated by doubling the letter: bb, ss, kk, etc. [p. 15]

.

The small raised letter * is pronounced the same as a [p.30].

Accented syllables are sometimes indicated by an accent mark ( ') over
vowel s . [p. 18]

.

Note to Learners

Since the Arabic in this book is exclusively conversational Arabic, mere
familiarity with the way it is transcribed in writing counts for nothing.
Familiarity with the live sound of the language is indispensable if practical
application is contemplated.

The terminology used in describing some of the sounds may not be com-
pletely intelligible to readers without phonetic training. These readers
are again reminded that actual exposure to the sounds is prerequisite or
co-requisite to the practical use of this book.

Parts of the Arabic sound system are rather difficult for most foreign
learners. For speakers of English the most serious difficulties involve
the contrast between plain and velarized sounds [p-6], the contrast be-
tween long and short sounds [15], the pharyngeal sounds [4] and their
contrast with laryngeals [ 5] on the one hand and with post-velars [4] on
the other. Intensive practice on these points is recommended.

LABIAL OBSTRUENTS: b, (p), f, (v).

Bilabial Stop. Similar to English b. Fully voiced before vowels and
voiced consonants, but tends to devoice — to sound like an unaspirated
English p — before voiceless obstruents (f, k, x, fi, q, s, S, s, t, t)
and sometimes at the end of a phrase. Examples (fully voiced): bal,
byaSi, 9abu, bihabbon, brude, byabda, tab 9 a, bbdrtel; (devoiced or par-
tially devoiced): btabki, btaSrab, bSTl.

7>, Voiceless Bilabial Stop. Except as a contextual variant of b (see
above), p occurs very rarely in Syrian Arabic, in a few words of foreign
origin, for exanple paspor (or basbor) ‘passport’, 9awruppa (or ?awra’bba )‘Europe’, pansyon ‘boardinghouse’. This sound is written ‘6’ wherever it
may be treated as a contextual variant of b; and ‘p’ only otherwise.

/, Labiodental Spirant. Similar to English f. Generally voiceless, but
also sometimes voiced before 2, d, or other voiced oral obstruents.
Examples (voiceless) fdras, ftl, flZha, ftdkar, 9af 3

l, .ddftar , xdffef,
sfanS, 9alf; (voiced): 9afdal (pron. 9dvdal), haf? (pron. have).

v. Voiced Labiodental Spirant. Besides being a contextual variant of f(see above), this sound occurs in a number of words of foreign origin,
for example: krdve (or grdfe) ’necktie’, ndrvaz (or ndrfaz) ‘to disturb,
make nervous’, veranda ‘balcony’, brdvo (or brabo) ‘bravo’. This sound

is written 7' wherever

and ‘v’ only otherwise.

it may be treated as a contextual variant of f;

PLAIN DENTAL OBSTRUENTS: d, t, 2, s, (S, d).

V 'ced Dental Stop. Differs from English d in the somewhat more for-
d '

rd°position of the tongue tip, which generally touches the upper teeth
*aF

Arabic but only the alveolar (gum) ridge in most kinds of English.

Examples’ ddr, dirase, drus, dzdwwaz, bddal, baddo, ‘?dddi , zdad, wah 3dna,

bard 9dn, ba 9dunes, dxul. dmuga.

t Voiceless Dental Stop. Differs from English t in the same respect as d

from English d; generally somewhat less aspirated than English t in ‘take’.

Examples: taxod, ttdfa 5>
,

9atil, tlate, 9dttat, strfh, bathall, mat 3
t,

tmane, tSawer, btaStriha, Sanagtna, smadt, t-tnen, t 9 Tl, txut.

2, Voiced Alveolar Sibilant. Somewhat sharper (higher pitched) than most

kinds of English z. Exanples: add, sdall, hazset, game, zid, 9dzzam,

hazz, 9dzhar, z-zhur, zriga, (aziz ,
hzerdn.

s, Voiceless Aveolar Sibilant. Generally sharper and stronger than most

kinds of English s as in ‘sell’, ‘hiss’. Examples: sdyyed, siyase, 9asas,

9assas, hass, stdhsan, sfarSel, snawla, zans, za'smi, s-sa'd 3 s, 9aslam.

5, Voiced Interdental Spirant. Like English th in ‘this . Not used in

urban Syrian Arabic, but only in certain rural dialects, corresponding to

Classical j and urban Syrian d or z: haba ‘this’ (for hada), 9 iba ‘if

(for 9 iza).

6
, Voiceless Interdental Spirant. Like English th in ‘think’. Rare in ur-

ban Syrian Arabic: ddwra (or sawra ) ‘revolution’, diqa (or stqa ) trust ,

daqdfa (or saqafe ) ‘culture’, hadtd (or had is) ‘(Prophetic) tradition

Used in classicisms, generally replaceable by s in less elegant style.

Certain rural dialects, however, have this sound as a regular thing, cor-

responding to Classical ClL' and urban Syrian t: Bdni ‘second’ (for tdni),

etc.

PALATAL OBSTRUENTS: S, (i) , S, (Z), g, h.

S, Voiced Slit Spirant. Like the French j, or the English -si- in ‘vision’,

but somewhat sharper and stronger. Examples: zdS, haSSe, S-Sdzar, hdSar

,

Sa'n 3zme nSdwwaz, ma£ 3Sze, hazS, maSbur, dzdwwaz, Snene, SyuS, zddd, la.S 9 Tn.

i, Voiced Affricate. Like English j and dg in ‘judge’. Used in the Aleppo

region, and in rural dialects in various parts of Greater Syria, instead of

S.

Voiceless Slit Spirant. Somewhat sharper and stronger than English sh

in ‘shine’, ‘wash’. Examples: Sol, Sex, sar 3 S, wass, ddsser, Srtt, Stagal,

Shur, naSye, maSt, tSuf, S-Sdraf, mstno, S(el.
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c, Voiceless Affricate. Like English ch in ‘church’. Occurs in certain
words in the Aleppo region, e.g. cux ‘cloth’ (elsewhere zux) Sdlbane
‘elegance, chic’ (elsewhere sdlbane ); and in certain rural dialects else-
where, in place of k in certain positions: San ‘was* (for kdn ), Salb ‘dog’

( for kalb).

g, Voiced Stop. Like English g in ‘give’, ‘good’, its point of articula-
tion varies between mediopalatal and velar, depending on neighboring
sounds. This sound occurs mainly in words taken from foreign languages or
other Arabic dialects: sigdra ‘cigarette’, 9anglizi ‘English’, gadaS ‘brave
fellow’, gdiS ‘horse, nag’, Sdngal ‘hook’, Sgdl ‘cord headband*.

k. Voiceless Stop. Like English k, its point of articulation varies be-
tween mediopalatal and velar, depending on neighboring sounds. It gener-
ally has somewhat less aspiration in release than English k, and is often
unreleased finally. Examples: kif, kah 9 l, kuS, kamel, krek, Sakwak,
maksab, hakme, m 9akked, kfuf , ktdb, rkod, hkaye, byaksfu, ba'msko.

POST- VELAR OBSTRUENTS: x, g, q.

x, Voiceless Spirant. Generally involves both uvular trill and velar
scrape . Like German ch in ‘Bach’. Examples: xox, ddxxal, masxara,

sa'xne, wa'sex, six, zaxxix, xtaraS, txaf, sxune, btaxsel, xna 9 a, daxt,
xras.

g, Voiced Spirant. Generally a smooth spirant, involving neither trill nor
scrape, but stronger than Spanish g in ‘lago*. Examples: gali, gut, sag 9 l,

Sdggal, SaggTl, gydb, tgib, balagna, mdblag, sag , zgir, graybe, 9dgniya.

q, Voiceless Uvular Stop. Generally, though not always, unaspirated. In
urban speech it occurs mainly in classicisms, and in some words is replace-
able by 9

. Certain rural dialects, however, have q generally correspond-
ing to Classical (Jj and urban Syrian 9

. Examples: 9astaqlal (or
9 asta 9 lal >

) t
qansol (or 9ansol ), huquq (or h 9u9

'), qard, qrud, l—qur 9an.

PHARYNGEAL OBSTRUENTS: h, S.

h, Voiceless Spirant. Usually with strong friction but without scrape.
(Must not be confused with x or with h). Examples: hale, hile, hod, hazb,
bdh 9r, wahed, bahhdra, hsab, hsen, /iki-lna, 9dhla, thewan, bhabba, mahbub,
saleh, ruh, sahih, sdhhahu, mal 9 h, mndh, raht, lha 9ni, zal d hfe, hzeran.

The use of a subscript dot in transcribing the sound h does
not signify any relationship to the velarized sounds, also
transcribed with the dot [p-6]

.

£, Voiced Spirant. A smooth but tense spirant, without the friction noise
of h. (Must not be confused with g or with 9

. ) Examples: Sal, Sanfd,
Sod, Sid, Sen, baSTd, baSes, Si Si, bdS, beS, SanTS, xdraS, mamnuS, bdSSad,
bdS d d, saSade, Sydde, Stana, baSta 9 ed, btaSni, btdSti, bta 9Sod, mSdyade

,

muS i n , SdSSlo, SSdS.

CONSONANTS 5

LARYNGEALS: h, *.

Glottal Continuant. Much the same as English h, but generally with the

I vnx more open and more breath exhaled. Tends to be voiced when short

between vowels or before voiced consonants, otherwise voiceless. Examples:

hoi hada hazz, ddh 3 r, mah 3r, mahul, sahhal, fahhamni, mahlak, mahne,

bahlul hlakt, mhamm, muntdzah, mnabbeh, madbuh, zhur, rahbane, htaret,

shule ,

9ddhor, dhdn.

? Glottal Catch. Like the interruption in the middle of the English

interjections ‘oh-oh! ' and ‘unh-unh’. Examples: 9 dl, 9ah 3
l, 9 Ts, ra9 is,^

ld9a ra"as, rd9 be, bta 9mor, 9mdr, 9ruS, b 9ul, mds 9ale, saba 9
, wa 9 t, s 9mi,

s val, bta 93dru, bd"a, ra"su, htara9
,

9 tol, su 9
,

9 td(o, s 9d9
, h 9u 9

.

RESONANTS: m, n, l, r.

m. Labial Nasal. Labiodental before /, otherwise bilabial. Like English

m. Avoid anticipatory denasalization before spirants — i.e. do not allow

a ‘p’ glide to slip in after the m in words like 9ams (not
"9amps ")

,

9amf

(not
"9ampf"). Examples: mal, miIs, 9amal, 9dmro, mrdr , t 9ammal, (ambar,

9umam, 9dm, hammam, mtdblaz, mhura, mSawwaze, mmdrrda, mmdssel, rmadi,

Imasa, mbala, mfarnaS, 9ammhon.

n, Non-labial Nasal. Similar to English n. Has the same point of articu-

lation as a following dental or palatal obstruent (including g, k), other-

wise alveolar. Avoid anticipatory denasalization before spirants: banzel

(not "bandzel"). Examples: ndl, nun, zans, bant, ngdsal,, 9ansan, nSuf,

ntdha, banna, 9annon, imam, n 9dtal, banS, nzas, nhara, nsaha; (pronounced
ng as in ‘ink’): sange, 9anglizi, bankor, nkdsar.

I, Lateral. Similar to "light" or "bright" English 1 as in ‘link’,
‘let’, not like "dark" or "heavy" 1 as in most kinds of English ‘ball’,
hulk’. Tends to be nasalized in some positions, especially when long or
after a long vowel; English speakers may sometimes mistake it for an n.

Examples: ^uff, Idzem, Ion, life, zal, lei, ful, hoi, 9alil, 9 dllel,
da'llo, zalldd, m9dllef, l-luga, Hum, ltdga, 9alt, 9atel, 9dm a l, tldte,
l-yom.

r, Ap ic al Trill. A single tap when short, a multiple trill when long (rr).
Tends to devoice before voiceless oral obstruents and sometimes finally;
otherwise voiced. Examples: ras, riSe, ra'hle, ruh,, (drab, zara$, zardd,
zaride, zirdn, Sardon, bard, brude, trab, zrf(a, drab, 9dgrab, sadro, ndr,
ndh B r, zur, dir, rtdta, bard9dn, rsds, rruh, mdrra, barrid, ha'rra, ddrar.
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VELARIZATION 1 (at-tafxim) : t, d, s, z, (8), b, m, n, l, r, (?).

The dot under these letters represents a 'heavy” resonance which is
the effect of relatively low-pitched concentrations of acoustic energy —
in contrast to the thin or light' quality of the sounds transcribed
without the dot. (Note that h [p.4] is not one of the velarized sounds;
its dot is merely to distinguish it from h. )

In producing the plain sounds (i.e. those transcribed without the dot),
the tongue is usually arched upward and forward into a single hump (in
profile), leaving the pharyngeal and velar passages relatively open. For
the velarized sounds, on the other hand, the profile of the tongue usually
tends to be two-humped and low in the middle; the back hump narrows the
velar and pharyngeal passages.

The lips may also play a part in producing the
heavy resonance; velarization is sometimes accompanied
by protrusion and pursing of the lips, while retraction
and spreading of the lips help make the lighter, thinner
resonance.

Examples of the contrast between plain and velarized sounds:

Plain Vel ari zed

tin ‘figs’ tin ‘ mud

’

2

dim ‘perpetuate’ din ‘hurt

’

sef ‘ sword’ ...... sef ‘ summer

buz ‘muzzle’ . . . buz ‘ice’

The term ‘velarization’ is not altogether satisfactory as a name for this
phonological component. Note that the post-velar sounds x, g, and q are
not inherently "velarized"; they may be either "plain" or "velarized",
depending on the neighboring sounds. The term ‘ pharyngeal izat ion ’ , which
has sometimes been used instead of ‘velarization’, is even more misleading,
since the pharyngeal spirants h and £ have still less in common with the
velarized sounds than the post-velars have.

Evidently the air-stream turbulence produced by primary velar or
pharyngeal stricture has sound effects quite unrelated — in Arabic, at
least — to the effect of so-called secondary stricture in these passages.
The secondary stricture does not produce audible turbulence, but serves to
modify the resonating chamber.

The traditional term ‘emphatic’ is also a bad name for the velarized
sounds, since it suggests (erroneously, it would seem) that these sounds
are more forcefully or tensely articulated than the plain sounds.

2 Vel ari zed t is usually unaspirated while plain t is somewhat aspirated.

VELARIZATION 7

Plain Velarized

baba ‘her door’ . . . baba ‘papa’

walla ‘he appointed’ . .

.

. . . walla ‘by Ciod’ (mild oath)

mdyyet • dead ’ . . . may

y

‘water’

ndyem ‘asleep’ • • • way ‘shepherd’s flute’

Sari ‘flowing’ . . . sari ‘my neighbor’

?dsSar ‘he signalled’ . .

•

. . . fdSSar ‘he peeled’

Speakers of English and many other languages are apt to be more sen-

sitive to the effects of velarization on contiguous vowels than to the

differences between plain and velarized consonants themselves. Compare

dall ‘to indicate’ with dall ‘to remain’, sadd ‘close, block’ with sadd

‘repulse, refuse’. [pp. 10, ll]

Velarization is usually not limited to a single sound in a word^ but

conmonly affects whole syllables and often whole words; dall, mabsut,

zibet.

The dental obstruents t/f, d/d. s/s, and z/

z

are the only ones of

these pairs that differentiate many words independently as illustrated

above. With the others, the distinction between plain and velarized is

usually a variation conditioned by the neighboring sounds, and is poten-

tially significant only next to the vowel a and in the absence of dental

obstruents.

Since velarization mainly affects sound sequences that involve dental

obstruents, these obstruents are taken as the focal points of velarization

wherever possible. Our transcription regularly shows velarization for

these sounds, but not for other kinds of sounds affected in their neighbor-

hood. Thus in the word batlad, for example, the dot under the ' t' implies

that the b, the a, and the l are normally also velarized.

This economical use of subscript dots is not unambig-

uous, since the scope of velarization — the neighbor-

hood" of a dotted letter — has not been defined, nor is

there, apparently, any simple way to define it. In fact

the scope of velarization varies considerably from word to

word, speaker to speaker, and region to region. Further-

more, the velarization may vary in intensity; some parts of

a word may be strongly velarized, other parts weakly.
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VOXELS 9

Examples of velarized sounds:

A t s z Others

daww tab sab zalem 9alia

def ter sed zannar balla

dadad to 9 sob zuhur (drab

d-dugut tul sura sgir 9almdni

btd Sat stsan fazi£ bank

marad matar wa'sex 9azann veranda

fddda

l

tatdtm byasref 9dzlam 9dmar

badrob thtn naser byazhar

dhur nat t i 9assas mzdl lat

dztz ma'St hsan bdwuoez

In some parts of Greater Syria, the plain/velari zed distinction with
certain consonants is suppressed. In Damascus, for instance, there is no
contrast between r and r in the same contexts; zari ‘flowing’ and zari ‘my
neighbor’ are pronounced alike [p. 12] . In other regions the r/f* distinc-
tion — though not obliterated — is often subject to local and individual
variations to such an extent that its importance is very slight. Since
the Arabic in this book represents the Damascus variety, velarization of r
is ordinarily not marked.

In a large part of the central area, including Damascus and most of
Lebanon, the distinction between 9 and 9 is likewise obliterated, and is
likewise subject to much vacillation elsewhere. Velarization of 9 will
generally not be shown in this book.

Except for 9/9 and a few other marginal cases 1

, the
contrast between plain and velarized is limited entirely
to front sounds — labials and dentals. While the palatals
and back sounds may vary due to velarization, their variation
is virtually always conditioned by the neighboring sounds
and is not significant.

There is a certain amount of regional and stylistic variation between x
and x, g and g, q and q.

VOWELS (AND SEMIVOWELS): i (and y), u (and w), e, o, a, a.

i, High Front Vowel

Long'i is similar to the English i in ‘machine', but not diphthongized

as lax as it commonly is in English. Examples: brtd, ktf, ft9 , St,

nito, fid, 9 lmdn, Stbt-li, nasi.

Short i is much the same in quality as long t, though sometimes not so

high and tense; less high and tense than the French i of *vite\ ‘ici’.

Examples: bindn. 9 i'za, Sifa, hdnito, sdbi, kali, rah-ikun, dirase.

Next to a velarized consonant ,
r

i has a retracted sound [i] similar to

Russian bl: biptr, dtf, btd, nizdm, stfa. (Compare this with the sound

of a [p. 10] in certain contexts: ?tfa vs. naSSa’fa; the latter is lower,

laxer, and more forward. The sound of a in the velarized contexts, e.g.

byusafa, is lower and farther back.)

The non-syllabic version of i — transcribed 'y' 1 — is substantially

the same sound as an unaccented syllabic i, sometimes slightly shorter.

It does not tend to develop palatal friction. Examples (short): ydm,

yatim, Say, tayfe, nayem, baydn, bydra, hiyal, hanye, y Stl.

Non-syllabic and long (yy), it is higher and tenser (but still does

not have palatal friction): sayyara, gayyur , tdyyeb, 9 i yydm, hayy.

u, High Back Rounded Vowel

Long u is rounder and tenser than English ^u in ‘rude’, and is mon-

ophthongal. Examples: Suf, brude, buldd, byusal, mu, hattu.

Short u has much the same quality as long u, but is sometimes less

high and tense. Less high and tense than French ou in 'voulez', ‘cou’

Examples: su 9al, fdruha, ?umam, duwal, Idga, halu, mudm, muttdhed.

The non-syllabic version of u — transcribed ‘m’ 2 — is substantially
the same sound as an unaccented syllabic u, though it may be slightly
shorter and higher. Examples (short): modi, voasel, ddwle, wldd, fedwal,

Saduial, law.

Non-syllabic and long (ww), it is somewhat higher and tenser: 9awwal,

xawwif, dada'wwi, huwwe, w-wdlado.

’in many parts of Greater Syria i 'does not contrast with a or with e, in

which case the syllabic and non-syllabic sounds must be reckoned separate
phonemes [p. 13, footnote 2] .

In many parts of Greater Syria u does not contrast with a or with o, in
“hlch case the syllabic and non-syllabic sounds must be reckoned separate
phonemes [p. 13 , footnote 2]
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e, Higher-Mid Front Vowel

Long e is quite different from the English a in ‘date’, since it is
monophthongal and higher than the first part of the English a. It is
quite similar to French e' as in ‘ze'ro’, but not as tense. Examples: bet,
zeba?, ?elul, tren, Sex, ?a£re, Snenatkon, bebe.

Short e has more or less the same quality as long e — between the i

of English ‘sit’ and the e of French ‘e'te'\ Examples: mdlek, bya'lbes,
tayyeb, hale, bake, ^amerkdniyye. (Short e does not ordinarily occur
accented [p. 28]

.

)

,
Next to a velarized consonant, e has a somewhat retracted sound [e] :

zabet, $ed, bdwwez, ter, wasex.

Before a pharyngeal (h, (), short e has a slightly lowered sound:
sdleh, ma'ryeh, baSei, man^dfed.

o, Higher-Mid Back Rounded Vowel

Long o differs markedly from the English o in ‘sole’, being monoph-
thongal, and higher and rounder than the first part of the English o. It
is similar to the French 6 in ‘cote’, only not so tense. Examples: kol,
xod, ktob, borad, zdze, mozat, borama, mayo.

Short o has about the same quality as long o — between the oo of
British English ‘look’ and the o of French ‘zero’. Examples: byamlok,
ba 9 tol, beto,

c?

otel

,

9aShor , maSmoS. (Short o does not ordinarily occur
accented [p. 28]

.

)

a, Higher-Mid Central Vowel

a has a wide range of values, varying between the i of English ‘pit’,
the u of English ‘put’, and the u of (American) English ‘putt’, depending
on the neighboring sounds. (The raised letter 3 represents exactly the
same sound as a; see p. 19. )

The most forward pronunciation of a — like the i in ‘sit’ (but always
clipped short, never drawled or diphthongized) — occurs only next to plain
dentals (t, d, s, n, l) or after y, when no back vowel (o, u) or velarized
sound (t, d, s, z, etc.) is in its neighborhood. Examples: satt, dallni,
tansa, bya'skar, tashdbha, tal 3 t, zan-li, lazze^a, talmtz.

The lowest pronunciation of a — between the e in ‘pet’ and the u in
‘putt’ — occurs before pharyngeals (h, £): btahki, nahna, sa£ 3r, Sdm 3

(,
byaitani, bilahh. (This is very similar to the sound of a in certain
contexts — but not in these contexts. The a in rdsme, for example, is
much like the a in rahle, while the a before pharyngeals is considerably
lower, e.g. rdhme.)

VOXELS 11

1 different factors tend to make a sound more like the u in ‘put’
Severa ^ , pit . especially when working in combination.

and le“ ‘
®

ar e velarization (caused by proximity of t, d, s, z, etc.),
These tacr

contiguity with a back consonant, especially x or g),
backing (ca

^ cont i gu ity with labials or w)

.

An o or u in the follow-
rounding l

causes both backing and rounding. Contiguous r may also have
ing syl a

effect. Examples: da id, sabb, hatt, bta'sal, ?a'd
3wye,

a slight back g 9a'xti, Sag 3 l, rab 3
(, baHol, halu, ?ramfol,

tadaww, l- «>ra •
r

• ' ,,z
i

we'SSo, bzann, ?a'mmi, dad™, zabbat-

Unlike all other sounds in the language, a never occurs

o, Low Vowel

a has a wide range of values, varying between sounds similar to those

of English e in ‘pet’, a in ‘pat’, u in ‘putt’, and o in ‘pot’.

What may be taken as the "standard" pronunciation of a is a slightly

raised and retracted [® ]

,

not quite so low and forward as the a in English

‘bat’, but lower than e in ‘bet’ and more to the front than u in (American)

‘but ’

.

This standard a occurs mainly next to non-velarized front consonants —
including k, g, and y, but excluding r. Examples (short): bass, laff,

fazz, dal l, madd, sabb, takk, zadd, Sakk, kam, sdnad, mdsalan, zalzale,
£

mdlek, mazdlle, daSSer, baladi, saSSal, hi'yal, kasil, mamnui, yasu£, yattm,

bal lor.

At the end of a word, short a tends to be slightly lower and farther

back: soda, bodda, tansa, Santa, ?d£a*

Long a before and after plain front consonants varies regionally. In

Damascus it tends to be a little lower and farther back than the standard

a, while in certain coastal regions it is higher and more forward than the

standard. Examples: kdn, fas, sad, dal, Sazz, S-Sdm, malo, tyab, ktdf

,

kdtbe, nabdt, raSSdl, Sabbdk, siyyds, SdSdt.

In the Damascus pronunciation a at the end of a word has more or less
the same sound as before a consonant, but in the coastal regions this
sound is lower and farther back than the high front preconsonant al a.

Examples: md, yd, mubdld, xabbd, <faSa.

After back consonants and w and r, the pronunciation of

a is more or less the same as after front consonants in

Damascus and many other regions. In some of the coastal

regions, however, long a after a back consonant, especially

h or may be less high and front than it is after a front

consonant.^ Examples: £al, hdl, xdl, gak, ?al, rad; xadd,

With a maximum of backing and rounding, a tends to alternate with u:

ebuwwe/^ubuwwe, £adawu)/gaduww, ?awrabba/?awrubba, etc. [See p. 13. ]

This backing effect may sometimes be due to velarization: fdl (for 9 dl ),
?&l ( for xal ), ras (for ras), maqal (for maqal). In other instances,
however, the backing may be too slight to attribute to velarization.
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kazz, gdnna, ^db 3 l, wdlad, radd, staqalL, hdda.

Long a after q is commonly pronounced farther back:
maqdl, qanun. 1

Before a pharyngeal f/i, (), a has a low sound, generally more to the
front than the usual American pronunciation of the a in ‘father’: ba£,
lah, rd£i, ya(ni, zafile. In some of the coastal regions long a in open
syllables before h or £ is considerably higher, however, especially if
there is an i or e in the following syllable: soifa, waked.

Before r ( in the Damascus pronunciation) a has a somewhat retracted
and lowered sound similar to that of Middl ewestem American a in ‘far’,
‘part’ (but without the retro flection): far, bdrra, bdr*d, mdrto, dara,
?arb£a. In many other parts of Greater Syria, however, plain r causes
little or no retraction or lowering, while velarized r causes considerably
more than the Damascus r [p. 8] .

Before back consonants other than pharyngeals, especially in closed
syllables, a commonly has a retracted and slightly lowered pronunciation:
?axx, 9 ahaie , law, 9awwal

,

9agla , ba^^a, baxra, ddx, mandx.

When a is followed by a single consonant plus i or e in the next
syllable, the backing effect of back consonants or r or w is counteracted,
and the a is more or less "standard": bared, sawi, darel, saxif, ba^i.

a next to front consonants only is also somewhat raised and fronted by
a following i

,
or e , r

so that the a is slightly higher and more forward than
standard: inaSi, bdli, mayyet.

In the vicinity of a velarized consonant, a has a back sound between
that of u in ‘putt’ and American o in ‘pot’. (The "hollow" quality of
velarization, however, is superimposed on the effect of this articulatory
position.) Examples: batt, fazi£, sabb, hatab, mayy, ?alla, zalem, b?at,
stdd.

When followed by a pharyngeal, velarized a is lower — in the approx-
imate position of American o in ‘pot’: sahh, md£ 3 t, dd£. (This lowering
is minimized, however, if i or e follows in the next syllable: dahye,
sahi

.

)

See Footnote 2, p. 11.

VOWEL VARIANTS 13

REGIONAL variations in the vowel system

Short Vowels

Many speakers, especially in Lebanon and Palestine but also in parts

f Syria proper, tifcve' no vowel a as a functionally distinct sound 1
;

for

them the front pronunciations corresponding to a may be considered variants

f i and the back pronunciations, variants of u2
; some of the more central

a- sounds are replaced by more i-like or u-like sounds, varying locally.

For example:

ngsi = nisi bathatt ~ bithutt

Sg'g^l = Sugu l byaktab-lak = by iktib-lak or b(y)uktdb-lak

biha'bb = bihibb kali - kill or kull

In Lebanon, furthermore, many speakers generally do not differentiate

between word- final e and i or between o and u. In their pronunciation

wdrde ‘a rose' sounds just like wdrdi ‘ rose- colored’ , and tdrako ‘he left

it’, like tdraku ‘they left’.

Before a word- final consonant, the difference between

short e and i and between o and u is not significant in any

case, and is subject to a great deal of regional and indi-

vidual variation: ma'&moS - mu$mu$, bya'hmel - byikm.il.

The system of six short vowels represented in our trans-

cription, then, is for some speakers reducible to five

(eliminating a), and for still others is perhaps reducible

to three (eliminating also e and o). Note, however, that

the actual differences in pronunciation implied by these

reductions are slight, and — with the exception of word-

final o vs. u and e vs. i — functionally insignificant.

There is one noteworthy variation in the occurrence (distribution) of
the short vowel a. In central and northern Lebanon, and to some extent
elsewhere, unaccented a before a single consonant disappears in many
kinds of words: mpari (for mapari), bdrke or barki (for bdrake), mdd 3rse
or mdd 3rsi (for madrase), l-hawn (for la-hon), glayk (for £alek), tddllmet
(for t£dllamet), smen (for zamdn).

1 The functional autonomy of a is marginal at best. (Its contrast with i

can be heard in the phrase ^iza vaSa ‘if he comes’.) Some speakers,
however, usually pronounce

‘
?a’za instead of 9 iza; for them the difference

is (if anything) stylistic, like that between mamken and mdmken ‘possible’.
The use of a in these words (for some speakers) is more informal or
folksy", while i and u are more elegant or Classical - sounding.

Insofar as i and u merge with a, they cannot be equated with y and w.
This is because the sequences -yt- and -mu- (corresponding to -ya- and
-wa-) remain distinct from -t- and -u-, respectively. For example
l-wuld ‘the descendants’ (= l-wald) is not pronounced "l-uld". (If i -

y and u - w, then yi - f, mu - u. )
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Before two consonants (or a long consonant) in certain kinds of words,
unaccented a is not lost but is changed to a in these dialects (or to i

before y, u before le): bertalt (for bartdlt), ngzSar (for naSSar), zsdlin
(for zadlan), siyydra (for sayydra), burneab (for bawwdb).

Long Vowels

Five long vowels are found in most kinds of Syrian Arabic, but there
are some notable divergences in the way these vowels are distributed in
various kinds of words, as well as in their pronunciation.

In the more typical Lebanese dialects, the vowels e and o are replaced
in most words 1 by the diphthongs ay and aw, respectively: boyt ‘house’
(for bet), havm 'here' (for hon), d(a)ldy ‘on it’ (for dale). In some
words o remains, however, notably in masculine/singular imperatives: dros
‘ study’ , kol ‘eat ’

.

The vowel e in these dialects (when not replaced by ay) is commonly
replaced by e — a sound slightly lower2 than e: nz£l ‘come down’ (for
nzel), badden ‘then, afterwards' (for badden), 9amerba ‘America’ (for
?amerka). In still other words, it is replaced by f: lira ‘pound’
(monetary) (for lera), 9 t 'yes’ (for 9 e).

The vowel e, then, is virtually eliminated from this
type of Lebanese Arabic, but another vowel, e, is very
similar to it and more or less takes its place in the vowel
system (though in individual words e corresponds to a more
often than to e; see below).

In a part of northern Lebanon (Tripoli and vicinity) the
sound e — instead of ay — also replaces e in most closed
syllables: bet ‘house’ (for bet), while ay is used in open
syllables: bdyti ‘my house’. Similarly, the vowel a — but
with a low back pronunciation like that of the a in ‘father’
— replaces o in most closed syllables: mat ‘death’ (for
mot), while aw replaces b in open syllables: mdwtu ‘his
death’. In some words, however, e, as well as o, is kept —
notably in imperatives: hmel ‘carry’, 9dod ‘sit’. This
dialect, then, has six long vowels.

In these dialects e replaces d, almost everywhere the relatively high
front pronunciation of o is called for [p. 11] : tint ‘second’ (for tani),
mbereh ‘yesterday’ (for mbareh), kteb ‘book’ (for fctbb). 3

Usually words whose Classical equivalents have oy or aw. (Note, however,
hawn = Cl. kuna).

2 Not as low as IPA [e]
, however, which is in the ^territory of Arabic.

3 b and e are almost — but not quite — in complementary distribution.
Compare the disjunctive pronoun ye 'him, it’ with the conjunction yd
‘either, or’.
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In the Aleppo region and to some

than n replaces a in various kinds
extent el

of words,

sewhere, the sound e ( rather

e.g. feteh ‘having opened’,

This more extreme type of 9 imala (raising of a) is much

less general and automatic than the Lebanese raising of a

l While the contrast between a and e is rarely signif-

icant in the more typical 1 Lebanese dialects, that between

d and e in Aleppo is quite often used to differentiate words

that are otherwise alike. While the word bared, for instance,

meaning both ‘cold’ and ‘stupid’, is automatically converted

to hired in Lebanon, the Aleppo dialect distinguishes be-

tween bered ‘cold’ and bared ‘stupid’.

LENGTH (al-madd wat-taSdid)

All the sounds have a long and a short version except a, which is

always short.

The main difference between long and short sounds is simply the rela

tive length of time the articulation is held. 2 Long consonants, how-

ever, are held not only longer but generally also "tighter" than short

one s

.

3

Modulations in volume, fundamental pitch, and tone

quality interact with the actual time values in a complex

way, to produce the overall rhythmic effect analyzed as

"length". For practical purposes English-speaking learners

should concentrate on the time element and let the other

aspects of length "take care of themselves". Note, however,

the somewhat different qualities of the long and short

vowels a, i, and u [pp. 9, ll] .

English speakers should take pains not to drawl accented

short vowels, which — in order not to sound long must be

clipped quite short, e g. 9dwi (not ’Sail ), bard (not

"bard").

'Excluding the Tripoli-type dialect where a may replace o: met ‘he died’

vs. mat [ma: t] or [mr:t] ‘death’.

2 The single tap of the tongue in a short r, however, cannot be "held";

long rr consists in repetions of the tap, i.e.in a multiple trill.

3 The rare instances of triple consonants, as in Sakkkon ‘your (pi.)

suspicion’ (Sakk + kon) can be pronounced still longer than double

consonants (as in sakko ‘his suspicion’), but they are normally reduced
to the same length as double ones.
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When reading from transcription, learners must be spe-
cially alert to the indications of length. Since doubled
letters in English orthography (and the macron in English
orthoepy) have nothing to do with length, English speakers
sometimes forget to respond properly to these signs in
Arabic transcription.

Contrastive examples:

Con sonants:

Short Long

kdtab ‘to write’ kdttab ‘to have( s. o. )write

gdni 1 rich’ ganni ‘ sing’

mdra ‘ a woman

’

mdrra ‘a time'

nsdbo ‘plant it’ nsabbo ‘let’s pour i
t

’

sadd (?9
t ‘you told the truth’ saddd93 t ‘I believed (it)’

hamam ‘pigeons’ hamnoM ‘bath’

siyasi ‘political, politician’ siyyasi ‘my grooms’

busha ‘kiss her’ bbusha ‘I kiss her’

b- 3znene ‘in a garden’ baz-znene ‘in the garden’

Vowel s:

Short Long

kdtab ‘to write’ kdtab 4

to write to( s. o.
)

’

mdlek ‘king’ mdlek 4 owner

’

£dli (a name) £dli ‘high’

sd£a ‘to endeavor’ sofa ‘hour’, ‘clock’

dawwara ‘he wound it( f
.

)’ dawwara 'gadabout( f
. )

’

sawa ‘together’ sawa ‘to do, make’

warddt * flowers’ warddt ‘ imports’

ri 9a ‘ lung’ rt9a ‘her saliva’

l-kdra ‘the globe, the ball’ l-kura (name of a village)
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Short vowel long consonant contrasted with long vowel + short consonant:

kammel ‘continue, finish’ kdme l ‘whole, complete’

ndyyem.
4 pu t ( s - o

.
)to sleep’ ndyem 4 asleep’

mddwwara • round( f
.

)

’

nddwara 4 evasion

’

dahhaku ‘they made him laugh’ gLahaku 4 they laughed with him

posi
On the neutralization of

tions, see p. 27

.

length contrasts in certain

An accented long vowel — which is always the last long vowel in a

word — is generally pronounced longer than an unaccented (pretonic) long

vowel. In 9dldf

,

for instance, the first a is not as long as the second

(but is longer than a short a).

Short vowels, on the other hand, are apt to be longer after the accent

than they are when accented. In sdbab, for instance, the second a is

usually longer than the first if it comes at the end of a phrase, since

the end of a phrase is often signalled by drawling out what comes after

the accent, while an accented short vowel itself cannot be drawled.

With certain kinds of intonation — in questions, for instance — the

pnrase-end drawl is often exaggerated so that a post-tonic short vowel is

as long as or longer than a true long vowel in other positions. In the

question kff kalak? ‘How are you?’, the last a may actually be longer than

the a in the preceding syllable.

The vowel a, however, is not only never long in the formal sense, but

is also relatively insuceptible to phrase-end drawling. While the e in

fahmet? 'Did she understand?’ is drawled, the ® in fham 3 t? ‘Did you under-
stand?’ is not — at least not as much as other short vowels are.

ACCENTUATION

In words of two or more syllables, one of the syllables — the AC-
CENTED syllable — usually sounds more stressed 1 or prominent than the
others. With certain kinds of exceptions, the accentuation of a tran-
scribed word may be deduced from its boundaries and its syllable
st ructure.

The term ‘stress’ is perhaps better avoided, since it is too suggestive
of force, loudness, and emphasis. Not only is Arabic word-accent less
forceful" and "stressful" than that of English, but it also seems that

accentual systems in general are more a matter of pitch and tempo
Modulation than of variations in loudness or "volume".
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A syllable is considered LONG if its vowel is long or
followed by a long consonant or by a group of more than
one consonant. 1

The general rule of accentuation is this: The last long syllable in
a word is accented; if there is no long syllable, then the first syllable
is accented. [But see also p.20, (4).]

Examples:

Final Syllable Long Penult Long Antepenult or None Long

darastu darastuha ddrasu

dardst darastu ddraso

barrid bard.de borado

byasmaduk byasmddkon bya'smadu

mawddd maddres madrase

ftak fdthet fdtahu

bat 9ul bat^al-lha bddalo

tdallamt tddl lam t(allamet

?amsdl massal mdsalan

When accent marks are omitted, it will be understood that the word is
accented according to this general rule. (In certain parts of this book,
however, accent marks are used, redundantly, even when the general rule
is followed.

)

Proclitics

In this transcription certain particles are attached to the following
word by a hyphen. These particles — PROCLITICS — are never accented;
the accentuation of the word is reckoned as if the proclitic were not
there: hal-voalad (not "hal-voalad"

,

which the general rule would yield if
the hyphen were ignored), ka-wasi, la l-(aSa, raha-ta'sal, m-la-has-sabab.

Proclitics include the article I- [p.493], the demon-
strative particle ha l- [556] ; the conjunctions w-, fa-
[391] , n- [335] ,

la- [358] ; the prepositions 6-, ka-, la-,

da- (apocopation of (ala) [476]; the particle of antici-

*Every vowel marks the peak of a syllable. It is not necessary for
present purposes to define syllable boundaries.
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pation raha- and of actuality (am- [ 320] .

1 (Certain combi-

nations of particles are written as a single element:

les-sdbi, bal-(aks, (al-bdlad, wan-Safto. See pp. 476, 391 •)

The hyphenated suffixes -l- plus pronoun [480], unlike

the proclitics, count as part of the word (in respect to

accentuation, at least), and may themselves be accented in

some cases: 9alt-allo, fatdh-lak, hakd-li, ?ahsdl-lo.

Length and Accent in Final Vowels

If a final vowel is accented, it is necessarily long, but if it is

unaccented, it varies between long and short depending on the phrasing and

intonation [pp.21,17]. Thus the f in xadi is accented (i.e. xadi), while

the i in xadi is unaccented (i.e. xadi) but is sometimes actually long.

In the case of one- syllable words ending in a vowel, therefore, the

macron may be used to distinguish accented words from unaccented words 2
:

md ‘not’ [383] vs. ma (subordinating conjunction [490]); /i ‘in it, there

is' [ 4151 vs. fi ‘in’; Su ‘what’ [568] vs. $u ‘well, why In all

these words the vowel is usually pronounced long.

If, on the other hand, a word such as these has a vowel

that is unaccented, short, and in close phrasing [21] with

the following word, then it is written as a proclitic:

fi-beti, ma- c>dtyabo

.

The Helping Vowel 3

The vowel written (which does not differ from a in pronunciation,
but only in its morphological status [p.29]), is never accented, and is to
be ignored in reckoning the accentuation of a word. Thus daras 3

t is ac-
cented on the second syllable (i.e. darasat), just as if the 3 were not
there, as in dardst; and byak 3 tbu is accented on the first syllable (i.e.
byakatbu)

,

just as in byaktbu.

Some proclitics are written as separate words: the prepositions man, (an,
(and, and (ala; the subordinating conjunction ma [490] . The policy has
been to hyphenate all proclitics which consist in a single consonant or
a consonant plus an actually short vowel, and all others except those
wbich are traditionally written separate in literary Arabic.

This is actually a makeshift device, used in the absence of markings for
pnrase- accent and intonation. A completely unambiguous transcription
**>uld have to show length, accentuation, and intonation separately; but
since we do not mark phr ase- accent (or junctures), the markings for length
(and word- accent) can be stretched a little beyond their proper function
0 hint at the larger-scale prosodic features.
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Further examples:

tat 3rki (i.e. tat ark

i

) ^ab 3nna (i.e. 9 atanna)

mas 3mSe (i.e. maSamSe) fatah- 3 Ikon (i.e. fatdh-alkon)

ba£ 3{lkon (i.e. bagadkon) t£allam 3
1 (i.e. t(alldmat)

£ar 3wto (i.e. <?arawto

)

mawar 3d (i.e. mdwdrad)

Exceptions to the General Rule of Accentuation

(1) A short syllable (as well as a long one) is accented before the
pronoun suffixes -a ‘her, it, its’ and -on ‘their, them’ [p. 541] : dardba
he hit her (cf. ddrabo ‘he hit him’), sdfaton ‘she saw them’, sakkara
‘close it’, halaton ‘their condition’, ?abuwa ‘her father’.

These suffixes may also be pronounced -ha, -hon, which
makes the accentuation regular: dardbha, Safathon,
sakkarha, halathon, 9abuha .

(2) With certain kinds of verb stem, the verbal subj ect- af f ix — et ‘she,
it is accented (taking the form —at—) before all the pronoun suffixes,
including —o him, it

, —ak *you(m. )*, and — ek *you(f.)‘: fahhamatak ‘she
explained to you(m. )’, Sawaratek ‘she consulted you(f.)‘, snawalato ‘she
caught it(m. )’. See p. 181 for details.

(3) Words having certain base forms are accented on their short middle
syllable instead of the first syllable: byaSta'gel ‘he works’, baftaker ‘I
think

, byanhaka it is told’, mextalef ‘different’, muttdhed ‘united’,
mu" t dmar ‘conference’, man^ari ‘(having been)read‘.

These words are sound and defective verbs of Patterns VII [p.9l] and
VIII [95 ] in the imperfect without suffixes, and adjectives and nouns of
the corresponding participial forms [135],

Generally in Lebanon and Palestine, however, many words
of this kind are accented regularly, on the first syllable
(and generally without any middle vowel a): byaStgel,
baftker, maxtlef . (With suffixes of any kind, however, the
accentuation of these words with vowels a and e is regular
in any case: byaStaglu, maftakro, maxtalfe [p.31, bottom].)

(4) There are a few classicisms of four or more syllables whose last
three syllables are all short. The accent, however, is not in any case
farther front than third from the end (the antepenult): muttdhide ‘united
(f.)‘ (cf. the pure colloquial form mattahde).

The general rule of accentuation could be broadened to
cover cases like this simply by adding a stipulation that
no words are to be accented farther forward than the ante-
penult. Ordinary Syrian Arabic words have a syllabic
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tructure that makes this stipulation unnecessary: when

both of the last two syllables are short and unaccented,

the antepenult is either the first syllable or a long

syllable (or both).

Th se four kinds of exception to the general rule will always be

' ribed with an accent mark. The other exceptions — indicated by

h^heni zat ion or by the raised letter 3 - will not usually carry an

accent mark, which for them is redundant.

SOUND COMBINATIONS

Phrasing

In CLOSE PHRASING, words are "run together", i.e. the last sound of

one word flows into the first sound of the next word as if they were in

the same word: baddnajnzv.ro ‘We intend to visit him’, lahm„ 3 l-ba 9ar

‘beef’ (lit. "meat of cattle"), la-wen Jiaddak „
3truh? ‘Where do you want

to go?’ [DA- 143] .

In OPEN PHRASING, words are slightly "separated" — not by any actual

pause, but by subtle modifications in the sounds at the word boundary.

The last part of the first word is often reduced in volume, while the

onset of the next word is relatively loud. The end of the first word is

sometimes drawled [p. 17] . The last sound is never assimilated to the

first sound of the next word [24], nor are they ever linked by the help-

ing vowel [30] . For example: bzann\ bo£ 3rfo ‘I think I know him’, tfaddal

\

strih, ‘Please have a seat’, raha-nab? a\ §t„kam„yom [DA-93] 'We’re going to

stay a few days’

.

Within any close phrase, one word is somewhat more strongly accented
than the others. In phrases, then, there are three degrees of accentu-
ation, including the unaccented syllables. (The main accent of a phrase
may be marked the subordinate accents, '): baddna^nzuro

\
bdg 3d vbakra

We're going to see him the day after tomorrow’; ?iza jnd jnanhabbo
\

mnaxod-
giro ‘If we don’t like it we’ll get another’ [DA- 143] .

In general, words are individually di scriminable even in close phras-
lr'g, since each word (excepting certain particles) has one — and only one
— accent (main or subordinate). 1 Word boundaries, too, may sometimes be
heard

, even in close phrasing, because there are some sound combinations
which occur at word boundaries but not within words, and vice versa.

Phrasing is closely related to intonation, but not
wholly determined by intonation. Neither phrasing nor
intonation has been thoroughly or surely enough analyzed

n actual running speech there are many stretches in which the accentu-
ation — hence also the phonological autonomy of words — is indetermi-
nate. The statement really applies only in certain (ideal) conditions.
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for further treatment here. Nor are they ordinarily shown in

our transcription, except when clearly essential in exempli-
fying certain grammatical constructions.

In the following sections of this chapter the term
‘word’ designates a sequence of sounds with only one accent
(main or subordinate) and with no open phrasing between
them. The term ‘phrase’ designates a sequence of words in

close phrasing.

Vowel Positions

Vowels in general come only after consonants. That is to say, phrases
do not begin with a vowel, but they may end with a vowel; and one vowel
does not ordinarily come right after another.

Certain kinds of words, on the other hand, begin with a

vowel when they follow certain words that end in a consonant:
tlatt„iyydn ‘three days’, xamst^aShor ‘five months’ [p. 171] ,

wldd„axu ‘his brother’s children’.

Exceptions.- Commonly in Lebanese pronunciation, and to some extent
elsewhere, a short vowel a, o, or u (in the suffixes -a ‘her, it’, and -on
or -un ‘them, their’ [p. 541] ) may follow a long accented vowel: bta^raon
(or bta 9raun) ‘she reads them’ (for bta 9rdhon), (alea (or Zaldya) ‘on it’
(for £aleha).

In the case of u and i, we write -um- and -iy-, respec-
tively, before a vowel: 9abuwa ‘her father’ (for 9abuha),
nsiyon ‘ forget( f

.
)them’ (for nsihon). This is merely a

transcriptional convention, however; one might just as well
write 9abua, nsion.

By the same token we write ui and y (the consonantal
guise of the semivowels) at the beginning of a phrase before
a consonant, or at the end of a phrase after a vowel; wLadi
miivhdn 'My children are not here’, $rdb„ a$-8dy ‘Drink the
tea’ — when in some instances the semivowels in these
positions could just as well be considered syllabic: ulddi,
Sat.

Particular Limitations. In the system of six short vowels, only a
occurs in all types of vowel position.

1) a does not occur at the end of a word.

2) e and o almost never occur accented, and rarely in open syllables
except word- finally.

3) i and u (insofar as they are distinguished from e and o [p. 13] ) do
not occur before a word- final consonant.
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With regard to frequencies, it may be noted that i, e,

u, and o are rare within a word before two or more conso-

nants (a generally replacing all of them [pp.28,13]).
Classicisms, however, often have u before two consonants:

bukra ‘tomorrow’ (for bakra), mumken ‘possible’ (for mam-

ken ). muihaq ‘attache'’. (These considerations do not apply

to varieties of Arabic that have no distinctive vowel a

[p. 13]
. )

Sometimes a long vowel before two consonants is

shortened: 9 itten ‘two hands’ (for 9 fdten), 9amerkdniyye
American( f

. )
’ (for 9amerkdniyye ).

The long vowels have no special positional limitations except those

implied in the general rule of accentuation: that a (distinctively) long

vowel does not occur post-tonically, since the last long syllable in a

word is accented.

Single and Double Consonants

Any single (i.e. short) consonant may occur initially, medially, or
finally, before or after any vowel.

This statement does not apply to the semivowels (y, w)

,

however; y and w almost never occur finally after e or o,

and y almost never occurs after a.
1 The sequences iy and

uw are not distinguishable from the long vowels f and u,

respect i vely

.

Any double (i.e. long) consonant may occur medially, between vowels.
Examples: rabbi, luitta, baddo, barrid, sdzze, razzdl , hazzo, sallom,
(ammi, 9utten, sakkir, ba"a, fa£tdl, fahhem, bahhara, 9axxen, Saggil,
fayyeb, wiyydk, galiyyi, hayyo, nawwamo , xawwTf, huwwe.

In initial position, double consonants are limited to those formed by
the combination of a prefix or proclitic with the first stem consonant 2

,

and since there happen to be no prefixes or proclitics that take the form
of the consonants f, g, g, h, h, k, q, x, (, or 9 before another conso-
nant, these do not occur doubled initially. Examples: bbaxSeS, ttafa 9na,
ddahraS, mmall, nnam, ttalad, l— Ion, r-rabid, z-zdbet, s-sifat, s-su 9al,
d-darb, w-walado.

In final position, any double consonant may occur after an accented
we l At the end of a phrase, however, long consonants (like long

vowe s) do not actually contrast with short ones; writing them double
simply serves to show the position of the accent and their potential

1

2

xceptions are hayi ‘to be revived’ and dayi ‘to weaken, get sick’.

dial
310 ^°ca ^ dialects are more tolerant of combinations like ay. The

a ect of Zahle, for instance, has phrase-final forms like nasay ‘to
orget

’
( instead of nasi )

.

yery few Arabic
the lew that do,

roots [p . 37 ] have first and second consonants alike, and
do not occur in base patterns [36] that juxtapose them.
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significant length before vowels [p. 27] , Examples: ?a.habb, xaff, mawadd,
bihazz, sazslL, qSa^arr, ha

In many parts of Greater Syria (including Damascus) long consonants
seldom occur before another consonant, except in sequences involving the
article [p.493] or demonstrative [556] proclitics or the person suffix -t
[175] : z-zbun ‘the customer’, har—rSdL ‘these men’, ba^attna ‘you sent
us’

.

Our transcription, however, shows other double consonants in this
position, which are commonly pronounced short but which correspond to long
consonants in other forms of the same word, before a vowel [p.28]: wa"fi
‘stop(f.)’> commonly pronounced wa 9fi; cf. the masculine wa"ef ‘stop’.
In some parts of Greatet Syria these double consonants are pronounced long,
optionally at least, in all positions. Examples: btarrfak, fakhmuni,
tavrnlo, nhayyratni, 9al-Lha , rabbkon, ta" „hanak, tlatt jnarrdt.

Two-Consonant Clusters

Across word boundaries, any sequence of two contiguous consonants may
occur (though in close phrasing there is a tendency to eliminate certain
"awkward" clusters by assimilation: ra( Jal-balad for rahjal-balad ‘he
went to town’).

Within a word, almost any sequence of two consonants may occur, with
the following exceptions:

- (1) The back consonants x, g, bi, and do not ordinarily come next to
one another, nor does h precede these sound, though it may follow them;
and k and g do not precede x or g, though k may follow them.

(2) In a sequence of two dental obstruents (d, d, t, t, s, s, z, z),
it is usually the case that both are velarized or both plain, and very
seldom that one is velarized while the other is plain [p. 26] . Examples
(plain): sta.xa.ff, batsabb, zddd, 9axadto; (velarized): stad, batsabb,
madtarr, hafazto.

(3) A voiced consonant does not occur 'at the end of a phrase immedi-
ately after a voiceless one. (Note that in a sequence like biafz, the /
is voiced: havz.)

(4) The resonants (l, m, n, r) and the consonantal versions of the
semivowels (w, y) are almost never heard immediately after another conso-
nant at the end of a phrase, except that m and n sometimes occur after
I or r: (aim, farn (or {al sm, far 3n).

In final position, many other two-consonant clusters
are less common than they are initially or medially, since
potential clusters tend to be prevented by the 'helping
vowel" *. See p.32.

Two-consonant final clusters are considerably more

conmon in Palestine than farther north. In Syria and

Lebanon one hears, for instance, either bant or ban 3 t

‘girl’, while in most parts of Palestine the latter is

seldom or never heard.

Three-Consonant Clusters

Sequences of three contiguous consonants virtually never occur finally

Initially, they are mainly limited to a few beginning with st-: strih,

stfid, stmanna.

Otherwise three -consonant clusters are fairly common. The first two

consonants may be any two than can occur together finally. The third —
if it begins a new word in the phrase — may be any consonant at all:

bant ^halwe, fandJdSer, bank^xdli, darb J awi , sfanSJali, katf JarTif,

?amhjaradihon . (But more usually 9am 3h„, in Syria proper and

Lebanon.

)

Within a word, the third consonant of a cluster has to be compatible

with the second as in a two-consonant cluster (e.g. x would not follow h,

etc. ).

Many words with three- consonant clusters have optional

variants with a helping vowel between the first two: fathto
(or more usually fat 3bito), byaktbu (or more usually byak 3 tbu),

tamski (less usually tam 3 ski). Certain clusters, however,

cannot be broken in this way. [See p.33.]

Examples of three- consonant clusters within words: 9ramfle, (andkon,
9anglTzi, mastwiyye, band 9 iyye, bard^dn, bantkon, sdnaitna, byastrih,
naSkle, byaStgel (Leb.

,
Pal.), byankser (Leb. ,

Pal.), 9arb(a.

Three-consonant internal clusters are most common with
a resonant or sibilant as the first consonant, and/or a

dental stop as the second.

When a word or proclitic ending in one consonant is

followed in close phrasing by a word beginning with two
consonants, a helping vowel almost always keeps them apart,
so that three-consonant clusters are not generally formed
in this way. There are a few exceptions, however, e.g.
hal-bldd ‘this country’ (more usually hal- 3blad).

There are no clusters of four or more consonants. 1

these statements, of course, apply only within a close phrase [p. 2l]

.

quences of consonants formed by words in open phrasing do not count as

^ e
[
s ; thus open phrases such as tfaddal

\
str Th ‘Please have a seat’,

3 t
I xras ‘And I said, "Be quiet! "’ can have four or more consonants

a roWi but the sequence is interrupted by a phrase boundary.
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GENERAL SOUND CHANGES

The diverse concatenations of stem and affix, and of

words within a phrase, require certain adaptive changes in

form, in accordance with the allowable sound combinations

of the language [p. 21] .

Besides obligatory changes, there are also similar

changes which are optional, whereby allowable but sometimes
awkward combinations may be avoided.

Velarization

A plain dental obstruent (t, d, s, z), when brought into the neighbor-

hood of a velarized dental obstruent in the same word, generally becomes

velarized too (t, d, s, z)

.

Thus the second-person affixes t- and -f

[p. 175] become t- and -t, as in batsabb ‘you pour’ (cf. batsabb ‘you

curse’), btadrob ‘you hit’ (cf. btadros ‘you study’), ?art ‘you became’

(cf. zart ‘you visited’). Similarly the connective t [p. 163] , as in ?udto

‘his room’ (cf. £ddto ‘his habit’). The root consonant d of payydd

‘hunter’ is changed to d when it is closer to the initial s, as in sed
‘hunt ing, game ’

.

1

Since the scope of velarization tends to be rather

vague [p.7], a dental that is relatively far removed
from the focus of velarization may not be affected, or may
be very slightly affected. Thus sdret ‘she became’, with
a plain t, or with the t slightly velarized; tfaddal
‘please '( invitational ), with a plain t, or with velari-

zation: tfaddal.

As noted on p.7, sounds other than dental obstruents
are also velarized in assimilation to t, d, s, or z, but
this assimilation is not indicated in our transcription.

Devoicing

A single dental or palatal voiced obstruent tends to be devoiced (d —

t, d — f, z - s, z — S — S) before voiceless obstruents. Devoicing is

not obligatory, however; its incidence increases as speech becomes faster

or more casually enunciated, and is more common in certain words and

phrases than in others. It is less common in medial clusters than in final

or initial clusters. Examples: Stama£u (for Stama,fu) ‘they gathered’

(intrans.), ?u tf.
3n-nom (for ?udt 3n-nom) ‘the bedroom’, 9axatto (for

'Most roots [p . 37 ] which theoretically contain both plain and velarized
dentals (judging from Classical spelling or from historical or compara-

tive data), in fact usually have only velarized dentals in Syrian
pronunciation: (as in basit ‘minor, simple'), which is theoret-

ically b-s-t; (l-d-d (as in dadd ‘against’), theoretically d~d-d; £-t-?
(as in fata? ‘to sneeze’), theoretically £— t-s. Note, however, the form

<fatse ‘a sneeze’, alongside the expected form £atsa [p.138], which
suggests that a plain s has sometimes been maintained after f.
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faxadto )
‘I took i,; ’’ < for l~ 9ads ) ‘Jerusalem’.

Assimilation of »

The sound n often becomes m before labials: iambar ‘storehouse’ (cf.

1 1 £andber ‘storehouses’), mammut (or manmut ) ‘we die’, ^amf (or

?an/) ‘nose’, mam berit (or man berut ) ‘from Beirut’.

n also commonly assimilates to the other resonants, l and r:

9ahsal-lak (or ?ahsan-lak) ‘better for you’, r-rah (or n-rah) ‘if he

goes’

Neutralization of Length

A vowel that is long within a word or when accented loses its distinc-

tive length when unaccented at the end of a word:

Non-Final Final Accented Final Unaccented

nasiha ‘he forgot her’ .. nasi ‘he forgot him ’ ... nasi ‘he forgot’

wardk 'behind you(m.)’ . . ward ‘behind him’ . wara ‘behind*

£aSahon ‘their dinner ’ ... . . £aSa ‘his dinner’ . £asa 'dinner

’

Sdfuni ‘ they saw me ’ .... . . Sa.fi ‘they saw him’ .... Safu ‘they saw’

hki-li ‘tell me’ . . hki ‘ tel 1 i
t

’ .... aahki ‘tell, speak’

?awiyye 1
‘ st rong( f

. )
’ 7awi ‘ st rong(m. )

’

This kind of vowel alternation occurs mainly in connec-
tion with pronoun
gender suffixes of

suffixes [p.539], and
nouns and adjectives

the number
[203, 211] .

and

A consonant that is long before a vowel tends to lose its distinctive
length before another consonant or at the end of a phrase. [See p. 24 for

qualifications.] This loss of length is not shown in our transcription.

Long Short (or Indistinctively Long)

bidabbo ‘he likes it’ bihabbna ‘he likes us’

bathabb ‘S-Say? ‘Do you like tea?’ bathabb taSrab Say? 'Would you like to
have some tea?’

mat^asse/ ‘sorry(m. )’ mat^assfe ‘sorry(f.)’

natt s~fabi ‘the boy jumped’ f-sabi natt (same translation)

The spelling — iy- is equivalent to -f-.
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Neutralization of Vowel Quality

Short e and
single consonant

o coming after
both become a

the accented syllable before a word-final
when accented. [p. 22]

Unaccented Accented

t(al lame

t

‘she learned’ .... t^allamato ‘she learned it’

byalbes 'he wears ’ . . . . .... byalba sa ‘he wears i t( f
. )

’

byadrob ‘he hits' .... byadrabon ‘he hits them’

darnel 'he did’ .... gmalt ‘you(or I) did'

?97lSO L ‘ con su 1 ’ .... ?ansalna 'our consul’

sameg ‘he heard’ . . . . .... sama^kon ‘he heard you(pl. )’

btaktob 'you(m. )write’ .... btaktab- 3 lna ‘you write to us’

In those varieties of Syrian Arabic which have no
distinctive vowel a [p. 13] , neutralization of the front and
back vowels may nevertheless take place. For example ( in a
dialect of north central Lebanon): btiktub ‘you write’, but
btiktiba ‘you write it(f.)’, with post-tonic u becoming tonic
i. Other varieties, however, maintain the distinction under
the accent. For example ( in a Palestinian dialect): btuktub
‘you write’, and btuktubha ‘you write it’ vs. btimsik ‘you
hold’ and btimsikha ‘you hold it’.

Loss of e and o

Short e and o do not ordinarily occur before a single consonant +

vowel within a word. 1 With a few exceptions, all words that have e or o
before a final consonant lose this vowel when any suffix beginning with
a vowel (except -a ‘her’, -on ‘them’ [p. 541] ) is added:

mgallem ‘teacher

’

+ -fn (pi. )
— mgallmtn ' teachers’

xdnom ‘lady’ + -at (pi
. )

— xdnmat * ladies’

bared ‘ cold(m. )
’ + -e ( fern.

)

— bdrde ‘cold( f
.

)

’

taleg ‘he came out' + -u (pi. )
— talgu ‘they came out’

btaskon ‘you(m. )dwell

’

+ - i (fern.) — btaskni ‘you( f
.
)dwell

’

Sdyef ‘ seeing’ + -o ‘ i t(m. )

'

- Sdyfo ‘seeing it’

Sdfet ‘she saw’ + — ek ‘y°u( f
•

)’ - Saftek ' she saw you( f
.

)

’

bixod ‘I’ll take’ + -ak ‘you(m. )’ — bdxdak ‘I’ll take you(m.)’

sddet ‘watch of ...
’ + -i ‘me

’ - sdfti ‘my watch’

This rule does not apply to words in which the e or o

comes between like consonants the first of which is double.

In these cases e or o is changed to a: bisabbeb ‘it causes’

+ -u (pi) — bisabbabu ‘they cause’; taxassos ‘specializa-

tion’ + -ak ‘you’ • taxassasak ‘your specialization’.

Any combination of dental stops (t, d, t, d) also counts

as "like consonants": faddet ‘silver of...’ + -ek ‘your(f.)’

- faddatek ‘your silver’.

This rule also does not apply to certain nouns and

adjectives — mainly classicisms — in which the e or o is

usually changed to i or u (respectively): muttdhed ‘united

(m.)’ + -e (fern. )
- muttdhide, malek ‘king’ +-e(fem.)-1

malike ‘queen’, tasarrof ‘behavior’ + -at (pi.) — tassarrufdt

(but note tasarrfo ‘his behavior’).

Anaptyxis

When there is a confrontation of consonants which cannot form a clus-

ter, an ANAPTYCTIC or HELPING VOWIL 3 is used as a transition between them.

To avoid a cluster of three or four consonants, the helping vowel is

inserted before the last two

l- ‘the’ + ktab ‘book

’

-• l- 3ktab ‘ the book ’

bant ‘girl

’

+ zgire ‘ little' — bant^ 3zgire ‘a little girl

’

lahm ‘meat

’

+ ba 9ar ‘cattle’ - lah 3m^ba^ar ‘beef

'

baktob ‘I’ll write’ + -Ikon 1 to you(pl
.

)

’

— baktab- 3 Ikon ‘I'll write to

you ’

bahme

l

‘I’ll carry’ + -0 ‘it’ (with
loss of e)

- bah 3mlo ‘I’ll carry it’

At the end of a phrase,
inserting the helping vowel

a two- consonant cluster is oft

between them:

en avoided by

‘what’ + Kal- ‘this’ + ?akl ‘food’ — Su hal-?ak 3 l ‘What is this
food?

’

9akl ‘eating’ + l- ‘ the’ + lahm ‘meat’ - 9akl^ 3 l-lah 3m ‘eating the meat’
(or ‘the eating
of meat

’

)

Certain foreign loan-words break this rule, e. g. ?otel ‘hotel’.
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In our transcription a is printed smaller and raised
above the line (

a
) when it occurs as a helping vowel, to

distinguish it from the kind of a that is an integral part

of the word. The pronunciation, however, is identical.

When * occurs between words, or between hyphenated
parts of a word, our convention is to write it always

after the space or hyphen.

Note that the helping vowel is never accented. Cf. the
aff ix- support ing vowel [p.31 (bottom), p.167].

Detailed rules for the use of the helping vowel:

(1) The Helping Vowel Between Words

Whenever a word ending in a consonant is followed in close phrasing by
a word beginning with two consonants (or a long consonant), a helping vowel
comes between them:

rzdl akbdr ‘big men’ satt a9 ldn ‘six pencils’

Sater 3ktir ‘very clever’ 9abn 3 t-td£er ‘the merchant’s
son

’

rds 3z-£abal ‘the top of the kant abbartel ‘I would bribe’
mountain

’

mart 3 l- 9ddi ‘the judge’s 9dn 3mmassel ‘an actor got
wife’ up’

(2) The Helping Vowel with Proclitics

With certain exceptions, the helping vowel is used between a proclitic
[p. 18] ending in a consonant and the rest of the word beginning with two
consonants (or a double consonant):

l- 3blad ‘the country’ hal- 3bdd£a ‘this merchandise’

l-a 9 yas ‘the measurement’ £con- an£allem ‘we are teaching’

b- 3£bel ‘in Jubayl’ £am- 3 ttar£em ‘she is translating’

n- 3$tard ‘if he buys it’ bal- 3mhatta ‘in the station'

lal— 3wldd ‘to the children' rah- 3 tkun ‘you’re going to be’

A helping vowel is not used after the article [p.493] or the demon-
strative [556] if the following consonant is one of those to which the l

of these proclitics is assimilated (t, d, t, d, s, z, s, z, S, £, l, n, r):
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z-zbun ‘the customer’

r—rsdsa ‘the bullet

1-lh.df ‘ the blanket’

hat-tren ‘this train’

ha£-£sura ‘these bridges'

laz-zgtr ‘to the little one’

icm-nsura 'about the vultures’ 1

baz-zmarrod ‘with the emeralds’

A helping vowel is also not used between the proclitic £an

-

[p. 320]

d a following b- [176]: £am-b 9ul ‘I am saying’, £an-bya 9der ‘he is

^ble’, £om-btal£ab ‘you are playing’. (The b- in these forms is commonly

elided- £an- 9uL, £am-ya 9der, £cm-taldab .) [See also p.33]

(3)

The Helping Vowel within Word Stems

If the stem vowel -

e or o that is dropped when a suffix is added

[p 28] is preceded by two (different) consonants, then its loss may cause

a three-consonant cluster: byamsek + -u - byamsku, bando 9 + -a - band9a.

More often, however, the three- consonant cluster is avoided by insert-

ing a helping vowel before the last two consonants:

9atlet ‘ she killed’ + -0 ‘him’ - 9at 3 lto ‘ she killed him

ra 9be( t) ‘neck(of )
’ + -o ‘him’ - ra"bto ‘his neck’

badrob ‘I’ll hit’ + -ak ‘you
’ - bad 3rbak ‘I’ll hit you’

galtet ‘mistake of’ + -i ‘me’ - gal a tfi ‘my mistake’

btahmel ‘you carry’ + -u (pi) - btah 3mlu ‘you(pl )carry

’

kalme( t) ‘word’ + -en (dual

)

- kal 3mten ‘two words’

naslen ‘Moslem’ + -in (pi) - mas a lmtn ‘Moslems’

ma SnoS ‘ apricots’ + -e (unit

)

- naS 3mSe ‘an apricot’

In the examples above, the vowel that is dropped from the stem is

preceded by a short vowel + two consonants.
If, on the other hand, the dropped vowel is preceded by a short vowel

+ three consonants, or by a long vowel + two consonants, then the potential
cluster is broken by the vowel a] but this is an accented vowel (unless
the suffix itself is accented):

sansle(t) 'chain(of)’ + -o ‘him’

samble( t) ‘sprig’ + —en (dual)

mtar5me(t) 'translator + — o ‘it’

(f.)(of)’

-• sansalto 'his chain’

-• sambalten ‘two sprigs’

— mtarSdmto ‘its trans-
lator f

• )
’

’This is £a la + n-nsura, not £an + n-nsura. The latter gives £an^ 3n-nsura.
Both might be translated ‘about the vultures’. [Seep. 476]
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mfallme(t) ‘teacher(f.) + -i ‘me’ - mtalUmti 'my teacherf f V
(of)’

Sam£et ’university of’ + -ak ‘you’ - Sdmaftak ‘your university

The intrusive a in this type of word formation is not
treated as a helping vowel" strictly speaking, since it
takes the accent, in accordance with the general rule of
accentuation [p. 18]

.

On the use of "connective t", which is involved in
many of these changes, see p. 163.

Many words end in two consonants when followed in close phrasing by aword that begins with two consonants, since a helping vowel comes between
the words: bant 3?gire ‘little girl’, fair 3?ru$ ‘ten piastres’. But atthe end of a phrase, or before a word beginning with one consonant, ahelping vowel often breaks the word- final cluster: min hal-ban 3 t? ‘Who isthat girl?’, (aS ar lerat ‘ten pounds’. Further examples-

Before 3 + two Finally or before one consonant

S-Sahr 3 l-madi

$3ft
a l-bdxra?

hash 3 t-takalif

^ab l 3hrub
as-sallbiyye

consonant s

‘last month'

‘Did you see the
ship?

’

‘calculating the
expenditures’

‘before the
Crusaders’ wars’

haS-Sah 3r

$3

f

a
t bdxra?

has 3 b takalifna

9ab 3 l hal- 3hrub

'this month’

‘Did you see a
ship? ’

‘calculating our
expenditures’

‘before those
wars’

Many such two-consonant clusters at the end of a word are tolerated
however, especially if the first is a resonant, or if the second is t:
aif Lera ‘a thousand pounds’, bant halwe ‘a pretty girl’, taht ?fdo
‘available to him’ (lit. "under his hand"), Saft bdxra? ’Did you see a
ship? [See p. 25]

Especially before a suffix beginning with one consonant, these
clusters are generally maintained and no helping vowel is used: Saftkon
I saw you(pl

. ) , bantna ‘our daughter’, Sarraftna ‘you have honored us’,basattni you have gladdened me’, Sanshon ‘their kind’.

The helping vowel is virtually always used, on the other hand
or before a consonant, if the second of a word-final or stem-final
is a resonant, or if the second is voiced and the first voiceless:

final ly
cluster

9abn ‘son’

habr ‘ink’

+ -kon

+ ?aswad

‘you(pl. )’ -• ?ab 3nkon

‘black’ -* kab 3r ^aswad

‘your son’

'black ink’

?asl ‘origin’ + hal-?9sm ‘this name’ 9as a
L hal—^9s dM ‘the origin of

this name’

hash ‘calculating’ + -ha ‘ it
’

?axd ‘taking’ + -ni ‘me’
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- has 3bha 'calculating it'

- 9ax 3dni ‘taking me'

There are two kinds of consonant clusters within words which are

strictly immune to being split by the helping vowel:

(1) If the second consonant is the infix -t- [ p.95], it must always

adhere to the preceding consonant; or if the first two are a prefix st-

[102], they must always cohere: masthiyye ‘ embarrassed( f
. )

’ (never - s 3 th^),

mastfid ‘ benefit t ing ’ (never -s a tf-), byaStgel (or byaSta'geL) ‘he works’

(never -$ 3 tg-)-

(2) If the first is m and the second b or f: Sambna ‘beside us, our

side’, samble ‘sprig, ear’, ?am/ ‘nose’, byambset (or byamba'set) ‘he has a

good t ime ’

.

Most clusters of b with m or / are the result of assimi-

lation of n to a following labial [p. 27] . If the n remains

unassimilated, a helping vowel may split the cluster: ?an a/
(or 9anf) ‘nose’.

A combination of n with k or g (the n being pronounced

in the velar position, as "ng") is generally also unsplit-

table: bank ‘bank’ (never -n 3k), ?anglizi ‘English' (never

-n 3gl~).
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CHAPTER 2: MORPHOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES 1

In this chapter some basic terms and concepts used in deal-

ing with Arabic word formation are explained for the novice

and sharpened (it is hoped) for the initiate.

INFLECTIONAL BASES

Syrian Arabic has three kinds of inflected words 2
:

Nouns are inflected for Number (Singular, Dual, Plural).

Adjectives are inflected for Number/Gender (Masculine, Feminine, Plural).

Verbs are inflected for: 1) Person (First, Second, Third)

2) Number/Gender (Masculine, Feminine, Plural)

3) Tense (Perfect, Imperfect)

4) Mode (Indicative, Subjunctive, Imperative)

The inflectional categories are treated in detail in

Chapters 12, 13, and 14.

The inflections of an Arabic word are distinguished either by affixes

or by internal changes in form^. The plural of the adjective taiban

‘tired’, for instance, is produced by suffixing — in: tofbdnfn, while the

plural of 9asir ‘short’ is formed by changing it internally to 9 sir. (The

plural of the noun raS dh ‘a cold’ is formed by internal change plus a

suffix: rSuhat ‘colds’.)

Inflectional forms are treated in detail in Chapters

For each type of inflected Arabic word there is at least one inflec-
tion — the BASE INFLECTION — which is never formed with an affix. The
base inflection of nouns is the singular; of adjectives, the masculine/
singular; the base inflection of verbs is the third-person masculine/
singular perfect.^

1 The term ‘morphological’ is used here in a broad sense, including both
grammatical and morphophonemic considerations.

These statements are not to be construed as definitions. The parts of
speech are established syntactically.

The term ‘form’, as used in this book, generally means ‘phonological
expression’, not ‘grammatical structure’.

Another base inflection in verbs is the masculine/singular imperative.
The third-person perfect, however, is the traditional citation form and
the one used in this book.
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The base inflection is used as the CITATION FORM, i.e. its form is the
one used for mentioning an inflected word as a whole rather than some
particular inflection of it. The masculine/singular taibdn, then, is used
in referring to the adjective whose other inflections are taibdne (f.) and
taibdnTn (pi.). Likewise, the verbal citation form katab ‘to write’ sub-
tends all twenty-seven inflections; katab as a particular inflection
actually means ‘he wrote’, not ‘to write’. (Arabic verbs have no infini-
tive, which is the usual citation form for verbs in modern European
languages. )

A word conceived in abstraction from all its inflections is sometimes
called a WORD BASE, or simply a BASE.

What follows in this chapter is exclusively concerned with word bases.
As for their inflection, the terms and concepts dealing with it are
familiar and easy enough not to require special treatment here.

ROOTS AND PATTERNS

Sarrdh ‘ surgeon
* xaddam ‘ servant

’

dahhdn ‘painter

’

sairman ‘grocer’

naSSdl ‘pickpocket

’

battdl ‘porter ’

This pattern, ‘consonant + a + double consonant + a + consonant’, is

characteristic of masculine nouns which also have an element of meaning in

connton' they show the occupation or profession of the person referred to.

Another masculine noun pattern is shared by these words:

matbax ‘kitchen’ mat haf ‘museum

masbah ‘ swimming pool

’

maxzan ‘ store’

mal^ab ‘playground’ narkaz ‘center

TTLCL t QM ‘ restaurant

’

maktab ‘office

masna£ * f actory

’

maprafi ‘place’

This pattern, ‘ma + two consonants + a + consonant’, commonly occurs in

words designating kinds of places.

Patterns (a$-siga, al-wazn

)

Most Arabic word bases fit one or another significant PATTERN. That
is to say, the form of a base usually implies something about its grammat-
ical function, and perhaps also something about its meaning. Note, for
instance, the pattern shared by these words:

zabne ‘cheese’ rakbe ‘knee

'

galbe ‘box’ nasbe ‘ relationship’

xatbe ‘marriage proposal’ ?abre ‘needle

’

salfe ‘sister-in-law’ danye ‘world’

xgdme ‘ service’ barke ‘pool ’

The pattern manifested in all these words consists in a sequence ‘conso-
nant + a + two consonants + e’. This is one of the patterns character-
istic of feminine nouns. This pattern, however, implies nothing about the
words’ meanings.

Note the pattern shared by these words:

tabbax ‘cook’ halld? ‘barber’

There are numerous exceptions to the pattern implications, however.

Note that xazzdn ‘reservoir’ and sabbdt ‘shoes’ do not indicate people’s

occupations, nor does maksab ‘profit’ designate a kind of place. Some of

the same patterns, too, are used in different parts of speech: battdl

‘bad’ and hassds ‘sensitive’, for instance, are not nouns, but adjectives.

Roots (a£-?agi, al-gihr)

If the pattern is analyzed out of a word, then the part left over —
the part which differentiates that word from others of the same pattern —
most typically consists of three particular consonants in a particular
order. This set of consonants is called the ROOT of the word, and each
separate consonant is called a RADICAL (harf 7aslT). Thus the root of
Sabne ‘cheese’ is S-b-n, the root of tabbax ‘cook’ is t-b-x, and the root
of matbax ‘kitchen’ is also t-b-x.

Words with the same root commonly have related meanings:

tabbax ‘ cook ’ matbax ‘kitchen’ (Root t-b-x)

xaddam ‘servant* X3dme ‘ service* (Root x-d-m)

xatbe ‘marriage proposal’ . xattb ‘ fiance' (Root x-t-b)

MisnaJ: ‘factory’ sindia ‘ industry

’

(Root s-n-{)

xayyat ‘tailor’ fannan ‘artist’
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There are countless exceptions, however. For instance:

rakbe ‘knee’ but markab ‘ship’ (Root r-k-b )

barke ‘pool’ but barake ‘blessing’ (Root b-r-k)

halla 9 ‘barber’ but hala 9a ‘link’ (Root A-I-?)

Words having the same root and related meanings are PARONYMS; a set of
paronyms constitutes a WORD FAMILY.

It should be noted that the term ‘root’ is used in some-
what varied ways in various Arabic grammars and dictionaries.
While in this book it designates a mere combination of
radicals without regard to meaning, elsewhere it sometimes
refers to a meaningful element — its meaning being that
shared by all members of a word family. Quite often the
concept of ‘root’ is used ambiguously, requiring interpreta-
tion now in one way, now in the other.

In Arabic dictionaries, for instance, which are alphabet-
ized by roots — not by bases as Western dictionaries are —
'homonymous roots" are sometime entered separately, i.e. the
mixing of different word- fami lies in one main entry is some-
times avoided. This policy has never been consistently
carried out, however; the more usual type of entry is the
purely "formal" root, whose sub-entries may include words of
various word- f amil ies, arranged without regard to meaning.

It is often difficult, if not impossible, to decide
without arbitrariness whether two words with the same
(formal) root have "related meanings" or not. The use of
etymology to resolve some of these difficulties only makes
the concept of ‘root’ still more ambiguous.

Root and Pattern Symbols

Roots, though unpronounceable in abstraction from words, may easily be
represented by writing the radical letters in order, separated by hyphens;
and orally, by simply naming the letters in quick succession.

Handy reference to patterns, on the other hand, is a bit more difficult.
In this book the traditional Arab technique is used: the pattern is
applied to the sample root f-t-l. Here we are not concerned with f-t-l
as a root of actual words (e.g. fatal ‘to do, to act’), but only as a
device for making abstract patterns pronounceable. (The / and the l of
these pattern symbols will be capitalized.) Thus FatLe is our formula
for the pattern of Sabne, talbe, xapbe, etc.; FattdL represents the
pattern of tabbax, xayydt, Sarrd\i; and maFtaL represents the pattern of
mapbax, masbah, and maltab.
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Number of Radicals

Arabic roots are TRILITERAL (Ould&i): they have three radicals.
™° s

u„„,»ver many four-radical or QUADRILITERAL (rubdtT) roots, as
there are, nowevc.

,

in the following words:

(1) Sadmal ‘schedule’ (2) zaxraf ‘to embellish’ (3) tasfur ‘bird’

daftar ‘notebook’ tarSam ‘to translate’ sandu 9 ‘box’

xan&ar ’dagger’ baxSaS ‘to tip’ tarbuS ‘fez’

(4) tarSame ‘translation’ (5) mfarnaS ‘westernized’

handase ‘engineering’ mlaxbap ‘mixed up’

falsafe ‘philosophy’ nSartat ‘ragged’

Patterns for quadriliteral roots are symbolized on a dummy root

p_(_L~L; it is to be understood that the third and fourth radicals are

usually different, though they are both represented by L in the formulas.

The pattern of the words in group 1 above (masculine nouns) is FatLaL;

group 2 (verbs) also FatLaL; group 3 (masculine nouns) FatLuL; group 4

(abstract feminine nouns) FatLaLe; group 5 (passive participles) mFatLaL.

Roots of five or more radicals are found only in nouns (plus whatever

adjectives may be derived from these nouns by suf fixation) : banafsaS

‘violet(s)’, ‘’’ambardtor ‘emperor’, trablos ‘Tripoli’, prdb 3 lsi

‘Tripolitanian’

.

It is not worth while to symbolize these multiliteral
roots or their patterns, 1 because the roots normally occur
with one pattern only (plus or minus certain suffixes), and
in many cases the pattern itself (if abstractable at all)
occurs with only one root.

There are hardly any biliteral roots and no uniliteral roots in Syrian
Arabic except in certain particles (e.g. man ‘from’, n- ‘if’) and in the
names of certain letters of the alphabet (e.g. be, name of the letter ).

A small handful of miscellaneous simple nouns and derivative adjec-
* lves

’ however, also have biliteral roots:

r i 9a ‘lung’ (Root r-? , Pattern Fita)

fi?a2 ‘class, bracket, rate’ (Root /- 9
, Pattern Fita)

Arabic dictionaries
n order to alphabet i

a

(Root s-n. Pattern Fate )

however, it is necessary to extract these

the words containing them.

"roots
"

2
Also Pronounced ft 9 a, implying a root /- y- 9 with Pattern FatLe.
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mara 4 woman * (Root m-r, Pattern Fa£a)

yadawi ‘manual, hand- ’ (Root y-d, Pattern Fa£awi )

damawi ‘blood-, bloody’ (Root d-m, Pattern Fa^awi

)

Note that the Classical words yad ‘hand' and dam ‘blood’,

from which yadawi and damawi are derived, correspond to

three- radical words in Colloquial: 9 td ‘hand’ (Root 9-y-d,
Pattern Fa£L [p. 142] ); damm ‘blood’ (Root d-m-m, Pattern
FaiL). A similar case is that of the dialectal form riyye
‘lung’ (Root r-y-y, Pattern Fa(Le [143]), which has been
generally supplanted in educated urban speech by the clas-
sicism ri 9a.

In the case of mara ‘woman’, the two-radical colloquial
word corresponds to a three- radical word in Classical:
mar 9a. (The latter form is also sometimes used in

Colloquial, however, when bookish or officialese style is

cal led for. )

The terms ‘biliteral’, ‘ triliteral ’ , ‘quadriliteral ’ , etc. in this book
will only be applied to roots. To designate words whose roots have a

certain number of radicals, or patterns applicable to roots of a certain
number of radicals, the terms BIRADICAL, TRIRADICAL, QUADRIRADICAL, etc.

will be used.

Compound words in Arabic (i.e. word bases including
more than one root) are very rare. Note ra 9 smali yye
‘capitalism’, which includes the roots r- 9-s and m-w-L
[p. 44 ]. The colloquial form of the word underlying
this one, however, is pronounced rasmal (‘capital’),
which sounds like a simple word with four radicals
(r-s-m-l) formed on Pattern FatLaL, rather than a com-

pound of ras ‘head’ and mal ‘property’.

Numerals from eleven to nineteen are compounds,
consisting of a simple numeral plus ‘ten’ (£-S-r).
[See p. 170]

PATTERN ALTERATIONS

Root Types

Many patterns vary according to the type of root they are applied to.

The verb pattern FaiaL, for instance, when applied to a root like 9-r-y,

does not yield a form
" 9aray“. What happens is that the final radical

semivowel disappears in this pattern: 9ara 'to read’.
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this same

radicals are

like radicals

verb pattern (Fa(aL), applied to a root whose last two

alike, such as d-L-L, loses its second vowel a, and the two

cohere as a double consonant: dall ‘to indicate’ (not

"dalal )

-

„ .... i;vp 9-r-v and d-l-l are UNSTABLE: they have at least one
Roots use y

.

J

dical that in certain patterns is subject to change, disappearance, or

f

8

ion STABLE roots, on the other hand, keep all their radicals intact 1

and distinct in all patterns.

Unstable roots include GEMINATING roots (like d-l-l), whose last two

adicals are alike and are sometimes fused together, and FLUCTUATING roots

(like 9-r-y), which contain a radical that is sometimes changed, lost, or

fused with some part of the pattern.

In fluctuating roots the unstable radicals are usually semivowels

(ru or y)
2

, in some cases 9
.

Some examples of radical fluctuation:

1) Change to another sound:

Pattern Fa£eL applied to Root x-w-f gives xdyef ‘afraid’ (not "xawef").

(Rule: Medial radical w is changed to y in Pattern FdieL . )3

Pattern FtadaL applied to Root w-f

-

9 gives ttafa 9 ‘to agree’ (not

"wtafa 9 ")

.

(Rule: Initial radical w is changed to t in Pattern FtaiaL.)

Pattern Fu£aL applied to Root d-(-w gives dufa 9 ‘supplication’ (not
"dufam").

(Rule: Final radical w is changed to 9 in Pattern FufaL.)

Pattern FafLe applied to Root 9-w-y gives 9uwwe ‘power’ (not
"9awye").

(Rule: Final radical y is changed to w in Pattern FaiLe after
medial radical m. 4 Also: a is changed to u in Pattern FaiLe
before medial radical w.

)

Intact, not counting the kinds of assimilation described as automatic
sound changes [p.26 ]. Thus the root 2-m-t: is considered stable, even
though the 2 may be devoiced in Pattern FtaiaL: stamai ‘to meet, get
together

’

.

2

3

e mere alternation of w with u and y with i, however, is automatic ( sub-
P^onemic, in fact), and is not to be counted as radical fluctuation. Thus

e radical w shows no fluctuation as between gasu ‘raiding’ (Pattern

^ )
and gazwe ‘a raid’ (Pattern Fa£Le), but does show fluctuation in

e ve rb gaea ‘to raid' (Pattern Fa^aL), where its disappearance is not
8 COnsequence of automatic sound changes.

m^
6
^!

**len *^e final radical is also a semivowel, in which case the
la w remains: ndmi ‘intending’ (Root n-w-y).

nless tFi e medial w itself fluctuates,tlon
. [p. 45]

changing to y. See ni yye ‘inten-
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2) Fusion with a part of the pattern:

Pattern Fa£L applied to Root s-®- 9 gives su 9 ‘market’ (not "saw 9 ").

(Rule: Pattern vowel a + medial radical w — u.)

Pattern FadL applied to Root x-w-f gives xdf ‘fear’ (not xa®/1
).

(Rule: Pattern vowel a + medial radical ® -* o. )

Pattern FadL applied to Root x-y-t gives xet ‘thread’ (not xayt 1
).

(Rule: Pattern vowel a + medial radical y — e.)

Pattern staFdaL applied to Root 9-K-l gives stdhal ‘to deserve’ (not
"sta 9 hal ").

(Rule: Pattern vowel a + initial radical 9 sometimes -’a.)

3) Loss without a trace:

Pattern FaddaL applied to Root x-f-y gives xaffa ‘to hide’ (not
"xaffay ")

.

(Rule: Final radical semivowels generally disappear from word-
final position after a.)

Pattern Fa^aL applied to Root x-w-f gives xdf ‘to fear’ (not “xawaf").
(Rule: Medial radical semivowels generally disappear in Pattern
FadaL. xa- + -af - xdf. )

Pattern staFdaL applied to Root h—y—y gives staha ‘to be embarrassed’
(not "stahyay").

(Rule: Medial radical y disappears in Pattern staFEaL if the
final radical is also y.

^ The latter also disappears since it is
in word-final position after a .

)

Pattern FadLdn applied to Root m-l- 9 gives maldn ‘full’ (not "mo l 9dn"). i

(Rule: Final radical 9 sometimes disappears in Pattern FadLan. )*

Word Types

A word in which the radicals are all intact and distinct is called
SOUND (salim).

A word in which two like radicals are fused together is called DOUBLED
or GEMINATE (nuddiaf): Sadde ‘intensity’ (cf. sound Sadid ‘intense’); (iarr
‘to damage’ (cf. sound jlarar ‘damage’); hazz ‘luck’ (cf. sound mahzuz
‘ lucky’ ).

1 Forms like xawf and xayt generally occur in Lebanon, however. For the
typical Lebanese dialects, the fusion of o with ® and y does not take place.

2 This rule" is not important since there are no other instances in which
it applies.

^Compare, however, the more common doublet of this root: m-l-y, whose final
radical does not disappear in Pattern FafLan: malydn ‘full’.
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ns accomodate the fusion of like radicals without alteration.
Many Pat occupies the same position in the pattern as two con-

The double
/distinct consonants: hazz (Pattern FadL); Sadde (Pattern

tiguous but a

PadLe).

tterns, however, undergo a special alteration when applied to
Some pa

'

t y, at the like radicals are brought together while

unlike

1

radical s are kept apart by a vowel :

Pattern staFdoL with Root fi- 9- 9 gives geminate stolid99 ‘to deserve’ (not

“stdh 9a 9 ", which would be the sound form).

Pattern viaFtaL with Root h^l-l gives geminate mahdll ‘place’ (not

"mdh Lai", which would be the sound form).

Pattern 9aFdaL with Root x-s-s gives geminate 9 oxass ‘most special’

(not
"9dxso? ", which would be the sound form).

A word is called WEAK fmiKStall) if in any of its forms a radical is

changed, lost, or fused with some part of the pattern.

While a stable root (by definition) produces only sound

words, a fluctuating root may produce both sound and weak

words. Thus the fluctuating root S-w-f with Pattern FadaL

produces a weak verb Saf ‘to see’, but with Pattern FaddaL

it produces a sound verb Sawwaf ‘to show’.

The root z-w-r with Pattern FaiaL produces both a weak

verb zdr ‘to visit’ and a sound verb zawar ‘to give (some-

one) a significant look’.

The root 9-fc-l with Pattern Fa£aL produces a base form

in which all radicals are intact: 9akal ‘to eat’; but the

initial radical 9 is lost or fused in other inflections

(byakol ‘he eats’, kol ‘eat!’), so the verb 7akal is

classified as weak.

In FINAL-WEAK or DEFECTIVE (ndqis) words, it is the last radical that

is changed, lost, or fused. Examples:

9ara ‘to read’ (Root 9-r-y. Pattern FadaL)

In the base form the final radical y is lost, while in

certain other forms it is fused with parts of the pattern
to give a or e: 9ardha ‘he read it’, 9aret ‘ I(have)read’

.

farSa ‘to brush' (Root f-r-S-y, Pattern FadLaL )

In other forms the radical y is not lost but fused:

farSet ‘I brushed’, bfarS f ‘I brush it’.

9a®i ‘strong’ (Root 9-®-y, Pattern Fa£iL)
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The final i does not represent the radical y, but only
the apocopated pattern vowel T.

9uvme ‘strength’ (Root 9-w-y, Pattern Fade)

The final radical y is changed to in this word.

nasi ‘to forget’ (Root n-s-y, Pattern Fa£eL)

The final radical is fused with the pattern vowel (e + y
— f ** final unaccented i) and is lost in the imperfect in-
flections: byansa ‘he forgets’.

vmddd^i ‘claimant’ (Root d-f-w, Pattern muFtafeL)

The final radical is, strictly speaking, fused with the
pattern ( e + ro - i ~ final unaccented i) rather than lost. 1

Saza or Saza. 9 ‘punishment’ (Root S-z-y, Pattern Fa£dL)

The form zaza shows total loss of the final radical y
(with the pattern vowel shortened because it is unaccented
finally), while in Saza. 9 the radical is not lost but is

changed to 9
.

In MIDDLE-WEAK or HOLLOW (
9ajf»o/) words, a middle radical is changed,

lost, or fused. Examples:

xaf ‘to fear’ (Root x-w-f, Pattern FaiaL)

The radical w is totally lost in the perfect, while in
the imperfect, strictly speaking, it fuses with the pattern
vowel a to produce a: bixdf ‘he fears’ (Pattern byaFfaL:
w + a — a).

stafad ‘to benefit’ (Root f-y-d, Pattern staF£aL)

The radical y fuses with the pattern vowel a to produce
d, while in the imperfect byastfid (Pattern byastaF(eL) it
fuses with the pattern vowel e to produce T.

Setdn ‘devil’ (Root S-y-t-n, Pattern Fa^LdL)

The pattern vowel a fuses with the radical y to produce
e. The radical remains intact in the plural: Sayatin.

1
1 f it were lost, strictly speaking, the pattern vowel e would not be
altered to i.
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niyye ‘intention’ (Root n-w-y, Pattern Fade)

The medial radical w is changed to y .
1

Uyef ‘looking at’ (Root S-w-f, Pattern FoteL)

The medial radical » is changed to y.

not ‘death’ (Root m-w-t. Pattern Fad)

The pattern vowel a fuses with the medial radical to

produce 6.

In INITIAL-WEAK words, the first radical is changed, lost, or fused.

Exampl es:

9Oman ‘to believe’ (Root 9-m-n, Pattern 9aF£aL)

The first pattern vowel a fuses with 9 to produce a in

the perfect tense, but the initial radical remains intact

in the imperfect: bya 9men ‘he believes’. 2

ftasal ‘to get in touch’ (Root m-s-l. Pattern FtafaL)

The initial radical w is changed to t, assimilated to

the -f- infix of the pattern.

yabes ‘to dry out’ (Root y-b-s, Pattern Fa(eL)

The radical y is intact in the base form, but may be
lost in the imperfect tense: btabas ‘it(f.)dries out’.
(Alternatively, however, it may be fused with the prefix
vowel: btibas. f = iy •- a + y. )

waled ‘to be born’ (Root w-l-d, Pattern Fa{eL)

The radical ui is intact in the base form, but may
be lost in the imperfect tense: byalod ‘he is born’.
(Alternatively, however, it may be fused with the
prefix vowel: byulod. u - u»*-»+».)

1 Tl_
e word niyye could just as well be spelled niye [p. 22] , in the light of
lc one could say that the medial w is fused with the pattern, rather

han simply changed.

9 —

view”
so '3e construed as having Pattern Fd£oL rather 9aF£aL, in

a p
° ibe imperfect b

i

9anen ‘he believes’ in addition to bya 9nen. As

r adi ?
rn verb, it is sound, since the initial 9 is then the

Ca rather than a pattern formative.
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sifa ‘attribute’ (Root m-s-f, Pattern (iLa)

The initial radical is lost completely. (Pattern (iLa
occurs only in initial-weak words, which is why it is
shown without any F.

)

muheS ’desolate’ (Root w-h-S, Pattern maFdeL)

The Pattern vowel a fuses with w to produce u.

DERIVATION (al-iStiqdq)

Simple and Augmented Bases

An affix or a change of pattern that is used in forming a larger word
base from a smaller one is called a BASE FORMATIVE. The prefix m- in
m£allem ‘teacher’, for instance, is a base formative (cf. 6allam ‘to

teach’); likewise the suffix -an in dayman ‘always’ (cf. dayem ‘lasting,
permanent’), the infix -t- in Stama

£

‘to meet, get together’ (cf. Sama£
‘to bring together’), and the lengthening of the consonant and vowel in
tabbax ‘cook’ (cf. tabax ‘to cook, prepare food’).

Word bases that contain formatives (ziyada) are called AUGMENTED
(mazid fihi); those without formatives are SIMPLE (mugarrad). Sama£ and
tabax are simple, while ztama£ and tabbax are singly augmented — they
each contain one formative. £allam ‘to teach’ and dayem ‘lasting’ are
also singly augmented (cf. the simple words £alm ‘organized knowledge’
and dam ‘to last’), m£allem, then, is doubly augmented — it contains
both the m- and the lengthened l; dayman, too, is doubly augmented — by
the suffix -an and the active participial formative (consisting in a
change from Pattern Fa£aL to Pattern Fd£eL) 1

.

Patterns, as well as word bases, may be spoken of as
simple or augmented, since a wood’s formative are part of
its pattern, not part of its root. Thus the pattern Fa£L
(as in £alm) is a simple pattern, as also the verb pattern
Fa£aL (as in Sama£ , tabax, and the hollow verb dam). Singly
augmented patterns include Fta£aL (as in Stama£), Fa££aL (as
in {allam), Fa££dL (as in tabbax), and Fa£eL (as in dayem),
whi le the patterns mFa££eL (as in m£allem) and Fd£Lan (as in
dayman) are doubly augmented.

^ The form dayman is analyzed as dayem + —an; the loss of e is not a change
of pattern but merely an alteration in the pattern entailed by the
addition of the suffix.
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TV Function of Base Formatives

Every formative has one or more regular functions. That is to say,

are certain regular differences in grammar or in meaning between
there

contain a particular formative and words that lack it. A
'*® r

lar function of the formative -t-, for instance, is to convert active
rC

rbs like zama£ ‘to bring together’ into mediopassive verbs like £tama<

£

^to get together, to meet’.

If the only difference in structure between two paronyms is that one

contains a base formative vhich the other lacks — and if the difference

in their graimiar or meanings can be accounted for as a regular function

of that formative — then the word with the formative is said to be

DERIVED (muStaqq) from the word without it. Thus Stama£ is derived from

Sama£, and m£allem ‘teacher’ is derived from £allam ‘to teach’, and

dayman ‘always’ from dayem ‘lasting, permanent’ — which, in its turn, is

derived from the simple verb dam ‘to last’. 1

Not all derivatives are augmented. Any change in pattern may serve

to distinguish a derivative from the word underlying it, provided that the

same function is in some other cases regularly served by augmentation.

For example the noun Sarb ‘drinking’ — even though it lacks a formative

— is considered a derivative of the verb Sareb ‘to drink’, since for -

countless other verbs this same kind of noun derivation (the gerund or

masdar [284]) is regularly expressed with formatives: ?ara ‘to read’ -

Vaye ‘reading’, kdtab ‘to write to’ - mkatabe ‘wr ting, correspondence’,

1 1 1 is quite usual in Arabic grammar to go on from here to say that dam is

derived from the root d-w-m

.

and Sama£ from z-m-£, and £allam from £-l-m.

To take this step implies that all patterns are formatives and all words

derivatives.
But the relationship between a word base and its root (sometimes

called ‘primary derivation’) should not be confused with the very differ-
ent kind of relationship that holds between two paronymous word bases.
It is gratuitous to say that zama£ is "derived from" z-m^<£, when the
same thing may be expressed simply by saying that the root of zama£ is

S—m—£.

A more serious objection to saying that a base is "derived from’ a

certain root is this: Arabic roots (as usually conceived, and as pre-
sented in this book) enter into construction with augmented patterns as
well as with simple patterns. Thus Root S-m-£ + Pattern Fta£aL — Stama£
No matter how convenient this kind of analysis may be in describing the
forms (morphophonemics) of words, it is incompatible with the analysis
of augmented word bases into underlying bases plus formatives: zama£ +
~t- - ztamaS. Therefore i f we want to describe the hierarchical inter-
relationships of word bases, we cannot validly treat roots and patterns
as grammatical entities at all.

The derivational system, then, is the system of interrelationships
^ong members of a word family. A root, as conceived here, is neither
Parental nor ancestral to those members, but is merely their family
resemblance.
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dallam ‘to teach* tadltm 'teaching, instruction’.*

Derivational Categories

There are approximately thirty regular ways in which Syrian Arabic words
are produced by derivational formatives, including about fifteen kinds of
verb derivation, ten kinds of noun derivation, four or five kinds of
adjective derivation, and one kind of adverb derivation.

Notwithstanding the fact that derivation is based on
the regular correlation of formatives with functions, these
correlations are in general not very neat. Some categories,
e.g. abstract nouns [p 284], are expressed by a wide variety
of formatives and other pattern changes, while many forma-
tives, e.g. the —e/-a suffix [138 ], or the verb pattern
Fa££aL [79 ] ,

2

serve regularly in a number of different
functions.

The derivational categories are treated in detail in
Chapters

Unlike inflectional categories, the categories that are purely deriva-
tional have no unique syntactic or semantic properties. That is to say,
there are always some simple underived words that have the same syntactic
and semantic characteristics as the derivatives. Take for example
causative verbs [p. 240] derived from simple transitive verbs: fahham
‘to explain( to) ’ , from fahem ‘to understand*. These causatives are
doubly transitive and mean ‘to cause( someone)to do( something)

’ , thus
fahham “to cause( someone)to understand( something) ’ . But compare this
with a simple verb like data ‘to give’, which is likewise doubly transi-
tive and might likewise be analyzed semantically as ‘to cause( someone) to
receive( something) ’ . The only relevant difference is that £ata has no
paronym meaning ‘to receive*.

Or take for example occupational derivatives like tabbdx ‘cook’ (from
fabax ‘to cook, prepare food’), fanndn ‘artist’ (from fann ‘art’), mdalLen
‘teacher’ (from dallam ‘to teach’), ?adi ‘judge’ (from 9ada ‘to pass judge-
ment’). These derivatives are paralleled by simple words that likewise
indicate occupations: xuri ‘priest’, doktor ‘doctor’, 9astaz ‘professor’,
darsa ‘pimp’.

1 Since so many gerunds of simple verbs are formed on simple noun patterns,
some scholars seem to have doubts about "which came first", the verb or
the noun [284 ]. As a pseudo-historical question, this is perhaps an
insoluble problem, but as a question of mere linguistic description it is
no real problem at all. In actual practice everyone treats the gerund as
a derivative of the verb — even those who would in theory maintain that
the reverse is equally reasonable.

2 Strictly speaking, patterns as such are not formatives; to call Pattern
FaddaL a formative means that the change from some other (usually simple)
pattern ^o Pattern FaddaL is a formative.

however,nowevc, several categories that are not purely derivational
There a ^ e

‘

^ .INFLECTIONAL, straddling the line between derivation and
rather l^J

^ctive participles [p.265], elatives [313], true passive verbsbut rains
Active participles [p.265], elatives [313], true passive verbs

inflection
trans jtive gerunds [440] have certain syntactic and/or semantic

[236]. an r

set tb em apart from any non-derivative words. 1

pecul i ari

t

i

Derivational
Irregularities

While inflectional

productive, derivation

larities.

systems tend to be functionally regular and perfectly

al systems are normally riddled with gaps and irregu-

First ‘of all, no derivational categories (not even the

quasi - inf lectional ones) are as PRODUCTIVE as the inflec-

tional categories. While the inflections of most words may

be freely improvised as needed, derivational formatives on

the other hand are not used so liberally. To improvise

with a derivational formative is to produce a nonce word

or to coin a word.

The derivational categories vary greatly in the extent

to which they are exemplified in ready-made word bases,

and in the precision with which a derivative’s grammar or

meaning may be deduced from that of the underlying word.

These factors, in turn, have an effect on the frequency

with which a given derivational formative is used in coin-

ages or nonce formations.

The most common and productive derivational categories include causa-

tive, augmentative, applicative and (especially) passive verbs; participial
and relative adjectives and nouns; and abstract, singulative, feminal,
and elative nouns.

At the other end of the scale certain categories are so uncommon or
so shot through with irregularities of one sort or another that their
status as "regular" derivational functions is only marginal. This is the
case, for instance, with descriptive verbs and diminutive nouns.

Beyond such marginal categories there lies an assort-
ment of anomalous derivatives which do not fit any
recognizable category at all.

Some words fit into a particular derivational category in form and
meaning but have no underlying word. For example the instrumental noun
manSal ‘sickle’ implies an underlying verb such as "na&al" (meaning,
Perhaps, ‘to cut, mow’), but in fact no such verb exists. Similarly

c reciprocati ve verb ddarab(u) ‘to fight(one another)’ theoretically

V*
d be derived from a participative verb ddrab ‘to fight with’ (which

how
° ^ der * ved in turn from the simple verb fiarab ‘to hit’); in fact,
ever

' no such verb as ddrab is used in Syrian Arabic.

1

S15ec*al features of
ak e, along with their
rictly speaking those

categories.

these categories are dealt with, for convenience’

more properly derivational functions, though
features belong in the chapters on inflectional
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The verb Stagal ‘to work', for instance, is the mediopassive of Sagal

‘to occupy, make. .. busy ’ , but this derivation applies only insofar as

the subject-referent of Stagal is animate. When it is inanimate (say, a

machine), then Stagal is not the mediopassive of Sagal, but rather of

Saggal ‘to operate, put into operation’. 1

>0r better, perhaps, Saggal may be considered the causative of Stagal.
Causative and mediopassive are the converse of each other [p.238], and
since both words are singly augmented, there is no basis for deciding
which is derivative and which underlying.

Some scholars would object to calling either word a derivative of the
other, on the grounds that both analyses imply etymologies that are very
likely false. But it goes without saying, of any strictly synchronic
method of analysis, that no etymologies — at least no particular
etymologies — are implied, even though the analysis of the system as a
whole may be so designed as to suggest good etymologies in most cases.

The present method does not imply that any given derivative neces-
sarily "came from” (or "comes from”) its underlying word, nor that it is
necessarily more closely associated with its underlying word than with
other paronyms. It merely implies that the category to which the
derivative belongs i s — on the whole — best described in terms of its
underlying word's category.

The description of Arabic derivation in this book departs from more
traditional descriptions, in that all derivational categories (except
color and defect adjectives [p. 130] ) are defined in terms of underlying
word bases; none is treated as a primary category, i.e. none is defined
in terms of roots.

One reason for stopping derivational analysis short of the root has
been given in the footnote on p.47. Another reason (or another aspect of
the fundamental reason) has to do with the "meanings of roots".

The purported meaning of the root k-t-b, for instance, is sometimes
ormulated in English in the phrase ‘having to do with writing’. Thus
he locative noun maktab ‘office’ can be analyzed derivational ly as

3 P ^ aCe ^av tn6 1° do with writing’, and the occupational noun
°.® *r iter’, ‘clerk’, as ‘a person whose occupation has to do with
riting’. (Note, however, that this type of analysis fails to reflect

mnk+'V*
sp

?
cific relationships such as that between kdteb ‘clerk’ and

,..
a office

, or that between ktdb ‘book’ and the locative maktabe
1 ibrary

’

.

)

cif
Bu

]
^.

since the verb pattern FaiaL cannot be associated with any spe-
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S
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e root k-t-b, then, is seen to be merely the blurred and deverb-zed meaning of the verb katab.
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tlonal head of this word family turns out after all to be

e word base, while the root — in this light - appears as a sort
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l( footnote continued from page 51)
of family emblem or icon which has no intrinsic meaning but which is
invested with, and reflects, the meaning of the 'bead" word base.

A common objection to the foregoing argument is that there are many
word families in which certain derivatives have no underlying words, and
therefore if these orphan derivatives are to be analyzed at all, they
must be analyzed in terms of their roots and patterns.

This objection defeats itself, however. To observe that certain
derivatives have no underlying words is to point out missing members of
their word families; and to point out the missing members — to interpo-
late hypothetical underlying bases — validates and confirms the base-
hierarchy type of analysis while showing exactly how the root-pattern
analysis may be dispensed with.

Arabic roots could be utilized as derivational primes if the term
root were used to denote elements that enter into construction only

with primary patterns, i.e. patterns which specify no meanings but only
tix the parts of speech. In that case, however, the gaps left between
orphan derivatives and their roots would still have to be bridged bvhypothetical underlying bases.

For practical purposes it seems preferable to treat primary bases
(actual or hypothetic^t) as derivational primes, and not to tamper withthe traditional Arabistic concept of root, which is probably more use-
tul, generally speaking, as it stands.

INDEX OF PATTERNS 53

CHAPTER 3: VERB PATTERNS ( 9awzan L-fitl)

WITH INFLECTIONAL PARADIGMS

f the Arabic verb patterns (commonly called "stems", "forms", or
M° st °

are traditionally designated in Western grammars and diction-
"measures

) ^ labe i s For instance 'Pattern II" ("the second stem")
aries by

'Pattern III" is Fatal, etc. The several simple
iS Pat

ns
r

'are designated collectively as Pattern I".
pat t c*

Th base inflection (3rd person masc./sing. perfect) is not sufficient
1

^t at ion form to differentiate the simple triradical patterns one

f

S 3
another, so these patterns (and the verbs instantiating them) are

from a
^. ted ^ith two "principle parts", the second of which is the 3rd p.

l.r/dng. imperfect indicative . Thus the verb hamal, byahmel ‘to carry’

^an example of Pattern Fatal, byaFteL. (Augmented verbs also are some-

times cited in this way, though their imperfect can be deduced from the

perfect.) Pattern Fatal, byaFteL may also be cited as Pattern Ifa-e) —
with the first letter in the parenthesis showing the stem vowel of the per-

fect and the second letter showing the stem vowel of the imperfect.

Each pattern — and each alteration of it — is illustrated with at

least one paradigm showing the complete inflection 1 of a verb. These

inflectional paradigms constitute a sort of distributed appendix, serving

not only this chapter, but also Chapter 6, in which the inflectional

affixes and stem modifications are described.

It should not be supposed that each of the many para-

digms in this chapter illustrates a different "conjugation"

that has to be learned separately. The inflectional
affixes are much the same for all patterns; the few vari-

ations they incur with different types of stem have
relatively little to do with base patterns as such.

Inflectional stem modifications, likewise, apply to verb
classes each of which subsumes — or intersects — a

number of different base patterns.

Index of Patterns

SIMPLE TRIRADICAL PATTERNS:

Pattern Ifa-o): Fatal, byaFtoL p. 55

Pattern I(a-e): Fatal, byaFteL p. 57

Pattern Ifa-o/e) andfa-a) (Geminate) ... p.63

Pattern I(a-a): Fatal, byaFtal p.65

p. 69

See Ch. 21.
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Pattern l(e-a): FateL, byaFtaL .... p. 71

Anomalous: 9aSa, byaSi ‘to come’ .... p. 76

AUGMENTED TRI RADICAL PATTERNS:

Pattern II: Fattal, biFatteL ... p. 77

Pattern III: Fatal, biFateL .... p . 80

Pattern IV: 9aFtaL, byaFteL .... p.82

Pattern V: tFattaL, byatFattal . p.86

Pattern VI: tFdtal, byatFdtal .. p.88

Pattern VII: nFatal, byanFateL .. p.91

Pattern VIII: FtataL, byaFtateL .

.

p.95

Pattern IX: FtalL, byaFtaLL ... p.101

Pattern X: staFtaL, byastaFteL . p. 102

Anomalous Forms p.107

PSEUDO-QUADRIRADICAL PATTERNS:

Reduplicative: FatFaL , biFatFeL and tFatFaL, byatFatFaL .. p. 110

Post-medial w: Fatwal, biFatweL and tFatwal, byatFatwaL . . p. 113

Pre-medial o: Fatal, biFoteL and tFotal, byatFdtal ... p. 113

Pre-medial r: FartaL, biFarteL and tFartal, byatFartaL . . p. 114

Suffix n: FatLan, biFatLen and tFatLan, byatFatLan . . p. 115

Prefix 9
:

9aFtaL , bi 9aFteL p. 116

TRUE QUADRIRADICAL PATTERNS:

Simple Pattern (I): FatLal, biFatLeL ... p. 117

Prefix t (II): tFatLaL, byatFatLal . p. 121

Pattern FtaLalL (IV): FtaLalL, byaFtalaLL . P-123

SIMPLE TRIRADICAL VERBS (a-o) 55

PATTERN I (a-o): Fatal, byaFtoL

S»a«l
Verba- Examples:

Tamar, bya 9mor ‘to command

’

xalas, byaxlo? ‘to finish’

daras, byadros ‘to study’ katab, byaktob ‘to write *

pabax, byapbox ‘to cook ’ barad, byabrod ‘to get cold’

INFLECTION OF katab ‘to write’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m katab byaktob yaktob ‘he’

f kdtbet btaktob taktob ‘ she’

pl kdtabu byak 3 tbu yak 3 tbu
1

‘ they

’

2m katdb( 3)t btaktob taktob ktob ‘you’

f katdbti btak 3 tbi tak 3 tbi kta'bi ‘you’

pl katdbtu btak 3 tbu tak 3 tbu ktabu ‘you’

lsg katdb( 3)t ba'ktob ?a'ktob ‘I’

Pl katdbna mna'ktob naktob ‘ we’

Participles: Act. kateb, Pass, maktub (Gerunds: ktabe, kat 3b)

Initial -Weak Verbs: 9 akal, byakol ‘to eat’; 9axad, byaxod ‘to take’

The initial radical 9 of these two verbs fuses with the

prefix vowel of the imperfect to produce a, and disappears
entirely in the imperative. (In all other verbs on this

pattern the initial radical 9 is stable, eg. 9amar,

bya 9mor.
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INFLECTION OF 9axad ‘to take, get’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m 9axad byaxod ydxod ‘he’

f 9 dxde

t

btaxod tdxod ‘ she’

pl 9axadu byaxdu ydxdu ‘ they

’

2m 9axdd( *)t l btaxod tdxod xod ‘ you

’

f 9axdtti btaxdi tdxdi xadi ‘you’

pl 9axdt tu btaxdu tdxdu xadu ‘you’

lsg 9axad( 3
) t

1 bdxod 9djcod •I’

Pl 9 axddna mndxod ndxod ‘we
’

Participles: Act. 9axed, Pass. ma 9xud (Gerund: ,?ax dd)

Verbs. Examples:

?dl, bi^ul ‘to say' kan, bikun ‘to be’

zar, bizur ‘to visit

’

sd? , bisu 9 ‘to drive’

mat, bimut ‘to die’ lam, bilum ‘to blame’

All these verbs have w as their middle
perfect the w disappears entirely, while in

it fuses with the pattern vowel o to product

radical. In the
the imperfect

e u.

3] SIMPLE TRIRADICAL VERBS (a-e)

INFLECTION OF sa9 ‘to drive’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m so 9 bisu9 ysu 9 ‘he’

f sd9 et batsu.9 tsu9 ‘ she’

pl sd9u b i su 9u ysu 9u * they’

2m sa 9(
3)t batsu 9 tsu 9 su 9 ‘you

’

f sa'9 ti batsu 9 i tsu 9 i su 9 i ‘you’

pl sa 9 tu batsu 9u tsu 9u su 9u ‘you
’

lsg sa 9 (
a)t bsu9 su 9 I’

pl sa'9na mansu 9 nsu 9 * we ’

ParticiplLe: Act. saye 9 (Gerund: sya 9 a. )

There are no defective verbs [p.43] with Pattern I(a-o)

in Syrian Arabic (other than in classicisms such as 9arSuk

‘I beg of you’). All simple defective verbs have Pattern I

(a-e) or (e-a).

In many parts of Greater Syria (including Damascus)
geminate verbs [p.42] have only a as imperfect stem
vowel, thus neutralizing the difference between Patterns
I (a-o) and I (a-e). [See p.13.] All simple geminates
are classed here with Pattern I(a-o/e)

,

p.63.

PATTERN I (a-e); FadaL, byaFteL

Sound Verbs. Examples:

9asam, bya^sem 1 to divide’ gasal, byagsel ‘ to wash ’

hamai, byahme l ‘ to carry

’

(a£ab. byadzeb ‘ to please

kamaS, byakmeS 4

to
>
grasp’ (awa£, byadwez * to bend’

*0r with assimilation of d, to t [p. 26] : ?axdtt.
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INFLECTION OF hamal ‘to carry’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m hamal byahmel ydhme l ‘he’

f hamlet btdhme

l

tdhmel ‘ she ’

Pi hamalu byah 9mlu ydh 3mlu ' they

2m hamal ( 3)t btehme

L

tdhmel hmel ‘you ’

f hamal ti btah 9mli tdh 3mli hmdli ‘you’

pl hamal tu btah 9mlu tdh 3mlu hmdlu ‘you ’

lsg hamal( 3
) t bdhme

l

9dhme l ‘I’

Pl hamdlna mndhme

L

ndhmel ‘ we ’

Participles: Act. hamel, Pass, mahmul (Gerund: ham 3 l)

There are a number of sound verbs on this pattern that
have medial radical w. Most of them are correlative to
defect - adj ect i ves [p. 130] : dawar ‘to put out an eye’ (cf.
9adwar ’one-eyed’), dawaz ‘to bend’ (cf. 9adwad ‘bent’),
hawal ‘to make cross-eyed’ (cf. 9ahwal ‘cross-eyed’). Also
zawar ‘to frown at, give a significant look’.

Otherwise, l(a-e) verbs with medial radical w (and
stable final radical) are hollow [p-59 ].

INFLECTION OF dawad ‘to bend’

3m ddwa£ bydime£ yddwez ‘he’

f ddwSet btddwed tddwez ‘ she*

Pl ddwazu bydd 3w£u ydd 3wdu ‘ they

’

2m dawa£( 3
) t btddwed tddwel! £we£ ‘you’

f dawdzt

i

btdd 3wdi tdd 3w£i £wa'5i ‘you ’

pl dawdztu btdd 3wzu tdd 3wdu £wa£u ‘you
*

lsg dawd£( 3)

t

bddwed 9ddwed ‘I’

Pl dawaSna mnddwez nadwed ‘we’

Participles: Act. daweS, Pass. madwuS (Gerund: dawze)

SIMPLE TRIRADICAL VERBS (a-e)

i Weak Verbs. Examples:

wadad bytided ‘to promise’ wasaf, byusef ‘to describe’

wazan, byuzen ‘to weigh’ wazad, byuSed ‘to find’

The prefix vowel a merges with the initial radical w

to produce u in the imperfect.

INFLECTION OF ioa$af ‘to describe’

Perfect Impf. Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m wasaf byusef yusef ‘he’

f wasfet btusef tusef 4 she’

pl wdsafu byusfu yusfu ‘ they

’

2m wasaf(
3
) t btusef tusef w$ef ‘you’

f wasafti btupfi tusfi wsdfi ‘you
’

Pl wasaf tu btu$fu tusfu wsdfu ‘you ’

lsg wasaf

(

3 )

t

busef 9u§ef ‘I’

Pl wasafna mnupef nusef ‘ we ’

Participles: Act. loose/. Pass. mawsuf (Gerund: was 9
/)

Hollow Verbs. Examples:

9dm, bi 9 im ‘to remove

'

gab, bigib ‘to be absent

zdd, bisid ‘to increase’ ddS, bidiS 'to 1 ive ’

bad, bibid 'to sel 1
’ tar, bitir ‘to fly’

In the perfect the medial radical w or y disappears
entirely. In the imperfect, the semivowel fuses with
the pattern vowel e to produce f. (n.b. : w + e — f, as
well as y + e — f. )
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INFLECTION OF fa9 ‘to wake up’ ( int rans. )

Perfect Impf . Indie . Impf. Subin. Impv.

3m /a 9 bifi9 y/f9 ‘he’

f fa 9 e t batft 9 tfi 9 ‘ she’

pl fd 9u bxfx 9u yfi 9u * they *

2m fd9
(
3)t batft 9 tfi9 ft9 ‘you ’

f fa 9 ti batfx 9 i tfi9 i fi9 i ‘you
’

pl fa 9 tu batfx 9u tfi9u fx 9u ‘you

'

lsg fd9
(
3)t bfx 9 fi9 ‘I’

Pl fa 9na manfx 9 nfi9 ‘ we *

Participl e: fdye 9 (Gerund: fe 9 a)

Defective Verbs. Examples:

haka, byahki ‘to speak’

bana, byabni ‘to build’

haya, byahyi ‘to enliven’

tufa, byatfi ‘to extinguish’

tawa, byatwi ‘to fold’

da(a, byacKi ‘to envoke’

In the base form (3rd p. pf. ) the final radical w or y
disappears; in the imperfect it fuses with the pattern
vowel e to form i. (Note that e + w in these circumstances
produces i just as e + y does: Root d-(-w with Pattern I

( o,~e) gives da(a, byadd. (There are no defective verbs
in Pattern I (a-o)).

SIMPLE TR IRADICAL VERBS (a-e)

INFLECTION OF bana ‘to build’

Perfect Impf. Indie. Impf.Subjn. Impv.

3m bana bya'bni yebni ‘he’

f bdnet btabni tabni
4 she’

pl bdnu byabnu yabnu ‘ they*

2m banet btabni tabni bn x, 9abni ‘you’

f baneti btabni tabni bn x, 9 a'bni ‘you
’

Pl banetu btabnu ta'bnxi bnu, 9abnu ‘you
’

lsg banet babni 9abni I’

pl banena mna'bni nabni ‘we’

Participles: Act. bani, Pass . nabni (Gerund: bina 9
)

in

The verb faf
the imperfect

a ‘to give’ has pref ix- supporting vowe 1 a

3m (afa byd(ti yd(ti ‘he’

f (dfet btd(ti td(ti ‘ she’

Pl (dtu byd(txx yd(tu ‘ they’

2m (atet btcKti td(ti (at i
1 ‘you’

f (ateti btd(ti td(t x (dti ‘you
’

pl (afetu btcKtu ta(tu (dtu ‘you ’

lsg (atet bd(ti 9d(ti I’

Pl (atena mnd(ti nd(ti ‘we
’

Participle: Act. (ati (Gerund: (ata 9
, fata)

A medial radical ib or y remains intact in defective
verbs:

61

Note the irregular imperative stem (instead of 9a(ti).
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INFLECTION OF tawa ‘to fold’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf . Subjin. Impv.

3m tdwa bye'twi yatwi ‘he’

f t awe t btatwi tatwi 4 she’

pl tdwu byatwu yatwu ‘they’

2m tawet btatwi tatwi twi, 9 a twi ‘you
’

f faweti btatwi tatwi twi, 9 a twi ‘you ’

pl tawetu btatwu tafwu twu, 9atwu ‘you
’

lsg tawet be'twi 9 a twi I’

Pl tawena mnatwi na'twi ‘we’

Participles: Act . tdwi

,

Pass . matwi (Gerund: fawye)

Defective verbs with initial radical w are also initial-

weak [see p. 187] :

INFLECTION OF wafa ’to fulfill*

3m wdfa byufi yufi ‘he
’

f wdfet btufi tufi
4 she’

pl wdfu byufu yufu * they

’

2m wafet btufi tufi wfi. 9ufi ‘you ’

f wafe t i btufi tufi wfi, 9ufi ‘you
’

Pl wafe tu btufu tufu wfu, 9ufu ‘you ’

lsg wafet bufi 9ufi •I’

pl wafena mnufi nufi ‘we’

Participle: Act. wdfi (Gerund: wafi )

SIMPLE TRIRADICAL VERBS (a-e/o)

tical Characteristics of Pattern I(a-e).
Granaa^^

de fective verbs are transitive. Of
*°un

is no significant predominance of one sy
thef

A few of the hollow verbs of this pattern 1

[p. 240] from I (*-°) verbs:

A large majority of the

the hollow verbs, however,

ntactic type over others,

are derived as causatives

bidin ‘ to mak e .

.

. last

’

(
- dam, b i dum 1 to last ’

)

bi 9 tm ‘ to pick.

.

.up’ (
- 9dm, bi 9um 4 to get up’)

MERGED PATTERNS I (a-o) and I (a-e)

The distinction between Pattern I (a-o) and Pattern I (a-e) is

functional for hollow verbs only (
9dm, bi 9 urn ‘to get up’ v. s. 9 dm, bi 9 Vm

‘to pick up, to remove’).

No defective verbs have Pattern I (a-o); as for sound

verbs, some conform to one pattern and some to the other,

but apparently no two verbs with the same root are dis-

tinguished only by the one’s having imperfect vowel o

while the other as e.

Many sound verbs belong to both patterns, the choice of imperfect

vowel o or e being optional (or subject to unsystematic variation among

individuals or regions):

9atal, bye 9tol/bye 9 tel ‘to kill' saraf, bya$rof/byesref ‘to spend’

naSar, byansor/byanSer 'to saw’ lafat, byalfot/byalfet ‘to turn’

xabaz, byexboz/byexbez ‘to bake’ tarak, byatrok/byatrek ‘to leave’

Note, furthermore, that when any kind of suffix is

added to the imperfect stem of a Pattern I (a-o) or I (a-e)
verb, the e/o distinction is obliterated [pp.28,197].

byetlob ‘he asks for’: byeflbu ’they ask for'

byahmel ‘he carries’: byah 3mlu ‘they carry’

Geninate Verbs. Examples:

inadd, b imedd ‘to extend’ hal l. bihall ‘to solve’

9ann, b

i

99nn ‘to groan’ da99 , bide 99
‘ to knock

’

sabb. bisabb ‘to pour’ hass, bi floss ‘to feel’

sponding
:
to Classical Pattern IV: 9addma, yudimu; 9aqama, yuqimu.
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All these verbs have middle and final radicals alike.
(Note, however, that if the like radicals are semivowels
— as in the root Ti-y-y — the verb will be defective, not
geminate: Raya, byaliyi ‘to revive'.)

The pattern vowel (perfect a, imperfect o or e) does
not appear between the two like radicals, which are fused
together as a double consonant in all inflections. Between
the first and middle radicals, the a of the perfect remains,
while a is used in the imperfect.

Thus in many parts of the Syrian area (including the
Damascus standard used in this book) the distinction between
Patterns I (a-o) and I (a-e) is completely obliterated in
geminate verbs, since neither o nor e normally occurs before
two consonants — both being neutralized as a [p. 23] . In
parts of Lebanon and Palestine, on the other hand, one will
hear for example hatt, bihutt ‘to put’ (with imperfect vowel
u) in contract to hass, bihiss ‘to feel’ (with imperfect
vowel i). (Note, however, that a before t sounds very much
like u, and a before s sounds very much like i [p. 13] . )

INFLECTION OF Iiass ’to feel’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m hass b ihass yhass ‘he
’

f has set baths ss thass * she’

Pi hassu bi hassu yhassu ‘ they

’

2m hasset bathass thass hass ‘you ’

f hasseti bat hassi thass

i

ha'ssi ‘you *

pl fiassetu bat hassu thdssu hassu ‘you ’

lsg hasset bha'ss hass •I*

Pl hassena manhass nha'ss ‘we’

Participles: Act. bases, Pass, mahsus (Gerund: hass)

PATTERN I (a- a): Fa£aL, byaFtaL

Souod Verba. Examples:

sa9al, byas9al ‘to ask’ zahar, byazhar ' to appear ’

fatah, byaftah ‘to open’ bafat, byabiat ‘to send*

Scma£, bya&nat ‘to bring’

together

’

hafaz, byahfaz ‘to keep’

The vast majority of these verbs have a back

(x, g, <7. I1 - E, h, or 9
) either as middle or last

consonant
radical

.

INFLECTION OF sa9 al ‘to ask’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m sd9al byas 9 al yds 9al ‘he
*

f sa9 let btas 9 al tds 9al ‘ she’

pl sa 9alu byas 9alu yds 9 alu ‘ they’

2m sa 9dl( 3)t btas 9al tds 9al s 9dl ‘you
’

f sa 9dlti btas 9ali tds 9ali s 9dli ‘you
’

pl sa9altu btas9alu tds 9alu s 9dlu ‘you
’

lsg sa 9ai( 9
) t bas 9 al 9ds 9 al ‘I’

Pl sa 9dlna mnas 9al nds 9al ‘ we *

Par ticiples: Act. sa.9 el Pass. mas 9ul .
1
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Initial-Weak Verbs: wadag byudag ‘to place’; wadag, byudag ‘to entrust
deposit ’

.

These two verbs, like those of Pattern I (a-e), have
imperfect stems beginning with -u, from the fusion of
the prefix vowel with the initial radical w.

INFLECTION OF wadag ‘to put, place'

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m wada<

f

byudag yudag ‘he

'

f wadset btudag tudad ‘ she ’

Pi wadagu b yudagu yudagu ‘ they

2m wadag( s
) t btudag tudag wdag ‘you ’

f wadag ti btudagi tudag

i

wddgi ‘you
’

Pi wadag tu bfudagu tudag

u

wddgu ‘you ’

lsg wadag( 3
) t budag 9udad •I’

wadagna nnucLaE nudag ‘we’

Part iciples: Act. wadeg, Pass. mawdug (Gerund: wad sg)

Hollow Verbs. Examples:

ban, bibdn * to appear

'

bat, bibat 4 to spend the night’

ndl, bindl * to obtain

’

xdf, bixdf 4 to fear ’

nam, binam * to sleep

’

gar, b igdr 4 to be jealous'

hab, bihab * to be awed’ sag, bisdg 4 to contain

’

Hollow verbs of this pattern are rare; the above
examples are the only ones found. The middle radical w or
y disappears in the base form (3p. perf. ) and the two a’s
of the pattern run together as a; in the imperfect, the
radical semivowel fuses with the pattern vowel a to pro-
duce a.

SIMPLE TRIRADICAL VERBS (a-a) 67

INFLECTION OF nam ‘to sleep’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf . Subjn. Impv.

3m nam binam ynam ‘he’

f
name t batndm tndm 4 she’

pl namu binamu yndmu 4 they’

2m nam( 3
) t be tndm tndm nam ‘you’

f namt i batnami tnami nami ‘you’

pl namtu batndmu tnamu namu ‘you’

lsg nam( a
) t bndm nam I’

Pl namna mannam nnam 4 we’

Participle: nayem (Gerund: novi)

Defective Verbs. Only two defective verbs have Pattern I (a-a) consist-

ently over the whole Syrian area:

?<jra, bya^ra ‘to read’

raga, byarga ‘to herd, tend’

Also commonly used are:

bada (or badi ), ‘to begin’ sofa (or sagi), ‘to make efforts’

byabda byasga

nama (or nami), ‘to grow’ hawa (or hawi), ‘to contain'

byanma byahwa

fapa (or ga$i), ‘to disobey’
byagpa

All these verbs have a final radical w or y, which is

lost or fused in all inflections.
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INFLECTION OF ?ara ‘to read’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf .Subjn. Impv.

3m 9dr

a

bya 9ra ya 9ra ‘he*

f 9dret bta 9ra ta 9ra ‘she’

Pi 9dm bya 9m ya 9m * they’

2m 9aret bta 9ra ta 9ra 9ra, 9a 9ra ‘you*

f 9areti bta 9 ri ta 9ri Vi, 9a 9ri ‘you
’

Pi 9aretu bta 9ru ta 9ru Vu, 9a 9 ru ‘you’

lsg 9aret ba 9ra 9a 9ra ‘I*

Pi 9arena mna 9ra na 9ra * we ’

Part iciples: Act. 9dri, Pass. ma 9ri (Gerund: 9rdye)

Geminate Verbs. Only two geminate verbs have Pattern I (a-a) consist-
ently over the whole Syrian area:

dal l, bidall ‘to remain’

tanrn, bitarnm ‘to remain’

Also commonly used is Eadid, biEadd ‘to bite’ (but Palestinian also biEadd)',
Palestinian sahh, bisahh. ‘to be all right’ (but elsewhere usually bisahh).

INFLECTION OF tamm ‘to remain’

3m tamm. b it amm ytdmm ‘he’

f tdmmet bat tamm ttdmm ‘ she’

Pi tammu bit arnrnu y tammu ‘ they’

2m tamme t bat tamm ttdmm tamm ‘you
’

f tamme ti battammi ttdrnmi tammi ‘you ’

Pi tamme tu bat tammu t tammu tammu ‘you ’

lsg tamme

t

b t amm tamm ‘I’

pl tammena man t amm ntdmm ‘we’

Participle: tamem

SIMPLE TRIRADICAL VERBS (e-e) 69

PATTERN I (e-e): FaEel, byaFEeL

Sound Verbs. Examples:

musek byamsek ‘to hold’ nazel, byanzel ‘to descend’

Igbes, byalbes 'to dress’ Eamel, byaEmel ‘to make’

hssen, byahsen ‘to be able’ 9 ader, bya 9der ‘to be able'

This pattern is rare; the above examples are the only

ones generally used. Earef, byaEref ‘to know’ conforms to

this pattern except for the supporting vowel a with the

subject prefixes [177] — also commonly used in Eamel,

byaEmel. (gader, byagder ‘to be able’ is a variant of

?ader, by

a

9der.) Regional variants include bya 9dar (Pal.),

byanz’al (Leb. ), byaEmal (Pal.), which put these verbs in

Pattern I (e-a), and masak, which puts this verb in Pattern

I (a-e).

INFLECTION OF nazel ‘to descend’

Perfect Impf. Indie. Impf . Subjn. Impv.

3m nazel byanze

l

yanze

l

‘he’

f nazlet btanze

l

tanzel * she’

Pl nazlu byanzlu yanzlu ‘ they

’

2m nzal( d)t btanzel tame

l

nzel ‘you ’

f nza Iti btanzli ta'nzli nzali ‘you’

Pl maltu btanzlu tanzlu nzalu ‘you’

isg nzal( a
) t banze

l

9amel ‘I’

Pl nzalna mnanze

l

name l
4 we ’

Participle: Act. nazel (Gerund: nzul)
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The verb fare/ ‘to know’ (as usually also fame

l

‘to

do’) has a as pref ix- support ing vowel in the imperfect:

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf . Subjjn. Impv.

3m faref bydfref yofref ‘he ’

f farfet btdfref tdfref ‘ she'

pl farfu bydf 3rfu yaf 3rfu ‘ they’

2m fraf( 3
) t btdfref tdfref fref ‘you ’

f fraft

i

btdf 3rfi tdf 3rfi frafi ‘you ’

Pl fraftu btdf 3rfu tdf 3rfu frafu ‘you ’

lsg fraf( a
) t bdfref 9dfref I‘

Pl frafna mndfref ndfref ‘we

'

Participles: Act. faref, farfan, Pass. mafruf (Gerund: farafdn1

)

Defective Verbs. Only two verbs have this pattern consistently over the

whole Syrian area:

baki, byabki ‘to cry’

maSi, byamsi ‘to walk’

Commonly heard in Lebanon is Tiaki (for haka), byaliki ‘to speak’.

INFLECTION OF maSi ‘to walk’

3m maSi byamSi yams i ‘he

'

f maSyet btamSi tamSi ‘ she
’

Pl ma'Syu bya'mSu yamSu ‘ they’

2m mSTt btamSi ta'msi mSt, 9 a'msi ‘you’

f mSTti bta'msi tamSi mS i, 9 a'mSi ‘you
’

pl mSTtu b tamSu tamSu mSu, 9amSu ‘you
’

lsg mSTt bamSi 9amSi ‘I’

pl msina mnamSi namS i ‘we
’

Participles: Act. mdSi, Pass. mamSi (fate) (Gerund: ma$i)

1 In the sense ‘acquaintance (with)’, familiarity (with)’, the hypostatic

[p. 309] mof 3rfe is used.noun

SIMPLE TRIRADICAL VERBS (e-a) 71

PATTERN I (e-a): Fafel, byaFfoL

Soand Verbs. .
Examples:

?abel. by» 9hal ‘ to accept’ lafeb, byalfab ‘to play'

fahem byafham 'to understand’ kaber, byakbar ‘to grow up’

“>atel bya 9 tal 'to be killed’ puwel, byatwal ‘to grow tall 1

The verb fuwel (or fawel), with medial radical w, is an

exception to the general rule that verbs with a semivocalic

middle radical — and consonantal final radical — are

hollow. (Cf. medial w sound verbs of Pattern I (o-e)

[p. 58] . ) (There is a hollow (o-o) verb with the same root:

pal, bifnl ‘to be a long time’.)

INFLECTION OF 9abel ‘to accept’

Perfect Impf. Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m 9 dire l bya 9bal ya 9bal ‘he’

f 9ablet bta 9 bal ta 9 bal ‘ she’

Pl 9ah lu bya 9balu y

a

9 balu ‘ they’

2m mi( a)t bta 9bal td9 bal 9 bdl ‘you ’

f 9 ba'lii bta 9bali ta 9bali 9bdli ‘you’

Pl 9baltu bta 9balu te 9 balu 9 bdlu ‘you’

lsg 9 bal( 3
) t ba 9bal 9 a 9bal •I’

Pl 9balna mna'9bal na 9 bal ‘we’

Participles: Act. 9dbel, Pass. ma 9bul (Gerund: 9abldn)
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INFLECTION OF tawel or t uwe

l

‘to grow tal 1
’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn Impv

.

3m tawel (tuwel) by a twal yatwal ‘he’

f tawlep (pulep) b tatwal tatwal ‘ she’

Pi tawlu ( tulu

)

bya twalu yatwalu 4

they

’

2m twal( ?) t bfafwal tatwal twal ‘you*

f twa'l t i btatwali tatwal

i

twal i ‘you’

Pi twa'l tu bta'twalu t a twalu pwdlu ‘you’

lsg twa'l( 3
) t batwal ?atwal ‘I*

Pi twa'lna mnafwal natwa

l

‘we’

Participle: tawlan (Gerund: tawalan')

Defective Verbs: Examples:

bd^i, byab 9a ‘to stay’ nasi, byansa ‘to forget’

(fast, bya£sa ‘to get stuck’ Safi, byaSfa ‘to get well’

wati, byuta ‘to be low’ hayi, byahya ‘to be revived’

These verbs have a final radical w or y which fuses
with the perfect vowel e to form i, and which disappears
after the imperfect vowel a.

INFLECTION OF ba 9 i ‘to stay’

3m ba? i bya'b?a yab?a ‘he’

f ba 9yet btab?a tab ?a ‘ she’

pl ba?yu byab ?u ydb ?ti
‘ they

’

2m b?Tt btab?a tab?

a

b?a, ?ab?a ‘you
’

f b?tti btab?i tab?i b?i. ?ab?i ‘you ’

pl b?itu btab?u tab?u b?u. ?ab?u ‘you’

lsg b?Tt bab?a ?ab?a ‘I’

Pl b?Tna mnab?

a

nab?a ‘we*

Participle: ba 9 i, banyan (Gerund:

SIMPLE TRIRADICAL VERBS (e-a)

Medial radical semivowels remain intact in defective

verbs:

INFLECTION OF 9awi ‘to become strong’

Perfect Impf. Indie Impf. Subjn Impv.

3m ?awi bya?wa ya?wa ‘he
’

f ? awye

t

bta?wa ta?wa ‘ she’

pl ?awyu bya?wu ya?wu ‘ they

’

2m ?wTt bta'?wa ta?wa 9wd ,

9 d 9wa ‘you’

f ?witi bta?wi ta'?wi 9wT, 9 9 9wi ‘you ’

pl ?wTtu bta?wu ta?wu 9WU, 99 9WU ‘you ’

lsg ?Wlt ba?wa ?a?wa ‘I’

pl ?wtna mna'?wa na?wa ‘ we ’

Participle: ?iaw i

INFLECTION OF hayi ‘to be revived

’

3m hay i byahya yahya ‘he
’

f hayyet btahya tahya ‘ she ’

Pl hayyu bya'hyu yahyu ‘ they
’

2m hy it btahya tahya ‘you ’

f hyTti btahyi tahyi ‘you ’

Pl hyttu btahyu tahyu ‘you *

lsg hy it bahya ? a hya ‘I’

Pl hyina mnahya nahya * we ’

ba 9 i )
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Defective verbs with initial radical w are also
initial-weak: imperfect prefix-vowel a + w - u.

INFLECTION OF wati ‘to be low’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf . Subjn. Impv.

3m mat i byuta yiipa ‘he
’

f watyet btuta pupa ‘ she’

pl wapyu byutu yupu ‘ they ’

2m wtlp btuta tuta altd, tuta ‘you ’

f wt ip i bputi tuti wpT, ?uti ‘you ’

Pl wtitu bpupu tutu wpu, ?utu ‘you ’

lsg wt it biipa tuta •I*

pl wp Tna mnuta nuta ‘ we ’

Participle: wati (Gerund: wtuww)

Initial -Weak Verbs. Examples:

wasel, byapal (or byusal) ‘to arrive’

ma 9 e(, byatad (or byu 9a£) ‘to fall’

yabes, byabas (or bytbas) ‘to dry up’

The initial radical semivowel may either be lost

entirely in the imperfect or else fused with the prefix
vowel a to form u (or f). In some areas, especially in
Lebanon and Palestine, the forms with u (or f) are used
exclusively.

Some verbs are mainly limited in the imperfect to

forms with t* (or f) in all Syrian areas: waret, byurat
'to inherit’, ya^es, byf9as ‘to despair’. [187].

SIMPLE TRIRADICAL VERBS (e-a) 75

INFLECTION OF wa'pel ‘to arrive’

Perfect Impf. Indie. Impf

.

Subjn. Impv.

3m
we?el bya?al (byusal) ya’sal (yusal) ‘he

’

f W9 slat
bpapal (bpupal) tasal (tusal) ‘ she’

pl waslu bya'salu (byusalu) yasalu (yusalu) 4 they

’

2m w?a'l(*)t btssal (btusal) tasa l ( tu?al) wsdl ‘you’

f wsalti btasali (btupali

)

ta$al

i

( tusali) wsdli ‘you’

pl msalpu btasalu (btusalu) tasalu ( tusalu) wsdlu ‘you’

lsg ivsal( 3
) t bapal (busal) tasal (tupal) •I’

pl wsalna mnasal (mnusal) nasal (nusal) ‘we’

Participle: wasel (Gerund: wsul)

INFLECTION OF yab es ‘to dry up’

3m yabes byabas (byib as) yabas (yibas) ‘he’

f yab set b tabas (bttbas) tabas ( tibas) ‘ she’

Pl yabsu byabasu (bytbasu) ya'basu (yibasu) ‘ they’

2n ybas( 3)t b tabas (btibas) tabas ( tibas) ybas ‘you’

f ybasti btab asi (btTbasi) tabasi ( tibasi

)

ybdsi ‘you’

Pl yba's tu btabasu (btibasu) tabasu (ttbasu) ybdsu ‘you ’

lsg ybas( 3)t babas (btbas) tabas (tibas) •I’

Pl ybasna mnabas (mnibas) nabas (nTbas) ‘we*

Participle: yabes (Gerund: yab
a s)
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Derivational Types. Many Pattern I(e-a) verbs are passives Ip. 234 1
correlative to active verbs with a-e or a-o vowelling:

xoreb, byaxrab ‘to be ruined’ (cf. xarab, byaxrob ‘to ruin')

tateb, byatfab ‘to get tired’ (cf. taeab, byatteb ‘to tire‘)
'

bayi, byahya ‘to be revived’ (cf. haya. byafryi ‘to revive’)

Some are inchoative or descriptive [p.250], correlative to simple
adjectives:

kaber, byakbar ‘to grow up, become large’ (cf. kbir ‘large, adult’)

?3ger, byazgar ‘to become small’ (cf. zgir ‘small’)

tuwel, byatwal ‘to become long or tall’ (cf. tawTL ‘long, tali’)

sahel, byashal • to be easy’
( c f. sah 3

l ‘easy’)

ANOMALOUS VERB: ^&Sa ‘to come’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

(irregular)

3m ^aSa byaSi yaSi ‘he ’

f ^aSe t btaSi t4Si ‘ she ’

Pi 9aSu bya'Su yaSu ‘ they

’

2m 9Sit btaSi ta'Si tata ‘you’

f 9STti bta'Si taSi tdti * you

’

pl 9STtu btaSu taSu tdtu ‘you’

lsg 9Sit ba'Si 9aSi •I’

Pl 9£ina mnaSi naSi ‘we’

Participle (irregular): Sdye 1
.

Variant forms include ^aSa, ?aSet, ?aSu (Damascus and
elsewhere; b(y)iSi, btiSi, etc. (in Palestine and parts of
Lebanon); Sa, Sat, Su (or Saw), Sit, Sina, etc. (parts of
Lebanon)

.

•With irregular suffixing forms: SayT-, (f.) SayTt-, as in Say Tni,
SayTtni ‘having come to me’. In some regions the -e is lost in the
masculine absolute form: Say.

AUGMENTED TR I RAD I CAL VERBS (II) 77

Participles: Act. msakker Pass, msakkar; Gerund: task fr

When the last two radicals are alike (as in sabbab ‘to

cause’) the imperfect stem vowel e is not dropped when -i

°r -u is added, but is changed to a:
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Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m sdbbab bisdbbeb ysdbbeb ‘he*

f sdbbabet batsdbbeb tsdbbeb ‘ she’

Pi sabbabu bisdbbabu ysdbbabu ‘ they

’

2m sabbab( 3
) t batsdbbeb tsdbbeb sdbbeb ‘you ’

f sabbdbti bat sdbbab

i

tsdbbabi sdbbabi ‘you ’

Pi sabbabtu batsdbbabu tsdbbabu sdbbabu ‘you ’

lsg sabbab( 3)

t

bsdbbab sdbbeb I’

Pi sabbdbna nansdbbeb nsdbbeb ‘we’

Participles: Act . msabbeb, Pass . msabbab; Gerund: tasbib

Defective Verbs. Examples:

malla, bimalli ‘to fill’ fawwa, biEawwi ‘to bark ’

fadda, bifaqLcLi * to empty

’

naSSa, binaS&i ‘to save’

samma, bisammi ‘to name’ wadda, biwaddi ‘to lead’

ganna, biganni ‘to sing’ na"a, bina"i ‘to choo se ’

The final radical w or y disappears in

(perfect); and in the imperfect, fuses with
vowel e to form i.

the base form
the pattern

INFLECTION OF samma ‘to name’

3m samma bisammi ysdmmi ‘he
’

f sammet bat sdmmi tsdmmi ‘ she *

pl sdmmu b i sdmmu y sdmmu ‘ they

’

2m samme t bat sdmmi tsdmmi sdmmi ‘you
’

f sammet i bat sdmmi tsdmmi sdmmi ‘you ’

pl sammetu bat sdmmu t sdmmu sdmmu ‘you
’

r
jn Pattern II there are no unsound verbs other than

f ctive: Fluctuating or geminating medial (or inital)

adicals do not fluctuate or geminate in this pattern.

Pattern II is by far the most common of the augmented

verb patterns.

Pattern II Derivational Types

Many are

fa£da

causatives [p.240l:

‘to empty’ — fadi ‘to become empty’

9awwa ‘to strenghten’ - 9awi ‘to become strong’

hammaL ‘to load’ - hamal ‘to carry’

Sawwaf ‘to show’ - Sdf ‘to see’

fahham ‘to explain(to)’ - fahem 'to understand’

Many are

kassar

augmentatives [253] :

‘to smash, break kasar ‘to break’

Saimaf

to pieces’

‘to collect. zama£ ‘to bring together

daffaS

assemble’

‘to push (several dafaS ‘to pu sh

’

Some are

sadda 9

things or times)’

ascriptive [243]

:

* to believe ( to soda 9 ‘to be true’

xawwan

be true)’

‘to denounce as xdn ‘to betray'

fallal

traitor

’

‘to prefer’ - 9af&al * favorite'

Many are applicative [256] (or denominatives o f other kinds):

samma ‘to name, call’ - 9 a s 3m ‘name’

sayyat ‘to oil ’ - set ‘oil
’

sabbab ‘to cause' - sabab ‘ cause’

lsg sammet b sdmmi sdmmi I’

pl savmena mansdmmi nsdmmi ‘we

Participles: Act. msammi, Pass, msamma

;

Gerund: tasmay
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PATTERN III: Fa£aL, biFa£eL

Pattern III is augmented with respect to Pattern I by a lengthening
(or change) of the first pattern vowel to a. The pattern vowels are
a. . . a in the perfect and a. . . e in the imperfect.

Sound Verbs. Examples:

£dmal, bifamel ‘ to deal with’ kdtab. bikdteb * to write to’

haSam, b i haSem * to attack

’

Samar, b i Sdwer ‘ to consult

’

safar, b i safer * to t r avel

’

9dsa$, bi 9dses * to punish’

balag, bibdleg ‘ to exaggerate’ dddad, bidaded ‘ to oppose’

INFLECTION OF sa£ad 'to help’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m scKad bisafed ysd£ed ‘he’

f sd£adet bgtscKed tsa£ed ‘ she*

Pi sadadu bisdidu ysa(du * they’

2m sd£ad( 3
) t

1 bgtsdfed tsd£ed sd£ed ‘you’

f safzddt i bstscKdi tsd£di sdfdi ‘you*

Pi sd£adtu bgtsd£du tsd£du sd£du ‘you’

lsg sa£dd( 3
) t

1 bsd£ed sd£ed ‘I’

pl satddna mgnscKed nsd£ed ‘ we ’

Participles: Act. msaied, Pass, msa£ad; Gerund: msa£ade

If the last two radicals are alike (as in hdSaS 'to argue with’) the

imperfect stem vowel e is commonly dropped when -i or -u are suffixed:
bihdzzu; or else g may come between the like radicals as in Pattern II

verbs [p.72]: bihd£g£u:

AUGMENTED TRIRADICAL VERBS (HI) 81

Perfect Impf. Indie. Impf . Subjn. Impv.

3m A5*®*
bihdSez yhdzeS ‘he*

(
hd&aze

t

bgthdzeS thazez ‘ she’

pl haSazu bi hdS(g)Su yhd£(g)£u ‘ they’

2n hdSdS(‘)t bgthdSeS thd£e£ haSeS ‘you ’

f
hdSdSti bgthd£(g)£i thd£( g)£i hd£( g)£i ‘you

’

pl hdSdStu bgthd£( g)£u t hd£( g)£u ha£(g)£

u

‘you
’

lsg hd£d£( 3)t bhdzeS hd£e£ ‘I’

pl hd£a£na mgnhaSeS nhd£e£ ‘we’

Participles: Act. nhaSeS, Pass . mhazaS; Gerund: mhazaze

Defective Verbs. Examples:

hama, bihami ‘to protect

’

sawa, b i sawi ‘ to make

’

£dda, bi£ddi ‘to treat as an vodza, b iwdzi ‘to be parallel

enemy

’

to
’

haka, bihaki ‘to talk to’ £dfa, biddfi ‘to give strength
and health to’

The final i adical w or y disappears in the base fo rm

(perfect), and in the imper feet fuses with the pattern
vowel e to form i.

INFLECTION OF haka ‘to talk to
•

3m haka bilidki yhdk i ‘he’

f hdket bgthdki thdki ‘ she’

Pl hdku b i hdku yhdku ‘ they’

hdket bgthdki thdki hdki ‘you’

f hdket

i

bgt hdk

i

thdki hdki ‘you ’

Pl hdketu bgthdku thdku hdku ‘you ’

lsK hdket bhaki hdki ‘I’

Pl hdkena mgnhaki nhdki ‘we ’

Participles: Act mhdki, Pass . mhaka; Gerund: mhakat 1

••

I„ll^?„
Usecl in construct [p.455]; absolute form would theoretically be*Or with assimilation of d to t: sa£dtt, satdtti, saddttu.
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In Pattern III there are no unsound verbs other than
defective: unstable medial or initial radicals do not

fluctuate or geminate in this pattern.

Pattern III Derivational Types

Many are participatives [p.246]:

kdtab 4 to write to ( someone) - katab ‘to write (something)'

hdka 4

to talk to (someone)’ - haka ‘to talk’

dahak 4 to laugh with ( s. o.
)

’

- dahak ‘to laugh’

Many are conatives [p-245]:

sdba 9 4 to race’ (trans. )
- saba 9 ‘to get ahead of, pass’

tafia 9 4 to pursue’ - lafie 9 ‘to catch up with’

rdda 4 to appease

’

- roda ‘to gratify’

PATTERN IV: 9aFgaL, byaFgeL

Pattern IV is augmented with respect to Pattern I by a prefix 9a~, in

the perfect tense only. There is no vowel between the first and middle

radicals in either tense. The vowel between the middle and last radicals

is a in the perfect and e in the imperfect.

Sound Verbs. Examples:

9adrab , byafireb ‘to go on strike'

9aglan, byaglen ‘to advertise’

9asbah, bya$beh ‘to be... in the

morning

’

9 akram , byekrem 'to honor’

9arsal, byarsel ‘to send’

9asgaS, byazgeS ‘to bother’

AUGMENTED TRI RADICAL VERBS (IX)

INFLECTION OF 9aglan ‘to announce’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf . Subjn. Impv.

fdglan byaglen yaglen ‘he’

9dglanet b tag ten tagten 4 she’

9dglanu bya'g( 3
) tnu yag( a

) tnu
4 they

’

9addn( a)t btdglen tdglen glen ‘you ’

9atldnti btag( 3 ) Ini ta'g( 3
) Ini gla'ni ‘you ’

9agldntu btig( 3)lnu tag( 3
) tnu glanu ‘you ’

9agldn( 3)t baden 9a'den •I*

9afldnna mnaden nag ten 4 we’

Participles: Act. maglen (Pass, m 9og

l

an 1
) ;

Gerund 9aglan

Defective Verbs. Examples:

9agna, byagni ‘to make... rich’ 9ahda, byahdi ‘to present... a gift’

9asna, byasni ‘to commend’ 9anha, byanhi 'to bring. . . to an end’

The final radical w or y disappears in the perfect,

and in the imperfect fuses with the pattern vowel e to

form i.

3m 9 dgna (gdna) byagni yagni ‘he
’

f 9dgnet (ganet) btagni tagni
4 she’

Pi 9dgnu (ganu) byagnu ya'gnu
4 they

’

2m ganet ( 9agnet) btagni tagni gni, 9 aj)ni ‘you ’

f ganeti ( 9agneti) byagni tagni gni, 9agni ‘you
’

pl ganetu ( ?agnetu) btagnu tagnu gnu, 9 agnu ‘you ’

Isg ganet ( 9agnet ) ba'gni 9agni ‘I’

Pl ganena ( 9agnena) mnagn

i

nagni ‘we’

Participles

:

Act. (and Pass.) magni 1
;
Gerund: 9agnd9

'

thi
Ver^ ?a^lan is commonly inflected as a pseudo-quadriradical [p. 116]
Passive participle is ’borrowed" from the pseudo-quadriradical

conjugation.
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Many Pattern IV verbs have parallel Pattern I (a-e) forms that are
synonymous to them: 9ahda or hada ‘to give (as a gift)’, 9azda£ or
‘to annoy’, 9a$arr or sarr ‘to insist’. In such cases the Pattern Iy J
forms are used more in the third person than in the first or second
per sons.

Unsound verbs other than defective are rare in Pattern IV:

Geminate verbs:

9asarr ‘to insist’

Pe rfect Impf . Indie. Impf . Subjn. Impv

.

3m 9asdr

r

( sarr

)

hi sarr ysarr ‘he’

f 9a$arret ( sarret) bat sarr tsarr ‘ she’

pl 9a§drru ( sdrru) b i sa'rru ysarru ‘ they’

2m sarret ( 9asarret) bat sarr tsarr sarr ‘you’

f sarreti ( 9asarreti

)

bat sarr

i

t sarr

i

sarri ‘you
’

Pl sarretu ( 9asarretu

)

batsarru tsarru sarru ‘you ’

lsg garret (
9asarret) bsa'rr sarr ‘I’

Pl sarrena (
9a$arrena) mansarr nsarr * we *

Participle: Act. m$arr; Gerund 9asrar

Hollow verbs:

9aza

d

‘to broadcast’

3m 9azdd (add) bizid yzid ‘he’

f 9azadet (zddet) badzid dzid * she’

pl 9azadu (zadu) bizidu yzidu ‘ they’

2m za'd( 3)t (
9azddt) badzid dzid aid ‘you *

f zadti (
9azddti

)

badzidi dzidi ztdi ‘you ’

pl zadtu ( 9azddtu) badzidu dzidu zidu ‘you *

lsg za'd( 3)t ( 9 azddt) bzid aid •I’

pl zadna ( 9azddna) manzid nzid * we ’

Participles: Act: m(u)zid, Pass. m(u)zad; Gerund 9 izada

9aman ‘to believe’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m
9oman bya 9men ya

9men ‘he’

f
9omanet bta 9vien ta 9men * she’

pl
9dmanu bya 9 3mnu y

a

9

3

nu ‘ they

’

2m 9dmdn( 3)

t

bta 9nen ta 9men (?dmen) ‘you
’

f
9andn t i bta 93mni ta'93mni ( ?amn i

)

‘you ’

pl 9aviantu bta 93nnu ta 93nnu (
9amnu) ‘you

’

lsg 9dmdn( 3
) t ba 9men 9a 9men ‘I’

Pl 9amdnna mna 9vien na 9men ‘ we ’

Participles: Act. na 9men, Pass. ma 9man (fi); Gerund: 9 tman

In 9aman, the Pattern IV formative 9a- combines with
the first radical 9 to produce 9d~. The resulting form
is like Pattern III (FadeL) [p.80]> and in fact the verb
is commonly converted enirely to Pattern III, with imper-
fect forms bi 9 dmen, bat 9 dmen, etc. (Imperative forms are
almost always Pattern III.

)

Pattern IV verbs are comparatively rare in Colloquial Arabic, and many
of those which do occur are sporadic classicisms. It is therefore
difficult to discern any predominant derivational characteristics for
this pattern except by reference to Classical Arabic itself, in which
Pattern IV is common.

Some Pattern IV verbs are causative [p. 240] :
9agna ‘to make. .. rich’

gam 'to become rich’; 9azhar ‘to reveal’ •- zaher ‘to appear’.

THE FORMATIVE t-

base- formative prefix t- is used in various different patterns:

[j0qf
a^ Lp-86], tFddaL [88], tFadLaL [121] ,

and pseudo-quadri radical

s

pat ^
ts ">ain derivational function is that of passive [p.234]; in

v ,

ern it also forms reciprocative [248] and simulative [249]
s * and in Pattern tFaddaL inchoatives [251] .
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t- is commonly voiced (changed to d) before voiced dental and pal at i I

obstruents (d, z, S, <$,, z): dzawwaz ‘to be married’, dzakkar ‘to
remember’, ddozan ‘to be in tune’, ddafwas ‘to be trampled’, dSahal 'to
feign ignorance’.

This tendency to assimilate to a voiced radical is not
equally strong in all words. Note that some speakers who
normally voice the prefix in d&awwaz ‘to be married’ nor-
mally do not voice it in tSawaz ‘to exceed’ (or tSawaz —
with the radical S devoiced rather than with t voiced).

t- is (automatically) velarized [p. 26] , in the neigh-
borhood of a velarized radical consonant: tsafah(u) ‘to
shake hands’, p

9d$ap 'to oe punished’, (izannar 'to gird
one’s self’.

The prefix t- is sometimes totally assimilated to a following sibilant
(s, s, S, z, ?, S): bazzakkar ‘I remember’ (for bzdzakkar), mapsapteli
(lying down’ (for mapsatpeh), zpannar ‘he girded himself’ (for dzannar).

PATTERN V: tFadfaL, byatFaddaL

Pattern V is augmented with respect to Pattern II, by prefixation of
the formative t [ ] . It also differs from Pattern II in keeping the
second pattern vowel a in the imperfect.

Sound Verbs. Examples:

tdallam, byat^allam ‘to learn’ tgayyar, byatgayyar ‘to change, be

changed’

t 9axxar, byat 9axxar ‘to be late’ tballal, byatballal ‘to get wet’

dzakkar, byadzakkar ‘to remember’ tfahham, byatfahham ‘to come to
understand'

AUGMENTED TR I RAD I CAL VERBS (V) 87

INFLECTION OF t 9axxar ‘to be late’

Perfect Impf . Indie.

3m t 9dxxar byat 9dxxar

f t 9dxxaret
btat 9dxxar

pl t ?dxxar

u

byat 9dxxaru

2m t 9axxdr(
3)t btat 9dxxar

f t 9axxar ti btat 9dxxari

pl t 9axxdrtu btat 9 dxxaru

lsg t 9axxdr(
3)t bat 9dxxar

pl t 9axxdrna mnat 9dxxar

Impf . Subjn. Impv.

ya

t

9dxxar ‘he*

tat 9dxxar ‘ she*

yat 9dxxaru * they *

tat 9dxxar t 9dxxar ‘you
*

tat 9dxxari t 9dxxar

i

‘you’

tat 9dxxaru t 9dxxaru ‘you ’

9at 9dxxar I’

nat 9dxxar ‘we’

Participles: mat 9axxer, mat 9axxar l
;

Gerund: ta9axxor

Defective Verbs. Examples:

tmanna, byatmanna ‘to wish’ tsamma, byatsamma ‘to be called,

named’

tgatpa, byatgappa ‘to be cov- txabba, byatxabba ‘to hide, be

ered’ hidden'

traSSa, byatrazza ‘to implore’ twas$a, byapwapsa to be recom-

mended’

Final radical y or w disappears in all inflections.

INFLECTION OF tmanna ‘to wish

3m tmanna byatmanna

f tmdnnet bta tmanna

Pl tmdnnu bya tmdnnu

2n tmannet btatmdnna

f tmannet

i

bta tmdnn

i

pl tmannetu bta tmdnnu

lsg tmannet batmdnna

Pl tmannena mna tmanna

Parti ciples: Act. matmanni, Pas:

passive form mat 9axxar is used
1 e the "active" form applies to

ya tmanna ‘he

ta tmanna ‘she’

ya tmdnnu ' they

’

t a tmanna tmanna ‘you’

tatmdnni tmdnni ‘you’

ta tmdnnu tmdnnu ‘you’

9atmdnna ‘I’

na tmanna ‘ we

'

ma tmanna (dale); Gerund: tamanni

in reference to inanimate objects

animate beings.
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Derivational Types:

Most verbs of Pattern V are passives [235] of Pattern II verbs:

tdallam ‘to learn, be taught’ - gal lam ‘to teach’

tgayyar ‘to change, be changed’ - gayyar ‘to change’ (trans.)

tSaSSaf ‘to take heart’ - SaSSat ‘to encourage’

tsarnma ‘to be called, named’ - samma ‘to call, name’

Some are inchoative [251]:

tfahham ‘to come to understand
better

’

- fa hen ‘to understand’

tmallak ‘to acquire' - byamlok ‘ to own

’

thassan ‘to improve’ - ?ahsan ‘better

’

Some are intransitive denominatives:

tsaunva 9 ‘to go shopping’ - su 9 ‘market

’

d$assas ‘to spy’ - Sasus ‘spy’

PATTERN VI: tFadaL, byatFa£aL

Pattern VI is augmented with respect to Pattern III, by prefixation
of the formative t [p.85]. It also differs from Pattern III in keeping
the second pattern vowel a in the imperfect.

Sound Verbs. Examples:

tSd^am, ‘to be pessimistic’ ttdwab, ‘to yawn’

byatSd^am byattawab

thdmal, ‘to be negligent’ thddas(u) , ‘to converse’
byathamal byathddas(u)

p^asa?,

byat^apap
‘to be punished' tsafah(u)

,

byap$afapi(u)
‘to shake hands’

AUGMENTED TR I RAD I CAL VERBS (VI) 89

INFLECTION OF tsamah ‘to be forgiven’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf.Subjn. Impv.

3m tsdmah byatsdmah ya tsamah ‘he
’

f
tsamahe

t

btatsamah tat samah ‘ she *

P 1
tsdmahu byatsdmahu yatsdmahu * they *

2m tsdmdh( d )

t

btatsamah tat samah ‘you
’

f tsamaht

i

btatsdmahi tatsamahi ‘you ’

P 1 tsdmdlitu bta tsdmahu ta tsdmahu * you ’

lsg t sandh( 9
) t ba tsamah 9atsamah I’

pl tsdmdhna mna tsamah na tsamah ‘ we *

Participles: Act. matsameh, Pass . matsamah (ft); Gerund: tasamo.

Reciprocal ive verbs [p. 248] do not ordinarily occur in

the singular, hence the plural (-u) suffixes in some of

these examples.

:ctive Verbs. Exampl es:

thaSa, byathdSa ‘to avo i
d

’

traxa, byatraxa ‘to be liberal,

easygoing

’

tradu, byatradu ‘to be concil- tsawa, byatsawa ‘to be made’

iated’

thaku, byathaku ‘to converse’

Final radical y or w disappears in all inflections.

INFLECTION OF thdSo ‘to avoid’

3m thdSa bya thaSa ya thaSa ‘he ’

f thdSet btathaSa t a thaSa ‘ she’

Pl thdSu bya thdSu ya thdSu ‘ they

’

2m tfidSet btathaSa tathdSa thaSa ‘you ’

f IhaSeti btathaSi tathdsi thaSi ‘you ’

Pl thdietu btathaSu ta thdSu thdSu ‘you
’

lsg thaSet bethasa ?et hdSa ‘I*

Pl thaSena mna thdsa na thaSa ‘ we ’

Parti ciples: Act. mathaSi, Pass. ma thaSa (Gerund: mlidSd)
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Initial-Weak Verbs. The verbs ttaxad ‘to be taken’ and ttakal ‘to be
eaten, to be edible’ [Cf. p.235 ]:

INFLECTION OF ttaxad 'to be taken’

Per feet Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m ttaxad byattdxad yattdxad ‘he’

f t tdxadet btattdxad tattdxad ‘ she*

Pi t t axadu byattdxadu yattaxadu ‘ they*

2m ttdxad(°)

t

btattdxad tattdxad ttaxad ‘you’

f ttdxatti btattdxadi tattdxadi t t dxad

i

‘you’

Pi t tdxattu btat t axadu tat taxadu ttaxadu ‘you’

lsg ttdxad( 3)

t

btattdxad ?attaxad ‘I’

pl ttdxddna mnattaxad na ttaxad ‘ we ’

Participle: mattaxed

The initial radical 9 is assimilated to the prefixed
formative t-.

Derivational Types.

Many Pattern VI verbs are passives of Pattern III verbs:

tbdrak ‘to be blessed’ - bdrak ‘to bless’

t hafas ‘to be protected’ - hdfaz ‘to protect’

t sdmah ‘to be forgiven’ - sdmah ‘to forgive’

Some are reciprocative [ 248] :

thdku ‘to converse’ - haka ‘to talk with’

tradu ‘to be conciliated’ - rdda ‘to intgratiate one’s
self with’

tkdtabu ‘to write one
another

’

- kdtab ‘to write to’

Some are simulatives [249 ]:

tgdSam ‘to play dumb’ - gaSim ‘naive’

tsdhar ‘to feign’ - za her ‘to appear’

tkdsal ‘to loaf’ - kasul ‘ lazy’
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PATTERN VII: nFadaL, byanFafaL

,,TT i <= augmented with respect to Pattern I, by prefixation of
Pattern VII 15 a K

the
formative »•

Sound Verbs. Examples:

h ankaser ‘to be broken’ nSamad, byanza'med ‘to be brought
nkasar, > ‘ together’

,
i, Vansa're/ ‘to be let out’ mbasat, byambdset ‘to have a good

nsaraf, 7 time’

nkatab, byenkateb ‘to be written’ n?ata£, byan^ated ‘to be cut off’

The formative n is generally assimilated to a first

radical b (or m), producing m, as in mbasat [p. 27]

.

In parts of Lebanon and Palestine, the first vowel of

the stem is lost in the imperfect, and the accent shifted

to the prefix syllable: byankser, byamb?et. With

suffixes -i or -u, however, the last stem vowel e is lost

(as usual) and the first vowel a restored: btankdsri,

byambastu.

INFLECTION OF nsahab ‘to withdraw’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m nsahab byansdheb yansdheb ‘he’

f nsdhbet btensdheb tensaheb ‘ she’

Pl nsdhabu byansehbu yansaheb ‘ they

’

2m nsahdb( 9)

t

btansaheb tansaheb nsaheb ‘you’

f nsahab ti btansdhbi tansahb

i

nsa'hbi ‘you’

Pl nsahab tu btansahbu tansahbu nsdhbu ‘you ’

lsg nsahdb( d)

t

bansa'heb ?ansaheb ‘I’

Pl nsahdbna mnansaheb nansaheb ‘we
’

Participle: mansaheb

;

Gerund: 9ansihab
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Defective Verbs (a-i).

ntafa, byantafi

nkawa, byanka'wi

n^ada, byan^ddi

Examples:

(or byant afa)

(or byankdwa)

(or byan^dda)

[Ch.

‘to be extinguished’

‘to be ironed'

‘to be finished’

Defective Verbs (a-a). Examples:

nhaka, byanhdka ‘ to be told’

ndata, byanddta ‘to be given

n?ara. byan^dra * to be read’

The imperf. voweling may be either a. . . i
l (corresponding

to sound a. . . e) or a. ..a.

INFLECTION OF nkasa ‘to be clothed’

The imperfect vowel ling is a. . . a, just as in the per-

fect. In some parts of the Syrian area, however, e.g.

Lebanon, there is a tendency to use a...i or a. . . a

indiscriminately in the imperfect for all Pattern VII

defectives.

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.
‘to be infected’INFLECTION OF ndada

3m nkdsa byankasi yankasi ‘he
’

(byankdsa) ( yankasa) Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf . Subj n . Impv

.

f nkase

t

btankasi
(btankdsa)

tankasi

( tankasa)

‘ she ’

3m ndada byanddda yandada ‘he’

pl nkasu byankasu yankasu 1 they

’

f ndddet b tanddda tanddda ‘ she’

(btankdsu) (yankasu)
Pl ndddu byandddu yandddu ‘they’

2m nkase

t

btankdsi
(btankdsa)

tankasi

( tankasa)
nkasi

(nkasa)
‘you *

2m ndadet b tanddda tanddda nddda ‘you
’

f nkase ti b tankasi tankasi nkasi ‘you’
f ndadet i btandddi tandddi ndddi ‘you ’

(btankasi) ( tankasi) (nkdsi) pl ndade tu b tandadu tandddu ndddu ‘you ’

pl nkase tu btankdsu
(btankdsu)

tankasu

( tankd.su)

nkasu
(nkasu)

‘you ’

lsg ndadet banddda ?anddda ‘I’

lsg nkaset banka's i ?ank£si ‘I*

Pl ndadena mnanddda nanddda ‘we’

(btankdsu) (?ankasa) Participle: man^adi Gerund: ?andidd‘?

Pl nkasena mnankdsi nankasi ‘ we
’

Hollow Verb(mnankdsa) (nankasa) >s. Examples:

Participle: mankdsi Gerund: Vankisa? n^dl

,

byan?dl ‘to be said’ nsaf, byansaf ‘to be seen’

nadb

,

byanedb • to be brought

’

mbad, byambdd ‘ to be bought

'

nsdb

,

byansdb ‘to be hit’ n 9 am, byan 9am ‘to be removed’

Vowelling i s the same in both tenses.

As in sound verbs, the first stem vowel a is lost — and the accent
shifted to the first syllable — in parts of Lebanon and Palestine:
byantfi, bydnksi, etc.
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INFLECTION OF nSdf ‘to be

Perfect Impf. Indie. Impf.Subjn

seen ’

Impv.

i Tvnes- Almost all verbs of Pattern VII

nerivati°
nal lyp

^Pattern I verbs.

are passives [234]

nhabas ‘to be emprisoned’ •- riabas ‘to emprison’

3m ngdf byansdf yansdf ‘he ’

mbara 'to be sharpened’ — bara ‘ to sharpen

’

f nSafe

t

btanSdf tansdf * she’
mbasat 'to be pleased’ basat ‘to please’

Pi nsdfu byanSdf

u

yanSafu ‘ they

’

nhall 'to be solved’ h>a £ £ ‘to solve’

2m nSdf( *)t b tansdf tanSdf nSdf ‘you’ nndn 'to be slept •“ ndrn ‘to sleep’

f nSdfti btansdf

i

tanSdf

i

nSafi ‘you*
(e.g. . . . in)’

Pi nsdftu btanSafu tanSdf

u

nSdfu ‘you’ nzawa ‘to wi

[2561 of zdwye

thdraw, be by one’s

corner ’

.

self’ is an idiomatic denominative

lsg n$df(*)t bansaf 9anSdf •I’

pl nsdfna mnanSdf nanSdf ‘we’ PATTERN VIII: Fta^aL, bysFtj^eL

Participle: nanSaf

Geminate Verbs. Examples:

nsadd, byansadd ‘to be
up’

stopped

n 9 ass, byan 9ass ‘ to be cut
’

nhass, byanhass ‘to be felt’

nmadd, byanmadd ‘to be
stretched’

nhazz, byanhazz ‘to be shaken’

nhatt, byanhatt ‘to be put’

Pattern VIII is augmented with respect to Pattern I by infixation of

the formative t [p.85] after the first radical.

Sound Verbs. Examples:

ftakar, byaftdker ‘to think’

nta 9al, byanta 9 el ‘to be trans-

ferred’

(.taraf , byadtaref ‘to admit’

qtasod, byaqtased ‘to economize’

rtakab, byartakeb ‘to commit’

htaram, byahtdrem ‘to respect’

INFLECTION OF nqaff ’to be lined up’

3m n?aff byansdf

f

yansdf

f

‘he’

f npdffet btansdf

f

tan$dff * she’

pl nsaffu byansdffu yansdffu ‘they’

2m npaffet b tansdf

f

tansdf

f

n$aff ‘you’

f nsaffeti btansdffi tansdffi nsdffi ‘you
*

pl nsaffetu btansdffu tansdffu nsaffu ‘you’

lsg nsaffet bansaf

f

9an$dff *1*

pl npaffena mnansdf

f

nansdf

f

‘we *

Participle: rn.ansa.ff

In parts of Lebanon and Palestine, the first imperfect
stem vowel a is lost and the accent shifted to the first

syllable: bydftker, byaStgel — except when the last stem
vowel is lost before a suffix (requiring the restoration of

the first vowel): btaftdkri, byaStdglo.

INFLECTION OF Stagal ‘to work’

Perfect Impf. Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m Stagal byaStagel yaStdgel ‘he’

f Stdglet btaStdgel taStdgel * she'

Pl Stdgalu byaStdglu yaStdglu ‘ they’

2m Stagdl( ®) t btastdgel taStdgel Stdge l ‘you’

f Stagdlti btaStdgli taStdgli Stdgli ‘you
’

Pl Stagdltu btastdglu taStdglu Stdglu ‘you’

lsg Stagdl( 3)t baStdge l 9aStdgel I’

Pl Stagdlna mnaStdgel naStdgel ‘we’

Part iciples: Act. maStdgel

,

Pass. maStdgal; Gerund: 9aStigdl
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Initial-Weak Verbs. Examples:

ttafa 9
, byattdfe 9 ‘to agree’ ttasaf, byattisef ‘to be charac-

ter! zed’

ttasal, byattdsel ‘to be in ttaxaz, byattaxez ‘to undertake'
touch with'

ttdsom, byattasem ‘to be
branded’

ttakal, byattakel ‘to depend, rely’

An initial radical w or 9 is assimilated to the infix

t (or t), producing tt~ (or tt-): Pattern Fto£oL with
Root w-s-m gives ttasam; Pattern Fta£aL with Root 9-x-z

(
9-x-d) gives ttaxaz.

INFLECTION OF ttafa9 ‘to agree’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m ttafa 9 byattdfe 9 yattdfe 9 ‘he’

f ttdf9et btattdfe 9 tattafe 9 ‘ she’

pl ttdfa9u byattaf 9u yattaf9u ‘they’

2m ttafd9( 3
) t btat tdfe 9 taffdfe 9 ttafe 9 ‘you’

f ttafd9 ti btattaf9 i tatta'f9 i ttdf9 i ‘you’

pl ttafa 9 tu btattdf9u tattdf 9u ttdf9u ‘you
’

lsg ttafd9(°)t battdfe 9 9attafe 9 ‘I’

pl ttafd9na mna ttafe 9 nattdfe 9 ‘we
’

Participles: Act. mattafe 9
, Pass, mattdfa9 ({ale); Gerund 9attifd9

Defective Verbs. Examples:

stara, byaSta'ri ‘to buy’ £tana , byadtani ‘to take care
of’

ktafa, byaktdfi ‘to be sat- dda£a, byaddd£i ‘to pretend’
isfied’

In parts of Lebanon and Palestine, the first stem
vowel a in the imperfect is lost and the accent shifted
to the prefix: bydStri, bydktfi.

AUGMENTED TRIRADICAL VERBS (VIII)

INFLECTION OF Staka ‘to complain’

Perfect Impf. Indie. Impf . Subjn. Impv.

3m Stdka byaStdki yaStdki ‘he *

f
Stdket btastdki taStdk

i

* she’

pl Stdku byaStdk(y)u yaStdk( y)u 4 they

’

2m Staket * btaStaki tastak

i

staki ‘you ’

f Staketi btaStdki taStdki Staki ‘you
’

pl Staketu btaStdk(y)u taStdk( y)u stdku ‘you ’

lsg Staket b a Stdk i 9astaki •I’

pl Stakena mna Staki na Staki ‘we’

Participles: Act. maStdki. Pass. maStdka (£ale); Gerund: 9 aStika9

Defective Verbs (a-a). Only two Pattern VIII verbs have imperfect
vowels a:

lta9 a, byalta9a ‘to be found’

ntala, byantdla ‘to be filled’

In the sense ‘to meet’ (intr.), lta9a can also have
the imperfect byaltd9 i; ntala likewise has an imperfect
byantdli that is sometimes heard. Note, too, that ntala
is irregular in having n instead of the expected radical
m (cf. mdlla ‘to fill’; it is therefore possible to
interpret it as a Pattern VII verb with initial radical
l (cf. Aleppo talla ‘to fill’).
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INFLECTION OF ntala ‘to be filled’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m ntala byantdla

( byantali )

yantdla

( yantali

)

‘he’

f ntdlet btentdla

( btanta'li

)

tantdla
( tantali )

‘ she’

pl ntdlu byantdlu

( byantalu)
yantdlu
(yantali )

’ they

’

2m ntalet btantdla

( btanta'li

)

tantdla

( tanta'li)

ntali ‘you’

f ntaleti btantali
(btanta'li )

tantdli

( tantali

)

ntali ‘you’

Pl ntaletu btantdlu

( btanta'lu)

tantdlu
( tantalu

)

nta'lu ‘you’

lsg ntalet bantdla
( bantali

)

9antdla
( ?antali

)

I’

Pl ntalena mnantdla

( mnante'li )

nantdla

( nanta'li )

‘we’

Participles: manta'll

1

; Gerund: 9antila 9

Hollow Verbs. Examples:

htdl, byahtdl ‘to use deceit’

htdS, byahtaS ‘to need’

rtdh, byartdh ‘to rest, relax’

zddd, byasddd ‘to increase’ (intrans. )

1 Some speakers distinguish between a -fliediopassi ve manta'li ‘(having got

full’ and true passive mantala ‘(having been) filled’.
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INFLECTION OF rtah ‘to rest, relax’

Perfect Impf Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m
rtdh byertdh yertdh ‘he ’

f
rtdhet btartdh tartdh ‘ she’

P 1
rtdhu byartdhu yartdhu ‘they’

2m rteh( 3 )t btartdh tartdh rtdh ‘you *

f
rtahti btartdhi tartdhi rtdhi ‘you

’

P 1
rta'htu btartdhu tartdhu rtdhu ‘you*

1 sg rtah(nt bartah ?artdh •r

Pl rta'hna mnartdh nartdh
4 we ’

Participle: martdh; Gerund: 9artiyah

Gem i nut e Verbs. Examples:

mtadd, byamtadd ‘to extend’ (intrans.)

ttarr, byattarr ‘to be obliged, required’

Jta", byaSta" ‘to be derived’

INFLECTION OF ht ,all ‘to occupy’

3m htdl l byehtdl

l

yahtdl

l

‘he’

f htdllet btahtdll tahtdl

l

* she’

Pl htallu byahtdllu yahtdllu * they

’

2m htallet btahtdll tahtdl

l

htdl l ‘you ’

f htalleti btahtdlli yahtdlli htdl li ‘you ’

Pl htalletu btahtdllu tahtdllu htdl lu ‘you *

lsg htallet bahtdll 9ahtdl

l

•I*

pl htal l ena mnahtdl l nahtdl

l

* we ’

Participle: mahtall; Gerund: 9ahtildl
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Derivational Types: Many Pattern VIII
active verbs:

ntasa ‘ to be forgotten’

l taha ‘ to be distracted,
entertained’

xtana

?

‘ to choke’ (intrans.)

[Cb
- 3]

verbs are passives [234] of simpU

- nasi ‘to forget’

— Laha ‘to distract,
entertain

’

- xana 9 ‘to choke’ (trans.)

In the vicinity of a velarized root consonant, it is

automatically velarized to t: stdd. ‘to hunt’. An

itial radical voiced obstruent other than z or d is
1

"ten devoiced before -t- [p. 26] : StamaE ‘to meet’:

Root S-m-E; ttarr ‘ to be required’: Root d^r-r. )

PATTERN IX: FEaLL, byaFEaLL

In Pattern VIII mediopassi ves are much more common
than true passives: Stagal ‘to work’ (cf. Sagal ‘to
occupy, to busy’); mbasat ‘to enjoy one’s self’ (cf.
basat ‘to please’). Seep. 234.

Some Pattern VIII verbs are abstractive [p. 252] with respect to simple
concrete verbs:

k taSaf ‘to discover’ *- kaSaf ‘to uncover, reveal’

htawa ‘to include, contain’ - hawa 'to contain, keep’
( Eala)

Pattern IX is augmented with respect to other patterns by lengthening

of the final radical.

The only examples found are:

byadd, byabyadd

hmarr, byahmarr

sfarr, bya sfarr

smarr, byasmarr

‘to become white’

‘to become red’

‘to become yellow’

‘to tan, darken’

swadd, by a swadd * to become black

’

xtfarr, byaxdarr ‘ to become green’

zra??, byazra?? ‘ to become blue ’

S?arr, byaS?arr ‘ to become blond’

mtass ‘to absorb’ — mass ‘ to suck

’

Some are abstract denominatives:

Etdd ‘to become habituated’ — Eade ‘habi t
’

Starak ‘to associate’ — Sarke ‘association’

htal ‘ to be deceit ful

’

— hile ‘trick, deceit’

ttarr ‘to be required,
obi iged’

— darura ‘necessity’

A fairly high proportion of Pattern VIII verbs are not
functionally derivable from any underlying word (or are at
least highly idiomatic in their derivation): rtakab ‘to
commit (e.g. a crime)', cf. rakab ‘to ride’; Etaratji ‘to
oppose, contradict’, cf. Earad 'to show, display’; Starr
‘to chew a cud’, cf. Sarr ‘to puli’.

Voicing of the -t- Formative

The infix —t— is changed to —d- after an initial radical z or d:

EwazS, byaEwazz ‘ to become bent

’

INFLECTION OF hmarr ‘ to become red, blush’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf . Subjn. Impv.

3m hmarr byahmarr y ahmdrr ‘he’

f hmarr et btahmarr tahmdrr ‘ she ’

Pi hmdrru byahmarru ta hmdrru ‘they’

2m hmarret btahmarr t ahmdrr hmarr ‘you ’

f hmarreti btahmdrri tshmdrri hmarri ‘you*

pl hmarretu btahmdrru t a hmdrru hmdrru ‘you *

1 sg hmarr et bahmdrr 9 a hmdrr ‘I’

Pl hmarrena mna hmdrr na hmdrr ‘we
’

Participle: mahmarr; Gerund ?ahmirar

zdad ‘to increase’

( intrans. )

:

Root z-w-d

zdara ‘to scorn’: Root z-r-y (Gerund ?azdira?)

ddaEa ‘to claim,
pretend’

:

Root dr-E-w (cf. participial noun
mudddEi ‘claimant’)

j
raBBa ^tcal Qharacterist ics. All Pattern IX’ s are inchoative [p. 250]
erivatives of Pattern ? aFEaL adjectives [130]. All but one (EvoaSS) are
,rom color- adjectives.

byadd ‘ to become white’ — ?abyad ‘white

zra?? ‘ to bee one blue’ — ?azra? ‘blue’

EwaSS 4 to become bent ’ — ?aEwaz ‘bent

’
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PATTERN X: staFfaL, byastaFfeL

Pattern X is augmented with respect to Pattern I by prefixation of
formative st(a)-. The pattern vowels are a. . . a (pf. ), a. . . e (impf.).

Sound Verbs. Examples:

stafham, ‘to enquire’
byastafhem

stasmar, ‘to exploit’
byastasmer

stawrad, ‘to import
byastawred

stahsan, ‘to prefer’
byastahsen

stasSab, ‘to find difficult’
byastasfeb

statyab, ‘to find tasty’
byastatyeb

Sound verbs of this pattern include some with medial
radical a; and y: staSwab ‘to question’ (cf. hollow staSab
‘to grant’). Occasionally, one also hears a Pattern X
verb with second and third radicals alike formed on the
sound pattern ( stdxfaf ‘to treat lightly’) instead of the
usual geminate ( staxaff) [p. 105]
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Sound with medial radical

Perfect Impf Indie.

3m
stdSwab by as tdSweb

f
stdSviabet btas td&web

P 1
st dSwab byastdS( 3 )wbu

2m staSwdb( 3)

t

b tastdSweb

f staSwdbti b tastdS( 3 )wb

i

P 1 staSwdb tu b tastdS( 3)wbu

lsg staSwdb( 3 )

t

bastaSweb

pl s taSwdbna mnastdSweb

i: staSwab ‘to question’

Impf. Subjn. Impv.

yastdSweb ‘he
*

tastdSweb ‘ she ’

y as tdS( 3 )wbu * they

’

tastdSweb s t dSwe b ‘you ’

tastdS( 3)wbi stdS( 3 )wbi ‘you
’

tastdS( 3)wbu stdS( 3)wbu ‘you ’

9 as tdSmeb •r

bastdSweb ‘we *

Participles: Act. mastaSweb, Pass. mastaSwab; Gerund: ?astaSwab

Defective Verbs. Examples:

INFLECTION OF sta^bal ‘to welcome’

Perfect Impf. Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m std^bal byastd^bel yastd^bel ‘he’

f std9balet btastd^bel tastd^bel ‘ she’

pl std^balu byastd?( 3)blu yastd^T 3)blu ‘ they’

2m sta‘>bdl( 3)t b tastd?bel tastd9bel std^be

l

‘you’

f sta^bdl ti btastd?( 3)bli tastd?( 3 )bli std?( 3)bli ‘you’

Pl sta^bdl tu b tas td^( 3 )blu tastd?( 3 )blu std?( 3)blu ‘you’

lsg sta9bdl( 3 )t bastd^bel 9astd9 bel ‘I*

pl sta^bdlna mnastd^bel nastd^bel ‘we ’

Participles: Act. masta^bel

,

Pass, masta?bal; Gerund: 9asta 9bal

stahla, byastalili

stasna, byastasni

staffa, byastaffi

sta^wa, byasta^wi

‘ to 1 ike ’

st okra,

‘ to exclude

’

s tawla

,

4 to resign *

s t arda
.

‘ to take stagla
,

heart

’

byastakri ‘to rent,

hire’

by as tawl

i

‘to take
over ’

byastardi ‘to make an

apology’

byastagli ‘to consider
expensive ’

Initial or medial radical ui does not fluctuate in
defective verbs of this pattern, but for medial y, see
P-

INFLECTION OF stahla ‘to like’

3m stdjila by astdlili

f stdjilet b tastdlil i

Pl stdjilu byastdklu

2m starlet btastdhli

f stajileti b tastdhl

i

pl s tafil etu b tastdlil u
lsg

starlet bastdhli

Pl stahl ena mnastdlili

Part ic iple: Act. mastdlil i

yastdjili ‘he’

tastdlili ‘ she ’

yastdlilu 4 they

’

tastdlili stdfili ‘you ’

tastdlil i stdlili ‘you
’

tastdjilu stdhlu ‘you
’

9 astdlili •I’

nastdhl

i

‘we’
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Hollow Verbs. Examples:

staSar, byastaSTr 4 to con suit’ stoqal, byastaqil ‘to resign'

statdf, byasta tif 4 to be abl e

’

s taSdb,

byast( a)Sib
‘to grant’

stafdd, byastfid 4 to benefit

’

starah, byastrih ‘to rest’

stafdn, byas tfin 4 to ask for help’ stafdd, byastfid to get back

The occurrence of the formative vowel a in the imperfect
is partly a matter of style; it is more elegant to pro-
nounce e.g. byastaSTb, while byastSTb is more informal.
Therefore only words which are themselves elegant or
formal vocabulary items will be consistently pronounced
with the a: byastajtif.

Note that not all Pattern X verbs with medial radical
semivowel are hollow: compare staSdb 'to grant’ with the
sound verb stdSwab ‘to question’, both of which have the
root S-w-b.

INFLECTION OF starah ‘to relax’ (unstable a)

Perfect Impf . Indie Impf. Sub jn. Impv.

3m starah by as trill y as trifi ‘he’

f starahet btastrifi tastrili ‘ she’

pl s tardfiu byastrihu yastrifiu ‘they’

2m strah(°) t btastrih tastri}i strih ‘you’

f s tra'jiti b tastrihi tastrihi strihi ‘you’

pl stralitu btastrThu tastrThu strifiu ‘you’

lsg s trajif ®) t b as trill 9 astriji *1’

pl strahna nnastrifi nastrifi ‘we’

Participle: mastrih; Gerund 9 astirdh

AUGMENTED TRIRADICAL VERBS (X)

INFLECTION OF staSar ‘to consult’ (stable a)

Perfect Impf. Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m staSdr byastasir yastaSir ‘he
’

f
staSdret btastaSir tastaSir 4 she

'

pl staSdru byastaSTru yastasiru 4 they

'

2m staSdr( 3
) t b tastaSTr tast aSir staSir ‘you

’

f staSdrti b tastasiri tastasiri staSiri ‘you
’

pl staSartu btastaSiru tas taSiru staSiru ‘you *

lsg staSar( 3
) t bastaSCr 9 astaSTr I*

pl staSdrna mnastaSir nast aSir
4 we ’

Participles: Act. mastaSir, Pass. mastaSdr; Gerund 9 as ti Sara

Note that in the first and1 second persons of the perfect

,

the last stem vowel remains a if the first stem vowel (a)

is kept, but is usually changed to a if the first stem vowel

is dropped (see conjugation of starah, above).

Geminate Verbs. Examples:

staradd, byast(a)radd ‘to get back ’ stafiabb, byast( a)fiabb ‘to like’

stamarr, byast(a)marr ‘to con- staha", byast( a)ha" 'to deserve’

tinue’

stagall, byast(a)gall ‘to exploit’ staxaff, byast(a)xaff ‘to make
1 i ght (of

)

’

INFLECTION OF staradd ‘to take back’

3m staradd byas tradd y astradd ‘he
*

f staradde

t

b tastradd tas tradd
4 she *

Pl s tardddu by as traddu yastraddu 4 they *

2m st( a)raddet b tastradd tastradd s tradd ‘you
’

f st( a)raddeti btas traddi tas traddi s traddi ‘you
’

Pl st( a)radde tu b tas traddu tastraddu s traddu ‘you *

lsg st( a)raddet b astradd 9as tradd •I*

Pl st( a)raddena mnas tradd nastradd
4 we *

Participle: Act. mastaradd; Gerund 9astardad
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-weak verb: stdhal ‘ to deserve’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn.

3m stdhal byastdhel ya stake

l

‘he ’

f stahalet btastdhel tastdhel ‘ she’

Pi stahalu byastahlu yastdhlu * they

'

2m stdhdl( 3 )t btastdhel tastdhel ‘you’

f stdhdlti btastahli tastdhli ‘you’

pl stdhdltu btastahlu tastdhlu ‘you ’

lsg stahal( 3 )t bestdhel 9astdhe

l

‘I’

Pl stdhdlna mnastdhel nastdhel ‘we’

Participles: Act. mastahel, Pass. ma stdhal

stdhal is the only
The formative star- comb
produce sta-. (Compare
‘to ask permission’.)

initial-weak Pattern X verb
ines with the first radical

the sound verb sta^aan, bya

found.
9 to

• sta’?zen

defective verb: staha. byasta'hi ‘ to be embarrassed’

3m stdha bya sta'hi y a sta'hi ‘he’

f stake

t

btasta'hi ta sta'hi * she’

Pl stahu bya stahu yasta'hu 4 they

2m stahet btastahi tastahi ‘you ’

f staheti btastdhi ta sta'hi ‘you ’

Pl stahetu btasta'hu tasta'hu ‘you ’

lsg stahet bastahi 9 asta'hi ‘I’

pl stahena mna sta'hi nastahi 4 we ’

Participle: mastahi; Gerund: 9astahyd9

stdha (Root hr-y-y, cf. hayy ‘bashful’) is the only

Hollow-defective Pattern X verb found. Both radical

semivowels disappear in all inflections. The forms are

like those of Pattern VIII defective verbs, but staha

cannot be classified as Pattern VIII; that would imply

its root was s-/t-y.
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Another pseudo-Pattern VIII verb is zdall ‘to conclude,

ther’ (Ro01 d-l-l, cf. dall ‘to indicate’). The

f
3

tive is reduced from sta- to st-, but the combination

cannot stand intact and is reduced to 2d-. Compare

®he regularly formed doublet stadall ‘to find the way’.

dall byazdall is conjugated like Pattern VIII verbs

[p. 99 1 )

• „i Tvnes: Many Pattern X verbs are estimative [p.244]:
Derivational

stagrab ‘to be surprised at. - garib ‘strange’

to consider strange’

stasdab ‘to find difficult’ - sadb ‘difficult’

stdhla ‘to like, find nice’ - ha'lu ‘nice, pretty’

Many are eductive [244] :

stagfar ‘to ask (God’s) for- - gafar ‘to forgive’

gi veness

'

staradd ‘to get (something) - radd ‘to give back’

back ’

staSwab ‘ to. quest ion ’ 2dwab ‘to answer’

sta?zar ‘to rent, hire’ - 9a£2ar ‘to rent, hire
out ’

staxbar ‘to enquire, get _ xabar ‘news, information’

informat ion’

ANOMALOUS FORMS

Patterns V and X nixed: stmanna ‘to wish’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Imof . Subin.

3m stmdnna byastmdnna ya stmdnna ‘he’

f stmdnnet bte stmdnna ta stmdnna 4 she ’

Pl s tmdnnu byastmdnnu yastmdnnu ‘ they’

2m stmannet bta stmdnna t a stmdnna ‘you
’

f stmanne ti btastmdnni tastmdnni ‘you
’

Pl stmannetu btas tmdnnu ta stmdnnu ‘you’

lsg stmannet b a stmdnna 9a stmdnna 4 1*

Pl stmannena mna stmdnna na stmdnna 4 we’

ar ticiples: mastmanni

,

Pass, mastmanna
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These forms are often replaced by the straight Pattern
V forms: tmanna, byatmanna.

eras V and X mixed. Initial -weak: stanna ‘to wait’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m stdnna byastanna ya stdnna ‘he’

f stdnnet btastanna tastanna 1

she’

Pi stdnnu byastannu yastdnnu 1 they’

2m stanne

t

b ta stdnna tastanna stdnna ‘you ’

f stanneti b tastdnni tastdnni s t dnn

i

‘ you ’

pl stannetu bta stdnnu t a stdnnu stdnnu ‘you’

lsg stanne

t

b a stdnna tastanna I’

pl stannena mna stdnna nastdnna 4 we’

Participles: Act. m.9 stanni
, Pass, mestanna

i\ theoretical initial radical t is lost in al 1 in flections.

eras III and X mixe d, with loss o f — t— : snawal ‘to catch’

3m snawa

l

bya snawel ya snawe l ‘he’

f sndwa let btasndwel ta snawel ‘ she
’

Pl sndwalu byasnawlu yasnawlu ‘ they’

2m sndwdl( 3 )t bta snawe l ta snawel snawe

L

‘you
’

f sndwdlti btasndwli tasndwli sndwli ‘you
’

pl sndwdltu btasndwlu tasndwlu sndwLu ‘you
’

lsg sndwdl( 3 )t basnawel tasndwe l I’

pl snawalna mnasndaiel na snawe

l

‘we’

Participle: Act. masnawel

The form with -t- is also sometimes heard: stnawal,

byastnawel.
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PSEUDO-QLADRIRADICAL PATTERNS

Arabic has a number of triradical verb patterns that are used
Syri*1

^^ at au in Classical Arabic and consequently have no tradi-
little or

j fication (or numerical labels). These patterns, described
tional c aa

.

Qns t jiat follow, are FaSFaL , FadwaL, FodaL, FardaL, FadLan,
in r^i (with stable ? — not the same as Pattern IV [p .82] ) . Each of
and 3

xcept 9aFdaL is paralleled by a pattern with the t- formative [85]

tFadwaL, etc.

Besides these there are some very rare patterns, for

example FadLa (as in tadma, bitadmi ‘to feed’), and some

geographically limited patterns like the Lebanese FaydaL

(as in tayla^ 'to take up, out’: elsewhere tallad or

tdlad).

Verbs with any of these patterns fall into the same form-types (and

conj ugat ional types) as quadriradical verbs. That is to say, their char-

acteristic formatives are not distinguishable from an extra radical on

the basis of form alone — hence they have sometimes been loosely classified

with the true quadri radicals as examples of Pattern FadLaL (or tFadLaL)

[p. 117] .*

They differ from true quadri radical s in that they are derived (as

regular functions of the given formatives [ p . 47] ) from triradical words.

For instance the verb madmad ‘to stretch, extend’ is an augmentative

[253] of the simple triradical verb madd (same translation); therefore

it has the root n-cF-d and the pattern FadFaL [ill] . By way of contrast
the verb damdam ‘to mutter, grumble’ is not related to any word with the

atterns are of course always defined relative to roots [p. 36] None of
e augmented verb patterns can always be identified on the basis of word-

orms alone: for instance nta?al ‘to move, be transferred’ might be
ou6ht to have Pattern nFadaL and Root only by knowing that its

Ftadal^
ac ^ua*^y may one deduce that its pattern is definitely

kee
term ‘quadriradical’ (or ‘quadriliteral ’ ), however, has often

jjut
extended to encompass not only bases that have quadriliteral roots,
so ™any tril i teral - root bases that are similar in form to the true

con/'j
81**?3 * 8 ' This classification is invalid, not only because it is ac°ntradiction

out ref
ln terms to use ‘quadriradical’ (or ‘quadriliteral’) with-

wo rds
erenc e to roots, but also because it is inconsistent to call all

°lassi f

0
y
me^ on Pattern FodaL, for instance, "quadriradical" while

rep
1 Pattern FadaL words as triradical. (The class of bases

t r j rad^
ntec

* jointly by the formulae CVCV(C) and CVCCV(C) cannot exclude

effect
lca

^
Patterns II and III except by ad hoc stipulations to that

suPpo hi
1Ch wou^d covertly introduce derivational criteria into a

e y formal base classification.)
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root dr-TH-m and is therefore relegated to the quadriliteral root d-m-d-n
and the pattern FadLaL .

1

THE REDUPLICATIVE PATTERN

FatzFaL, biFadFeL tFadFaL, byatFadFaL

Reduplicative verbs are augmented with respect to simple verbs by a

repetition of the first radical immediately after the second.

. with Middle and Last Radicals Alike. Examples:
Sound Verbs,

WfUf. T,ilafUf ‘ to *raP UP'

fatfat,
bifatfet ’ to crumble’

9a? ?as, bi 9as 9 es ’to cut, snip’

samSaM, biSamSem ‘to smell, sniff’

madmad, bimadmed ‘to extend, stretch’

halhal, bihalhel ‘to untie, undo'

With geminating roots, the reduplicative infix comes

between the like radicals, resulting in a repeated sequence

of two consonants. Verbs of this form are quite common.

Sound Verbs, with Middle and Last Radicals Different. Examples:

farfah, bifarfeh ‘to rejoice’ 9ar 9ad, bi 9 ar 9ed 'to clatter’

tartaS, bitarteS ‘to splatter’ sarsad, bisarse

d

‘to startle’

INFLECTION OF farfah ‘to rejoice’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m farfah bifarfeh yfdrfeh ‘he’

f fdrfahe

t

batfdrfeh tfdrfeh 4 she’

Pi fdrfahu bifdr( 3)fhu yfar(

3

)fhu
4 they *

2m farfdhf 3 )t batfdrfeh tfdrfeh fdrfeh ‘you
’

f farfdhti batfdrf 3)fhi tfdrf 3)fhi fdr( 3 )fhi ‘you ’

Pi farfdhtu batfdrf 3)fhu tfar( 3 )fhu fdr( 3 )fhu ‘you’

lsg farfdhf 3 )t bfdrfeh fdrfeh I’

Pi farfdhna manfarfeh nfdrfeh ‘we’

Participle: mfarfeh; Gerund: farfaha

1 Pseudo -quadri radicals are also to be distinguished from SECONDARY

QUADRIRADICALS like thewan ‘to blunder’. This verb, derived idiomatically

as a simulative [p.249] from hewdn ‘animal’, is analogous to tSetan ‘to

be naughty’, similarly derived from Setdn ‘devil’. While Setdn is a

quadriradical word (Root S-y-t-n), hewdn is actually triradical (Root

h-y-y) but thewan is derived from it on Pattern tFadLaL [119] as i_f its

root were h^y-w-n — by analogy to formally comparable words like Setdn-

As distinct both from absolute quadri radical s like tSetan and

secondary quadri radical s like thewan , verbs such as twaldan ‘to be chit
“J

ish’ are genuinely tri radical : the final n cannot be traced back to th*B

underlying word walad ‘child’, so it must be analyzed as a verb- formati v

affix — the characteristic formative of pseudo-quadri radical (i.e.

triradical j Pattern (t)Fa£Lan [115].

INFLECTION OF laflaf ‘to wrap up’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m Idflaf bi laflef yldflef ‘he*

f Idflafet batldflef tldflef ‘ she
’

pl Idflafu bi ldf 3 lfu yldf 3 lfu ‘ they

’

2m laflaf( 3 )t batldflef tldflef laflef ‘you ’

f laflafti batldf3 lfi tldf 3 lfi ldf 3 lfi ‘you
’

Pi laflaf tu batlaf3 Ifu tldf3 lfu laf 3 lfu ‘you ’

lsg laflaf( 3 )t bldflef laflef ‘I’

Pi lafldfna manldflef
(mall-)

nldflef
(11-)

4 we ’

Participles: Act. mlaflef. Pass, mlaflaf; Gerund: laflaf

e

Hollow Verbs. Examples:

lolah, biloleh ‘to wave’

totah, bitoteh ‘to toss’

zoza 9
, bizoze 9 ‘to decorate’

The first pattern vowel a fuses with the middle radical
leaving o between the initial radical and its duplicate.

Verbs of this form are rare. (No hollow reduplicatives
are found with medial radical y.

)
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INFLECTION OF lolah ‘to wave’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf . Subin. Impv.

3m lolah bi lolah yloleh ‘he’

f lolahet batloleh tloleh * she’

pl lolahu bi lolhu y lolhu ‘ they’

2m loldh( °)t batloleh tloleh loleh. ‘you’

f loldhti batlolhi tlolhi lolhi ‘you’

Pl lolahtu batlolhu tlolhu lolhu ‘you’

lsg loldh( 3 )t bloleh loleh •I’

pl loldhna manloleh. nlol eh. ‘we’

(nail-) (U-)

Participles: Act. mloleh. Pass, mlolah; Gerund: lolaha

Reduplicative Verbs with t Formative. Examples:

tfarfad, byatfarfad ‘to be set apart’

tlaflaf, byatlaflaf ‘to be wrapped up’

ttotah, byattofah ‘to be tossed in the air’

Derivation. Almost all reduplicative verbs are augmentative [253]:

farfah ‘to rejoice’ — fareh (same translation)

laflaf ‘to wrap up’ *- luff ‘to turn; to wrap’

halhal ‘to untie, undo’ — hall ‘to untie; to solve’

lolah ‘to wave’ •- lah (same translation)

The alliterative effect of reduplication seems to have a certain symbolic

value, often connoting vividness, emphasis, or repetitiveness — hence the

aptness of this pattern to express the augmentative derivation.

Some reduplicatives have no underlying simple verb, but may be
correlated with a more or less synonymous Pattern II verb, or derived
from a simple noun:

202a9 ‘to decorate’; cf. zawma 9 (same translation)

• cf. zo 9 ‘taste’

Verbs that are reduplicative in form but which are not
functionally related to t ril i teral - root words are classified
as true quadri radical [117].
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OTHER INFIXING PATTERNS

FadwaL, biFadweL

FodaL, biFodeL

FardaL, biFardeL

tFadwaL , byatFadwaL

tFodaL, byatFodaL

tFardaL, bya tFardaL

f these patterns are augmented with respect to simple verbs by
VerbS

°in»nediately after the middle radical, or by r or w (

a

+ w - o)

an infix » fore the middle radical. Examples:
immediately o_

Patterns Fa£wal and tFatwaL:

baxwab,
bibaxweS

daEwas,
bida£wes

£aswar,

bidaswer

‘to perforate’ .... tbaxwaS,
byatbaxwaS

‘to trample’ ddadwas,
byaddadwas

‘ to wring out ’ .... tdaswar

,

byatdaswar

sadwad, bisadwed ‘to stop up’

natwat, binatwet ‘to jump about’

Saxwat, biSaxwet ‘to scribble’

‘to be perforated’

‘to be trampled’

‘to be wrung out’

Patterns FodaL and tFodaL:

bortm,

biborem

lo 9at,

bi Id9 et

9otar,

bi 9oter

‘to wind’ tboram,

byatboram

‘to pick up’ tlo 9 at,

byatlo 9at

‘to tow,

pull’
t 9otar,

bya

t

9otar

‘to be wound’

‘to be picked up’

‘to be towed,

pulled’

horak, bihorek ‘to move around’

2ogal, biaogel 'to cheat (in

games)

’

hoza9 , bihoze 9 ‘to have the

hiccups

’
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Patterns FardaL and tFardaL

:

harbaS, ‘to slash’ ....

biharbeS

Sarbak

,

‘to complicate’
biSarbek

t harbaS, ‘to be shashed’
byatharbaS

tsarbak, ‘to be complicated'
byat Sarbak

xarmaS, ‘to scratch’
bixarmeS

txarmaS, ‘to be scratched’
byatxarmaS

far 9 ad, bifar 9ed ‘to set off (fireworks)’

karfat, bikarfet 'to curse’

tdarbat, byatdarbat ‘to cling (in panic)’

Verbs of all these patterns are inflected like true
quadriradical s [ pp. 118-119 ] .

Derivation.

Most of these verbs are augmentatives [p. 253]

:

daSwas ‘to trample’ dadas ‘to tread on
run over’

natwat ‘to jump about’ - natt ‘to jump’

pioza 9 ‘to have hiccups’ - haza 9 ‘to hiccup’

lo 9at ‘to pick up'

( frequentative)

- la9at ‘to pick up’

karfat ‘ to curse’ ( f req.

or intens. )

- kafat ‘to curse’

xarmaS ‘to scratch’ - xamaS ‘to scratch'

tdarbat ‘to cling (in panic)’ - dab at ‘to grasp’

Some are more or less synonymous with Pattern II verbs, but have no

underlying simple verbs:

xartaS ‘to scribble’ (cf. xattaS)

foxar ‘ to decay, rot

'

(cf. faxxar)

sofar ‘to whistle’ (cf. saffar)

Sahwar ‘to blacken, smoke' (cf. Sahhar)
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.format ive verbs are applicative [256] or similarly denominative:

‘to saddle’
sarwaz

xotar ‘to endanger’

botal , ;l
‘tP cheat’

bo rad ‘to cool off’

txaSwan ‘to rough it

— sarS ‘saddle’

— xatar ‘danger ’

— bap*

l

‘cheating’

— bar*d ‘cold’ (abst. noun)

— xaS*n ‘rough’

Verbs which appear to have these patterns, but which

are not derivable from some tr i 1 i teral - root word by the

addition of, a verb- formative w or r, are classified as

true quadriradical. [117]

THE n SUFFIX PATTERN

FadLan, biFadLen tFadLan, byatFadLan

Verbs of this pattern are augmented with respect to other patterns by

suffixation of a formative n. Examples:

safran, ‘to make. .. faint ’ tsafran, ‘to feel faint’

bisafren

halwan, ‘to sweeten’
bihalwen

tesan, ‘to be stubborn’
bitesen

sodan

,

‘to depress’
b isodsn

by a tsafran

twaldan, ‘to be childish’

byatwaldan

twahSan, ‘to get rough’

byatwahSan

t sodan, ‘to be depressed’
byat sodan

For inflection, cf. True Quadri radicals [p. 118]

.

Derivation:

Verbs of Pattern FaSLan and tFaSLan are mainly derived from
nouns or adjectives. Those without the t formative are
usually causative [240] or ascriptive [243]:

halwan ‘to sweeten’
(causative)

?o.fran 'to make. .. faint ’

(causative)

sodan ‘t0 depress’
(causative)

(lamran ‘to consider stupid’
( ascriptive)

halu ‘sweet’

9asfar ‘yellow, pale’

9aswad ‘black’

(mar ‘donkey, stupid’
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Note, however, the verb tesan ‘to be stubborn’, which
is an idiomatic simulative from tes ‘billy-goat’. (One
would expect a t- formative: "ttesan".)

Those with the t formative are mainly simulatives [249] ,
or passives

Fctf:Lan verbs:
0f

tmaldan ‘to act childish’ (simul.)

twahSan 'to act rough’ (simul.)

thamran ‘to act stupid’ (simul.)

tsodan ‘to be depressed’ (pass.)

Miscellaneous derivations:

rohan ‘to revive’ (trans.)

t Sahwan ‘to crave’

tfakhan ‘to eat fruit’ (applicative)

tSofan ‘to be "stuck up"’

walad ‘child’

wah 3 S 'wild beast’

fimdr ‘donkey, stupid’

sodan ‘to depress’

ruh. ‘spirit’

Sahme ‘craving, desire’

fakha ‘fruit’

Sdyef ‘considering one's
halo... self (important)’

Verbs which appear to have these patterns, but which
are not derivable from other words by the addition of a
verb- format ive n, are classified as true quadri radical
[117].

THE 9 PREFIX PATTERN

9aF£aL, bi 9aFdeL

Verbs of this pattern are augmented with respect to other patterns by
a formative prefix 9

, which remains in all inflections. Examples:

9as l an,

bi 9aslem

bi 9awre 9

9 asb ah,

‘to become a Muslim’

‘ to leaf out

’

‘ to be. . . in the
bi 9asbeh morning*

9azhar,

bi 9azher

9aflas,
bi 9afles

9azlam,
bi 9azlem

‘to bloom’

‘to go bankrupt’

‘to get dark’

Some verbs of this pattern are variants of Pattern IV
verbs: cf. 9asbah, byasb eh; 9azlon, byazlem. Pseudo-
quadri radical Pattern 9aF£aL is rare.
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INFLECTION OF 9aslam 'to become a Muslim’

Pt,.f Prt
Impf . Indie. Inripf . Subjn. Impv.

Sn
Pdslam bi 9dslem y 9dslem ‘he’

f
?dsla”iet bat 9dslem t 9dslem ‘ she’

pi
tdslomu bi 9ds 3 lnu y 9ds 3 Imu ‘ they’

2m
9asldm( 3 )t bat 9aslem t 9dslem 9dslem ‘you’

f
9asldmti bzt 9ds 3 lmi t 9 ds 3 lmi 9ds 3 lmi ‘you’

pl
9asldmtu bat 9ds 3 lmu t 9ds 3 lmu 9ds 3 lmu ‘you’

lsg
9asldm( 3 )t b 9dslem 9dslem •I’

pl ?as l anna, man^dslem

Participle: m^aslem

n 9dslem ‘ we ’

Most of these verbs are inchoatives

pattern m&F£eL [133] :

[250], derived from adjectives of

9aslato ‘to become a Muslim’ - maslem ‘Muslim’

9awra 9 ‘to leaf out’ - mure 9 ‘in leaf, leafy’

9azhar ‘to bloom’ - mazher ‘blooming, flowering’

9azlam ‘to get dark’ - mazlem ' dark

’

9aflas ‘to go bankrupt’ - mafles ‘ bank rupt ’

Adjectives of the maFSeL pattern are sometimes parti-
ciples of Pattern IV verbs. but they cannot be considered
participles of this pseudo -quadri radical pattern, since
they contrast with the quadri radical - type participles:
m 9aslem ‘having become a Muslim’, m^azlem ‘having become
dark’, etc.

THE SIMPLE QUADRIRADICAL PATTERN

Fa£LaL, biFa^LeL*

True quadri radical verbs are those which actually have
four radicals, as distinct from pseudo- quadri radical s [109],
which have three radicals plus an affix that is indistin-
guishable from a radical in form.

1

a

e traditional pattern formulas misleadingly use L (lam) for the fourth
as the third radical, but it is to be understood that the last

*° radicals are usually different.
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Sound Verbs. Examples:

tarSan, bi tarSen ‘ to translate’ dahraS, bidahreS ‘to roll’

(trans.
)

bartal, bibartel ‘ to bribe

’

barhan, bibarhen ‘to prove’

damdam, b i damdem ‘to mumble’ harwal, biharwel ‘to hurry’

( intrans.

)

baxSaS, bibaxSeS 4 to tip’ xatyar, bixatyer ‘to age’

( intrans.

)

INFLECTION OF tarzam ‘to translate'

Perfect Impv. Indie. Impf . Subjn. Impv.

3m tdrSan bitdrSen ytdrSem ‘he’

f tdrSamet battdrSen ttdrSen ‘ she’

Pi tdrSamu bitdrSmu ytdrSnu * they’

2m tarSdm( 3 )t battdrSen ttdrSen tdrSen ‘you’

f tarSdmti battarSmi t t drSni tdrzmi ‘you’

pl tarSdntu battarSnu t t drSnu tdrSmu ‘you’

lsg tarSam( 3 )t b tarSen tdrSen ‘I’

Pl tarSdnna mantdrSem ntdrSem ‘we’

Participles: Act . ntarSen, Pass. mtarSan; Gerund tarSane

not

but

When the third and fourth
geminate when -t or -u are
are kept apart by a:

radicals are
suffixed in

alike, they do
the imperfect,

INFLECTION OF baxSaS ‘to tip’

3m baxSaS bibdxSeS ybdxSeS ‘he*

f bdxSaSet batbdxSeS tbdxSeS ‘she’

pl bdxSaSu bibdxSaSu ybdxSaSu ‘they’

2m baxSdS( 3
) t batbdxSeS tbdxSeS bdxSeS ‘you

’

f baxsdSti batbdxSaSi tbdxSaSi bdxSaSi ‘you’

pl baxSdStu batbdxSaSu tbdxSaSu bdxSaSu ‘you’

lsg baxSdS( 3 )t bbdxSeS bdxSeS ‘I’

pl baxSdSna nanbdxSeS nbdxSeS ‘ we*

Participles: Act. mbaxSeS, Pass. nbaxSaS; Gerund: baxSaSe
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Verbs-
Examples:

bodar, biboder ‘to powder’ ?onan, bi^onen ‘to regulate
(by rules)’

ioean, bidoeen ‘to tune’ helan, bihelen ‘to bluff’

sogar, bi soger ‘to insure’ neSan, bineSen ‘to aim at’

The first pattern vowel a fuses with the second radical

or y to produce o or e respectively. (This fusion does

not take place in most Lebanese dialects, however, and the

verbs remain sound: dawzan for dozan, naySan for neSan,

etc. )

INFLECTION OF sogar ‘to insure’

Perfect Impf. Indie. Impf . Subjn. Impv.

3m sogar bi soger y soger ‘he’

f sogar et batsoger tsoger ‘ she
’

Pl sogaru bisogru ysogru ‘ they

’

2n sogdr( 3 )t batsoger tsoger soger ‘you
’

f sogdrti batsogri tsogri sogri ‘you
’

Pl sogartu batsogru t sogru sogru ‘you ’

lsg sogdr( 3 )t b soger soger I’

Pl sogdrna mansoger nsoger ‘ we ’

Participles: Act. nsoger, Pass . nsogar; Gerund: sogara

INFLECTION OF neSan ‘to aim’

3m neSan bineSen yneSen ‘he’

f neSan et batneSen tneSen * she ’

Pl neSanu bineSnu yneSnu ‘ they

in neSdn( a
) t ba tneSen tneSen neSen ‘you’

f neSdnti batneSni tneSni neSni ‘you’

Pl neSdntu batneSnu tneSnu neSnu ‘you*

lsg neSdn( a )t bneSen neSen ‘I’

Pl neSdnna nanneSen nneSen ‘ we ’

Participles: Act. mneSen

,

Pass. mneSan; Gerund: neSane
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Defective Verbs. There are very few examples to be found:

farSa, hifarSi ‘to brush’

9arSa, bi 9arSi ‘to show’

war5a, biwarSi ‘to show’

Besides the forms warSa and 9arSa ‘to show’, there is
also farSa (same meaning). The latter, however, is formed
on the rare pseudo -quadri radical pattern FadLa: Compare
farraS ‘to show around’ (and passive tfarraS ‘to look
around’); tadma, b i ta£mi ‘to feed’ (Root t-S-m),

INFLECTION OF farSa ‘to brush’

Perfect Impf. Indie. Impf.Subjn. Impv.

3m farSa bifdrSi yfdrSi ‘he’

f farSet batfarSi tfdrSi ‘she’

pi fdrSu bifdrSu yfdrSu ‘they’

2m farSet batfdrSi tfdrSi fdrSi ‘you’

f farSeti batfdrSi tfdrSi fdrSi ‘you’

pi farSetu batfdrSu tfdrSu fdrSu ‘you’

1 sg farSet bfdrSi fdrSi ‘I’

pi farSena manfar Si nfdrSi ‘we’

Participles: Act. mfarSi, Pass. mfarSa

Hollow-Defective Verbs. The few examples found include:

boya, biboyi ‘to polish’

sosa, bisosi ‘to squeak’

INFLECTION OF boya ‘to polish’

3m boya biboyi yboyi ‘he’

f boyet batboyi tboyi 4 she’

pl boyu biboyu yboyu 4 they

'

2m boyet batboyi tboyi boyi 4 you ’

f boyeti batboyi tboyi boyi ‘you’

pl boyetu batboyu tboyu boyu ‘you’

lsg boyet bboyi boyi ‘I*

pl boyena manboyi nboyi 4 we ’

Participles: Act. mboyi. Pass. mboya
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i Tvoes Many simple quadriliteral verbs are applicative [256],
.:„«tional • .. ,Derivation '

ds 0 f fOU r or more radicals:
derived trom

boJtiaS ‘to ttP

barhan ‘to prove’

talfan ‘to telephone’

?onan ‘to regulate(by rules)’

basmal ‘to say "ba small dh. ..
"

fcova ‘to polish’

baxSTS

tal ifon

‘tip, handout’

‘proof

'

‘telephone’

‘rule, law’

b-asm-allah ‘In the name
of God. .

.

'

boya ‘polish’

Some are denominatives of other sorts: xatyar ‘to

age, grow old’ (inchoative [250]) from 9axtydr ‘old man’

AUGMENTED QUADRIRADICAL PATTERN: tFadlal, byatFaSLaL

Sound Verbs. Examples:

tbarhan, byatbarhan

tmarkas, byatmarkas 1

ddahraS, byaddahraS

t tarSam, byattarSam

INFLECTION OF tmarkas ‘ to conso

Perfect Impf . Indie.

3m tmdrkas byatmarkas

f tmarkazet btatmdrkas

Pl tmdrkasu bya tmdrkasu

2m tmarkds( 9
) t btatmdrkas

f tmarkdsti btatmdrkasi

Pl tmarkdstu bta tmdrkasu

lsg tmarkds( 9 )t ba tmdrkas

Pl tmarkdsna mna tmdrk os

articiples: Act. matmarkes. Pas
1 ~

•

^henr-a
3 secondary radical: the or

narkas ‘position’.

‘to be proven’

‘to take position’

‘to roll '( intrans. )

‘to be translated’

idate one’s position, settle’

Impf.Subjn. Impv.

ya tmarkas ‘he’

ta tmarkas ‘she’

yatmdrkasu ‘they’

tatmdrkas tmdrkas ‘you’

tatmdrkasi tmdrkasi ‘you’

tatmdrkasu tmdrkasu ‘you’

9a tmdrkas ‘I’

na tmdrkas ‘we’

;. ma tmarkas ( ft ); (Gerund: markase)

ginal triliteral root is r-k-s,
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Defective Verbs:

INFLECTION OF tfarSa *to be brushed'
INFLECTION OF tSetan ‘to be naughty’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m tfdrSa byatfdrSa y a tfdrSa ‘he’

f tfarset btatfarSa tatfdrSa ‘she’

Pi tfdrSu byatfdrSu yatfdrSu ‘ they'

2m tfarSe

t

btatfarSa tatfdrSa tfdrSa ‘you’

f tfarSeti btatfdrSi tatfdrSi tfdrSi ‘you’

Pi tfarSetu btatfarSu tatfdrSu tfdrSu ‘you’

lsg tfarSe

t

batfdrSa tatfdrSa ‘I’

pl tfarSena mna tfdrSa na tfdrSa ‘we’

Participle: matfarSi; Gerund: tferSi

Hollow Verbs:

INFLECTION OF tsogar ‘to be insured’

3m tsogar byatsogar yatsogar ‘he
*

f tsogaret btatsogar tatsogar
4 she

*

pl tsogaru byatsogaru yatsogaru ‘they’

2m tsogdrf 3 )t btatsogar tatsogar tsogar ‘ypu’

f tsogdrti btatsogari tatsogari tsogari ‘you’

pl tsogdrtu btatsogaru tatsogaru tsogaru ‘you’

lsg tsogar( 3 )t ba tsogar tatsogar ‘I’

Pl tsogdrna mna tsogar natsogar ‘we’

Perfect Impf. Indie. Impf. Subjn. Impv.

3m
tSifan

byatSetan yatSetan ‘he’

f
tSefamt btatSetan tatSetan ' she ’

pl tSefanu byatSetanu yatSetanu ‘ they

’

2^
tSetdn(

3 )t btatSetan tatSetan tSetan ‘you’

f
tSetdnti btatSetani tatSetani tSetani ‘you ’

pl tSetdntu btaiSetanu tetSetanu tSetanu ‘you’

lsg tSetdn( 3 )t betSetan tatSetan ‘I’

pl tSetdnna mnatSetan natSetan ‘we ’

Participle: matSefen; Gerund: Setane

Derivational Types. Most verbs of Pattern tFadLaL are passives: of simple

quadriradicals:

tbarhan ‘to be proven ’ - barhan ‘to prove’

ddozan ‘ to be in tune’ — dozan ‘to tune’

tsogar ‘to be insured’ - sogar ‘to insure’

Some are simulative [249 ]:

tSetan ‘to be naughty’ 'Setan ‘devil, naughty’

theman 1 — hewdn ‘animal ’

Some are otherwise denominative: tmarkaz ‘to take up a position’ (from
markaz2 ‘position’).

PATTERN FgaLaLL

Examples:

Participle: matsoger
Smatazz, byeSnatazz

d-mahall
, byadmahall

tma^ann, byatmatgnn

qSagarr, byaqSadarr

‘to be revolted, sickened’

‘to fade away, die out’

‘to be calm, feel secure’

‘to shudder, have gooseflesh’

e n is a secondary radical; the original triliteral root is h y y,
^ence hewdn.
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INFLECTION OF Sma 7azz 'to be revolted’

Perfect Impf . Indie. Impf. Subjn.

3m sma 7dzz byaSma 7azz ya&na,
9azz ‘he *

f $ma 9azzet b taSma 9azz taSma 9922 ‘ she’

Pi Sma 7dzzu byasma 7azzu y9§ma 9922u * they *

2m Sma 7azzet btaSma 9azz t9§ma 9922 ‘you’

f Sma 9azzeti b tasma 7azzi taSma 992

2

i ‘you’

Pi Sma 7azzetu btaSma 7azzu t9§ma 9922u ‘you*

lsg sma 7azzet ba$ma 9azz 9 9Sma 9922 *r

Pi sma 7azzena mnasma 9azz n9§ma 9922 ‘we ’

Participles: Act. maSma 7azz, Pass. maSma7azz (manno); Gerund:
9a$ma 7zdz

The verb qSadarr may also be pronounced 7saearr.

Verbs of Pattern FdaLaLL are all intransitive, but are
not derived or related in any regular way to other words.
Note, however, that tma 7ann is related to the triliteral
root t—m—n, as in tamman 'to calm, assuage, assure’.
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CHAPTER 4: ADJECTIVE PATTERNS

In this chapter the common base patterns [p. 36 ] for ad-

ectives are exemplified, showing any alterations that are

incurred with unstable roots [p.4l].

All adjectives are cited in the masculine/singular. The

inflection of adjectives is described in Chapter 7

Index of Patterns

TOIRADICAL: FrteL P- 126 P^tL p. 129

FaPL 126 7aFeaL 130

F£xl 127 FdeeL 131

Fa£\L 127 FaeLdn 132

FaeeeL 128 maFedL 132

Faeul 128 raaftrei 133

FaeedL 129

Augmented Participial Patterns: pp. 134-136

(II) 77iFaeeeL mFaeeaL

(III) 77iFdeeL 77iFaeaL

(IV) maFeeL maFeaL

(V) matFoeeeL matFoeeaL

(VI) 77iatFdeeL matFdeaL

(VII) manFadeL, manFdeeL

(VIII) 77laFtadeL, naFtdeeL maFtdeaL

(IX) naFeaLL

(X) 7nastaFeeL, mastaFeeL. . mastaFeaL

^AI^IRADICAL (AND PSEUDO -QUADR IRADICAL) PATTERNS: p. 136

FaeLuL

FaeLiL

nFaeLeL

matFaeLeL

maFeaLaLL

mFaeLaL

matFaeLaL

maFeaLaLL
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PATTERN FafeL

Sound: baSef ‘ugly’ xaSen rou Kh, coar Se ,

xafer 'dangerous

’

dalef ‘bland’

rafeb 'moist, humid’ walieS ‘wild, savage-

Sarefi ‘airy, healthful’ wasex ‘dirty

’

sal eb 'hard, solid’ faker ‘turbid,
troubles

desem ‘nourishing

'

wafer 'uneven, bumpt’

Geminate: harr ‘ f ree

'

narr ‘bitter’

Defective: ha lu ‘sweet, pleasant, pretty'

The adjective sax 3n ‘hot* is exceptional in being
formed on the pattern FafL [141]. For those who do not
distinguish in pronunciation between e and a (or t) in
this position [13], there is of course no difference
between the two patterns.

Some adjective of this pattern are correlative to
nouns of the FafL or FafaL patterns: xater ‘dangerous’:
xatar ‘danger’; wasex ‘dirty’: wasax ‘dirt, filth’; wafieS
‘wild’: wah 3 S ‘wild beast’.

PATTERN FafL

Sound

:

saf 3 b ‘di f f icult

’

fax 3m ‘stately, elegant’

sah 3
1 ‘easy’ dax 3m ‘heavy, big’

With last two radicals alike:

faSS ‘unripe

’

liarr ( or liarr) ‘hot’

liayy ‘alive’ jiadd ( or jiadd) ‘sharp’

nayy ‘raw’

With final radical semivowel: raxu ‘loose, lax’

PATTERN FflL

txtn ‘thick, fat’
nJ’Tf

‘clean

’

bxtl •stingy’ bftd ‘far, distant’

t*tl ‘heavy’ Sdtd ‘new’

rxt? ‘cheap’ s/it/i ‘whole, in one piece’ (cf sahth, below)

?i» r
small, young’ tfif ‘ill’ (cf. daftf, below)

kttr ‘much

’

until ‘ good

’

This pat tern is not used with final (or medial?) radical semivowel,

(for which see Pattern FafiL below).

Some adjectives of this pattern are correlative to descriptive verbs

[ 2S1 ]

.

PATTERN FaftL

Sound: “>aktd ‘definite, certain’ badtf ‘novel, original,
exotic’

bastf ‘easy, minor, simple’ barf? ‘innocent’ (cf. bari

below)

saftd ‘happy, fortunate’ Samtl ‘beaut i ful

’

Sar tji ‘ wounded

’

xabtr ‘ experienced

’

xafif ‘light

’

daftf ‘weak

’

fawtl ‘long, tall’ sajitfi ‘true’

fatt? •old’ faztm ‘great, grand’

faztf ‘awful, marvelous’ ?alfl ‘little, few’

wa/itd ‘unique, only’ ?adtm ‘ancient

’

Adjectives with this typically nominal pattern [139] are not common-
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4]

Defective: saki ‘intelligent, bright’

saxi ‘generous’

tari 'fresh'

9ami 'strong'

bari ‘innocent’ (or

gani ‘rich’

s°und

Sa 9 i 'hoodlum'

wafi 'dependable, true
(to one’s word)’

Some adjective of Pattern FaFTL are correlative to descriptive verbs
[251]. A few contrast, as qualitative adjectives, with stative adjectives-
fahim ‘(naturally) understanding’: cf. fahman, fahem ‘knowledgeable, hav&
come to understand’; has in ‘sad’ (temperament): cf. hasnan ‘sad’ (mood)-

™

9axir ‘last, final’: cf. 9cixer ‘last, latest’.

PATTERN FaZtreL (Variant of Pattern FafrTL)

Sayyed ‘good, excellent’ tayyeb ‘good’

dayye 9 ‘narrow, tight’ xayyer ‘charitable, benificent’

mayyet ’dead’ hayyen ‘easy’

sayye 9 ‘bad, unfortunate’

This pattern is a modification of Pattern Fa£\L used
with medical radical semivowels: -yye- in lieu of -yi-,
and (sometimes) in lieu of -wi-

.

PATTERN Fa£uL

Sasur ‘daring’ wadud ‘devoted, fond*

nasuh ‘sincere, loyal’ xadum ‘solicitous, servile*

xadu£ ‘obedient

’

sabuh ‘radiant, bright, smiling’

tamuh ‘ ambitious

’

9anuf ‘contented, temperate’

This pattern is not used (?) with final radical semi-
vowel. As medial semivowel, y is lengthened: gayyur
‘jealous ’

.

Almost all adjectives of this pattern designate personal qualities or

dispositions. Most of them are dispositional derivatives of simple verbs

[277] .
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PATTERN FaeedL

baft^l ‘ bad

gaggal 'in operation, working’

naSSdf ’blotting, drying,

absorbent

’

tawwdf ’floating, buoyant’

Defective: bakka 'weeper, cry-baby’

Many adjectives of this pattern are dispositional [277 ] Compare

noun pattern FatrFaL [ 151 ].

PATTERN FaeeiL

lairmiZ ‘shiny’ Sarrib ‘heavy drinker'

Saxxix ‘show-off’ rakkib ‘good rider, horseman’

xawwif ‘timorous, cowardly* Sarr ir ‘evil-doer, malicious*

This pattern is not used with final radical semivowel.

Some adjectives are formed on a slightly different pat-
tern, Fa££iL: sakkir and xammir ‘drunkard, alcoholic',
Sdllif (or SallTf) ‘charging exorbitant prices*.

Pattern Fa££iL is used mainly in forming dispositional adjectives [277 ].

rannan ‘sonorous

Saffdf ‘transparent,

t rans lucent

’

frabbab ‘lovable, amiable’

liassds ‘sensitive’

liakka ‘talkative’
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PATTERN 9aFFaL PATTERN FdFeL

9asfar ‘yellow’ 9abkan ‘mute, dumb’

9afmar ‘ red ’ 9atraS ‘deaf ’

9azra 9 ‘blue

’

9a$laF ‘bald’

9ax<Jar ‘green’ 9aFwar ‘one-eyed’

9ab yaf ‘white’ 9aFraS ‘ 1 ame

’

9aswad ‘black’ 9aFwaS ‘bent, crooked’

9asmar ‘dark-complexioned’ 9aSrad ‘barren, bleak’

9aS 9ar ‘blond’ 9ahbal ‘dim-witted, feeble-minded’

9ab la 9 ‘piebald’ 9abras ' leprous

’

9adhan ‘black’ (horse) 9afma 9 ‘stupid, foolish’

9abraS ‘grey; albino’ 9asFar ‘crook, brigand’

9aShal ‘having dark grey eyes’ 9aFzab ‘unmarried’

Geminate: 9asamm ‘stone deaf’

Defective: 9aFma ‘blind’

The 9aFFaL pattern is used 1.) for colors and 2.) for "defect"
(mostly human lacks and imperfections). 1 The pattern is completely changed

in the feminine (FaFLa) and plural (FzFL, FaFLan) — See Adjective Inflec-

tion [208 ]. For elatives, see Noun Pattern 9aFFaL [310 ].

The adjective 9amal ‘widowed’ has the "defects " pattern
in the masculine form, but the feminine 9amale and the

plural 9aramel are formed as from a quadriradical noun of

the FaFLaL pattern [159].

'The color -adjectives and defect-adjectives, to judge from their augmented
pattern and from their categories of meaning, would seem to be derivatives.

In fact, however, there are no underlying words to derive them from — cer-

tainly not in the case of color-adjectives. Defect - adj ect ives , though they

are generally paronymous to simple verbs (eg. Fama ‘to blind’ and Fami
‘ t0

go blind’), are treated as underlying these verbs rather than as deriva-

tives from them, since the verbs can be counted as inchoatives [250] and

causatives [240 ], while the adjectives do not fit any otherwise estab-

lished derivational category.

Sounds

Geminate:

bared ‘cold’ Safer ‘clever, smart’

sSren ‘strict, severe’ gdde l ‘ just

’

gatel ‘bad’ waseF ‘wide, broad

gd9 el ‘wise, sensible’ mddeh ‘clear

’

nd&ef ‘dry’ ydbes ‘dry, hard'

9dxer ‘last’ Sdreh ‘sharp, dangerous'

bdyet ‘stale’ xdyef ‘afraid’

xoss ‘special, private' Sazz ‘odd, strange'

gdim. ‘general, public’ harr ‘hot
’

Active participles of geminate verbs have the sound pat-

tern in Loiioquitu, uuu me ^cmniaic.

(not hdtt). (In the feminine and plural, however, the sound

becomes like the geminate: hdtte, hdttin [p. 28] .

)

Some geminate adjectives belonging theoretically to this

pattern are usually (if not always) pronounced with a short
— (i«l \hnrirl ‘ charn'

Defective: Fall ‘high’ gdli ‘expensive’

ba 9 i ‘ remaining’ wdti ‘ low’

fafi ‘empty, unoccupied’ Fdsi ‘stubborn’ (inanim
‘stuck, jammed’)

sdhi ‘wide awake’ 9asi 'hard, solid'

See adjective inflection [204 ].

In Pattern FdFeL, medial radical w appears as y ( xdyef

‘afraid’, Root x-w-f), unless the final radical is also a

semivowel, as in hdwi ‘windy’ (Root h-iv-y).

Many adjectives of Pattern FdFeL are active participles of
verbs. [p. 258] .

simple
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PATTERN FaeLdn

^ 4]

batran ‘wasteful

’

radyan ‘pleased, satisfied’

hafyan ‘barefoot

’

war tan ‘heir, having inherited

naEsan ‘sleepy

’

tatfan ‘worthless, ruined’

kas Ian ‘lazy, loafing’ zaElan ‘displeased’

waEyan ‘ conscious

’

y

a

9san ‘in despair’

With medial radical semivowel: SiUran ‘hungry’ ’Root £-OE-<f)

With medial and final radical semivowels: rayyan ‘swampy,
irrigated’ (Root r-w- y); Zayyan ‘sick’ (Root E-y-y).

Defective: malan ‘full’ (also sound: malyan) (Root m-l-y or m-l-?)

With the exception of malan, adjectives on this pat-
tern with final radical semivowel are sound, with —y—
before the -an ending.

Pattern FaELan is not used with geminating radicals
[p.4l] other than semivowels.

Most adjectives formed on Pattern FaELan are participles of sound and
defective simple intransitive verbs [259].

PATTERN maFEuL

Sound: maxlut ‘mixed’

maShur ‘famous’

mas 9ul ‘responsible’

madyun ‘ indebt ed

’

ma^wuS ‘bent’

mab lul ‘ wet

’

mamnun ‘obliged’

maznun ‘ insane

’

mawzud ‘occurring, found, present’

may 9us Onanno) ‘despaired (of)’

mahbub ‘well- liked, beloved’

mazbut ‘correct*

Hollow: mahul ‘extraordinary’ (Root h-w-l).
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‘fried’ ma/iSi ‘stuffed’
D«f*ctive:

n*

m9 kwi ‘ironed’ mabli ‘afflicted’

malwi ‘bent, curving’ mansi ‘forgotten’

In some areas (e.g. Palestine) these defectives are

onounced with a in the first syllable: ma/iSi, ma^li,

etc Compare Pattern maF£eL defective [below]

.

Most adjectives formed on Pattern maFFuL are passive participles of

simple verbs. [258],

PATTERN maFFeL (muFteL)

Sound: masmen ‘fattening’ mafles ‘bankrupt, broke’

ma/5ef ‘frightful’ maslen ‘Moslem’

mazlem ‘dark, murky’ namken (or mumken) ‘possible’

maSwez ‘paired’ maxles (or muxles) ‘faithful’

mahyeb 'awesome' ma/irea ‘worthwhile’

Initial Weak: mu£e( ‘hurtful, inflicting pain’ muReS ‘desolate’

mure 9 ‘in leaf, leafy’

Geminate: mxall ‘immoral’ rnsarnm ‘poisonous’

mharnm ‘important’ rnmall ‘boring’

npl( ‘obedient’ mufid. ‘useful, beneficial’

nripi ‘comfortable, restful mu/it# (b-) ‘surrounding’
(also sound: marye/i)

Defeetive: ma(di ‘contagious’ marjii ‘satisfactory’

ma 9si ‘harmful’ mahwi ‘draughty, airy’

In most parts of the Syrian area, defective participles
°f the pattern 7hclFFuL above have been assimilated to this
Pattern, so that there is no difference in form between the
two kinds of defective pattern; see, however, pp. 203*204.
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Many adjectives formed on Pattern maFdeL are agentive [278 ] or cha
acteristic [279] ; some are participles of Pattern IV verbs [82].

AUGMENTED PARTICIPIAL PATTERNS

Pattern mFaddeL: mraSSe/i ‘having a cold’, mbayyen ‘apparent, seeming’;

Defective: mxalli ‘having left’, nsavawi ‘having cooked'

.

Used for Active Participles of Pattern II verbs [p. 77]

.

Pattern mFaddaL: mtallaS ‘iced’, mSaumaz ‘married’, mhazzab ‘polite’,

mdayyan ‘definite, particular', irnaffa 9 ‘fortunate’; Defective: mrabba.

‘brought up, educated’, rnsarma ‘named, called’.

Used for Passive Participles of Pattern II verbs.

Pattern mFadeL: msafer ‘traveling’, mnaseb ‘suitable, convenient’, mSduieb

‘having answered, respondent’; Defective: mld 9 i ‘having found’, msawi

‘having made’

Used for Active Participles of Pattern III verbs [p. 80]

.

Pattern mFadaL: nbdrak ‘blessed’, m 9d?ap ‘punished’, mSawab ‘answered’;

Defective: mld 9a ‘found’, nsdwa ‘made’

Used for Passive Participles of Pattern III verbs.

Pattern maFdeL: (Rare as participle; see p. 133 above): makrem honoring

Pattern maFdaL: makram ‘honored’, madSab (b-) ‘admiring, impressed (by) I

Defective: mugma (dale) ‘fainted’

Rare, as passive participle of Pattern IV verbs; see p.260.

Pattern matFaddeL: mat^oxxer ‘delaying, late’, matkabber ‘haughty’,

madSawwez ‘married’, matradded ‘undecided’, maddayyen (manno) ‘borrowe

(from)’; Defective: matrabbi ‘educated, well brought up’

Used for active participles of Pattern V verbs [ p . 86] .

Pattern matFaddaL: mat 9axxar ‘delayed’ (inanimate); Defective: matbonn*

‘ adopted’

Used for passive participles of Pattern V verbs.
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tFddeL: matwafied humble, modest’, matSamel ‘considerate
Pattern w ith’; Defective; matsdwi 'equal, balanced’, matnahi

•extreme

Used for active participles of Pattern VI verbs [p. 88]

.

~tVndaL- matbddal ‘mutual, reciprocal’, matSdwaz ‘exceeded’,

S^’attainable. within reach’

for passive participles of Pattern VI verbs.

p ttern manFadeL, manFddeL: mankaser ‘defeated, broken’, manpareb

‘enraptured’ man 9dped ‘discontinued’; Geminate: manpall ‘disbanded, dis-

charged’; Hollow: manSdf ‘seen’; Defective: man 9ari ‘read’.

Used for “active” [ 267 ] participles of Pattern VII verbs [p.91].

Pattern maFtadel, maFtddeL: madtadel ‘moderate, temperate, mild’,

maxtilef ‘different, differing’, maltabes ‘ambiguous, obscure’, manta'xeb

'having elected’, mazdd}lem ‘crowded’ [100]; Geminate: mafrtall ‘occupy-

ing’ Hollow: martali ‘comfortable, at ease’, mamtdz ‘excellent’; Defective:

mantasi ‘forgotten’, mastawi 'cooked, done’; Initial weak: mattakel (dala)

‘depending (on)’, muttdlied ‘united’, mattaSeh (la-) 'headed (for)’.

This pattern is used for active participles of Pattern VIII
verbs [p . 95 ] .

Pattern maFtddaL: mafitdram ‘respected, respectable’, maxpdsar ‘brief’,
mantdxab ‘elected’; Defective: mafitdwa (dale) ‘contained, included’
(Geminate and Hollow rare, same in form as Pattern maFtadeL: ) map-tall
‘occupied’

.

Used for passive participles of Pattern VIII verbs.

Pattern maFdaLL: mapmarr ‘blushing, reddened', madwaSS ‘crooked, twisted’

Used for participles of Pattern IX verbs [ 101],

Patt

use
^*

rn m33 taFdeL; mastapsen ‘preferring’, mastadmel ‘using, having

w
'
m3S tadSel ‘in a hurry’, mastaSweb ‘having questioned’; Geminate:

‘be
ready, prepared’m mast 9all ‘independent’; Hollow: mastfid

e itting’, maspapid ‘able’; Defective: mastakri ‘renting’

^sed for active participles of Pattern X verbs [ 102],
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Pattern mastaF£aL: masta£mal ‘used’, mastapisan ‘preferred’, nastaez
‘hurried, speeded’; Geminate: mastaRa 99 ‘(one’s) due’; Hollow mast
‘consulted’, masta£an ‘called upon for help’

Used for passive participles of Pattern X verbs .

m3s t assr

(JUADR 1 RADICAL (AND PSEUDO- QUADR I RAD ICAL ) PATTERNS

Pattern Fa£LuL: farkuS ‘clumsy’, SarSufi ‘slovenly’

Pattern Fa£LTL: zangll ‘wealthy’

Pattern mFa£LeL: mfastek ‘depressed’, mbargel ‘grainy’, mbarpe.l ‘having
bribed, bribing’, m 9afles ‘having gone bankrupt’; Defective: mfarSi
‘having shown’

This pattern is used for active participles of simple quadri-
radical [117] and pseudo-quadriradical verbs [ 109 ]

.

Pattern mFafLaL: mbarpal ‘bribed’, mlaxbaf ‘mixed up’, m9a£lan 'announced,
advertized’, mpablaS ‘plump’, mpapibaS ‘wrecked’, m£anpaz ‘arrogant’,
mSarpap ‘ragged’; Defective: mfarSa ‘shown’

This pattern is used for passive participles of simple quadri-
radical and pseudo-quadriradical verbs.

Pattern matFa£LeL: maddahwer ‘decadent’

Used for “active” participles of augmented quadriradical and
pseudo-quadriradical verbs [ 121 ] .

Pattern matFa£Lal: mattarSam (manno

)

‘translated (from)’

Used for passive participles of augmented quadriradical and
pseudo-quadriradical verbs.

Pattern maF£aLaLL: maSma 9 azz ‘disgusted, nauseated’ mapma 9ann ‘calm’ secur*

Used for “active” participles of Pattern F£aLaLL verbs [123]

Pat tern maF£aLaLL: maSma^ass manno ‘nauseating, revolting’

Used for passive participles of Pattern F£aLaLL verbs. (Rare)
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CHAPTER 5: NOUN PATTERNS

In this chapter the more common base patterns [p. 36]

ir, c are exemplified, showing any alterations that are

Incurred wrth unstable roots [p.40].

Not included here, however, are several important kinds

f noun patterns that are illustrated in other parts of the

hook- participial patterns (other than Fd£eL) [ 131 , 258 ],

augmented gerundial patterns [ 293], elative patterns [310],

^d patterns involving the relative suffix -i [280].

All nouns are cited in the absolute form of the singu-

lar. Dual and plural forms are shown in Chapter 8, and

construct forms are treated at the end of the present chap-

ter [ 162]

.

Index of Patterns

TRIRADICAL: Fa£L p. 139 FcrfrLe p 140

Fa£L 141 Fa£Le 142

Fa£aL 143 Fci^aLe 144

Fa£eL 144 Fd£Le 145

Fa£aL 146 Fa^dLe 146

F£aL 147 F£aLe 147

Fi£aL 148 Fi£dLe 148

Fa£iL 148 Fa£iLe 149

FeZL 149 F£TLe 150

F(u)£HL 150 F( u)£uLe 151

FS£uL 151 FcticuLe 151

Fa££dL 151 Fa££dLe 152

Fa££dL 152 Fa^^dLe 152

maF£aL 153 maFtrale 153

maF£eL 154 maF^( i )Le 154

maF£aL 155 maF^aLe 155

maF£eL 155 maF£( i )Le 155

maFCdL 156 maFZdLe 156

Miscellaneous 158
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QUADRIRADICAL: FaFLaL p. 159

FaSLol 159

FaFLdL 160

FaFLdL 160

FaFLtL 160

FaFLiL 161

FaFLuL 161

OTHERS 161

The Base-Formative Suffix -e/-a

Most noun patterns come in pairs — one with, and one without, the end-

ing -e

.

(Compare the left and right columns in the index above.) This
ending normally takes the form -a after velarized consonants (p, g, d, z)

and back consonants (x, g, q, ji, F, h, 9
) and usually after r (but not

usually after -ir-). Examples:

With -e With -a

ra?be ’neck

’

Sab ha ‘ f ront

’

sine ‘decoration’ siga ‘

j ewel ry

’

sakke ‘ track

’

9a??a ‘ story

’

Fade ‘custom’ p.dra ‘quarter

’

Fapfe ‘storm’ $anFa ‘maid’

?asdwe ’harshness

’

safdra ‘ embassy

’

natlSe * result

’

pari 9a ‘method’

fif ire ‘braid’ f(Liha ‘ scandal

’

There are exceptions to this rule, however, in which -e
occurs after r (especially in Pattern FaFLe): 9abre ‘needle’,

namre ‘number, class’ (also narnra), etc.; and sometimes after
a velarized consonant: Fap$e ‘a sneeze’ (but more usually

ICh
- 5]

FaFLaLe p. 159

FaF( 3)LLe 160
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More common are cases in which the suffix appears

after plain front consonants: pi/a ‘attribute’, Soraba
as

9arma ‘sign, placard’, prova ‘rehearsal’, etc. 1

- notable formal features of the -e/-a suffix are its change to

The most n
construct forms [163 ] and before the dual suffic -en

-connective t

be for e the plural suffix -at [214 ] and the relative

210], ixV

The

[p.297],

however

,

noun (if

/-a suffix has several derivational functions: singulative

feminal [304], abstract [288], In many (perhaps most) noun bases,

it has no derivational significance, but merely indicates that the

inanimate) is grammatically feminine [374],

This same suffix functions inf lect ional ly in the fem-

inine of adjectives [p. 202] and in the plurals of certain

nouns [213] .

PATTERN FaFL

Unaltered Pattern. Sound:

tax( 3 )t ‘bed’ ?ar( 3)n ‘horn’

bar( 3 )d ‘cold’ (iah( 3)r ‘back

’

?as (
3
) l ‘origin’ kaF( 3 )b ‘heel

’

»a/i( 3 )S ‘wild beast

’

?alb ‘heart

ya 9
(
3 )s ‘despair

’

Samb ‘side’

The helping vowel 3 usually appears between the last two

radicals at the end of a phrase or before a consonant. See

P- 29 for details.

*° Nahraba ’electricity’, xawdSa ‘gentleman’, etc. Although the -e/-a

;

f
,

ix normally corresponds to ij in written Arabic, there are also cases
*n wh tch it corresponds to I or (/ . The criterion for the -«/-<* suffix

j* connective t in construct forms and duals: kahrabet, kahrabt- electnc-

I ^ °f
, xawdz ten ‘two gentlemen*.
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tQi.

S)

Sound, with final radical semivowel:

£a2u ‘pressed dates’ ?afc i ‘boy ’

fa.ru ‘fur’ ra‘H ‘opinion

”ab u ‘basement

’

faki ‘ talk ’

The radical semivowel appears as a consonant w or y before
suffixes beginning with a vowel, otherwise usually as a vowel
u or i: ra 9yak ‘your (m. ) opinion’, but ra‘? ikon ‘your (pi.)
opinion ’

.

Sound,
with middle radical semivowel:

sawra ‘revolution’dawle ‘nation’

fawSe ‘ bend

’

With f‘ nal
radical semivowel (Sound, or with exchange of y and w)

xafwe ‘step, pace’ jyinye ‘bow; bend'

Sarvoe ‘bargain’ ga/roe ‘ashes’

Geminate:

‘right

’

WCL22 * geese

'

xadd ‘cheek

’

2CLWW ‘air, atmosphere

samm ‘poison’ fayy ‘shade, shadow’

Altered Pattern. Hollow (a + w - o; a + y — e):

tor ‘bull

’

per ‘bird’

zo'? ‘taste

’

xel ‘horses

’

yon ‘day
’

sef ‘sword’

Commonly in Lebanese speech, however, the radical semivowel does not

fuse with the pattern vowel, the pattern remaining unaltered as with stable

roots: tawr ‘bull’, tayr ’bird’. See p. 13

.

Many nouns of Pattern Fa£L are gerunds of simple verbs [p.289]: darb .

‘striking, hitting’ (cf. darab 'to hit, strike’); haki ‘talk, talking’ (cf I

haka ‘to talk, speak’); ?ax 3d ‘taking (cf. ?axad ‘to take’).

PATTERN Fa£Le

llnaltered Pattern. Sound

:

ra vbe ‘neck

’

Sab ha 4

f ront ’

dam?a ‘ tear

'

9a2me ‘crisis’

liafle ‘party

’

bajyra ‘ lake ’

wasfe ‘prescription’ farSe ‘mattress

Before connective ~t- plus suffixed vowel, the radical

semivowel appears in its vocalic form; xafuten ‘two paces’

jiani to ‘his bow’. See p. 166.

Geminate:

marra ‘a time’ salle ‘basket *

<iaffe * edge ,
bank

’

fayye * snake ’

Altered Pattern. Hollow (a + w - o; a + y - e)

:

xeme ‘tent’ Soke ‘fork

fleATa ‘village; estate’ £o?a ‘band’

Many nouns of Pattern Fa£Le are singulatives [p.297], derived

beda ‘an egg* (cf. bed ‘eggs’). Others are gerunds [

P

feminal derivatives
1[ 3043 .

PATTERN Fa£L

Unaltered Pattern. Sound

:

6anf*)t ‘girl, daughter’ kab( 3)S ‘ ram’

?os( 3 )m ‘ name

’

Ses( 3)r ‘bridge

’

£om( 3 )r ‘age’ Sans ‘kind’

bor( 3)S * tower

’

walk property’

the use of the helping vowel (
3
), see p. 29.

f rom
‘ raid-

and
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Sound, with final radical semivowel:

(fafiu ‘member’ Sadi ‘kid’

On the alternation of u and i with w and y, see p. 140.

Geminate:

9aim. ‘mother

’

{.abb ‘medicine

’

razz ‘ rice

'

waSS ‘ face’

Altered Pattern. Hollow (a + w — u; a + y
" i):

Sux ‘cloth’ 9 id ‘hand

’

bun 'owls’ (coll.) bir ‘well’

su 9 ‘market

’

tin ‘figs’

Anomalous hollow- defective: Si ‘thing’ (cf. classicism Se 9
)

Commonly in Palestine this word is pronounced 9aSi,

which is sound, with root 9-S-y. (The initial 9 also

occurs in the plural 9aSya or 9aSya, which is used
throughout Greater Syria.)

Some nouns of this pattern are abstract and gerundial derivatives

[p.286]: kab ar ‘large size' (cf. kbir ‘large’); 1 a<5i> ‘play, game’ (cf.

laSeb ‘to play’ ).

On plural Pattern FaSL, see p.221.

final radical semivowel:

Sound. *lth tln

Igfiye ‘beard’ kalwe ‘kidney’

danye ‘world’ farwe ‘button-hole’

the alternation of u and i with w and y, seep. 166.

Geminate:

gaffe ’lip’ /»W» ‘silver’

?e?sa 'story' sakke ‘track’

Altered Pattern. Semivowel -geminate, with assimilation of pattern vowel:

niyye ‘aim, intention’ (Root n-w-y)
9uwwe ‘power’ (Root £-w-y)

diyye ‘blood money’ (Seep. 157) huwwe ‘precipice’ (Root h-w-y)

See p. 166.

a + y - i; a + w — u):

zine ‘decoration’ ?ura ‘picture *

piga ‘
j ewe 1 ry

’

mune ‘provision

liile ‘trick’ Vu&a ‘ room’

Many nouns of this pattern are abstract or gerundial [ 287 ) or singu-

lative [297]: 9alle ‘scarcity’ (cf. 9alil ‘few, little’); xadme ‘service’

(cf. xodan 'to serve’); fakra ‘an idea’ (cf. fak*r ‘thinking, thought’).

PATTERN Fa£L e PATTERN FaSaL

Unaltered Pattern. Sound

:

^"altered Pattern. Sound:

9aSra ‘fee’ tarbe ‘cemetery’ 9anal ‘hope’ tonan 'price

’

rafale ‘trip, tour’ farpa ‘opportunity’ Sara} ‘honor’ 9ala 9
‘ insomnia

ka Ine ‘word’ mafrze ‘ goats
’
(col 1

.

)

walad ’child’ sabab ‘cause

’

Sarke ‘ company

’

9abre ‘needle

’

ba 9ar ‘cattle’ flarar 'damage

’
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Altered Pattern. Hollow (Loss of middle rad ical):

Sdr ‘neighbor

’

sa? ' leg’

ras ‘head

’

xal 'maternal uncle

bab ‘ doo r

’

‘bottom’

The word Say ‘tea’ appears to belong to this pattern
(though since it has no paronyms there is no basis for clas-
sifying it so), with final radical semivowel maintained.
Otherwise, roots with final semivowel do not occur with this
pattern. See pattern FalzdL [ 146 ] .

PATTERN FaSaLe

Unaltered Pattern. Sound:

sakane ‘barrack( s )
’ barake ‘blessing’

§alapa ‘salad’ paba 9a ‘class

’

daraSe ‘degree, step’ hazard ‘a stone’

Altered Pattern. Hollow (Loss of Middle radical):

fade ‘habit, custom’ liara ‘quarter, neighborhood'

pabe ‘ball’ raye ‘banner

’

wd/za ‘container

’

sd£a ‘ hou r

'

PATTERN Fdee L

bdPes ‘ mot ive

’

Same<5 ‘mosque’

fiaSeb ‘eyebrow’ waSeb ‘duty’

edbep ‘of f icer

’

Fades ‘ incident

’

PATTERN Fae^e

£asfe ‘storm’ §an£a ‘maid’

Sdm£a ‘university

’

waspa ‘means

’

pdwle ‘table’ pdyfe ‘ sect

'

2awye ‘corner

’

jio/iye ‘ suburb’

mddde ‘material

’

ddbbe ‘beast of burden’

This pattern remains unaltered with all types of root,

except that final or medial radical w commonly becomes y.

[p. 44] . See also Construct Forms, p.167.
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PATTERN FafaL PATTERN FfdL

Sound

:

Sanal ‘beauty 9asas '

f oundat ion

’

Sound:

an ’horse’ /mar ‘donkey’

bayan ‘ statement

’

fiaram 'taboo; shame’
9naS ‘cloth’ blaS ‘beach

’

Sawdz 'permit

’

kalam ‘speech, words’
wSa 9 ‘stove ktdb ‘ book

’

qarar ‘decision’ gazal ‘ gazel le

'

$(d£ 'ray, beam' 9yds ‘measurement

'

Defective (Loss of final radical semivowel):
s 9a 9 ‘street’ gyab ‘ absence

’

cfaSa ‘dinner, supper’ sama ‘sky; heaven’
Defective:

hawa ‘air’ VlCiSCL ‘ evening

’

dara 'corn, maise’ rafla ‘contentment

gada ‘lunch, dinner’ dawa ‘medicine’ Sate ‘winter; rain’ nade ‘dew’

fiaya ‘modesty’ Saza ‘punishment

,

penalty’
gare ‘glue’ sade * rust

'

satisfaction’

The long o of the pattern is preserved in the suffixing
forms of these words, see p. 27-

Defective, with final radical semivowel -• 5>
: Saza 9 (- Saza).

PATTERN FafdLe

safzdde ‘happiness ’ wakale ‘agency’

safara ‘embassy’ Samafa ‘group of people

rababe ‘rebab’ (mus. instr.) bapapa ‘potatoes

’

9asawe ‘cruelty’ fasdye ‘stick

’

This pattern remains unaltered with all types of root.

Many nouns of this pattern are abstract derivatives of simple adjective8

and nouns [285 ]: safade ‘happiness’ (cf. safld ‘happy’); safara ‘embassy

(cf. saflr ‘ambassador’); fadawe ‘enmity’ (cf. faduww ‘enemy’).

The long a of this defective pattern is preserved in

the suffixing form [ p. 27 ] ,
while the absolute form has vari-

ants ending in e or a, as in the -e/—a suffix [p. 138] . The

a of the first syllable, which is lost in the sound version

of this pattern, remains in all forms.

The anomalous noun bake ‘crying, weeping', is like these

words in the absolute form, but has a suffixing form like

Pattern FafL [ 142]: baki-hon ‘their crying’ (cf. Satd-hon

‘their winter’).

Many nouns of Pattern FfdL are gerunds of simple verbs: gyab ‘ab-
sence’

( c f. gab ‘to be absent’); ra<j.a ‘satisfaction’ (cf. raifi ‘to be
satisfied’ ).

F°t plural Pattern FfaL, see p.218.

PATTERN FfdLe

xedne ’closet

’

bijidfa ‘merchandise

swdra ‘bracelet ’ rpdfa ‘bullet

’

zydra, ‘visit ’ mldye ‘veil’
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This pattern remains unaltered with all types of root.

Many nouns of Pattern F£dLe are gerunds of simple verbs: £bade * Wor
ship’ (cf. £abad ‘to worship’), 9raye ‘reading’ (cf. 9ara ‘to read’)

PATTERN Fi£dL

difd£ ‘defense’ nizam 1 system, order ’

9 i Idh ‘god’ wisdn ‘medal, badge’

e: Sifa ‘cure

’

PATTERN Fi£aL

e

sina£a * industry’ nihdye ‘end’

zird£a ‘agriculture’ wi Idye ‘ state

'

riwaye ‘novel; play’ siydse ‘politics; policy’

Patterns Fi£dL and Fi£aLe are somewhat classicized vari-
ants of Patterns F£dL and F£aLe respectively.

Many nouns of Pattern Fi£aLe are gerunds of simple verbs: dirdse

‘study’ (cf. daras ‘to study’); zira£a ‘agriculture’ (cf. zara£ ‘to plant,

cultivate’ ).

PATTERN Fa£U

9adib ‘man of letters

’

sab xl ‘way

'

9amTs ‘shirt

’

tab ib ‘physician’

ra 9 Ts ‘chief

,

head’ yanin ‘right (hand)’

piarTr ‘silk’ rabi£ ‘spring(time)’

Def ect
ive: wa? t ‘trustee, guardian'

ouns of Pattern Fa£TL that designate human beings are substan-

r ctives. See p. 127. Some are correlative to simple abstract
tivized 3^ sense ‘practitioner of’ or ‘versed in’: 9adTb ‘man of let-
nouns m

‘fadab ‘belles-lettres’); pabib ‘physician’ (cf. pzbb ‘medicine,
'

• \ters
physica 1 therapy’)-

PATTERN Fa£ fie

SarTme ‘crime’

madine ‘city’

Sari£a ‘Muslim law’

natTSe ‘ result

’

pari 9a ‘method’

da 9 T 9a ‘minute’

With final radical semivowel (-iyy- = -ty-):

xapiyye ‘sin’ 9<u}.iyye ‘case’

£aSi yye ‘evening’ wapiyye ‘will, testament'

PATTERN F£iL

Sb Tn ‘ forehead’ rgtf ‘loaf’

rft 9 ‘companion’ Sr Tp ‘ string,

S£ir ‘barley’ gdxS ‘nag, ho

This pattern is not used with middle or final radical
semivowel

.

t(lQ

Patt erns Fa£TL and F£Tl are used in a number of gerunds, especially

rt *?es*Bnating noises: ?r Tx ‘shouting
tf ‘ gl immering, ‘

gl impse ’

.

jjlos
ratiL and r£iL are used man

fail's ,

s *®nat *ng noises: prlx ‘shouting’, SxTr ‘snoring’, 9anTn ‘moaning’
n°ise, tumult', ranTn ‘tinkle’, fc? f?
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PATTERN FFTLe

(ifire ‘braid’ knise ‘church’

fflilia ‘ scandal

’

pliine ‘sesame oil sauce’

final radical semivowel (y) (-iyy- =

hdiyye ‘gift’ w^iyye ‘oka’ (weight measure)

This pattern is not used with middle radical semivowel.

PATTERN F( u )FuL

zbun ‘customer

’

Snub ‘south’

s(u)rur ‘joy, pleasure’ f(u)pur ‘breakfast

’

hSum ‘ attack

'

fumuli ‘aspiration

With final radical semivowel (w) (-uww - -uw):

£(u)luww 'elevation, height’ numuww ‘growth'

The pattern may also be altered (defective) in Falu

‘height’ (suffixing form Falu-).

Pattern FFuL is commonly used for gerunds of simple verbs [291

'coming out, going up’ (cf. fale£ ‘to come out, go up’); SFur ‘feeling(s)

(cf. SaFar ‘to feel’).

For plural Pattern FFuL, see p. 220.

PATTERN FFuLe

rfube ‘humidity’ [ikume ‘government

xSune ‘ roughness

’

pxune ‘ fever

’

pFube ‘dif f iculty

’

IrnugLa ‘acidity’

With final radical semivowel (-uww- - -uw-):

mruwwe ‘mastery’ 9ubuwwe ’fatherhood’

This pattern is used mainly for abstract nouns derived from simple ad-

jective and nouns [p.286].

For plural Pattern FFuLe, see p. 220.

PATTERNS FaFiiL, FdFuLe

qanun ‘law’ pd\iun ‘mi 1
1

’

xdzu 9 ‘stake’ xdruf ‘ 1 amb

’

pabun ‘soap’ nd^ura ‘water wheel

qamus ‘dictionary’ mdsura ‘pipe, tube ’

PATTERN FaFFdL

xabbaz ‘baker

’

fiaddad ‘blacksmith’

fallal ‘peasant

’

xayyap ‘ tai lor

’

h&Tnmdm ‘bath’ sabbaf ‘(pair of) shoes

tayyar ‘current

’

dawwar ‘whirlpool

’
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Defective:

banna ‘builder, mason* kawwa ‘presser*

The long pattern vowel a is retained in the suffixing
form: bannahon ‘their mason’.

Pattern Fa£(aL is commonly used for occupational nouns [ 305 ]. Cf. aj
jective pattern FcUrfTaL [ 129 ] .

PATTERN FaFFaLe

kammaSe ‘pincers’ sayydra ‘automobi le’

?al labe ‘ferris- wheel’ barrdde ‘ refrigerator

’

Sab bane ‘cemetery

’

parrafia ‘cushion’

With final radical semivowel y, unaltered:

mapijidye ‘eraser

’

barraye ‘pencil - sharpene;

Pattern FaFfdLe is commonly used for

PATTERNS FaFFaL

instrumental nouns [306]

, Fd££aLe

Sabbak ‘window’ sanndra ‘fish hook

’

raSSal ‘man ’ £akkdze ‘crutch’

saSSad ‘rugs’ (collective) saSSade ‘a rug’

taffdji ‘apples (collective) t affapia ‘an apple’

Cf. plural pattern /a6fa£ [223 ].

PATTERN maFfaL

. a Pattern. Sound
Unaltered

Panel..

madfaF ‘cannon

’

manzar view

maxbaz ‘bakery’ map£am * restaurant

’

mab lag ‘amount, sum' ma?zaq ‘bottleneck, strait

masyaf ‘summer resort’ may t am ‘orphanage’

Altered Pattern. Geminate:

mafiall ‘place’ mafarr 'escape, flight’

rnasabb ‘mouth

(of a river)’

mamarr ‘aisle’

Hoi low:

mandm ‘dream’ ma£aS ‘salary’

mapdr ‘airport

’

maSdl ‘space, scope’

Defective:

ma£na ‘meaning’ ma ?wa ‘ shelter

’

magza ‘point, import’ mawla ‘lord, master’

Most nouns of Pattern maFFaL are locative [308], hypostatic [309],

instrumental [307 ].

PATTERN maFFaLe

Altered Pattern Sound:

wa/irawe ‘handkerchief’

Tnadla^a ‘spoon’

mas 9ale ‘matter, question’

nanfa4a ‘ashtray’

marfiale ‘stage, step’

madxane ‘chimney’

maw^ade ‘brazier, fireplace’

masyade ‘trap, snare’

or
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Altered Pattern. Geminate:

ma/iabbe ‘love, affection'

maSalle ‘magazine’

Hollow:

masdfe ‘distance'

maxcupLa ' ford ’

tCh.

nawadde ‘love, friendship’

manara 'lighthouse'

masdfe ‘reception room'

i ‘will, wish’ 1

Hoi low-
maS

,
mddne ‘minaret’ (Root 9-d-n)

Initial
Weak-

Pattern maFF(i)Le is not used with geminating radicals

or final radical semivowels.

Most nouns of this pattern are hypostatic or locative.

Most nouns of Pattern maFFaLe are locative [308], hypostatic [309]

or instrumental [307 ]. PATTERNS maFFaL and maFFaLe

PATTERN maFFeL
For locative, projective, or instrumental nouns, these patterns are

mainly used with geminating roots, and altered accordingly:

Sound

:

marSeF ‘source, reference’ mawled ‘birth, birthday’

maSles ‘chamber, session room’ maimjieF ‘position’

maw 9ef ‘stop, station’ mawFed ‘appointment’

Many nouns of this pattern have initial radical w.

Hollow: ma?Tr ‘course, destiny’

Pattern maFFeL is not used with geminating radicals or

final radical semivowels.

Most nouns of Pattern maFFeL are locative, nypostatic, or instruments •

m 9aps ‘scissors * m/iapfa ‘ station

’

mfakk ‘ screwdriver * m 9a$Se ‘brown

’

m/iapt ‘object, point’ mxadde ‘pillow’

msabb

e

‘curse, invective

Some nouns of Pattern maFFaL (or more usually muFFaL)

are substantivized passive participles or hypostatic nouns

corresponding to verb Pattern IV [p.84 1 . These include

sound: mulhaq ‘attache’, hollow: murad ‘wish, desire ,

and initial weak: muzaz ‘outline, resume’.

PATTERNS maFFeL and maFF(i)Le

Sound:

PATTERN maFF( i )Le

maSkel or maSkle ‘problem, difficulty'

maFSize or maF 3Sze ‘miracle*

Sound: m»k 9nse ‘broom’

tnanpi 9a ‘district, zone’

ma 9dira ‘ability, power'

maFrife or maF 3rfe ‘knowledge,

mawhibe ‘talent, gift'

mawFiza ‘lecture, reprimand’

acquaintance

’

na$ t

word is always used in

hi: Wish

construct, thus always in the construct forms

E.g. maST 9et 9abno ‘his son’s wish’, ma$i 9to
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Hollow: msibe ‘misfortune, calamity’

Initial Weak: musem ‘season’

Pattern maF£eL is more commonly used in substantivized
personal adjectives [ 133, 382]: maslem ‘Moslem’, mafti
‘mufti*, mudir ‘director*.

PATTERINS maF£dL and maF£ aL t

Sound

:

manSdr ‘ saw’ maSwdr ‘walk, errand'

mazrab ‘gutter, drain’ manxdr ‘nose

’

ma^yar ‘balance, measure* mafirdt ‘plow’

Weak:

mi£ad ‘ appointment

’

mi lad ‘birth, birthday
Nativity’

rnlzan ‘scale balance’ misaq ‘pact, covenant’

The pattern vowel a combines
to produce t.

with initial radical w

With final radical semivowel (y), the suffix -e is
used:

makwaye ‘ ( f lat )iron ma 9 laye ‘ f rying pan *

madrdye ‘winnowing fork’ mas lay

e

* trap’

Hollow: rnrdye ‘mirror’ (Root r- y)

In some parts of Greater Syria, final radical y pro-
duces defective nouns on Pattern maF£aL‘. madra ‘winnowing
fork’ (instead of madraye).

Most nouns of Pattern maF£dL(e) are instrumental or hypostatic.
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MISCELLANEOUS TRIRADICAL PATTERINS

There are many nouns in Arabic whose patterns are rare or even unique.

these less common patterns are briefly exemplified here:

fila' Biha ‘direction’, ?ifa ‘attribute, adjective’, si£a ‘capac-

^'"siqa (
or siqa) ‘faith, trust’. (For construct forms, see p. 169 )

This pattern is applied exclusively to roots with initial

a which is lost. Thus Biha has Root w-S-h, sifa has Root

m-s-f, etc. Nouns with this pattern are classicisms, with

the marginal exception of diyye ‘blood money’, whose root,

theoretically speaking, is w-d-y, but which has been altered

colloquially to fit pattern Fe£Le as if its root were d-y-y.

(It has no colloquial paronyms with either root.)

Patterns F(u)£ayyeL, F(u)£ayLe, Fway£eL: zgayyer ‘little one’, bu^ayra

‘lake’, Swayye ‘a little’.

These traditional diminutive patterns [p.310] are quite

unproductive in most kinds of Syrian Arabic.

Pattern F£eLe: Bnene ‘garden’, /mera ‘measles’, Bweze ‘deuce’.

This is an alteration of the diminutive pattern F(u)£ayLe,

Pattern Fa£eL: male

k

‘king’

Pattern Fa£oL: raSol ‘man’ (classisism)

Pattern FafeL: £aneb ‘grapes’

Pattern Fa£oL: taton ‘tobacco’, 9 apon ‘cotton’ (Cf. plural pattern
P»£oL [p. 221]

. )

Pattern Fa£dL: rasul ‘apostle, messenger, prophet*, £aBuz ‘old person’,
£aduww ‘enemy’. (Cf. adjective pattern Fa£uL [p. 128]

. )

Pattern Fd£aL: £dlam ‘world’

Pattern Fa££oL: sallom ‘ladder’, piavmo$ ‘chick peas’

Pattern Fi£aL: bikdr ‘compass' (for drawing), dinar (monetary unit),
t»dn sitting room’, nisan ‘April’.

attern Fa£oL: md£on ‘container’, bapon ‘cement’, baton ‘balloon’,

attern Fd£SL: bulad ‘steel’
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Pattern Fa£aLL: saSall ‘record*

Pattern Fu£aL: su 9dl ‘question’, buxar ‘steam’, dufo? ‘prayer of su ..
cation’ (defective; radical semivowel - ?).

Ppl >-

Pattem ?aF{uL: ?appupi ‘roof’, ?aspul ‘fleet’

Pattern Fa^aLan (Hollow-defective): piewdn ‘animal’ (Root A-y-y)[Cf.p
jjg]

Pattern Fa^Lun: zetun 'olives’

Pattern Fallon: Sardon ‘rat’ /iardon ‘lizard’

Patterns Fa££eL, Fa(:£eLe: fattes ‘fireworks’, lazze ?a ‘adhesive tape’,
duwwexa ‘merry-go-round’

Augmented Gerundial Patterns

All the patterns used for gerunds of augmented verbs, e.g. taF£iL,
mFa£ahe, ^aF^aL, ?anFi£aL, etc., are also used for ordinary nouns, i.e.
gerunds that have been concretized [p.284] or otherwise altered from the
pure gerundial sense. These patterns are not separately illustrated here;
see p. 293.

Adjectival Patterns

Many adjectival patterns are used for nouns, insofar as adjectives
tend to be substantivized. Patterns Fa£eL and Fo££d.L have been separately
illustrated for nouns and adjectives, but Patterns Fa££iL [p. 129] and
9aF£aL [130] are shown only for adjectives, though many words with these
patterns are used subs t ant ivally.

Most important of all are the participial patterns [p.258], e.g.
maF£uL f mFa^ZaL, mastaF^eL, maF£eL, etc. (only Fa£eL has been listed sepa-
rately for nouns); a large number of nouns have these patterns, but are
not illustrated here.

For elative patterns, see p. 310.
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QUADR I RADICAL (AINU PSEUDO- QUADRIRAD ICAL

)

1 PATTERNS

PATTERN FafTLaL

9arnab ‘rabbit’ baprak ‘patriarch’

xanda ? ‘ditch, trench’ Sangal ‘hook’

Sadwal ‘schedule’ wafwap ‘bat’

1 low*
bedar ‘threshing floor’ seba ? ‘quicksilver’

PATTERN FatTLaLe

tarSame ‘translation’ panSara pot

?arwa$e ‘noise, disturbance’ damdame ‘murmur, mumbling’

ma 9 lase ‘mockery’

Hollow: aobofo ‘storm’ Sepane mischief

Soraba ‘soup’

?armale ‘widow’ has a secondary radical *, being related

to the root r-n-l ;
tazkara ‘ticket’ has a secondary radical

t, being related to the root z-k-r; waldane ‘childishness’,

on the other hand, is a true triradical noun on the pattern

FcUrLane, the n being a verb formative (tuialdan ‘to be chil-

dish’). [p. 110]

Pattern FafLaLe, and the pseudo-quadriradical patterns Fa£Lane, FarfaLe,

FofaLe, and Fa^wale are used for gerunds of quadriradical and pseudo-quad-

riradical verbs [p. 295] .

PATTERN Fa£LoL

maSmoS ‘apricots* bargol ‘wheat grits

barnop ‘burnoose, bathrobe’ balbol ‘oriental nightingale

£anpor ’element* ^as^of ‘bishop

fasto^ ’pistachio’ xanfos ‘beetles’ (coll.)
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PATTERN FaF( 3 )LLe

zal 39pa ‘wasp’ xan 3fse ‘beetle’

maS 3mSe ‘apricot

’

Sam 3Sme ‘crane’

mast ke ‘chewing gum’ za l
3
fife ‘tortoise’

sans le ‘chain, series’ 9amb le ‘bomb’

On the use of the helping vowel 3
, see p. 31.

PATTERN FaFLdL

saFdan ‘monkey

’

wapwdp ‘bat’ (also voapwap)

rafraf ‘ fender

’

9almas ‘diamond(s)’

low: Sepan ‘devil

’

PATTERN FaFL dL

fanSan ‘(coffee)cup’ 9astaz ‘professor, teacher’

karbaS ‘whip’ barhan ‘proof

’

bastan ‘garden’ Fenwan ‘address

’

9ab 9ab ‘clog, wooden sandal’ resmal ‘capital ’*

With final radical semivowel (y), the
added

:

suffix -e/-a is

farSaye ‘brush’ barday

e

‘(window) shade’

PATTERN Fa£L iL

9asfir ‘tin’ barmil ‘barrel

’

Samir ‘chain’ darwiS ‘dervish’

Fafrit ‘demon

’

mas kin ‘poor thing, wretch’
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PATTERN FaFLiL

t.l.f ‘student-

kabrit
‘matches

’

jr jn Oc tobe r /November’

maskin (or maskin) "poor wretch’

Fafrit (or Fafrit) ‘demon’

Defective:

karsi ' chair

’

bargi ‘screw’

PATTERN FaFluL(e)

Fa^fur
' (passer ine)bi rd ' Fan 9ud ‘bunch of grapes

raFbun -(bank)deposit ’
parbuS ‘tarboosh, fez’

sorufu’ -box, chest’ gandur ‘dandy, fop'

Hollow: 9elul ‘September’

With the -e'-CL suffix: Saxtura ‘boat*, Sarmuta ‘prostitute’

PATTERN FatLeLe

<5artele ‘spider* (tarantulas and similar kinds)

barnepa ‘hat*

€ame^a ‘swing*

waSweSe *a whisper*

Miscellaneous Quadriradical

iafiaZa ‘frog’

tarSnan ‘interpreter, dragoman’

Sanhur ‘public, people, crowd’ (also Sanhur )

SThsrrod ‘emeralds’

pdrabeza, ‘table’

banadora ‘tomatoes’ (coll.)
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Miscellaneous Quinquiradical

sfarSe

l

‘quince’ 9arnab ip ‘ cauli f lour

’

9ranfo

l

‘carnations

’

bard 9an ‘oranges

’

banafsaS ‘ voi lets

’

betanSan ‘eggplant’ (also badanSSn)

b

a

9dunes ‘parsley

’

9apramiz ‘large glass jar’

barname$ ‘program’ Sa^Sab on ‘ cobweb

’

SapranS ‘chess

’

banpalon ‘ trousers’

Biradical Nouns

Very few nouns in Syrian Arabic qualify definitely as having a bilit
eral root; note, however: fi?a ‘class, group, bracket’, ri 9a ‘lung’, Sgn
‘year’, mora ‘woman’.

All these nouns have an -e'-a suffix. The noun mara,
if compared to the classicism mar 9a, might be analyzed as
a defective triradical. Note the variant forms riyye (for
ri

L?

a) and / T 9a (for /i 9a), in which these words conform to
triradical patterns. (Cf. damm ‘blood’, vis-d—vis Classi-
cal dam; 9 id and yadd ‘hand’ vis-d—vis Classical yad.

)

Inconformable Nouns

Unlike verbs and adjectives, Arabic nouns include many words which do
not conform to any recognizable pattern, or whose root and pattern cannot
be analyzed due to lack of paronyms. Most such nouns are modern foreign
loan-words. For example:

kilo ‘kilogram’ 9ote l ‘hotel

’

sbetro ‘alcohol

'

va^anda ‘ ba 1 cony

,

prova ‘ rehearsal

’

prambe * pump

’

iagrdfiya ‘geography’ bebe ‘ baby

’

CONSTRUCT FORMS

Certain kinds of nouns — mainly those ending in the -e/-a suffix [p,— appear in a special form when standing IN CONSTRUCT with a following term

[See Annexion, p.455 .]

The -e/-a suffix of a noun in construct takes the form -et, .-at, or
depending mainly on the form of the following term. Compare, for instance!

form (i.e. non-construct form) of the noun fiale (as in jiale

j,e
abs°lute

0°jjtion’) with the construct forms in tidlet 3S-iarke ‘the

Inf/ui
' gOOCi

f

C

°he company’, tidlatna ‘our condition', tialto ‘his condit
the company’, tidlatna

,o0diti
orl

bso i
zydra ‘visit’: constr. zydret 9axi ‘my brother s visit

;

imil arly ’
_

a
(pi.) visit’, zydrtak ‘your (m. ) visit'.

aydritkon

The t

your (pl-

in these construct forms is called CONNECTIVE t ( td 9 marbupa). 1

t in Non-suffixing Forms
Connective

onnective t of a noun in construct with a separate word or phrase
6 C

° cases preceded by the vowel e: tialet ?axi ‘my brother’s condi-
is ui mos^

ig normany e even though theabsolute form ends in a :

U
°ol /iara ‘neighborhood, quarter’: constr. tiaret 9ahli ‘my family’s

neighborhood’. Further examples:

Ahsolute Form Construct Form ( with Following Term)

pafle ‘party ’ ,

4 show’ . . . piaflet musiqa ‘concert

’

9a??a ‘story, account ’ . . . . . . .

9a??ep haz-zalame ‘that fellow’s story’

xzdne ‘closet ’ . . .
xzdne t 9u&p

i

‘the closet of my room

mas 9ale ‘matter, question’.. . . . mas 9ale t iadd ‘a matter of concern’

95(ia ‘ room’ . . .
9u(lep 3 l- 9aZde ‘sitting room’

The suffix vowel e is often elided, however, when the following term

begins with a vowel (which is usually the helping vowel a
[ p.30l): 9u&p

dn-nom ‘the bedroom* (cf. 9u&ep nom ‘a bedroom’). The e is most apt to be

dropped if the leading term is very commonly used in construct, or if the

whole construct is a set phrase. Examples:

viazift * 1-fTzya ‘the physics assignment’ (absol. wazife)

doxt 3p-payydra ‘ airsickness

’

(absol. doxa ‘nausea’)

Fuqubt 3 1-?atdam ‘the death penalty’ (absol. duqube)

bait 3$-gag!>l ‘the work requirements’ (absol. lidie)

wkint 3tild?a 'shaver' or ‘clippers’ (absol. makine)

bas-sallt »l-ward ‘this basket of flowers' (absol. salle) [ SAL— 193]

Sar 'tt »l-yon ‘today’s paper’ (absol. Saride) [p-26]

^
e

^
r°pping of connective t from almost all absolute forms in Colloquial

ra ic is, of course, a much broader and more consistent practice than the
r°Pping of ta 9 marbupa in the pronunciation of Classical pause forms
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5]

Note that the elision of e changes the accentuation in
nouns of certain patterns: madrdst

3

l-walad ‘the boy’s
school’ (absol. mddrase). In the case of Pattern FdfFLe
[ 145 ]

,

a suf f ix- support ing vowel a appears before the last
radical: na^alt 3z-zet ‘the oil tanker’ (absol. na 9 Ie).
See Accentuation [p. 17] . Cf. Suffixing Forms [165].

The elision of e in nouns ending in -iyye results in
construct forms ending in -ft: barrdnit 3 l-bindye ‘the out-
side of the building’ (absol. barrdniyye ), £admit 3n-nadi
'the membership of the club’ (absol. £apLwiyye).

the -e/-° suffix, and their construct forms do not have

connective t
1

: go-fa. p-pawle ‘the table cloth’, ma£na

hal-kalne ‘the meaning of this word’, gare samak ‘fish

glue '

There is also a formative suffix -a (which never takes

the form -e) to be found in some words; this suffix does

not develop a connective t in construct forms: gakwa S-STrdn

‘the neighbors’ complaint’, musi 9a r-radyo ‘radio music’. 2

Sometimes e is elided even when the fol lowing term begins
with a consonant: ba^it deni ‘the remainder of my debt*
(absol. ba^iyye), m 9adddmt l- 3ktab ‘the introduction of the
book’ (absol. m^dddame), b-wdsapp ?axi ‘through my brother
(’s mediation)’ (absol. waspa).

e is never elided in the non- suf f ixing construct forms
of sound words on Patterns Fa£Le [ 140] or Fa£Le [142]:
leaflet 3 l-musTqa ‘the concert’ ( not jiaf 3 It . . Sarket
3z-zet ‘the oil company’ ( not Sar 3 kt. .

.

Cf. Suffixing
Forms [ 166]

.

Nouns ending in a. (which are mostly defective gerunds of Pattern
mFa£aLe [p.293]) generally have construct forms in at: mld?dt 3p-pari?
finding the way’ (absol. mla^a), msduiat 3 l-faxxar 'the making of pottery’

( absol . msdwd).

The -t is sometimes kept in the absolute form of
mubdrd(t) ‘match, competition’, and almost always in the
absolute forms of liaydt ‘life’ (Root pi-y-y ), salat (or
sala) ‘prayer’ (Root p-l-y), wafdt ‘death, demise' (Root
w-f-y). 1

It should be noted that a number of plural patterns [p. 218] incorpo-
rate the -e/-a suffix and therefore have construct forms with t just as
singular nouns have. Pattern F£uLe: Ssuret 3 l-madine ‘the bridges of the

city’ (abs. Ssura); Patterns ?aF 3£Le, ?aF£ile : ?afl
3wyet 3 l-bet ‘the lights

of the house’ (abs. ?a(L 3wye), ?as?ilet l- 3m£allem ‘the teacher’s questions’
(abs. Vas^ile); Pattern F£dLe: byar(e)t 3 l-balad ‘the wells of the town’

(abs. bydra); ?asdtzet 3 l-madrase ‘the teachers of the school’ (abs. sdtze)>

malayket 3s-sana ‘the angels of heaven’ (abs. malayke); haramiyyet 3 l-madtne

‘thieves of the city’ (abs. Raramiyye).

Connective t before Suffixes -i, -o, -ak, and -ek

A short vowel e or o before a final consonant is dropped

when any suffix beginning with a vowel is added (except -a

‘her’ and -on ‘them, their' [p.28]). 3 Thus with the pro-

noun suffixes -i ‘me, my’, -ak ‘you, your(m. )’, -ek ‘you,

your(f.)’, -o ‘him, his, it, its’: papieb ‘friend’ + -i

- sahbi ‘my friend’, mgallem ‘teacher’ + -o - ngallmo ‘his

teacher’, paparrof ‘behavior’ + -ak — taparrfak ‘your(m.

)

behavior’, etc.

In accordance with this rule, the -et of a construct form loses its

vowel e when the following term is a pronoun suffix -i, -o, -ak, or -ek:

jura : furet ‘picture(of )
’ + -i ‘me’ ~* surti ‘my picture'

gdde(t) ‘custom(of)’ + -o ‘him’ -* gddto ‘his custom’

sayyara : sayydret ‘automobile(of ) ’+ -ak ‘you(m. )
- sayydrtak ‘your car’

kanne(t) ‘daughter- in-law(of) ’ + -ek ‘you(f.) — kanntek ‘your daughter
in-law’

Note the shift in accentuation caused by these suffixes
with nouns that have short a between the last two radicals:

ddraSe(t) ‘degree(of)’

^hrane(t) ‘handkerchief (of )
’

tazkara
; tazkaret ‘ticket(of)’

*s&ode( t ) ‘help(of)’

+ ~i ‘me’ -• daraSti ‘my degree’

+ -ek ‘you(f.) - malvrdmtek ‘your handker-
chief ’

+ -o ‘him’ — tazkdrto ‘his ticket’

+ -ak *you(m.)’ “• msdfdttak ‘your help’

There are many defective words [p.43] ending in a and
a few ending in e ; these endings are not to be confused with

'The words bant ‘daughter’ and ?axt ‘sister’ also theoretically have con-
nective t in the absolute forms (cf. the diminutives bnayye, xayye).

1 *jv

re
-

® there is a tendency on the part of native speakers themselves to

const
&rPret some °f these words in terms of the -e/-a suffix, thus the

SU f f

ru°t form magnet ‘meaning of...’ is sometimes heard, as well as the

J
Th

1X108 form n^nat- [ 169 ].

3 -,

S ^° rma tive generally corresponds to 9alif maqsura in Classical Arabic
ihcfp .

re a few other exceptions. See pp. 29, 169.
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When these suffixes are used with sound nouns of Pat-
terns FafLe and FatFLe, the helping vowel 3

[p. 3l] is usually
inserted to break the potential three-consonant cluster re-
sulting from loss of e: Fdf: 3Lt- Fo£ 3Lt-:

Sagle(t) • job(of )
’

kalme(t) ‘word(of)’

farSe(t) ‘bed(of)’

+ -o ‘him’ -* Sdg 3 lto ‘his job’

+ -i ‘me’ kal 3mti ‘my word’

farSe(t) ‘bed(of)’ + -ak ‘you(m. )
-* fdr 3Stak (or farStak) ‘your Jjgj

dawra:

dawret ‘ ci rculat ion(of )
’ + -ek ‘you(f.) - ddw 3rtek (or damrtek

)

‘your
circulation’

na 9pa:

na 9pep ‘point(of)’ + -o ‘it(m. )’ - na 93ppo ‘its point’

If the last radical is y, however, it occurs in its
vocalic form i before connective t when these suffixes
are added:

lafiye(t) ‘beard(of)' + -ak ‘you’ -* lapiitak ‘your beard’

pianye( t) ‘bow, bending(of)’ + -o ‘him’ - jidnito ‘his bow’

If the last radical is w, it may remain consonantal
with the helping vowel before it (- 3w~), but may also be
vocalized as u. (The distinction is subtle and non-
significant )

:

kalwe(t) ‘kidney(of)’ -i ‘me’ - kal 3wti (or kaluti) ‘my kidney’

xapuie(t) ’pace, step(of)’ + -o ‘his’ — xdp 3wto (or xdpupo) ‘his step'

Nouns ending in -iyye or -uwwe have -ft- and -{it-,

respectively, before these suffixes:

9uwwe(t) ‘ st rength(of )
’ + -o ‘him’ - 9u to ‘his strength’^

niyye(t) ‘ intent ion(of )
’ + -ak ‘you’ -• nitak ‘your intention'

9cuj.iyye(t) ‘case(of)’ -ek ‘you’ •* 9a(Litek ‘your case’

Zamaliyye(t) ‘ operat ion(of )
’ + — i ‘me’ famaliti ‘my operation’

Nouns that have a double dental stop (ft, dd, pp, dd)
before the -e/-a suffix have a before the connective t:

mxadde(t) ‘pillow(of)’ + —o ‘him’ “• mxdddato ‘his pillow’

9atta : ?attet ‘cat(of)’ ' + -i ‘me’ -• 9dppapi ‘my cat’

fadda : fagldep ‘silver(of)’ r -ak ‘you’ — faddatak ‘your silver’
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involve a sequence of three consonants (with or without 3

noU^*
rst tWo) before the ending -e(t), as in sansle(t) ‘chain

betwe
en t *ie

sequence of a long and a short consonant, as in mFallme(t)

(
0 f)’:

or 3
, (of)’: or a sequence of a long vowel plus two cosonants, as

•
teacher (

. . tab i e ( 0 f
)' When the e in these nouns is dropped, then the

in /5wleCt'i consonan t stands immediately before the connective t, and is

last rac*j
C

f rom the preceding consonant by the insertion of a (which is ac-

sepa
rate

accor(ji ng to the general rule [p. 18] ): sansalto ‘his chain’,
cented.

^

ac

^ teacher(f )’, pawaltak ‘your table'. Further examples:

. • f r iend( f •
)(of )

’ + -ek - sdpiabtek ‘your( f
.
)f riend( f

. )
’

fS/ibef i]

£ _ sfrmget ‘university(of )’ + -ak - Samaftak ‘your(m. )university’
SamPa

fdyde(t)
‘utility(of)’ + ~ /ay a(i * 0 ‘ i ts(m. )ut i 1 ity ’

tarSiee(t) ‘ t ranslator( f
.
)(of )

’ + -o ~ mtarSamto ‘ its(m. )translator( f
. )

’

maSkle(t)
‘problem(of

)
’ + -i “ maSkalti ‘my problem’

moe 3rfe(t) ‘knowledge(of )
’ + -ak - ma£r4ftah ‘knowing you’

zmarrde(t) *emerald(of
)

’ + -ek - zmarradtek ‘your( f
.
)emerald

’

9api
3?ne(t) ‘horses(of)’ + -i - 9aA?anti ‘my horses’

’your(f. )friend(f
.

)'

‘your(m. )university’

— fayadto ‘ i ts(m. )ut i 1 ity

’

maSkalti ‘my problem'

mofrdftak ‘knowing you’

zmarradtek ‘your( f
.
)emerald'

9 afi?anti ‘my horses’

If, however, the last consonant before -e(t) is y, then

the suffixing form ends in -ft— (since a + y automatically
- -i-):

fidSye(t) ‘margin(of)’

zdwye(t) ‘corner(of)’

najiye(t) ‘ envi rons(of )

'

9ad 3wye(t) 'lights(of)’

jiaSito ‘its margin’

zdwitak ‘your corner'

ndpiito ‘its environs’

9 aflwito ‘its lights’

Note that while in their non-suf f ixing forms maSye(t)
‘walk, walking’ and maSye(t) ‘livestock’ differ only in the

length of their first vowel, the suffixing forms differ also
in the length of their second vowel and in accentuation:

mdSito ‘his walk’: maSito ‘his livestock’.

Connective
t before Suffixes -na, -kon, ~(h)a, -(h)on

A short vowel e or o before a final consonant is changed
to a when accented [p. 28] . Thus with the pronoun suffixes
-na ‘us, our’, -kon ‘you, your(pl.)’, -(h)a ‘her, it, its’,

~(N)on ‘them, their’ [ 539 ]: fdpieb ‘friend’ + -na - safrabna

‘our friend*, paparrof ‘behavior’ + -(h)a -* tasarraf(h)a ‘her

behavior’, mpallem ‘teacher’ + -kon - mFallamkon ‘your (pi.)

teacher ’

.
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- S)

In accordance with this rule, the
comes -St- when the following term is
or -(h)on:

-et of a

a pronoun
construct form usually k
suffix -na, -kon, -( k)a

pura : suret ‘picture(of )
’ + -na — surStna ‘our picture’

gade(t) ‘custom(of)’ + -on - gadSton ‘their custom’

sayydra : sayyaret ‘car(of)’ + -kon - sayyarStkon ‘your(pl
.

)car ’

daraSe(t) ‘degree(of)’ + -a - daraSSta ‘her degree’

msagade(t) ‘help(of)’ + -na - msdgadStna ‘our help'

rafrle(t) ‘trip(of)’ + -hon - rafilSthon ‘their trip’

galpa : galpep ‘mistake(of )

’

+ -ha - galpSpha ‘her mistake'

9as$a ; 9a?§ep ‘story(of)’ + -on - 9apsSpon ‘their story'

tmnye(t) ‘bow, bending(of)’ + -a - tinnya ta ‘her bow

’

9uwwe(t) ‘ st rength(of )

’

+ -a - 9uwwSta ‘her strength’

niyye(t) ‘ intent ion(of )

’

+ -on - niyySton ‘their intention

9uda : 9uflep ‘room(of)’ + -kon - 9udatkon ‘your(pl
.
)room‘

mfiappa : mpiappep * stat ion(of
)

’ + -na - mhatpSpna ‘our station'

In many cases, however, the construct form used with these suffixes is

the same as that used with — i, —o, —ak and -ek: garabitha 'her car’ (rather
than garabiyyStha), sanSgtna ‘our maid’ (rather than pangStna). These forms

are predominant among many nouns ending in -iyye, or of Pattern FdgLe, or
others of the type described on p. 167 above. (Compare the similar elision
of e in non- suf f ixing construct forms described on p. 163. ) Further examples:

9aij,iyye(t) ’case(of)'

ganniyye(t) ’song(of)’

bdxra : bdxret ’ship(of)’

payfe(t) ‘sect; congregat ion(of )

’

fia/iye(t) ’suburb(of)’

9 aij.
3wye( t) ’lights(of)’

+ -(h)on - 9a£Tt(h)on ‘their case’

+ -( h)a - gannit( h)a ‘her song’

+ -na bdxartna ‘our ship’

+ -kon “• pdyaftkon *your(pl.) congre

gat ion

’

+ -na — (LafiTtna ‘our suburb’

+ -(h)a - 9a<$.wTt(h)a ‘its lights’

Mi scellaneous Irregularities with Connective t

The construct forms of mara ‘woman, wife* and sane
‘year’ are always mart and sent, respectively: mart 9axi
‘my brother’s wife’, sant sattin ‘the year (19)60’.

The classicism Oiqa (or siqa) ‘trust, faith' generally

keeps the a in all construct forms: Biqato ‘his faith’,

Biqat safibo ‘his friend’s faith'. Similarly, rt 9a ‘lung’

and luga ‘language’ generally keep the a in suffixing forms:

ri^ato ‘his lung’, lugati ‘my language’; but in non-suffix-

ing forms a is usually changed to e in the regular way:

ri 9et 3$-?abi ‘the boy’s lung’, luget 3S-Sagb ‘the people’s

language'. The word Sihn ‘direction’ has suffixing forms

with long t: SThto, SihSta ‘its direction'.

A few nouns have connective t in construct forms but no

-e/-a suffix in the absolute forms. gards ‘bride’ and

sakkin ‘knife’, for instance: sakkTnet 9abni ‘my son’s

knife', garuset 9abni ‘my son’s bride’, sakkinto ‘his knife’,

garusto ‘his bride’. dakkan ‘shop’ and madam ‘wife’ must

have t in the suffixing form: dakkanto ‘his shop', madamto
‘his wife’, but it is optional in the non-suffixing form:

maddm(et) pdjibo ‘his friend’s wife', dakkdn(et) 9a}mad
‘Ahmed’s shop’. With faras ‘mare’, connective t is optional

in the suffixing form also: farapo or far 3$to ‘his maje’.

(Note the loss of the last stem vowel a in the latter form.

)

liamdye ‘mother-in-law’ has construct form /iamat, though
the latter is sometimes also used as an absolute form (cf.

pinyat ‘life’, salat ‘prayer’).

The plurals raf

a

9a ‘companions’ and Saraka ‘partners’
have suffixing forms ending in -at-: rafa 9dti ‘my companions’,
Sarakatna ‘our partners’, though the non- suf f ixing construct
form is like the absolute: rafa 9a l-madrase ‘school com-

panions’, Saraka gammi ‘my uncle’s partners’. The word magna
‘meaning’ also has an optional suffixing form in -at-:
magnato ‘its meaning’ (for magna). dagwa ‘claim’ (legal) has
an optional suffixing form with t: dag 3wto ‘his claim',
dagwSta ‘her claim’ (for dagwa ‘his claim’, dagwaha ‘her
claim' )

.

Other Irregular Construct Forms

The nouns 9abb ‘father’ and 9axx ‘brother’ have non- suf fixing construct
orms 9abu and 9axu (though sometimes the forms 9abb and 9axx are also used

^l
C
?
nStrUct

) : ?a l>u ?-?abi ‘the boy’s father (or 9abb 3?-sabi)
,

9axu gali

I
s brother’ (or ‘

?axx gali). The suffixing forms are 9abu- and 9axu-:

9

a ^ y°ur(m. )father
’ ,

9axukon ‘your(pl
.
)brother ’ ,

9abuna ‘our father’,
brother’. With the first-person singular -i, however, many

f

6rS 111 Damascus) use only the suffixing forms 9ab- and 9ax-: 9ab

9o6u
3

,

6r '
' 5>a'*r ‘my brother’. Some speakers, on the other hand, also say

7 1 my father’ and 9axuyi ‘my brother’. 1^ —
-

f
*« certain differences in the uses of the different construct forms;

fri eri^
Xi

' f° r instance, is commonly used in addressing someone as ‘my

diff
’ *bile 9axuyi always means literally ‘my brother’. (Note also the

the j

rence between 9axx gali ‘Ali’s brother’ and l- 9axx gali "Brother A1 i ";

f0rm
® ter * s an appositive phrase, not a construct phrase [p. 506]

. ) The

‘the
°u ls a lso used to mean ‘owner of’ or ‘one who has’: 9abu d-da 93n

9
abb °ne the beard’; (also in names: 9abu nawwas ‘Abu Nawwas’) while

a construct form always means literally ‘father of’.
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1

[Ch
- S]

The (pseudo-dual) plurals [p.367] £enen ‘eyes’, 9 iden ‘hands
^aSren (or raSlen) ‘feet, legs', and ?adanen ‘ears’ have suf fixing

3
?"5 '’

without n: £eneki ‘your( f
.
)eyes ’

,
?Tdek ‘your(m. )hands ’

. ?adane ‘hi
° r,“s

ears’, ?aSrena ‘our legs’. With the first-person singular -i, g i s
changed to -ayy-: ?aSrayyi ‘my feet’, 51 idayyi ‘my hands’.

Some speakers also have suffixing forms with n: 9 ideno
‘his hands', 9 aSrenak ‘your feet’.

NUMERAL CONSTRUCT FORMS

The cardinal numerals between three and nineteen have special kinds of
construct forms. (On numeral constructs, see p.471.)

Absolute Construct

tlate ‘three’ tlatt (Pal. and Leb. : tlatt)

9arb£a ‘four’ 9arba£

xamse ‘five’ xans

satte ‘six’

sab£a ‘seven’

tmdnye or tmane ‘eight’ (Pal. tamanye)..

tasfa ‘nine’

£aSara ‘ten’

9 idatF(
3)S or /1da£( 3)S ‘eleven’

pno£( 3)S ‘twelve’

tlatpa£( 3)S ‘thirteen’

9arba(£)pa£( 3 )S ‘fourteen’

xamspa£( 3)S ‘fifteen’

sappa£( 3 )$ ‘sixteen’

saba(£)pa£( 3 )$ ‘seventeen’

tmanpa£( 3)$ ‘eighteen’

tasa(£)pa£( 3 )S ‘nineteen’

satt

sab( 3)£

tmann (Leb. tmann, Pal. tom( a )n)

tas( 3)£

£aS( 3)r

^ida£Sar

,

/1da£Sar

pna£Sar

t lappa£Sar

9arba(£)pa£Sar

xamspa£Sar

sappa£Sar

saba(£)pa£$ar

tmanpa£8ar

tasa(£)pa£$ar

Though the numerals from three through ten have the -e/-a

ffix in their absolute forms, they drop the -e or -a in

(

U

on suffixing) construct forms, instead of taking on a con-

nect ive t ^

•

The connective t is used, however, when a numeral (3-10)

ds in construct with any one of a handful of noun plu-

1 that begin with a vowel 2 after these numerals (but with

^otherwise): ?iyydm ‘days’: xamst^iyydm ‘five days’;

9 Shor ‘months’: ?drba£t^a$hor ‘four months’; 9aldf ‘thou-

ands': sdb 3£t~dldf ‘seven thousand’; ?anfos ‘persons,

souls': tmant^anfos ‘eight persons’; ?ar 3gfe ‘loaves’:

faS 3rt^ar 3gfe ‘ten loaves’. (tlatt and satt do not add

another t since three t’s would in any case be reduced to

two: satt^iyyom. ‘six days’; tlatt^dldf ‘three thousand’.)

The connective t is also sometimes used with fractions:
« AA * 3

Another special construct form is used for tlate and

tmane before miyye ‘hundred’: tldt miyye ‘three hundred’,

tmdn miyye ‘eight hundred’.

The construct form of miyye ‘hundred’ is always mit :

mtt sane ‘a hundred years’.

The numerals from three through ten have suffixing forms used with the

plural pronouns -na ‘us’, -kon ‘you’, and -hon ‘them’. The suffixing forms

are generally regular with respect to the absolute forms (changing -e or -a

to -at-): tldtatna ‘the three of us’, xamsatkon ‘the five of you’, £aSraton

‘the ten of them’. The numeral tnen ‘two’, however, has suffixing forms

tnenat- or tnenat—: tnendtkon (or tnendtkon) 'the two of you .

9arb£a

’four’ has the suffixing form ?arb£dt~: ^arbfdtna ‘the four of us’.

’The second t in tlatt ‘three...’ might be considered "connective t ", but
note the similar doubling of n in tmann ‘eight. . .

*. In some transcrip-
tions these numerals are written ‘flat’, ‘tman’, at least before a single
consonant, but before * + two consonants they are clearly pronounced long
t 3 tt^ 3wlad ‘three children’, tmann^ 3 ‘?ruS ‘eight piastres’. (Note, how-

2

ever
’ tman^snin ‘eight years’, more often heard than tmann^ 3 snin. )

From the point of view of word-phonology, the t is better analyzed as a
P®tt of the following term: xams^tiyydm, ?arba£^ta$hor, etc. This ana-
ysis seems to go against the grain of many speakers’ intuition, however.
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CHAPTER 6: VERB I INFLECTIONAL FORMS

c inn Arabic verbs are inflected for:

Syr* 8*

Tense: Perfect, Imperfect [ 319 ]

person: First, Second, Third [ 363 ]

Number /Gender: Masculine, Feminine, Plural [ 366, 420]

Mode: Indicative, Subjunctive, Imperative [343]

There is no mode inflection in the perfect tense, no person

inflection in the imperative mode, and no gender inflection

in the plural or in the first person singular. There are,

in all, twenty- seven inflected forms.

Sample Conjugation: Inflections of the verb ^akal ‘to eat’

This verb is chosen to illustrate the affixes (set off

by hyphens), all of which appear in their basic forms. The

stem, however, is exceptional: the initial radical 9 ap-

pears only in the perfect tense. See p. 55.

3rd p. Masc. ?dkal ‘he ate’

Fern. 9dkl-et ‘she ate’

PI. 9dkal-u ‘they ate’

2nd p. Masc. 9akdl-t ‘you(m. ) ate'

Fern. ?akdl-t-i ‘you(f
. ) ate’

PI. ‘‘’akdl-t-u ‘you(pl
. ) ate

1st p. Sing. ?akdl-t ‘I ate’

PI. ?akdl-na ‘we ate’
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IMPERFECT
SUBJUNCTIVE

IMPERFECT
INDICATIVE

IMPERATIVE

3rd p. Masc. y-ako

l

* ( that

)

he eat’

Fern. t-dkol ‘ ( that

)

she eat

’

PI. y—dh l-u ‘ ( that

)

they eat

2nd p. Masc. t-dko l ‘ ( that

)

you (m.

)

Fern. t-dkl-i ‘ ( that

)

you ( f
.

)

PI. t-akl-u ‘(that) you (pi.

1st P Sing. ?-dkol ‘ ( that

)

I eat ’

PI. n-dkol ‘(that) we eat

’

3rd p. Masc. b-y-dkol ‘he eats’

Fern. b- t-dkol ‘she eats’

PI. b-y-dkl-u ‘they eat’

2nd p. Masc. b-t-dko

l

‘you (m. ) eat

'

Fern. b-t-ak l-i ‘you ( f
. ) eat ’

PI. b-t-dk l-u ‘you (pi.) eat

1st p. Sing. b-dko

l

‘I eat’

PI. m-n-dko l ‘we eat’

Masc. kol ‘eat (m.
)’

Fern. kil-i ‘eat ( f
. )

’

PI. kal-u ‘eat (pi
.

)

’

All types of verb conjugation are illustrated in Ch. 3.

Expression of the Inflectional Categories

TENSE :

l^e perfect tense has person suffixes , while the imperfect has person
, . ?akal-t ‘you (m. ) ate’: _t-akol ‘(that) you (m. ) eat’. The form

prei ixea_ - — - - - —
^thestem
(See P- 185> )

is also different in most cases (pf. ^akal-: impf. -dkol ).

PERSON:

The first person is expressed in the perfect by the suffixes -t (sing.

)

and -no (pi.): 9akalt *1 ate’, ?akalna ‘we ate’; and in the imperfect by

the prefixes 9- (sing.) and n- (pi.): 9dkol ‘(that) I eat’, ndkol ‘(that)

we eat’. ( 9- disappears after the indicative prefix 6-: bdkol ‘I eat’.)

The second person is expressed by the suffix -t in the perfect and the

prefix t- in the imperfect: 9akalt ‘you ate’, tdkol ‘(that) you eat’.

The third person is expressed by the prefix y- in the masculine and

plural imperfect: ydkol '(that) he eat’, ydklu ‘(that) they eat’, and by

t- in the feminine: tdkol ‘(that) she eat’. In the perfect, there is no

third person affix: ^akal ‘he ate’; (but the feminine ending -et is used

only in the third person: 9oklet ‘she ate’). For some verbs, the third

person perfect also contrasts with the first and second persons in the

form of the stem: ndm-et ‘she slept’: nan-ti ‘you (f.) slept’. See p. 193.

Note that in the imperfect the third person feminine

form is the same as the second person masculine; thus the

form tdkol can mean either ‘(that) she eats’ or ‘(that)

you (m. ) eat ’

.

In the perfect, on the other hand, the second-person
masculine form is the same as the first-person singular:
9akalt ‘you(m. ) ate’ or ‘I ate’.

NUMBER 'GENDER:

Feminine (/singular) is expressed by a suffix -i in the second person:
akh ‘(that) you (f.) eat’, kali ‘eat (f.)!’; in the perfect, -i comes

the person suffix -t: ?akalti ‘you (f.) ate’. In the third person,
®winine is expressed (simultaneously with the person) by t- (imperfect)
“ ~et (perfect): tdkol ‘(that) she eat’, 9aklet ’she ate’.

Feminine and masculine are not distinguished in the
first person: 9okalt ‘I(m. or f. ) ate’, 9dkol ‘(that)
I(m. or f

. ) eat’ .
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Plural is expressed in the second and third persons by the suff
taklu ‘(that) you (pi.) eat’, ydklu ‘(that) they eat’, 9akalu ‘they**

'
U:

in the second person of the perfect, -u comes after the suffix -t-
ate ’:

‘you (pi.) ate’. In the first person, the plural is expressed (simul^ 1*
ously with the person) by the prefix n- in the imperfect and the suff

13"6 '

in the perfect: nakol ‘(that) we eat’, 9ahalna ‘we ate’.

Masculine (/singular) is expressed by the lack of any feminine
af fix.

MODE:

The indicative mode is expressed by the prefix b- which precedes the 1
person prefixes: bydkol ‘he eats’, btdkol ‘you (m. ) eat’, bdkol ‘I
[p. 179] .

eat

In the first person plural it is generally pronouncecj
m~: mndkol ‘we eat’. [p. 180] . The b- disappears, after
the particle of anticipation raha- [322] and often also after
the particle of actuality (am- [320], though verbs with
these proclitics are counted as indicative rather than sub-
junctive.

The subjunctive is expressed by the lack of the prefix b-: yakol
‘(that) he eat’, tdkol ‘(that) you (m. ) eat’, 9dkol ‘(that) I eat’ [p. 343]

.

Note that there is no mode inflection in the perfect
tense; all verbs in the perfect may be counted as indic-
ative.

The imperative is expressed by lack of both b- and the person-prefix;
also, in many cases, by modification of the imperfect stem: kol ‘eat’

(m. ). [p. 198]

.

Formally speaking, the imperative belongs to the im-
perfect tense and lacks person, while functionally speak-
ing, it belongs to the second person and lacks tense.
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VARIATIONS IN AFFIX FORM

with Supporting Vowel. Each inflectional prefix in its basic
The IV** 1

. ^ of a single consonant (6-; y-, t-, 9~, n-). Since most im-

form con
^tems (unlike -dkol, above) themselves begin with one or two con-

perf®ct
refixation of these basic forms would sometimes result in a

sonants,^ j^ree of four consonants at the beginning of a word — an un-
pjle-up

state 0 f affairs in Syrian Arabic. See Sound Combinations [25].
all

°Such consonant congestion is avoided by inserting a "supporting vowel",

[Cf p 32 ]
usually a, before the last two consonants in the sequence:

j- + t- + -ktob — btaktob ‘you (m. ) write’

i>_ + t- + -Suf - batSuf ‘you (m. ) see’

9— + -ftafr, — ^aftaji ‘(that) I open’

See, however, Vocalic Variant of the Prefix y- , below.

Using this rule, the supporting vowel’s place in the

sequence must be determined for the stem without suff ixes ,

because when certain suffixes are added to stems like -ktob
[p. 28 ], the stem vowel disappears, creating a longer con-
sonant sequence: byaktbu (or byak 3 tbu) ‘they write’. In

such cases, the pref ix- supporting vowel is inserted before
the last three consonants, while a "helping vowel" (

3
) may

also be heard before the last two.

The prefix-supporting vowel in verbs of Patterns I [p. 55] and IV [82 ]

is accented, 1 except in hollow [p-56 ] and geminate [p.63 ] verbs (e.g.
batSuf ‘you see’, batliabb ‘you like’), (or unless the accent is shifted
back by a pronoun suffix [539 ]: byaftd\i-lak ‘he opens... for you’). See
Accentuation [19 ],

The supporting vowel is a (rather than a) with the verbs (apa ‘to give’
fare/ ‘to know’, and commonly also (amel 'to do’: byd(pi ‘he gives’;
t<5(ref ‘you know’, bd(ref ‘I know’, 9d(ref ‘(that) I know’; bydKmel (or

byi(nel) ‘he does’, etc. 2

V i •

with
IC ',ar ^ ant tl*e Prefix y- • After a consonant, with stems that begin
a single consonant, the third-person prefix appears as i-: b-i-Suf

sees B-i-rtd i-Suf ‘he’d like to see’.

k

*° Pa‘t*rn and VIII verbs in parts of Lebanon and Palestine:
• r, T-

e (instead of byaStagel ‘he works’), byankser ‘instead of byankaser
gets broken’). [p. 20 ]

i°rms
t

l>

e
-
Ver^S ?a^a ^ * eat’ and 9axad ‘to take’, the imperfect tense

yak°l, bydxod, etc. may be analyzed as consisting of the prefixes

(init'
with a supporting vowel a, added to the stems -akol, -axod

Weak iterations of a theoretical - 9xod). Thus bya- + akol -

All'ince S = aa),

porti n
t ^lese forms would seem to be remnants of a tendency to use sup-

the tend
V°We * ° *»enerally before ( and 9

, which has since been swamped by

you l° USe 3 as suPP° r ting vowel before any consonant: bta(ni

Classif.
30

‘you order’. (The form y(Kni ‘that is to say’ is a
tsm. Cf

. bya(ni ‘it means’.)
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N
The theoretical combination -ay- does not normally nin Syrian Arabic ( "hayrid 3ySuf") but is replaced by the

r

simple vowel i.
J le

Iri the north and the south of the Syrian area (viz
Aleppo, Jerusalem), the third-person prefix always apDear
as -i- (or -a- [13]) after b-, even when the stem begins

S

with two consonants: biktob (or baktob) ‘he writes’. fK-
form is not confused with the first person because the l a .

S

ter has the vowel a in these areas: bdktob ‘I write’.
[ 179

]

The wi
c

th »el Pin« Vo*el ‘ stems ending in a consonant «.you/I suffix of the perfect has an optional variant - a
t that is c'c 1used at the end of a phrase or before a word beginning with a simoir™"

0'’
11'

sonant: 5a/ s
f raSSal (or Saft raSSal) I saw a man’; wen kan 3t? (of'*'-kant.) ‘Where were you?’; 5>isa kdn mat 3

t (or matt) ‘If I died,..’ **
The helping vowel is not used before -t if a following

word (in the same phrase) begins with two consonants, be-
cause in that case the four-consonant sequence is broken by
a helping vowel between the words: Saft 3ktdb ‘I saw a
book’. The helping vowel is also generally not used with
this suffix before a suffixed pronoun: Saftna ‘you (m. )saw us

’ , Saftkon ‘I saw you (pi.)’. See p. 32 .

Velarization of Affixes. The suffixes -t and -et have velarized forms -fand - ep

,

respectively, with stems ending in a velarized sound [p. 26]

:

xald$-p (or xaldp- 9
p) ‘you finished*

xdl$-ep ‘she finished’

The prefix t- has a velarized form p—, used with stems that begin with
a velarized sound, or with a sound that is conducive to velarization from
a subsequent sound:

ba-p-^ir ‘it becomes*

b-pd-trob ‘she hits’

ba-p-zdnn ‘you suppose’

ba-p-xdpp ‘it concerns’

Before stems beginning with a single consonant <jL, however, the prefix Has

the form <ji- rather than p-. (See below, Voicing...).

bz-fl-fidll ‘She stays’

The affixes b—, n—, and -na are likewise velarized
in the neighborhood of velarized consonants, but this velari*
zation is not separately indicated in our transcription [p- 7
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, quantization of the Prefix t-. The voiced form d- is used

Voi« ing
8

that begin with a single consonant d, 3, or &, and the form (i-

*ith ^^single consonant

ba-d-zid ‘it increases’

ba-d-Sib ‘you bring’

ba-d-dall ‘it indicates’

ba-gL-fLdll ‘it remains’

t- is sometimes totally assimilated to a following sibilant
The prefix i

a, 6, ?' S):

ba-3-3 id ‘it increases’ (- badsld)

ba-S-Sib ‘you bring’ (~ badSib)

ba-S-Suf ‘you see’ (
= batSuf)

ba-?-$abb ‘you pour’ (~ bapsabb

)

Assimilation of the Prefix n-. The first-person plural prefix has optional

variants: m- before a single consonant m or b, l- before a single consonan

l, and r- before a single consonant r [p. 27] :

ma-m-bus (or ma-n-bus) ‘we kiss’

ma-m-mut (or ma-n-mut) ‘we die’

ma-l-lum (or ma-n-lum) ‘we blame’

ma-r-rupi (or ma-n-rupi) ‘we go’

The First Person Singular Prefix. The prefix 9- disappears after the in-

dicative prefix b-, and also in the subjunctive before any stem that begins

with a single consonant:

Indicative

ba-ktob ‘I write’...

bo-t^dllam ‘I learn’

ba-std£me

l

‘I use’..

b-Suf ‘I see’

b-ddbber ‘I prepare’

b-piapp 1

1 pUt >

Subjunctive

?a-ktob ‘(that) I write’

Va-tZdUam ‘(that) I learn’

?a-std£mel ‘(that) I use’

Suf ‘(that) I see’

ddbber ‘(that) I prepare’

liapp ‘(that) I put’

In the north and the south of the Syrian area (viz.

Aleppo, Jerusalem), the first singular affix is not 9—

,

but rather ?a- (-a- after b-): bdktob ‘I write’, ?dktob

‘(that) I write’; baSuf ‘I see’, 7aSuf ‘(that) I see’.
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^ 6 ]

In certain classicisms, 9o- is used instead of 6- in t^efirst singular indicative: ?d$kurak ‘I thank you’ (instead
of baSkrak), 9azann ‘I think...’ (instead of bzann).

The Indicative Prefix. The prefix 6- has an alternate form m- which •

used with the first-person plural prefix: m-na-ktob ‘we write’ m3
l
?.

‘we see’, ma-n-bie ‘we sell’.
’

In the Palestinian area, however, the form b- is gen-
erally used before all the prefixes, including n-: bnaktob
‘we write’, banSuf ‘we see’.

b- also has an optional variant /- used before f:
f-fut ‘I enter’ (= bfut), f-fakker ‘I think’ (= bfakker).

Suffixes Ending in a Vowel. The vowels of the suffixes -na ‘we’, -j (fem \

and -u (pi.) are lengthened and accented [ p. 27] when they occur with suffix
pronouns [p. 539] :

Saf-na ‘we saw’ + -hon ‘them’ - Saf-na-hon ‘we saw them’

?dxad-u 'they took’ + -ha ‘her’ - ?axad-u-ha ‘they took her’

zar-u ‘they visited’ + -k ‘you(m.)’- zar-u-k ‘they visited you’

t-Suf-i ‘(that) you( f
. ) see’ + -na ‘us’ - t-Suf-i-na ‘(that) you(f.)

see us’

ftd\i-u ‘open (pi.)’ + -Ina ‘for us - /fa^i-u-fna ‘open. .. for us’

xad-i *take(f.)’ + -o *it(m.)’ -• xad-i ‘take it’ (-o dis-

appears after

vowe Is [p. 540].)

The Suffix -et. The basic form -et of the third-person feminine suffix
occurs always, and only, when no suffix pronoun follows. With following
pronouns, the alternants —at—, —at—, and —t— occur (with p replacing t

after velarized sounds [p.26]).

The factors that determine which alternate form is to be
used are rather complicated. These complications are less-
ened considerably for Palestinian Arabic, in which the forms
-at (and -dt-) are generally used throughout.

The differences among the various local dialects in the
forms of this suffix are also complicated; the forms de-
scribed here are those of Damascus.
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, m -at- occurs:
The f°rm ’

)
Before any suffix beginning with a consonant:

t&f «t ‘she saw’ + -ni ‘me’ - Sdf-at-ni ‘she saw me'

+ -kon ‘you (pi.)’ -• Saf-at-kon ‘she saw you’

+ -ha ‘her’ — Saf-at-ha ‘she saw her’

+ -lo ‘for him’ — Sdf-at-lo ‘she saw. .. for him’

Also before the suffixes -a ‘her’ and -on ‘them’ which are optional

ants of -ho and ~h°n respectively [p. 541] : Saf-at-a ‘she saw her’
V
(-

T

Saf-at-ha), Saf-at-on 'she saw them’ (= Saf-at-hon).

The change of e to a is automatic, since short e does

not normally occur accented [p. 22] . For those varieties of

Arabic speech in which there is no contrast between e, a,

and i in these positions [p. 13] , the form of the suffix here

does not change except for the accentuation.

2.) The form -at- also occurs before the suffix pronouns -o ‘him’,

-ak ‘you (m.)’, and -ek ‘you (f.)’ with certain kinds of verb stems, namely:

all sound augmented and quadriradical stems except those of Patterns VII,

VIII, and IX. (See pp. 182-183 below.) For example:

(II) Fdllam-et ‘she taught’ + -ak ‘you (m. )’ - £allam-at-ak ‘she taught
you ’

(III) katab-et ‘she wrote (to)’ + -ek ‘you (f.)’ katab-at-ek ‘she wrote
you

'

(IV) ?dkran-et ‘she favored’ + —ek ‘you (f )’ ~* ?akram-at-ek ‘she favored
you'

(V) tfdllam-et ‘she learned’ + —o ‘it (m. )’ -* t^allam-at-o ‘she learned
it’

(VI) tndvoal-et ‘she obtained’ + -o ‘it (m.)’ - tnawal-at-o ‘she obtained
it

’

(X) stdfnal-et ‘she used’ + -o ‘it (m.)’ - stafmal-zt-o ‘she used it’

Wiad.
) tdrSam-et ‘she translated’ + -o ‘it (m.)’ - tarSam-at-o ‘she trans-

lated it’

Optionally, the accented form —at- may also be used with
geminate [p.42 ] and defective [43] augmented verbs whose
last consonant is a dental stop (d, fL, t, p): starodd-at-o
'she got it back’ (or starddd-at-o ); thadd-at-o ‘she chal-
lenged him’ (or tLiddd-at-o) (tfrodda ‘to challenge, provoke’).
See p. 182, below.
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The unaccented form -at- is used before suffix pronouns -o, -ak, and Jwith certain kinds of verb stems, namely:
~
e k

1.) With simple defective a-stems [pp.60,67]:

tiaka ‘ to tell’: jidk-et ‘she told’ + -0 — lidk-at-o
‘

she ^ld
it .

9ara 4 to read’

:

9dr- et 'she read’ + —0 — ?dr-at-o she r *ad I,,

kafa 4 to suffice: kdf-et ‘it(f-)
sufficed’

+ ak - kdf-at-ak su ffi Ced
y°u( m . )•

?a£a 4 to come (to): 9aS-e t ‘she came’ + -ek — 9aS-at-ek she came to
you(f. )•

2.

) With defective Pattern VIII stems [p. 96 ]:

Stara ‘to buy’: Stdr-et ‘she bought' + -o -• Stdr-at-o 'she bought it’

3.

) with geminate stems [p. 63] ending in dental stops (-dd, ~dd, -tt

madd ‘to stretch’: mddd-et ‘she stretched’ + -o -* mddd-at-o ‘she stretched

it
’

dodd ‘to bite’: £ddd~zp ‘she bit’ + -o - £ddd-ap-o ‘she bit it’

fo-tt ‘to crumble: fdttet ‘she crumbled' + -o — fdttato ‘she crumbled it’

liapp ‘to put': puippep ‘she put’ + -o - pidppato ‘she put it’

staradd ‘to get back’: starddd-et ‘she got... back’ + -o - starddd-at-o
‘she got it

back ’

Augmented verbs, however, may also use the accented
form -at-: starodd-at-o ‘she got it back'.

Optionally, defective augmented verbs with a dental stop as middle

radical may use the unaccented form: t/iodda ‘to challenge, provoke':

tliddd-et ‘she provoked’ + -o ‘him’ -• tpiddd-at-o).

Except for those whose last stem consonant is a dental

stop, geminate verbs and augmented defective verbs use the

vowelless form -t- before these suffixes (see below). It

would seem that the vowel is preserved before dd, etc. ,
to

avoid sequences like -ddt-, (usually reduced to -dt- or

even -tt- [p. 26]), which might obscure the composition of

the verb form.
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form -t- is used before -o, -ak, and -ek with all kinds of
11®®*

. .i—

n

onpri fipd above in connection with the vowel ledV0*e11 cept those specified above in connection with the vowelled

<erV te
?!ame?y.

is used:

form s *

With all simple triradical stems that are sound, geminate (other

Cental stops), or hollow:

ttaN
open

’

: fdth
~ et ‘ ShC opened ' + ~

irtb ‘to drink’: Sarb-et ‘she drank’ + -o -

, 'to finish’: xdlf-et ‘she finished it’
*a la?

fdt( 3 ))i-t-o ‘she opened it’

Sar( 3 )b-t-o ‘she drank it’

+ -o - xdl( 3 )?-p-o ‘she fin-

ished it’

ohake’- hdzz-et ‘she shook' + -o - hdzz-t-o ‘she shook it’
l&zz 'to snaxe .

f
-
f , to See’: idf-et ‘she saw’ + -o - Saf-t-o ‘she saw it’

2 )
With sound Pattern VIII stems:

htamal ‘to tolerate’: (itdml-et ‘she tolerated’ + -o - htdm 3 l-t-o ‘she toler-

ated it ’

xtarad ‘to invent’: xtdrd-et ‘she invented’ + -o - xtdr 3f-t-o ‘she invented
it’

If there were any transitive verbs of Patterns VII and

IX, they would presumably be like Pattern VIII, but only

transitive verbs, of course, take pronoun suffixes.

3.) With simple defective i-stems [pp.70,72]: nasi ‘to forget’:

ndsy-et ‘she forgot’ + —o nasi-t-o ‘she forgot it’.

Defective a—stems [p.60] sometimes have a variant stem

with -y- before the third person suffixes, hence also

haky-et ‘she told’ + -o - hdki-t-o ‘she told it’. Some

verbs only have this variant before —t— with a pronoun suf-

fix: ?dri-t-o (- tdr-at-o) ‘she read it’ (but not "^ary-et ,

only ?ar-et ‘she read').

A.) with all augmented verb stems that are geminate, hollow, or defec

tive _ except Pattern VIII defectives, and geminates and defectives with

stem-final dental stops [p. 182]

:

xal la ‘to allow': xdll-et + -ak — xdll-t-ak ‘she allowed you’

haka ‘to talk to’ : pdk-et + -0 - liak-t-o ‘she talked to him’

s tanna 'to wait for ’

:

stdnn-et + -ek — stdnn-t-ek * she waited for you( f

/aria
‘to brush’

:

fdrS-e

t

+ -0 - fdri-t-o ‘she brushed it’
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litall ‘to take over’: frtdll-et

fitdS ‘to need':
/itaS-et

statui?? ‘to deserve’: stafrdW-et

staSdr ‘to consult’: staSar-et

The vowel less alternant

litdll-et

litaS-et

- fitdll-t-o ‘she took
-

r
°ve r

-

"* PddS-t-o ‘she needed
i t

,

- stahd^-t-o ‘she deserved

fe
-* staSar-t-ak 'she consulted

is a regular consequence of

‘to deserve’: sta/uff’S’-et + -0

,, . .
l d regular consequence r»fthe general rule [p. 28] that a post-tonic e (or o) before

final consonant is dropped when any suffix beginning with 1vowel (except -a, -on) is added. For example bydime l ‘hecarries + -o bydM*)mlo ‘he carries it’, fiaflet ‘partv’(construct form) + -o - lidf(°)lto ‘his party’; by the sametoken farfet she spent’ + -o - sdr(*)fto ’she spent if
This vowel less form of the -et suffix, however, is usedonly with verbs that have a different stem form with the -tyou/I suffix; thus the two suffixes are not confused-

Sa/-t-o ‘she saw him’ vs. Sdf- t-o ‘you (or I) saw him’;

f
1 Sh°°k hlm ’. vs - haeze-t-o ‘you (or I) shook

him
, xdl( )§-p-o ‘she finished it* vs. xald§-t-o ‘you for

I ) f ini shed it*. v

With verbs which have the same stem form (not counting
the accent) before -et ‘she’ and -£ ‘you/I’, the inflec-
tions are kept apart by using -at- instead of -t- for ‘she’-
tarSam-dt-o ‘she translated if vs. tar2dm-t-o ‘you (or I)
translated it’, Callam-dt-ek ‘she taught you (f.)‘ vs.
Calldm—t-ek ‘I taught you (f.)*.
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INFLECTIONAL VARIATION IN STEMS

erbs undergo changes in the form of their stems depending on

jrzfc**-
. romolex stem variation is that of tense. The section on tense

The <BO*'

s limited to a comparison of the ‘he’ -inf lections (3rd p. masc./

varUt
)

,

of the perfect and imperfect.

„ m forms determined by person, number/gender ,
and mode variation

! fjup from one or the other of these ‘he’ - inf lect ions.

Tense Variation in Simple Triradical Verb Stems

c_„j Verbs. The base (‘he’) inflection of the perfect has two short

. the three radicals: ddras ‘he studied’, jidmal

In the imperfect there is only one stem vowel o,

between the last two radicals: byd-dros ‘he studies

ries’, byd-srax ‘he shouts’, byd-smaF ‘he hears’, by

e, or a, which comes

’, byd- lime l ‘he car-

d-nzel ‘he descends’.

Verbs with a-e in the perfect stem almost all have a in the imperfect

tp- 71]

:

kdseb ‘he earned’: byd—ksab ‘he earns

rdkeb ‘he mounted* : byd-rkab ‘he mounts

fdhem ‘he understood: byd—fham ‘he understands

Several, however, have a-e in the perfect and e in the imperfect [p.69]:

ndzel ‘he descended*: byd-nzel ‘he descends

mdsek ‘he took hold’: byd-msek ‘he takes hold’

(See p.69 for others)

None With a-e in the perfect has o in the imperfect.

0f verbs with a-a in the perfect, many have o in the imperfect [p. 55] :

ddras ‘he studied*: byd—dros ‘he studies

^d£ad ‘he sat down’: byd-^^od ‘he sits down

bdlag ‘he attained’: byd—blog ‘he attains
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Many have e in the imperfect [p. 57] :

ddmal ‘he carried’ : byd- time L ‘he carries'

gdsal ‘he washed’

:

byd-gse l ‘he washes’

9dsam ‘he divided’

:

by

d

9sen ‘he divides 1

(Xiite a few may have either o or e [ p. 63] :

9dtal ‘he killed’

:

byd- 9 to l or byd- 9 tel ‘he kills’

tdrak ‘he left’: byd-trok or byd- trek ‘he leaves

Idfat ‘he turned’

:

byd-lfot or byd-lfet ‘he turns

’

Qiite a few have a in the imperfect [ p. 65] :

pdbad ‘he printed’

:

byd-pbad ‘he prints’

sdma\

i

‘he all owed ’

:

byd-smap. ‘he allows’

badat ‘he sent ’

:

byd-bdat ‘he sends’

tQi.

Those with a^a in the perfect and a also in the imperfect
almost all have a back consonant (x, g, q, fr, £, h

,

or 9
)

as second or third radical. An exception: /id/os ‘he kept’:
byd-frfaz ‘he keeps’.

Defective Verbs. The vowelling of the perfect stem is a-a or a-e: kdfa
‘it sufficed’, 9dra ‘he read’; bd9 i ‘he stayed’, mdSi ‘he walked’. The

imperfect has a or i: byd-kfi ‘it suffices’, byd- 9ra ‘he reads’, byd-b 9e

‘he stays’, byd-mSi ‘he walks’.

Almost all which have a-a in the perfect have i in the imperfect [p-601:

bdna ‘he built*: byd-bni ‘he builds’

pdfa ‘he extinguished’: byd-pfi ‘he extinguishes’

kdwa ‘he ironed’: byd-kwi ‘he irons’

A few, however, have o~a in the perfect and a also in the imperfect

[p-67] :

bdda ‘he began’:

9dra ‘he read’:

For others, see p.67.

byd-bda ‘he begins’

byd- 9ra ‘he reads’
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Alro°st
aU

nasi

rad 1

bd9 i

with a-i in the perfect have a in the imperfect

‘he forgot’: byd-nsa ‘he forgets’

•he was satisfied’: byd-rda ‘he is satisfied’

he remained’: byd-b 9a ‘he remains’

[p- 72] :

1 two have a-i in the perfect and i also in the imperfect [p. 70 ]:

baki ‘he cried’: bya-bki ‘he cries’

nail ‘he walked’: byd-mSi ‘he walks’

• ‘.I Weak Verbs. Simple triliteral verbs whose first radical is ra or y

“^‘imperfect stems beginning with u or i, respectively: wd?af ‘he de-
h

bed^: by-u?ef ‘he describes’, wdfa ‘he fulfilled’: by-ufi ‘he ful-

fills’’ yiPes ‘he despaired’ : by-i 9as ‘he despairs

’

Two verbs with initial radical 9 have imperfect stems beginning with

o: Ukal ‘he ate’: by-akol ‘he eats’; 9dxad ‘he took’: by-axod ‘he

takes ’

.

All others with initial radical 9 are sound: 9dmar ‘he

ordered’: bya- 9vior ‘he orders’.

Some verbs with imperfect stem vowel a may lose their initial radical

w in the imperfect [p. 74] :

wd?el ‘he arrived’

:

byd-?al (or by-u?al) ‘he arrives

’

wd 9ed ‘he fell’: byd- 9a£ (or by-u 9aZ) ‘he falls’

wdled ‘he was born ’

:

byd- lad (or by-ulad) ‘he is born’

In some parts of the Syrian area, however, notably in

Lebanon and Palestine, these forms without -u- are seldom

or never used.
The initial radical y of yabes ‘it dried up’, may also

be lost in the imperfect: byS-bas (or by-ibas ) ‘it dries
up’

The inital radical 9 or the anomalous verb 9dSa ‘he

came’ is lost in the imperfect in many parts of the Syrian
area (including Damascus): byd-Si ‘he comes’. In other

Parts (eg. Palestine), the form b(y)-tSi is generally
used. [p. 76] .

pe
^
nrtial-weak verbs with stem vowels 9-e (or defective a-i) in the

I
6C * a imper fect:

»are t ‘he inherited’

:

by-urat ‘he inherits ’

adSed ‘it was painful ’

:

by-uSa

6

(or byd-Sad) ‘it is painful’

®dpi ‘it was low’: by-upd ‘it is low’



Hollow Verbs. The base (‘he’) inflection of the perfect has a long vowel a
between the first and last radicals: lam ‘he blamed’, sad it increased’
ndm ‘he slept'; while the imperfect stem has u, x, or o between the radicals
bi-lum ‘he blames’, bi-zxd ‘it increases', bi-ndm ‘he sleeps’.

Examples with imperfect vowel u [p. 56]

rail ‘he went ’

:

bi-ru{i ‘he goes’

Sdf ‘he saw’

:

bi-Suf ‘he sees’

mat ‘he died’

:

bi-mut ‘he dies’

With imperfect vowel i [p. 59] ;

/a? ‘ he woke up ’

:

bi-fx? ‘he wakes up’

Sal ‘he picked up’

:

bi-Sxl ‘he picks up’

Sab ‘he brought ’

:

bi-Sxb ‘he brings’

Only a few have imperfect vowel o [p. 66l

:

xaf ‘he was afraid’: bi-xdf ‘he is afraid’

bat ‘he spent the night’: bi-bdt ‘he spends the night’

(For others, see p. 66.)

Geminate Verbs. The base (‘he’) inflection of the perfect has a short

vowel a between the first radical and the fused second and third radicals

•

hdzz ‘he shook’, £add ‘he bit’; while the imperfect stem has a or a in *

same position: bi-hazz ‘he shakes’, bifddd ‘he bites’.
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Almost a 11 simple geminate verbs have a in the imperfect [p.63]:

radd ‘he gave back’: 6 i-radd ‘he gives back’

dall ‘he showed’

:

bi-da'll ‘he shows’

b*PP •he put ’

:

bi-frapp ‘he puts’

:ral

,

however, have a in the imperfect [p. 68] :

(la ll ‘he remained’: b i-(ldll ‘he remains’

tairn ‘he remained’: b i-tdmrn ‘he remains’

The verb fadd ‘he bit’, has imperfect a in much of the

Syrian area, though in Palestine, for example, one hears

bi-^a(ld ‘ha bites’; while on the other hand, the form

‘it is all right’ is heard in Palestine, while

elsewhere it is usually bi-?a'/i/i-

Tense Variation in Augmented and Quadr iradical Verb Stems

In the perfect (‘he’ inflection), the last vowel of the stem is always

a (or a for hollow triradicals): pvmarr ‘he blushed’, barpal ‘he bribed’

stafdd ‘he benefitted’, ttdllam ‘he learned’, 9dhda ‘he gave’ (a gift),

sta/idbb ‘he liked’.

In the imperfect, there are two kinds of vowel ling, depending on the
pattern and its alterations. For some types of verb, the imperfect stem
is just like the perfect, its last vowel remaining a: bya-lmdrr ‘he

blushes’, bya-t^dllam ‘he 1earns *

.

For other types, the last vowel is changed in the imperfect to what
maY called an i-type vowel, namely: e (for sound verbs), i (for defec-
* lve )* i (for hollow) or a (for geminate): bi-bdrtel ‘he bribes’, bya-hdi

gives’, bya-stfld ‘he benefits’, byB-stfidbb ‘he likes’.

erbs with No Tense Variation in the Stem include:

AH verbs with the stem- format ive prefix t- [p.85l:

Pattern V: tgdyyar ‘it changed’: by&- tgdyyar ‘it changes’ [p. 87

]

txdbba * it was hidden *

:

bya-txdbba ‘it is hidden’ [87]

Pattern VI : t$d?am ‘he was pessimis-
tic’:

by9-t$d?am ‘he is pessimistic’
[89]

traxa ‘he was easy-
going’ :

bya-traxa ‘he is easygoing’ [89]
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Quadri radical (and Pseudo-quadri radical )

:

tSdrbak ‘it became compli- bya-tSdrbak ‘it becomes
,Cated '

: cated'

tfdrSa 'it was brushed': bya-tfdrSa ‘it is brushed’
[1}J

Also the verbs of hybrid pattern V/X [107]: stdnna
he waited’: bya-stdnna ‘he waits’; stmdnna ‘he wished’:
bya-stmdnna ‘he wishes’.

VTTT
An

H
nS
?r

d V
!
rbS

t °i
Pattern VI1

’ geminate and hollow verbs of pat . eVIII, and all verbs of Pattern IX:
rat tern

Pattern VII Geminate: n/iobb ‘he was loved’: bya-npuCbb ‘he is loved’
[ p «j

Hollow: n ?al 'it was said’: bya-n?dl ‘it is said’
[ 94

]

Defective: n?dra 'it was read’: bya-n?dra ‘it is read’
[ 93 ]

Many defective verbs of this pattern, however, also
have the i-type imperfect vowelling: npawa ‘it was folded’:
bya-ntawi (or bya-npdwa) ‘it is folded’ [p. 92] .

Pattern VIII Geminate: Stadd ‘it increased’: bya-Stddd ‘it increases’ [p. 99
;

Hollow: litdS ‘he needed’: bya-^tdS ‘he needs’ [99]

The defective verbs ltd?a ‘to be found’ and ntdla 'to
be filled’ have a-type imperfect vowelling: bya-ltd?a,
bya-ntdla, but other defective Pattern VIII ’s have the
i-type [ p. 97 ] .

Pattern IX: swadd ‘it turned black’: bya-swddd ‘it turns black'

jymarr he blushed’: bya-jvmdrr ‘he blushes'! 101 ]

Verbs with an i-Type Imperfect Vowel include all other types, namely:

Patterns II, III, and simple quadriradicals (and pseudo-quadriradi-
cals) 1

:

II. fdssar ‘he explained’: bi-fdsser 'he explains’ [p. 77]

mdyyaz ‘he distinguished’: bi-mdyyez ‘he distinguishes’

xdbba ‘he hid’ (trans.): bi-xdbbi ‘he hides’ [78]

In sum, all verbs whose stem consists of one consonant + short vowel + tvl

jconsonants + short vowel + (optional) one consonant: CVCCV(C), or one eon

sonant + long vowel + one consonant + short vowel + (optional! one cons°'
nant: CVCV(C).
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III:

Qaedr- :

Sfar ’he travelled’: bi-safer ‘he travels’ [ 80]

9
--

?op ‘he punished’: bi-^apep ‘he punishes’ [81]

sawa ‘he made’: bi-sawi ‘he makes’ [81]

tdrSam ‘he translated’: bi-tdrSem ‘he translates’ [118]

bdxwaS ‘he drilled a hole’

:

bi-bdxweS ‘he drills a hole’ [118]

bodar ‘he powdered’ : bi-boder ‘he powders’ [119]

farSa ‘he showed’ : bi-fdr&i ‘he shows’ [120]

Pattern IV verbs have a stem- formative prefix in the perfect, and

lf
_i hetween the first and second radicals: 9d£lan he announced .

1
°

the imperfect the formative ?a- disappears ,

1 and the vowel after the

second radical is changed to an i-type [p- 189] : byaflen ‘he announces

Sound: ?dpbafr ‘it became’: bya-pbe ’it becomes [p.83]

Defective: ?dhda ‘he gave’: bya-hdi ‘he gives’ [83]

Geminate: 9apdrr ‘he insisted’: bi-parr ‘he insists [84]

9/t Uni ‘Vie ti ? fnrmor] 1 • 1.— h.± L ‘he r. fnrnto * f R4l

Sound verbs of Patterns VII and VIII have i-type imperfect stems, in

which the next-to-last vowel is changed to a (and the last vowel, to e).

Pattern VII: nkdsar ‘it was broken’: bya-nkaser it is broken

nsdjiab ‘he withdrew’: bya-nsapieb ‘he withdraws [p.91 ]

mbdpap ‘he had a good bya-mb apep ‘he has a good

time ’ :
time

Pattern VIII: ftdkar ‘he thought’: bya-ftaker ‘he thinks’

Stdgal ‘he worked’: bya-Stagel ‘he works [95 ]

In some parts of the Syrian area, the next-to-last vowel

is dropped, the accent falling on the inflectional prefix,

bya-nkser, bya-Stgel.

Vas lam ‘he became a
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Some Pattern VII defective verbs (and in some areas, e.g. t-Kpractically all of them) have i-type imperfect stems in addition i*"
0"’

a-type stems: npdfa ‘it was extinguished’: bya-npafi ‘it i s evr*
0 the

guished’; nkdra ‘it was rented’: bya-nkari ‘it is rented' (alsn j,

0

byankdra) [p.97]. '

The Pattern VIII defective verb ltd?a ‘to be found’ •

tmeet’, has an i-type (as well as a-type) imperfect byaLta'H
(or byaltd?a) 'he meets’, but in the sense 'he is found’ Ionly the form byaltd?a is used.

The anomalous Pattern VIII (or VII) verb ntdla ‘it was
filled’ has an i-type imperfect byantali ‘it is filled’
as well as the a-type byantdla [98],

Pattern X imperfect stems are all i-type:

Sound: staFmal ‘he used’

:

bya-stdFme

l

‘he uses ’

stdfham ‘he inquired’ : bya-stdfhem ‘he inquires ’

[102]

s t dSwab ‘he questioned’

:

bya-stdSweb ‘he questions'1

[103]

Defective: stdpila ‘he 1 iked ’

:

bya-stdpili ‘he likes’ [103]

Hollow: staSar ‘he consulted’

:

bya-staSTr ‘he consults

’

[105]

Geminate

:

stamdrr ‘he continued’

:

bya-stamzrr ‘he cont inues

’

[105]

Initial-
weak: stdhal ‘he deserved'

:

bya-stake l ‘he deserves

’

[106]

The Hollow-defective verb stdpia ‘he was embarrased’
Lp. 106] has the next-to-last imperfect vowel a, just like
Pattern VIII verbs (from which it is indistinguishable in
form [ 97 ] ): bya-stalii ‘he gets embarrassed*.

On the other hand, the anomalous Pattern X verb zdall
he concluded’ [107] keeps a in the imperfect, like Pat-
tern VIII geminates: bya—zddll ‘he concludes’.

The hybrid Pattern III/X verb sncuval (or stnduial ) ‘he
caught’ has an i-type imperfect: bya-snawel ‘he catches’
[p. 108]

.

Quadri radical Pattern PFaLaLL verbs [p- 124] (like Pattern X geminates)
have a as the last stem vowel of the imperfect:

$ma?dsz ‘he was disgusted’: bya-Sma^azz ‘he gets dis-
gusted’

qSaFdrr ‘he shuddered’: bya-qSaFarr ‘he shudders’
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Variation in Verb Stems.

Pers°n
*

.

s t and second persons of the perfect, i.e. before the suffixes

In the ftr
the kase (‘he’) form is altered as follows:

_ t
.yoU/I’

and -no

, sound verbs with vowels a-e, the first vowel (a) is dropped

^ »°»i <•> *» *»

sane? ‘he heard': srnaF-t ‘you (m. )/I heard’

smaF-t-i ‘you (f.) heard’

smaF-t-u ‘you (pi.) heard’

smaF-na. ‘we heard’ [p.71]

Finel ‘he did’: Fmal-t ‘you (m. )/I did’

Fatal- t-i ‘you (f.) did’

Fnal-t-u ‘you (pi.) did’

Fmal-na ‘we did’ [p. 70]

The change from e to a is an automatic consequence of

sound combination rules [p-28].

Stem vowels a remain unaltered except in accentuation:

kdtab ‘he wrote’: katdb-t ‘you/I wrote’; tFdllam ‘he

learned’; tFalldm-na ‘we learned’. See Accentuation Ip- 18 ]

.

In simple defective verbs with vowels a— i, the first vowel (a)

is dropped and the last vowel (i) is lengthened to T:

nasi ‘he forgot’: nsi-t ‘you (m. )/I forgot , etc.

nst-na ‘we forgot’ [p.72]

baki ‘he cried’: bk t—t 'you/I cried’, etc.

bki-na ‘we cried’ [70]

See p. 27 .
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'*• 6 ]

In defective verbs stem-final a is changed to e:

9dra ‘he read’

:

9are-t ’you/I read’

9are-na ‘we read’ [p. 68]

fdpa ‘he gave ’

:

/rape-

1

‘you/I gave’

frape-na ‘we gave’ [61]

sdmma 'he named’

:

samme-

t

‘you/ I named’

samme-na ‘we named’ [78]

s t dnna ‘he waited’

:

stanne-t ‘you/I waited’

stanne-na ‘we waited’ [108]

St dra ‘he bought ’

:

Stare-t 'you/I bought’

Stare-na ‘we bought’ [ 97]

stdffa ‘he resigned’: staffe-t 'you/I resigned’

staffe-na ‘we resigned' [103]

Verb stems ending in a double consonant add e:

sabb ‘he cursed’: sabbe-t ‘you/I cursed’

sabbe-na ‘we cursed’ [p. 64]

liapt ‘he put ’

:

tiappe-t ‘you/I put’

piappe-na ‘we put'

htamm ‘he cared’

:

htamme-

t

‘you/t cared’

htamme-na ‘we cared’ [ 99]

jvmcirr ‘he blushed’: fmarre-na ‘you/I blushed’

lmarre—na ‘we blushed' [101]

stafrdbb ‘he liked': stapiabbet ‘you/I liked’

stafiabbe-na ‘we liked’ [105]

pma^dnn ‘he felt secure ’

:

pma?anne-t ‘you/I felt secure'

pma^anne-na ‘we felt secure [12‘

In
hollow

triradical

i I s
chanS'

iaf

ed to a

•he saw’:

verbs (excepting some of those in Pattern X),

Saf-t ‘you/I saw’

Saf-na ‘we saw’ [p. 57]

the

nam •he slept’

:

nam-t ‘you/I slept’

nam-na ‘we slept’ [67]

Sab

NtaS

nSaf

starcili

•he brought '

:

‘he needed’

:

'he was seen’

:

‘he rested’

:

Sab-t ‘you/I brought’

Sab-na ‘we brought’ [60]

litaS-t ‘you/I needed'

htaS-na ‘we needed’ [ 99 ]

nSaf-t ‘you/I was seen’

nSaf-na ‘we were seen’ [94]

strafi-t ‘you/I rested’

strak-na ‘we rested’ [104]

In hollow verbs of Pattern X the first stem vowel a

tends to disappear both in the first and second persons of

the perfect and in the imperfect stem: bya-sfcrifr he rests .

In some verbs, however, the first a tends to remain in all

forms, and the last a does not change to a: staSar ‘he con-

sulted’: staSdr-t ‘you/I consulted’, bys-st&Sir he con-

sults’ [p. 105] .

On the assimilation of voiced obstruents to the suffix

-t (e.g. ?dxad ‘he took’: 9axdt-t ‘you/I took’), see p. 26.

Number/Gender Vari ation in Verb Stems

In the imperfect, the final vowel (a or i) of a defective stem is drop-
Pad before the feminine and plural suffixes -i and —u:

3rd person:

2nd person:

byansa + -u

btansa + -u

btansa + -i

byans-u ‘they forget’

btans-u ‘you (pi.) forget’

btans-i ‘you (f.) forget’ [p.72]
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3rd person: bisdmmi + —u b isdmm-u ‘they name’

2nd person: batsdmmi + -u -* b atsdmm-u ‘you (pi. ) name

b atsdmmi + —i batsdmm-i ‘you (f
.

)

name’

If the stem vowel is i, its replacement by the feminine
suffix -i makes no distinction in form between masculine
and feminine: batsdmmi ‘you (m. or f.) name'.

In the third-person perfect, the final a of a defective stem i, aped before the feminine and plural suffixes -et and -u:

?dra + -et —
’’’dr-e t ‘she read’

?dra + -u - 9dr-

u

‘they read’ [ p . 68]

fdrSa + -et - fdrS-et ’she brushed’

fdrSa + -u “* fdrS-u ‘they brushed’ [120]

final i is generally retained as y:

mdSi + -et - mdSy-et ‘she walked’

md§i + -u md§y-u 'they walked’ [70]

ndsi + -et — ndsy-et ‘she forgot’

ndsi + -u - ndsy-u ‘they forgot’

Or again as i, before the feminine suffix (-t-) followed by a pronoun
suffix -o, -ah, or -ek [p. 183] : nasy-et ‘she forgot’ + -o ‘him’ - nasi-t-o
‘she forgot him’, + -ah - nasi-t-ak ‘she’s forgotten you’.

See also p. 166.

Before the suffix -et only, sound a-stems of Patterns I, VII, and VIII
drop their second a:

Pattern I: fdta\i + —et — fdtfr-et ‘she opened’ [p.65]

ddras + -et ddrs-et ‘she studied’ [55]

Pattern VII: nkdsar + -et - nkdsr-et 'it (f.) was broken' [91]

Pattern VIII: ftdkar + -et - ftdkr-et ‘she thought’ [95]
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In many parts of the Syrian area, however (e.g. Pales

southern Lebanon), this a is not dropped: fdtafiet

(

ine
/<fta/wt), nkdsaret (or nkdsarat), etc.

other stem changes occur before -i, -u, and -et as before all

f

f

^xe

s

8
beginning with a vowel (except -a ‘her’, -on ‘them’ [541]):

Stem vowels e and o are dropped [p. 28] :

btsdros + -* - bted( 3)rs-i ‘you ( f .) study ’ [p. 55]

byamsek + -u - byamsk-u ‘they hold’ [69]

masek + -u - misk-

u

‘they took hold’

ma'sek + -et - nask-et ‘she took hold’

bisdkker + -u - bisdkkr-u ‘they close’ [77]

btastdFme l + -i - btastdF( a)ml-i ‘you (f.) use’ [102]

Note, however, that Pattern II verbs with middle and last

radicals alike do not generally lose the e, but rather

change it to a: bisdbbeb + -u — bisdbbab-u ‘they cause’

If the e is lost in such cases, a theoretical triple-

consonant sequence ( "bisabbbu ") is normally reduced to a

double consonant [p.27] . These reduced forms may be heard

in some parts of the Syrian area (with some verbs, at least,)

but note that a Pattern II verb then takes on the form of a

geminate Pattern I, and in some cases homophony would result

(cf. bisdbbu ‘they curse’), which is avoided by retaining

the stem vowel (bisdbbabu ‘they cause’).

As before all suffixes, a in the imperative of simple sound triradical

verbs is shortened to a, and e and 6 are both changed to a [p. 198] ‘

ftah + -u — ftdli-u ‘ open

'

(P 1
- )

msek + -i -• msah-i ‘hold

’

(f)

dros + -u — dras-u ‘ study ’

(Pi - )
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Mode Variation in Verb Stems: Imperative Forms

as 2nd
The imperative may be formed by dropping the person prefix fsh
!nd p. ) from the imperfect stem and modifying the stem in cert=

0Wn herert atn

follows

:

In simple sound triradical stems, the vowel is lengthened when no

( ta)-ftab: ftdb ’ open

’

(m. ) (p. 65]

( ta )-ms e k

:

msek ‘hold

’

(m. ) [69]

( ta)-ktob

:

ktob ‘write’ (m.
) [55]

But if there is a suffix of any kind, the stem vowel remains short-

(ti)-ftali-i: ftdfr-i ‘open’ (f.)

(tf)-ftak-o: ftdfr-o ‘open (m. ) it (m. )’

(ta)-msak-on: msdk-on ‘hold (m. ) them’

(ta)-ktab-a: ktdb-a ‘write (m. ) it (f.)’

And if the suffixing stem has no vowel between the last two radicals -

is inserted there: ’

(td)-msk-i: nsdk-i ‘hold ( f
.

)

’

(ta')-msk-o: msak-o ‘hold (m. ) it (m. )’

( ta)-k( a)tbu: ktab-u ‘write (pi.) it (m. )’

In non-defectiye verbs whose first radical is a semivowel (w, y), the
initial vowel (y,, i) is shortened to w or y, respectively:

(t)-upef: wpef ‘describe’ (m. ) [p. 59]

(t)-upal: wpal ‘arrive’ (m. ) [75]

(t)-fbas: ybas ‘dry up’ 2 (m. ) [75]

The stem-initial a in the imperfect of ?akal ‘to eat’ and ?axad ‘to
take’ is dropped in the imperative [p.56]:

(t)-akol: kal ‘eat’ (m. ); (t)-axod: xod ‘take(m.

)

(t)-akli: kali ‘eat’ (f.); (t)-oxdu: xadu ‘take(pl )

1 Imperatives in Syrian Colloquial are not formed from the imperfect stem »n

which the initial radical is lost (e.g. fa-pal) [p. 75]

.

'An unlikely command; the translation is not meant in the slang sense, but

literally. Good examples with initial radical y are hard to find.
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, fect ive verbs with no pronoun suffix, the imperative stem

In
simple

,

de
,ore the fi rs t radical; and the final vowel is unaltered:

before

Va'nsa ‘forget’ (m. ) [p. 72]
(ta)~ nsa:

*— 6'-- /

ftJ)-nsi:
‘ forget ’ (f.)

(ta)-nsu: ?ansu ‘forget’ (pi.)

j the first radical is w, however, the imperative begins with ?u~:

( tyi.fi:
9ufi ‘fulfill’ (m. or f.) [p- 62]

(t)-ufu:
9 i*/“ ‘fulfill’ (pi.)

a t when the final vowel is lengthened and accented (viz. before a suf

f

i

x pronoun ) ,
the first syllable is reduced as it is with non-defective

verbs (see above):

(ta)-nsd-ha: nscl-ha ‘forget (m. ) it ( f -
)

*

(ta)-nsi-ha: nsT-ha ‘forget (f.) it (f.)’

(t)-ufi-ha: wft-ha ‘fulfill it’

In the Palestinian area and to some extent elsewhere,

the imperative with 9- is commonly used instead of the vowel

lengthening, in sound verbs as well as defectives: ^aftal

i

instead of ftdfi, ?amsek instead of msek, etc.

In Lebanon and to some extent elsewhere, on the other

hand, vowel lengthening is commonly used in defective verbs

as well as sound: nsa instead of 9ansa, wfi instead of

9ufi, etc.

With all other types of verb - namely, with augmented verbs and with

hollow, geminate, and quadriradical simple verbs — there are no mode vari

ations in the stem at all:

(t)-sdkker: sdkker ‘close’ (m. ) [p.77]

(t)-sdkkri: sdkkri ‘close’ (f.)

(t)-sdkkru: sdkkru ‘close’ (pi.)

(ta)-stddnel: stdFmel ‘use’ (m. )
[102]

(ta)-stdF( 3 )mlo: stdF( 3 )mlo ‘use (m. ) it (m.)’

( t)-tarSnu-li : tarSmu-li ‘ translate (pi .) for me’ [118]

(t)-katt: b-aft ‘Put '
(m - ) ^

(t)-STl: Sil ‘take away’ (m. ) [60]

(t)-ndm: ndm ‘sleep’ (m. ) [67]

(ta)-tfdllam: tFdllam ‘learn’ (m. ) [87]

(ta)-tdallami: tfallami ‘learn (f.) it (m.)’
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[Ql
- 6 ]

Note that augmented and simple hollow verbs with st
vowels a (or a) in the imperfect have masculine and plu^".
imperatives with the same form as the third person perfet-
nan ‘he slept’ and ‘sleep (m.)‘, namu ‘they slept’ and

° ''

‘sleep (pi
. ; tddllam ‘he learned’ and ‘learn (m.)‘

t^dllamu ‘they learned’ and ‘learn (pl.)‘.

Irregular Imperatives. The verb ?a2a ‘to come’ [p. 76] has no impe .1
its own but is suppleted by the forms td£a ‘come’ (m.), ti£i (f.)/^ 0 '

(pi.) (or sometimes ta£al, tafTali, tafalu).

The verb gapa ‘to give' (Impf. (p)-depi) has an imperative form (if(m.
,

f.), £dpu (pi.), commonly used instead of the regular forms ?,£*»•
etc. [p- 61] .

^ fl •

The imperative of the verb ‘>’a£ad ‘to sit’ (Impf. (ta)-?(od) [p. 55] g-tS
monly loses its initial radical ? in the imperative: £od ‘sit down’ t -j

0™'

(f. ), Fadu (pi. ).
'

The exclamation S’ofa ‘watch out!’ is generally used instead of the reeu
lar imperative form 9it5a (of wa£i, Impf. t-ufa ‘to be aware, wide awake’)
and the form lak ‘take care (lest...)’, for plus pronoun suffix -t
(the expected form would be "shak") (imperative of ?ahi, Impf. p-a$l

m

'to
be wide awake’).

The "demonstrative" [p.564] verb hat ‘give (it) here’ (f. hati, pi.
hatu) has imperative only, while the form xe ‘here, take (it)’, is feminine
imperative only.
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CHAPTER 7: ADJECTIVE I INFLECTIONAL FORMS

£.
ctives have a three-way inflection for number/gender: masculine

'lar) feminine (/singular) 1
, and plural. Masculine is the base

(/singu^ the feminine is usually formed by suffixation of -e/-a

plural is usually formed by suffixation of -in or by a

change in the base pattern.

is the function of an adjectives’s inflection to show agreement

420
] 'with the term to which it is predicate [403] or attribute [501],

P
in some cases, to show the "natural" number/gender of its referent

[4271 .

While number and gender are separate categories with

respect to nouns, they fall together in Syrian Arabic for

verbs [p. 175] ,
for pronouns [539] , and — less completely -

for adjectives. Masculine and feminine are distinguished

only in the singular, and dual is not distinguished from

plural

.

Adjectives, however, are not always clearly separable

from nouns, especially in the case of personal adjectives

that are often used substant ivally . The word maslem

’Moslem’, for instance, as a noun, has the plural mas 3 lmin

and the feminal derivative mas s lme, which in turn has a

plural mas 3 lmat ‘Moslems ( f
.

)
’

.

The feminine plural may

sometimes be used attributively: naswan mas 3 lmdt ‘Moslem

women' (more usual: naswan mas 3 lnin), thus inviting

analysis as a feminine plural adjective (or alternatively,
an appositive noun [506]).

Some adjectives may be heard with the -at ending even
when there is no question of substantivization, when

attributive to a plural in -at of a feminine count noun
[P-425]: banadoraydt mdwiyyat ‘juicy tomatoes’ (or, more
usually, banadoraydt ndwiyye). Similarly, a dual adjective
may sometimes be heard: l-^ansuren 3 l-kimyd7 iyyen ’The
two chemical elements’ (or, more colloquially, l-Sansren
3 l-k inawiyy in)

.

Generally speaking, these usages are rare enough to be
treated as exceptional. It should be kept in mind, however,
that adjectives, which are noun-like in base form, are at

feast potentially also noun-like in inflection, to the
extent of an occasional feminine plural (-at) or, rarely, a

dual

.

A few adjectives are uninflected. See Agreement [p.428].

1

Temin
PfuraJHf s fnEular" only in the sense that it stands in contrast to

in
r Orm. Functionally speaking, the feminine form is used as mu

reement with plurals as with singulars [p.423].
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Regular Inflection: Feminine -e/-a, plural -in.

At least some of the adjectives in every pattern except 9aF(aL r— and all of the adjectives in most patterns — are inflected onK,
P '

suffixes —e/-a and — in. * Wl th n.

On the alteration of -e with -a, see p. 138.

Examples of regular adjective inflection:

Mascul ine Feminine Plural Meaning

t amuh tamuha .... tamuhin 4 ambi t ious *

naSit naSTta naSitin ‘active, energetic

kazzab .... ka.zza.be . . . . ka22abin 'lying, liar’

Sdkkir . . . . sakkire . . . . sakkirin ‘drunkard’

marr marra marrin 'bitter

'

halu halwe ha twin 'sweet', 'pretty'

fddi fadye fddyin ‘empty, free’

fax 3m faxme faxmin ‘stately, elegant'

lammi£ . . . . . lammi£a . . . . laimT£in
‘ shiny

’

malan maldne malan in full’

za£ldn za^lane . . .

.

za£ldnin ‘ di spleased’

masgul maSguLe . . .

.

maSgulin ‘busy

’

mhamm mhamm e mhammin ‘ important

’

mpt£ mti£a mtT£tn ‘obedient

’

mufid mufide mufidtn ‘useful

’

msawwaz . . .

.

mgawwa2 e . . . mzawwazin ‘married’

mdartat . . .

.

mSartata . .

.

mSartapin ' ragged’

matma^ann
. . matma9anne . metma^annxn ‘calm, secure*

Stem Modifications with the Suffixes

Adjectives whose base (masculine) forms end in e + consonant generally
drop their e when the feminine or plural suffix is added [p. 28]

:
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MascuU^S
Feminine Plural Meaning

ratb fti ‘humid, moist’
nteb

dayye
f day

y

9a day

y

9 in ‘narrow, cramped’

tayyeb
tayybe t ayy bin ‘good’

(at el
£dtle (dtlin ‘bad’

mndseb
mndsb

e

mndsb in ‘ suitable

’

mt’axxer . mat 9oxxra .

.

' mat 9axxrin ‘ late’

naxta'lef maxtalfe . . . maxta Ifin ‘different

’

mfastek . . . mfastke .... mfastkin ‘depressed’

With anaptyxis p.31] (cf. fax°m, above):

madhen .... mad dhne .... mad3hnin ‘greasy, fat’

mazuie 9 ma'z sw9a . . • • maz 9w9 Tn ‘having good taste’

With vocalization of y [p. 166] (cf. halu, fddi above):

mahyeb .... mahibe mahibin ‘ awesome

’

g is not dropped but is changed to a, when it comes

between a double and a single consonant which are alike

[ 29, 77]:

msommem . . . msammame . . . msammamin ‘determined, intent (on)’

If the base form (masculine) ends in -i, then in some cases this end

ing is lengthened to — iyy— before the feminine and plural suffixes, whil

in other cases it is reduced to a non- syllabic -y-. In relative adjec-

tives [p. 280], for instance, -i is always lengthened:

labndni . . . labndniTyye labnaniyyin ‘Lebanese’

Il is also lengthened in defective adjectives of Pattern Fo£iL [128]:

sdxi saxi'yye . . . saxiyyin ‘ generous

’

in the defective version (maF£i) of Pattern maF£uL [p. 133]

:

man si manstyye .

.

mensiyyin ‘ forgotten’

makwi makwiyye .

.

makwiyyin • i roned

’

Even when adjectives of the defective pattern m»F£i

correspond to Pattern maFFeL [p. 133] rather than maF£uL,

their final i is still usually lengthened in the feminine
°r plural: ma'9 zi •harmful’: fem. ma 9z t’yye, pi. ma 9ziyyin;
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?
• satisfactory’ : mardiyye, nardiyyin There „few exceptions, however, in which the i i s reduced and

3
the accentuation of the feminine is like that of themascuime (as in sound Pattern maFUeL): madri allur

P»- ma£aryin; mahwi ’airy
"8 '

^raughty
. fem . maAuye (with vocalization of the medial

reduced t^nL- syl [abfc^fo^y "‘wUh fh^lu^xel!

^

131] is a*»ay,

—CUU~ Plural Meaning

eilye ™>r» .high .

65?i 6^ye ba 9yin . . .^ remaining*

™ SIS I
patterns [p. 134] have^yi

( ratheJ^hm^T^ ^ augmented Participial
-f*' furthermore, the **"

nrabb i .

.

mrabbye
. . mrabb( y )in ‘bringing up, hi

brought up’
msawi . msawye msdvf y)Tn making, having

made ’

matxabbi
. natxabbye

. .

.

natxabb(y)in ‘hiding, hidden’
mantafi , , Mantafye .... mantaf( y )i n ‘ extingui shed’
Maktafi . Maktafye mak taf(y)in ‘contented’
mastakri

. . Mastak drye na stak( *)r(y)in ‘renting, having
rented’

mastann

i

. Mastannye
. .

.

mastannyin ’waiting’

part^ipi
r

es°^‘!ye

ffi

ci
n

p
inghimup’, msdwito ’( f. ) making it"

° ‘ (f)brinB '

There are some Pattern VTTT i .

some cases always) have -iyy- ^
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Masculiof:
Feminine Plural

masted ••
mastwiyye mastwi yyin

naSta'hi
maS thiyye masthiyyin

maFtniyye maFtniyyin
mtdtant or maFtanye . maFtanf y )in

mant9 s i '

mantsiyye
or mantasye .

mantsiyyin
mantas( y )in

Meaning

‘done, cooked,

ripe’

‘desirous, craving’

‘taking care’

‘ forgotten

’

Note also the comments on Pattern maFCeL, above.

There is also vacilation between -y- and -iyy- in the

rare defective quadriradical s [136]:

mfarSi ... mfarliyye nfarSiyyin
_

or mfarSye . mfar$(y)in

‘having brushed’

If the masculine form of an adjective (defective passive participle)

ends in -a, then the feminine has -aye, and the plural, -aym (or -aym):

msamma ... msammdye msanmdyin ‘named

msdwa .... msawdye msdwdyin made

mfarSa . . . mfarSdve mfarSdyin brushed

Adjectives with Internal Plurals

Almost all adjectives of Pattern FFiL [p. 127] and many non-defective

ones of Pattern Fa£TL [127] form plurals on Pattern FSdL:

n(Lif nqLife nddf ‘clean’

mnih mniha mndh ‘good’

ktir ktire ktdr ‘much, many’

kbir kbire kbdr ‘big, large’

?£ir z£tre z£dr ‘little, sma

tm t 9ile t9dl ‘heavy
’

tamil tawile twdl ‘ long, tal
1

’

xafif xafxf

e

xfdf (also

xafifin)

‘light’

9arib 9art be 9rab (also
9aribin)

‘near

’

S
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to,.

The adjectives sdid ‘new’ and tati9 ‘old’ form plurals
on the pattern Fatal as well as FtaL: m. Sdid, f. Sdide D i

Sadad or Sddd; m. tati9
, f. tati9 a, pi. tata 9 or ttd9

.

P
' J

Many non-defective adjectives of Pattern FatiL applied to human k •

have plurals formed on Pattern FataLa:

Mascul ine Feminine Plural Meaning

karim kartme karama ‘ generous’

fa 9 ir fa9 ire
(or fa9ira)

fa 9ar

a

‘poor’

latif l at ife latafa
(or latifin)

‘nice, pleasant’

baxil baxile baxala
(or baxil in)

‘stingy, miser’

satid satide satada ‘happy*

Some adjectives applied to
have plurals formed on pattern

human beings, mainly of Pattern FatiL,
FataLa:

9awi 9awiyye 9 awaya
(or 9awiyyin)

1 strong’

dani daniyye dandya ‘low, vile’

hasTn hasine hasana ‘mournful, sad’

hani haniyye handya
(or haniyyin)

’happy’

batran batrane batdr

a

(or bafranin)
‘wasteful

’

— hable habdla ‘pregnant

’

9atil 9atile 9atala ‘killed’

Sari'll Sariha Sa raha ‘wounded’

Many defective adjectives o
Pattern 9aF3tLa or 9aFtiLa:

f this same sort have plurals formed on

gani ganiyye 9ag 3nya
or 9agniya

‘rich’

ta9 i ta 9 iyye 9at 39ya ‘God- fearing’

zaki sakiyye 9es3kya ‘bright,

int el 1 igent

’

T
of other plural patterns are used for adjectives applicable

A
number

^ though they are more typical of nouns. They are, in

(0
human be ‘

lly
’

used substant ival ly, while plurals of the same word with

fact ’ Zen*
r

are more purely adjectival.

.in, >• any ’

Mascul ine Feminine Plural Meaning

razil
rasile 9arsdl

(rasilin, rsdl)

‘vile, despicable'

nayy» t mayyte 9amwat, mawta
( mayy tin)

‘dead’

hayy hayye 9 ahy

a

9 ‘living, alive’

herr harra 9 ahrdr

( fiarrin)

‘ free’

gaiim gaSime gaS 3m or ga Soma ‘naive’

9adi

m

9adime 9ad3m or 9 adama
(inanimate 9dam)

‘ancient’

9dser 9dsra 9assar

(
9dsrin

)

‘underage, minor’

Sahel Sdhle Sa hhal

( Sdhlin

)

‘ignorant

’

SuSat SuSdta SaStdn ‘brave’

Sags Sdsse Sawdss

( Sdssin

)

‘strange, odd’

maSnun maSnune maSanin ‘crazy

’

sangil sangil e sanagil

( sangilin )

‘rich’

narid mar ida marda or marafla ‘ill’

dotfan dotfane dotfa •ill’

Most noun/ad j ect ives of
Plural both with the suffix

the pattern FattiL [p
-e/~a:

. 129] form feminine and

iurrfb Sarribe Sarribe ‘heavy drinker’

Saggil Saggile Saggile ‘(good) worker’
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Adjectives of Pattern 9aFfaL [p. 130]

„}J

T

a'’ and their plural on Pattern FafL
racLan:

form their
or sometimes

feminine
(animate

°n Patt
only)

Mascul ine Feminine Plural Meaning

?a.s/ar safra saf 3r ‘yellow’
9azra? zar 9a zar 39 ‘blue’
9as 9ar Sa 9ra Sa 93r ‘blond

’

9abyad beda bid ‘white’
9aswad soda sud ‘black’
9afwar fora fur ‘one-eyed

’

9a 9raf 9arfa 9arfan ‘bald’
9ahdab hadba hadbdn ‘hump-backed’
9afna famya fanyan ‘bl ind’
9axras xarsa xars, xarsan ‘deaf -mute’
9azfar zafra zafrdn ‘crooked, criminal

bandi t
’
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CHAPTER 8: NOUN INFLECTIONAL FORMS 1
' three -way inflection for number: singular, dual,

nouns have a three* ? flection . the dual is formed by adding a

IT £**•' i'^is or^dtn "variety of ways [211 ffl .
depend^

**£-'* ™e
the form Of the singular, but to a large extent onI, Singui- - formed in a variety or ways

T^'on the form of the singular, but to a large extent

!ng
“> ^ 6

acy of individual nouns. Examples:

idiosyncracy
_ _ plural

singai3i

, kaffen ‘two gloves
. a ‘glove
toff

S

‘ gloves

’

L kal 3mtin 'two words' ^..kalnat words

ln€ "

, hit . ?arnab en ‘two rabbits' 9ardneb ‘rabbits

arnab
‘rabb,t

.
^smen ‘two names’ 9asani

1 name

‘names ’

_. *- -turn trees’ . . .

.

saSarat ‘trees’

Sa5aro ‘tree’ saSarten two trees ...

al Pa ’mistake’ gzl’PPen ‘ two mistakes ’ g*lt*P mistakes

tarkiyyen ‘two Turks atrak

mrami ‘thief’ jyardmiyyen ‘two thieves’ tiaramiyye

The use of the number categories is treated in Chapter 14.

The Dual Suffix -en. Stem Modifications

As eeneral ly before suffixes beginning with a vowel

[p.28], e and o before a stem^inal consonant are droppe

when -en is added: ?a/vei> ’friend + -en **

friends’, sallon ‘ladder’ + en - sallmen two Udders

In certain classicisms, however, • and ° *
uk ^k ing’

ped but are changed to i and *, respectively .wl«»* “«««

+ -en - maliken, fansor element e

more colloquially, fanfren).

The loss of e or o often involves compensatory anap

tyxis [p. 31] : maSles ‘chamber’ + -en - maSHsen, as of

‘bishop’ + -en — 5’as 39fen.
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The base- formative suffix -e/-a [p 138] takes th« e
just as it does before the pronoun suffixes [p. 165]

m

sayydra ‘care

*

+ -en -* sayydrten ‘two cars ’

madrase ‘ school * + -en - madras ten ' two school
narra 4 (one) time

’

+ -en marrten ‘ two t imes

,

sane ‘year

’

+ -en santen ‘ two years

’

With anaptyxis:

badU ‘ SUit ’ + -en - bad 1 1 ten ‘two suits'
dawle ‘nation, state' -en - dawHten ‘two nations'
bulayra 'lake' + -ff» - bu^rten 'two lakes'

With other compensatory vocalizations [pp. 31, 166, 167]

:

hanye ‘bow, bend’ + -en - franiten ‘two bows, bends'
xapwe ‘step, pace’ + -en - xapufen ‘two steps’

h-dSye ‘margin

’

+ -en — fraSiten ‘ two margins *

sdwye
‘ corner ’ + -en - sawiten ‘two corners’

pawle ‘table '

+ -en — tdwalten ‘two tables*

maS 3nSe ‘apricot

’

+ —en — naSmaSten ‘two apricots’

reduction of -iyye( t

)

to -it- and -uwwe(t) to -u t- [p. 166]

damal iyye ‘operat ion ’ + -en - damaliten ‘two operations’

hdiyye ‘gift

’

+ -en - hditen ‘two gifts’

+ -en - 9uten ‘ t wo powe r s

’

K
N
?
te a

!
SO the following exceptional forms involving the

rV*a W' l

r -
eAa: 1 anguage ’ -en - iugaten

+
~ rx aten

,
‘ tw° lungs’, Siha 'direction'

petition^
1

*

° r S
l-^

n [cf p169 ] : Mbard ‘match, com-petition + -en - mubarayten, veranda ‘balcony’ + -en -
vefanaayten.

,-?°?
nS

f
ndin8 1" suffix -at

,

e.g. 9aldf 'prayer'

dSs.
lnstrument

’ ***** 'life’, do not ordinarily have

Feminine nouns that have no -e/-a suffix in the absolute

T’u 1X
;

ng
l

fo™ but which have "t- in the suffixing
form Lp. 169 J also have -t- in the dual: darns ‘bride’ + -en
-• darusjen, dakkan ‘shop’ + -en - dakkdnten, den ‘eye’ + -en
- denten. (The forms denen ‘eyes’, ?a2ren ‘feet’, etc. are
used as plurals, not as duals [p.367].)
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u m nouns of Patterns FodL [p. 140] and FadL [142]

Stew-fi^
1 *

e

°
pect ively ,

before -in:

btc<**
e V

c ^ ‘member
’ + -en - daymen 'two members’

iarn ‘PUP' cub ’ + "*n ~ iarw*n ‘ tw° CubS

Sgdi ‘kid’ (goat) + -en - Sadyen ‘two kids’

ra?i ‘opinion’ + -en - ra?yen ‘two opinions’

sabi ‘boy’ + ~in " ?abyinl ‘ tW° b°yS ’

„ ost other nouns ending in a vowel, -y- is added before -e'n; and a

With most u lengthened (giving -ay-, -tyy-):

vowel a or ‘ 15 u

kUo 'kilogram' + -en - kiloyen ‘ two ki lograms
’

nastaSfa ‘hospital’ + -en - mastaSfdyen ‘two hospitals'

Sakwa ‘complaint’ + -en - Sakwdyen ‘two complaints'

kgrsi ‘chair’ + -en - karsiyyen 'two chairs’

Wodi ‘valley’ + -en - wddiyyen 'two valleys’

modna ‘meaning' + -en - madndyen ‘two meanings’

®of i ‘guardian’ + -en - wapiyyen ‘two guardians'

muddddi ‘claimant’ + -en - muddadiyyen ‘two claimants’

Some defective nouns of active participial patterns

[ 258 f f ] tend to have only -y- (rather than_-iyy~) betore

-en: rddi ‘shepherd, keeper’ + -en - ra^yen (or rcniyyen,

mujidmi ‘lawyer, defense attourney’ + -en - mu/iamyen (or

mufianiyyen)

.

[Cf.p-204 . ]

PLURAL SUFFIXES (al-gamd s-salim, Sound or External Plurals)

There are three suffixes used in forming noun plurals, -in, e/ a,

-at.

Stem Modifications. Attachment of a plural suffix changes the form of cer-

* a * n kinds of noun base:

If the singular ends in the formative [p. 138 ], this formative^i.-
aPPears when a plural suffix is added: kalne_ ‘word + -at kalmat, sad

+ -at - sddat, sane ‘year’ + -in - sm n [213].

in some respects treated as a defective noun on Pattern

[p- 149] : the feminal derivative [304] is ?abiyye girl
.(
n°* >

°ne may also sometimes hear ?abiyyen ‘two boys’, ?abihon their boy (tor
uc*y also sometimes

?abyen, fabihon).
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If the singular of a defective [p.43] noun ends in -athese endings are changed to -aw- or -ay- when a plural suffiv'°
r

~«tsama sky + -at - samawat hamn x r.. . ,

lx tsSana ‘sky’ + -at - samawat, b
competition’ + -at * mubdraya
used if the noun’s pattern is
‘device’ + -at - 9adawat; -ay
-at ~* wafayat, muStaSfa + -at

— , _ J “ bUI I iv :

-.at
..7

samawat
. Sauna ‘builder’ + -In - bannayin Jf-att aehM-at - mubarayat, saldf ‘

prayer’ + -at, - satawdT^Woun s pattern is simole f 461 and
, .

' ' • ' r
- saLawat h

s pattern is simple [46] and the final radical'
~a*'

is
adawat; -ay- is used otherwise: wafdt ‘death ’ads

uStaSfa + -at - mustaSfaydt.
th

‘ demise 1

^ 1

If the singular ends in the formative -i [p.28l] this form »

•

engthened to -iyy- before a plural suffix: labndni ‘Lebanese

‘

a

!

,V
-

lS

labnaniyym, fiardmi ‘thief’ + -e/-a - liaramiyye.
~ ln "

Miscellaneous other kinds of nouns ending in a vowel also
y before a plural suffix, in some cases with further modif i Cat ion^f

Uy
add

base: manfo ‘coat’ + -at - manfoyat, zakra ‘remembrance’ + -at - , ,

the

bsbbu or bebe ‘baby’ + -at - babbiydt or bebiyat (respectively! T r ' yit
‘

rarely, is used instead of y before the suffix: *dyo ‘bathing ,J?I? *-at mayohat (or mayoyat)

.

K suit +

Examples of irregular base modifications: Cazzdbi
batchelor + -in - Cazzabm; Cartji ‘bid, offer’ + -at -

Fruiat; 9aim ‘mother’ + -at - 9ammahdt (but also regular
’ammat); rfi 9 ‘companion’ + -at - rafa 9dt (but absolute
form Lp. 455J also rafa 9a); far I 9 ‘road, way’ + -at - far 9dt(but also faro?); ‘

'axx ‘brother’ and ?axt ‘sister’ + -at -
’axwat ‘brothers and/or sisters’.

As generally before suffixes beginning with a vowel [p. 28],
e or o before a stem- final consonant is dropped when a plu-
ralizing suffix is added: mCallem ‘teacher’ + -in - mCallmln
mnab 6eA‘alarm-clock’ + -at - mnabbhdt, xdnon ‘lady, miss' +

’

at - xanmat. There are certain classicisms, however, in
which the vowel is not dropped, but is changed to i or u or a:
ka en being' + -at - kd 9 indt, fapawwor ‘imagining, picturing’
-at - fa?awwurat or tasawwardt. (All Pattern taFaFCoL or

taFaFoL gerunds are like fapawwor in this respect.)
If e or o comes between like consonants the first of which

is double, it is not dropped in any case, but is retained as
i or u, or a (or sometimes a): mubarrer ‘justification, ex-
cuse’ + -at - mubarrirdt (or mubarrarat) [ p. 29 ] .

The Suffix -m is used with certain kinds of augmented [p.46l nouns whose
singular designates a male person. (The plural, however, may refer to a
group including both sexes):

1.) With substantivized participles [p.276], excepting most of those <*

Pattern FdCeL [131]:
6
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Singii5-
r

fallen
’teacher’..-

^??af
‘employee’.-

.liken
‘boxer’

M,slen
‘Moslem’...-

Plural

m^al Inin

mwazzafin

mlaknin

n3S 9 inln

Singular Plural

mui\iaq ‘attache’ nui^aqln

mhandes ‘engineer’ nhandsin

mtarSen * t rans lator ’
. . . mtarSnln

mandub ‘delegate mandub in

Most nouns of the simple active participial pattern

FaFeL have internal plurals [p. 218] : Camel ‘worker’, pi

f nndl- 9dte l ‘killer’, pi. 9atala;
9afii ‘judge’, pi.

Vaddt
'
safieb ‘friend’, pi. shdb, etc. Some, however, have

nlurals in -in, either exclusively or in addition to an

external plural: IdSe 9 ’refugee’, pi. laS 9 In; in general,

the -In plural with these bases is a sign of adjectival

[207] or "true participial" [265] use, as opposed to true

substantival use.

2.) With most occupational nouns of the pattern FaCCaL [p. 305] (but see

also -e/-a, (3), below):

naSSdr ’carpenter ’... naSSdrln malldk ‘proprietor ’... mal Idkln

kazzdb ‘liar’ kazzdbln falldfi ‘peasant’ faUdfiin

fabbdx ‘cook’ fabbdxln sayydd ‘hunter’ ?ayyddln

xayydf ‘tailor’ xayydfln banna ‘builder’ bannayin

The suffix -tn is also used with a few nouns of other

patterns: sane ‘year’, pi. snln; Coduww ‘enemy ,
pi-

(aduwwln.

See also pseudo-dual —en, [p- 367] .

The Suffix -e/-a is used for the plural:

1 )

boyaSi

Xatfargi

bandarSi

With nouns ending in the suffix —Si [p. 306]

:

‘bootblack’. . .boyaSiyye 9ahwa§i ‘ cof feehouse keeper ’. 9ahwaSiyye

‘ greengrocer ’. xa&arSiyye CarbaSi ‘carriage driver . CarbaSiyye

‘cobbler’ kandarSiyye ballorSi ‘glass maker’ ballorSlyye
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2.) With many nouns ending in the formative -i [p. 280]
, and

ing in radical i:
a few

,

Rarami ‘ thief’ , Raramiyye fazz

sankari ‘tinsmith’ sankari yye fran

bawdyki ‘chandler’ bawdykiyye labn

taRarri ‘detective’ taRarri yye wdwi

fazzab i ‘ ba tche 1o r ' faaejj

fransdwi ‘frenchman’ fr3na

labndni ‘Lebanese’ >,i. -l3 *>ndni
yyt

‘
j ackal ’

.

• Uldwiyyc

Some of these may also have plural -in: fransowiyyin
labnaniyyin, fazzdbin [213], etc.

A few nouns have no -i in the singular, but have -iyye
in the plural: _axtydr 'old man’, pi. 9axtydriyye ; Sofor
‘chaffeur’, pi. Sofor iyye.

3.) With many occupational nouns of the pattern FaffdL [p. 305]

:

dahhdh ‘painter ’ . . dahhane fattal ‘porter ’ .fat tale

s airman 4 grocer ’ . . sarnmane baRRdr ‘ sai lor ’ . . baRRdra

farrdS ‘bellboy’ .
.
/arrdS

e

sarraf ‘moneychanger

’

. sarrdfe

4) With substant ivized adject ives of the pattern Fa££iL [p. 129]:

Saggil '(good) worker ’
. . Saggile ballif ‘bl uf fer ’

. . ballif

e

Sarrib ‘heavy drinker '
. . Sarribe rakktd ‘(good) runner'...,. . rakkiie

The Suffix —at is the most common and productive of all noun pluralizers.

It is regularly used with certain kinds of derivatives, and commonly also

with other nouns of various patterns.

1.) With feminal derivatives [p.304l:

Singular Plural

xdle ‘ (maternal )aunt ’ xdlat

mfaline ‘(female) teacher’ mfallm.

( Derived from :

)

xdl '
(maternalxale 4 (maternal )aunt ’ xaldt xdl '(maternal; -

nfallne ‘(female) teacher’ mfallmat mfallen ‘(male)t eaC*1

9angliziyye ‘Englishwoman’ 9angliziyydt 9anglizi ‘English®®" I

xayydpa ‘seamstress, dressmaker ’.. xayydpdp xayydp ‘tailor

kalbe ‘female dog, bitch’ kalbdt kalb ‘dog’
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The olural suffix -dt with human and animal designations

. no means reserved for the female sex, however, Note
l

*abb<it
‘fathers’, xawaSdt ‘gentlemen’, 9aniraldt ‘admirals’

faxwdt ‘brothers and/or sisters’, zbiindt ‘customers (male

d/or female)’, etc. (The last example stands in spite of

the derivative aiune ‘(female) customer’ from zbun ‘(male)

customer’, and the alternative plural zabdyen.)

2 ^
with singulatives [p.297]:

,
Plural

Singular

taffdba ‘an apple’ teffaRat

kisaye ‘a (zucchini) squash’ .. kusayat

Idle ‘a chicken, a hen’ SaSat

flarbe 'a blow, a stroke’ Rarbdt

(ap$a ‘a sneeze’ fappap

mapar ‘a rain’ mapardt

nabdt ‘a plant’ nabatdt

zyora ‘a visit’ zydrdt

( Derived from :

)

Collective taffaR 'apple(s)'

Collective kusa ‘squash’

Collective SaS 'chicken(s)’

Gerund (Larb ‘hitting, striking’

Gerund fap 3
? ‘sneezing’

Ger.(or Col. )matar ‘rain’

Ger. (or Col

.

)nabdt ‘vegetation’

Gerund zyara ‘visiting’

Some unit nouns also have internal plurals: warde ‘a

flower’, pi. warddt or wrud(e); Rabbe ‘a pill’; pi. Rabbdt

or Rbub, etc. See p.367.

3. ) With concretized gerunds [p. 284] of Patterns III-X [293]:

Singular Plural ( Derived from :)

III nganara 'venture, adventure’. ,
mgamarat tgdmar ‘to venture’

IV ^a£lan
' announcement , notice

’

.

9aflandt ?aglan ‘to announce’

IV 9 izafa ‘broadcast ' .
?izafat ^azdf ‘to broadcast

V pa$avwor ‘visualization’ .
pasawwarat ppawwar ‘to visualize

VI taSdwo2 ‘passing, exceeding’. . taSdwazdt t Sawaz ‘to pass,
exceed’

VII ?ensiRdb 'retreat, withdrawal’ . ?9nsilidbdt nsaRab ‘to withdraw’

VIII 9oxtiraf 4 invent ion * .
9axtirdfdt x tarof ‘to invent’

X 99$t9smdr ‘investment, profit’. .
9astasmdrat s t asnar ‘to exploit,

invest ’
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f ta^ri"
1 S

tasirr-re
r

pafI
SO

co“ioi-
h

Patt^n j,

isss
p,“n" <p‘,,"n *-“» •»»; **t

t«',i
n°™ h" i "8 mv >( >>,, par , lci Pial

Singular
Plural

-envelope-
mgallafdt

mnabbeh ‘alarm clock’ .mnabbhdt
nastdlah. ‘term, expression’ ma?palahdt
TfidtitcL3CLh- ‘park ’

mas tagfa ‘hospital’

• nidntasakdt

mastaSfayat

“d lp 421 h-‘"* -«*• mu™

§iHIHiLr Plural

maSdl -space, room’ maSdldt

mamarr ‘passageway’ mamarrdt

n<?a** ‘scissors’ m?a??dp

nadafe ‘reception room’ .

.

.maplafdp

giTgular Plural

mafdr ‘airport’ mapdrip

mpiappa ‘station’ m/iappdp

nrdye ‘mirror’ mrayat

wakdle ‘agency’ wakdldt

Sahdde ‘certificate’ Sahdddt

pikume • government ’ likumdt

sdube ‘difficulty’ sFibdt

barake ‘blessing’ barakdt

paba?a ‘class, level’ paba?dt

sdEa ‘hour’ safat

tabe ‘ball’

‘’yds ‘measurement ’ ?ydsdt

lisdb ‘ account ’ pisdbdt

xsane ‘closet , cupboard '
. xzandt

voildye ‘state’ wildydt

sayyara ‘automobile’ sayydrdt

mafilidye ‘eraser’ matifiaydt

Si ha

?i la

‘direction’

.

‘connection

’

Si hit

si Idt
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y }
With most nouns ending in -tyye:

Sinii^-

(amaiiyy
e

i„h»ri yy
e

k,myye

Singular

•operation’ .
.Eamaliyydt jyinafiyye ‘faucet’ fianafiyyat

*
. tepub

Uc'...&amhuriyydt tamsiliyye ‘play, drama tamsiliyyat

^
-college'.

-kalUyyat niyye ‘aim, goal ’ . . . . niyyot

come nouns of the patterns FaELiyye and FaELiyye, how-

have plurals of Pattern FoddLi [p.224], either exclu-

sively or in addition to the external plural.

8 With most modern foreign "loan-words" which do not fit the more

common noun patterns:

k
-hor ‘steamship’ bdbordt ’otil ‘hotel’ ’oteldt

b&OOT ^

_

,,
. . '’amirdldt xamdSa ‘gent leman ’

. . . xawasat
?tmiral admiral

Wrcs ‘address’ ’adresat tren ‘train’ trindt
‘address’

‘?adresat

•baby’ bebiydt banpalon ‘ trousers’ .... bantalonat

basniet ‘bicycle’ bas’kletdt bdnyo ‘bathtub’ bdnyoydt

In addition to the types of nouns listed above, the plural suffix -dt

is used with many nouns of many other types. For example:

nahfe ‘joke ’ .... TlCL h<fCL t

narra ‘a t ime ’ . . . . marrat

2am£a ‘university’ . . .

.

. . . . SdmEdt

bufiayra 1

1 ake ’ . . . . bupiayrdt

tarSame ‘ translation’ . .

.

.... tarSamat

kome ‘pile, heap’ . . . .... komat

‘miracle ’
.... ma^Sisat

idl ‘ lock ’
. . . .galdt

‘•’abb ‘father’ ?abbdt

?dsdn ‘water heater ’.. ?dzandt

bikdr ‘compass’ bikarat

taskar ‘souvenir’ taskdrat

tayydr ‘current’ tayyardt

fiewdn ‘ animal ’ jiewandt

saba 9 ‘race’ saba^at

kd?en ‘being’ ka^indt
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INTERNAL PLIIRAL PATTERNS
(al-gam£ l-mukassar. Broken or Internal Plurals)

A large proportions of Arabic nouns are plural ized by chanoi
base pattern, for example sg. kalb 'dog': pi. klab ‘dogs 1

- s e M ‘he

'gift': pi. haddya 'gifts'; sg. ktdb ‘book’: pi. katob or kat 3h^e

0 books’

There are many different pluralizing patterns. Some of themmore or less exclusively for plurals (eg. Patterns FadoL, as in t ?
“Sed

while others are common also as singular patterns (e.g. Pattern fAt^'
in pi. klab ‘dogs’ and in sg. ktdb ‘book’).

L‘ as

In most cases it is not possible to deduce
singular - or vice versa - with any high degree
of most nouns must be learned individually.

the plural pattern from the
of certainty; the plurals

PATTERN FSdL

Most
or FadaL.

nouns with this plural pattern have singular patterns Fa£L, Fa(L,

Singu lar Plural Singular Plural

ka£ 3 b ‘heel ’ k£db kat 3f ‘ shoulder ’ .... ktdf

tab »e ‘hyena ’ tba£ rab 3£ ‘fourth, quarter’ .... rba£

wa 93
t ‘time’ . w 9dt kab 3S ‘ ram ’ .... kbaS

sop ‘voice, sound’. ?wap zarr ‘but ton ’ .... zrdr

tor ‘bull, ox’ twdr sann ‘ tooth ’ .... sndn

ra?be ‘neck ’ r 9db ku£ * e 1 bow ’ .... kwd£

taffe ‘bank, side’ . .

.

tfdf kis ‘bag’ .... kyds

Singular Plural

walad ‘chi ldren ’

.

9a Lam ‘pencil, pen’

Sabal ‘mountain’

.

Sbal

bdb ‘door ’

wara 9
( a) ‘paper, leaf’ [p.369] wra 9

?o/teb ‘ friend’ . . .

.

?/iai

raSSal ‘man ’ r£al
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0 ttern F£dL is not generally used for nouns with a final

vowel. Note, however, the modifications of this

radical ‘judges’ (sg 9ati) and guzat ‘conquerors

e-***”S 2? <~f <-
(

[Cf . P

This pattern is not used for nouns with medial radical

y
whose singular is on Pattern Fa£L (eg. per bird ).

Colloquial plurals in F£dL correspond to Classical Pat-

tern s FiddL and 9aF£dL. The latter, however, also occurs

in Colloquial (see below).

PATTERN 9aF£dL

Almost all nouns

FaFaL.

Singular

with this plural have singular patterns Fa£L, Fa£L, or

Plural Singular Plural

‘(political) party ’••• 9apizab

mad 3£ ‘situation’ ?aa4a£

sa£ 3r ‘price’ 'ascar

iaz 39 ‘part’ 9aSza 9

mdl ‘wealth, property ’••• 9amwd

l

pial ‘situation’ 9ajvzdl

Ion ‘color’ 9alwdn

sabab ‘cause’
9asbab

Famal ‘work, deed’

£id ‘holiday’
9a£ydd

Sil ‘generation’
9aSydl

ndr ‘light’ W5r

Unlike Pattern F£dL (above), Pattern 9aF£dL is used for

some nouns that have a final radical semivowel:

in this pattern by 9 :
9a££d 9 members . sg.

•atmosphere, air’: sg. Saww. Note also >asma? names
;

Root s-m-y but singular 9as 3m. The plural of Si th ng is

generally defective: 9aSy

a

‘things' (but there is also the

sound form 9aSya 9 (and singular Se 9 ).

Quite a few nouns have plurals that vacilate between

9aF£dL and F£dL: 9aw 9dt or w9dt ‘times’, 9aswap or swap

'voices, noises', etc. Pattern 9aF£dL in such cases sounds

more "Classical", and F£dL, more dialectal. _ ,

The word yom ‘day’ has a classisizing plura ’ayyam and

the more colloquial 9 iyydm (which loses its a er a

eral
: xamst iyydm ‘five days’ [p. 171J).

, . t

The plural of ra?i opinion’ is 9dra 9
,

and one plural of

b Tr 'weir is 9dbdr. (The first a is lengthened, instead

of there being 9 or y before the second a.)
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PATTERN FFuL

Most nouns of this pattern have singular patterns Fa£L or F»Fl

Singular Plural Singular Plural
'°rigln ' ^ *«// 'glove’

kfSf

Fen ‘eye’.

Sebe ‘pocket’.

Sah °d ‘ effort ' Shud xatt ‘line’ xtCt
5a/ a n ’eyelid’ */«« ‘thread’ XyS#
?*r ’< ‘Piastre * »rB «» ‘eye’

damfa ‘ tear '

‘pocket’ Syii6

male* ‘king’ mlu*

This pattern is not used for nouns with final radicalsemivowels, nor with medial w. The noun rds ‘head’ has hehollow plural form rus ’heads'. The singular of wSufr faces

rh^T^'
1S

,

generall y pronounced waSS in the sense ‘face’
'

though the classicising form waS 3h is generally used forsurface .

A
class

t
c
j
sinf5 Pftern *** » used for some nouns:

‘ages’ (sl LXl ^ h *UyU* ‘ armieS ’ (Sg ' ^U?U>

PATTERN FFuLe

Most nouns with this pattern have singular patterns FaFL or FaFLMost may also have the plural without -e/-a: FFUL. .1

bank ‘bank’ bnuk(e) ward(e) ‘ flower [ ].wrud(e)
batl *r ‘ Sea> bhur(a) nas’r ’vulture’ nSur(a)
Sas’r ‘bridge’ Ssur(a) frail ‘solution’ frlul(e)
?»nn ‘chicken coop ’ . ?nune

mah 3r ‘colt’ mhura

dik ‘cock, rooster ’

.

dyuk( e

)

tes billy goat ’ . .

.

tyus(e)

Like Pattern FFuL, this pattern is not used with finalradical semivowel or medial w.

On construct forms, see p. 164.
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PATTERN FaFL

th this pattern have various singular patt

and F£dL(e) -

erns, especially Pat

Singular

9gdp ‘belt ’ ?aS 3
t

Ifraf
‘blanket’ lef3f

ktdb ‘book’ kat 3 b

Fapdye ‘stick, cane' . . .Fa?i

fabdye ‘abaya’ Fabi

Singular Plural

frasire ‘mat’ fra?
3r

safine ‘ship’ saf 3n

gdiS ‘horse, nag’ . .

.

gad 3 S

salame ‘man’ sal 3n

walod ‘children, de-

scendant ’ .... alaid

PATTERN FafoL

Nouns with this pattern have various singular patterns, especially

PfdL and FaFiL(e):

bsdp ‘rug’ . .

.

ba$op pari 9 ‘road’ , . . . paro‘?

?asds ‘ foundation’ .

.

. . . Vasos sabil ‘way *
. . . sabol

7ii2dm ‘ system’ . . . nazom rnadine ‘city’ . . . . madon

ktdb *book ’ . . . katob rasul ‘apostle’ . . . . . . raso

l

Some nouns (e.g. ktdb ‘book’, safine ‘ship’) vacilate

between Patterns FaFoL and FaFL in the plural. With su

fixes the difference between the two patterns disappears,

since o is dropped or changed to 3 [p.28j.

PATTERN F a <5 clL

Most nouns with this pattern have singular pattern TafLe:

na^pa ‘point ’ . .

.

7l9 9CLp frile ‘trick’ .
friyal

bsrke ‘pools *
. . . life ‘fiber brush’... liyaf

ratbe ‘ rank ’ . . . .
pura ‘picture’ . $invar

Saffe ‘lip’ 5»/“/ ?uqLcl * room ’ . ^wmaf

The first pattern vowel (a) becomes i before y, and u

before w and in certain classicisms: ‘nations (sg.

9umme )

.
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This pattern is also used for some nouns (especiall
hollow ones) of singular pattern FaFLe:

Singular Plural

xeme ‘tent’ xiyam

dawle 'nation, state duwal

Sj_ngu 1 a r Plural

S5ke 'fork' Suwak

Santa 'bag, sui tease Sanat

PATTERN FaFaLa

Nouns with this pattern designate human beings. Many are substant'
ized adjectives [Cf.p. 206], and most have the singular pattern F(a)Fil''

Srik partner’ Saraka fa 9 ir ‘poor, indigent’ fa 9ara

ra^is ‘chief, head ’... ra 9asa 9adtb ‘literary scholar 9adaba

baxil ‘miser’ baxala SaFer ‘poet’ Sahara

xabir ‘expert’ xabara Falem ‘scholar, scientist Falama

wazir ‘minister’ wazara

Pattern FaFaLa is not used with medial or final radical
semivowel. Note, however, the form nudara ‘directors’ (sg.
mudir, root d-w-r).

PATTERNS 9aFFoL, 9aFFoL

Most nouns with these patterns have singular pattern FaFL.

Sah*r ‘month’ 9aShor, 9aShor $ap ar ‘line’(of writing)..

sah am share ’ (of stock). . 9ashom, 9ashom nafs ‘persons, selves’...

nah ar ‘river’ 9anhor, 9anhor drdF ‘cubits’ *3

barf ‘letter’ 9ahrof, 9ahrof Isdn 'tongue, talk’

(alphabet

)

The 9 aFFoL forms (but not the 9aFFoL forms) commonly
lose their initial 9 after the numerals, and the numerals
have connective t: xamst^anhor ‘five rivers’ (or xams
9 anhor

, xams 9anhor). The forms without 9 (and with con-
nective t) are obligatory after numerals for 9aShor, 9anfos,
and 9adroF. See p. 171.

9a?tor

9anfos

9 adro(

93 lson
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PATTERNS 9 aF aFLe, 9 aFFiLe

Plural Singular Plural

Sing^I
9ar agfe wisdm ‘meda 1

’
. . ?awsime

rg‘f
loai • •

. ?ati
a?ne nifdn ‘system’ . .

9an?ime

frsan

sah
ar brother- in- law’ .

.

.
9a? a hra su9dl ‘question’.... . .

9as 9 i le

dotua
medicine’ .

9ad 3wye dmdg ‘brain’ . .
9admiga

jioww
‘light ’ . ^9<ji

dwye ra$Td 'balance, re-

mainder ’
. . . . . .

9arside

9andye ‘ irrigation ditch’ .
?9? 9nye 9 imam ‘imam’

hawa ‘air ,
breeze’ .

9ahuye SFaF ‘ray’ 9aSiFFa

Note also: 9atabba or 9atabba ‘physicians’ (sg. tabib),

9adalle ‘indications’ (sg. daltl).

Pattern 9aFFiLe is the classicising version of the more

colloquial 9aF 3FLe.

Some plurals of pattern 9aF aFLe lose their initial 51

after numerals (with connective tj [p - 171] ;
obligatorily in

the case of 9ar agfe: xamst^ar agfe ‘five loaves’; optionally

for 9ah asne, 9 as ahra, 9az ahze (pi. of Sihae ‘set’) 9a asfe

(pi. of rsf/ ‘sidewalk’).

On construct forms, see p. 164.

PATTERN FaFFdL

Nouns with this pattern designate human beings; almost all have the sin

gular pattern FaFeL.

tdSer ‘merchant ’ . . . . taSSdr zayer ‘visitor’ zuwwar

Fane l ‘worker *
. . . . <f 9-mmdl na9eb ‘representative’.. nuwwdb

rakeb ‘passenger ’ . . .

.

.... r9kkdb lidyek ‘weaver’ liiyyak

?abep ‘officer ’ ..... gabbdp sdyes ‘groom’ siyyds

hakam ‘umpi re ’ .... \i9 kkdn. haSS, ‘pi lgrim’ (Msl
.
) .

.

liaSSi

.
fraSSaS

The first pattern vowel (
radical m, and i before y.

a) becomes u before medial

This pattern is not used with final radical semivowels
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PATTERN FafLdn

Singul ar Plural Singul ar
Plural

^amlp ‘shirt ’ . . .
9am$dn gadaF ‘brave fellow’.

' gedfdn

sab i ‘boys ’ •
.
pabydn Sdr ‘neighbor ’ Iran

xaliS ‘gulf’ • • • xa LSan fdr( a) ‘mouse '

rdFi ‘shepherd’ . . . . rafzydn sd 9 ‘ leg’

• f Iran

si?dn

raheb ‘monks ’ • . . rahban pup ‘chick ’ sipdn

b Lad ‘country’ . .

.

• . balddn gul ‘ ghou 1 ’ Ulan, gniSn

gazal ‘ gazelle’ . . .
. gazlan xef ‘ thread ’ xipdn

wadi ‘valley’
. wadydn fret ‘wall ’ frifan

The first pattern vowel (a) generally combines with a
medial radical semivowel to produce t; note, however, the
form gulan (also gildn), and the shortened i in jiipan (and
optionally also in xipan/xipan).

The singular patterns of these nouns are various, but
do not include sound patterns Fail and FafL.

PATTERN FafdLi

Most nouns with pattern have singular stem pattern FaeL or Fa£L,
usually plus a suffix -e/-a, -a, -dye, or -iyye.

9ari * 1 and *
. .

9ardfLi Sakwa ‘complaint ’ . . . Salami

9ah 3
l ‘ fami ly

' . .
9ahali Santa ‘ suitcase ’ . . .

Sanat i

9as 3m ‘ name ’ .
9asami 9antdye ‘female’ . . .

?andti

Lel(e ) ‘night ’ . . laydli Sams iyye ‘umbrel la ’
. .

Samdsi

9ahuue ‘cafe ’ .
9ahdwi barriyye ‘desert, country’.. . . .

barari

?arne ‘ corner, part ’

.

. .
9arani paflriyye ‘vest ’

?0<iar»

frarwe ‘buttonhole ’
. .

.

. .£arawi ganniyye ‘ song ’

gandnt

ka lure ‘kidney’
. . kaldwi

Note also ma$ari 'money', whose singular mapriyye is
seldom used.

When the final radical is y, the last pattern vowel is a instead of

Plural Singular Plural
gingidar

hdiyye
‘gift’ . . haddyn zawye ‘ corner *

xafi'yye
‘ sin

’
. . . xapdya liayye ‘snake’. liaydya

9a4 iyye
‘case

’
. . .

9afldya Sadi ‘kid’ . .

.

The noun ganniyye ‘song’, however, has the plural

pandni, as if its root were g-n-n and its pattern FaFLiyyjt

(whereas its root is actually g-n-y and its pattern FafrfiLe.)

QUADRILITERAL-TYPE PLURAL PATTERNS

The true quadriradical patterns are FoZdLeL, FoFaLLe, and FafaLiL 1
.

The pseudo-quadriradical patterns are Fagdyel, Fawd£eL, maFafeL, 7aFa£eL,

FawaFiL, FaFafIL, maFcuFFL, taFafiL, and 9aFa£iL.

All these patterns reduce to three (as represented by

the true quadri radicals, or by the formulae C
1
aC

3
aC^eC

CiaCsdC3
C
4
e, and C

±
aC

gaC.
JC

f
)

.

In general, the pattern

with t in the last syllable is used for quadriradical or

augmented triradical nouns which also have a long vowel

before the last radical in the singular. The pattern with

e in the last syllable is used for most other quadriradi-

cals and other triradicals of several kinds.

PATTERN Fa? dye

L

Almost all nouns with this pattern have singulars with a long vowel

before the last consonant and a short vowel or none at all before the

middle consonant. The majority have the -e f-a suffix in the singular.

bqLoga ‘merchandise ’ .

.

ba4.dye£ £a2uz ‘old person * .... traSdyez

xzdne ‘closet ’ xazdyen ftpiha
4 scandal * . . . .faqidyph

ifire ‘braid’ native ‘ result ’
.... natayeS

knise ‘church’ sigdra ‘cigarette’ sagdyer

fr*9 i">a ‘truth’ Iia 9dye 9 Snene ‘ garden ’ Sandyen

xerif a ‘map’

.

xardyef kanne ‘sister- in- law'

.

kandyen

*6un ‘customer * zabdyen wdsfe. 'mediator '

This pattern is not used with medial or final radical semivowels

.

aTT the quadriradical formulae, the use of L to represent both the
lrd and fourth radical does not mean they are the same.
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PATTERN FawdFeL

Most nouns with this pattern have singulars with a long vowel ,a-) after the first radical, and a short vowel or none at all P t t
C usual

1 vafter
the *»

Singular

‘mosque ’ SawameF

baFes ‘motive’ bawdies

liaSeb ‘eyebrow’ piawaSeb

Sare

F

‘street’ SawareF

baxra ‘steamship’ bawaxer

?dFde ‘base’ 9awaFed

fiddse ‘accident’ jiawades

^ddami ‘nice person’ .... 9awddem

•yaxur ‘stable’ yawaxer

Singular

bdyke ‘sheepfold'

Sayze ‘prize’
Scu»ayeg

pdyfe ‘sect’
CLtodytf

rifra ‘smell’
raa>dyek

hdgye ‘margin’

xSb > e ‘jar’

ddbye ‘outskirt, suburb’

nodi ‘club’ nawddi

?am dr ‘order’ 9awdmer

_
Geminate forms: mawcLdd materials’ (sg. Tnadde ), jiawciss ‘senses’ (sg.

tiasse ), dawdbb ‘pack animals’ (sg. dabbe), fawamm ‘masses’ (sg. £dmme)

PATTERN Fawa£ TL (and Fawa^TL )

Nouns with this pattern have singulars with long vowels after both the
first and middle consonants.

xaruf ‘ 1 amb ’ xawar if

SakuS ‘hammer ’ SawakTS

xazu 9 ‘stake, pole ’ . . . . xawazT 9

fafrun ‘mill’ pawafrin

naFura ‘water-wheel ’
. . . . nawaFTr

9 iitidn ‘sitting room’ ... ?awawTn

This pattern is not used wi

babor ‘steamship* bawabtr

maFon ‘container’ mawdFin

tdrix ‘date’ tawarix

Sake t *
j acket * Sawdktb

Lievudn ‘ animal ’( f ig. )* /maio®**

sarux * rocket ’ sawdri

x

th final radical semivowel.

1 In the literal sense of ‘animal’, the plural b-ewanat is used; /iawcrnTn i s

only used as a derrogatory term for people.
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PATTERN FaFaFiL (and FaFdFTL)

Almost all nouns wi

ant followed by a
consonant

Singular

th this patte

long vowel

.

Plural

, tananir
tannira

skirt

jtammam
bath

dakakln
iakkan

shop •

zananir
?9nnar

belt •

JL ,1 ; (o' sakakin
sakkm '

have singulars with a long middle

Singular Plural

sannara ‘fish-hook’ sananir

Sabbak ‘window’ Sababik

pabbdp 'pair of shoes’ yababip

parrdpia ‘cushion’ pararTf

kabbut ‘coat’ kababit

This pattern is not used with final radical semivowel.

The plural dandnir ‘dinars’ is anomalous, since the sin-

gular dinar has a long i, not a long n.

The rare pattern FaFdFeL is found in saldlem ladders ,

whose singular is sallon (also a rare pattern; FaFFoL).

PATTERN maPdFeL

Most nouns with this pattern have singular pattern maFFaL(e).

inab lag ‘amount, sum’ mabaleg madxane chimney

naxbaz ‘bakery’ maxdbes mamSa ‘corridor

madfaF ‘cannon’ maddfeF ma 9wa ‘shelter’

naprapi ‘place’ mapdrepi manxol ‘sifter, sieve

noFla?a ‘spoon’ -maFale 9 musem 'season'

'wFraka ‘battle’ maFarek mawhibe ‘talent’

^s 9ale ‘matter’ masd 9el makwdye ‘(flat) iron ..

"xisla/ia ‘interest’ majale/i mayldye ‘trap’

maddxen

mambS

i

ma^dwi

mandxe

l

. mamasem

. mawdheb

. makdwi

. ma$dli

A number of nouns with this pattern have no singular:

ynalaneli ‘(facial) expression’, naSdhel ‘unknown regions ,

na^dlem ‘salient features’, manafe£ ‘utilities’, maxawef

‘fears’, malidsen ‘advantages’, etc. Note also maSdyex

‘sheikhs’ (cf. sg. Sex, regular pi. Suyux).
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PATTERN maFafiL (and maFafiL)

Most nouns with this pattern have singular patterns maFfuL

Singular Plural Singular

maktub ‘ letter ’ makatib maftdfi ‘key’

maSru^ ‘project ’ . . .

.

ma$ari<f majirdt ‘plow’

mapruf ‘expenditure’'

ma$arlf mazrdb 'gutter ’ . . . .

viawjuf ‘topic’ mawatf, i<f maxtdr ‘elder '

mifad ‘ appointment ’ mawaf id

mizdn ‘scale balance mamas in or mayazin

"“>PfaL.

' Wat,^

' ^aaar ;k

' 'Mxatir

PATTERN taFafiL

Nouns with this pattern have singulars of the patterns taFfiL or taFfiL

Singular Plural

tadbir ‘arrangement, preparation’ tadabir

taprifi ‘declaration’ paparifr

taqrir ‘report’ taqarir

‘design’ fapamim

tamsdl ‘statue’ tamasil

PATTERNS 9 aFafeL and ? aFafiL

jaf 3r '

( f inger )nai 1
’

swara ‘bracelet ’

wafa ‘ garment ’

bri? ‘jug’

sbuf ‘week * 9asab if

Note, however, that 9a6art 9 and ?asabif would be con-
sidered quadr i 1 i t eral pattern FafaLiL if compared with the
singular forms ?asfc u(, 9abri 9 .

PATTERN FafdLeL

Most

fgfloL,

nouns with

or Faf 3LLe.

tarnab
’rabbit’- ••

xaniar
‘dagger’- ••

iaftar
‘notebook’-

SarSaf ‘ sheet

tozkara 'ticket -

(aniara ‘pot’

L>armal( e ) ' widow( er )

bedar ‘threshing

farSay

e

‘brush’- ••

this pattern have singular Patterns FafLaL, FafLaLe,

Plural Singular Piura l

?araneb fansor ‘element’ fandper

xandSer vanfod ‘hedgehog’ andfed

dafater qanpol ‘consul’ qandsel

SardSef falfol ‘pepper’ [p. 368] . .

.

faldfe

l

tazaker jafjafa ‘frog’ ij.afdij.ef

fanaSer zal^frfe ‘tortoise’ zaldlief

Vardme l Sam 3Sme ' skull ’ SamdSem

f loor ’
. . bayader karsi ‘chair’ karas i

faraSi ?a?bafa ‘finger’ ?asabef

Note also bardmeS ‘programs’, whose five-consonant sin-

gular barndmeS loses its third radical in the plural.

PATTERN FafaLLe

(Pattern FafdLLe consists of FafdLeL plus the -e/-a

suf fix [p- 28] )

.

This pattern is used only with certain nouns designating human beings.

The singular patterns are various.

lingular
Plural

dakatradoktOT

t?9Stdz

t9r&mdn

gandur

‘professor, teacher’....

‘interpreter-guide’

. .
?asdtze

tardSme

ganddra

bayarte

dimaSqi

maruni

DdiutiSt- cnc •

‘Maronite’ mawarne
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Singular

fo 9dni ‘upper’

taftani ‘1owe r
*

Plural

famine ‘people living upst a i rs

talidtne ‘people living downsta-"fairs’

9*s9°f 'bishop' 9asa 9fe

bafrak ‘patriarch’ bafdrke

napran ‘metropolitan, archbishop’ mapdrne

Note that xuri ‘priest’ takes on another consonant („)the plural, while tarSman ‘dragoman’ loses its ending -an

fits
N
th

6 tha * the p
^
ural ‘angels’ (sg. malak or maldk)fits this pattern, but since its root (theoretically at

^

l~ 9~ k ' the plural Pattern would have to be analysedas maFatLe. (In any case the forms of this word are
lous in one way or another).

On construct forms, see p. 164.

this word are anoma-

PATTERN Fatal iL

Almost all nouns with this pattern have a singular
vowel before the last consonant.

pattern with a long

Sing;ul ar Plural Singular Plural

sarpur ‘cricket ’ .

.

sara^ir bastan ‘garden’ . . . . . bascLtin

bargut ‘ f lea ’ . . baraglt barmil ‘barrel ’ . .

.

. . barami

l

dastur ‘constitution’ . .

.

.

.

dasatir. tafrit, tafrit ‘ demon ’ . .

.

.
.tafarit

sandu 9 ‘box, chest’
. sanadt 9 talniz

' student ’

.

. . tala*

tapfur ‘bird’
. tapafir Sardon 4 rat ’ . .

Saradi

n

£9nwan ‘ address ’
. . £anawin balkon ‘balcony’

.

. .
balaki*

fanSdn 4 cup’
. .fanaSin Sepan ‘devi 1 ’

. . . . .
Sayapi*

karbaS ‘whip’
. . karab ?

S

barneta ‘hat ’ baranit

rdsmal 'capital ’
[ ] . • rasami

l

niSan 'medal ’
. . .

.

. . naya!'*

Some nouns have a long second a (usually optional):
basatin ‘gardens', fandSln ‘cups’, Sayapin ‘devils’.
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w re also the optional forms 9a?dbTt (/ 9apabet) ‘fingers
N°

0 r
9asbata), barani? (/bardne ?) ‘burnoose, bath-

fSg
'3?0U<-

robe’ (*g- barno?).

This pattern is not used with final radical semivowel

(see Pattern FatdLeL, above).

DISCOMMON PATTERNS

Pattern FatTL: framir ‘donkeys’ (sg. fmar), tab id

•slaves’ (sg. tabd)

Pattern FdtdL (F = 9 ): 9addb ‘culture, arts’ (sg. 9adab ),

9

>

5fd 9 ‘horizons’ (sg. Uf 9alaf ‘thousands’ (sg. 9alf), 9dmdl

‘hopes’ (sg. 9anal)

Pattern Ftdle: ftdle ‘laborer’ (sg. fdtel), byara ‘wells’

(sgl. bir)

Pattern Ftuldt: rSufrat ‘colds’ (sg. raS 3 h), wpulat ‘re-

ceipts’ (sg. wapH), Ifiumdt 'meat hors-d'oeuvres’ (no sing.)
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CHAPTER 9: VERB DERIVATION

Indf*
„f Categories'

Passive

True Passive

Mediopassi ve

Causative

Ascr ipt i ve ....

Estimative ....

Eductive

Conative

Participative .

Reciprocative .

Simulative

Inchoative . . . .

Descriptive . .

.

Abstractive . .

.

Augmentative ..

Applicative . .

.

p. 234

236

238

240

243

244

244

245

246

248

249

250

251

252

253

256

Not all of these categories are equally clear-cut.

While some (e.g. causative) include many verbs showing
a high degree of semantic and syntactic consistency
among themselves, others (e.g. eductive) encompass rel-

atively wide deviations from the norm. (See p.49 ff. )

There are, furthermore, many augmented verbs whose
meanings do not allow for inclusion in any of the deriva-
tional categories.

(i e„
Se Categories are related to one another in several dimensions and

The structure of this system is not made explicit here, but

de
L' e inferred from the way some of the categories are defined and

Scr ibed relative to others.
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PASSIVE VERBS

In this book the term ‘passive’ is used to subsume bon,the true passive and the mediopassi ve. On the distinct'
"

between these two categories, see p. 238-
0,1

1

Formation

The passive of simple triradical verbs is most commonly formedPattern VII (nFagaL) [p.91 ]:
y rmed

Active Passive

galab ‘to beat, win’ ‘to be beaten, to lose’

sameg ‘to hear’ ‘to be heard’

Sdf ‘to see’ nsaf ‘to be seen’

gasa 4 to disobey ’ . . ‘to be disobeyed’

ern VIII (FtagaL) [95 ] forms the passive of quite a few simple

rata ‘to mend’ rtat

a

‘to be mended’

na?al 4 to t ransf er ’
. . ‘to be transferred, to

move ’

nasi ‘ to forget ’
. . . . ntasa ‘to be forgotten’

For true passives, Pattern VIII is most often used with
initial radical n or r; for mediopassi ves, it is used
regardless of the initial radical: xtana 9 ‘to choke’
(intrans, ), from xana 9 ‘to choke’ (trans.).

Some active verbs of Patterns FagaL, byaFgeL [p.57 ] or FagaL, byaFFoL
L55 ] have passives on the pattern FageL, byaFgaL [71 ] :

1

?atal - byanoL ’to kill’ 93te L, bya?tal ‘to be killed’

tagab, byatgeb ‘to tire’ tageb, byatgab ‘to get tired’
( trans. )

rada, byardi ‘to please rsdi , byarda ‘to be pleased,
satisfy satisfied’

‘In the case of *>atel, bya?tal ‘to be killed’, this colloquial pattern
corresponds to a true internal passive in Classical Arabic: qutila,

j
I

yuqtalu. (Note also the "impersonal" passive garni gale ‘he’s fainted’:
Cl. gumiya galayhi. ) Most of these colloquial passives, however,
correspond to Classical verbs of Pattern FagiLa, yaFgaLu.
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of Pattern II(FaggaL), Pattern lll(FagaL), quadriradical

the PaSSl1
VeS

0„d0 ouadriradical verbs is formed by prefixation of t

\), ^pr?n verbs of Patterns V(tFaggaL) [ 86 ] , VI(tFdgaL) [88 ],

1
resulting

’at
[1211- etC ’ :

Active P^liye

kannas ‘to sweep’ tkannas ‘to be swept’

lasas ‘to punish’ t^sas ‘to be punished’

tarSam ‘to translate’ t tarSan ‘to be translated’

sodan ‘to depress’ tsddan ‘to be depressed’

The irregular initial -weak verbs ?akal ‘to eat’ and

?axad ‘to take’ [p-56 ] have passives formed on Pattern

VI: ttdkal ‘to be eaten’, ttdxad ‘to be taken 190 J

(Regular Pattern VII forms n9akal and n^axad also exist.)

Generally speaking, active verbs that are formed on Patterns IV through

x have no passives (except in their participles Lp.260j).

A few augmented verbs have passives formed on

Pattern VII or VIII: stara ‘to buy’ - nsara ‘to be

bought’; sawwa ‘to cook, do’ — stawa ‘to be cooked,

done ’
. .

The verb ntala ‘to get full, be filled is

generally considered an irregular Pattern VIII passive

of mat La ‘to fill’, with n in place of the initial

radical m. (But note that some speakers have an active

verb talla ‘to fill’ [Bart. 92], in view of which ntaia

would belong to Pattern VII. )

Occasionally passives are improvised by changing the

stem vowels as in the Classical passive inflection

(perfect a. ..a u. .. a; impf . a. . . e/o “* u. . . a) nuq a t

nan yomen 'I was transferred two days ago (Cf. the more

colloquial nta^alt... ‘I was transferred...’ or ‘I

moved...’). L-mara ?ala ha?? ?*nn tantaxeb u-tuntaxab

[SAL-154] Women have the right to elect and to be elected.’

The Classical internal passive is also used in certain

set phrases, eg. gala na yurdm ‘as(well as could possibly

be)desired’

.

laese verbs are sometimes said to be formed on Pattern VIII, or on a

ybrid of Patterns VI and VIII. Note, however, that ?axad already has
* (Classicizing) Pattern VIII derivative ttaxaz [p.252]. (Cf. also the

itial.weak Pattern VIII verb ttakal ‘to rely’, whose root, however, is

a
n°t The verb ttdkal has a sound doublet t?akal ‘to be

er> away, corroded’.
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The True Passive

The subject of a true passive verb corresponds to the obier-iflying active verb:
DJect of

i tj
underlying

n-nadi r-riyddi gaiab fari"na
'The Athletic Club beat our
team’

via hada bisadde 9 hal- 9assa
‘No one would believe that
story ’

batSuf 3 l-balad Si man ras
3S-2abal?
Can you see the town from
the top of the mountain?’

Passive

fari 9na ngalab
‘Our team was beaten’

hal- 9assa via btatsadda 9

‘That story is unbeliev-
able’

i-balad btansaf Si vian ras
32-2abat?
‘Is the town visible from
the top of the mountain?’

The true passive construction in Arabic does not - as a general rule1Cl“ e
.

an a Ben t 1 ve phrase. If the agent is to be named at all it

that of th^F^r
° f the 3CtiVe Verb ' T° achieve 30 effect similar to

* V h
J*

gllSh sentence ‘Our team was beaten by the Athletic Club’the Arabic object may be extraposed [p.43l] and the verb and subject
'

Clut^beat it"

' /art na &aLabo n~™di r-riyddi "Our team, the Athletic

There are some exceptions, however, whereby an agentive
phrase with man [p.239] is used with what seems to be a

Pf ss;ive : i- 9attifd9 iyye Idzem tatsadda 9 man maztes
s-suyux ‘The treaty has to be ratified by the senate’.

These cases may perhaps be due to the extensive loss of
contrast in modern Arabic between true passive and medio-
passive (with which agentive phrases are often used)
and perhaps in part due to the effect of journalistic
translations from other languages. (Agentive phrases with
man qabal or man taraf ‘by’ may be used more broadly than
the simple preposition man, but such usage is limited to a
rather pedantic classicising style, and is not often heard
in ordinary conversation.

)

While an agentive phrase is not normally used in the true passive
construction, nevertheless the true passive - unlike the mediopassive -
implies that there is. an external causative agent involved in the event
referred to, though that agent may be unknown (maghul).
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, Passive. In Arabic as in English, an intransitive verb, or

.
lapersonal -

ts object suppressed, is sometimes

1

converted to

™trans‘
tlV

^Jjed it has a prepositional complement:

passive. P rOV
'"

Act ive

- hada ndrn b-hat-tax 3 t ....

*0
.
Nobody has slept in this

..fi Si n 9dmen fi?

•IS there anything left we

can believe in?’

na hada byahrob man has-saz 3n . .

‘Nobody escapes from that

prison

’

iafodnd- iak ‘We’ve paid you’ ...

Passive

md nnam b—hat-tax

3

1

‘This bed hasn’t been slept in’

safi si yat 9dman fi?
‘Is there anything left to be-

lieve in? ( i .
e.

‘ • to be be-

lieved in?’)

ma byanharsb man has—saz 3n

‘That prison cannot be escaped

f rom’

ndafad-iak ‘You’ve been paid’

(lit. "There has been paid to

you ")

In Arabic, if the active verb has no object, then its passive has no

subject, and remains always in the third-person masculine/singular. This

subjectless, or IMPERSONAL, passive is quite unlike the English construc-

tion, in which the prepositional complement of an active verb corresponds

to the subject of its passive.

One should not be misled by the impersonal passive with

extraposed [p.433] prepositional complement. In the trans-

lation of ‘These beds haven’t been slept in’ as hat-txut ma

nnam fiha, note that txut is not the subject of nnam, but

rather the antecedent of —ha: These beds, there has not

been slept in them". Further examples with extraposed

compl ement

:

hat- tanzara ma batbox fiha
This pot I don’t cook in’

has-su?alat md zdwabt daleha .

.

These questions, you
haven’t answered’

t- vdldt ya l Li dam-ida"u
fiha?

What are the instruments
they are playing (on)?’

hat-tanzara md byantabex fiha

‘This pot is not to cook in’

has-su 9dldt md dSawab daleha

‘These questions haven’t been

answered’

Su l- 9dldt yalli dam-yanda"

fiha?
•What are the instruments

being played (on)?’

I
.

—

conv
n ^lish, some prepositionally complemented verbs are commonly

Ca *rted to passive, while others are not. As with all derivational

is a
E
?
rieS

’ the question whether or not a theoretically possible derivative
dually used is largely a matter of lexical idiosyncracy

.
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[Qi. 9]

Hie Mediopassive

As distinct from the true passive, the mediopassive does not imply
external causative agent. If an active verb means ‘(X) does Y to (2)’

80

then its mediopassive derivative means ‘(Z) undergoes Y’, but an external
agent X is not implied (nor is it ruled out).

Active

saffhon ‘Line them up!’

hammamti l- 3wldd walla lassa? ..

‘Have you bathed the
children yet?’

d-doktor manago £an 9akl
3 l-lah 3m
‘The doctor forbade his

eat ing meat

’

Mediopassive

staffu (or nsaffu) ‘Line up! ’

l- 3wldd thammamu walla lassa?

'Have the children had their
baths yet?’

gam-yantaneg gan ?akl 3 l-lah 3m

‘He’s abstaining from eating

meat ’

‘to rise, be high up’ .... nrafag ‘to be raised’

‘to work’ nSagal ‘to be made busy’

Of the fairly numerous pairs of Pattern VII and VIII

verbs (
however, most do not actually contrast as true

passive to mediopassive. Compare, for instance, nkasa

and ktasa, both of which (for many speakers, at least)

mean either ‘to be clothed, outfitted’ (by someone), or ‘to

clothe, outfit one’s self’; or nhara and htara, both mean-

ing either ‘to be worn out’ (by something), or ‘to wear out’

(by its own action).

Even some of the five pairs listed above are not always

used in a clearcut contrastive way. nmadd, for instance,

can be used in a mediopassive sense, and rtafa£, in a true

passive sense; while stagal in commonly construed as a

primary active verb, and nsagal as a mediopassive.

rtafa£

Stagal

Unlike true passives, some mediopassive verbs are transitive, their

underlying active verbs being doubly transitive:

No grammatical distinction is made in Arabic verbs between "reflexive"

acts and spontaneous developments — what one does to one’s self and what

simply happens to one are equally accomodated by the mediopassive: tgallan

‘to learn’ (spontaneously or by self-instruction, or — as a true passive

— ‘to be taught’); thammam ‘to have a bath’ (‘to bathe one’s self’ or as

a true passive, ‘to be bathed’).

The mediopassive derivation is the converse of the

causative [p-240]: an active verb is to its mediopassive

as a causative is to the verb underlying it. In the case

of correlative pairs like savuwa ‘to cook, do’ and stawa

‘to be cooked, done’ [p- 51] , it is impossible to distin-

guish between the two types of relationship, since both

verbs are singly augmented. Similarly, both of the pair

tagab ‘to tire’ (trans. ) and ta£eb ‘to get tired’ are

simple: if tagab is counted as primary, then tageb is its

mediopassive, but if tageb is primary, then togab is its

causative.

The distinction between mediopassive and true passive is formally

expressed — in relatively few cases — in the contrast between Pattern

(for mediopassive) and Pattern VII (for true passive):

Mediopassive

Stamag * to meet, get together’ ..

mtana<£
4 to abstain’ (from...) ...

mtadd 4 to extend, stretch’

( intrans. )

True Passive

nSamag ‘to be brought together

nmanag ‘to be prevented’

( f rom. . . )

nmadd ‘to be extended,
stretched’

Act ive Mediopassive

mfn gallamak garabi?
‘Who taught you AraDic?’

Sawwazu banthon
‘They gave him their daughter

in marriage’

ndwa Ini S-Santa
He handed (or passed) me
the bag’

Likewise in contrast to true passives, many mediopassives take a
Prepositional complement with man [p.478] or b- [479], which may be con-
strued as an agentive phrase, corresponding to the subject of the under-
lying active verb:

mnen tgallamt garabi?
‘How did you learn Arabic?’

dzawwaz banthon

‘He married their daughter’

tnawalt 3 S-Santa
‘I took (or reached) the bag’

l-bank dayyanni masari . . .

The bank lent me money’

?assaratni ktir . .

Hl s kindness touched me
deeply’

l~ l

a

datni bal- 3hmera
sister infected me with

ihe measles’

•Th
?lsai>5t (an- t3Si3 Ini kttr .

.

e se accounts are keeping
me quite busy’

ddayyant masari mn 3 l-bank

‘I borrowed money from the bank’

t^assart 3ktTr man latdfto
‘I was deeply touched by his
kindness

’

ngadet bal- 3 hmera man ?axti

‘I caught the measles from my
sister

’

gam^^ansagel 3ktir b-hal- 3hsdbdt
‘I’m being kept quite busy with
these accounts’
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£ sssprsirrr^ 1

Thus Stagal is just as much an "active" verh "fJ
1* '

«>£:: s^r„s

v"b

‘.L"cf,«“T;
ed ei,h" ?*»*-*. « .,

,

used: thamviam ‘to bathe one's self’ ( addn

u

*u
"*" ch the verb i,”*nsaraf ‘to get out' (e.g. of school) or' I i, f .

° be bathed ’ (baby),
delay' (intrans.) or ‘to be dela^d'.

" *** °Ut t9*~- to

CAUSATIVE VERBS

r ,?
1

1

e Causative derivation is usually expressed with Pattern II (Pndfn.l\

I&7 ii :zi
y
,

’iih ** i

»

'."."JIT’

HE; ,xss*,r•lets X happen
, or ‘...has X happen'). Examples:

Underlying Verb Causative

nazel ‘ to descend, go down’ , nas2ai 'to take down, bring
down

'

nam ‘ to go to sleep’ .... • nayyam * to put to sleep’
9adad * to sit* 9adSad * to seat ’

zaher ‘ to appear’ 9a2kar ‘to reveal

’

dar,

bidur

* to turn’ (intrans.) ... dar

,

bidir
‘to turn’ (trans. )

The causative, it may be noted, is the converse of the
mediopassive derivation. See p. 238.

-the
f

f?rsiTh‘
VW iS^t

H(
ansitive

' then its causative is doubly transitive
he first object [p.43^ corresponding to the subject of the simple verb:
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Underlying

. katab maktub
?a

.Her son wrote a letter’

,aL„asma£ ’l-^astwane S-Sdide

We’re going to hear the new

recording

jgaktor baddo ySuf Sarhak . . . .

•The doctor wants to see

your wound’

9abuk baddo yasmad darsak

'Your father wants to hear

(you recite) your lesson’

Causative

l-?amm kattabet "abna maktub.

'The mother had her son write

a letter’

rah^isammadna l— 9gstwane z—zdide

‘He’s going to let us hear the

new recording’

sawwef *d-daktor zarhak

‘Let the doctor see your

wound’

sammed 9abuk darsak.

‘Let your father hear (you

recite) your lesson’

In some cases - as in the last two examples - the first

object of the causative may be replaced by a lar- phrase

and put after the remaining object: Sawwef zarhak

Igd-daktor 'Show your wound to' the doctor’, sammec darsak

la- ?abuk ‘Recite your lesson for your father . The use

of a prepositional complement with a causative in lieu of

a first object generally implies a certain idiomatic

specialization with respect to the underlying simple verb:

sammad meaning ‘to recite’, kattab meaning ‘to dictate’,

etc. darraf ‘to introduce’ is idiomatically derived from

deref ‘to (come to) know’ and is never used with two

objects, but always with a prepositional complement: baddi

earrfak dala sdhbi... ‘I want to introduce you to my

friend. . .
’

.

Further examples of causative constructions:

byafham ‘-’axuk su lazem yadmel?

‘Does your brother under-
stand what he’s supposed
to do?'

kal-walad le mu labes kanze? .

‘Why isn’t that child
wearing a sweater?’ [Act.

Part.
, p. ]

9axu hamal hamm 3wlddo
‘His brother took on the
care of his children’

l-mahed bidxd man katret
T-laff wad^dawaran
’Oie gets lost with so
much turning and circling.

fahhem 9axuk su lazem yadmel.

‘Explain to your brother what

he’s supposed to do.

le mu mlabbse hal—walad kanze

?

‘Why haven’t you (f.) (or

hasn’t she) put a sweater on

that child?’

hammal 9axu hamm Bwlddo

.

‘He saddled his brother with

the care of his children’

katret 3 l-laff wad-dawardn

bidayyed.
‘So much turning and circling

gets one lost’ [On suppression

of object, see p.328-]
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9]

Further examples of the causative derivation:

Underlying Verb

wasel ‘to arrive’

ra?as ‘to dance’

fa? ‘to wake up’ (intrans.) ...

ddx ‘to get dizzy, nauseated’

Samm ‘to smel 1

’
( t rans. )

?ara ‘to read’

Causat i ve

wassal ‘to take’ (someone 1
where)

ra"as ‘to make. .. dance’

fayya 9 ‘to wake’ (someone)

dawwax ‘to make. .. dizzy, to
nauseate

’

sammam ‘to have( someone) smell’

?arro ‘to have( someone) read’

Some caustatives are derived from adjectives: ?awwa
to strengthen’ from ?awi ‘strong’; though in most cases

these adjectives also have inchoative [ p . 250] or descrip-
tive [251] verbs from which the causative might also be
said to be derived: 9 awi ‘to become strong’ 9awwa ‘to
st rengthen ’ .

xafTf ‘light’

b£Td

sahTh ‘correct’

9abyad ‘white’

9aswad ‘black’ 4 to blacken’

Examples of causatives formed on patterns other than II:

Pattern IV

zeher ‘ to appear ’ ?azhar 4 to reveal

’

talef ‘to perish’ ?atlaf 4 to dest roy

’

£ani ‘rich’ ?agna 4 to make. . . rich’

:ern Ifo-e)

ddr, b idur ‘to turn ’(int rans. ) . dar, bidir 4 to turn ’

( t rans. )

?dn, bi?um ‘to get up’ ?dm, bi?im 4 to raise, remove

dam, bidum ‘to last’ dam, bidim ' to make. . . last

?a£ma ‘blind’ £ama, bya^mi 4 to blind’
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Underlying Word Causative

halwan ‘to sweeten’

xarsan ‘to shut( someone)up’

Others:

taleF
• to come up, out ’ ...

o

ra9as 'to dance’
(Pat

tdlai: ‘to bring up, out (Pat. Ill),

r taylaF (Lebanese)

ra 9was ‘to make dance, jiggle’

. FadwaL), cf. ra"as, above.

ASCRIPTIVE VERBS

Ascriptive verbs, formed mainly on Pattern II, are derived from various

kinds of words.

If the underlying word means ‘X’, or ‘to do X’ ,
then the ascriptive

verb means ‘to impute or attribute X to. . . ’
, or ‘to treat. . . as X, or as

having done X’ .

Ascriptive

xavowan ‘to brand as a traitor’

Sabbah ‘to liken’

faddal ‘to prefer, to favor’

sadda 9 ‘to believe’

kazzab ‘to disbelieve, consider...

a liar’

9allal ‘to belittle, underestimate’

hamran ‘to consider. .. stupid’ (Pat.

FafTLan [ p. 113 )

The ascriptive derivation is a sort of specialization
°f the causative, used in a subjective sense: e.g. to dis-
believe someone = to "make" a liar of him.

With most verbs, however, the ascriptive is virtually
equivalent to the milder Estimative (see below).

Underlying Word

xdn ‘to betray’

byasbah ‘to resemble’

9 a/(ia(. ‘preferable,
favorite'

‘ to be true ’ ;
to ...

.

tell the truth’

‘to lie'
(or kazzab)

^alxL ‘little, few'

'HnnVo,,. ctimi‘donkey; stupid’ ....
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ESTIMATIVE VERBS

tOi.

Estimative verbs, formed on Pattern X (staFgaL) Ip. 102]
mainly from simple adjectives.

e ^er ive<j

If the underlying adjective means ‘X’, then the estimative vert,to consider or find (something) X’.
rD

"leans

Underlying Word Estimative Verb

sag s b ‘difficult’ s tasgab * to f ind. . . dif ficul t
’

halu ‘nice, pleasant’ ... stahla ‘ to like, f ind. .
.
pie asant

*

ktir ‘much, many’ staktar * to consider . . . excessive*

gar ib ‘ strange, odd’ .... stagrab * to find. ..odd, be surprised at’

?£ir ‘small’ stazgar ‘ to deem small, insignificant’

?ahsan ‘better, best’ stahsan ‘ to prefer, consider. .. the best’

xdn ‘to betray’, xayen .

‘ t rai tor

’

staxwan * to consider . . . di sloyal ’

The estimative derivation is nearly equivalent to the
ascriptive, though in some cases where the ascriptive implies
social interaction, the estimative is more a matter of
indi vidjal response: compare ascriptive xawman ‘to brand
as a traitor’ with estimative staxwan ‘to consider disloyal’.

EDUCTIVE VERBS

Eductive verbs are formed mainly on Pattern X (staFgaL) (p. 102] . Most
are derived from transitive verbs, a few from nouns.

If an underlying verb means ‘(Y) does X (with respect to Z) ’
,

then its
eductive derivative means ‘(Z) elicits for himself — or brings about, or
seeks to bring about for himself — (Y’s) doing X'.

Underlying Word

gafar ‘to forgive’

fan ‘to help’

Sdr 'to advise’

radd ‘to return, give back’ ..

fad ‘to be of use to’

Eductive Verb

stagfar ‘to seek forgiveness’

stagan ‘to have recourse to*

staSar ‘to consult’

staradd ‘to ask (or get) back'

stafdd ‘to benefit (from)’
(man)
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Underlying Word

xabbar
‘to inform’

fahham ‘to explain make
J understand

faSSar ‘to rent, hire out ’

tfwab ‘to answer’

valla ‘to put... in charge’

gamel ‘to do, operate’

fall ‘to indicate, guide’ ....

sanar ‘fruits, profit’

fa?? ‘(the) right (to)’

Eductive Verb

staxbar ‘to seek (or get)
information’

stafham ‘to seek (or get)
clarification’

sta?£ar ‘to rent, hire’

stazwab ‘to question, interrogate’

stawla 'to take over'

stagmal ‘to use’

stadall ‘to find the way’

stasmar ‘to exploit, profit from’

staha?? ‘to deserve’

CONATIVE VERBS

Conative verbs, with rare exceptions, are formed on Pattern III

(FdgaL) [ P- 80 ] .

The kind of activity designated by a conative verb has as its implicit

goal the kind of event designated by its underlying simple verb.

Underlying Verb Conat i ve

saba? ‘to overtake, pass’ saba? ‘to race (trans.)

lake? ‘to catch up with’ laha^ ‘to chase after’

rada 'to please, satisfy’ rada ‘to ingratiate one’ s self

with'

manag ‘to prevent’ manag ‘to object to, forbid’

(b-)

tarad ‘to expel, get rid of’ tdrad ‘to chase away’

nasar 'to secure the victory of’ - - nasar to back, support

gakas ‘to reverse, upset’ gakas ‘to oppose, contradict’

batah ‘to throw down’ bdtah 'to wrestle’

lahaz ‘to catch a glimple of’ lahaz ‘to watch; to notice’

11 should be noted that carrying on "goal -directed activity" does not
necessarily imply an attempt or desire to attain that goal: one may chase
Wl thout trying to catch, etc.
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Underlying Verb Conative

hakam ‘to judge, pass sentence’ ... hdkam ‘to try, prosecute’

laha ‘to amuse, divert’ Laha ‘to entertain’

La?a2 ‘ to encounter’ £a?a ‘to (go to) meet, (l ook
for and) find'

The Pattern II verb sawwab ‘to aim at' is the conative
of sab ‘to hit, attain’.

Highly idiomatic derivations include xana

?

'to scold,
quarrel with’ from xana? ‘to strangle’. Note also the
reciprocative [p.248] t?dtalu ‘to quarrel, fight’ from
?atal 4 to kill*.

The subject of a conative verb is normally animate (since the verbesignates goal -di rect ed activity), while with an underlying simple verbthis is not necessariiy so: Su manad zawdzo? ‘What prevented his gettin,,married.
, but mm manad b-zawdgo ‘Who objected to his getting married?’

*

participative verbs

Participative verbs are formed on Pattern III (FddaL) [ p.80],

,

Patticipatives, which usually imply personal interaction, are commonly
derived from simple verbs which do not necessarily imply interaction. If
a simple verb underlying a participative means ‘to do X’, then the
participative means ‘to do X to or with (Y)’, Y representing a personal

Simple Verb Participative

katab to write (something)’ kdtab ‘to write to (someone)'

dahek to laugh ddhak ‘to laugh with (some-

one) ’

haka ‘to talk, to tell (some- hdka ‘to talk to (someone)’
thing)

kaSaf ‘to reveal (something)’ kdSaf ‘to reveal... to (some-

one) ’

?asam ‘to divide (something)’ ?dsam ‘to share. ..with (some-

one) ’

\

t0 ( on )’ 2dwad ‘to bid against'
( b-)

Perfect tense only; imperfect is bild?i, like the conatii
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a l object in a participative construction may correspond to a

P^nal complement ( usually with nia£ ‘with’ or La- ‘to’) of theThe P
t onal complement (usually with mat ‘with or La- to ) ot the

jji ?gkkt- Lak Si baddi hakik

,j wan t to tell you something’ ‘I want to talk to you’

katab maktub la-?abu kdtab ?abu

•He wrote a letter to his 'He wrote his father’

father’

Ifabna mad mantaxab berut Iddabna mantaxab berut

‘We played against the Beirut 'We played the Beirut all-

all-stars’ stars’

Hie inanimate object of a simple verb may correspond to a prepositional

complement (usually with 6-) of the participative:

fasal sadr 3 s-sayydra fdsdlon b-sadr 3 s-sayydra

‘He haggled over the price of He haggled with them over

the car’ the price of the car’

h.asdb
3
1 deni hasabton b-deni

‘I figured up my debt’ ‘I settled my debt with them’

Idiomatic examples: darnel ‘to do (something)’: ddmal

‘to treat (someone some way)’; samah ‘to allow (something)’:

samah ‘to forgive (someone)’; rahan ‘to pawn (something),

put up as security’: rahan ‘to bet (someone)'. Note also

hasab and hdsab, above.

Some participati ves are derived from simple nouns, which designate
either a kind of participant or a kind of participation:

Noun (Participant) Participative Verb

?aheb ‘friend’ sahab 'to make or be friends

with’

rfi? ‘companion’ rdfa? ‘to accompany’

dadauiw ‘enemy’ ddda ‘to treat with hostility’

Noun (Participation)

RaSSe ’argument' hdzaz ‘to argue with’

x^af ‘difference, opposition’ . xdlaf ‘to oppose, differ with’

*3dfe ‘coincidence, unexpected . sddaf 'to encounter...
encounter

’

unexpectedly

’
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RECIPROCATIVE VERBS SIMULATIVE VERBS

Reciprocative verbs, formed on Pattern VI ( tFadaL) [p.88 ], are
derived mainly from participatives (see above). If the underlying ve .

means ‘(X) does Y to or with (Z)’, then the reciprocative means ‘(X
Z) do Y to or with one another’. Since the subject denotes both or n
interacting parties, which are generally animate, a true reciprocati

*

verb normally occurs only in the plural.

Underlying Verb Reciprocative

hdka ‘to talk to' thdku * to talk (together)’

katab ‘to write to’ tkdtabu ‘ to write one another’

safah ‘to shake hands with’ .... tsdfahu ‘ to shake hands’

saba? ‘to race’ ( trans. ) tsdba?u ‘ to race’ ( intrans. )

la^a ‘to(go to) meet (some- ...

one) ’

t La 9u 4 to meet, rendezvous’

ndsab ‘to suit, correspond
to’

tndsabu 4 to match, correspond’

The verbs ndsab and tndsabu do not require an animate
subject, hence the reciprocative may occur in the third-
person feminine singular [423 ] as well as in the plural:
Kal-falwan ma btatndsab ‘these colors don’t match’.

Some reciprocati ves have no underlying participative
verb, but are derived from simple verbs — combining the
reciprocative derivation with the participative or
conative [p.245]: ddarabu ‘to hit one another, fight’,
from darab ‘to hit’; t?atalu ‘to fight, quarrel’, from
fatal ‘to kill’.

The reciprocative derivation is a specialized kind of mediopassive
[p. 238] . Some participatives have ordinary mediopassive derivatives,
however, which differ from reciprocati ves in that they occur, freely in

the singular, and only express interaction when explicitly complemented
by a phrase with mad ‘with’ sawa ‘together’, or the like. For example
tSdrak mad dammo ‘He went into partnership with his uncle’ (medio-
passive), from the participative Sdrak dammo ‘He took his uncle into

par tner shi p'

.

Some of these derivatives may be construed either as ordinary
mediopassives or as reciprocat ives: kdn dam-yatsaba 9 mad sayydra tanyj

‘He was having a race with another car’ (mediopassive); but s-sayydrten

kanu dam-yatsdbafu ‘The two cars were racing’ (reciprocative).

Simulative verbs are formed with

ttfSeoL) [ p- 88 ] ,
in a few cases on

(p
116] patterns. Most are derived

verbs

the prefix t-: mainly on Pattern VI

quadri radical [p. 123] or n— suffix
from adjectives, some from nouns or

If the underlying word means ‘X’, then the simulative verb means ‘to

v‘ (or ‘to act like an X’, or ‘to act as if X’):

Underlying Word Simulative Verb

Sdter ‘ smart, clever’ tSatar 'to act smart’

mar id •ill' tmdrad ‘to malinger’

gaSi

m

‘naive’ tgdSam ‘to act naive’

Setan ‘devil ’ tSetan ‘to be naughty’

walad ‘child’ twaldan ‘to be childish’

Sake l ‘ignorant’ tsdhal ‘to ignore, act

ignorant of’

nasi ‘to forget’ tndsa ‘to act forgetful

of ’

sa her ‘ to appear ’ tzdhar ‘to feign, simulate

kasul ‘lazy’ tkdsal ‘to loaf, be lazy’

Note that the element of
]

pretense or simulation that

is found in the verbs derived from qualitative adjectives

is not found in those derived from adjectives which are

themsel ves essentially behavioral rather than qualitative. 1

For example ‘to act rude’ is the same thing as ‘to be rude’:

galtz ‘rude, crude,

gross

’

tgalas ‘to be rude, crude,

gross

’

rasil ‘bad, wicked’ trdzal ‘to be bad, wicked’

raxu ‘lax, loose' . trdxa ‘to relax’

i s _
UC *1 cases the contrast betweenS neu ‘ rali zed.

simulative and descriptive [p. 251]
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INCHOATIVE VERBS

If an adjective means ‘X’, then its inchoative paronym means ‘to
become X’

.

Inchoatives of Pattern 9aF£aL color -adj ectives [p. 130] are formed
Pattern IX (F£aLL) [ 101] :

d 0n

Adj ective Inchoative Verb

9ahmar ‘red’ hmarr ‘to become red, to blush’

9a?far ‘yellow’ sfarr ‘to become yellow, turn
pale'

9aswad ‘black’ swadd 'to become black’

The defect -adj ect ive [p. 130] 9a£waS ‘bent, crooked’ also
has a Pattern IX inchoative: £waSS 'to become bent, crooked’.

Some adjectives of Pattern maF£eL |jp. 133] have inchoatives of the
pseudo-quadri radical ?aF£aL pattern [ 116] :

mdslem ‘ Mo s 1 em ’ 9as lam. ‘ to become a Moslem

mazher ‘having blossoms, . . .

9azhar 4 to bloom’
flowering

’

mure 9 ‘having leaves, 9awra 9 4 to leaf out’
leafy ’

Note the contrast of these adjectives with the partici-
ples: m 9azher ‘in bloom’, m9aslem ‘having become a Moslem’

[p. 117] .

Inchoatives from other kinds of adjectives are mostly formed on simple

patterns: Fa£eL, byaF£aL [p. 117] for sound and defective verbs; Fa£aL,

byaF£eL [pp.59,63] for geminate and hollow:

kb xr ‘large, adult’ kaber ‘to become large, grow
up’

deif 4 weak, ill’ da£ef 4 to weaken, become ill’

9a£ma ‘bl ind ’ £avd 4 to go bl ind’

xafxf ‘light’(in weight) . xaff 4 to become light(er)’

dayye 9 ‘nar row, tight ’
. . .

.

. da 9 4 to become narrow’
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inchoatives, derived mainly from words other than adjectives, are

, on pattern V (tFa££aL) [p.86]:
formed on

ngjEll Inchoative Verb

, ‘better’ thassan ‘to improve’

tfddan
‘ahead’ t 9addam ‘to progress’

fel byashal ‘to be easy’ tsahhal ‘to become easier’

h 3?rab
‘to be related’ 1 .... t 9arrab ‘to become related (by marriage)’

,
, ‘to own, possess

’

1 .. tmalLak ‘to acquire, take possion of’
byimlo*

fahen, byafham ‘to catch on, to
' ’

understand’ tfahham ‘to begin to understand, to

come to understand better’

DESCRIPTIVE VERBS

If a simple adjective means ‘X’, then its descriptive verb means ‘to

be X’

.

2

Most descriptive verbs are formed on Pattern Fa£eL, byaF£ah [p.7l],

and occur mainly — in some cases always - in the imperfect tense and

usually with a prepositional complement.

Adjective Descriptive Verb

sa.h 3 l ‘easy’ byashal (gala.) ‘to be easy’ (for)

sa£ 3b ‘difficult’ byas£ab (£ala) ‘to be difficult’ (for)

bxii ‘stingy, miser’ byabxal (£ala) ‘to be stingy’ (with s.o.)

b£id ‘distant, far '...... byab£od (fan) ‘to be distant, far’ (from)

saju/i ‘correct, all right bisakh 'to be all right’

The descriptive verb bya 9rab ( lo~) ‘to be kin(to)’ is

correlative to the noun 9arayeb ‘relative, kin’.

Ibe relationship between a simple adjective and its inchoative or de-

scriptive verb is very similar to that between an active participle and its
underlying verb. The only functional difference is that while a participle
normally depicts a state, a simple adjective depicts states, dispositions,
° T qualities indiscriminately. Insofar as a simple adjective is inherently
j’iative (e.g. mayyet ‘dead’), and if the correlative verb (mat ‘to die’)

t

as no participle on the usual patterns (Fd£eL or Fa£Lan), then the adjec-

;—

^

Ldoe s
, in fact , function as a participle.

o verbs, especially "descriptive” verbs, are not normally used in the

2 Inr?
Ct tense See below.

fall
3SSical Arabic, many descriptive verbs and simple inchoative verbs

the
^°getber into one class, meaning roughly ‘to be or become X’ (where

Uk P

Sl
c
Ple ad

i ective means ‘X’). These are double- aspect verbs, having -

dura*- -

°se discussed in the section on participles — an inceptive and a
tlve aspect [p. 271]

.
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ABSTRACTIVE VERBS

Abstractive verbs are formed mainly on Pattern VIII (FtataL) [„ q . I
and are derived mainly from simple verbs.

Abstractives differ from their underlying verbs by a metaphorical
in meaning from concrete to abstract, or from animate to inanimate o

Sh ‘ ft

physical to psychological, immediate to mediate, etc.; these shifts
° r

meaning generally involve the type of subject or complement the veiVtake

Underlying Verb Abstractive Verb

kaSaf ‘to uncover, expose’ ... ktaSaf ‘to discover’

hamal 'to pick up, carry’ htanal ‘to bear, put up with'

fatah ‘to open’ (e.g. a ftatah ‘to open’ (e.g. a meeting!
door)

xatam to seal xtatan ‘to conclude, close’

fana? ‘to embrace’ (some- .... (tana? ‘to embrace’ (e.g. a
one ) faith)

hawa ‘to contain; to htawa ‘to include, contain’
keep’ (tala)

naxab ‘to pick out, choose’ .. ntaxab ‘to elect’

mass ‘to suck’ mtass ‘to absorb’

lahab ‘to flame, blaze’ Itahab ‘to be inflamed’

xala : to create xtala 9 ‘to dream up, fabricate'

9axad to take, get’ ttaxas^ ‘to take on, undertake’

talab ‘to ask for’ ttallab (Pat. V) ‘to require’

In a few cases, Pattern VIII verbs are simultanously
abstractive and mediopassi ve: wasaf ‘to describe’ - ttasaf
(b-) ‘to be characterized (by)’; masal ‘to connect’ - ttasal
(b—) ‘to have to do with, to be in touch with’; labes ’to
put on, wear’ - Itabas ‘to be obscure’.

1 As a classicism, this derivative has a for Classical 8 (which corresponds
to d in words inherited via spoken channels).
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AUGMENTATIVE (Frequentative and Intensive) VERBS

ntative verbs are formed on Pattern II (FattaL) [p. 77 ] or on one

^‘^"'cp.ido-auadri radical patterns FatwaL, FatFaL, FartaL, or FotaL

0 f
the pseuu m

[p. 1091
• tives are ma inly derived from sound and geminate simple verbs

f
^TataL patterns (and rarely from hollow or Fa^eL-pattern verbs).

i _le Verb designating a kind of action does not specify whether
A

tion is single or multiple, limited or extensive, restrained or
the a<

( 1 An augmentative verb, on the other hand, indicates that the
f°rC^

U
is enhanced in one way or another - repeated, extended, or

act ion

intensified.

Simple Verb Augmentative Verb

sa/o 5
’ ‘to clap, slap’ saffa ‘to clap (e.g. in

(once or more) applause or rhythm)

i>ataf ‘to pick' (e.g. a ?attaf ‘to pick’ (e.g. many

flower) flowers)

kasar ‘to break’ (e.g. in two) kassar ‘to break' (e.g. to

pieces)

One may say, for example, la td^tof haz-zhur ‘Don t pick those

flowers’ or, with the augmentative la t^attef haz-zhur. But in

reference to a single flower, the simple verb only may be used.

Id td^tof haz-zahra ‘don’t pick that flower’ (not la t 9attef . . . ).

Augment atives may be divided into FREX)UENTATIVES, which

indicate repeated or distributed action, and INTENSIVES.

N^ich indicate forceful action. (Intensives are more common

in the pseudo-quadri radical patterns than in Pattern II,

while f requent at i ves are the most common in Pattern II, and

are more common in general than intensives.) Most augmenta-

tives may be taken in whichever sense is compatiple with the

meaning of the underlying simple verb, and with the context

and situation in which it is being used. Thus da£was ‘to

trample, tread on’, from da£as ‘to step on, tread on’, may

indicate protracted or extensive action, or intensive action.

“Intensive action", however, tends to be a vague and

subjective notion. Many augment at ives which are theoretically

intensives are in actual usage virtually synonymous with

their underlying simple verb: ra£ab and ra££ab to scare,

startle’, fzreh and farfah ‘to rejoice’, etc.

The difference between many simple verbs and their

"intensive" derivatives, then, is more often exploited for

stylistic or connotative purposes that for objective

indications of intensiveness; speakers may sometimes choose

intensives for the sake of emphatic or colorful speech.
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Examples, Pattern II:

Simple Augmentative

tara? ‘to knock’ parra

?

xasal ‘to wash’ xassal

xoza? ‘to tear, rip’ xazza

?

dabah ’to slaughter’ dabbah

rabat ‘to tie, hitch’ rabbat

ra£ab ‘to scare, startle’ raggab (intensive or
synonymous)

dafaS ‘to push’ daffaS

Somag ‘to bring together, gather’ .... Sammag

Saxat ’to draw (a) line(s) saxxat (cf. saxmat)
scribble

’

Sadat, ‘to braid’ Saddal (cf. Sodal)

baran ‘to turn, twist' (trans.) barram (cf, boram)

sarax ‘to shout’ sarrax (cf. sarwax)

Pattern FagwaL:

baxas ‘ to perforate' baxwaS

hakaS ‘to pick at, fool with’ hakwas

da£as 4 to tread on’ dogmas

Saxat 4 to draw (a) 1 ine( s) , Saxwat
scribble’

Sakk 4 to prick, pierce’ . Sakwak

Salah 4 to take off’ (e.g. clothes) .. Salwah ‘take of f and

throw around

(cf . Solah)

Falak 4 to chew' Falwak

?aras 4 to sting, bite’ ?arwas

?arat 4 to crunch, gnaw’ ?arwat (cf. ?ar?at)

la? at 4 to pick up’ la?wat (cf. lo?at)

nata£ 4 to j erk ’

( int rans. ) natwai

natp 4 to
j ump ’ natwat

Saxar 4 to snort; snore’ Saxmar
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[icative Pattern (FagFaL):

Simple Augmentative

taraS ‘to splash’ tartaS

?arat ‘to crunch, gnaw’ ?ar?at

saraF 'to startle’ sarsag

fgreh ‘to rejoice’ farfah

laff ‘to turn; wrap’ laflaf ‘to

to rejoice’ farfah

to turn; wrap’ laflaf 'to wrap up’

to untie; solve’ halhal to untie

‘to smell' (trans.) samSam 'to smell, sniff

‘to cut, snip’ ?as?as

‘to crumble’ (trans.) fatfat

‘to pour, spill’ kabkab

9arac 4 to hit with a bang’ ?ar?a£

Ldh ‘ to wave’ lolah

i
FarFaL

ba£at 4 to splash around in . . .
bargat

the water’

xamas 4 to scratch’ ... xarmas

dabak 4 to tap, drum’ ... darbak

Sabak 4 to involve, entangle’ ... . . . . Sarbak

taba? 4 to slam’ . . . . tarba?

kadas 4 to pile’ . . . . kardas

complicate’

Pattern FogaL:

la? at ‘to pick up’ l° ?at ( cf - la9wat >

Sahat ‘to drag’ Sohat

Sadat ‘to braid’ zodal (also Saddal)

sagal ‘to cheat’ (in games) zogal

haza? ‘to hiccup’ hoza?

baram 'to turn, wind’ boron to wind
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APPLICATIVE VERBS

Applicative verbs, which are denominative, i.e. derived from nouns
are mostly formed on Pattern II [p. 77 ] , or on one of the quadri radic^
[117] or pseudo -quadri radical [ 109] patterns.

If a noun means ‘X’, then the applicative verb derived from it me
‘to apply, give, put, make, take, (etc.), X’

:

Underlying Noun Applicative Verb

zet ‘oil’ zayyat * to oil ’

bodra ‘powder’ bodar * to powder’

baxSTS ‘tip, gratuity’ baxSas ‘ to tip’

?zS3r ‘peel, skin, shell, bark’... ?asSar ‘to peel
, ( etc. )’

?atit 'furniture, furnishings’.... 9attat ‘ to furnish’

buxdr ‘steam’ . baxxar ‘ to steam’

blit ‘flagstones, tile’ ballat ‘to pave with flag-

stones, tile’

talifon ‘telephone’ talfan ‘ to telephone’

zzrr ‘button’ zarrar ‘ to button

’

xazu‘> ‘stake’ xoza ? ‘ to impale’

9aleb ‘mold’ ?olab 4 to mold’

tarix ‘date’ (day of year) . tarrax 4 to date’

buz ‘ice’ bawwaz 4 to ice’

banz ‘anesthetic’ bannaS 4 to anestheti ze’

bhar ‘spice’ bahhar 4 to spice’

barwiz ‘frame’ barwaz 4 to frame’

bdsmar ‘nail’ basmar 4 to nail

'

farSay

e

‘brush’ . farSa 4 to brush’

?asas ‘foundation’ Vassas 4 to found, establish

Some applicatives are formed on other patterns: ?ahda

(Pat. IV) ‘to give (as a gift)’, from hdiyye ‘gift’; thayal

‘to trick’ (Pat. VI) from Kile ‘trick’. A few are derived

from formulaic phrases: basmal ‘to say basmallah. . . ’ (
‘
1,1

the name of God. . . ’ ).

Many denominatives, though not applicatives strictly

speaking, are derived in comparable ways: tsawwa? ‘to

shop, go to market’, from su 5> ‘market’; sabbab ‘to cause ,

from sabab ‘cause’, etc.

Color and defect adjectives constitute two more cate-

gories, but since they have no underlying bases they are

dealt with in the chapter on adjective patterns, p. 130.

Elatives [p. 310] and ordinal numerals [316], though

they are partly adjectival in function, are treated in

Chapter 11, Noun Derivation.

The quas i - inf lect ional [p-49j category of Partici-
ples occupies the largest part of this chapter, because
°f the importance and complexity of their relationship
to the underlying verbs.
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PARTICIPLES

Formation

Most simple triradical verbs [p.55l have active participles on the
tern FdFeL [131] and passive participles on the pattern maFFuL [ 132] :

****

Verb Part icipdes

tiafag ‘to put away, keep’ .... tidfes

map.fuz

‘having put away, keeping’
‘having been put away, kept’

fatapi ‘ to open' . . . .fdteji

maftiih

‘having opened’
‘open, having been opened’

labes 'to put on’ (clothes )... . .... tabes
malbiis

‘having put on, wearing’
‘having been put on, being worn

wa2an * to weigh’ .... wazen
mawzun

‘having weighed’
‘having been weighed'

ya 9es ‘to despair’ .... yd^es
may 9us
(manno

)

‘despairing, desparate'
‘despaired(of )

’

fraft ‘ to put

’

.... pidfep

malipup

‘having put

’

‘having been put’

bdF ‘to sell

’

.... bayeF ‘having sold’

Hollow verbs [p. 188] generally do not have passive participles. 1 In the

active participles, a medial radical w is changed to y: xdf ‘to fear

(Root x-w-f), act. part, xdyef ‘afraid’.

Defective verbs [p. 186] have active participles ending in i and passive

participles on the pattern maFFi [133], (Medial radical w remains intact).

?ara ‘to read’ 9dri ‘having read’

ma 9ri ‘having been read’

bana ‘ to bui Id ’ . . . . ‘having built’

mabni ‘having been built’

nawa ‘ to intend ’ . . .
* intending’

maruvi * intended'

ma§i ‘to go, walk’ . md§i ‘going, walking'
mam&i ‘walked(on)

’

(Fate )

1 There are some exceptions. In some areas ,
for instance, the form

‘ sold

’

may be heard. The word madyun 1 in debt’ is used without any 01

lying verb (cf. den ‘debt
’
).
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In some regions (especially Palestine) defective pas-

sive participles keep the vowel a: ma^ri, mabni, etc.

Passive participles of the defective "impersonal" pas-

sive verbs garni (Fale) ‘to faint’ and quj.i (Fale) ‘to be

done for, be a goner’ are formed on the pattern muFFa:

mugma Fate fainted’, muqqia fade 'done for’. [See p.365.]

The anomalous verb 9aSa ‘to come’ has active partici-

ple Sdye (both masc. and fern.) (see p-76, footnote.)

Ouite a few sound and defective verbs - especially intransitive verbs

Pattern FaFeL, byaFFaL [p- 71] , and especially verbs that usually take

^imate subjects - have active participles on the pattern FaFLan [132].

. Active Participle
Verb —
Mer ‘to grow up.’ kabrdn ‘(having) grown up’

(9peS ‘to get thirsty’ FapSdn ‘thirsty’

taFeb ‘to get tired’ taFban ‘tired’

barad ‘to get cold’ barddn ‘cold’ (animate only; inani-

mate bared)

nasi ‘to forget’ nasydn ‘having forgotten’
(or nasi)

sameF ‘to hear’ samFdn 'having heard; listening’

(or sameF)

harab ‘to flee’ harbdn 'having fled, fleeing’

(or hare 6)

rawi 'to be watered, irrigated’ ... rayyan ‘well-watered, irrigated

The hallow verb SdF ‘to get hungry’ (Root S-w-F) has

participle SuFdn ‘hungry’, in some areas SiFan.

Geminate verbs [ 189] do not have participles on this

pattern.

In most cases in which there are alternative participial

forms (e.g. samFdn and sdmeF), the FaFLan pattern is typical

of Syria Proper, while the FdFeL pattern is more cosmopolitan.

"Die participles of all augmented and quadri radical verbs are formed by
P' efixation of m- (or ma- before two consonants, or mu- in certain clas-

a^
lsms )- In the passive participle, the last vowel is always a. In the
lve Participle, it is e for sound verbs, i for defective:
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—erk Participles

UrSan *to translate' mtarSen 'having translated'
mtarSam ‘(having been! t

> cransl
at

arrar to decide’ m?arrer ‘having decided’
m?arrar ‘(having been)

decided- 1
Sa"“ 'to name, call’ msamrni ‘having named’

msamma ‘(having been) named’

sternal 'to use’ masta(nel ‘having used, using-
masta(mal ‘(having been) used'

tbanna ‘to adopt’ matbanni ‘having adopted’
matbanna ‘(having been) adopted'

In participles of Pattern IV (?aF(aL) verbs [ p.82], na-replaces ?a-: 5’akram ‘to honor’, makrem ‘having honored,
honoring’, nakram ‘(having been) honored’. (Most words of
Patterns maF(eL [133] and maF(aL [134] do not function' as
true participles, however. See Agent ive Adjectives [278].)

Bie next-to-last vowel is changed to a in the active participles ofsound and defective (and initial-weak) Pattern VII [p.9l] and VIII [95 ]verbs, except in classicisms, where it remains a:

Pattern VII

Sound: nsajiar * to be bewitched ’ .

.

. . . manssjier ‘bewitched’

Defective: n 9ara ‘ to be read’
. . . man^ari ‘(having been)

Sound

:

n 9afa( * to be discontinued’ . . . . . . man 9dfe( ‘discontinued’
(Classicism)

Pattern VIII

Sound: (tamad ‘to rely (on) ma(taned ‘relying (on)’
(tala) ((ala)

ma^tdmad ‘relied on’

Defective: htawa ‘to include’ martian ‘including’
((ale)
malitawa ‘included*

In
m
tl

,

al " ttalmd ‘to be united’ muttdlied ‘united’
Weak: (Classicism)
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tive participles of geminate and hollow verbs of Patterns VII

In the
of all Pattern IX verbs [p. 101] ,

the stem vowel remains a

VIII, a°d ot

80d
Vl“’

(or *)’

Gem‘
nate:

YU; nsaff ‘to be lined up’ man?aff ‘lined up

VIII: Marr ‘to be required ^arr ‘required, ob-

obliged’

IX: ?farr ‘to blanch, turn ma?farr

pale’

VIII: n?al ‘to be told’ manual

liged to’

* (having)
turned pale’

‘(having been)

told’

. , .. __j, mahtdS(la-) ‘in need(of)’
VIII: htSS(lo-) to need

These verbs generally do not have passive participles

(which would be the same in form as the active participles).

lost):

Pattern IV: ?asarr ‘to insist, resolve’ n?arr ‘ insistent

,

resolved

’

Pattern X: sta/ia?? ‘to deserved’ mastlia > deserving

staradd ‘to ask(for. .
.

)back’ mast(a)radd ‘having asked. .

.

P(oLaLL: (ma?ann ‘to feel secure’ matma'ann feeling secure

In the active participles of all other augmented holl°w friradicaj

verbs, the last stem vowel is i. (The next-to-last vowel in Pattern A

sometimes lost):

Pattern IV: ?ahat(bi~) ‘to surround muliU (bi-) surrounding

‘ (Pass, nufiat ft surrounaea )

Pattern X: stafdd ‘to benef it(from)’
‘h-vingtane-

(man)

. -to consult’ mastaSTr ‘having consulted’
staSar to consul

. ^ taMr ‘having been
consulted’

)
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A few augmented verbs are suppleted by participles
formed on patterns corresponding to simple verbs, e.g.
dtara ‘to buy’: act, part. Sari ‘having bought’ (also
msStari); sta 9£ar ‘to hire’: pass, part- ma 9£ur ‘hired’
(in reference to persons only; cf. nasta 9£ar ‘leased,
chartered’ ).

The Function of Participles in General

An Arabic participle, generally speaking, is an adjective depicting
CONSEQUENT STATE. That is to say, it describes its referent as being i n acertain state of affairs as a necessary consequence of the kind of event
process, or activity designated by the underlying verb. For example /aye?
‘awake’ from fa 9 'to wake up’, warman ‘swollen’ from warem ‘to swell’,
mettPallem ‘educated’ from tZallam ‘to learn, be educated ’.

1

Of the two kinds of participles, the ACTIVE PARTICIPLE (ism l-fd£il)
depicts the consequent state of its underlying verb’s subj ect referent,
while the PASSIVE PARTICIPLE (ism l-maf^ul) pertains to the referent of its
complement . Thus the verb fatal

i

‘to open’ has an active participle /ate/i
‘having opened’ and a passive participle maftuji ‘open, having been opened’.
The verb ttafa 9 ‘to agree, come to an agreement’ has a.p. mattafe 9 ‘in

agreement’ and p.p. mattdfa 9 (fate) ‘agreed (upon)’.

1 The term ‘consequent state’ is defined to include only the necessary con-

sequences — the logical entailments — of a kind of event (process, activity).

Verbs like fa 9
, warem, and t^allam refer, by definition, to changes of

state; hence every event (process, etc.) referred to with these verbs in-

troduces a state that could reasonably be indicated by means of their

participles.
Certain other verbs, however, e.g. safa 9 ‘to clap’, do not ordinarily

imply a significant change in state, and their participles are rarely °r

never used. (But cf.p.270.) 3k
Still other verbs, e.g. tfarab ‘to hit’, sometimes do — and sometimes

not — imply a significant change of state (depending on context and circum

stances); the participles (Lareb ‘having hit’ and maifrub ‘having been hi

could be used for some, but not all, of the situations to which their

underlying verb applies.
Though hitting (tf-tjiarb) might be thought of as a physical act Pa (

cel lence — entailing, of course, physical consequences —Tt is worth no i
,

that hitting is often also a social act. The situation involving (f/e®

‘the hitter’ and l-majrub ‘the one hit’ is a sort of evanescent socia
ver ,

relationship similar to that between winner and loser, giver and recc*

wrong-doer and pronged, etc. Thus someone might be described as mar
n t.

even though he has suffered no significant physical injury or displ aC
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p8SS
ive Participles

HjQSt
passive participles are derived from transitive verbs. The sub-

to which a passive participle is predicate corresponds to the under-
j

eCt
verb’s object : fataj\

3

l-bdb ‘(He) opened the door’ - l-bab maftufr

Indoor is open’. Examples:

. l-f3nSdn
maPmul man

tajisan mdl 9 i

2
S-SagLe lassdta mu m9arrara

'The cup is made of the best china'

(p.p. of darnel ‘to make’)

‘The matter is not yet decided’

(p.p. of 9arrar ‘to decide’)

3 tana mapzum £and gerak [AO- 115] ‘I'm invited to [dinner at] someone
else's [house]’ (p.p. of fasam ‘to

invite’ )

4 la 9a fiha 9am 9on a njios [AO- 115] ‘He found in it a copper flagon

taimo maxtum whose mouth was sealed’ (p.p. of

xatam ‘to seal
'
).

5 .

9axti l- 3 kbire mSawwaze [AO-43] ‘My elder sister is married’ (p.p.

of Savawaz ‘to marry off’)

Passive participles are also used attributively [p . 50 l] like any ordi-

nary adjective. Examples:

6 . maktub 3msokar

7. kusa matiSi

8 . l-modine l -mas (iura

9. maSalle Sahriyye ma^rufe

0- • --maSake l 3ktir maStdrake
tendton

warde l-mahtuta b-Sat 3rna

‘an insured letter' (p.p. of sokar

‘to insure’)

‘stuffed squash’ (p.p. of liaSa ‘to

stuf f
’

)

‘the enchanted city’ (p.p. of sajyir

‘ to enchant
’

)

‘a (well-)known monthly magazine’

(p.p. of £aref ‘to know, come to

know
’

)

‘...many problems in common’, lit.

‘...shared between them’ (p.p. of

Starak ‘to share’)

‘the flower worn in her hair' (p.p.

of liafp ‘to put, place’)

from int

" 8
.^ass i v e Participles. Some passive participles are derived

Par ticip[g
rlS * t *ve ver t,s that have prepositional complements [p.444]. These

3re alway s followed immediately by their complemental prepo-
a suffixed pronoun [477]: mamSi galeha ‘walked on(f.)’
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The subject for thiskind of predicate is the antecedent of thfixed pronoun: has-saSSade mamSi Ealeha 'This rug has been walk h
Suf '

(literally: This rug, [there has been] walked on it". [See Ext
°n '

t ion, p. 431. ] The participle itself does not show agreement witl/tf/**’ject [429], remaining always in the base form (masculine/singulari ro
Sub

Impersonal Passive Verbs, p.237.] Examples: ' ^ee

12. l- ajikume S-Sdide mawsuq
fiha

13. hal-^umur muxtdlaf fiha
mon zavian

14. nazarito maSkuk fiha

'The new government is trusted’
"There is confidence in the ne

'

eminent ’ (wasaq b- [p.479] ,

g0v '

confidence, faith in’)
ave

"Ibese matters have been disagreed
over for some time’ (xtalaf b- 'todiffer over, disagree about’).

i

'His theory is doubted (or dubious)' 1

(Sakk b- ‘to have doubts about, to
suspect’).

15. bi 9amen 9anno fi boEf.
3 l- 9arwdh m 9addar Ealeha
bal-Eazab 3 l- 9azali

‘He believes that there are some
souls [who are] foreordained to
eternal torment’ (

9addar Eala ‘to
decree, foreordain for s.o. ’).

Examples of attributive use:

‘the cases investigated’ (bafias b-

‘to inquire into, to investigate’)

‘the plan agreed upon’ (ttafa 9 Eala
‘to agree upon’)

‘a house well cared for’ (Etana b-

‘to look after, take care of’)

19. l-luga 1-mattarSam manna ‘the language translated from’
( t tarSam man 'to be translated
from’

)

2

l maSkuk fi, mawsuq fi, and other participles of this sort are often used in

a dispositional sense [see p.275]: mawsuq fi ‘trustworthy, worthy of con-

fidence’, maSkuk fi ‘dubious, questionable’. This usage is especially com-

mon in classicisms or set phrases.
2Cf. mtarSam ‘translated’, p.p. of tarSam ‘to translate’: l-katob l- 3ntar&&ne

‘the books translated’. The two types of construction are hybridized in 3

phrase such as l-luga l-mattar&ame manna hal-katob ‘the language from which

these books are translated’. (mattarSame, as a passive participle of 30

intransitive verb, should not show agreement, but in fact it does agree
here with l-katob, which is construed as its subject.) This type of parti c *

pial phrase is rare, being usually ci rcumlocuted with an attributive clause

[p. 505] : l-luga halli ttarSamet manna hal-katob, or l-luga halli m tarSane
manna hal-katob

.

16. l- 9ajaya l-mabfrus fiha

17. 1-maSruE 3 l-mattdfa 9

Eale

18. bet maEtdna fi mnifr
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Participles

L object of a predicative active participle corresponds to the sub-

its underlying verb: kallon 3 ttafa 9u ‘All of them agreed’ - kallon

)
ect °

9
-
n ./m of them are in agreement’.

nattaf ‘

ecj icat , ve active participle has the same kind of complementation
* P

r

s its underlying verb. Thus the participle of a transitive verb
[p.437 ^object: labes tydbo S-Sdide ‘He put on his new clothes’ - labes
ta

-Io
\-Sdide ‘He’s wearing his new clothes’.

Despite its adjectival inflection, then, the active par-

ticiple is generally verb-like in syntax. It functions as

an additional tense, contrasting mainly with the perfect

[ p . 330] While the perfect labes tydbo ‘He put on his

clothes' carries no implication whether or not he still has

them on, the participial predication labes tydbo means def-

initely that he still has them on. (With durative verbs,

the contrast is mainly with the imperfect rather than the

perfect; see pp.269 , 322 , 326.)

The participle-object construction is not to be confused

with a substantivized participle standing in construct with

its transformed object [p.465], although huwwe kateb

hal- 3 ktdb could be interpreted either as a participle-object

predication ‘He’s written this book’, ‘He’s the one who wrote

this book’ or a substantive construct predication ‘He's the

writer of this book’. This ambiguity is resolved in the

feminine form, where the substantive construct is marked by

a connective t [ 163] -* hiyye kdtbet hal-

3

ktdb She s the

writer of this book’, while the participle-object construc-

tion has the absolute form: hiyye katbe hal-

3

ktab She s

written this book’, ‘She’s the one who wrote this book’.

With pronoun suffixes, however, connective t is used

for the feminine in any case: hiyye katabto ‘She's the one

who wrote it* or ’She’s the writer of it*.

As also with verbs, the complemental form (-ni) of the first-person

singular pronoun is used with transitive participles: huwwe: mEallamni
de’s taught me’, ‘He’s the one who taught me’; hiyye mEallamtni She s

iaught me’, ‘She’s the one who taught me’. (Cf. the annexive form -i used
with the occupational noun in construct: huwwe viEdllmi ‘He s my teacher ,

hlyye mEallamti ‘She’s my teacher’.) See Personal Pronouns [p.544].

With the other pronoun suffixes, there is no distinc-

tion between complemental and annexive forms, hence mEdllmo,

Tor instance, is sometimes to be interpreted as He s ^taught

him', and sometimes as ‘his teacher’; similarly mEallamto

‘She’s taught him' or ‘his teacher( f
.

)
’

.

th
^ct ‘ve participles (like some passive participles Ip. 482]) also take

e suffixed forms of the preposition lo- plus pronoun, rather than the

*tn
)

f1Ctive forms [p.479]: mtarSam-li ‘having translated(m. ) for me’,

la/ ‘having trans lated( f
. ) for me'. (Cf . mtarSem 9alt ‘a trans-

r (ro.
) for me »

^ mtarSme 9ali ‘a translator( f
. ) for me .)
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Still another verb-like trait of active participles is that thject of a participial^ clause sometimes comes between the particini*
Sub "

complement: mattaf 9Tn kallayatna na£ bafflna [PVA- 16] ‘We’re all
6 and

*ts
ment with one another’, pitta bantak 3z-zgire Sa?ra [DA-234] ‘You

10 3gree ‘

est daughter has turned out(to be)blonde’\ (See Verb-Subject
youn8-

p.000.)
w° rd order,

Miscellaneous examples of active participles in their predicat >ve use:

20 .
9ana Saye ‘

?addem palab

21. ft zarr wa9et man fastdnek

22. matmakken huwme tamam
mn 3 l-‘?aglizi?

23.. Saybo b-lira vu-rab 3t
[adap. SAL- 198]

24. katter xerak, nahna mattasSyin
ya bek [AO-91]

25. Saba s-santa mu mdsha
l-Vard? [DA-212]

26. 9emta mqarrer 3 tsafer? [DA- 248]

27. ^dlat-lo leS hek zotldn [AO- 114]

28. s-sab 3h La ?et marti, bant
tammi, Ldbse tyab 3 l-haz 3n
w-^assa Sat 3rha [AO- 118]

29. t-ta^s halu waS-Sams talta
‘•’urn la-rruh sob 3 l~marze
[DA- 218]

‘I’ve come to submit a request’
(a.p. of ?a£a [p.76] )

‘There’s a button (fallen) off your
dress’ (a.p. of wa 9et ‘to fall’)

'Does have a good command of Eng.
lish?’ (a.p. of tmakkan 'to master’)

‘I got it for a pound and a quarter’
(a.p. of Sab 'to bring, get’) The
participle implies ‘...got it and
still have it’, in contrast to the
perfect Sabto ‘I got it (and may or
may not still have it)’.

‘Thank you (but) we have (already)
dined, sir’ (a.p. of ttaSSa ‘to
dine, sup’ ).

‘What’s the matter with the maid
(that) she hasn’t scrubbed the

floor?’ (a.p. of masapi ‘to scrub')

'When have you decided to leave?’

(a.p. of qarrar ‘to decide')

‘She said to him, "Why (are you) so

vexed?"’ (a.p. of zatel ‘to become

angry, displeased, unhappy')

‘In the morning I found my wife, my

uncle’s daughter, dressed in mourn-

ing and with her hair cut’ (a-P °

tabes ‘to put on’ (clothes) and

‘ to cut
’ )

‘The weather is nice and the sun

has come out; come on, let’s g°

down toward the Marze'’ (a.p- of

palet ‘to come out’)
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I
b0

i-9axir talet 3mxayyeb
30

' Zhabbino

‘In the end he disappointed his

friends’ (lit. "...turned out hav-

ing disappointed...") (a.p. of

xayyab ‘to disappoint’)

The term ‘active’ is rather inappropriate when applied

to the participles of certain kinds of intransitive verbs,

especially passive verbs [p.234]; for instance mantasi

’(having been) forgotten’ is the "active" participle of

ntasa ‘to be forgotten’. (It would make better sense to

speak of the ‘subjective participle’, as contrasted with

the ‘complement a 1 participle’, but the existing terms are

too well established to be ignored.)

Not surprisingly, the "active" participle of a passive

verb is often closely equivalent to the passive participle

of the underlying active verb. Thus mantasi is practically

synonymous to mansi ‘forgotten’, (passive participle of

nasi ‘to forget’). In many such cases the passive partici-

ple of the active verb is the one normally used while the

active participle of the passive verb (as mantasi ) is very

rare or virtually never used at all (as in the case of

tarSam ‘to translate’: p.p. mtarSam ‘translated’; passive

verb ttarSam ‘to be translated’ whose active participle

(theoretically "mattarSem ) is not heard. (But cf.

mattarSam manna, p.264 ex. 19.)

A complemented active participle is generally not used attributively

,

but the participial clause -like a verbal clause -may be subordinated as a

whole [p.495] ; l-bant juippa warde b-Sa£ra ‘The girl has put (i.e. is wear-

ing) a flower in her hair’ ~* l—bant halli fiappa warde b-So£ra the girl

wearing a flower in her hair’. (Cf . the complemented passive participle,

which can be subordinated like any adjective; l-warde l-mapiputa b-Sa^ra

the flower worn (i.e. put) in her hair’. 8ee, however, p.505-

Uncomplemented active participles may be used attributively, like ordi-

nary adjectives: walad ddye£ ‘a lost child’ (a.p. of fia<? ‘to get lost’),
raS£al sakran *a drunken man’ ,

wtadi £—£u£anxn my hungry children ,
s sane

b-modye ‘the past year’ (a.p. of matja ‘to pass’), nds matZallmin ‘educated

people’, l-bdxra l-gar?ane ‘the sunken (or sinking) ship’ [see p. 271J (a.p.

0f
‘to sink’ ).

When an active participle is used with its normal com-

plementation suppressed, it becomes an agentive [p. 278] or

dispositional [277] adjective: maSrHS Samel ‘a comprehen-

sive plan’ (Samal ‘to include, comprehend’, transitive);

kimdwi fahmdn ‘an able chemist’, i.e. a chemist who under-

stands (byafham) his business. See p.275.

•I
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Person Inflection in Feminine Active Participles

When a feminine participle is used with a suffix fnror-1- plus pronoun [p.479]), the connective t [163] is U s

n
H
Un

’

labse ‘(f.) wearing’ + - kon ‘them’ - labasthon ‘wearing the .

fatlia ‘(f.) having opened’ + -Ina ’for us’ ~ fdtaht-alna •l”'
'

ing opened. .. for us’. hav-

If, however, a feminine participle with a pronoun suffix refer. .person spoken to Tyou’), then is inserted between the connective
0

and the suffix: labastThon ‘(you, f.) wearing them’, fdta\iti-lna '< *

f .) having opened. .. for us ’ . Examples: (you
’

31. ?anti kdtabti?

32. mdallamtini had-dars

33. LeS amliarabtTha?

Are you(f.) the one who wrote it
(m. )?’ (As contrasted with hiyye
katabto? ‘Is she the one who wrote
it?’ and ?ana katabto ‘I(f.) ^ the
one who wrote it’)

34. ?anti msamitl-lo
fiayato tada.se tadase

35. hiyye madSawwazto data
lialawto w-?anti
madSawwazti data malo

‘ You( f
. ) have taught me that lesson’

(As contrasted with mdallamtni
had-dars 'She has taught me that
lesson’

)

‘Why are you(f.) quarreling with her?'
(a. p. of fiarab ‘to pick a fight with,
to quarrel with’. [On present-tense
English translation, see p.269.])
(Cf . leS dmtiarabtha? ‘Why is she
quarreling with her?’)

‘You(f. ) have been making his life
miserable for him’ (cf. hiyye
msawit—ello. . . ‘She has been making.

for him’ )

‘ She married him for his looks and

you married him for his money' (Note

that since participles designate a

consequent state [p. 262] , the word-

ing here implies that both women are

still married to him. Otherwise,
the perfect tense would be used:
dSawwazoto ‘she married him’,
dSawwazti ‘you married him’.)

These second-person participial forms are created by anal-
ogy to verbs in the perfect tense, which have a suffix -ti
l p. 175] . Ibasti you(f.) put on’, IbastThon ‘you put them on’;
katabti ‘you(f.) wrote’, katabti ‘you wrote it(m. )’; sdweti
you(f.) made’, sdwetT-lo ‘you made. .. for him’, etc. 1

Note that in the perfect tense, t marks second person and i marks femini^'
while in the participle this analysis must be reversed.
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tn non- suf f ixing forms, feminine participles are the

for all persons: wen tiaffa 1-manaSef? [DA- 199] ‘Where

^a™e you( f ) put the towels?’ (Or, in other contexts,

•Where has she put ... )

e
Relation of Participles to Verbal Aspects

Tf a verb is PUNCTUAL (or MOMENTANEOUS ) , i.e. if it purports to desig-

1

kind of event, then its participles generally depict the state of

affairs
SUBSEQUENT to that event:

f . to wake up’ /» ‘having waked up, awake’

nMe call’ msammi 'having named’
samna ‘ msarnma ‘(having been) named, called

. fake hold of’ masek ‘having taken hold of, holding’
nasek mamsuk ‘having been taken hold of,

being held’

Likewise if a verb is DEVELOPMENTAL, i.e. if it implies a process of

change from one state to another (regardless whether the change is
J"

01"® 11
.

taneous or gradual), then its participles depict the state toward which the

development leads, i.e. the subsequent state:

saker ’to get drunk’ sakrdn ‘drunk

gayyar ‘to change’ (trans.

)

mgayyer ‘having changed’ (trans.

)

mgayyar ‘(having been) changed

tdal lam ‘to learn, be educated ’.. ma tdallem ‘educated, having learned

On the other hand, if a verb is DURATIVE but not developmental, i.e. if

it designates an activity or a situation - but not a process of change or a

momentary event — then its participles generally depict the sta

CONCURRENT with (or identical with) that activity or situation:

ntazar ‘to expect, await’ manfa’ser ‘expecting, awaiting

manfdzar ‘(being) expected, awaited

‘to occupy, keep. . busy ’
. Sage l

naSgul

‘to look for’

‘occupying, keeping: . .busy’

‘occupied, busy’

‘looking for’.mdawwer ‘looking for’

(gala)
mdawwar ‘sought, looked for

%a*a ‘to include' mailt awi ‘including’
(cala) (data)

malitdwa ‘included’

dale
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No matter whether the state depicted by a participle
i

subsequent or concurrent, it must in any case be a conse-
quent state; i.e. it must be a necessary consequence of
whatever it is the underlying verb designates. Thus there
is really only one kind of semantic relationship between
verbs and participles, not two.

Verbal aspects, unfortunately, cannot actually be de-
duced from the nature of the phenomena referred to; one and
the same phenomenon may be viewed from various perspectives
and it commonly happens that Arabic and English take dif-

'

ferent perspectives on it. These differences would cause no
confusion except for the fact that they are often too subtle
to be reflected in the usual glosses, translations, and def-
initions encountered in textbooks and reference books. See
Psychological State participles, p.272.

Examples of concurrent state participles:

36. lassani matradded

37. rdkde wars, t-tasldye bass

38. haS-Snene mat: tana ft ha mnih

39. n-nas kallha farhdne
w-dahkdne [adap.fr. DA-301]

40. wldd dammna kanu msayyfin
°hnik [DA- 152]

41. Su l- agrad. halli lazamtak?
[DA- 128]

42. mastanprinkon dal-daSa [SAL-70]

43. datlo sdbeji bal-xayal

44.

^ana mdliyyan madtamed dale

‘I’m still undecided’ (a.p. of
traddad ‘to vacilate', durative)

‘She’s only out for a good time’

(lit. "running after amusement")
(a.p. of rakad ‘to run’, durative)

‘This garden is well kept’ (p.p. of

dtana b- ‘to take care of’, durative)

‘The people are all rejoicing and

laughing’ (a.p. of /areji and da!lek,

durative)

‘Our cousins were spending the sum-

mer there’ (a.p. of ?ayyaf 'to

(spend the) summer’, durative)

'What things do you need?’ (Idzem,

a.p. of bya lean ‘to be necessary to

( s . o. )
’

, durative)

‘We’re expecting you for dinner

(a.p. of stanzar ‘to expect, awal

durative)

‘He’s daydreaming’, lit. 'His mi

is swimming in fantasy’ (a-P-

sabafr 'to swim’, durative)

‘I’m financially dependent °n

‘a.p. of dtamad data ‘to depen

durative)
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. bdli £and bek

«5‘ $*Mo? [DA-217]

‘I’m concerned about Ahmed Bey; he’s

all right, I hope?’, lit. "My atten-

tion is occupied with..." (pp- of

Sagal ‘to occupy, concern’, durative)

Some verbs may be either punctual or durative, for
- , l._ » „ 9 * 4- /-» c i r»lr ’ The

instance sawa 'to do, to make’, gave ? ‘to sink’. The parti-

cles of such verbs may indicate either the subsequent state

(msdwi ‘having made’, gar?an ‘sunken’) or the concurrent

state ( ‘making’ ,
‘sinking’).

•,h an Inceptive Aspect. Some verbs that are used (duratively) in

VeC *ne to an activity or a situation are also used (punctually) in ref-
-oference to an

. . . ... i.„ ,u. no nfreference to an

£nc e to its INCEPTION, i.e. to the event which marks the beginning
^ce o -

s
.

tuat
!

on For example ndm ‘to sleep’ (durative as in

that activ
y

s tw0 hours’) and ‘to go to sleep, or ‘to lie down to

n

ieeo’

S

(punct 1 ,
as in nam *

t bakkir ‘I went to bed early’). Thus the par

V nSvem ‘asleep’ is subsequent with reference to the inception and

concurrent^wi th reference to the duration. Other inceptive-aspect verbs:

Durative Inceptive Participle

9adad ‘to sit’

rakeb ‘to ride’

.

‘to sit down’ tgded

‘to mount, get on' rdkeb

‘sitting, seated’

‘mounted, riding’

snkat ‘not to talk’ ‘to stop tal

labes ‘to wear' ‘to put on

stop talking’ saket ‘not talking

. labes ‘wearing’

molfcus ‘being worn’

banal 'to carry*

safar ‘to travel’....

r taji ‘t 0 rest, be at
ease

'

‘to pick up, load on’. • jwmel ‘carrying’

mojimu l ‘ (being )carr led

‘to set out on a trip’

•

.msdfer traveling

‘to relax, put one ’ s . . . martaji ‘at ease

self at ease’

Examples in use:

f-fa 93r kdn jiame l fdra
o-naxdlbo

Idzem tab?a martd }

i

b»l~bet [DA- 218]

48 rid Sufo, gufi-li yd tdded
y»nna ndyem? [DA- 217]

‘The hawk had (i.e. was carrying) a

mouse in its claws’

‘You should have stayed resting at

home ’

‘I’d like to see him; (would you)

see for me whether he’s up or in

bed?’
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Psychological State Participles. Arabic verbs of perception maffect, and the like are predominantly punctual while the corTp
6111 *' 011,

English verbs are predominantly durative. Compare, for instance
SP

i
ndin

«
fare/ ‘to find out, to recognize, to become acquainted with’ winl

Arabi c
lish verb to know.

WIth the ^
The participles of this kind of Arabic verb are perfectly rev Ipicting the psychological state consequent upon (and subsequent tnWc de '

event: fare/ (or Carfdn) ’having found out, having become acquainted
But since the corresponding English verbs are mainly durative - with

W ‘ th '

present tense forms used for actuality [p. 320] as well as for dis
S

!
mple

or generalities - the Arabic participles are commonly rendered in
P
E^

l
|*°nS

with the simple present tense: ?ana fore/ ‘I know’ (not "I am kn™»f

.

nor * I have known
’
) .

lnB

Similarly in reference to the past, a participle that is complement.!
or attributive to a verb in the perfect [p.340] may be translated into
English with the simple past tense: kant fore/ ‘I knew' (in contrast to
the simple perfect Craft *1 found out ’). 2

xdf

igokkar

rod

(oSob

havm

to fear, take fright(of)’ xayef

(momentarily)

to remember, recal 1 ’ (mom. ). . . mad.sa.kker

to wish, want’ (momentari ly).

.

rayed

to please’ (momentarily) CaSeb

to interest, concern’ (mom. ).

.

hamem

‘afraid of, to fear’(dur.)

‘to remember’ (dur. )'

‘to wish, want’ (dur.)

‘to please’ (dur.)

‘to interest’ (dur.)

Psychological participle clauses

40 Joy ef
hal-^arddi ?addeS xadra

[DA- 235]

cn ->ana xayef la-ykun maCi z-zdyde

[DA- 217]

(Present state):

‘(Do you) see how green this land

is(?)’

‘I fear (I’m afraid) I may have

appendicitis’

Exampl es of "psychological " verbs and their active participles: 51 .
hdses ka^anni xal?an 3Sdid ‘I feel as though I’m newly bom’

Sdf

Rass

‘to see’ (momentari ly)

‘to feel
’
(momentarily). .. .

. . Sdyef ‘to see, be looking at’ (dur.)

..[idses ‘to feel, be feeling’ (dur.)

52. hal-^aqtirdli mu CdSabni ‘I don’t like that suggestion’, lit.

‘That suggestion doesn’t please me.

liabb ‘to like, take a liking...
to’ (momentari ly)

lidbeb ‘having taken a liking to, to

like’ (durative)
53 . mu hdmama 9a l la rdfrata ‘Nothing concerns her but her own

comfort

’

fahem ‘to catch on, understand’,
(momentarily)

..fahem, ‘to understand’ (dur.)
fahman

54. rayed baddel doldrdt
9amerkiyye b-lerdt

‘I wish to change some American

dollars into pounds’

sameC ‘ to hear
’
(momentarily). . . . ..sdmeC, ‘to hear, be listening to'(dur )'

samCan
55. sdmeC sot 3n-nawaCTr

(al-Cdsi? [DA- 252]

‘Do you hear the sound of the water

wheels on the Orontes? r

'The verbs actually involved here are those which are commonly complemented
either by a clause or by an object, excluding, therefore, words like mbafof

‘to enjoy one’s self’, tCazzab ‘to suffer’, fakkar in the sense 'to cogi-

tate (but including e.g. ftakar ‘to think', which is normally comple-
mented by a clause or an object).

2 The English simple present and past are also used, however, in translating

Arabic dispositional [p.326] and annunciatory [325) predications, e g-
9|

baCref ‘I know’, thus obscuring the sometimes crucial distinction between

verb and participle in Arabic: fahem kaldmo? ‘Do you understand what he

is saying (or what he said)?' vs. btafham Carabi? ‘Do you understand Ara-

bic?’, kant tafham Carabi (b-hal-wa 9 t)? ‘Did you understand Arabic (®f

that time?)’. The two latter sentences are dispositional, and cannot no

mally be expressed except by the imperfect tense.
3 These translations of sdmeC or samCdn only apply to the purely senso r/

meaning of sameC, as opposed to the cognitive meaning (as in ‘to hear

about’, ‘to hear from’, ‘to hear the news’, etc.) Thus ka 9anni s®*?f*
9asmo ‘(It seems) as if I’ve heard his name’, not "...as if I hear
name". In the cognitive sense, sameC means ‘having heard(of), fa*" 1 1

wi th ( the sound of )
’

.

Past state:

56. kdn fT salame haseb halo
Adter Ur-Cdlem [AO- 83]

57. w-darab rds a t-tamsdl halli
huwwe maftakro bant a t-tdSer
tAO- 114]

‘There was a fellow who considered

himself clever and learned’ (a.p. of

liasab ‘to reckon, count, consider’)

'And he struck (off) the head of the

statue he though (was) the merchant s

daughter’ (a.p. of ftakar ‘to think’)

58- 9ana md kant matsawwer 1anno
let has-sindCa Candkon

La-had-daraSe [DA- 251]

‘I didn’t imagine that this industry

among you had reached such a level

(a.p. of ppawwar ‘to imagine’)

S9
' !“na Cmalt kali mali sdmeC ‘I pretended not to hear’
[AO-ns]

that while we translate ?ana madzakker consistently as a durative in
*"8lish: -I remember’, 9ana ndsi on the other hand is more often rendered

Punctual; ‘I> ve forgotten’ (less often durative: ‘I forget’).

as
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Antecedent State Participles. The active participles of some of
common TRANSLOCATIVE verbs (verbs having to do with going, comin

6 m°re
and from places) 1 may be used to indicate not only a subsequent st

6tC
' to

raBef ‘having returned’, from raSet 'to return’), but also an ANTETp
6

8
state (rdSef ‘going to return, returning’).

Verb Participle Subsequent State Antecedent State

rdfi ‘to go’ rayeh ‘gone’ ‘going, going to g0>

9a5a ‘to come’ Sdye ‘ (having)come ’ ‘coming, going to com

falef ‘to go up, out ’
. .

. Jolef ‘gone up, out’ ‘going up, out, etc 1

nazel ‘to descend’ nazel ‘having descended ‘descending, going to
descend’

tarak ‘to leave’ tarek ‘having left’ ‘leaving, going to Ip.,
tarak ‘to leave’ tarek ‘having left’ ‘leaving, going to leave'

daxal ‘to enter’ ddxel ‘having entered’ .... ‘entering, going to
enter

’

xaraS 'to go out’ xareS 'gone out’ ‘going out, going to go

out ’

wapel ‘to arrive’ wdpel ‘having arrived’ .... ‘arriving, going to

i>a 9 t ‘to remain, stay’.6a ? i ‘remaining, lef t
‘
going to remain, stay'

^agad ‘to stay’ ?df:ed ‘staying’ .....‘going to stay'

safar ‘to set out on a ‘(having)set out,
trip’ msafer traveling’ ‘going to set out’

Examples of antecedent state participles:

60. l-dele waste ba£ 3d bakra ‘The family is arriving tomorrow'

[DA- 243]

61. Su bld^ikon rdyhln ^ab 3
l ma ‘You mean you’re going before having

tdxdu l-?ahwe? [DA- 199] coffee?!’ (lit. "Do I find you about

to go. . .
")

62. 9ana tarek 3 l-ydm ‘I’m leaving today’

63. 9ante nazel bal-nubdrd? ‘Are you competing in the tourna-

ment?’, lit. "Are you descending

into. ..(e.g. the arena)"

'Sometimes inappropriately called ‘verbs of motion’.
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amtdlet n-yom daSiyye?
mi n

65
huivuie

Idh^ak

‘Who are you taking out this evening?’

(a.p. of pdlad, causative [p.243] of

paled)

‘He’s out to get out', lit. "He’s

catching up with you" (a.p. of lake?

‘to catch up with, catch’)

‘I was going (to go) to see you’
?ona kant rayeh la^dandak ‘I was going (to go) to see you

66
slfak [DA- 243]

|Son-Stative Participles

Certain participles may be used in a dispositional sense [p. 277], for

example:

Participle Stative Disposi tional

tliarrak
‘ to move ’ mstfrarrek ‘moving’ ‘movable’

tSawwal ‘to t ravel ’.... matSawwe

l

‘travelling’ ‘disposed to travel’

?abel ‘to accept ’.... ma^bul ‘accepted acceptable

taro ‘to read’ maqru? ‘(having been)

(classicism) read’ 'legible

The dispositional sense is sometimes more or less lim-

ited to set phrases, e.g. taSer matSawwel ‘traveling sales-

man’ (i.e. a salesman who travels, not a salesman who is

traveling); kal 3mto masmuda ‘His opinion is taken seriously,

what he says goes’ (lit. "His word is heard").

Participles are also often used in making generalizations about recur-

rent states [cf. P-321]:

67. *,nt« fdthin 3s-sab 3 t? 'D° Y™ °Pen (° r are yOU °pen) °n

Saturday(s)?’

68. labse ?awddi fialwe
‘ she wears Pretty clothes’

69. l-kamyondt mdSye rdyha raSda ‘The buses run both ways (lit.

ben l- 3mhatta w-betna "coming, going )
between the st

tion and where we live

Participles are also sometimes used dispositionally in emphatic nega-

tive statements of this sort:

70- walpa mali nad&aimaza!

*!• Tdlama ?ante dam- 3 th<*hini
data has-sagle, mdni
sixayybak

‘I certainly wouldn ’

t

marry her!’

‘Since you’re speaking to me (per-

sonally) about this matter, I won’t

let you down’.
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"*y b' “*'d i " “ «
Verb

Sana l

barad

fahem

Participl e Stative

to include' Samel 'including' ‘inclusive, comprehend®*
to get cold bared, ‘(having gotten)

C° ld ' ‘(characteristically,

to under stand .fahem, ‘who under-
fahman stands. . .

’ 'understanding, knowledge

Most agent ive adjectives of Pattern mzFteL [p. 133] areetymologically active participles of Pattern IV verbs [260]but have lost their complementation (if any) and their
strictly stative sense.

Substantivized active participles designating human
beings are often used in the occupational sense [p. 305]
(which corPesponds — for nouns— to dispositional adjectives):
mcallem ‘teacher', frayek ‘weaver’. Inanimate active parti-
ciples are sometimes used in an agentive sense: mdnet ‘hin-
drance’ (from manat ‘to prevent, hinder’), bates (classicism)
‘motive’, from batad ‘to send, to induce’.

Many passive participles are substantivized in a result-
ative sense (generally involving some idiomatic specializa-
tion of meaning): maktub ‘letter’ (from katab ‘to write’),
maxlu? ‘creature’ (from xala? ‘to create’).

Substantivization as such does not necessarily destroy
the stative sense of a participle, however. Note miaz^af
employee

, mtazzem ‘host’, la£e? ‘refugee’, etc., which are
normally always stative, and m?allef ‘author, composer’,
which may be either stative (as in m?allef hal- 3ktdb ‘the
one who wrote this book’) or occupational (as in m?allef
katob ‘a writer of books’).

DISPOSITIONAL ADJECTIVES

tional adjective indicates that the person (or thing) referred

A disp°sl inclined or habituated or qualified to do what is desig-

i.
especially mcl^^ patterns FatuL [p- 128], FattaL [129], and

to ^
P
the underlying verb

nated °y
, -,1 the ones gei 1 1 i i iicprl

UnderlyjiiS.
Verb Dispositional Adjective

Pattern FatuL:

. . . liasud ‘envious, inclined to envy’

fiasad

xeSel

• to envy

•to be embarrassed, ashamed . . . . xaSul

. . . sabur

‘shy, bashful’

‘patient’ (in disposition)

pabar

sakat

‘to be patient

•not to talk, be silent’ . . . sakut

. . .gafur

‘silent, taciturn’

‘forgiving* (in disposition)

gafar ‘to forgive

. . . .
?akiil ‘ gourmand *

9akal ‘to eat

. .

:
.

$,a\iuk ‘jolly, always laughing’
jiajiek ‘to laugh

With medial radical semivowel, the Pattern

gayyur ‘jealous’ (in disposition), from gar to be jealous .

kasul ‘lazy’ and Sasdr ‘daring^ have no underlying

simple verbs, but correspond to tkdsal ‘to loaf and dSasa

Pattern FattaL:

bass ‘ to feel . . .
juzssas * sensitive

’

tane( ‘ to be greedy’ .... farmdt ‘greedy’

kazab
, kazzab 4 to lie’ . . . kazzab ‘ liar ’

gaSS ‘ to cheat ’
.
gaSSdS ‘cheater

’

baki * to weep, cry’ .... bakka ‘cry-baby, weeper

Note the close relationship between

tives of Pattern FattdL and Occupationa

Pattern [p.305]. 1

dispositional adjec-

1 Nouns of the same

feTT^TTirr-cut noun-vs. -adjective distinction

formed on Patterns FattdL and FattiL (among others)_ 1 p
“

di

I

s
' however

, a clear enough distinction in meaning between ^ jisposi

f‘onal and occupational categories; all dispositional de"natives h
to

been included with adjectives, while occupational are obviously to

classified as nouns.
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Underlying Verb

Pattern Fa££XL:

Dispositional

barad ‘to get cold’
barrid

balaf 'to bluff’ , ,ballif
Stagal ‘to work’ „ ..

saggt

l

$araf ‘to spend’...
$arnf

la^eb 1 to play ’

.

H y
Iofflb

'sensitive
to

bluffer’

(good)worker'

spendthrift'

player

’

A slightly different pattern (FattiL) [p. 129] is useH

get drunk^l
spos

1

t lonal s : sakklr ‘drunkard’ from s 8 *er ‘f0

a I

s lmP°rtant to distinguish between dispositionaland stat ive adjectives; the English translat io^ do noflways express this distinction: sakut ‘quiet’ (i.e un-talkative in disposition) vs. sdket ‘quiet’ (i.e untalkafive for the moment); ?a6ir ’patient' (i.e. in dis^siHonlvs. faier patient’ (i.e. waiting patiently); kasuT ' 1 azy’(I.e. habitually) vs. kasldn ‘(feeling or acting) lazy’.

Tm. ln

«: ?sUv" ,ik*

AGENTIVE ADJECTIVES

refefent
t

is
e

doi,ig

C
l

i

or
S

;e
f

H
rmed

r

0n/attern tp-133], depict their

transitive verb: 9araf ‘to'dfsgust ’
: L?." ‘dHgusUng’

^ ° Par°nyn,°US

animate
* °bject of the underlying verb is

live rh’
a

"r
sub l ect ‘ inanimate; the agentive adjec-tve characterizes a stimulus as eliciting a certain kindor response.

ter/?v
ntiV

r
adj

?
Cti

y
e s a

"f
n0t to be confused with Pat-tern IV participles fp.260], The active participle of atransitive verb takes an object [265], while an agentive

St^e!T™o?
eS and the P^ticiple designates onlytates [2629, while the agentive designates states, dis-

positions, or qualities indiscriminately.
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‘to tire

•to bother, disturb’

.

•to please, satisfy’.

•to harm’

•to concern, be important to

‘to bore’

‘to hurt, inflict pain’

,atlaf ‘to ruin, annihilate’.

Mliak ‘to make. .. laugh’

rayya/i ‘ to make. .. comfortable ’

tayyal) ‘to inspire with awe, fear’

mawwat ‘to kill, cause death’

Agentive Adjective

. . . .matFeb ‘tiring, tiresome’

. . . .mazFeS ‘bothersome, disturbing’

. . . .mar(Li ‘satisfactory’

.... ma 9zi ‘harmful

’

mhamm ‘important’

mmall ‘boring’

muSeE ’painful, hurtful’ 1

matlef ’ruinous, destructive’

ma&liek ‘funny, laughable’

marye/i ‘comfortable’ (e.g. chair)

mahyeb ‘awesome, fearsome’

munit ‘deadly, lethal’

CHARACTERISTIC ADJECTIVES2

Characteristic adjectives, formed on the pattern maFFeL [p>. 133] ,
are

derived from simple nouns. They depict their referents as being character

ized by, or notably endowed with, the thing designated by the underlying

noun:

Underlying Noun Characteristic Adject ive

ao 9 ‘having good taste’

xapar ‘dangerous

’

Sdnn ‘aged’

Sams * sunny

’

Aah 3n ‘greasy, oily’

Kawa ‘draughty, airy’

Uan
‘ toneue ’

‘articulate, eloquent’

N°te that muSef - 1 ike the subject of waSaf -refers to an external agent^while

th® subject of waSeF ’to hurt, pain’ refers to an "internal" agent: fast

byHSofni ‘my head hurts me’. The agentive muSeF does not correspond to

^»aSe( _ does not mean ‘painful’ is this sense.

'Characteristic and Agentive can probably be analyzed structurally as alter-

nants of a single category, since the former are all derived from nouns,
*he latter from verbs; the difference in the categories’ "meanings" is per-
haps merely a function of this grammatical difference in underlying words.
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Underlying Noun Characteristic Adjective

‘right’ mh3 ?9 'in the right’

wara? ’leaves’ mure? ’ in leaf
_ legfy ,

sah 3r ‘blossoms’ masher ‘blooming, floweri n
?ar 8S ‘piastre’ maVeS ‘well off’

baf an ‘belly’ mabpen ‘paunchy, potbelli ed ,

ivara? ‘leaves

RELATIVE ADJECTIVES

( an-nisba)

A relative adjective indicates something characteristic of, or having
to do with, what the underlying word designates. Most relative adjectives
are formed by suffixing -i or sometimes -dni to a noun base; a few are de
rived from words other than nouns.

Underlying Noun Relative Adjective

Sanub ‘ south ’ Sanub i ‘southern’

‘origin’ ?a?li ‘original’

raSSal ‘man’ raSSali ‘men’s’ (e.g. clothes)

psbb ‘(profession of) medicine’ tabbi ‘medical’

maSmoS ‘apricot(s)* maS dmSi ‘apricot-colored’

S-Sam ‘Damascus* Sami ‘Damascene*

‘medical

’

‘apricot -colored’

‘Damascene

’

With suffix -dni [See also p. 2823 :

Sas 9m ‘body’ Sasmdni ‘bodily’

rd\i,ru\i ‘soul, spirit’ rufiani ‘spiritual’
(and ru/ii)

nafs ‘self, psyche’ nafsani ‘psychological*

Relative derivatives showing stem changes

Nouns with the suffix -e/-a [p. 138] lose this suffix when -* is added.

zird£a ‘agriculture’ zird£i ‘agricultural’

ha9i?a ‘truth’ £a?t ?i ‘true, real’

Sapfe ‘feeling, emotion, sentiment’ Sdffi ‘emotional, sentimental

fade ‘custom, usage, habit’ <fodt ‘customary, usual’

(iarura ‘necessity’ (laruri ‘necessary’
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latives derived from defective nouns [p. 211] , or nouns ending in a
"e

- semivowel, have -w- representing the semivowel before the -i.
, ca l

semivowel, nave
rad* modifications may also occur:
0the f si

Relative Adjective
ynderi^illEJ^

, , arch ’ naSawi ‘starchy’
— */i SLdI A-i* » »

‘language’ lugcuvi ‘linguistic’

‘prophet’ nabawi ‘prophetic, of the prophet (s)’

‘(Arabic) morphology, grammar ’.. nafiawi ‘(Arab) grammarian’

‘second’ tdnawi, ‘secondary’

‘Hama’ (a city) hamwi ‘of Hama’

S)te ‘winter’ Satwi ‘of winter, wintry’

9axx (annex, form ?axu) ?axawi ‘brotherly’

sama ‘sky’ samdwi ‘of the sky, sky blue’

Note also the forms damawi ‘of blood, bloody’, from Cl.

dam (Colloq. damm) ‘blood’; yadawi ‘manual’, from Cl. yad

(Colloq. 9id) ‘hand’, sanavoi ‘annual’ from Cl. sana (Colloq.

sane). In these biradical words [p-40 ] -aw- is a stem-

formative and does not represent a radical.

Grammatical Types of Underlying Words

Relative adjectives derived from ethnic collectives [p.301]:

farafc ‘Arabs' Farabi ‘Arab, Arabic’

t»rk ‘Turks’ tarki ‘Turkish’

kardi ‘Kurdish’

<*nnan ‘Armenians’ ?armant ‘Armenian’

’“merfean ‘Americans’ ?amerkdni ‘American’

afranS ‘Westerners' ?afranSi ‘Western’

‘Bedouins’ badawi ‘Bedouin’

9gbpi ‘Coptic’

When substantivized, these relatives function as unit nouns
[p. 301] .
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Derived from noun plurals:

Underlying Word Relative Adjective

‘lady’, pi. sattac. sattati ‘ladies’
( e eV E ' cl °the s)n3kte ‘joke’, pi. nakat nakati . full of jokes

dawle ‘nation’, pi. duwa L duwaLl , international ,

See also Occupational Nouns [p.306].

Derived from prepositions [p.485]:

/o? ‘above, over, up’..
• •

• fd^dni ‘upper

’

taji 3 t ‘below, under, down’ . • • . ta\itani ‘ lower

’

09dddm ‘ in front (of )
’ . .

.

• •
9addamani front, fore(ward)’

wara. ‘behind ’
• . warrant 1 ‘back, hind*

xalf ‘behind, rear ’ .

.

. xalfani ‘back, rear’

wapp ‘among, amid, in the middle’.. . . wa$pdni ‘middle, mid’

Suwwa * inside ’

Suwwani ‘ inner

’

barra ’outside ’
. . barrani ’outer

’

Derived from miscellaneous noun-type words [p.382]:

avowal first ?awwaldni ‘first, primary’,
9awwali ‘initial’

95xer ‘ last ’ Want 'last, final’

9asfar ‘yellow’ ?a?fardni ’yellowish’

9aSWad ‘ black ’ ?aswacLdni ‘blackish’

xamse f lve xamsawi 'of five, of the fifth’

arbcin forty 9arb£ini ‘of the fortieth' (as ' n

<fTii ?arbCTni ‘fortieth

anniversary'

)

'Doubling of the r is an anomalous stem change.
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CHAPTER 11: NOUN DERIVATION

Abstract and Gerundial p. 28

. 297
Singulative

. . ... 304
Feminal

,
305

Occupational

Instrumental

308
Locative

309
Hypostatic

310
Diminutive

310
Elative

316
Numeral Derivatives

The substantivization of adjectives [p.276] and the

materialization of abstract nouns [284] are semantic types

of noun derivation, which, however, do not involve any

consistent kinds of change in the form of word bases.
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ABSTRACT NOUNS (including GERUNDS)

Most verbs and adjectives, and some nouns, have an abstractderived from them - a noun which serves to name the kind of
noun

state, or quality predicated by means of the underlying vord''^' funct
tive Wn ‘honest ' for instance, has an abstract de7iZlte W ad^
honesty

; the noun ?axx ‘brother’ has a derivative “uxuwwe br^T*and the verb tar ‘to fly’ has a derivative tayardn ‘flight, flyi ng^
rh°°d

An abstract noun derived from a verb is called a C.FRUMn
NOUN (masdar )

1
.

canea a GERUND or VERBAL

The relationship between an underlying word and its abstract He

f o
,V
4nil

lS b
r

ed °" tHe syntactical transformation of a predicative!
[ P

?

40_1] into a construct phrase [464: l-walad Sdter the boy is c I*
1 **

Jti xJ'-T ? '
the b°y

’

S cl sverness
' ; r-raSSdl mat ‘ the ma^ died’

"

mot Br~razSal ‘the man’s death’. dled "*

On the syntax of gerunds, see Active and Passive Use of

?p
r

442f n H
[44

?i' f
dverbial Noun Complements

Lp. 442J , Derived Constructs [464],

Concre t izat ion of Abstract Nouns. Many abstract nouns are convertedwithout change in form, into CONCRETE nouns, in one or both of these’ ways:

1) Materialization. Some abstract nouns may be used to refer to the

^TlLTelunT^kn
SO

\
matV ial concora i t ant s of the abstract function.

ktdhr* ?
ak 1 eating is also used to mean ‘food’; the gerundktabe writing may designate the resulting inscription as well as the act.

Very similar to materialization is HYPOSTASIS, whereby
some immaterial result or concomitant of the function is
conceptualized as if it had a regular kind of tangible
manifestation though it actually hasn’t. Cf. Hypostatic
Nouns, p.309.

2.) Particularization. Some abstract nouns may be used to designateseparate or individual instances of the abstract function t£. the

to mean^a
r

difflculiy? .

^ "*** t0 me3n ‘ 3 visit ’’ ‘difficulty’,

Particularization converts a mass noun into a count
noun lp.366]: tlatt *s£ubdt ‘ three di fficulties

’ ,
zydrtin

two visits’.
Those gerunds from which instance nouns [ 297] are

formally differentiated and derived, are not themselves so
apt to be used in a particularized sense: darb ‘hitting,
striking’ (not ‘a blow’, for which the instance noun darbe
is used )

.

'The literal meaning of masdar is ‘source’, which would seem to imply that
a verb is derived from its abstract noun instead of the reverse. This
term was probably arrived at by way of metaphysical - rather thaninguistic considerations, perhaps under the influence of Platonism.
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Come gerunds, however, are not used in a particularized

even though a true instance noun is also lacking.

layardn ‘flying, flight’ (not a flight ).

. tract nouns are simultaneously materialized an^ particular! zed.

Many_abst
! ‘growing, vegetating’ (abstract), and

Thus
nafcat me^"°

iaU Zed) but also ‘a plant’ (materialized md
. vegetati°

n
( Likewise Saxsiyye ‘personality’ means not only e

P
artiCUl

r

3
^nc?ion of being a person (iax,), but more often ‘a personality .

t rases different gerundial forms from the same

h
In

ar

S

e concret zei in different senses. The verb daras
verb ate concre

has twQ gerunds ,
dars and dvrase; dars is

used in the passive sense as ‘lesson’, dirase in the active

I rVi?£» .h, other hend, r. used i» the «»

sense, usually concretely.

It may be noted that the derivational processes of

abstraction and A«bi? Thi, Is

sn;sm«e?r.irs" -n h„.

derivations in any particular instance

Abstract Derivatives of Adjectives and Nouns.

Abstract nouns derived from simple nouns and ad, ectlves are mostly

formed on the patterns FataLe, FSuLe, an
formed by

Those derived from relative adjectives (ending in -*) are torme

suffixing -(yy)e [p.280]. Examples:

Pattern Fatale [p. 146] :

Underlying Word

£aduww ‘enemy’

sodi? ‘friend’

9amfn ‘honest ’
.

•cruel’

•stupid’
baride

Abstract Noun

SaSd£a ‘bravery’

baSd£a ‘ugliness’

(addwe ‘ enmi ty

’

sadd9a ‘friendship’

favidne ‘honesty’

?asawe ‘cruelty’

bardde ‘stupidity’

WTT7 seldom used abstractly except as paronymous complanent [p.442]

henbot nabat "it grows a growth", i.e. ‘it grows (considerably)
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Underlying Word Abstract Noun

salem ‘safe, sound’ . . . saldme ‘ safety’

harr ‘hot’ ... hardra ‘heat

’

fardyeb ‘kin’ fardbe ‘kinship’

FcuLe [p. 151] :

xasen ‘coarse’ xsune 1 coarseness ’

rateb ‘damp, humid’ rtube ‘dampness, humidity’

taf 3
1 ‘child, infant ’ . . .

.

. . . tfule ‘childhood, infancy'

sah 3
1

4 easy ’ shule ‘ease, facility’

sac 3 b ‘difficult ’ sdube ‘di f ficulty’

fabb
‘ father ’ fubuwwe ‘ fatherhood’

bared ‘cold’ brude ‘coldness’ (Cf. barda

above)

Abstract nouns of Pattern F£uLe are mostly derived from
words of Patterns Fa£L [141], and Fa£L [139,126],

Pattern Fa£L [ p. 141] :

kbir 'large ’ . . . kab 3r ‘large size’

?gir ‘ small ’
. . . zag 3 r ‘small size’

t?n ‘heavy ’ ... taf 3
l ‘heaviness; weight

bad ' f ar ’ . . . ba£ 3d ‘distance’

bxil
‘ stingy, miser ’ . . .

.

... bax 3 l ' st inginess

’

tawil ‘long’ tul ‘ length’
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Abstract Noun

t ern
FaFLe [p- 142] :

fain ‘little, few’ 9alle ‘small quantity,
scarcity

’

sadtd ‘intense’ Sadde intensity

?awi ‘strong, powerful’ ... fuwwe strength, power

ktir ‘much, many’ katra ‘large quantity

sdheb ‘friend’ ?ahbe ‘friendship, companion-

ship’

Abstract nouns of Patterns Fa£L and FaFLe are derived

mainly from adjectives of Pattern F(a)FTL [p. 127] . Those

which have a final radical semivowel or the last two radicals

alike have the final -e; most others do not.

Various other patterns are less commonly used for ab-

stract derivatives of simple adjectives and nouns: Pattern

FaddL, as in Samal ‘beauty’ (from zamil ‘beautiful’);

Pattern FaFaL, as in sugar ‘childhood, youth’ (from zgir

‘child, young’); Suffix -iyye, as in herriyye ‘freedom’ (from

harr ‘free’); and others.

Note that some abstract nouns - like their English

counterparts - do not always indicate the positive quality

or condition predicated by the underlying adjective, but

rather the range of values defined by the adjective and its

antonym: tul ‘length’ (not necessarily ‘longness’), ta^ d l

‘weight’ (not necessarily ‘heaviness ).

Some adjectives and nouns are correlatives (or parti-

ciples) of descriptive verbs [p. 251] ;
their abstract nouns

are also gerunds to those verbs: adj . bxil stingy ,
verb

byabxal ‘to be stingy’, abstr. noun bsx d
l ‘stinginess, being

stingy'; noun ?ardyeb ‘kin’, verb bya^rab ‘to be kin to ,

abstr. noun ?ardbe ‘kinship’; adj. sakih ‘correct vb.^

bisshh ‘to be correct', abstr. noun sahha ‘correctness’.
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Abstract nouns derived from rol i-

formed by the suffixation of -(yy)e [139]:
J ^ 1VCS ( ° r nouns

) tp.
280] ,

Underlying ftord

watani 'patriot(ic)’

9ummi ‘illiterate’

tabqari 'ingenious, genius’

9azaLi ‘eternal’

nasbi ‘relative’

casabi ‘nervous’

9anani
‘ egot i st( ical ), selfish’.

Abstract Noun 1L

wataniyye ’patriotism’

9ummiyye ’illiteracy’

£abqariyye ’ingenuity,
genius ,

9azaliyye ‘eternity’

nasbiyye ‘relativity’

casabiyye ‘nervousness’

9andniyye ’egotism, selfishness

conc^^dt“i
V

S.5[4;
hl

:
-d abstractly th„ „ .

Underlying Word
Concretized De r i va t i ve

mas i hi 'Christian* — , •^ masihiyye ’Christianity’

basari ‘human’... l v .

b*sanyy e ‘mankind’

§uyu£i ‘communist’ ?uvirc.’ v^suyvciyye communism’
99$t it~ok

i

‘ soci alist’ 9 v , • _St 9zstirakiyye ‘socialism’

Sanburt ’republican' Samhuriyye ’republic’

nazari ’theoretical’ naaariyye . theory . 1]
Sax?i ‘ PerSOna1

’ ^dividual’... *oxsiyye ‘personality’

nyadi ’mathematical' riyadiyyat ’mathematics’ (pi. only)

to J^ds of
S

!arious
F

other
r

kinds
d d"ivatives are fo™<f by suffixing -i>V‘

tern accompanies the s^Ji^n:
"" 3 Cha"Be in the baSC P8t '

mas 9uL ' responsible ' .... . . mas^uliyy

e

‘responsibility’

£abd ‘slave, enslaved’..
• . £budiyye 'enslavement, si

huwwe ‘he, it ’
. . . .

• . hawiyye ‘identity’
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A number of abstract nouns are formed by suffixing iyye

latives- 9ahammiyye ‘importance’ (from 9ahamm ’more
t0
^rtant’, from mkrn ‘important’), 9aktariyye and

ZTlzbiyye ‘majority’ (from ?oktar ‘more, most’, and aglab

most, major portion’), 9afdaliyye ’preference’, (from 9afdal

•nreferable * ), etc.

Abstract derivatives of Pattern 9aF£aL adjectives

fo 1308 and miscellaneous augmented words are not formed in

anv very consistent ways: sawdd ’blackness’ (from 9aswad

^black’), cami ‘blindness’ (from 9a£ma ‘blind’ and Earn

i

to

go blind’), ruSule ‘manliness’ (from raSSdl ‘man ), etc.

Gerunds

The eerunds of simple triradical verbs are formed on a variety of pat-
1

there is no sure way of telling which pattern is to be used for the
ter

md of any particular verb, so each must be learned individually. The

HZds of augmented verbs and quadri radical verbs, on the other hand con-

form in almost every case to patterns which may be inferred from the pat

tern of the underlying verb.

Sinnle Gerundial Patterns. The most common of all is Pattern Fo£L; other

common patterns are Fail, FogoL, Ftdle, FoioL, FiuL, FatLe, Fa£Le, FaFLan,

FaEaLan. Examples:

Pattern Fa£L [p. 139] :

Verb Gerund

Sarah * to cut ,
wound ’ . . Sar 3 h ‘wounding, cutting’

kasar 4 to break ’
. . kas 9r ‘breaking, breakage’

f9hem ‘ to understand’ . . fah9m ‘understanding,
comprehension'

9axad ‘ to take '
... 9ax 9d ‘taking’

hazz 4 to shake’ . . hazz ‘ shaking’

basat ‘to please’ . . . bast 'pleasure, pleasing’

xaf * to fear ’
. . . xof ‘fear

’

has * to kiss’ . . . bos ‘kissing’

bac ‘to sel 1 ’ . . . be£ ‘selling, sale’

rama * to throw’ . . . rami ‘throwing’

waci * to become conscious’ .

.

. . . wadi ‘consciousness,
becoming conscious

gaza ‘ to raid’ . . .
gazu ‘raiding’
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Pattern FafL (p. 141 ]

;

- er^ Gerund Verb

bagad ‘to hate’ bagd hass ‘to feel'

^kam ‘to judge’ hak’n Kafaz ‘to keep’

l°£eb ’to play' M. h lsbes • to wear, put on ’
. . . .

habb ’to like, love’ habb

Pattern FafL is not used for gerunds of hollow or defective verbs. e "

Patterns FofoL [p. 143] :

hasad 4 to envy ’ hasad hatt ‘ to put ’

fane l
4 to do, make ’ . famal darr 4 to damage ’ . . .

riatat

fara 7 4 to sweat *
. . far

a

9 talab ‘to request, order’,.. talab

galet ‘to make a mistake’ galat

Pattern FafaL is not used for gerunds of hollow or de-tective verbs.

Patterns FafaL [ p. 146] :

naSah 4 to succeed ’
. . naSah fata

nabat 4 to grow, vegetate’..
. nabat saxi

fasad 4 to corrupt ’ fasad dafi

dam 4 to last
’ . . daman

to get warm’ dafa

pattern
&)£&•> tPP' 147

’
148]

Gerund

Sabad
to »orship’

*bSde

Gerund

Hama ‘to defend’ hmaye

led , to bear (child . .wldde zad ‘to increase’

.... hrdse
Haras ‘t° guard

hakk ‘to itch’ . hkdk

sy ‘tO VlSlt •

z<x'

9rdye gab ‘ to be absent ’ . . .

.

.gydb

i&ra ‘to read

‘to cultivate’. . . . strata 1 radi ‘to be pleased,

sat isf ied’ . rada [ p- 147]

. . . diras

e

2 Safi ‘to be cured’ . Sifa [ p. 148]

tiaras to study •

Pattern F(u)fuL [p. 150]

:

nazel ‘to descend’ . . . .... mu l sakat ‘not to talk’ . skut

. mrur
iaxal ‘to enter ' dxul

Safar ‘to f eel ’ gfur talef ‘to come up or out ’
. t luf

wasel ‘ to arrive ’
. . •

lazen ‘to be necessary’ . , l.sum

wati ‘to be low’ wtuww

Pattern FafaLdn:

raSaf ‘to tremble’ raSaf i

xafat ‘to beat, stir' xafa 9 i

naSef ‘to get dry’ naSafi

Aara ‘tn mn flow’ Saray

. . razafdn tar ‘to fly’ . . . . tayardn

. ,xafa 9dn Ian ‘ to blame ’
.... lawamdn

. . naSafdn Sab ‘ to bring’ .... zayaban

. . Sarayan da 9 ‘to taste’ .... dawa^dn

Pattern FafLdn:

nakar ‘to deny’ . nakrdn gafar ‘to forgive’. gzfrdn

n3s * 1

to forget ' . . nesydn faref • to know’ . .
farfan

a^a ‘to accomplish'.... . .
?adydn fa?i ‘to disobey’

.

fasydn

Iwo different gerunds of zaraf correspond to

2

*e rt>: zaraf ‘to sow, plant’, has the gerund
Another gerund is dars; see p.285

two different
zar 3f

.

meanings of
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Pattern FatLe [p. 140] :

^er '3 Gerund Verb

zala? ‘to skid, si ide ’ . . .

.

zal?a xdb ‘to fail, be disappointed’

raham ‘to have mercy on ’
. .rahme fa

?

‘to wake’

wasaf ‘to prescribe’ wasfe 1 rah. 'to go’

Pattern FatLe [p. 142] :

xadam ‘ to serve ’ xadme

?ader ‘to be able’ ?adra

. . xadme tdS ‘to live’

. . ?adra gar 'to be
j ealous * . _

. . sar?a kasa ‘ to clothe '

Pattern F(a)tiL [pp. 148, 149] :

^ Gerund

rahal ‘to leave, emigrate’ rahil ‘departure, moving away’

?ann to moan’ ?anfn ‘moan, moaning’

Saxar ‘to snore’ Sxir ‘snore, snoring’

tann ‘to ring, tinkle’ twin ‘tinkle, ringing’

daSS ‘to be noisy, to clamor’ dSiS ‘noise, clamor’

rakad ‘to run’ ,...rkid ‘running’

This pattern is specialized to some extent for gerunds
designating sounds or noises.

Various other patterns are used less commonly for the
gerunds of simple verbs, for example Pattern Fatale as in
Safa?a ‘pity’ (from Safa? ‘to pity’); Pattern ?aFtdL as in
?ahrd£ ‘embarrassment’ (from haraS ‘to embarrass’; the anom-
alous defective pattern of bake ‘crying, weeping’ [p. 147]
(from baki ‘to cry, weep’), etc.

For al-mafdar l-mimi, see p.309.

l wasaf also means ‘to describe’, for which the gerund is was 9/ 'descript ‘°n
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, rA Geruadial Patterns
. Be»e

ot

f pattern II(FattaL) [p-77 ] have gerunds of Pattern taFtiL,

^“defective verbs, which have Pattern taFtdLe, or sometimes, taFi

ce
pting

Gerund Verb Gerund

teach’ tat lim saSSal 'to record’ tasSil

(allam ‘to teacn .

allall
. to repair’ taslih faddal ’to prefer’ tafdil

a ‘to heat’ tadfdye na??a ‘to choose’ tan?dye

.odda ’to take, guide ’..tuddye rabba ‘to educate’ Urbaye or

Verbs of Pattern III (Fatal) [p-80] have gerunds of Pattern mFdtaLe.

(Defect ive form: mFa£d [81 ] )

:

fasal ‘to bargain mfdsale satad *to help’ ms&rade

(wi th)

’

katab ‘to write to’ mkatabe Carnal ‘to treat (s. o. ). .m^amdle

sawa ‘to make’ msdwd ld?a ‘to find’ mid?

a

Verbs of Pattern IV (?aFtaL) [p-82 ] have gerunds of Pattern ?*Ftdl (de

fective form ?aFtd? or ?aFta); (for hollow verbs, ibaLe).

Verb Gerund

?at lan ‘to announce’
9°* lSn ‘announcement’

drab ‘to go on strike’
9^rdb ‘going on strike, a strike’

Warn ‘to honor, treat hospitably’ .. ?akrdm ‘honoring, hospitality’

‘to perform, execute’ 9^rd?, ‘performance, execution

?a£ra

9
*ttl ‘to transfer, transform’ 9ihale ‘transfer, transformation’

The initial-weak verb ?aman ‘to believe’ [p.85 ] has the

gerund ?imdn ‘belief’
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Verbs of Patterns V and VI (tFactaL and tFataL) [ pp.86 88 1 ugerunds of Patterns taFa££oL and taFdeoL respectively ('De'foo..
hav®

taFa.eei, taFdei. )

:

ctlVp t.

Verb Gerund Verb

t 9addam ‘ to progress ’ . .

.

. . ta 9addom t hcLTTUl b
1 to neglect ’ .

.

S«£und

teallam ‘to learn' . . taeallom t£awan ‘ to cooperate ’ .

.

ta
bdtifi i

t hadda ‘to provoke’ . . .

.

. . tahaddi tsdwa ‘to be equalized’
. .

.

‘afotton

t&sdtoi

Many verbs of these patterns, however, share the gerund
of an underlying verb of Pattern II or III: tkdtabu ‘to
correspond with one another’ and kdtab ‘to correspond with
(someone else’) are both served by the gerund mkdtabe ‘cor-
respondence’; the actual Pattern V or VI gerund in such
cases is rare. See Active and Passive use of Gerunds
[p. 296] .

Verbs of Patterns VII and VIII (nFaeal and FtaeaL) [pp. 91,95]; havegerunds of Patterns 9anFiedL and 9aFtiedL respectively. (Defective forms9anFied9 or 9anFiea, 9aFtied 9 or 9aFtlea):

nsaraf ‘to be dismissed’ 9ansirdf ktaSaf ‘to discover’ 9akti$af

nfaeal ‘to be agitated’ 9anfiedL Stamae ‘to meet’ 9a£timdE

nhatt ‘to decline’ 9anhitdt ttafa 9 ‘to agree’ 9attifa 9

nzawa ‘to withdraw, be by Ktdl ‘to use trickery .
9ahtiydl

one’s self’ 9anziwd 9

etana ‘to take care of’ 9aetina

Many verbs of these patterns, however, share the gerund
of an underlying simple verb: Stagal ‘to be busy, to work’
and Sagal ‘to busy’, ‘to occupy’, are both served by the
gerund Sag 3

L ‘work, busying’. In some cases of Pattern VIII,
a simple gerund is used even though the underlying simple
verb itself is not used: ftakar ‘to think’: gerund fa

k

3r
‘thought’; stara ‘to buy’: gerund Sare ‘buying, purchase’.

Gerunds of Pattern IX ( FeaLL) verbs [p. 101] have the Pattern 9aFciLaE:

Verk Gerund

hmarr ‘to redden, to blush’ 9ahmirdr ‘reddening, blush’
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Pattern X ( staFdaL

)

[p. 102] have gerunds of Pattern 9astaFedL

geminate):

<
S01* Gerund Verb

9astaemdl stafham ‘to enquire’
9 astafhdm

tagnal
‘to use

receive ’ .
9 astaqbdb stamadd ‘to procure supplies.. 9astamdad

staqbal
‘to recerv

rial radical semivowel, the pattern is 9astiedL:

oi'fh *

atoned ‘to import’ 9astvrdd ‘import, importation, importing

For hollow verbs, the pattern is 9astvFdLe:

stafad ‘to benefit’ 9astifdde ‘usefulness, benefit'

For defective verbs, the pattern is 9»staFed9 :

stasna ‘to exclude’ 9astaSna 9 ‘exclusion, exception’

Defective with initial radical semivowel:

Quadriradical and Pseudo -quadri radical verbs generally have gerunds of

Pattern FaFLaLe [p- 159] (FaeLane, FareaLe, etc.):

Verb Gerund

tarzam ‘to translate’ tarzane ‘translation’

xarbat ‘to mess up’ xarbata 'mess, messing up’

leasmaS ‘to whisper’ waSwase ‘whispering’

Verbs with t— formative [p.85]:

twaldan ‘to be childish’ waldane ‘childishness’

ddoSan ‘to be dazed, astonished’ dosane ‘astonishment, stupefaction’

‘Setan ‘to be naughty, mischievous’... setane ‘mischief, naughtiness’

In a few classicisms, the pattern taFaeLoL is used for

the gerunds of t- formative verbs: tadahwor ‘decline, de-

cadence’ from ddahwar ‘to decline, become decadent’.

Pattern FeaLaLL verbs [p. 123] have gerunds on the pattern

fna’ann ‘

to feel confident, secure’ 9atma 9ndn ‘confidence, security’
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SINGULATIVES

lative noun designates an individual unit or instance of what

A jawing noun designates collectively or in general. Singulatives

its un
u^!y formed by suffixing -e/-a [p.138]:

underlying Noun Singulative

xass ‘lettuce’ xasse

‘hair’ *afro

f3k
3r ‘thought, thinking’ fakra

sarx ‘shouting’ sarxa

‘a head of lettuce’

‘ a hair

’

‘a thought, an idea’

‘a shout, a cry’

b5s ‘kissing’ bose ‘a kiss’

ba9ar ‘cattle’ ba 9a.ra ‘a cow’

dabbdn ‘flies’ dabbdne ‘a fly’

bah 3
? ‘gravel, pebbles’ bahsa ‘a pebble’

A singulative derived from a gerund [p. 284] is called an INSTANCE

NOUN (ism l-marra). A singulative derived from a mass noun Ip. 368J desig

-

nating some kind of material thing is called a UNIT NOUN (ism l-wahda),

and the noun it is derived from is called a COLLECTIVE (ism l gam£)

.

It should be clearly understood that collectives (except

for ethnic collectives [p.301]) are grammatically singular,

though the English translation may be plural: dabban

‘flies’. Collectives - since they are mass nouns^- may

have plurals of Abundance or Variety [368]: dababin ‘many

flies’, while singulatives are of course count nouns^
_

dabbdne ‘one fly’, dabbanten ‘two flies’, tlatt dabbanat

* three flies’

.

Almost all singulatives are derived eitherfrom gerunds

or from material mass nouns; an exception is lele 'a night ,

T° avoid misunderstanding this statement, it should be noted that ‘ desig

-

n
f
te ’. as used in this book, does not mean ‘refer to’. A collective or an

abstract noun may, of course, be used to refer to a particular instance of

.

at it designates
( e.g . hal-xass ‘this lettuce’, fbkri ?ana ‘my idea );

H not restricted to speaking in generalities or universal. But if a

Par t icul ar instance is referred to with a collective or abstract noun, its
SePar ateness or individuality is to be inferred from the context, and is

e
incidental matter; while an instance referred to with a singulative is

icitly and relevantly a separate instance.
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Collectives and Units

1 .) Almost all kinds of vegetables, fruits erains fi„,trees, grasses, and the like, are designated by collectives

Collective ... ..
Unit Noun

badanSan ‘eggplant’ l . *-badanSane ‘an eggplant’
Mata potato(es)’ bafSfSye ,

fl potatQ , [<;f ?
' apricot (s)’

‘an apricot ’[ p . 31]
loz

' almond( s)
’ . . . , > ? , ,' loze an almond'

?am3h ‘wheat’..:;.... 5

,

am
<
la 3 grain of wheat'

banafsag ‘violets’
. • .

‘a potato’
[ C f. p 212]

'an apricot’
[ p . 31 ]

‘an almond’

am<ia a grain of wheat
banafsag ‘violets’ banafsage ‘a violet'
ward ‘roses; flowers’ wards . . _*ar“e a rose, a flower’
falfol ‘pepper’ f~ia.fi.fal f le 3 pepper, peppercorn’
nax 3

L ‘date palms’ , . ,raaxte a date palm
grass, weeds, herbs’ easbe a bladea blade of grass, a weed,

an herb’

‘a straw’

vara*.,). ....... . !
soeart,). ivora? 'leaves’ funit0 ’ \uiui O U,GU,Twaray baz*r ’seed(s)’, (unit bazre), ?asab • cane, stalk(s)’ (unit

A few plant designations have the same form for bothcollective and unit: f.fr ‘fungus, mushroom( s
)

’ , the

’sTanlk ^ '
aP,ant ' ° r ‘ pUnts

’ vegeiation’,s-samake snapdragon( s) ’ (lit. "fish mouth"); etc.

deriSt'ive^t^air
58
T"*

desig"atin8 Plants, however, either have no unit

perioh !stic nh T °ne
J
that 15 Seldom used In such cases a

struct with th
faSe 6 used

‘ consisting of a generic unit term in con-
struct with the specific mass term [p.462] :

‘garlic’ ras turn

sazaret d§nobar

‘a garlic bulb

‘a pine tree’

( habb) a snobdr ‘pine nut s habbet asnobar ‘a pine

grapes £anbe or habbet caneb ‘a grape’
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Some kinds of animals are designated collectively, including: Four

a
2

’ If
domestic mammals:

kinds

Tollect ive Unit Noun

ba 9ar ‘cattle’ . . . . ba9ara ‘ a cow

’

ganan ‘ sheep ’ .... ganame ‘ a ewe

’

maSse ‘goats’ . . . . meEzdye 'a (nanny) goat’

xel ‘horses’ .... (none)

The unit derivatives for domestic mammals (as for domestic fowl) desig

nate the female of the species only.

The term xel has no unit derivative of its own, but is

suooleted by the term faras ‘mare’.

^Periphrastic unit const ructs for these collectives may

be formed (as in English) with ros (pi. rus) ‘head : ros

ba9ar ‘a head of cattle’, rds xel ‘a horse .

Several kinds of bird (mainly fowl):

gag ‘chicken(s)’ gage

bait ‘duck(s)’ batta

wazz ‘geese’

‘a hen’

‘a duck’

‘a goose’

hagai ‘partr idge( s) '
hagale ‘a partridge

hamdm ‘pigeons’ hamame ’a pigeon’

‘ an owl

’

SQMak . . sarnake ‘a fish’

sadaf ‘shellfish, oyster( s) ’ • •

•

sadafe ‘an oyster

’sponge(s)’ sfange ‘a sponge’

T^ere is also of course, the ordinary count noun hsan ‘horse (pi
’ 8 * 3

?ne).
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UI

Several kinds of insect:

lecti ve Unit Noun

dabbdn ‘ flies ’
. . . . dabbdne ‘a fly’

ndmus ‘mosquitos ’ . . . . ndmuse ‘a mosquito’

nah a l ‘bees ’
. . . . nahle ‘a bee’

nam 3
l ‘ants’ . . . . namle ‘ an ant

’

farrdS ‘butterflies, moths’... . . .
.
farrage ‘a butterfly, moth’

fratt ‘clothes moths’ . . . .Catte ‘a clothes moth’

dud ‘caterpillars, worms’.. . . . . dude ‘a caterpillar, worm

Sardd ' locusts’
. . . . Sarade ‘a locust’

ba" ‘bedbugs ’ ba"a ‘a bedbug’

9am 3
l * 1 ice ’ ... 9anle ‘a louse’

3.) Collectives designate miscellaneous other sorts of material things
which are familiar both in the aggregate and piecemeal:

bed. ‘eggs’
. beda ‘an egg’

San 3r ‘embers, coals’ . Samra ‘an ember, a coal’

fah 3m ‘charcoal, coal’
.
fahme ‘a piece of charcoal, coal’

sax 3r ‘ rock ’
. saxra 4

a rock ’

ka£ 3k (a kind of) ‘cake’ . kafke 4 a cake ’

sabak ‘netting’
. Sabake 4

a net ’

fad 3m ‘bone( s) ’ . gadme 4

a bone ’

9aS 3r ‘bark, peel(s), shell(s)’. .
9asra 4

a peel, a shell’

faSak ‘ cartridges ’
.
faSak

e

4

a cartridge’

bldt ‘tile, f lagstone( s
)

’ . b lata ‘a flagstone’

saSSad ‘rugs, carpeting’ . sazZdde 4

a rug’

gem ‘clouds ’ .
geme 4

a cloud’

sdbun ‘ soap’ . sdbune 4

a bar of soap’

sakkar 4 sugar 1

. sakkara 4

a lump of sugar’

zmarrod 'emerald( s )
’

. smarrde ‘an emerald’
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. a special type of collective is that which designates a kind of

?e (mainly ethnic groups). The unit noun, which designates one (male)
pe°P

of the group, is the substantivized relative adjective [p. 281]

,

person
t j,e suffix -i: Farabi ‘an Arab’, from the collective carafe

foroedw
Arabs’

These ETHNIC COLLECTIVES differ from ordinary collectives in that they

tion in almost the same way as plurals; verbs and adjectives show •

I al agreement with them [p.42fi]: l-£arab 3s-suriyyTn ‘The Syrian Arabs’,

l-Sarab ‘The Arabs have come’.

The only respect in which they differ from true plurals is that they

re not used in numeral constructs [p.471], but must stand in apposition to

the numeral: tlate garab ‘three Arabs’ [501], That is to say, the

absolute form of the numeral - not the construct form [170] - must be used

before these collectives.

The unit noun in many cases has no plural (since the ethnic collective

serves this function quite adequately), while in other cases a true plural

exists in addition to the collective: tark ‘Turks’ (coll.): tarki ‘a Turk’

(unit): 9atrak ‘Turks’ (pi.). Thus tlate tark ‘three Turks’, but tlatt

?atrak (same translation).

All ethnic unit nouns have, of course, feminal derivatives [p.304]:

(arabiyye ‘an Arab woman’, tarkiyye ‘a Turkish woman’.

Further examples:

Collect ive Uni t

9am.erkan ‘Americans ’
?amerkdni ‘an American’

9angl t> ‘English’ 9anglTzi ‘an Englishman’

9almdn ‘Germans * 9almdni 'a German’

rus
‘ Ru s s i ans ’ ‘a Russian’

badu ‘Bedouins ’ badawi ‘a Bedouin’

nawar
‘ gypsies ’ nawari ‘a gypsy’

kard ‘Kurds * kardi ‘a Kurd’ (pi. 9akrad)

9arrnan ‘Armenians ’ ‘an Armenian’

Parkas ‘Circassians ’ Sarkasi ‘a Circassian’

yttnin ‘Greeks ’ yundni ‘a Greek’ (pi. -yyin)

run
‘Greek (Catholic or rumi ‘ a Greek (C. or 0.

)

’

Orthodox)

’

‘Copts’

‘Jews ’

Jafeud

9abti

yahudi

‘a Copt’ (pi. 9bat

)

‘a Jew’
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Ethnic designations on internal plural patterns [p. 218] such
‘Egyptians’ (sg. mafri), napdra 'Christians’ 1 (sg. nasrdni), etc

S ”la?ar*
4

generally bemused either as collectives or as true plurals: tldte^
or tlatt masarwa ‘three Egyptians’. ma

*5*'»a

Some speakers treat the word druz ‘Druzes’ as a collect’
rather than a plural (sg. darzi). Similarly frasawiyye

lV*

‘French (pi.)’ is generally used as a collective, while the
singulative fransdwi ‘Frenchman’ also has a true plural
fransawiyyin.

Some speakers tend to assimilate almost all the ethniccoHectives to true plurals, using either the construct orabsoiute forms of numerals before them: tlatt 9amerkdn
( OTt La te 'amerkan)

, etc. ' r

Many ethnic designations, of course, have no collectives
( n Colloquial use at least), but only a singular andplurai. handi Indian’, pi. hnud; Sudani ‘Sudanese’ olSudan lyym. ’ K

Gerunds and Instance Nouns

The gerunds of many simple
from them. For example:

triliteral verbs have singulatives derived

Gerund Instance Noun
darab ‘to hit, strike ’.. darb ‘hitting, striking’ ... darbe ‘a blow’

iafei ‘to play’ La£b ‘playing’ laffce ‘a play’

tatas ‘to sneeze’ ‘sneezing’ ga t 9a ’a sneeze’

dax ‘to be nauseated,

.

dox
dizzy’

da ?ar ‘to touch, feel ’ . .da 9 *r

‘to die’ mot

dafat: ‘to push’ daf a£

takk ‘to click, tick’ .

.

takk

natt ‘to jump’ natt

bas ‘to kiss’ bos

gaza ‘to raid*.

‘nausea, dizziness ’... doxa ‘an attack or wave

of nausea’

‘touching, feeling’ . .

.

da 9ra ‘a touch’

‘death, dying’ mote ‘a death’

‘pushing’ daf£a ‘a push’

‘clicking, ticking’ ... takke ‘a click, tick’

‘jumping’ natta ‘a jump’

‘kissing’.. bose ‘a kiss’

raiding’ gazwe ‘a raid’

'Often derrogatory; the polite term is (sg.) masihi, pi. masihiyyin (no
collective).
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. most instance nouns are formed simply by suffixing -•/-« [p-138]

^automatic changes that entails), others have a base pattern dif-

(

#ith 3
from that of the gerund. Gerunds of Patt ern F£uL [291], for

fereot
f °^

ave singu l atives of Pattern Fa£Le [140]:

inst
ance

Verb
descend.

,.e ‘to tan •

va'tc

„ie£ ‘to return’.

Note also:

nazar ‘to look, glance’

sdfar ‘to travel’

gab ‘ to be absent ’

harak ‘ to move’

Stagal ‘ to work’

Gerund Instance Noun

. . nzxil ‘descent ’ . nazie ‘a descent’

. . . w9u£ fall ing’ . wa9£a ‘a fall’

. . . rSu£ * return( ing) ’ . raz£a ‘a return’

’
. .
galat ‘being mistaken’. •

gaita ‘a mistake’

. . . nazar ‘looking, sight’. . . nazra ‘ a 1 ook

’

. . . safar ‘ t ravel( 1 ing) ’ . .

.

. . safra ‘a trip’

gyab ‘ absence ’ .
.

gebe ‘ an absence

’

. . . har a k ‘movement ’ . . harake ‘ a movement

’

. . ..Sa£ 3 L ‘ work ’
. . Sag le ‘a job’

A few Pattern II (taFtiL) gerunds [p- 293] have singulatives derived

from them:

lammah ‘to hint’ talmih ‘hinting’ talmiha ‘a hint’

warnat ‘to involve’ tawrTt ‘involvement’ tawrVta ‘

,

Otherwise, augmented gerunds do not have instance th°“6h "any

them may function in a particularized sense [p- 284] as well as in th

stract sense: LttifV { ger. of ttafa? ‘to agree’) ‘an agreement .
?a£lan

30 announcement* (ger. of ?a£la,n ‘to announce ).
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feminal nouns

Many nouns designating male persons, and some desi„ .

[p
y
i38]:°

nVerted lnt° female des *f»nat* ons by the suf fixati^^ 6
ani,,,,

e/ ••

Male „ ,Femal

e

£amm ‘(paternal) uncle’ £amme

Sar ‘neighbor’ Sara

So2 , zoS ’husband’ Soae, zcuoSe . wife ,

sbun ‘customer, client’ atune

UUCz ’student’ tglmlse

malek ‘kine ’ , .

,

8 maltha, malake ’queen’
9armal ‘widower’ armaie ‘widow’

‘member’ cgdwe

9armal
‘widow’

‘guest ’
.

b°y sabiyye
‘ friend ’ sdkbe'

'child, infant’ tafle
‘ d°g’ kalbe

( See p. 372

)

adj ect i ves^
1

including
3

part icipial
frCely ^ su

^
s ‘ ant

|

vized P^sonal

[301] derivatives:
(C f. Adjective

^ relatiV'

mSallem ‘teacher’ mSallme
mwazzaf ‘employee’ mwazzafe
mzslem ‘Moslem' mas’lne

tabbaxa
badawi ‘Bedouin’ badawiyye
znglTzi ‘Englishman’ UnglTziyye ‘EngHshwoman’

For nouns other than substantivized adjectives the

learned i nd
‘

‘

.

m3y
S'
^ "0t apply ~ each case ">ust be

son tn a K
U

i !
y - N° te

‘ f° r eXample
‘ M**r ‘brother(or

‘bull s' e*: K 1 rr
‘ sister(° r daughter

) - in -law’ ,
terbull, steer

, but ba?ara ‘cow’ n i__ _ <-

[p.372].
ba?ara ‘cow’, etc. See Gender of

to a man
UaHy lmplles mistress ’ when in construct with a term referring
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OCCUPATIONAL NOUNS

. „ indicates a person whose occupation it is to do

<
Sg3^3aS3IOS£>

P8
ttern -Si or -*•'

f
ixat i°° Occupational Noun

pattern r

to dance

to cook’

Fa££aL

:

ra? 9ds ‘dancer’

tabbdx ‘cook’

to draw, design, sketch, paint’ rassdm ‘designer, painte

to till, cultivate’
' farmer ‘ P6353

"*’

r, painter, artist

ba.no.
‘to build’,

johad ‘to beg’..

hoc ‘t° sel1 ’’

s(t)ad ‘to hunt’,

•a? ‘to drive’

‘tile, flagstone(s)’

‘horses ’

•

‘door, gate’

Active Participial Patterns.

'to weave’

.

‘to serve’

.

‘to represent ’

‘to judge, pass sentence

‘to direct, manage’

‘to wrestle’

‘to write’.

banna 'builder

sahhdd ‘beggar’

bayydE ‘seller, merchant’

sayycid ‘hunter

sawwd? ‘driver, chauffeur’

lahhdm ‘butcher’

hadddd ‘blacksmith, ironsmith

balldt ‘tile mason’

xayydl ‘horseman’

bawwdb ‘doorman, gatekeeper

hdyek ‘weaver’

xddem (also xadddm) ‘servant

nd9eb l ‘representative’

. ?ddi ‘judge’

‘poetry’ .

mudtr ‘director, manager

msare£ ‘wrestler’

kdteb ‘writer’

Safer ‘poet’

Classicism: ? replacing medial y in Pattern FafeL.
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Underlying Word Occupational Noun

Suffix -Si:

xadar ‘vegetables ’

boya ‘shoe polish’ boyaSi ‘bootblack’

handara ‘ shoe
’ .... ksndarSi ‘cobbler’

Suffix -i:

sadat ‘watches ’ .... sdddti ‘watchmaker’

Snendt ‘ gardens ’ .... Snendt

i

‘gardener’

gdldt ‘ locks ’ .... galati ‘locksmith’

luga * language
’ .... lugawi ‘linguist’

Occupational nouns in -i are mainly formed on an -
plural stem; see, however, Relative Adjectives [p. 280]

Note that the English suffix -er is often used more
broadly than the Arabic occupational derivation. To say
'She's a good dancer’ does not imply that dancing is her oc
cupation, whereas hiyye ra^^asa mniha would only be said of
a professional dancer.

IINSTRUMENTAL NOUNS (ism l-?dla)

An instrumental noun indicates an implement or apparatus used in doing
what is designated by the underlying verb. Patterns FadddLe [p. 152]

,

maFtdL(e) [ 156] , maFdaL( e) [153] and maFdal [ 155] are used:

Pattern FadddLe:

Underlying Verb

sir ‘to go, travel’....

tar ‘to fly’

maha ‘to erase’

kamaS ‘to grasp'

bara ‘to sharpen, point’

barad ‘to cool’

Instrumental Noun

sayyara ‘automobile’

tayydra ‘airplane’

mah.hd.ye ‘eraser’

kammaSe ‘pincers’

barrdye 'pencil -sharpener

barrd.de ‘refrigerator’
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patter"
maFdaL, (for defective verbs: maFddLe )

:

i Instrumental Noun
UnderlyiDSJ!5IH

maftdh ‘key’

fatah ‘to open 7

, mahrdt ‘plow’
harat ‘to plow

. , man'1'dr ‘beak’
na?ar ‘to peck

. , , mtaan ‘scale balance’
wazan ‘to weigh

, .ma^ldye ‘frying pan, skillet’
•/ala ‘to fry

, .makwaye ‘(flat)iron’
kawa ‘to iron

, madrdye ‘winnowing fork’
dara ‘to winnow

Patterns maFdaL, maFdaLe.

la 9at ‘to pick up' ,
. rnal^at ‘ tongs

’

barad
. . nabrad * f ile

’

darab ‘to hit, strike’ . .madrab ‘bat
’

naSaf
. .manSafe ‘ towel

’

satar ‘to line, draw straight lines’ . . inastara ‘ruler, straight-edge’

Patterns msFgaL, maFdaLe (for geminate ve rbs):

?ass * to cut ,
snip’ .

.

m?ass ‘ scissors’

*akk ‘to undo, take apart, unscrew’ . .mfakk ‘ screwdriver

’
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LOCATIVE NOONS (ism l-makdn)

A locative noun indicates a place or installation for doing what •

designated by the underlying verb, or for getting or putting what i s
*
S

designated by the underlying noun. Locatives are formed on Patterns
maFcaL [p. 153] , maFgaLe [153], and maFgeL [154].

Underlying Word

Pattern maFgaL:

Locative Noun

9agad ‘ to sit ’ ma 9gad ' seat

’

laceb ‘to play’ ‘playground’

sanat 4 to manufacture ’
‘ factory’

xaraS 4 to go out
’ ‘exit

’

marr 4

to pass ’ mamarr ‘aisle’

masi 4 to go, walk’ ‘passageway, hall’

rggi 4 to graze
’ marga ‘pasture

’

tar 4 to fly’ ‘ai rport

’

kaSar ‘stone’ mahzar 4 stone quarry’

Pattern maFgaLe:

hakam ‘to try, sentence’ mahkame ‘court’

daras ‘to study’ madrase ‘school’

gasal to wash magsale ‘washstand’

xdd ‘to wade’ maxdda ‘ford’

def guest madafe (also maddf) ‘reception room

ktdb ‘book’ makta.be ‘library’

Pattern maFgeL:

wa 9 ef, wa"af ‘to stop’ maw 9ef ‘stop, station’

wadag to place’ mawdeg ‘position’

zalas ‘to sit’ maSles ‘meeting chamber, session room
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HYPOSTATIC NOUNS 1

hvpostatic noun indicates the abstract result or object of the

. . designated by its underlying verb: maksab 'profit, earning’, fi

aCtiviy earn ’. These nouns are formed on Patterns maFgaL(e),
i>S

Fy(l)Le,
mzFgaL(e), maFgaL, maFg(i)L(e) [p.153-156 ].

, ,ivine Verb Hypostatic Noun^lyingj^ero

lag -to attain, amount to’ mablag

fasad ‘to intend, aim at’ ma 9sad

nazar ‘to look at’ manzar

farr
‘to flee, escape’ mafarr

lam ‘to blame’ maldm

‘amount, sum’

‘intent, goal’

‘meaning’

‘view, sight’

‘flight, escape’

'blame, censure’

‘dream’
no* ‘to sleep’ manam dream

wtled ‘to be born’ mawled, mildd ‘birth, birthday’

wagad to promise’ mawged, migad ‘date, appointment’

sir ‘to become’ masir ‘destiny’sir ‘to become’ masir

habb ‘to like, love’ mahabbe

sobb 'to curse’ msabbe

Vgder ‘to be able’ ma ?dira

gsref ‘to know’ mag 3rfe

magaz ‘to preach, lecture' mawgiza

rid ‘to wish, want’ murdd

‘to hit, befall’ msibe

‘love, affection’

‘curse, invective’

‘ability’

‘knowledge, acquaintance’

‘lecture, reprimand’

‘wish, desire, intent'

‘calamity’

Hypostatic nouns are similar in meaning to gerunds

C p- 284 and in some cases function virtually as such (e.g.

mag 3rfe ‘knowledge, acquaintance’). In general, however,

they do not share the syntactical peculiarities of gerunds,

nor (by the same token) do they designate "action" or

"activity".

a[
Cludlng what is sometimes called al-masdar l-mimi "the m- gerund", and

Conc
,SW s~sam^n "the noun of time". The Locative [p-308] is a "spatially

tetized version of the abstract ism l—makan waz-zaman.
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DIMINUTIVES (ism t-tasgtr)

Only a few Syrian Arabic nouns have diminutives derived from thbasic pattern is FgayyeL, or - if the underlying noun has a lone v„ itween the first and second radicals - FwaygeL.
8 0wel be-

Underlying Word

s - FwaygeL.

Diminutive

'child, young one’ zgayyer ‘little one’

‘boy’ sbayy ‘little boy’

9ab 3n ‘son’ bnayy(-i) ‘(my) little son’

bant ‘daughter, girl’ bnayye ‘little daugiter, little gi r i.

St ‘thing, something, some’.... Swayy(e) ‘a little’

Mainly in Lebanon, the following are also used (as terms
of affection, and sometimes in a more general sense as well)'
bayy ‘father’, xayy ‘brother’, xayye ‘sister’, dayye ‘hand’
Srayye ‘foot’, dayne ‘ear’.

Patterns FagguL and FagguLe are also used, mainly to form
nicknames and terms of affection (again, especially in Leb-
anon): gabbud, gabbude (from gabdalla and other names begin-
ning with gab<L-); Lattuf (from 1stfalia); hammud (from
Vahnuid); marrun (from maryam ‘Mary’), etc.

Note also: nattufe ‘a tiny bit' (from natfe ‘a little
bit ), Ja"iIme a little bite, a little mouthful’ (from la?ne
‘a bite, mouthful').

bnayye

ELATIVES (ism t-tafdtl)

Elatives, derivable mainly from adjectives, are formed on the pattern
9aFgaL for triliteral roots; 9aFagLaL for quadriliteral

.

If an underlying adjective means ‘X’, its elative means ‘more or most

X’. For example: sag Bb ‘difficult’ - ?a§gab ‘more (or most) difficult’;
?adtm ‘ancient’ - ?a9dam ‘more (most) ancient’; mnaseb ‘suitable’ - ?onso&

‘more, most suitable’; zangtl ‘rich’ - ?azangal ‘richer, richest’.
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wf«
‘‘hick, fat’..

tautl
‘ long ’

tal1 ’"

tired
‘cold’

wiseS
‘broad, roomy’

yibes ‘dry. hard’...

uaibur ‘famous’

n,dhen ‘greasy’

zafldn ‘displeased’

iayye 9 ‘narrow, tight’

mufid ‘useful, beneficial’

Elative (Sound)

9ashal ‘easier, easiest’

?abSag ‘uglier, ugliest'

9asxan ‘hotter, hottest’

9atxan ‘thicker, fatter, etc.’

?atwal ‘longer, taller, etc.

?abrad ‘colder, coldest’

9awsag 'broader, roomier, etc.

?aybas ‘drier, harder, etc.
’

9aShar 'more, most famous’

?adhan ‘greasier, greasiest’

?azgal ‘more, most displeased’

9adya 9 ‘narrower, tighter, etc.

?afyad ‘more useful, beneficial, etc.

If the underlying adjective is formedon a pattern re-

quiring y in place of medial radical w (FageL [p. 258] ,

FaggeL [128]), the radical w is in some cases restored in

the elative: xdyef ‘afraid’ - ?axwaf ‘more, most afraid’;

raye 9 ‘clear, undisturbed’ - karroo 9 ‘more, most clear, etc.’;

Sayyed ‘good, excellent’ - ?azwad ‘better, best, etc. ,

sayye 9 ‘bad, unfortunate’ - ?aswa 9 ‘worse, worst, etc.’,

zdyed ‘abundant, extra’ - 9 azwad (or 9azyad) 'more, most

abundant, etc.

’

With final radical semivowel (Elative defective).

raxu

he lu

,awi

«aki

ia9
j

iani

?afi

loose, lax'

sweet, pretty, nice'

‘strong’

1

intel 1 igent '

hoodlum, delinquent'

‘rich’

‘clear’

9
a*i

*ahdn

solid, hard’

wide awake’ .

.

?arxa ‘looser, more lax, etc.’

?ahla ‘sweeter, prettier, etc.

9a 9ioa ‘stronger, strongest’

?azka ‘more, most intelligent’

9aJ 9a ‘more, most delinquent, etc.
’

?agna ‘richer, richest’

9as/a ‘clearer, clearest’

9a 9sa ‘solider, solidest, etc.

?asha ‘more, most wide awake’
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With second and third radicals alike (Elatii

Underlying Word Elative

hadd ‘sharp’ .
9ahadd

fa$2 ‘unripe ' .
9afa2

2

inerr ‘bitter ’
.
9anarr

2did ‘new’ .
9a2add

xaftf ‘light ’
.
9axaff

da 9 t 9 ‘precise, exact’.... .
9ada"

sadid ‘intense, vehement’. .
9asadd

9altl ‘little, few’ .
9a 9all

gaSSaS ‘cheater ’ .
9agaSS

xdss ‘special, private’.. .
9axass

mhamm ‘ important ’ .
9ahamm

nans L L ‘boring ’
.
9amall

Quadriradical (Pattern 9aFa£Lt

eangtl ‘ rich’ .
9aeangal

SarSuh ‘sloppy ’ .
9aSarSah

nbahbah ‘abundant’ .
9abahbah

msartat ‘ripped, tattered’.. .
9aSartat

mbahdal 'shabby, dirty’ .
9abahdal

mgantaz ‘stuck up, haughty’. .
9a£an taz

usually
geminate).

‘more, most unripe’

‘more of a cheater, etc.

‘more, most special, etc.’

‘more, most important’

(or 9amlal) ‘more, most boring'

Note, however, that the hollow quadri radical Setdn 'devil,

naughty’ has a triradical elative 9aStan ‘naughtier,
naughtiest’, the radical semivowel being lost.

Types of Underlying Word. Though the vast majority of elatives are de-

rived from simple adjectives or from the more common augmented adjectives

a few are derived from nouns, or adverbs, or are of indeterminate
derivation:

Underlying Word Elative

bal-£a2ale ‘quickly, hurriedly ’.. 9a£2al ‘more, most quickly, etc.’

Sob ‘hot weather’ 9a£wab ‘hotter, hottest (weather)’

Swayye ‘little, few’ 9aSwa 'less, least, fewer, etc.*

ra£2dl ‘man’ 9ar2al ‘more of a man, most manly. etc ‘
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The elative 9ahsan ‘better, best’ is derived from

,
_ s i cal has an, which is not normally used in Colloquial

but is displaced by mnCh ‘good’. Thus 9ahsan serves as a

suppletive elative to mnih.

y(hen two or more adjectives with the same root have

. lives then of course a single elative form must serve in

!ore than one sense: 9absat ‘more, most pleased, contented'

ffrom mabsut ‘pleased, contented’), but also meaning

•easier, simpler, etc.’ (from basit ‘easy, minor, simple ).

Likewise 9at€ab, elative of both taSbdn ‘tired’ and matSeb

tlf
Often, however, the elative form is allocated to one of

the adjectives - usually to the most common one, or to the

one whose meaning is the most susceptible of gradation:

?o?all ‘less, least’, elative of 9al fl ‘little, few .but

not used as the elative of mast 9 all ‘independent’; likewise

TTSrah ‘more dangerous, sharper, etc.', elative of zareji

‘dangerous, sharp’, but not used as the elative of earth

or maSruh ‘wounded’

.

Elative Syntax

An elative may be used attributively, as an adjective: 9uda 9ahsan a

better room’, l- 9uda l- 9ahsan ‘the better (or best) room .

An elative may also be used in construct, as a noun: 9ahsan *l- 9 uwad

‘the best of the rooms’, 9ahsan 9uda ‘the best room
,

In an elative construct, a definite [p-494] following term is always

identificatory [458]: 9ahsan *l-madrase ‘the best of (/in) the schoo ,

while an indefinite following term is always classi f icatory. ^a/isan

madra.se ‘the best school’. See Elative and Ordinal Annexion •

Note that an elative in construct with an indefinite

term is rendered in English as if it were definite: afita

bant ‘the prettiest girl’ (same translation as the attrib-

utive construction: l-bant >l- 9ahla). 9ahla bant is none-

theless indefinite; its sense might be more exactly rendered

as "a girl who is prettiest . (But see p.406.)

The English comparative (-er, more...) is normally used

in translating an indefinite attributive elative: taloMiz

9aeka ‘brighter students’, or an indefinite elative with a

non (‘than’) phrase: 9azka mn *t-tdnyin ‘brighter than t e

others’. . .

Otherwise, the English superlative (est, most.. .) is

normally used if the referent is being compared with more

than one other thing, while the comparative is used (in

standard English, at least) if it is compared with only one

other thing: hal- 9uda 9ahsan ‘This room is better (or best ),

tey 9ahsan 9uda ‘This is the best (or better) room’.
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A COMPARATIVE PHRASE is formed with an elative complemented kposition man ‘than’: beton 9 arosaf man betna ‘their house is la
^

P fe
ours', byacme l xamsin bera ’aktar manni ‘He makes fifty pounds ^ than

asxaf fakra man hek ’abba md xala 9 ‘A sillier idea than that Go,/
6 than

I'
allowed!’ (lit. ‘created’). wd never

When the elative is definite, it is generally translated
as a superlative (-est, most), and the nan is generally
translated as ‘of’: s-sardya b-’afxar mn a l-kall [RN-H , -i
‘the most elegant (fox ar) palace of all’.

The word ’aktar ‘more, most’ (elative of ktir ‘much, many’) mav heto form comparative phrases in supplementation to adjectives, especial l

US6d

with adjectives which have no elatives of their own: 9abyad 9aktar mr,
^

t-tabz [RN-I.49] ‘whiter than snow’; ’ana barrTd ’aktar mannak ‘I’mmorsensitive to the cold than you’; mae'Su? ’aktar badd ad-dah ar man data hairmore crowded in the afternoon than in the morning’.

The man-phrase (like the than -phrase in English) may of
course be suppressed: ’abyad, ’aktar ‘whiter’, madSu’ 9aktar
‘more crowded’, etc.

Elatives with -l- suffixes

Like verbs and participles, some elatives complemented by a pronominal
la phrase [p.479] take the suffix forms (-Lo, etc.), not the disjunctive
forms ( alo, etc.): ’afyad-lak ‘more useful to you’, 9ahsdb-bo [p.27]
better for him’, ’ascab- 3 bkon ‘more difficult for you (pi.)’.

Others, however, take the disjunctive forms: ’ahdvm
'slna ‘more important for us’.

Exclamations with mar-

Elatives are used after the particle mo-, in the sense ‘How...!’,
‘Isn’t that. . .

!

’:

ma-’ahba labsal ‘How pretty her clothes are!’

ma-’atyab hab-’akbe! ‘How good this food is!’

ma^-’azgar hal—karsi! ‘How small this chair is!’

ma-’asabban hakyo! ‘How sweetly he speaks!’

Elatives in this construction take a nominal complement
which may be pronominal i zed like a verbal object: ma-
’ahbaha ‘How pretty she is!’, ma-’azgaro ‘How small it is!’
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„f
Inflection

• in Colloquial Arabic are generally not inflected; the form

glider roomier, larger’, for instance, serves attributively as

?a»s(ic ’awsad ‘a larger garden’) and plural, as well as for mascu-
9u»sac "'(gnene ’awsad ‘a larger garden’)
feminine ^

#fflf , a i arge r house’).
line

There are, however, a few Classicisms in which the

feminine pattern FadLa is used, as in qaswa (fern, of ’aq?a

‘most remote, extreme’) tadabtr qaswa ‘extreme measures .

Elatives are occasionally used in the dual: b-’ahsanen

•the best two’; ’abdanen ‘So much the worse!’ (’abdan,

elative of mabdun ‘damnable’).

Miscellaneous Examples of the Use of Elatives

i $u habbet 9aktar Si? ‘What would you (or did you) like the

*’ most?’

7 man ’abdan axsdlo, t-taroddod ‘Indecisiveness is one of his worst
2 .

man aoc
. qualities’ (’abdan, el. of ma bdun

‘damnable
’

)

3. byambok Si 9aSwa man baba

4. sdf ’iyyam 9ahsan

5. maddso ’azwad man maddSi

6. daibatni ’owwab namre ’aktar
3 b-ka b

b

7. 9axt ’azgar mannak b-daSr
Ssnfn IDA- 157]

‘He owns next to nothing’ (’aSwa, el. of

Swayy; lit. ‘less than nothing’)

‘He’s seen better days’

‘His salary is larger than mine’ (’azwad,

el. of zdyed ‘abundant’ [311])

‘I liked the first number most of all’

My brother is ten years younger than

you’. ( ’azgar. el. of zgir ‘young’,

lit. ‘...younger than you by ten

years'
.

)

8. b-’astaz ’aSa dab-madrase
’abkar mn 3t-tabamTz [DA- 158]

*• (andkon ’ahsan [DA- 100]

?a
llsdb-bak taSi bukra

waSadt ’afyad man hek
tRN II. 15]

1 ^
kebbma kdn ’aStar zd.de t

kabriyS [RN-II. 15]

‘The teacher came to school earlier than

the students’. (’abkar, el. of bakkir

‘early’

)

‘With you would be better'

‘It would be better for you to come to-

‘I haven’t found anything more useful

than that

’

‘The smarter he is, the more arrogant he

becomes

’
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NUMERAL DERIVATIVES

Ordinals

The numerals from two through ten have ordinals derived from th
formed on the Pattern FdEeL [p. 144] :

nem
.

Cardinal Numeral Ordinal

tnen ‘two’ tani ‘second, other’

tlate ‘three’ talet ‘third’

?arbEa ‘four’ rdbeE ‘fourth’

xamse ‘five’ xames ‘fifth’

satte ‘six’ sdd.es ‘sixth’ (see below)

sabEa ‘seven’ sdbeE ‘seventh’

tmdne ‘eight’ tamen ‘eighth’

testa ‘nine’ taseE ‘ninth’

EaSara ‘ten’ EdSer ‘tenth’

The ordinal corresponding to waked ‘one’ is irregular in form: 9awwal
first . Its antonym 9axer ‘last’ also belongs with the ordinals.

Besides the irregular form sades ‘sixth’, the regular
(but less elegant) sdtet is also sometimes heard.

The ordinals are like elatives [p. 313] in forming classif icatory con-
structs with indefinite nouns: 7avowal narra ‘the first time’, talet raSSil
the third man , EdSer sane ‘the tenth year*, ^dxer dars ‘the last lesson’-

See Elative and Ordinal Constructs [p.473].

Ordinals may also be used attributively, as ordinary adjectives, and
with adjectival inflection: s-sane 1-EdSra ‘the tenth year’, d-dars
3 l- 9awwal ‘the first lesson’, banto t-tdlte ‘his third daughter’, marra
tanye ‘a second time, again', wldd tanyin ‘other children’, dars tdlet 'a

third 1 esson ’

.

?cumal and ‘’’axer, however, are less often used attrib-
utively than the other ordinals, since the relative adjec-
tives 9awwalani and 9axrani [p.282] often take their place,
and because the adjective 9axtr is also often used instead
°1 9axer . In the feminine, the Classicism 9ula is com-
monly used instead of 9awuuale .

,. Is may also be used in ident i f icatory construct as ordinary

0tdl
TrHa7has- S*ne 'the first of this year’, talet 3r-rSal the thirdWolW

? 3s_3Uam5r , the laat of the visitors’; or with pro-

(one) °rf^ xes [p.541]: 9amdla ‘the first of it (f.)\ taUton ‘the third

noun su 1

z^aEna the fourth (one) of us’.

of them ’

For numbers above ten, the cardinal form [p. 509] is used

i tributively to a singular in the ordinal sense: d-daraSe

flnS ‘the twelfth grade, step’, l-^arra 1-EsSn » ’the

twentieth time’, d-dars H-xamse w- 9arbErn the forty-fifth

lesson’

.

A more formal alternative is to put the units in ordinal

form as in Classical Arabic: l-qarn ’s-sabeE EaS r the

seventeenth century’ (Note that EaS*r is used, not EaSara

[p. 170] ). For ‘first’, Addi replaces ?avowal in these

phrases: l-kadi w-EaSrin ‘the twenty-f irst
’

Fractions

The numerals from three through ten have fractions derived from them,

formed on the pattern FoEL [p- 139] :

Cardinal Numeral Fraction

tlate ‘ three ’
. . talt ‘a third’

9ar6<fa
4 four ’ . . . rab 3E ‘a fourth’

xamse f ive’ xams 4 a fifth’

satte 1 six’ . . sad 3 s ‘a sixth’

sabEa 1 seven’ .... sab 3E ’a seventh’

tmdne ‘ eight ’

tam3n ‘an eighth’

tssEa ‘nine* . . . tas 3E ‘

a

ninth’

EaSara ‘ ten’ . . EaS 3r ‘a tenth’

Jhe fraction corres
half’

.

ponding to tnen ‘two’ is irregular: nass (or nas 3
f) ‘a

The plurals of these fractions are formed on the pattern

FEaL: tlatt 3rbdE ‘three fourths’, ^arboE(t) xmas f u

f i fths ’
. , . , . * *

Fractions beyond the tenths are expressed penphastical ly

with the cardinal numerals: Ses* 9 mn 3 tnaE s man . . . e

twelfth part of’; sabEa Eala tnaE g s ‘seven twelfths (lit.

‘seven over twelve’).
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CHAPTER 12: TENSE

In Arabic, as in English, verbs are inflected for two tenses only: the

yggtfCT or PAST (al-na4i), and the IMPERFECT or NON-PAST (al-miuj-tirif). 1

On the formation of the tenses, see Verb Inflectional Forms

[p. 173]

.

fhe verb of an independent clause is put in the perfect usually to des-

. _ate past events or states: katab ‘he wrote’, nan ‘he slept’. The im-

rfect, on the other hand, designates events, states, or dispositions that

are not past: byaktob ‘he writes, will write, would write’; binam ‘he

sleepsT will sleep, would sleep’.

In the case of complemental verbs, the terms ‘past’ and

‘not past’ must be understood relatively to the time refer-

ence of the main clause. The time reference of a comple-

mental verb in the imperfect can be past, relative to the

moment of utterance, but cannot be past, relative to the

time reference of the main clause. [p. 340] .

Time reference in the imperfect is rendered more specific by the Parti-

cle of Actuality fan- [p.320] or the Particle of Anticipation rajla- [3221:

fam-yaktob ‘he is writing’, rafui-yaktob ‘he’s going to write’.

Without these particles the imperfect (byaktob) is used mainly to pred-

icate generalities (‘he writes’), potentialities (‘he would write, he can

write’), and assumed future events (‘he’ll write’) [p.324l.

term ‘tense’, with reference both to Arabic and to English, is best
1‘mited to actual inflectional categories, excluding the numerous syntac-

Vc con'binat ions involving auxiliaries, proclitics, etc. These syntactic
lenses", nevertheless, are dealt with in the course of this chapter.

is often said [eg. AO-25] that the Arabic perfect and imperfect
®re more properly called ‘aspects’ than ‘tenses’ — implying that these

^
tegories have more to do with perspective than with temporal sequence.

contention is perhaps based, in part, on a faulty analysis of such

^^
ers as the use of the imperfect in complemental clauses [p.340] and

j-
USe °f the perfect in conditional clauses [ 33l] ,

and in part, on the
terary conventions of Classical Arabic (and even of other Semitic

languages ).
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USES OF THE IMPERFECT
T

The Imperfect with Proclitics

The particles of actuality ((an-) and anticipation (Va/ia~) are nunaccented [p. 18] , directly to the imperfect verb form, but differ f
fixed

.

prefixes in that a single particle may serve more than one verb at
* rue

coordinations [3921: rajia-yakol w-indm ‘he’s going to eat and go to
*n

na (am-yakol ula yaSrab ‘he’s neither eating nor drinking’. (The ind‘ •

prefix 6- [180] of the simple imperfect, on the other hand, is general

J

atlVe

peated with each verb: nd bydkol u Id byaSrab ‘He neither eats nor drinks'**:

The Particle of Actuality

There are several forms of this particle: (am- is the
most generally used, but in Damascus (ammo- is also heard,
and sometimes also (atm.-, 9am-, and the full word (amrndl.'
In various parts of Lebanon, the forms (aru-, (a—, man-, and
mar- are also used. Most forms of the particle may be fol-
lowed by the verb either with or without the indicative b-:
(an-byakol or (am-ydkol ‘he is eating’; the Lebanese forms
(anr-, man-, and ma-, however, are never followed by b-. 2

In Damascus, (am- + -b- is most common in the first person
singular ((am-bdkol ‘I am eating', more common than
(am- 9dkol); otherwise the forms without b are predominant:
(am-nakol ‘we’re eating*, (am-ydklu ‘they’re eating’, etc.)

The particle of actuality is used to designate a state or an activity
actually going on at the moment — the true "present" — as opposed to gener-
alities and dispositions, for which the simple b- imperfect is used [p. 326] -

This particle is usually translatable into English with the "progressive"
~

i

nR forms (though not in the case of some psychological -state verbs [272]

and certain others. ) Examples:

1. l- 3m 9adden (an-i 9adden
3 l- 9adan

‘The muezzin is giving the call to

prayer ’

2. xalil (am-yatfidka na( 3r-ra 9 is ‘Khalil is talking with the boss’

1 There are certain parts of Greater Syria in which b- is more like the pr°'

clitics Zamr- and rafia-, i.e. one may say either nd bydkol uld byo^rab or

ma byakol uld yaSrab.

The form tram- is said [SPA-38] to result from the consistent assimil 3^ 011

of n Ip. 27] in £an- to the following b: ean- + bydkol - eam-bydkol (
then

with b elided: am-ydkol ). This would explain why b— is not used aft er

£an~; it would also seem to imply that <5a?n- is unrelated in origin to the

forms €amm( a)-, Mammal.

.
, ^ tamma^-yobki m-yamna^ni ‘He keeps on crying and keeping

3-
bltC

Cnom [AO- 119] from sleeping’

4
?3bni

dam-ifir raSSdl

5 hall* 9 (am-badzakkar

‘My son is getting to be a man’

‘It’s(all) coming back to me now!

‘lit. "now I’m remembering")

A verb with (am-, like the English -ing forms, may de-

note interrupted, off-and-on activities, as long as they

are viewed as constituting a time-limited state of af fairs ,

as opposed to a mere disposition or generality:

6 .

(amma-bixayyaf- lak fa 9m ‘Is he making you a new suit?’

32did? [AD-47]

7 (am-i?ammed mapdri manSdn ‘He’s saving money for his retire-

taqd(do ment

8. (am-badros ba2-2dm(a ‘I’m studying at the university’

9. ma (ddu (am^yathdku mo( ‘They’re no longer speaking to one

bo(do

n

another

10. (ammo- 9aftaker b-Sarwet ‘I’m thinking of buying a handbag’

Santet 9Td [DA-251]

Certain kinds of English verbs do not ordinarily occur in the -ing form

to indicate actuality, but the corresponding Arabic verbs (English notwith-

standing) are used with (am- when appropriate, just like other verbs.

11. ndli (am- la 9 i bayyd( iSuf Sd ‘I can’t find a clerk to wait to me’

bgddi lit- “I’m not finding a clerk to see

12. Su (am-ta(ni?

13. mdli (am-b

a

9der bakkel 39Sati

14. mali (amma- 9a(ref pari 9 i

[AO- 116]

15. dam- 93sma( manno ben wa 9 t

u-ma 9 t

‘ £*m-i 9akked 9anno kan 3hnik

' d-doktor (am-i 9ul 9 anno zdl
’l-xafar (anha halla 9

‘I can’t find a clerk to wait to me’,

lit. "I’m not finding a clerk to see

what I want"

‘What do you mean?’, i.e. 'What are

you getting at?’

‘I can’t buckle my belt’, i.e. right

now, as opposed to md ba 9der. .

.

‘I

(generally) can’t...'

• I don ' t know my way ’ ,
i.e. ‘I can ’

t

find my way just now’.

‘I hear from him from time to time’,

i.e, nowadays, as opposed to basma(

manno... ‘I (generally) hear from

him. .
.

’

'He maintains he was there’

'The doctor says she is out of dan-

ger now’
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With durative t P - 269] and translocative [274] verbs who,*are used (sometimes or always) indicating present actuality th^^Pl*.with eam- normally designates repetitive instances, in con^al^i
* mper fecticiple which is generally used for an uninterrupted state:

l ° ttle
Par

18. kail marra Sam^^aSi la-eando
dam-ikun maSgul

19. £am-inam bi-ddle kail sabt
u- ^afiad

‘Every time I come to see h'
these days) he’s busy’

‘He sleeps over in Aley every <?

urday and Sunday’ (or ‘He's k
aat '

sleeping...’)

20. sdyer Zam-ixaf ha?-pabi kali
ma ntafa cL-daww

‘This boy has star
whenever the light

ted being afraid
15 put out’.

Verbs like ?al ‘to say’, taref ’to know’, ?ader ‘to beable’, etc., which are commonly complemented by a clause
are not so often used with £am- as with the simple b- im-
perfect in the annunciatory sense [p.325]: bi^akked ?anno
...(cf. ex. 16) d-doktor bi?ul...(cf. ex. 17).

A notable difference between Arabic verbs with earn- and
English "progressive" verbs with -ing is that the latter
may be used in reference to the future, while the imperfect

£am- is never so used* : ‘We’re leaving tomorrow’:
msafrin bukra; ‘If you’re going with us tomorrow...’: ?iza
batrufr ma£na bukra...

The Particle of Anticipation

There are several forms of this particle: ra\i—, ratio—,
l api , lajia-, and \ia—

,

in addition to the full word rayepi.
The forms beginning with l are typical of Damascus and cer-
tain other areas, while the other forms may be heard in
various regions (including Damascus). The particle is al-
ways followed by the imperfect without b-: rafia-yakol,
lahar-?akol, etc.

The particle of anticipation generally indicates that what the follow-
ing verb refers to is impending in the future, as a consequence of pres-
ent intentions or a course of events already under way. It is most com-
monly translatable as ‘going to...*. Often, however, it carries a sense
of imminence or immediacy, best translated as ‘about to...'. Examples:

1. ralia-Saf-lak yaha w-radd-allak ‘I’m going to see her (for you) and

xabar [DA-80AJ let you know.

’

2. byaghar lafia-tansel mopor ‘It looks as though there’s going

?awiyye [DA- 153] be a heavy rain.’

Unless, of course, it is complementary to a future main clause [341]-
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tadde*
raytab*a hon? [EA-59] ‘How long are you going to stay here?’

- laha-y?er- lak fer?a ‘When are you going to have a chance
?emta to see him?*

tHf° ?

to£a i_fat pa latia-txaruSakl ‘Look out, the cat will scratch you! ’

. a9rn<t

n

lajia-xallep * m ™;arly finished' (Lit. ‘I’m al-

t a rl most about to finish )

raha-nasal ‘Well, it looks as though we’re al-

Hby°?har b ?
most there’ (Lit. ‘...we’re about to

UK- 441 arrive’)

, L i hafle ‘If it looks like rain the concert
9iaa ^ w H be indoors’ (Lit. ‘if it’s going
l-musiqiyye bappir Suwwa

^ rain...’)

o lana rah^ruh, nidi Pa tani ‘I -"ust go; I expect I’ll sefTU
9

' marra bSSfak bal-bet [DA-218] home next time (Lit. I m about

go • •
'

)

10 l-nafti t^yailen fatmd 'The mufti is to deliver his opinion

S-Sdye
,

next week

Many future events may be referred to either with the

particle of anticipation or with the simple (b-) imperfect

(see below); but in some contexts where the simple imperfect

would more naturally be taken to indicate a generality or

disposition [p.326], ra\la- is used to make it unambiguously

future:

, . , . , • l,m 'Who will clothe and feed all those
mm rafia^ypaEmi w-yaksi kail ....
ini ai poor children? (mm bipacmi
hal apfal l fa r

. ^-byaksi. . .would be understood as

Who clothes and feeds...’.)

12. l-ba^o md la^patlrf stain won>t '°me °U
‘,’ ^ ^ oo-1

‘...isn’t going to come out ,
as op

posed to ma bpaplaE ‘...won’t come

out’, i.e. ‘ ... isn't disposed to

come out
’

)
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Uses of the Simple Imperfect

The imperfect
several different
Dispositional

.

indicative without a proclitic Earn- or raha^ •

senses: 1) Future, 2) Annunciatory
, 3) General

USed
* n

12,ne and

Almost all examples in the following sections are ithe indicative mode (b- ). Much of what is said here aboutthe simple imperfect applies to both modes, but the subjunctive involves factors that tend to obscure (and in son,„cases override) considerations of tense as such. See r, am
ex. 21, 22. P-359

Future

In contrast to the particle of anticipation (see above), the sinraleimperfect is commonly used in reference to what is assumed will take nUin the future, but with no special emphasis on immediacy or on present in'volvement in the course of events leading up to it.
Since the simple imperfect is also used in other senses, it is usuallythe context, or the circumstances of the utterance, which make the time

*

reference explicit: 6 ru/i bukra ‘I(’ll) go tomorrow’ or 'I’m going tomor-row’. Examples: & 6

1- bkun dandak dal- 9aktar badd
soda [DA- 197]

2.

9emta btabda d-drus? [DA- 173]

3. bad 3d bakra biruh dal-madrase
[DA- 197]

4. nSdlla brufi as-sane S-Sdye
w- abSufak 3 hnTk [DA- 128]

5. fl-ijiarb a t-tani nd bifutak
[AO- 112]

‘I’ll be at your place within an
hour at the latest’

‘When does school (’lit. ‘lessons’)
start ?

’

‘The day after tomorrow he’s going
to school

’

‘God willing, I’ll go next year and

see you there’

‘The next blow won’t miss you!’

6. bliatt-allak a l-bd9 i b-kis
wara? [DA- 107]

7. led ma byaxadhon mado lamma
byerSad? [DA- 75]

8. badad ma yantabed babdat-lak
napxa [EA-259]

9. halla 9 a$-$anda btaSi w-batsawT
[DA- 103]

10.

t-tamsdl byansabek bal—brom

‘I’ll put the rest in a paper bag

for you’

‘Why doesn’t he take them with hi®

when he goes back?’

‘After it’s printed I’ll send yoU
8

copy’

‘The maid will come and do it rifi

away ’

‘The statue is to be cast in bron*

^nunciatory

The simple imperfect (like the English simple present) is often used to

Cor elicit) an announcement or sign or token of a purported fact — as

make (° ^ ordinary report or statement of it: bisallmu dalek ‘They

^end
*you greetings ’

,
mnaSkor ?aJ,J.a ‘We thank God’. 1

buddak \ia^ 9adros ‘I promise you I’m going to study’

-
k

’Congratulations!’ (lit. ‘I congratu-
6 late you’ )

i 9ana halla? baftateh *&-Salse ‘The meeting will come to order’

(lit. ‘I now open the session’)

4. batkiin madamti ‘This is my wife’ (An introduction,

as contrasted with a simple informa-

tive statement: hayy madamti)

Besides its use in the set phrases of social formalities, the simple

imperfect is commonly used to announce what someone says, thinks, knows,

wants, etc. - generally with verbs complemented by clauses:

5. bi 9ul 9anno 9axu mu Saye

[DA- 95]

6. huwwe byankor 9alo 9 i d fiha

7. bansaliak 3nsdha

8. matli matlak ma badref

9. bzann bad arfo

10.

bld 9 i £ala gafle baddak a trul

i

[DA- 172]

Ju bta 9mor Aero, ya beh?
[DA- 130]

12. hddi tdni marra byantaxbu
daijLu barlaman [EA-159]

‘He says that his brother isn t

coming’

‘He denies he had a hand in it’

‘I advise you(to) forget it’

‘ I don ’ t know either’

'I think I know him’

‘And now all of a sudden you have

to go?!’ (lit. ‘I find all of a

sudden . . . ’

)

‘What else do you wish, sir?’ (lit.

‘What else do you order, sir?’)

‘This is the second time they’ve

elected him member of parliament

'*ith verbs in the first person designating linguistic (or partly linguis-

tic
) acts, an annunciatory utterance in appropriate circumstances actua y

institutes an integral part (if not the whole) of the announced event

,

rather than a mere token or sign of it: 9ana btanni dal- 9aqtirah I

second the motion’ (To say it is to do it.)
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f‘

Stinct from annunciatory predications, reportori i

Fo 320 ?
05 ^ eT lD

^
th

f
particle of actuality (?«L)

1

• tu'
3 part

J
cl P* e 1 272]

, or the perfect tense [ 330]
[452] - a non - verbai ciai;e

°r

For instance: fam-byankor ?alo * id fiha (cf. ex fisame translation); ?ai ?anno ?axu mu Sdye ‘He said his

(cf ex.!)"
' C°ming ’ <Cf ' 6X ' 5)1 ^^ '

l d°n,tW
Since a report and an announcement are in certain re-spects equu/alent, there are many situations in which thereis little to choose between them.

re

Generalities and Dispositions

The generalizing and dispositional uses of the simple
imperfect are by no means always distinct from one another-
they are separated here more by virtue of their English

’

translations than by intrinsic differences. In those cases
where they are clearly distinct, furthermore, the dispo-
sitional use tends to merge with the future [p. 324] and the
generalizing use, with the annunciatory [325]

.

1

Generalizing. Like the simple present in English, the simple imperfect isuse to ma e (or elicit) generalizations and non- temporal statements:

1. l-masarib bpanpa$em lamma ‘The drains clog up when it rains'
bgtmatter

2. 2-SdSat bib Iflu bed ‘ Hens i ay eggs -

3. farb£a w-xamse bya£ 3mlu tasfa ‘Four and five make nine’

4. b~ ?awdxer 3r-rabif l-piabb ‘Late in spring the grain ripens’
byastawi [AO-39]

5. bindmu £al-^a$puli bal-lel ‘They sleep on the roof at night
b-sabab 3S-Sob [AO- 39] because of the heat’

6. ydm bikun fi farsa l-maddres ‘On a day that’s a holiday the
ma btaftafi [DA-239] schools don't open *

1 The simple imperfect indicative is functionally the base, or residual (or

neutral) tense-mode, i.e. we are dealing with the non-past non- subjunctiv

non-actual non-ant icipatory inflection, whose uses, structurally speaking'

are exactly that. It is to be expected, therefore, that any positive c

acterization of these uses will involve partially merging or overlapp10 ®
{

categories. That such characterization can be done with some semblance
simplicity and completeness however, shows up the falsity in any purely

negative definition of residual categories.
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7
yy e bala batkun baple

_ ?ovv tarl;9a
bi?tr

8 '>1-^antixab? [SAL- 153]

ki /ole md bi?tr bard mat 3 l

9
[BA- 1731

lo^eandkon EaSrtn marra
1°- n

^ t3iu
la-Eanna marra

•A will without a signature is in-

valid’ (or ‘...would be invalid’)

'By what method does election take

place?'

‘In Aley it doesn’t get so cold as

(it does) here’

We come to your house twenty times

for every time you come to ours’

l.
btasta?2ar-lak garabiyye

9$r 3 b l- 3mpiappa

2 btadref wen bla?i 9mdS 3mnijf.?

[EA- 105]

3. ?emta ma kan btadfaE-li

[DA- 107]

•You can hire a car near the station'

‘Do you know where I can find some

good cloth?’ (The main verb btatref

is annunciatory [p-325].)

‘You can pay me anytime’

4. wappa ma badfa£ fi wld 9arS

5. r-raSSal bya£ 32bak [EA-158]

6. b-piayati ma baStagel mof

Samara man han^nsnre

7 md baddi kun maprapio

8. hal- 3mnaddef bisil 3 1—bs 9a£

9. 1-xaSab naSef la—dara&e

byaStddel fiha b- 3shule

DE huwwe bigar 3 ktir

hal-walad by astalyi

byatla^ab [EA-1611

‘I wouldn’t pay a piastre for it!

‘You’d like the man’

‘I would never work for people of

that sort’

•I wouldn’t want to be in his place’

(The quasi -verb baddo ‘to want

[ p. 412] is often translated as a

dispositional, though it is not in-

flected for tense.

)

‘This cleaner will remove the spots’

•The wood is dry enough to catch

fire easily’

He's very jealous (in disposition)’,

i.e. ‘He gets jealous a lot

That boy is bashful’, i.e. ...gets

embarrassed’

He isn’t deceitful’, i.e. He doesn’t

(or won’t) deceive’
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13. ma ft $i byangamel? •!„ _ ...Is there nothing to be done?1
14. hal- a ?Tna§ bysngdsel? ‘t~ 4.u- • ,*S th

^
S material washable^.

Can this material be washed?-

*

e

15. walla ha l-manzar via byantdsa 'This view is unforgetable’
‘This view cannot be forgot^.

*

16. huwwe xas’m byanxdf viannc 'He's an adversary to be feare .

17. kan far?a via btattanman Uli ‘It was a very lucky break f
i e. ‘...an occasion! that ^

0rme '.

be evaluated...’
Cthat

> cannot

f J!
0t

!
th3t tHe

y
erbS ln the laSt ei Sht examples above (ex 10 mof which are translated into English with adjectives, do in fact f,!

'

much like dispositional adjectives [p. 277]
; thus bigar in example(or at least can be) equivalent to the adjective ^ayyur ‘jealous’ n ‘a-position). Like dispositional adjectives, they are all intransitiveVh*'most are not complemented at all.

transitive and

11115 ADJECTIVAL USE of dispositional verbs contrasts overtly with theordinary use, in the case of verbs that are normally transitive seethe°
'he t

1S
’

S

-T6SSe
f

: ha2-saLane ‘That fellow cheats’, i e ‘He'S

?T^
h
!
a

f

e
^r

ha3-aalame gaSSaS; as contrasted with haz-zalame bigaSSakThat fellow will (or would) cheat you’, which shows the true vefbal con-st ruction. Further examples with object suppressed:

18. hal-kalb ma biga^ ‘That dog won’t (or doesn’t) bite’

19.
L?

ak l n-buza ma baddarr ‘Eating ice cream won’t do any harm’

20. haS-Sagle batmallel ‘Th is job is boring’, lit. "...bores"

21. hayy mas?ale ma. baM-a^eh ‘This is no laughing matter’, i.e.

‘...a matter that doesn’t cause
laughter

’

22. Id tasrag gala tar?dt badzafrle? ‘Don’t speed on slippery roads’, i.e-

‘...on roads that cause skidding'

Examples 19-22 show verbs with inanimate subjects;
these (being transitive with object suppressed) generally
correspond to agent ive adjectives [p.278] rather than to
dispositionals: batmallel = vmalle, ba^a^ek = manlike.

See also p. 409.
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Note that English adjectives ending in -able (or -ible)

mr,«tlv passive dispositionals, e.g. ‘washable’ - ‘can
are ”

hed’ Since Arabic dispositional and agentive ad-

i ves are not normally formed from passives, it follows

the usual translation of these English adjectives will

he with verbs: byangasel ‘(is) washable’. This is all the

re true in the case of adjectives with a negative prefix^

in- etc since Arabic has no such formative, thus ma

Z'a'ntdsa‘( is) unforgetable ’

.
(There is, however, a limited

use of passive participles in the dispositional sense
.

[p. 2751. mainly in Classicisms: ger maqru illegible ,

more colloquially: ma byan?dra. )

USES OF THE PERFECT

Past Time Reference

While indicating that an event or state referred to is in the past, the

nerfect tense implies nothing, one way or another, about the definiteness

« the current relevance of that event or state. It may, therefore, e

i oiH in Fnplish either by the simple past (katab ‘he wrote ) or y

present-perfect (‘he has written’), depending on context and circumstances.

Examples translated with the simple past:

1. ieliek H-malek »kttr [AO-88] ‘The king laughed heartily’

„ ‘Where did vou work after you were
2. fen Stagalt bag 3d ma txarraSt? Where ai y

[EA- 206]
graduated?

3. tan man ?adtm ’z-zamdn tdSer ‘There was once upon a time a mer-

gando bant [AO- 113] chant who had a daUgh

‘His father was poor, and sold his

land’

‘When the elections took place, they

4 . ?abu kdn fa? »r, »-bag ‘His father was po

?ard<j.x [EA- 160] land

5- lamma pdret l-’ntixdbdt, When the election

ntaxabu ra?i s baladiyye [EA-161] elected him mayor

Examples translated with the present perfect.

6 ?axad 3
t dawdk, walla lassa?

7 Stamagt mago gaddet marrdt
[EA- 158]

®‘ ft St tgayyar

‘Have you taken your medicine yet?

‘I’ve met him several times’

‘Nothing has changed’
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9. sina£et 3f~fabun paret 3 l-yom
9a£zam pina£a fi-prablos
Tdat 1 Q •?![PAT- 183]'

10. Su par madak?

‘The soap industry has k
biggest industry i n TriL?

0"16 lt>e

today.

What’s happened to you i’ , ,

'What happened to you?’)
31 so

A participle [p.262], in contrast to a verb in thafeet, may be used in reference to past events only
consequent state is currently in force: S* payer\adak*What s happened to you? (that you should be in this staf s.while Su far madak? can be said regardless whether the

’

sequent state is still in effect or not.

Some Arabic verbs which are basically momentaneous are usuallvlated with English stative (or durative) verbs. (This happens
3ns "

monly with verbs of cognition, affect, etc. See p.272.) In such c
COm ’

7
Wh^" used in re ference to past events whose consequent

^
state is still in effect - is translated by the English present:

Q *
4

11. halla 9 3rtafr bali

12. draft kif?

‘Now I feel relieved’ (i.e. ‘Now my
mind has been relieved')

‘Do you know how it is?’ (i.e. ‘Have
you found out how it is?’)

13. fhamt 9annak msafer bukra

14. badd ma halla 9 9alt-alli 9asmo
dzakkarto tamam

15. man malamefi waSSak balder 9ul
9annak ma fiabbeto

I understand you’re leaving tomor-
row’ (i.e. ‘I’ve been given to under-
s t and . . . ’

)

‘Now that you’ve told me his name I

remember him perfectly' (i.e. ’...

I’ve brought him to mind perfectly')

‘From the expression on your face I

can tell that you don’t like it’

(i.e. ‘...that you haven’t taken a

liking to it
’

)

Similarly, some English verbs are put in the present in
the annunciatory sense [p.325], while the Arabic counter-
parts remain in the perfect:

16. ttafa 9na

17. tSarrafna

18. xaSSaltni

‘We’re agreed’, 'It’s a deal’ (* e

‘We’ve agreed’)

‘I’m (we’re) honored’ (i.e. ‘We ve

been honored’)

‘You embarrass me’ (i.e. ‘You’ve

embarrassed me’)
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V fn* 94 -tl ‘I’m glad to hear that’ (i.e. ‘You’ve

19
l
,a?atP ni

b' hal
'Xabar DA ' 2

gladdened me with this news’)

alii vtarahta? ‘What terms do you propose?’ (i.e.

ju hi S'grut * '

‘What are the terms that you ve

20
[SAL 170 ^ thought up?’)

• na l
Clauses

berate’ or ‘If you go with us, you won t be late .

The English interpletld as dis-

used if the main verb (btat oxx )
if
v
it is int erpre-

pcsitional [P-327J. f sh past iense in the *if *-

ted as future L324J .

verb is conditional

‘ u-

does not depend on its main verb.

Examples:

‘If you touch it, it’ll come to

1 da 9art fiha btafrop
pieces’ or ‘If you touched it, it d

come to pieces’

,
_ . ‘We’ll get better results if we

2. mnafal la^natayeS 9alisan is
follow this method’ or ‘We’d get...

ttabadna hap-pan 9a
if we f ol lowed. .

’

„ , _ . -I miRht (or may) go, if they in-

3. mamfeen ruh 9 iza 6asamuni
1 vi te me

the oain gets stronger, send
4. 9iza 9awi 1-waSad, bdat wara If the pa «

. , , _ for a doctor
do k tor

5- npafarni 9 iza fir u-f>axxar 3 t ‘Wait for me if ^1 was
?ona V

late )

’If he’s not present put a mark by
6 9iza ma kan framer piapp dalame

9addam 9 asmo
hlS name

7 - ^isa dallet Kad-doSe la^Sann ‘If that noise keeps up I’ll go

* crazy’

8 . rapia^na&i 9alia. 9 iza naalet

mapar

‘We’ll come unless it rains (lit.

".
.
.except if it rains )
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In English the present tense must be used after -rwhen the main verb is imperative (ex. 4 5 nr t .

7, 8), while in Arabic the perfect may be’used i n
(e*‘

cases as well as in the others.
nese

Note that in examples 1 and 2 the main verb is i„simple imperfect, which, in this type of sentence 1

j

prct either a "real " future situation or (disposiiionaUvi
a hypothetical situation. The imperatives may also be

y

for both real and hypothetical situations, though in th^
6*

1

case the English translation is the same for both
Clr

Examples 7 and 8 differ from all the others in that tKcould not be used to depict a hypothetical situation- theparticle of anticipation (ra/io-, lafxa-) [p.322l - unlike
the simple imperfect - is not used dispositionally Thefore the English translation is again limited to the presentand future verb forms, but in this case the limitation isset by the Arabic meaning and not - as with the imperatives- by English grammatical constraints.

The perfect is not obligatory after Hza. however, unless the situatedepicted is definitely hypothetical. When applied to a real situation he9 tao-clause may have a verb in the imperfect or no verb at all: Hza
mafna, ma btat^axxar ‘If you’re going with us, you won’t be late’; btamn

**

iza. La badd manno ‘I’ll stay if necessary’.
An imperfect or non-verbal ?tao-clause sometimes implies that the condi-

tion is expected to be fulfilled - as contrasted with the perfect, which im-
plies rjo particular expectations one way or the other.

Examples

:

9.

nSaj,la via fx mdneC Candak 9iza
bruit halla?

10. 9 xza t-taqrTren byatnaqadu la
tsadde? la had u-ld had

11. ?xza btastannani ST yomen
yamken 9aplaC maCak [DA- 172]

12. 9iza b oddak ra?yi hdda tandzol
<fon mabad^ak

13. ?iza Calek ST la tat^axxar
mznSdni [DA- 243]

‘I hope you don't mind if I go now’

‘If the two reports conflict, don't

believe either one’

‘If you’ll wait for me a couple of

days I might go up with you’

‘If you want my opinion, this is a

backsliding from your principles'

‘If there’s something you have to do.

don’t delay on my account’

1 This is a pseudo-conditional construction, i.e. hada tandzol. ..is not a

genuine apodasis; it is logically independent of the protasis.

333CONDITIONAL CLAUSES: Uza

In example 13, the verbless clause ?iza Calek Sx (theo-

tically) implies an expectation that you probably dp have
r ‘ Dressing engagement or other, which makes it easier

’^ you to excuse yourself than it would be if the speaker

iVid fiBa kdn Caleb ST... (with the perfect kan which can-

als out this expectancy) thereby putting more pressure on

to excuse yourself. Thus the element of expectancy

\ converted into an element of politeness. Similarly,

\iza batrTLh matno. . . is more of an invitation than xza rajt

naCna..., and b tamm ?iza Id badd manno is more of an off

than btamm. ‘’’iza kdn la badd manno.

lSt
Conditionals. The present

icate past time:

,
f iza sdfar 3mbdr\xa, bya?al

»l-ydm

tense after ?iza may, of course, simply in-

• if he left yesterday, he’ll arrive

today’

Note also ? iza sdfar 3mbarha, bikun wasel 3
l yom ‘If

he’d left yesterday, he’d have arrived today’ or If he

left yesterday, he’ll have arrived today lp.341J.

With nza there is no distinction between possib l e con-

ditions and contrary-to-fact conditions The latter are

indicated in English by a past-perfect phrase in the pro-

tasis (‘if he’d left...’) couples with a conditional phrase

in the
(

apodasis (‘he’d have arrived. ..’), but in Arabic th

same sentence (?iza sdfar. . .bikun wasel) is used in eith

case - whether it is known that he has not arrived, or not

known whether he has arrived or not.

v .k Hn (o 452] A hypothetical condition with xza
iza with the Linking Verb kan LP-452J.

followed by a complemen-
is often expressed by the verb kan in the p •

. . , k t her’
tal verb: Uza kdn Sdfha, bihdkTha ‘If he saw her, he d talk to her

1C 9 . h ax ‘He was afraid that he’d quit work-

Hza kdn rafat), palabo [AD- 103] mg if he denied his request

The complemental verb may be in the simple imperfnct indicative (i^j

with the 6- prefix) to indicate a disposition or a generalization lp.326J.

16. 5T rxTf, ?xza kdn byaStagel

Th [AD-47]

‘That’s cheap, if he does good work
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17. lazem a tkun bala hass 9 iza mi 'You must be devoid of f e .

.

kant abtat 9assar b-hal-mangar you’re not moved bv that
6 ln

8 if

(i.e. ‘You’d have to be.
weren’t disposed to be moved

,

The hypothetical kdn may likewise be followed by a verb in thfeet with the particle of anticipation [p.322]:
°e imPer-

18. xallini 9a£ref 9abl ab-salaf ‘Let me know ahead of time if9iza kant rafia^taSi coming’ (i.e. ‘...if Vou a ^ you ’re

coming ’
)

antl cipate
coming’ (i

coming
’

)

Note, however, that the simple imperfect is never used after kin '

reference to a hypothetical future event. While a main clause may us
‘"

.

simple imperfect in the future sense (mania 9 ! bukra ‘We’re meeting him tmorrow’), this is an "assumed" future event [p.324], corresponding to a

°"

"positive-expectancy " conditional clause [332]: 9iza mania 9 ! bukra 'Ifwe’re meeting him tomorrow...’. A "hypothetical" future event, on the othehand, requires the perfect tense in a conditional clause, with or without
kan: 9 iza (kin) li 9eni bukra ‘If we meet(met) him tomorrow...’. Examples-

19. 9 iza kan mi mat a
t baddi ‘If I don’t die, I intend to cut

9a 9po£ ris hal-kazzib [AO-95] that liar’s head off’

20. 9 iza kin la 9et willed £ap-pari 9 ‘If you meet someone on the road
halli 9al—lak s 9ini , xalli who says to you "Give me water",
yaSrab. .

.

[AO-99] let him drink’ (Note the perfect
tense of the attributive verb
9al(-lak), as well as la 9et; the

attributive clause is also part of

the hypothetical condition.)

The hypothetical kin may be used with 9iza in two ways: either in-
flected, as in examples 17 and 18, or uninflected, as in examples 19 and
20. When uninflected, kin must come right after 9 iza; when inflected, it

may be separated from 9 iza by the subject or by a negative particle [p.383]-

Further examples of the uninflected kin:

21. 9 iza kin a l-£asiye 9azharet
u^warra 9et 3 l-yom 3 t-tini,
£ref 9anno 9al],a gafar xapiydk
[AO- 99]

‘If the stick has grown blossoms and

leaves by the next day, know, then,

that God has forgiven your sins’

22. 9 iza kan mail 9a]!san batSibi—li ‘If I’m not better you’ll bring the

l-fiakim [AO-51] doctor to (see) me’

23. bkun £andak. . . ba£ 3d sa£a. . .

9iza kin a l-jialli 9 mu ma£Su 9

[DA- 197]

24. 9iza kin /t balkonit bikun
9afi.al [DA- 290]

‘I’ll be at your place in an hour,

if the barber’s isn’t crowded’

‘If there are(were) balconies, that

will(would) be preferable’
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Compare the

•/azharet. . • (cf .

l-lialla 9 mi kan

inflected versions: 9 iza l-£a?aye (kanet)

21); 9 iza mi kant 9apisan. . . (cf . 22); 9 iza

rna^k?... (cf. 23).

With

press

9$n,

ed wi

n-

th

‘if’ .

9an:

j
9an mi sakatt

2 w- an nd 9aSa,

The perfect

ba(L 3rbak

Sii mna£me l?

is always used in conditional clauses ex-

• I f you don’t shut up I’ll hit you!’

‘And if he doesn’t come, what’ll we

do? ’

3 r_r aji bruli ma£o, w- an ma ripi

brill wafidi

‘If he goes, I’ll go with him, and

if he doesn’t go, I’ll go alone

(r- for n- before r [p. 27] )

4. nidlla ma f i mine£ an-daxxant ‘I trust there’s no objection if I

smoke ( ?
)

’

Note also the set phrases n-So

‘If God wills’, and n- 9alj.a sahhal

9apiih and n-rad 9aPJ-ih

"If’ God eases (the way)".

Like 9 iza, 9an is often followed by kin: n-kin mi 9a&a...‘ If

he doesn’t come. . .

’

With law ‘if’. Most conditions expressed with law are

most, furthermore, are contrary to fact or to expectation. The verb
and
of a

1. law ksnt a b-majiallak b9b 9a

bal-bet

‘If I were in your shoes, I'd stay

at home’

2. law kin 3 l-manax 9anSaf

b- aSwayye bikin 9alisan

b- a kt!r [DA- 151]

‘If the climate were a little drier,

it would be a lot better

3. w-low ma daras ,
byanSafi ‘Even if he didn’t study, he’d do

well’

4 nanra2&9£-lak 9 l-ma§dri jiatta

w-law kanna baddna naSliad

5. w~lu ?ala\i\iet £aliyyi ndli
lajy-?

‘We’ll(we’d) pay you back the money

even if we have(had) to beg .

‘Even if you insist, I won’t go|

(The form -lu is commonly used in-

stead of law after emphatic w-

[p. 390] . )
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In desiderative (‘if only’, ‘would that’) conditions h™commonly followed by verbs in the imperfect (indicative or subl*''
ia* i«by non-verbal clauses. The apodasis is oft en suppressed:

*
,UnCtiv*).'

0r

6
&£,?•' ,M,S zr “ly k"“ h-« > lw,

7. Law yafiki kalme wdhde *Tf k. u •

3 l-maSkle^
the

8. law Handha Swayyet he l bass!

9. ’ax law ’a’ 3 tlo £ala hek
Carnal saxTf!

‘If she only had a little st rengthi.

'I could kill him for doing SUchstupid thing! ’("Oh, if I’d kill h‘

The desiderative lew is often used in a milder sense tnexpress invitations: ’

10. law batSarrafna (al-gada ‘Why don’t you have lunch with us?’
("if you would honor us for lunch”)

Hypothetical kan in the Apodasis. When a conditional clause is introducedby Law, the apodasis (main clause) is commonly introduced by the linking
verb kan in the perfect: law Saftha kant 3b’al-lha ‘If I saw her, I’d tell

Note that the 6 prefix of a verb in the imperfect is
not dropped after the hypothetical kan, as it is, usually,
when kan is used for past time reference [p.34l].

This use of kan is not obligatory if the main verb is in the imperfect.
Its omission makes the apodasis more vivid: law Saftha, b’al-lha (same
translation). (See examples 1-5.)

11. law kant ’b-mapiallak, kant
bab’a bal-bet

12. kan byaplag b-’Tdo ykun
’awwal waited bas—saff law rad

13. law kanti maSta’ ti—li
kenti btaSi la£anna

‘If I were in your shoes, I’d stay

home’ (Cf. example 1)

‘He could be the first in his class

if he wished’

‘If you(f.) really wanted to see me

you’d come to our house’ [p.268]

But if the main verb is in the perfect - indicating a hypothetical event

in the past - then it must be introduced either by kan (also in the perfect)

or by the particle la-, or by la- plus kan: law Saftha, kant ’alt-alha (° r

lo^’alt-alha, or la^kant ’alt-alha) ‘If I had seen her, I’d have told her •

14. law ’alt-alli kant rapit ma£ak
[DA- 171]

15. law kan-li l-’axtiydr lo-kant
rapit baf-payydra

'If you’d told me, I’d have gone »

you ’

‘If the choice had been mine, I ^

have gone by plane*
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rak »«barfia, la-wafe l
‘ If

.”
he

la# tara arrive

*l-yo*

v bae<jLon n-bat>d ‘If or

17 . Ifdmalu sawa man zaman they <

fahhamna ’anno hon henna
h
” h'

18- l0"J z £al-’a2tima£
here,

galena co meetu

__ hek ’alia hu ‘And
k-Iow nan nee, yy

knows
,9

' T^iam M ?or

[SAL-1401

sith law-la ‘if it were not for’, ‘but for’:

».
l^kdn^

wouk
mar to mon zaman

21 .
law-la l-bofle kanna fietna ‘Wit!

‘If -he’d left yesterday, he’d have

arrived today’

‘If only they liked one another,

they’d have gotten together long ago’

‘If he’d let us know that he was

here, we’d have invited him to the

meeting’

‘And if it hadn’t been for that, God

knows what would have happened to us

22. law-ldhon la^kanna mankun

hallo ’ 3b-bdrlz

23. law-ldha kant Sahfidd 3 l-yom

’ana

•If it weren’t for the children, he

would have left his wife long ago’

‘Without the compass we’d have got-

ten lost’

•If it weren’t for them, we’d be in

Paris now’

‘But for her. I’d be a beggar today’

(Ike form lawnla is also commonly used before md, in a

negative verbal clause:

)

!4. law- la md staxaff 3 l-maw<fu£

nd kan par f\ hek

25. law- la md warSa gabd’o md
kanu staSha lu

‘If he hadn’t made light of the mat-

ter, that wouldn’t have happened to

him’

‘If he hadn’t displayed his stupid-

ity, they wouldn’t have thought him

ignorant

’

“asi-Conditional Clauses

.

Tbe perfect is used in its hypothetical sense in c *“!
|milar to low conditionals, but which do not involve

lc le itself.

A prepositional phrase may occur in place of the

protasis:

kidun pawpiyyato ma kznt
9
stapisant a l—f9kra ?abacLan

‘Without his recommendations, I

wouldn’t have approved of the idea

at all.’ (Cf. law-la pawfiyyato. . .

)
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2.

baE 3d hal-mafar saret ?asEar
l- 3

lfbub 3btanzel [DA- 238]

After this rain, grain
go down’ (Cf.

fcatwaf
^ces

would rain...’) "
'••‘If

The expression w-?alla ‘or else...!’ i s itself
tional protasis (~ w-?an la? ‘and if not'), and is co^j'followed by a verb in the perfect:

romonly

3.

?3$frak baEden tarSaE la-hon,
w-?alla ?ataltak [AO- 119]

‘Don’t come back here again
kill you!’

8 ln
’ or I‘ U

Some clauses may be analyzed as an apodasis without aprotasis: a

4.

kant 3ktir batmanna rufi, bass
3btaEzruni [SAL-1 IS]

’I’d very much like to go h,,t

(have to) excuse me’ (Cf.’* 8nt ^’ U

batmanna ri/i law Eazamuni, bass
‘I’d very much like to go' if thevf’di
invite(d) me, but...’)

The perfect is commonly used after ret- ‘would that.

5.

retni mat 3
t ?ab 3

l ma Eabbart
Eala ra?yi

‘I’d sooner die than express my
opinion’ (on a given matter) (Cf. lax

Eabbart. .
. )

ith ma ever . Ihe perfect is used for hypothetical conditions introduced
by kail ma and Wo ma ‘whenever’, Su ma, ?aS-man, ?e-man and mah ma ‘what-
ever

, mm ma whoever’, wen ma {fen ma) ‘wherever’, kif ma ‘however’, ?add
ma ‘however much’:

l- Su ma ?dr la taftafr had-dar 3S ‘Whatever happens, don’t open that

drawer !

’

2. md bihammni Su ma haka yahki
[DA- 213]

3. Idzamni bet fen ma kdn ykun
[DA- 213]

4.

kail ma da?? 3 l—kuz baz—Sarra
bihaddadna b-?asti?dlto

5.

/: ki tas?ali wen ma kdn
[SAL- 192]

‘I don’t care, let him say whatever
he will’

‘I need a house, no matter where it

is’ (lit. "...wherever it be, let i*

be ")

‘At every drop of the hat he threat-

ens us with his resignation’ (lit^

"Whenever the mug hits the jar.- )

‘You (f.) can ask anywhere’ (lit-

"You can ask wherever it may be )
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mm ma kan yaEmel

- ma ?zlt fra-nruli

7.

90

,, ma faSSaltni haS-Sagle

. . , l„ gaz-zdyer kail ma rad,

9 ^rulmaSdn y,’£od Swayye zyade

[PAT- 199]

... visJ? “
"; rDM A1 i sees and tens

m seneE [RN-41J

Some of these forms may be preceded by law:

‘I challenge anyone to do that!’

(lit. "I challenge whoever it may

be. . .
")

‘No matter what you say, we’re going

‘No matter how much you hurry me,
^

this job won’t be done any sooner

‘They urge the visitor, every time

he wants to go, to stay a while

longer

’

‘He takes a liking to whomever he

sees and tells whatever he hears

11
hal-SamaEa ma byastEidu

Sansiton low 5u mo Eamlu

12 , low mah ma Emalt mdli lali-?aEtik

mayor i

13. law ?aS-man sdr, mdli ?dyem man

?arfli

‘That bunch won’t get back their
_

citizenship no matter what they do

‘No matter what you do, I’m not

going to give you money’

‘No matter what happens, I won t

budge. ’

With the attributive forms ?ayy and ?anu ‘any, whatever’

[ p. 5731 ,
the perfect is also used, but without m .

14. ?a£pTni ?ayy maSrubdt kdnu

[RN-41]

15. xod 9anu ktdb £aSabak

‘Give me whatever beverages there

are’

‘Take any book you like’

mo can also be used with the

izing or dispositional senses, or for expect

(or courtesy) [ p - 332] .

16.

kail ma bSufo ?aktar kail ma

bliabbo ?aktar

17- ?add ma byaEftk, xod manno

[DA- 215]

18- wen ma batrid takol ?ana

bdkol [DA- 213]

^9- la—wen ma baddak bru\i [DA- 215]

‘The more I see of him, the more I

like him’

•As much as he’ll give you, get

from him’

•Wherever you’d like to eat, I 11

eat ’

'I’ll go wherever you want’ (The

tenseless baddak, without a linking

verb kant, is equivalent to the im-

perfect . )
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The ma forms may also be used with kan for past tireference plus a complemental verb in the imperfect fr
generalization [p.326]:

20. kail ma kan ifakker fiha kan
yatkarkar

‘Every time he thought about •

would chuckle’

TENSE SUBORDINATION

Time reference in a main clause is relative to the moment of utt»tan-yjktob maktub ‘He's writing a letter’ (at the present moment

V

maktub He wrote a letter’ (before the present moment). In an Arab;
“6

plemental clause [p.449], however, time reference is relative to th t

C?"'
the main clause: Safto tfam-yaktob maktub ’I saw him writing a letter-,
I saw he was writing a letter’). Since the clause (an-yaktob maktub si”complemental to the main clause Safto ‘I saw him’, the present actual! tvof his writing applies, not to the moment of utterance, but to the ori,/moment indicated by the perfect tense in Safto. Likewise in Safto katabmaktub ‘ I saw he had written a letter’, the past time of his writing i ndicated in the complemental clause katab maktub is prior to the past mo-ment referred to in the main clause Safto. Similarly: Safto fic^yaktob
I saw he was going to write...’, fio-tSufo katab ‘You’ll see that he'll'"have written...’, etc.

In English - as in many other European languages - tense
subordination of this sort does not exist. Either the tense
of the complemental verb is shifted to agree with that of
the main verb ("sequence of tenses"): ‘I saw he was writing’,
or else the complemental verb is reduced to a "non-finite"
form: ‘I saw him writing’, ‘I saw him write’.

Examples (Main verb in perfect):

1. tiaka^lha Su Sdf [AO- 113] ’He told her what he had seen’

2. ftakart 9annak abta£ref [EA-150] ‘I thought that you knew’

3. 9al balder rufi ‘He said I could go’

4. balden 9al 9anno raha-yantaser ‘Then he said that he was going to
'’aiearner Sdide await new orders*

5- tdni ydm Sdf 9anha warra 9et
u- 9asharet [AO- 100

]

6. bass ambarefr sma£t 9annak
mar if, [EA- 149]

7. kant amfiasseb 9anno baddo yrufi

‘The next day he saw that it had

leafed out and blossomed’

‘Just yesterday I heard that you

were ill’ (Verbless complemental
clause [p. 403] )

‘I was under the impression that he

wanted to go’
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r V bru/i
4

1 weighed it in ,my mind whether I

zd*t a *
should go or not

8 lla

‘We found him not all he was cracked

9
*
06ar° up to be’

,. a i ‘I thought I heard the lock click’

verb ton ’ to be
:

,

r ,he was ’ tan-yaktob ‘he is writing’ - ton tan-yaktob ‘he was writing

Z ‘he was’ ra^yaktob ‘he’s going to write’ - ~

iin ‘he was’ + katab ‘he wrote’ - ton katab ‘he had written’

Z ‘he was’ byaktob ‘he writes’ - tan ysktob ‘he used to write’

The 6- prefix of the simple imperfect is usually drop-

g “rtfsr —
write’

.

bitun ‘he will be’ + Ham-yaktob ‘he is writing’ -

bitun ‘he will be' + katab ‘he wrote’ - bikun katab ‘he will have written

(Etc.)

It should be noted that the linking verb and the com-

plemental verb do not constitute a "verb phrase proper y

speaking The linking verb stands in construction with

ETZf. predict, (exactly .. it doea .,,h a eoc.erb.l

predicate), not with the verb as such. See p.452.

Examples of kan with verbal complement.

i .i _ j, ‘Thp train was still moving
t-tren kan l dssd Zam-yatliarrak

2. kdnet taStage l b-mak tab ‘She used to work in an office’

3. lamma mfalt, kdnet a l-mafar ‘When I arrived, the rain had

•n»a^et [AO- 67]
stopped

4- bdkra nSalla bd&i bzurak
*>- d n$d},],a batkun
[DA- 217]

•Tomorrow I’ll come see you and I

trust you’ll have recovered
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5. man yomen tlate kanet saZti
Zarnma-tVapper [AO- 71]

6. kali ma Zarfet Su baddo, kanet
tarkod u-taShad la-taZmal- lo
yd [AO-111]

7. lio-ben ma talbes bad a ltak
3£-£dide bikun frapa wasel
[DA- 298]

8. ?akTd bikunu ?ahlak stawfraSu-lak
b-geb tak

9. la tadros 3d-dars 3 t-talet
?ab*l ma tkun ?at?ant 3d-dars
3 t-tani

10. bass yd retak kant maZi, kant
3mba$att 9aktar [DA- 171]

11. law Saftha bar-rabtZ, kant
bat 9ul ger hek [DA- 250]

‘For two or three day my
losing time

’

‘Whenever she found out whar u
wanted, she would run and tat
to do it for him’ (i.e. ‘

s j,

6 Pa *ns
un . . .

’ )
Used to

to do it

run. .

.

'

)

‘By the time you've put on yOU r
suit. Daddy will have arrived’

‘Your family certainly must have
missed you when you were away’
(bikunu is dispositional

[ p. 327]
)

'Don’t study the third lesson before
you’ve mastered the second’ (?af>ant
is in the perfect to emphasize the
completion of mastery, but ?ab 3

l ma
requires the subjunctive [p.358],
hence tkun.)

‘But if only you’d been with me, I’d
have had a better time’ (The second
kant is used here for a hypothetical
apodosis [p.336], not for past time
reference.

)

‘If you saw it in springtime, you
wouldn’t say that’ (kant for hypo-
thetical apodosis)

Tense subordination is also commonly shown in certain kinds of attrib-
utive clauses [p.495], annexion clauses [p.490], and supplemental
clauses [p. 531] :

1. S-SamZ 3sta^balo b-barbara
baddall Zal- 3mwdfa c>a

2. b-hal-ma$ari l-rabjiuha Zammaru
byuton [PVA-30]

3. stahlakna kail 3?-$abun halli
bal-bet

4. Zamel kail halli byaplaZ b—^Tdo

5. tnazzaht u—^ana Zam-ba^ra
[RN-I.227]

‘The gathering greeted him with a

murmur of approval’ (i.e. ‘...that

indicated approval’)

‘With this money they had earned,

they built their houses’

‘We’ve used up all the soap we had

in the house' (Verbless attributive

clause [ ] )

‘He did everything he could’

‘I walked while I was reading’
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CHAPTER 13: MODE

I Verbs in the imperfect tense are inflected for three modes'. Indicative,

Subjunctive, and Imperative.

Th INDICATIVE, used in assertive predications [p.347], is expressed by

b- or a proclitic Zam- or rajio- preceding the person prefix:

3 pr
f .

. he opens’, Zam-yaftafi ‘he is opening’, ro/ia-ya/ta/i ‘he’s going to

open ' •

^ See P'320»'

The SUBJUNCTIVE, used in optative predications and in various subordi-

svntactic positions, is expressed by a bare person-prefix (i.e. a pre-

fixnoj preceded by b-, Zam or rajio-): yzftafr ‘(that)he open’.

The IMPERATIVE, used in commands or requests, is expressed by the imper-

fect stem without a person-prefix, and in some cases also by internal modi-

fication of the stem: ftd\i ‘open’ [p. 198] .

The uses of the indicative mode are treated only inso-

far as they contrast with the subjunctive; that is to say,

the indicative is taken as the "standard" or "neutral" mode

which is used whenever the other modes are not used. The

indicative' is fully exemplified, however, on p. 320 ff.

l
It makes better sense morphologically, and is perhaps structurally more sat-

isfactory on the whole, to take the subjunctive as the neutral or unmarked

mode (non-assertive). Then the function of "assertion" is signalled 1) by

the subordination of a subjunctive verb to any non-subjunctive main term,

including the proclitics Zam— and raha

—

[p.320], or 2.) by prefixation o

to the subjunctive form. (Non-verbal predications, together with verbal

Predications in the perfect tense, are generally - though by no means always

sssertive.
) For ordinary expository purposes, however, the fact remains

that little needs to be said about assertion, while quite a bit needs to

he said about non-assertion.

The subjunctive and indicative of Syrian Arabic should not be identi-

fied with the so-called subjunctive (al-mufldriZ l-man?ub

)

and indicative

' a i-mu<j,driZ 1-marfuZ) of classical Arabic ?iZrdb, though there is, of

course, some similarity in use between the Syrian subjunctive and the com-

lned subjunctive and jussive of Classical Arabic. (The latter, owever,

are not full-fledged grammatical categories at all, but only automatic

*yntactic alternants.)
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The Subjunctive in Independent Optative Clauses

While the indicative is
junctive is used to express
invocat ions

:

used to express or elicit assertions m
or elicit exhortations, suggestions,

'and
sub.

Assertive

manruli £as-sinama
'We'll go to the movies’

batruli Zas-sinama ma£na?
‘Are you going to the movies with us?’

bld 9 i taksi b-haS-SdreS?
‘Can I find a taxi on this street? ’[ p. 327]

9aJ,j,a biwaff 9ak
‘God will grant you success’

nru[i "as-sinama
'Let’s go to the raovies ,

trufi <?as-sinama maSna?
‘Will you go to the
movies with us?’

ld">i taksi b-haS-Sdre(?
‘Shall I find a taxi on
this street?’

vaj,J,a ywaff 9ak
‘May God grant you
success ’

Further examples of the independent

1. ?a£mel 9akwe, walla Say?

2. Sdyef ^mnifi, walla
9afta}y- lak 9J,—faww?

3. ruji Sib kam 9annTnet bira?

4. nartali- 9 lna natfe hon?

5. tfat-lak Si da?i?a?

6. yalli lafaeS tyabo yaSi ySilon

7 .
9aj,j,a yaSnafna sawa marra tanve
[DA- 253]

*

subjunctive:

‘Shall I make coffee, or tea?’

‘Can you see all right, or shall I

turn on the light for you?’

‘Shall I go get a few bottles of
beer? ’

‘Shall we rest a bit here?’

‘Will you come in for a minute?’

‘Whoever has strewn his clothes
around shall come pick them up’

‘May God bring us together again'

8. pa^befi £ala xer

9. yaxrab be to

10.

la ykan-lak fakre

See also p.355, example
ing and following it.

'Good night’ (lit. ‘May you be well

in the morning’).

‘A curse upon his house!’ (lit.
‘May his house be ruined’).

‘Don’t give it a thought’ (lit.
“Let there not be a thought to you )•

, and the paragraphs preced-
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N te the formulaic phrases sallem Hdek and tatter xerak

N
stated ‘thank you’; the first for work performed).

(b°th
e^bs are subjunctive (not imperative) aphaeretic forms

The verbs are
j Drot ect (your hands)’ and ykatter...

for C nc^easeTyour^n being)’. (Cf . English ‘Bless
' May

f0 r 'God bless you’. ‘Thank you’ for ‘I thank you ).

yOU 1

10
‘f thfsubfnc t*ive' extends fdelude"!^t c^andf^ rfqueUs.

the US£ °[ the non-existent negative imperative construction.

in l‘e0 °

rr n;«. Command (Imperative) Negative Command (Subjunctive)

>Go i >
Id trull

‘Come!’
Li taSi

‘Don’t go’

‘Don’t come!’

, . , rlSibi-li va ‘Don’t bring
Sibi-li yd ‘Bring(f.)it to me ....la dSibi y

ittome .’

part i c le l*. [«f.p.3SS i. *o«=t im.s V"b “

first person subjunctive, expressing exhort.tron < >

la-narzae la-mas 9alt a l-bet

[DA- 244]

‘Let’s go back to the matter of the

house

’

la-luidder—lcik tyoibak [DA- 181]

?iza baddak 9 truh tadzahila?

£at-tal5, la—£nrCLk

‘Let me get your clothes ready for

you ’

‘If you intend to go skiing, let me

lend you my suit

The Subjunctive in Subordinate Clauses

In various kinds of subordinate clause, the ~d« of

H doe, i„ independent clause. - on L ]s M~rtive, i . e

.

live. The indicative is used if the subordinat
hvpothetical, or antic-

it depicts an objective state °f a f a * rs ^ ,j’
come’ The subjunctive,

ipated): 9dl 9annak •btaSi ‘He said that you "°^
hort ‘f on ,

Lgges-
°n the other hand, is used if the c auseexpi

-He said that you
lion, wish, fear, intention, or the lixe.

should come’. [See p.347.]

ln Coraplemental Clauses [p.449]. The sPLi^tive is

tention, etc. Many such

E^ssions of exhortation, suggestion, wish, fear, intern

c lauses are introduced by 9 anno that •
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After palab ‘to ask(for),

9amor ‘to order, command’

ttafa 9 ‘to agree*:

wa£ad ‘to promise’:

nasipia ‘advice’:

xdf ‘to fear’:

xapar ‘danger’:

stapia" ‘to deserve*:

kareh ‘to hate’

h&bb ‘ to like ’

:

rad ‘to wish, want ’

:

99bel ‘to accept, agree to’

request’: 1 . pa lab man rafa 9dto yastannxi •„asked his companions to Wa :.
He

him’ lt for

2 . l-malek 9amar 3?-$ayyad ?-
ySab-lo 9arbod samakat [ACM 17 I

'The king ordered the fisher™
bring him four fish’

an to

3. ttafa 9na natbadal 3d-dor
'We agreed to take turns’

4. wdadni 9annak md tadmala tdni
'Promise me not to do it again’

^
5. na$ ipiti 9anno natrok falan

‘My advice is that we leave
immediately

’

6 . xdf 7anno yat 3rku S-Sag 3
l [adap.fr.

AO- 103] ‘He was afraid they would
quit the job*

7. fi xapar 9afino yaxpar wazxfto
‘There’s danger that he’ll lose his
job*

8 .
9anti md btastfra" i 9anno ptakiki

[AO-119] *You(f.) don’t deserve
that I should speak to you’

9. bal-ha 9 i 9a bakrah 9ez 9£&ak
‘I really hate to bother you’

10. batjiabbu 9ar&a£ 9dxadkon? [DA- 129]

‘Would you(pl
.
)like me to come back

and pick you up?’

11 . kdn marra malek smin ktxr w-rdd
yanpiaf ‘There was once a very fat

king, and he wanted to reduce’

12. fari 9na 9abel indzalon ‘Our team

agreed to play them’

The indicative, on the other hand, is generally used after expres-
sions of knowledge, assurance, supposition, assumption, and the like 1

:

‘Note that the complement a 1 verb may be indicative even though the super-
ordinate predication is interrogative (ex. 1 ), negative (ex. 2 ), or opta-
tive (ex. 3) (below).

(
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. to think, suppose’:

(tfoi.
’to believe’:

}ar°4 ‘ to suPP°se ’
assume ’

:

ppawwar •to imagine’:

palaf ‘to swear’:

Saf ‘to see’ :

1 . bopgann 9anno byodref l- 3 p-kaye?
,

‘Do you suppose he knows the story?’

2 . md badta 9ed 9annek btad 3rfi pap 3bxi

‘I don’t believe you(f.) know how

to cook’

3. nafrotf, 9anno md byaSi ‘Let's suppose

he doesn’ t come. .

.

’

4 . md 9adret tap?awwar fanno byah 3zbu

daleha ‘She couldn’t imagine that

they would lie to her’

5 . fralaf
3 l-malek 9anno md byarSad

[AO- 117] ‘The king swore that he

wouldn’t return’

6 modi has-salle bass Sdyaf-lak md

UPia-tasadhon [DA- 106] ‘I have this

basket but I see that it’s not

going to hold them’

From the foregoing examples it should be claar ^ ^difference"

tive: an assertive predication depicts a (real o mag nary

)

fairs, while an optative predication projects a state

Not surprisingly, there are borderline cas es .n
'

£

1C

J prom-
choose either indicative orb^'^ssertive^tut mododni 9anno yarSod
ised me that he would come back ( assert iv

‘He promised me to come back (optative).

Further examples of expressions complemented by subjunctive verbs:

, , , l. i 9ana baddi 9arSod dal-bet [DA- 77]

baddo to want, require, be 1
' , t home’

,
. i . * T want to go back nome

supposed to, intend to, be B

going to’

:

2 r-raZ&dl halli baddna muro Su

byaStagel? [DA-75] ‘The man we’re

going to visit — What’s his work?

3. kdn baddi 9aStriha ‘I wanted to buy

it’ (or ‘I was going to buy it )

4 . baddak yaha ta 9ra w-taktob? [DA-80]

‘Do you want her (to be able) to

read and write?’
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lazem ‘must, ought to, have to,

necessary to’; bya lean ‘to
be necessary for (s.o. ):

5. baddo L-bet ikun mafruS? _ ?-
w-ikun 9arTb Eal~mufarnixiadi^J^
[DA- 289] ‘Does he want the U
be furnished? - Yes, and (than

*-*0

should be near the legation’ ' **

6. baddka tSatti ‘It’s going to rai

7. lazem 9ufi b-waEdi [AO- 116] ‘t
must keep my promise’

8. lazem 3nkun bal-matdr 9abl 3b-sSf
[DA- 249] ‘We ought to be at the

*

airport an hour ahead of time’

9. kant lazem tab 9a mortali bal-bet
[DA- 218] ‘You ought to have stayed
and rested at home’

yamken ‘may, might, maybe,
perhaps’; mamken ‘possible’

10. byalzamak mara kbire vo- 3 tkun
EaSSiyye [DA- 80a] : ‘You need an
older woman who would be a house-
keeper’ (lit. ‘...and (that) she be
a housekeeper

'

)

11. yamken fasal maE l- 3wldd baE 3d
xamppaESar ydm [DA- 198] ‘She may ar-

rive with the children in two weeks'

9ader ‘to be able’:

12. Eala hal-lon yamken 9aStari f-pa 93n

man berut [DA- 199] ‘In that case I

might buy the suit in Beirut’

13. yamken ya 9bal iSawwzak ydhalPO- 114]

‘Perhaps he’ll agree to give her to

you in marriage’

14. yamken tkun ma fiabbet 9ak 3 lna

[DA- 199] ‘Maybe you don't like our

food!’ [p.330]

15. 9al mamken ruji ‘He said I might go

16. mamken tatwap$at-li 9abel 3 l-mndTr

halla 9? [DA-295] ‘Is it possible

that you might arrange for me to

see the director now?’

17. bta 93dru tasbahu 9emta ma kdn

u-tatrappabu [DA-151] ‘You cans* 1

anytime and refresh yourselves

COMPLEMENTAL SUBJUNCTIVE

r- • t o be able’ [p.415 ]

18. ma 9ader la ydkol u—la ynam

[DA- 107] ‘He could neither eat

nor sleep’

19. bta 9der b-laydli kawanin t

a

9Eod

ba?-zalt man &er nar? [AO-87]

‘Could you, on December and Janu-

ary nights, sit in the nude without

a fire?’

20. md f\ yatEawwad Ean-nizdm 3 l- 9dsi

‘He can’t get used to the strict

discipline’

Earef ‘to know how to’:

nasi ‘to forget to’

:

21. fini soEdak b— 9ayy pari 9a? Can I

help you in any way?’

22. btaE 3rfi pap 3bxi pab 3x 9afranSi?

[DA- 99] ‘Do you(f.)know how to

cook European style?’ (Cf. Earef

9anno ...‘ to know that...’, fol-

lowed by an assertive clause)

23. nasi y
9arrex 3 l-maktib ‘He forgot

to date the letter’

24. la tansa ma tjiapt
3 l—mozdt fo 9

3 t-taffdhdt [DA- 107] ‘Don’t

forget to put the bananas on top

of the apples’

After the negative command la tansa ‘don’t forget .
the

particle ma commonly introduces the subjunctive verb. (Do

not confuse this with the negative particle ma. )

Cf. nasi (
9 anno

)

‘to forget that...’, followed by as-

sertive clause.

dzakkar ‘to remember to’:

‘ to begin ’

:

fcattaS ’to begin’

25. dzakkar pzpfi 'Remember to

put out the light’

(Cf. dzakkar (
9anno) ‘to remember

that...’, followed by assertive

clause.

)

26. b- 9annual 3S-Sah 3r l- 3fEdle badu

yali
9fru ?asdsdt 9 l-bet [AO-75J On

the first of the month the workers

began to excavate (for) the foun-

dations of the house’

27. l-banndyin biballSu yabnu l-liitdn

[AO-75] ‘The masons will begin to

build the walls’
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bappal ‘to stop, cease’: 28. hal-walad 9emta lux-ybattvl
‘When is that child going
crying?

’

29. flall rupi w~ 3rSd£ lafiatta ybatt
piada yaplob nannak [AO- 99 J

•g'

going back and forth until ever*
5

body has stooped asking you (f^

ya ret ‘would that, I wish’: 30. yd retak 3t$uf 3r-rabi£ £anna
b-berut ‘I wish you could see
the springtime we have in
Beirut !

'

nSdppa ‘God willing’, 'I hope’

31. yd ret Vender ?a 9ra har-rmuz
3?-?lniyye ‘I wish I could read
those Chinese characters’

(May also be used with the per-
fect: yd reto kdn hon! 'If only
he were here!' [p.338])

32. nSdlla md ykun trando wldd 3?gdr
[DA- 243] ‘I hope he doesn’t have
any small children’

£ale ‘to have to, be obliged to’

[p. 415]

33. nSaPPa kun ma ^asa^t-allak ‘I hope

I didn’t hurt you’ [cf. ex. 9 , p . 342]

(Also used with the indicative, in

the sense ‘I trust’: nSdPPa
bpamba?pi £anna [DA-81a] ‘I trust

you’ll have a good time here’

34. lassa £ale ypiapp wadx£a b 3
1— Jjapfe

‘He still has to make a deposit

at the bank ’

dparr ‘to be forced, obliged,
required’

:

mahtdmal ‘probable’:

35 . ?alkon Ealiyyi kun hon ?abl

*b-£a$*r da^dye? [DA- 29] ‘I’m to be

here for you (pi.) ten minutes

early’ (lit.: ‘I owe it to you to

be here . .

.

’ )

36 . dParret 9eSta&el sd£dt 9 a(i5/iyye

‘1 had to work extra hours’

37. ma jitarm L 9anno hal-£awdmel
at?azsem 3 l-wad 3£ ‘It is probabl e

that these factors will precip 1
"

tate a crisis'
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9afison ‘better .

fakr ‘idea’:

feudal ‘to prefer ’t

3arrar, qarrar ‘to decide’:

faaam ‘to invite':

hamm ‘to be important (to)’:

aflm(k) ‘be careful not to'

*arrab ‘to try, attempt’:

hdaal ‘t0 try, strive’:

38. mn 3 1-mastOLpiil ?anno yaSi ‘It’s
highly improbable that he would
come

'

39. xalllna ndxod 3 l-bd$ [DA-44]

‘Let’s take the bus’

40. xallihon yappaflu ma£ ba£(L°n

[AO-83] ‘Let them thrash it out

between them'

41. Sion xalletv yaplaE b-hal-bard?

[DA- 198] ‘How could you let

him go out in this cold?’

42. la 9a 9anno ?ajisan yaftapio [AO- 115]

‘He found that it would be better

to open it’

43. fakro tdni sane yaSi lal-bldd
3 l-£arabiyye [DA- 173] ‘His idea

is to come some other year to the

Arab countries’

44. n-nds hon w- 3 hnTk bifadd^u yaSteru

l?apisan [DA- 129] ‘People both here

and over there prefer to buy the

best ’

45. 9emta mqarrer 3 t safer? [DA- 248]

‘When have you decided to leave?’

46. i—ra 9 is Eazdmon yatEaSSu ma£o

[AO-91] ‘The boss invited them to

dine with him’

47. bihammni tapiki-lha Swayyet ?angli 2 i

[DA- 80] ‘It’s important to me that

she (be able to) speak a little

Eng 1 i sh

’

48. 9 aspiak. . . tatrok maryam [DA-301]

‘Be careful you don’t let go of

Mary’s hand’

49. Sarreb ta£mel 9a/isa» l-marra

S-Sdye ‘Try to do better the next

time ’

50. pidwel i kun sardak maw(lu£ i fan
3 l-piddes ‘Try to give an objective

account of the incident’ (Lit.

‘strive that your account be...’)
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tfidSa ‘to avoid’:

tfiadda ‘to defy’:

xayef ‘afraid’ (commonly followed
by the particle Zo-:_)

kallaf ‘to entrust, ask a favor of’

yd dob ‘hardly ’

:

bal-kad ‘hardly’:

51. tftaSet 9azkor SI I took
not to mention anything. ?

are

52. bat ftodddk 3d2dweb (ala su’Sl'
‘I defy you to answer my quest ion ,

53. huorne xayef la-ykun ma(o ,
[DA- 203] ‘He’s afraid he has^*
appendicitis

’

54. ’’ana xayef la^md yaSi [rn.j ,
‘I’m afraid he isn’t coming’

'
55. xdyaf-lak 3 l-bet yahbop ‘I' m

afraid the house will cave i n ’

56. boddi kallef fiad
3rtak tas(a-li

b-wagife [SAL- 92] ‘I’d like to
ask you to see about a job for me'

57. yd dobi ?urn bi-maparifi ‘I can
hardly keep up with my expenses’

58. kdn hal-’add da?t? bal-kdd 3 tSufo
‘ It was so t iny you could hardly
see i t

’

deb (ala ‘shame on. ..for’ 59. (eb (alek tafiki hek ‘Shame on
you for talking that way!’

ma ba?a ?alia ‘it only remains to’:

(apa nahle 'to give... time to’:

60. [ladder ftdlak ma ba’a 9alla nasal

[DA- 250] ‘Get ready, we’re almost

there’

61. (apini mahle fakker bal-mawdiK
[DA- 297] ‘Give me some time to

think the matter over’

Translocative verbs (and their participles) [p.274] are often comple-
mented by optative clauses:

1. (ammi Sdye yzurna l-yom [DA- 172] ‘My uncle’s coming to visit us today'

2. ^2it ’axdak la~‘(and wafted ’a2a ‘I’ve come to take you to see some-

man yomen man ’amerka [DA- 75] one who came two days ago from
America’

3. papa raft ipalli salat 3 l-(id
[DA- 298]

4. rdyeft Sibha w-’aSi [AO- 115]

‘Daddy has gone to pray the ho 1 1 day

prayer ’

‘I’m going to get it and come back
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,, kan yon, *an 5a Ifah, ‘In a few days, God willing, you’ll

5 w-batruft taStagel get well and go to work’
bt9 sJ

n

[AO- 51

1

- wa^af-lctk baS-Sams ‘I’m going down to wait for yc

6 n
d̂ddn b ab

3 l-?otel [DA- 218] the sun in front of the hotel
‘I’m going down to wait for you in

halla 9 bab(at-lak 3p-pan(a

tdxadhon [DA- 129]

entrance’

‘I’ll send the maid to you right away

to get them’

rvitative clauses like those above are equivalent to clauses introduced

ta_, liatta, or laftatta ‘(in order) to’, ‘so that’, which may comple-
’

sort of main clause:
ment any

j
a»Sa la^ySuf (elto [DA- 75] ‘He came to see his family’

2 .
baftaker (andi wa? 3 t la-?aSS ‘I think I have time to shave’

[DA- 180]

3. tfoddal lal-bet lo-tSdf 3 l-(*rds ‘Come to the house to see the bride’

[AO-114]

4. happaphon (an-ndr bal-meHdye ‘She put them on the fire in a fry-
y ---i ing-pan to fry them

la-t 3 9 lthon [AO- 117]

5. ktf baddt foemel lo-yagfor ^alfdh ‘What should I do so that God will

forgive my sins'
xatiyyati [AO-99]

6. halla f batrxd taftaft
3P-fard ‘Now will you open the package so we

lo-n5u/ 5u ft? [DA- 245] can see what s in it.

7. faddeS baddo ta^-yaxlap? ‘How long will it take to finish?

[Leb.
: SAL 169]

8. ,,2Tt la-hal-balad fiatta »atrdfa * ‘I’ve come to this town so that I

na(o [AO- 114]

9. kallafni ddbber—lo bet fiatta

yaskon ft [DA- 289]

10 tfoddal lafiatta ’’ariik halli

(andi [AO- 79]

may accompany him’

‘He’s asked me to find him a house

to live in’

•Come in, so that I may show you what

I have’

Besides their use in optative clauses, these conjunc-

tions are used in the sense ‘until’. See p.358-
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In complementation to kan and other linking verbs [p. 452] the *, k .tive is used in assertive complemental clauses:
u
°JUnc.

'• wif"da*;;;
“u‘iu — ,f~ ->• *»u».

2. w-kdnhar-rdti yaplat kail yon. ‘And this shepherd would go o„(mat l-ganam m-yartdhon [AO- 103] every day with the sheep and Utthem graze’

3. kail Sasmi kan yuSatni, x?d?an ‘My whole body ached, especiallv^aSrayyi [AO-51] legs'
H my

4. kdnet tarkod w-tadhad la-tatmal-lo ‘She would run and strive to do w
y* LAO- 111] for him ,

5. l-bant ?a£e t la-tando w-$aru
yatla^u marrdt 3ktTre [AO- 107]

6. par yapiki maton ^aSya talmivve
[AO-83]

7. l-xdruf . . . sar imdti was-satdan
yatfpiak tale [AO- 96]

8. ?art tatref l- 3bldd ?aktar
manni [DA- 172]

9. m-kan yarmi l-ba?aldt bal-^ard
lairma yu$al tal—barriyye
[AO- 104]

10. w-tammet 3 tzuro w-tabki kail
yom la-maddet santen [AO- 118]

11. dal let 3 tna <?

9

taliyyi

12. 1-mdkTna raStet tastagel

13. ?dm 3 t-talifon ida 99

14. md tdd ipdmatni 9abadan

15. daff rab 3t sdta md
yafpaptem bal-?ak 3

l

16. btasbo 9 w- 3 tSufni

‘The girl came to him, and they be-
gan meeting often’

‘He began talking with them (on)
scientific matters’

‘The sheep started to bleat, and the
monkey, to laugh at him’

‘You’ve come to know the country
better than I’

‘And he would throw the onions on the

ground when he got out in open coun-

try’ (Note that yu?al, after lamma,

is still governed by the linking
berb kan. )

‘And she kept on going to see him and

crying every day for two years’

‘She kept on nagging me’

‘The machine is working again’ (l* 1 -

"...has returned to work")

‘The telephone began ringing’

‘He never obeys me any more’

‘He didn’t touch his food f° r a <

^
af

ter of an hour’ (lit. "He remained-

not tasting the food"

‘You’ll already have seen me (l 1

"You’ll go ahead and see me )
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A subjunctive verb sometimes stands independently in a

generalizing or hypothetical sense (as if kan or some other

linking verb had been suppressed):

„ hXk yatmal-lo...; batden
1

haddl i ?al-Lo ruh 9a»a

bir*.. - y
9

i
l
:
lo *u/

i^ammod, hal-fiaki hada

bal~£irbe mu tialu . ..

‘Here’s the way he would do with

him...; then that one would tell him

"Go on, may God affict you. . .
",

(and) he’d say to him "Look, Moham-

med, that kind of talk (when you’re)

abroad isn’t nice..."’

A similar but special use of the subjunctive is that of

the verb ba 9 i (or ba 9a) ‘to keep on’, in the imperfect with

a complement. The indicative is used for generalizations,

; n the usual way with no time limitations: 9 a/imod byab a

yzurna kail 9a/wd ‘Ahmed visits (i.e^ keeps on visiting) us

every Sunday’; hal-maftam byab’a fi ?ak 3 l payyeb TLis res-

taurant always has good food’. The subjunctive, on the

other hand, indicates that the generalization applies to

the past and not to the present: 9ahmad yab’a yzurna kail

fahod- battal, le? ‘Ahmed used to visit us every Sunday,

why did he stop?’; hal-maptam yab?a ft ^ak 3 l fayyeb, na £

ft ‘This restaurant used to have good food, but not any

The subjunctive is also sometimes used in circumstantial

complements [cf. pp.448, 531]:

18. id-ma44et ^arbapatSar Sah 3r

safer man 3mliappa la-mpiappa

[SAL- 137]

19. sar-lak zamdn taSt 3gel fi rds
3 1-maStab? [SAL- 136]

20. 9asmato yaxpob fal-masd^el
3 l-wapaniyye [EA-159]

‘And I spent fourteen months travel-

ing from station to station

‘Was it a long time you spent work-

ing in Ras el-Mish‘ab?’

‘Listen to him speak on national

problems . .

.

’

Wiile ,h, .Ubiunctiv. i. no,.. 1 ly

the generalizing sense (e.g. ex. 2, 5, 8, 18 ,
etc^ )

(with b-) is used in the dispositional sense Ip. ill!

1- p—pabe kdnet ma btantal

2. tan 9ar ib bi$ir bisdtisatdak

‘The ball was out of reach (ma btanpdl

‘it cannot be reached’: kanet ma.

btanpdl ‘it could not be reached ).

[p. 328]

.

‘Soon he’ll be able to help you’

(bisdtdak ‘he’s disposed to help you :

bi?ir bisdtdak ‘he’ll become disposed

to help you’

)
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3.

fCh.

?aret 3t-tayyarat batwaddik
la-wen ma bathabb

‘It’s gotten so that plane, •

take you wherever you like'
*l11

(p-payydrat batwaddik 'the
will /would/can take you’)

Plane
s

The indicative is also sometimes used — instead of thsubjunctive - in the generalizing or actualizing sense aftlinking verbs, especially when something intervenes betwee*^
the linking verb and the complemental verb, or when the

0

linking verb is in the imperfect:

A noun may, of course, be grammatically indefinite

r 494] while referring to something quite definite; in such

cases an attributive verb is normally in the indicative:

fandi wdhde bta£ref 9angltzi ‘I have someone(f.) who knows

English’ (Cf • ex. 5).

The subjunctive is not always obligatory, however, even

if the reference is indefinite: md bctdref ftoda bibtf swad

fSAL 195] ‘I don’t know anyone who sells fertilizer’;

b-haydti md Saft hoda bydkol xab 3z ha l- 9odd ‘ I’ve never in

4. sar 9abn 3 l—mtna byat 9ammal
yuzed sag 3

l bal-marfa 9 [PAT-181]
[PAT-181]

‘The inhabitants (lit. "the son "N
El -Mina have begun hoping to f; ]

°f

work in the port

’

5. kan rasi kallo byuSadni ‘My whole head ached’

6 . baddall 3btajiki w- 3btapiki ‘She keeps on talking and talkine
Lcf. ex. 45, p.453.]

In
Prepositional Complement Clauses.

the subjunctive is used:

1 .
huwwe 9o£la man 9anno

ygaSS *n-nds

2 . wdfa 9 £ala 9anno yab 9a

After a preposition plus 9anno ‘that’,

'He’s above cheating people’ (lit.

"He’s higher than that he cheat

people ")

‘He agreed to stay* (lit. He agreed

on that he stay.")

In Attributive Clauses [p.497], A term that is indefinite - in referencewell as in grammar - may be qualified by a clause with a subjunctive verb:

1 . md ft taksi nrupt ft?

2. md £andi St fitf data hdda

3. ft lutda ya£pi balo £az-zgd,r?
(az-zgar?

4. Idzem 3ndawwer £ala St
part 9a nddwno fiha

‘Isn’t there a taxi we can go in?’

‘I have nothing to add to that'

‘Is there anyone to look after the

children?

’

‘We must look for some way to help

him’

3 . l-piaSwe kafile b- 9anno

ppayyarna kallna

4 . md saft beno w-ben 9anno

yjibni 9alla Sadra

Most complemental preposi

ment is a clause [p.449] .

‘The charge is sufficient to blow us

all up’ (lit. "...in that it blow us

all up")

‘It came within a hair’s breadth of

hitting me’ (lit. "Ihere didn’t re-

main between it and between that it

hit me but a hair")

ions are lost when the comple-

5. baddi wdptde totref tapiki-lha
Swayyet 9anglizi [DA-98]

6 . Idzem muham t
9dder yddfe£

£anno

7. lassa galena Si ktir na£ amlo

8 Su ft £andek pab 3x thappt-lna?

[DA- 198]

9. bta£ref Ptada ydabbar-li St kis,
w-iwaspal-li yd £al-bet ?

[SAL- 195]

10 . ptada gerak ykun ft na 9pet damn
md bya 9bal-S hal-£dr [SPA-30]

‘I want someone(f.) who can speak a

little English’

‘He needs an able lawyer to defend

him’

‘There's still a lot we have to do

‘What have you(f.) in the way of

food to offer us?’

‘Do you know anyone who will Prep*Le
me a sack(ful) and deliver it to

house?

’

‘Anybody else but you who had 3

of blood in him would not accep

disgrace

’

In Supplemental Clauses [p.528]. The subjunctive is used after certain sub-

ordinating conjunctions, mainly in reference to future or hypothetical events

After 9awwal ma ‘as soon as’: 1. 9anmal ma taSi, fatteS £ale ‘As soon

as you get here, look it over

lo-ben ma 'while, until, by
the time that’:

2. xalli l- 3mSadd la-ben ma yanSaf
3 l-gare ‘Leave the clamp on until

the glue dries’

3 . w-la—ben ma talbes bod 3
l tak 3£—Sdtde

bikun ^d^a wasel [DA- 298] ‘And by

the time you’ve put on your new suit

Daddy will be here’

fcass
‘as soon as’; ‘provided that': 4. bass ya&i byakol ‘As soon as he

comes, he’ll eat’

??
e indicative in this sentence, however, distinguishes the attributive

£
ause from a circumstantial complement: ma Saft hada yakol... I

i naven ’

f

1 seen anyone eat . .

.
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man ger ma, bidun ma, bala m

a

‘without

’

bat’d ma ‘after’

?ab 9
l ma ‘before*

lar-, to-, jiatta, lafiatta ‘until’
[cf. p. 353]

5 . I 9aira ma bathamm ’ktir
mot?ule [DA- 290] ‘The rat

s 3
tkt

matter so much provided d°esn •

t

n

reasonable’ hat if,

6. L-balad ’ttaxadet man ggr
tandareb wla rsasa ‘The
taken without a shot’s bein'

*as

fir ed
*

7. btddxol *l-?aSya b-€a*lak
trtref [PVA-6C>f 'The thing^,?

lnl
e

Uty
T mind without your k"°»-

8. batd ma xalle ? Sagli bisir ta»a
“:«9 ' i

work I 11 have time’

9. mantalfan- Lak bat’d ma nraste *

lialna ‘We’ll phone you after we
get ourselves organized’

10. salamdt, mnih halLi ?Sit ?ab’l m
9oflat [DA-243] ‘Greetings; it’s
good that you’ve come before I left'

11. Su b la 9ikon raybin ?ab’l ma taxdu
l- 9ahwe? [DA- 199] ‘What’s this? Are
you leaving before having coffee?’

12. ?ab’l ma mut baddi mannak jidSe

[AO- 116] ‘Before I die there's some-

thing I want from you'

13. ruj
x (Lagri la-tSuf ’l-bindye l-bamra

[DA-45] ‘Go straight ahead til you

see the red building’

14. via bbappel ?splob ta^mut [adap.fr.

SPA-30] ‘I won’t stop pleading till

I die’

15. \ialaf d l-malek 9anno ma
liatta ya£ref ?as d

l hal-bajvra [AO- 117.

‘The king swore that he would not re

turn until he discovered the origin

of that lake’

16. w-kif w- 9 i2a stannetak Lajiatta

taxlof [DA- 197] ‘How about it if 1

wait till you finish?

After bat’d ma, la-ben ma, fiatta, and other expressions, the perfect
tense is used in reference to accomplished facts, and the 'imperfect indica-

tive for generalizations:
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1

, r awlad. la-ben ma fiahret
. laha b

1 tammon

hat’d ma bi?alli, bydxod

18 ^watto w-birdh la-Saglo

[PAT- 195]

19
stannena bas-sayydra la-reltet

‘He entertained the children until

their mother came in’

‘And after he prays, he takes his

provisions (viz. lunch) and goes to

work ’

‘We waited in the car till she came

back' (Cf . stannena bas-sayydra

la-tarSat ‘We waited in the car for

her to come back’.)

.fter 9ab°l ma, however, the subjunctive is almost always used, not

on ly in generalizations but even in reference to accomplished facts:

as—safra b^idxduwa 'As for breakfast, the Tripolitanians
20

iTrlb’lsiyye fdb’lma yaflatu have it before they leave the house

nan beton [PAT-195]

21. ?ab’l ma yusal tal-balad la 9a

rati [AO-83]

22. 9ab’l ma taSi b-’Swayye kdnet

marti mat l— ’wlad hon [DA-218J

‘Before he got to the town he met a

shepherd’

‘A little while before you came, my

wife was here with the children

In the Palestinian area, the subjunctive is used some-

what more broadly after subordinating conjunctions that it

is further north; after lamma(n) ‘when’ ,
for example, (in

reference to the future): leS ma byaxadhom moto lamman

lariat ‘Why doesn’t he take them with him when he goes

back 5 ’ (Cf DA-75: . . . lamrna byarSat ); after bat d ma for

generalization: kail wdfied manna bat’d ma y
9um fas-sabh.

byalbas tydbo [Cr-36] ‘Every one of us, after getting up

in the morning, puts on his clothes .

THE IMPERATIVE (al-?amr)

The imperative is used in ordering, requesting, or inviting the person

addressed to do whatever the verb designates: fta\i l-bab Open(m.

)

do°''’, tadi ‘sit down(f.)\ Sarrfuna ‘visit(pl
.

)us ’ (lit. honor us ).

Imperatives are inflected only for number /gender (mas-

culine, feminine, plural).
, ,, . ,

On the formation of imperatives, see Verb Inflectiona

Forms [p. 198] .

Imperatives cannot be used in the negative. Prohibitions and negative

Quests are expressed by Id (or ma) with the second-person subjunctive

1: la t aft ah ’l-bdb ‘Don’t open(m. )the door ,
la ta td i hon Don t

Slt (f )here’, ma tru/iu ‘Don’t go(pl.)’.
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Examples

:

1 . xod hal-(asdye w- 3npabh.a
b-mapraji na baddak [AO- 99 ]

2 . b~ 3 piyatek piatti piapab bal- 9dzdnt

w~Sa£(li-li l-[iammdm [DA- 180]

3. xallukon (am- 3 trattbu l-mamddd
(ala han-namap

4. xtar, ya $ayyad, l- 9atle halli
batridha [AO- 116]

5. 9umi ya mara, kali [AO- 112]

6 . fcajja Sab- 3 lna wdpied 9ahwe
w-wafied bira [DA- 45]

‘Take this stick and pl ant
ever you wish’ *hete

‘Please put(f.)wood in the k
and light (it for) my bath’

‘Keep on (pi.) arranging the materials in this way’

‘Choose, 0 fisherman, the wav
like to be killed’

*y you 'd

‘Get up, woman, (and) eat!’

'Please bring us one coffee and one
beer’

7.

zkor 9asmi, bidaxxluk

8 .
9(adi Swayye npazri [AO- 113]

9. xallini 9a(ref 9abl 3b-salaf
9aza kant rajio-taSi

10- Suf 9 iza 9aSe t
3 l-bo$pa

‘Mention my name (and) they’ll let
you in’

‘Sit down( f
. ) a while (and) wait'

‘Let me know ahead of time if you
decide to come’

‘See if the mail has come’

11

.

9 iza ma kan frader frapp (alame
9addam 9asmo

‘If he’s not present put a mark by

his name’

12

.

yafrla rufr sawTha m- 3 lta(en ‘Go ahead, do it and be damned!’

13. starSi m-xada

14. rkod bus 9 ido w-(ayed (ale
[DA- 302]

15. (mel mafruf ,
9al-li min

9ante [AO- 108]

‘(Just) dare and take it!’

‘Run kiss his hand and wish him a

happy holiday’

‘Please tell me who you are’ (lit-

‘Do a favor, tell me...’)

Note that a coordination of imperatives is often used
where the sense would seem to require complementation by a

subjunctive [p.345]. See example 13, above (syndetic).
Most such coordinations are asyndetic [p.398]:

16. da ll rv-fr w- 3rSa( lafratta

ybappel frada yaplob mannak
LAO- 99]

‘Keep on going back and forth unti

everyone has stopped asking (of)

you’ (Lit. "Continue, go and retur

return. . .
")

Similarly, an imperative is often used in complementation to

an annunciatory verb [p. 325]

:
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J7
.

»,*<*>*
°nSiha

i*ira2Sdk dallni (al- 9otel

18
' [DA 161

‘I advise you to forget it' (lit.

‘I advise you, forget it’)

‘Please direct me to the hotel’ (lit.

‘I beg of you, direct me. .

•

’)

A rather peculiar imperative construction is its use in

complementation to the verb kan [p.34l] in the second-person

feet. This construction produces an exclamatory hypo-

thetical command, generally translatable into English as

•you should have...!’ (The main stress of the sentence

falls on the imperative):

9 kant luf° “ taSi!

0 kant k5l larnrna kant fal-bet!

‘You should have seen him before

you came !

’

‘You should have eaten when you were

at home!

’

As in English, imperative in Arabic are sometimes used

with subject pronouns (
9ante, 9 anti, 9antu you )

or

emphasis

:

21. 9antu rufru frku ma(o

22. 9anti fradd-ri 1-EaSa l-ydm

‘You(pl
. )

go talk with him’

‘You( f
. )

prepare dinner today’

23. riili 9ante va-hiyye Sibu S-Santa ‘You(m. ) and she go get the bag'.

Note, in the last example, that the first imperative

is singular, applying only to 9ante, while the second (Sibu)

is plural, Its subject being the coordination 9ante m-ht yye.
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Arabic verbs, like those of many other languages
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are inflected for

-persons" called FIRST (al-mutakallim), SECOND (al-muxapab), and THIRD
t^'

ree
- 9H ). See Verb Inflectional Forms, p. 175.

(
al
'l

a
c

t j,e eight personal pronouns, each belongs inherently to one of the
Of

See Personal Pronouns [539]
thre

^ 1 ^

e

nouns and other nominal terms belong inherently to the third person. 1

the use of the Arabic person categories is basically identical with that

f English- The first person designates the person speaking (‘I’) or - in
0

„jur al — the person speaking plus anyone else (‘we’), either including
1

excluding the person spoken to. The second person designates the person

°ot
persons spoken to (‘you’) or - in the plural - the person(s) spoken to

plus anyone else except the speaker. The third person designates anyone or

anything excluding the speaker and person spoken to, or, in the case of

"impersonal " predications [p.365], nothing at all.

The person of a pronoun is determined by agreement with

its antecedent, if any [p.535l; if there is no antecedent,

then it is determined directly by the role of its referent

in the discourse.
A verb’s person inflection is determined by agreement

with its subject, if any; if there is no subject expressed,

person is determined directly by the role of its subject-

referent (if any) in the discourse; if there is no subject-

referent, then the verb stands in the third (i.e. neutral)

person.

Generalizing in the Second Person. As in English, the second person (mas-

culine/singular) is often used to make generalizations that are applicable
to anyone:

E lasem tadros 3
li
9u 9 fiatta p?Tr

kateb fad 3
1 b-suriyya

2
- ?af 3

b tal 3zmo b-Si

batSu/o 9alia fam-yadzammar

‘You have to study law in order to

become a notary public in Syria.

’

’It’s hard to nail him down to any-

thing’ (lit. ''It’s hard for you to

obligate him in anything")

‘You never see him but what he’s

grumbling’

This usage is mainly limited to verbs in the imperfect,

and does not in any case apply to the disjunctive pronoun

We [p.378].

XcePt insofar as they are used vocatively [p. 378]

.
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Also as in English, the third-person plural is often
used with vague or unknown reference: liek bi 9ulu ‘That’
what they say’; fafu n-ndr 3b-sar£a ’The fire was put outquickly’ (lit. ‘They put out the fire quickly’).

The term 1-wd.fted (3rd p. sing. ) is also used similarly
to one’ in English for indefinite or generalizing refer-
ence: l-wajied Su biEarrfo ‘One never knows* (lit. "What
will let one know?").

Except in baby- talk, the third person is rarely used todesignate the speaker or person spoken to; there is very
little tendency depersonalize for the sake of formality ordeference in Syrian Arabic. One may sometimes hear expres-
sions like l-bek bya 9mor St? ‘Does the bey order something?’
(for bta 9mor Si?) or Su byaqtareli *l- 9axx? 'What does our
colleague suggest?’ (for Su btaqtareli?)- such usage is
limited to highly formal or stilted discourse.

A more ordinary formal or deferential reference to a
person addressed is h^rtak (f. /ia4 3rtek, pi. lia^ratkon),
literally "your presence", which is sometimes substituted
for 9ante (f. 9 anti, pi. "antu). This form, however, con-
stitutes a "partitive" construct [p.467]; that is, the
leading term Qtaqire

t

. .
. ) is subordinate to the following

term (—ak), which is second person and requires second-
person agreement in the predicate: lia<ji

3rtak Su bta^mor?
‘What would you like, sir?’. 1

Agreement. There are very few complications in the person-agreement of a
verb with its pronoun subject, or of a pronoun with its pronoun antecedent:
9ante wen kant? ‘Where were you?', 9ana ma baEref ‘I don’t know’, na/ma
mu Eanna mapari ‘We have no money’. In coordinations [p.391], 1st p. + 2nd

or 3rd p. - 1st p. pi.; and 2nd p. + 3rd p. - 2nd p. pi.:

4. 9ana w- 9ante marruft suwa ‘You and I will go together’

5. wld ?ana wld huwwe laha^nkun ‘Neither he nor I will be there’
3hnik

6. Ia-roen ralitu 9anti w-huwwe? 'Where did you(f.) and he go?’

Note, however, la-men rajiti ?anti wiyyd? ‘Where did
you and he go?’ or ‘Where did you go with him?’.

l The difference between 9ante and /ia& 3rtak is of course not like the dif

ference in European languages between (for example) ‘tu’, and ‘vous’.

‘du’ and ‘Sie’. ttaqi
3rtak is limited to polite initial encounters with

strangers, or the like; 9ante ( 9anti, 9antu) may be used by anyone to

anyone, like English ‘you’.
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A verb attributive to a predicate such as ?awwal waited

•the first one’, l-wafrid ‘the only one’, or the like, com-

monly agrees with a first person pronoun subject of that

predicate. (See Equational Sentences, p. 405. )

fono kant 9axer waited tarakt

>l-bet

g
naftna l-wafiidin yalli mnairef

>nsdwiha.

g Su tana 9awwal raS&dl bastek?

‘I was the last one to leave the

house’

‘We’re the only ones who know how to

do it
’

‘Am I the first man to kiss you?’

Impersonal Verbs,

main in the third

include passives o

Verbs that have no subject and no subject-referent re-

(i.e. neutral) person (masculine/singular). These verbs

f intransitive verbs [p.237], and certain other comple-

mented expressions:

10. garni Ealeha ‘She fainted’ ("There came a fainting

upon her")

11. hal-kalb Idee

m

yanfra^-aHo ‘That dog ought to have a muzzle put

kammame on

12. bydxadni SamEa la-\tatta ‘It would take me a week to look into

Eala kail hal-maSdkel all these problems

Verbs with a clausal subject [p .451] are likewise in

the third-person masculine; this construction is equivalent

to that of an impersonal verb with a clausal complement:

13. bi&ue ”aSi maEkon ‘Perhaps I’ll come with you(pl.)’

(lit. "That I come with you is pos-

sible" or "It is possible that I

come with you")

H bihammni taliki-lha Swayyet ‘It’s important to me that she speak

9angltsi [DA-80] a little English’

Certain impersonal verbs are used in the feminine: ma

btafrea maEi 9anni ruji wafidi ‘It doesn’t matter to me that

I go alone’. See p.428.
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NUMBER

Pure number inflection occurs in Syrian Arabic „ >nouns [p. 209] (and rarely adjectives [201]). Verh
nly

f°r

nouns, and generally also adjectives have number and
Pr°"

combined in a single system; their number/gender infi
8ender

is determined by agreement with the nouns to which tv.
eCti °n

predicate [401], attribute [493], or sequent [ 535]

hey ar *

by the natural" number and gender of their referent
6
i
se

Number/Gender Agreement [p.427].
1

' See

Count Nouns

Singular (al-fard). The singular of nouns that purport to He*Crete (countable) entities is commonly used to indicate that thr^V***'exact y one in contrast to the dual and to numeral cons mctl wiTih'
U

b~k - <»• «**.

In a non-enumeratiye capacity, the singular of a count noun is „s*H ..a classi f icatory term [p.458] in certain kinds of annexion: I
Af ‘ er numera

J
s above ten: fggrin 3ktdb ‘twenty books’, ^arbafafSirsane fourteen years’, xams a faSr in ?ar$ ‘twenty-five piastres’.

or ‘hi
After

.

th
,

e rTd**amm and tP-4671 : kavm 3ktdb ‘several books’or how many books’; kail »iktab ‘every book 1

3). Sometimes after substantives: Said faS3
l ‘calf skin’, waSaf rds

headache .

Hie singular (with the article prefix) is often used for
generalizing: tarbiyet 3t~faf 3

l ‘child rearing' (lit. "bring-
ing up the child”); l-nar?a ?glha h?u?... 'women have rights'
(lit. the woman has..."); nan pan? 3 l-?ansdn ‘man-made'
(lit. of the man’s making").

In construct with a collective [ p. 279| or a plural, a
singular is sometimes used distributively: ?arn 3 l-ba?ar
‘the horns of cattle' (lit. "the horn... "), faySin man
cabbon la-tammon ‘They're living from hand to mouth’ (lit.

from their pouch to their mouth"). The partitives
meaning ‘-self’ [p.468] are also used in this way: xallina
nsamiha b-naf 3sna ‘Let’s do it by ourselves’ (lit...- "by
our self").

^ kail may be used with the plural, of course, in ident i f icatory
const^^

i

kail 3 l-kat 3b ‘all the books’; karnm

,

however, is only used with the

definite singular.
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H . , The dual is used to specify exactly two of whatever the

D-.1
f designates :

ktdben ‘two books’.

« tnen ‘two’ in construct with a plural

Use of the nu®e [®
. Qn the number then does the use

puts somewhat m
^ . two books’. Still more

of the dual inflecti

^^ ^ dual noun ith the numeral

“uSl™ m apposition, ktSbt* *i«<« '22 b“*’ •

referred
to.

then the p iura l is used, just as in English:

to be tak
-1 ass ‘He h« daughters*^ (applicable though he may have

(undo banat b
davve 9 <fand l- 3ktaf ‘The coat is tight in the shoul

“3Cay ^VndTblntenbass ‘He only has two daughters ’ ;
l-nanfo dayye’

ders ' V
1
],- .The coat is tight in both shoulders .

.

Hrd >l- k^en
rirJ

h
to things that normally come in a pair, the dual is not

In reference to things tn
^ but on ly - n contrast to the

[
p. 170] ‘his legs’).

Note that the forms ».*-•» ‘feet, legs’, den ‘hands,

arms’ «S* ‘eyes’. and fadanS

n

‘ears’ are not duals in
arms ,

tzene y
«i lirn i«- ?arba£ ?d2ren ‘four legs .

colloquial usage, but plurals.
To 163]

The true duals of these words have c°^c
.
tlve

„
t

,i
P
,-

1

n

63J

before the suffix: ?a2 3rten Utten,
fenten, ad nten.

Most duals tend not to be used with pronoun suffixes; ^^foUowed'y
are generally circumlocuted by using the £ltiral with the suttix,

the numeral tnen: katbi t-tnen ‘my two books .

Notable exceptions include the duals of nouns designat-

ing paired parts of the body: fenteni both my eyes .

Plural (al-Bamf). If the singular of a noun designates gQe of something
^

then its plural designates more than one: ktab (one) ’ r
471]

™>re) books’. If the numbeTTs specified by a numeral in construct Ip. 47b

however
, the following term is put in the plural on

y books’
t*een two and ten: tnen kat 3b ‘two books ,

tmann kat b eigh

With numerals above ten. the following term is put in

the singular: fnofSar 3ktdb ‘twelve books Lp -474 It

the number is two, the dual, of course, may generally be

“n used instead of tnen with the plural.
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Abstract 1 and Mass Nouns

Many nouns which do not purport to designate discrete (countabl
tities are normally used only in the singular, e.g. 9astaqldl ‘inH

en '

ence’, dawam ‘duration, permanence’, zaft ‘tar’, fade ‘rust’.
Certain others, contrariwise, are normally used only in the p j ur

maflumdt ‘information’, ma/iasen ‘good points, advantages’, riyadiy^x.
‘mathematics’, mafari ‘money’. 2

Some singular abstract and mass nouns may be put in the plural
cate abundance, variety, or indefinite quantification: sg. ram3

l •

°
‘?d‘‘

pi. rmal ‘sands’, another plural ramldt ‘(a batch, or batches of 1

)singular ta?arrof ‘behavior, pi. ta?arrofdt ‘(various kinds or instan
1

of ) behavior ’

.

These are not count plurals - they are not used after
numerals - and are not to be confused with the plurals of
particularized abstract and mass nouns [p.284], which are
count plurals. While ramldt, for instance, might sometimes
be understood to mean ‘a batch, or batches, of sand’, this
translation should not be taken to imply that one could say
tlatt ramldt to mean "three batches of sand”. (ramldt as a
count plural only means ‘grains of sand’). See p.297.

No abstract or mass nouns are normally used in the dual.

Further examples of mass noun plurals, indicating abundance or variety:

Singular Plural

zet ‘oil’

liabb ‘grain, seeds’.

jiayy 'water ’ maydya4

zbdle ‘trash, garbage’ zabdyel

lafi 3m ‘meat, flesh’ lhum>

Saww ‘air, atmosphere’ ?aSwa 9

’The term ‘abstract’ here denotes a semantic category, broader than the de

rivational category of abstract nouns [p. 284]

.

2 Also mafriyydt . There is, actually, a singular mafriyye — a defunct none

tary unit referred to figuratively in expressions like ma £andi w-la ns -

'

I haven’t a cent ’

.

3 Also used as a count plural of liabbe ‘pill’.

The plurals jiayyat and miydh are also used [p.370], but viaydya is more

strongly connotative of abundance or variety.
5 The plural lo/wnat belongs more specifically to the singular lafime ' roe ® t ',

and, in the ident i f icatory use [p. 370] , also to la\

i

3m in the sense ‘f*e I
lafimato *his flesh*. As a count noun, lajimat means ‘pieces of meat ( 1
lajime ‘a piece of meat’).
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f Abundance and Plural of Paucity (gam? l-hadra wa^gamf l-qilla).

pjural 0

es the plural of a singulative [p.297] - a count plural - stands

S01"
t to the plural of the underlying collective or gerund, which in-

in
contra

bundance or variety, and which is not used after numerals:

dic8teS
3

. oi .PluralSinguls

. ^
soMake * a f i sh *

. somcikcit f i sh , f i shcs

Collective samak ‘fish’ ?asmdk ’(many or various) fish’

jjolt
dabbdne ‘a fly’ dabbdndt ‘flies’

Collective dabbdn ’flies’ dababin ‘(many or various) flies’

moSe ‘a wave moSdt ‘waves

Collective moS ‘waves’ « ‘(many or extensive) waves’

Instance galfa ‘ an error ’.. galfdf ‘errors

Gerund galaf ‘error’ 9agldf ‘(various kinds or instances of)

When there is both a plural of abundance and a plural of paucity (i.e.

a count plural), the plural of abundance is formed by a base pattern change

[p. 218] while the plural of paucity is usually formed by suffixation of at.

An exception is 951a/ ‘thousands’, the count plural of ?alf ‘thousand which

also has plurals of abundance 9 1«/ and ?alafdt. When a plural of paucity is

used without a numeral (2-10), it still usually implies that the things re-

ferred to are few in number and individually discriminated.

In some cases, the distinction between plurals of abundance and paucity

*s not clearly maintained. The form ivra 9 ‘leaves’, for instance, may serve

as a plural of abundance - as the plural of the collective ivara,?, but also as

a count plural - as the plural of the unit noun wara^a ‘a leaf’: tlatt wa
'three leaves’. There is also a plural of paucity wara^dt. Likewise the

Plural wrud(e) ‘flowers, roses’ may serve as the plural of abundance ( co 1 1

.

sg. ward ‘flowers, roses’) and also as a count plural: xams *wrud ‘five

r°scs’, while warddt is a plural of paucity (unit sg. warde ‘a flower, a rose ).

A plural of abundance which stands in contrast to a

plural of paucity but which is also used with numerals may

be called an "all-purpose plural".

Some count nouns ending in -e/-a have a plural of paucity in -at and

,

So an internally formed all-purpose plural, but no collective: stjara

C'garette’, pi. of paucity sigdrat, all-purpose plural sagayer; xeme ‘tent

j£-
° f paucity xemdt, all-purpose pi. xiyam; frayye ‘snake’, pi. of paucity

all-purpose pi. \iaydya.
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Plural of Identification and Indefinite Quantification

Some nouns which in the singular designate a substance in gene
a sample of its kind, have plurals (in -at) designating a certain h

0r as
indefinite quantity of that substance: sg. ram 3

l ‘sand’, pi. rami'
0*1 0r

/lalib ‘milk’, pi. jialibat; sg. set ‘oil’, pi. zetat; sg. ?am sA ‘wh^'
Se

9anlidt. neat’,
p j

Examples of usage: (sg.) har-ram 3
l nd byaswa lal-bapon ‘This sthis kind of sand) is no good for concrete’ vs. (pi.) xdd har-ranldT^ ^ l ‘ e -

‘Get this sand (i.e. this batch of sand) out of here’. Or, in refe
^ *°n

the milkman, one might say Sab 3 l-pialibat ‘He brought the milk’ while"^
t0

reference to the waiter in a restaurant one would say Sab 3
l~liaLib.

10

In the case of the waiter, milk is considered qualita-
tively, i.e. in contrast to the other kinds of things he

*

brings to the table; but since it goes without saying that
the milkman brings milk, the milk he brings is viewed quan-
titatively

, as a batch. -

j
This is indefinite quantification, however, and is not

to be confused with quantification by numerals. To specify
a certain number of batches or orders of milk, the numeral
is used (in. its absolute form [p. 170] ) followed by an ap-
positive [510] singular : tlate jialib ‘three (orders of)
milk, three milks ’

.

This type of plural is also used in an indent ificatory sense, as op-
posed to the singular, which is qualitative, i.e. classi f icatory. That is
to say, while the singular is commonly used in classif icatory constructs,
the plural usually marks an identificatory construct [p.458] (whether it
is leading term or following term):

Classificatory

halib 3 L-maEze ‘(the) goat’s milk’
(indicating the kind of milk)

Ident i f icatory

• liaLTbdt 3 l-maEzaye ‘the goat’s

milk’ (i.e. the milk of a par-

ticular goat)

payyet 3 l-bapi3r ‘(the)se'a water’ payydt 3 l-bap, 3r

set 3z-zetun ‘the olive oil’ zetat

pa[in ‘the grinding of wheat ’
. . .

. pafin 3 l- 9amliat

the sea’s

wa'ter
’

the grocer's

oi 1
’

•grinding the

wheat

’

The plurals of unit nouns [p.298] are generally also
used in this identificatory sense, as opposed to collec-
tives, which are generally classificatory: fapir 3 l-bard^dndt
‘the juice of the oranges’ vs. £apir 3 l-bard?an ‘the orange
juice ’

.

pronouns are always identificatory terms, it is usually the plu-

r identification (if any) that is used with pronoun suffixes, rather

ral
ot

singular: ?amjidtna ‘our wheat’, zetaton ‘their oil’, lialibata

than tn
lahmdto ‘his flesh’, fanbdto ‘his grapes’, bard^anat i ‘my

oranges'.
po.yyata ‘its water .

All this is not to say that the singular in such cases

cannot be used in identificatory constructs, but only that

tends not to be so used, at least when an actual spe-

cific batch of something is referred to. The singular is

more apt to be used in a (grammatically) identificatory

construct if the reference is actually to a generality or a

hypothetical case: \rnnd byalileb 3 l-ba‘>arat w-bibit

kallbon bal-nadine 'Ahmed milks the cows and sells their
_

milk in the city’, S-SdSdt bibi(Lu beg! w-?almad byakol kanan

lapmon ‘The hens lay eggs, and Ahmed also eats their flesh’

[AD-63].

Concerning plurals in general, one should keep in min

that it is not always possible to determine the Arabic num-

ber inflection by meaning, or by translation from English.

Many kinds of "thing" may be regarded either as wholes or

as aggregates of discrete parts. Compare pabbap (a pair

of) shoes’, which is singular, with kfuf ‘gloves’ (
ln re

ence to a pair), which is plural; Eadde ‘tools’, which is

singular, with napdri ‘money’, which is plural; ba or

‘cattle’, which is singular, with Smdl ‘camels’, which is

plural. See Collectives and Units [p.298J-

Not only the form of a plural, but also the kinds of

plural a noun will have, or whether it will have a plural

at all, are to a considerable extent questions of lexical

idiosyncracy . ,

Some nouns lack one or another inflection for no ob-

vious reason. St ‘thing’, for instance, is a count noun

( tlatt ?aSya ‘three things’), but it has no dual. (
Il ®

more elegant doublet however, does have a dual: Se en

‘two things’). The noun mara ‘woman’ has neither dual nor

Plural, though the plural is suppleted by the word naswan

Many nouns have different plurals corresponding to dif-

ferent meanings: Isdn ‘tongue’, pi. Isanat ‘tongues (lit-

eral anatomical sense), plurals ?alson and ?alsme tongues

(figurative linguistic senses).

Sometimes different plurals are stylistically signifi-

cant: sg. ‘>as 3n ‘name’, plurals ?asami (informal) and

9osma 9 (more formal). In still other cases, different plu-

ral forms may be virtually equivalent, or a matter of per

son or regional variation: sg. li&f ‘blanket, cover pi.

I pidfat or la/i 8/; sg. Sah 3r ‘month’, pi- Shur or aShor.
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GENDER OF NOGINS

Arabic nouns (in the singular) belong either to the masculine
feminine gender, or, in a few cases, to both genders. It is the f°

r to lhe
of noun gender to govern the gender inflection of verbs and adi ect

1*1^*00
the gender selection of pronouns [pp. 420, 428, 501, 535]

.

Natural Gender

A noun that designates
and feminine if the person

human beings
is female:

is masculine if the person i s ma , e

Masculine Feminine

?abb ‘ father

’

9amm ‘mother

’

?ab 3n ‘ son’ bant ‘daughter, girl'

9axx ‘brother

’

9axt ‘sister

’

darts ‘bridegroom’ darus ‘bride ’

zalame ‘man, fellow' satt ‘ 1 ady

’

Certain anima} designations (mainly domestic animals) are also limited
by sex:

tor ‘bull, steer’ ba?ara ‘ cow’

kab 3S * ram’ ganame ‘ewe’

tes ‘billy goat’ danze ‘nanny goat’

xdruf ‘young male sheep’ madzaye ‘nanny goat’

dik ‘cock’ (male of any fowl

)

faras ‘mare

’

The masculine noun paf 3 l ‘child, infant’ is used to re-
fer to children in the abstract (tarbiyet 3p-paf 3

l ‘bring-
ing up a child’) or to predicate childishness of a person
of either sex (lassata paf 3 l ‘She’s still a child’); other-
wise it is used only in reference to a male, or a child
whose sex is not known. The specifically female counter-
part is pafle: hayy pafle falwe ‘She’s a pretty child’.
Similarly: kalb ‘dog’ (male or sex unspecified) and kalbe
‘bitch’, pipan ‘horse’ and faras ‘mare’. On the other hand
9app ‘cat’ is used mainly to specify the male, while the
feminine ?appa may be applied not only to females but also
when the sex is unspecified: hal-^appa dakar walla ?antdye?
‘Is that cat male or female?’

The nouns daSuz ‘elderly person’ 1 and bebe ‘baby’ have

‘Some speakers, however, tend to pair off daSuz as ‘old woman’ with
‘old man’. The forms daSuze and ?axtydra are used exclusively in referenC

to females.

f
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fluctuating gender depending on their reference: l-bebe

: jjg yanfad ‘The baby (boy, or sex unspecified) wants to

nurse’, and l-bebe badda pardad ‘The baby (girl) wants to

OUrS
Lme nouns, though often or usually applied to human

heines do not actually designate human beings as feuch;

“heir gender generally does not fluctuate even though they

Lv denote persons of either sex: maxluj ‘creature’ (mas-

culine), jia/iiyye ‘victim’ (feminine), wa§pa ‘intermediary,

mediator, means’ (f.), Saxsiyye ‘personality’ (f.), Sax s

‘person’ (m. ).

gome noun stems are used with and without the suffix -e/-a (p. 138ll to

. • ^nate female and male respectively: pabbax ‘cook (m. ) and pabbaxa

d
t

S1
*%afct 'boy’ and pabiyye ‘girl, young lady’, xal ‘(maternal) uncle

(

A Jle ' (maternal) aunt’. See p.304. Unless paired in this way how-

the -e/-a suffix is not a sign of feminine gender for human beings,

‘man. fellow’, xalifT ‘caliph’ ,
pdgye ‘tyrant’ etc. For animals,

It Indicated feminine gender but not necessarily female sex (except as

qualified above).

Gender of Names

Names of towns, cities, etc., and most countries, states, etc., are

feminine. Note the feminine agreement in these examples:

|-iam kabret 3 kttr man daSr *snin ‘Damascus has grown a lot in the last

Icrhalla? ten years
’

nas 9r ma?hule ?aktar man suriyya ‘Egypt is more populous than Syria’

The names of a few countries and regions, however, may

be construed either as masculine or feminine: labnan ‘Leb-

anon’, na£ 3d ‘Nejd’ ,
l- 3 \i£dz ‘The Hejaz’, l-yaman Yemen ,

1-pardon ‘Jordan’, l-diraq ‘Iraq’, l-magreb ‘Morocco’ or

‘Northwest Africa’, l-barazll ‘Brazil’. Z. % labnan Sam l,

maS hek? ‘Lebanon is beautiful, isn’t it?’ LPVA-30J

.

Names of ships (and planes, automobiles) are feminine: l-Sampolyon

Sanfie t £al- 3wsd£i ‘The Champollion ran aground off Ouzai ’
.

Names of the letters of the alphabet are feminine: sdwt n-nUn m&awwafe

aktar man hek ‘Make the nun deeper than that’.

It is said that the names of cities, countries, ships,

etc., are feminine because they are elliptical for construe

or appositive phrases [pp. 462, 506] headed by feminine words

such as madine ‘city’, blad ‘land, country .
a
f'
ra

! f i
15

etc.: madine t berut ‘the city of Beirut’, blad l-yhinan
_

‘The land of Greece’, l-bdxra Sampolyon ‘the ship Champolion
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This explanation does not hold true for the names of the
letters, however, since fiarf ‘letter’ is masculine: hart
a l-be ‘the letter be ’

.

*

Formal Gender

For nouns that are neither names nor human designations, gender
be inferred from meaning, but can usually be inferred from form. T,

Cannot

which (in the singular) have a suffix -e/-a [p. 138], -a [165], -d [ 164?or -t [164] are feminine. Most others are masculine:

Masculine Feminine

maktab ‘office’ maktabe ‘ library

'

daraS * stai rcase’ daraSe ‘step, degree’

xapa? ‘wrong, transgression’ xatt^a ‘sin’

zak 3r ‘ment ion

’

zakra ‘commemoration, memory'

nas 3r ‘eagle’ bume ‘owl ’

nam 3
1 ‘ants’ (collective) nam le ‘ an ant

'

9astaq Idl ‘ independence

’

piarriyye ‘ f reedom’

murad ‘desire, intention’ mub dr

a

‘match, game’

nabat ‘plant(s)’ (Here t is piayat ‘life’ (Here t is a suffix

part of the Root: n-b-t,
Pattern FaEdL)

Root li-y-y)

Defective [p.43 ] nouns ending in a or e, however, are generally masculine;

the vowel is part of the stem, not a suffix:

£a$a ‘supper’ (masc. ): Root E-S-y with Pattern FaEdL [p. 146]

Sate ‘winter, rain’ (masc.): Root S-t-w with alteration of Pattern

FEdL [147]

maEna ‘meaning’ (masc. ): Root E-n-y with Pattern maF£aL [153]

Note that sane ‘year* and mara ‘woman’ are biradical
nouns [p. 162] ; the -e/-a is a suffix (cf. construct forms

sant, mart [168]), hence these words are feminine. (And
mara is feminine par excellence in any case, by virtue of

its meaning.

)

The ending -0 ? is usually not a suffix (? replacing a

final radical semivowel, as in duEa? ‘supplication’, mas-
culine, Root d-E-w, Pattern FuEdL), but in the rare cases

where it is actually a suffix the noun is feminine: kabnya
‘pride, arrogance’ (Root k-b-r).
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E*cept
ionS

re are a few feminine nouns whose gender is not indicated either by

r by meaning:
form or 3

, eve ‘ ‘waterhole’ ri/i ‘wind’ (also masc. )

f«n
eye

?td, yadd
‘ hand ‘

arm ’ ?ar(i ‘land, ground, earth’

l gi»r,
rzS 3 l ‘foot, leg Sams ‘ sun ’

“>ad
3n ‘ear

sama, sama

?

heaven’ (also m.

)

(fa 9 ’" ‘chin, beard’ yioyy ‘water ’ (also ijiayye)

ray

n

‘womb’
sakktn ‘knife * (also sskkine)

piz ‘backside, arse’ dakkdn ‘ shop '

no/s ‘spirit, self’ ?a?boE ‘finger’ (also 3a?baEa)

rofi 'soul, spirit’ pdjiun ‘mi 1
1

’

(also pdpiune)

ddr ‘house
’ mapar * rain’

balad ‘town, community, country’ /wrb ‘war * (also masc. )

b lad
‘ count ry

’

pari 9 * road, way’ (also masc. )

The noun su 9 ‘market’ is generally feminine in its ab-

stract or general sense, e.g. s-si? 3s-soda the black mar-

ket’, otherwise masculine.

?or{i is masculine in its sense floor .

roll is masculine in the sense ‘ghost, disembodied

spirit ’

.

The feminine gender of Shannam ‘Hell’ might be attributed to its being

‘

"t: 3^”w*’ -i •>»«’’ -» " , ’'"

[».»<) «- -* *« <-

n°t come up, since they consistently have plural agreement.

The gender of other kinds of collectives depends on their form « in

case of ordinary singulars: ba 9ar ‘cattie’ (masculine),

(feminine); Eadas ‘lentils’ (masculine), /aguliyye kidn y
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All questions of number/gender function in verbs adject'nouns are dealt with under Number/Gender Agreement, including’ and
Progender of verbs and adjectives without subjects [p. 427] .

8 the numbe r
/'
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CHAPTER 15 : SYNTACTICAL PRINCIPLES AND CONSTRUCTIONS

s and Clauses (al-gumla)

S<“
,tnee

;<= not just a string of words, but a string of words pro-

sentence s no Just a
unit has rhythmic, melodic, and

; [Js «o phrasing and -an.-g of the -ord

4yo*°*
lC

'4S3*«ss — .m*.-

. r»f a f nrosodical ly unified) SUPERORDINATE

A COMPLEX sentence consists °
j£rts a SUBORDINATE CLAUSE.^ y^ la

:Z
byatxarr^

mar

duat

e

es’

0
is

hl
sub^r^na^

r

to
U
?h

e

e

S

rest of the sentence^in a supplemental

SSJSl) **«“» It iTJZX ^“diltt a. id

A superordinate clause y h „~txarra2 -I intend to tell him that I’ll

fgl-Lo ">anno baxtab-lo ya ammo, y
eraduates’. The clause baxtab-lo

ask her hand in marriage or
Y
"

J

d t the rest of the sentence in a com-

yafta Umma byatxarraS is subordinated to tne res
2

plemental capacity [449] by the conjunction anno that .

A sentence containing only one clause is a SIMPLE SENTENCE.

The definition of ‘clause’ depends, of course

tence’, which is simply a sentence whose word strln* * of
terms of one of the clause- forming constructions^

utterances
these definitions is perfectly tolerable, « “ a“ f^alyzed as
Which do not qualify as complete sentences can either be L) an y

incomplete sentences, i.e. analyzed in terms of complete sentences,

dismissed as trivial for present purposes.
, t entity than

In this book ‘clause’ designates a much
Ihile a clause

’sentence’, since the latter is de me as a
p jj this grammar

Is defined merely as a word string, s rippe
would probably be better

dealt systematically with intonation (P-sody )
"ould P ^f^tonat lon

also to define ‘clause’ as a kind of prosodic un
^
t ’ b
^ ”"

ith tra .

is not dealt with, the present definition ' -
‘ f

ditional usage - should be less confusing for ™°st ^
Note that

8
the Arabic concept of inula -elude, both

.

-ntence^and

'clause’. In fast uninterrupted monologue especu9
^ and g co6rdi .

Possible to distinguish between a coordination of

nation of simple sentences-

'« ^.— 1 clause may b. c.r.a.ed -i,h «he MU» £ th„
complete in itself, while a complemental clause is an integral part

superordinate clause.
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Sentence Types

Syrian Arabic has six main types of complete sentence
insofar as conversational function may be correlated with
clause structure and prosodic structure: 1.) Exclamations
2.) Calls, 3.) Commands, 4.) Declarations, 5.) Yes/No
Questions, and 6.) Substitution Questions.

Exclamations. Many kinds of clause may be used in exclamations butsimplest and only exclusively exclamatory kind consists of an INTERTerrwhich is a word that neither undergoes inflection nor enters into co
TI0N

'

struction with other words: £afarem! ‘Bravo!’, maSdlla! ‘Isn’t th tderful!’. Some exclamations consist of the vocative particle ya plus
WOn ‘

adjective or noun: ya Latxf 'Good grief!’, ya £eb 3S-Sum! (ex^Fessir,
**

which a host at dinner disclaims guests’ praise).

Calls. A call generally consists of a noun or noun phrase - very oftenpersonal name - which may or may not be preceded by the vocative part id!
ya (or sometimes ?a ): (ya)hasan! ‘(0) Hassan!

’

Most interjections and Vocative phrases, of course, are
more often used in supplementation to a main clause than as
full sentences. Slonkon ya sabaya ‘How are you, girls?’
£asim walla! ‘(That’s) great, by golly!’.

Declarations. The clause of a declarative sentence may be a predication
Lp. 401] or an extraposition [429]: maddet ?avowal Sahren £and xdli ‘I spent
the first two months at my uncle’s’, ^awwal sahren naddethon £and xdli ‘The
first two months, I spent (them) at my uncle’s’.

The category of declarative sentences includes statements, which are
characterized by verbs in the indicative or by a non-verbal clause [402]:
marruh sawa ‘We’ll go together’, ?ona ‘I’m with you’; and also ex-
hortations and invocations

, which are characterized mainly by verbs in the
subjunctive, but sometimes also by non-verbal clauses: nruh sawa ‘Let’s go
together’, ?a],la ma£ak ‘God be with you’. (See p. 344.

)

Yes/No Questions. A yes/no interrogative sentence generally has the same
kind of clause as the corresponding declarative sentence, but the intonation
is different. (See p.379. ) maddet ^avowal Sahren £and xalak

?

‘Did you
spend the first two months at your uncle’s?’, ?awwal Sahren, naddethon
£and xalak? ‘The first two months - did you spend them at your uncle’s?'.
nanruh sawa? ‘Will we be going together?’, nruh sawa? ‘Shall we go to-
gether?’

The particle Si is often used to indicate a question:
?o2et man £and 3 l-kaauoa Si? [DA- 237] ‘Have my suits

come back from the cleaners?’. The interrogative particle
may come at the end of the sentence, as above, or it may
precede a complement, thereby setting it off and emphasizing
it: £an-ta‘? sod Si 3anni kassab? ‘Are you implying that I’m
n liar?

,
sort b 3 hyatak Si l—£asne? ‘Have you ever visited

the capital?’
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Yes/no questions may be pronounced with a rising into

nation similar to that of (American) English questions, or

else with a level or slightly rising medium-high pitch and

a long drawl on the last syllable [p- 17]

.

•t.tion Questions. Sentences formed with the question-words 55 ‘what’,

S°bStl
h ’ wen ‘where’, etc., are also derivable from declarative sentences

h titution of the question word for some particular part of the clause,

by certain changes in word order: wen maddet ?awwal Sahren? ‘Where did

and by
nd the fi rs t two months?’, Journal Sahren, wen maddethon? ‘The first

^months - where did you spend them?’ (See P-566.)

Substitution questions are commonly pronounced with

level medium or medium low final pitch, and a drawl. The

question usually begins with with high pitch, on the

question word itself.

f-manda A declarative sentence may generally be converted into a (posi-

tive! command by dropping the subject (if any) and changing the verb to

mnerat ive [p.359]: maddi Journal Sahren £and xalak ‘Spend the first two

Iwths at your uncle’s’. (A negative command, however, is formed with

the subjunctive: Id tmadifi ?awwal Sahren... ‘Don’t spend the first

two months. . .
’

. )

Predication: The Basic Clause Type

The sort of clause that can be made into both a declarative and a

(yes/no) interrogative sentence is called a PREDICATION. For example.

Dec larative

Sdyina dyuf 3 l-yom
‘We’re having guests today’ (lit.

"Guests are coming to us today )

Ideen nahtafel fxhon
‘We must give them a big welcome’

&xuk md byasi
‘Your brother isn't coming’

nazfcut

(That's) right’

Interrogative

Sdyxna dyuf 3 1-yon (Si)?

‘Are we having guests today?’

lasem nahtafel fihon (Si)?

‘Must we give them a big welcome?’

?oxuk ma byaSi?

'Isn’t your brother coming?’

masbut?
‘(Is that) right?’

Ms does not mean that eve
stands, into a normal inter
that every one has the same
SSQ. he so converted, or (if
s jmpl e clauses which can be

^
ar ative sentence saSSalna

^televi s ion ] spot and tomor
n°rma l interrogative as it
inverted separately.

ry declarative sentence can be converted, as it

rogative sentence (or vice versa), but only

grammatical structure as other sentences which

compound), that it can be broken down into

so converted. For instance the compound de-

hala^a w-bukra batSufuha ‘We’ve recorded a

row you’ll see it’ could not be made into a

stands, but the two coordinate clauses could be
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Declarative T .

Interrogative
na Sandak masdri - , , ,

"—

-

You have no money’
*a**r<?

_ , £ ,

Don t you have any TOn

. nar£a£ £al-bet?Let s go back to the house* i .Sha11 we So back to the h„e oouseJu
Predication is the most important and basic clauseforming construction type, since not only does it

'

for all declarative and interrogative sentences but ^
rS66i

y f° r COmmands tP'359], and substitution quesUo[566] as derivative from predications. Only the m^stperipheral sentence types - calls and interjectionH^are fundamentally independent of predication.

Hie Parts of a Predication

r-ra^rS
a

»j°Lir
S^tS ° f " PREDICATE

’ ««» or without a SUBJECTassal Saf l-kalb The man saw the dog’ or Sdf 3 l-kalb ‘HP =Yakked? ’Are you sure?’ or nat’akked? '(Are you) sure?"

A simple predicate consists of a vord or phrase, which is ordinarily:

(1) a verb or verb phrase: fham 3
t ‘I understand’ Hit ~x uV ’ /wl “ Ld

:i:

”d

]pi]]]"d
p,

],

r

“ryo[[
a’“'1 *“dI“ -

rjrK'ss.'trs ,£?/•** * is -

^tcMlo i

n°^ ° r nOUn
i

PhraSe
i

hSda makt*b ,This is a letter’, hdda

first letter’
** 1S ** letter for you ’’ hdda 9^wuial maktub ‘This is the

Phrase or a oro
simple predication is usually a noun, or a noun

V ?
r~r3sS^ Safe ‘The man saw if, ?*i*„ har-raSSal rf

hon That man's son isn’t here’, hdda ?ebno ’That’s his son’

‘Independent optative clauses [p.344] are marginally predicative; in the

rogative
rS

while
U

r f

e

r

may ** "*** freely 35 either declarative or inter-

:
*hlle ln

.

first-person singular and the second person they are
usually interrogative, and in the third person normally declarative.
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se .ForminK
Constructions

^
A PHRASE. roughly ^^ l

s

n
l;nerally°not ‘itself

0

! clause** lathis book--
°°

t

'tietZnlrrb’thX'houie- (cf

‘

ZlZZ

. se is big )

'

^ememtation and

house » •
f

wahed
‘one more -

‘a
- }ihs« ,o;“

"
;r
"

h*

i-i« •>-«*

He Parts of Speech

The so-called parts of speech are syntactical form classes - categories

based on the way words function in clauses and phrases.

pdfDTCATORS - words which may normally
The broadest category is that ° predicators include

be used as the main term of a predicate. In Arabic, pre

verbs, adjectives, nouns, and free
^inds of particles, such as

Non -predicators include adverbs and all kinds ot p

conjunctions and bound prepositions.

NOUNS are distinguished as the only predicators that may no y

be used as the main term of a subj ect

.

ADJECTIVES are distinguished by their use as attribute s

FREE PREPOSITIONS are also used as supplements.

VERBS have no use other than predication and command. 2

Of the non-predicators, ADVERBS are distinguished from particles by

their use as main terms in supplements.

r
A~clear-cut parTof speech system crxrmonly .1.0

«^T^fUcU^lp* ML*’ It
on correlation with non- syntact i cal matters suc

establish the mem-
Is a mistake to suppose that any sing e cn eri

ticu i ar form class,
her ship of every word that obviously be °n

8 classes, depending on
By the same token, certain words belong to ^

' "‘^^“are used,
which (usually convergent but sometimes divergent)

’this 1. ,o ..» ,h« . verbal jta. <*i* “ ‘ ^^ Cla“,e '

cannot be subject, attribute, complement, etc.
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,
f .

Pr°"°uns and other substitutes are a special case not aHdefinable in terms of syntactical form classes [p.535).
deQuatel

y

Noun-Type Words (al-ism). Nouns in the strict sense - SURStawt,distinguished syntactically from other NOUN -TYPE WORDS SSf™ ^ ~
">ay ULP-310J, numerals [170], pronouns, and adjectives.

e lat ives
y

Numerals and elatives are distinguished by the fact that th

L t,\
SUbSta

?
tlVeS may also be used attributivelv

Oth
the mother country’ [p. 506]. Certainothers may be used adverbially: Safto marra ‘I saw himonce’ (in. "... a time"), [p. 521] .

^ saw him

normaM
eCtlVeS ^ tyPicall y Quite different from nouns in that the anormally occur as subject, but do occur as attribute There ar ^ d° not

many adjectives applicable to human beings which are' also f reel TV6r
’

tT»rir
ff-

'- 11
' >«*• " w s !-iar IP- 201J. This widespread overlapping of the two syntactic ef

T P
f

luS the * r morphological similarities - makes it desirable to ine
3?”

jectives also under the category of ‘noun-type word’
lnClude ad ‘

ject
P
[p

n

S48f °!Z
rl
u ^alify

,

aS noun tyPe words ^nce they are used as sub-

[551],
’ g they only marginally qualify as predicators at all

The rest of this chapter is devoted to two types ofconstruction and not dealt with elsewhere in the book:
f

negation and coordination.
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NEGATION

with verbs a
£
d 3

^idtes Id is used mainly with the in-

with non-verba P
These particles come lm-

“"cSSS'ln El.«l£ «* .. . U.-r

^

. central Lebanon, ma is paired with a suffix S wnicn

at

me

C
ditlect

t

s

h
-«

n

mS
t

bt used liLu^, or' with ^instead

Se’-«
k
form'co"e

b

s^nding to mu is

mas or mu!.

The Particle mi. Examples with verbs:

1. ma zarrabH >' i9“nn
° f

*Sn ***
haven’^^1^ to^i^and think’

wa?»t ?a££od Ur-"asfon

2. ma safi ger EaS 3r da^aye 5
’

3. hayy ma batsahh-alli hnlk

4. lazem tahlaf-H ma ta£mel

maEha st [AD-114]

5. l-wahed ma bild 9 i mat 3
1 balado

6. ma batlaE Eal-hdra bal-biSdma

7. ma byat 3zbo !t, Su ma zabt bi^al-

Lak ma bikaffi, ma byanfaE, leS

ma sawe to hek u—hek

8. fi tlatt ?a£tibdrdt lazem ma

nsdzdhdlon

9. ? 9 l-l i, bad dd md zart ?dsardt

labndn? [SAL- 115]

10.

kayy hale ma btanhamel

I!. t-tdbe kdnet ma btantal

There’s not but ten minutes left'

‘That won’t do me any good over

there’

'You must swear to me not to do

anything to her’

‘There’s no place like home’ (lit.

“One doesn’t find the like of his

community")

‘I wouldn’t go out on the street in

pa j amas

’

‘Nothing pleases him; whatever you

bring he tells you it isn’t enough,

it’s won't do, why didn’t you do it

thus and so'

‘There are three considerations we

should not overlook’

‘Tell me, haven’t you visited the

ruins of Lebanon yet?

‘It’s an unbearable situation

[p. 328]

‘The ball was out of reach’
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12 . l-?aglab md laha-yahsal
gag-Sag Le

13. yalli ?axatto lakadd 3 l-mdster
too ha-yzid 3ktir gal-Ph. D.

14. ?ana too gam-bkdkik [SPA- 221]

15. 9ofcuk md gam-ydkoL

16. 9ana md gam^baStagel kal-?iyydm

‘Chances are, he won't
B the

job-

‘What I took for the master',
going to add much to the Ph ^ t

Sn ’t

‘I’m not talking to you’

‘Your father is not eating’

‘I’m not working these days’

Verbs with gam- and roha ( laha, ha-, etc.) [p.32<3
also often negated with mu, malo [ pp. 387, 388] .

Active participles are sometimes negated with md:

17. kif, md maSta? laS-Sdm?

18. too barmi Sab 3kti ger ?arbag
marrdt u-md $afydn-li ?alla
TOorro wdhde [AO- 115]

‘Aren’t you homesick for Damascus?’

‘I don’t cast my net more than four
times, and there isn’t but one time
left to me’

too with Other Verb-like Expressions. The words baddo ‘to want, intend,
(etc_ ) lp-412], ft there is’ and ‘to be able’, gando, mago, and ?alo
to have 1413J , and a few similar expressions, are negated with mo:

19. mo baddak 3 l—gardda?

20 too beddha tdkoL

21 . hal- 3ktdb md baddo
wa La tag3 b [PVA-56]

22 . md fi 9axtildf 3 ktir

23. Su md fi hada bal-bet?

24. b-muSeb 9anun l- 3hkume l- 3Sdid
md ff l-wdhed yastamlek ?aktar
man ?arbag byut

25. mo fina nag3mlo halla?

26. mo fikon wala waked 3mnih

‘Don’t you want the publicity?’

‘She doesn’t want to eat’

'This book doesn’t require hard
work ’

‘There’s not much difference’

‘Isn’t there anyone home?’

‘According to the government’s new

law, one may not own more than four

houses

’

‘We can’t do it now’

‘There’s not a good one among you

In the last example fikon stands for fi ‘there is’ +
fikon ^among you’, collapsed into a single form; cf. md fi
wala waked 3mnih fikon (same translation).

27. md bo si [p.413

28. l—ha?i?a md gandi wa‘?3 t 9alha

‘He’s all right’ or ‘There’s noth-

ing the matter with him’

‘The truth is, I haven’t time for 1

gando dars 3 l-yom

- galek; 9ano bhdki
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‘He has no lesson today’

‘It’s not your responsibility; I’ll

talk to him’ (lit. "It’s not on

you. . . ")

‘You (pi.) are in the wrong’ (lit.

"You have no right. ")

‘I have nothing to do with hiring’

- ?„lkon ha99 ‘You (pi. ) are in me wrong

31 .
<**

?3ik
"You have no right. ")

- fall gald?a bat-tawzif ‘I have nothing to do with hi
ma

[SAL-92]

Instead of the disjunctive forms ?alo, etc. [P-479], the

suffixing forms may be used with md:

33 gid l- 3kbir md-lo tdrix 3mgayyan ‘Easter has no fixed date

[DA- 303]

34 . l-
3mhdzaze md-la ?dxer

35 l-yahud bisallu b- 3 knis waked,

md-lkon gero [Bg. l]

‘There’s no end to the argument’

‘The Jews pray in one synagogue,

they have no other

’

*5 With pronouns. In equational sentences [p-406] ,
ma may be used before

personal pronouns (especially third person)

36. md kuwwe l-mas?ul gan 3 l-hddes ‘He’s not the one responsible for

the accident

37. ma hannen halli rafagu d-dagwa ‘It is not they who initiated the

suit ’

38. ma hiyye kdHi kasret 3 l-vdz ‘She’s not the one who broke the

vase’

39. ma kuwwe 9alia t-tandzog ‘It’s nothing else than the eternal

3 l-‘>azali ben 3 l-xer waS-Sarr conflict between good and evil

40. ma ?ana yalli kaket ‘It’s not I who spoke’

md kuwwe and md hiyye are sometimes apocopated to md-ku,

tod-hi, or mi-ii, md-i: ma-hu kuwwe [Bart. -776] It s not

he’; mo-u ’abuk.., 9abuyi ?ana [DS] ‘It’s not your father,

it’s my father !

’

ma is used with the indefinite noun hada ‘anyone, someone’ (translated

no one
, nobody

’
)

:

41. ma hada Safna 'No one saw us ’

42- min haka gat-talifon? ‘Who was it (lit. "Who spoke") on

- md hada- waked gal tan the phone?’ - Nobody ... somebody who

ban-namre B°t the wrong number

‘It’s not I who spoke’

41- ma hada safna

42. min haka gat-talifon?
~ md hada; waked gal tan
ban-namre
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l

Similarly, md is sometimes used with ST ‘somethin!?
thing’ (translated ‘nothing’), but this locution is lim?

ny '

mostly to answers ("incomplete predications"):
lted

43. Su dam-tadmel? - md ST 'What are von‘What are you doing?’ _
'Noth .

The Particle mu

Practically any non-verbal predicative term may be negated with *5 .

1. l-ha 9 T 9a mu hdtet bi-bdli t-tadlTm 'The truth is, I haven’t seri
considered teaching’ (hdtet^iTl^

2 .
9axdet 9 l-bakaloryus, mu, hek?

3. hal-haki hada mu halu

4. dena mu Sudane, md baddha takol
ST

5. fa—madnata kail 9 l—damaliyye mu
zyadet madlumdt

6. mu mas 9alet md baddi hal-dardda

7. 9ana habbet 9aSi la—hon mu bass
masdn 9S-Sahdde, bass maSan
9 l-xabra

8 . mu hada yalli wasset dale

9. 9ana mu mabsut 9 l-yom

-- & (!«!«[ IS a
participle [p.265].)

‘She’s gotten her bachelor’s deB re„
hasn’t she?’ (lit. "isn't i s so?-)

‘That (kind of) talk isn’t nice’

She doesn't have a hungry look'
she doesn’t want anything to eat’
(lit. "Her eye isn’t hungry..")

‘So the significance of the whole
business is not acquisition of more
knowl edge

'

‘It’s not a question of my not want-
ing the publicity’

‘I wanted to come here not only for

the degree, but for the experience’

‘This isn’t what I ordered’

‘I’m not feeling well today’

10. kanu mu mawsudin lamma da??enation ‘They were out when we phoned them^
talifon flit. ”Thpv wprp nn t - 1- n - found • • • )

11 . hayye fdkra mu <£dtle

12 . huwwe sdlek tart ? mu mnth

wufc Wl ICI 1 WC ^11 IUI Itu

(lit. "They were not -to -be -found. • •

Cf. md kanu mawSudTn. .

.

‘They were

not in. . .

’

'That's not a bad idea' (lit. "an

idea [that is] not bad")

‘He’s following a bad course’ (l 1 *

"...a road [that is] not good")

‘Unlike my older brother, I went to

the university’

13. mu mat 9 l 9axi l- 9 kbTr, 5’ana
rah9 t daz-Sdmda
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.5 man 20man Safto

m5 lazem tastaxfef b-nasdyeh.
. 5 .

mu ^
malU'^

‘Not long ago I saw him’ (Cf . ma

Safto man zamdn ‘I haven’t seen him

for quite a while')

‘You shouldn’t take your father’s

advice lightly’

Logically, mu lazem should mean ‘needn’t’ or ‘it is not

necessary’, while ‘mustn’t’ or ‘shouldn’t’ would be expressed

as lazem md. .
.

(as in example 8 , p. )• Actually, however,

mu lazem usually means 'mustn’t, shouldn’t, ought not to .

nu is sometimes used with ra/io- and dam- verb forms. (Cf. examples

12-16. P ) :

l6 md raha-tkun 9msTbe kbTre

?iza ma hsalt dale

17 . mu dam-yaStege l halla 9

‘It won’t be a great misfortune if

I don ’ t get i
t

’

‘He’s not working now’

mu may also occur before other kinds of verb forms, when

they form part of a clause to be negated emphatically as a

whole, or as a quotation, or the like:

18. l-yom bet dammtak zdyTn yasharu

danna; mu t adma l-H nadi

m-rafa 9ati. .

.

‘Today your aunt and her family

are coming to spend the evening

with us; there’ll be none of your

[excuses to go out such as] club

and companions"’

The use of mu before dand, etc. [p-413] generally indi-

cates a true prepositional phrase with a subject rather^than

the quasi-verbal expression with a complement: ktdbak mu

dandi ‘Your book is not at my place’ or ‘...among my things

(vs. md dandi ktdbak ‘I don’t have your book’).

Before personal pronouns, mu focuses more emphasis on

the pronoun than md [p.385]: mu hiyye halli zdbet malad,

9axta ‘She’s not the one who had the baby; it’s her sister ,

mu 9ana yalli haket ‘I’m not the one who spoke’ (Cf. ex. 40,

p.385 )

.

mu ST ‘nothing’ may be used as well as md Si [p.386],

but mu is not ordinarily used with hada (: md hada ‘no one ).

Negative Copula

Instead of using an independent subject pronoun with mu, pronounsuf-
‘‘xes may be attached to the stem mdl- or man-: malt rdyeh or mam rayeh.

‘I'm not going' (instead of 9ana mu rdyeh). These forms constitute a

Sort of quasi -verb, like baddo, etc. [ p. 412] ,
with pronoun suffixes for

subiect-affixes.
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i u
1116 f

?
rm 1S tyPically Damascene; the most usualLebanese form of the negative copula is mann-: manual * -

•Don t you see?’. (There are other variants, e. g Z *?'”
mana^O In some areas this type of form is not used in^third person at all, for which md-hu, md-hi, etc. ,

he

[p. 385] . The most usual Palestinian forms have ma- +
SCd

apocopated "independent" pronoun form + -g [383]; mahu*is not’ mahtg ‘she is not’, mantig ‘you(m. ) are not',
you( f

. ) are not
, mahnag ‘we are not’, etc.; but manig ‘tam not *

•
* *

Examp 1 es

:

1. mdlak gdmal-lak gi bet gag3r? ‘Haven’t you composed any verse «
poetry?’ se of

2. gam^yadros handase 9aw fizya,
mdli 9akTd manna

3. leg hal-labake?. . .mdlna gzraba

•He’s studying engineering or
physics - I’m not sure about it’

‘Why [go to all] this bother? We’re
not strangers’

4. slonak ya hasan? waggak mdlo
mnTh [AO- 51]

‘How are you, Hassan? You don't
look well’ (lit. "your face isn't
good")

5. lamma bfT 9
, Visa kdn mdli 9ahsan

batzibi-li l-hakTm [AO-51]
When I wake up, if I’m not better

you can get the doctor for me’

6. w ta lget m- 3 t lag 3 t magha w—hiyye
malha gdgra [AO-118] 1

And she went out, and I went out
along with her, without her notic-
ing’ (lit. "...and she was not per-
ceiving ")

The mdl- forms are commonly also used before verbs with
cam- and raha- [ p 320] :

7. halla 9 mall gam-ruh gaz—zamga

8. sar- Ion zaman malon gam-yasmagu

9. mdlo gam-ya 9der yatsawwar 3 g-gT
yalli gam^nag3mlo

10. malna raha-nattafe 9 9abadan

‘I’m not going to the university
now( adays)

’

‘They haven’t been hearing from him

for a long time’

‘He can’t imagine what it is we're

doing

’

‘We’re not ever going to reach an

agreement

’

‘The AO text actually reads w-KTye ma^lha gag3rha (‘not having her hair’)
which seems not to make sense in the context.
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tha t mdl- + pronoun suffix is indistinguishable in

N
?
t
* *5 + -l- i pronoun suffix. See examples 33-35, P .

form f!°m Damascus mdl i means both ‘I am not and I

t85 Thus in uamasc
. r gvria mall means

( cot )
’ but in many other parts or =>yrl3

ha
r°‘I haven’t got’, while mdni means ‘I am not .

parti
cle i5

„ in .h« independent .ubjunctiv. Ip.MS (e.peci.Uy in

" “g“'d ’“h ““

1
la tat 9axxar

2
la t 9dxzdni

j la trawweh galena sammet 3 l-hawa

Don’t be late’

•I’m sorry’, ‘Excuse(pl . ) me’ ,
lit.

‘Don’t blame me, Don’t hold it

against me’

‘Let’s not miss the outing ,
lit.

"Don’t let the outing get away from

us" (rawwah ‘to let go, make go ,

causative of rdfr)

„f Greater Svria, however, ma is generally
In many parts of breate y wel ( a s) la: ma

Taf^a^l b“e
S

,

r^^n/‘I‘m sorry’, etc.

4. Id ykal—lak fskre

5. Valla. Id y?adder

•Don’t give it a thought’, lit.

"Let there not be a thought to you

‘God forbid!’ lit. “May God not

decree"

Id is used before the second -person perfect of gad. and

ba9a ‘to keep on (doing something), to do... again , as

negative command ‘don’t... any more .

_ ‘Don’Kpl.) visit him any more’
6. la gadtu dzuru

•Don’t talk to them any more'
7. Id ba9 et 3 thdkihon

Cf m gadna nzuro ‘We don’t visit him any more ,
md

ba 9et hdkihon ‘I don’t talk to them any more

and ba 9a in these locutions are »nflec*^ “ oflntrusfve
verbs, they function syntactics

y^
3
®
neRative particle and

adverbial element, coming e we g
‘Don’t visit

the verb it really applies to. Thus la

him...’, Id. . . thdkihon ‘Don’t talk to them... •

I, also occurs with a verb in Je
perfect^ the

pression la sarruih ?alla God forbid. ,

have allowed!"
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There are a number of classicisms in which la is used
with a verb in the imperfect without b- (but as an indi-
cative):

8. mhassbe ?anno la, yustagna ganna ‘She thinks she is indi spensable-

9. hdda ?am 3r Id yahtdS la-berhdn
[SPA- 214]

‘That’s a matter that needs no
proof’

Also in classicisms, la is used before nouns, in the
sense of mu ‘no’ or md fT ‘there is no’ (Id li-nafyi l-jii ns
"the generic la"):

10. la Sakk ?anno ?ahsan

11 . Id $3

k

3r gala wdSeb

12 . xna?a mago la badd manna halla

?

‘There’s no doubt that it’s better’

‘You’re welcome’, lit. "There’s no
thanks for [something done as a]
duty "

‘An argument with him is inevitable
now’

13. Samal hal-bant Id Se

?

ban—nasbe leu-?axwdta
‘That girl’s beauty is nothing
compared to her sisters' '

In coordinations: la. .. w-ld ‘neither. . .nor’

:

14. la ?ana w-ld huwwe laka—nkun
3 hnTk

‘Neither he nor I will be there’

15. la bag3rfo w-ld byagrafni ‘I don’t know him and he doesn’t
know me’

16.

?added halwe hal- ?iyydm, la fT
bard u^ld fT Sob [DA- 239]

‘How nice it is these days, there

is neither cold nor hot weather'

The first term of a coordination with w-ld can have md
or one of the other negativizers instead of Id; see ex. 21,
p.384. Also:

17.

?ana mail mag 3 l— ?aytirah w— la ‘I am neither for the proposal nor

daddo against it’

ia is used with the "emphatic ib-

"

in the sense ‘not
even’: w-ld (or wala). See p.384, ex. 26. (Cf. w-law
‘ even if’, p.335

.

)

18. w-ld waked mn 3d-dakatra ?eder ‘Not one of the doctors could
iSaxxes 3 l-marad diagnose the disease’

19. w-ld zawdb mn 3S-Sawaben mazbut ‘Neither of the two answers is cot

rect ’
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If a complement or a post -posed subject [p.407] has w-ld,

the main term of the predicate must also be preceded by a

negative particle:

jq
md fT w-la natfet xab 3z ba l-bet ‘There’s not even a piece of bread

in the house’

. s_samo zra??et w-ld gad fT w-ld
2

feme [AO-67]

‘The sky became blue and there
wasn’t a single cloud left'

22 md dad nata ? w-ld b-harf w-ld ‘He neither pronounced another

tkallam w-ld kalme [AO- 118] letter nor spoke another word’ (The

w-ld before tkallam is ‘nor’, in

coordination with md gad..., while

the w-ld before b-harf and before
kalme is the emphatic particle.)

COORDINATION

Coordination is a type of construction in which none of the two or more

terms is grammatically subordinate to — or dependent on — the other (or

others). SYNDETIC coordinations are marked by a conjunction between the co

ordinated terms, such as w- ‘and’, ?aw ‘or’, laken ‘but’, etc., while ASYN-

DETIC coordinations tp.398] simply have their terms juxtaposed with no con-

junction. (FOLYSYNDETIC coordinations [396] have a conjunction before the

leading term as well as before the following terms: yd...yd... ‘either...

or...’.)

The Conjunction w- ‘and’. This conjunction is a proclitic, i.e. it is pro-
nounced as a prefix on the following word [p . 18] ,

though the coordinated
term may be whole clause or phrase. The use of w- in coordinations is sim-
l lar to the use of English ‘and’, but unlike ‘and’, w- is also used as a

subordinating conjunction [p.531] and as a particle of emphasis [390,335 ].

In close phrasing [p- 21] between a word ending in a

consonant and a word beginning with a single consonant, this

conjunction is regularly transcribed ‘ t*— ’ in this book:

taffdh u-moz ‘apples and bananas’; otherwise it is tran-

scribed as a consonant: w-moz kamdn ‘and bananas too’,

?alam w- 3ktdb ‘a pencil and a book’. 1 In combination with
the article [493], the conjunction is written in our tran-

scription without the hyphen and with a following a (rather
than *): l-?alam wal- 3ktdb ‘the pencil and the book’. See

P- 476.

t er
aCtua

^ Pronunciation, there is a good deal of

twe
nancy as between w and u in some positions,

n them is subtle and non-phonemic [p-9 ].

free variation and inde-

since the difference be-
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Examples. Coordination of noun- type words and phrases:

1. Sion a l-£arus wol-garTs?

2. mcL^i nsmret talifono w-^anwano

•How are the bride and groom?-

‘I have his telephone numhe,
address'

r an

Note, in the foregoing examples, that the article pre-
fix and the pronoun suffixes must be repeated for each co-
ordinated term to which they apply, while in English ‘the’
and ‘his’ can apply to the coordination as a whole.
See also ex. 1, p.394.

3. baddna ST badle w-sabbat
u-^amsdn, w-ST Swayyet 9grad

‘I (lit. we") want a suit and
( apair of) shoes and shirts, and a

few [other] things’

Multiple coordinations like that in example 3 are in
English often converted into a listing , with ‘and’ kept
only before the last term: ‘...a suit, shoes, shirts, and
a few other things’. In Arabic, however, w- is usually
kept between all the terms.

4.

huwwe w-sanTr kanu b-fard saff ‘He and Samir were in the same class'

For further examples of personal pronouns in coordina-
tions, see pp. 364,551-

5.

l-marhale t-talte wal-?axTre..
[DA- 305]

‘The third and final stage...’

6.

-tandi battTx ?ahmar u-?asfar

7. la-?awwal u-?dxer marra, la.?!

8. . . . (Tagamet u-faxdnet farS byut
3l-?ag 3nya [PAT-191]

‘I have watermelon and canteloupe'

(lit. "...red and yellow melon")

‘For the first and last, time, no!'

‘...the magnificence and elegance of

the furnishings in the houses of the

rich’

Examples 7 and 8 illustrate coordinations as leading
term in annexion; see p.456.

Coordination of verbs and verb phrases:

9.

...badu yan 3tSu w-yakyu l-?odab 'They began to stimulate and revive

3l-tarabi l—?adm [DA-304j the old Arab culture’

10.

?ana rayeb ?aSlab ?awatiyyi ‘I’m going to take off my clothes

w-?albes biSdmti and put on my pajamas’

See also p. 320, top.
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(jinati°n °f clauses and sentences:

,,~i nudTr
3 l-barame2 ?anna

w-taz 3bto ktTr

‘The program director said it was
nice and he liked it a lot’

hihabb bandt tammto w-bibabb

yasbar markon

‘He likes his aunt’s daughters and

he likes to spend the evening with

them’

!3
walla s“t er

?alla tale ‘He is certainly clever, and God’s

eye is upon him’

14 rub ?as?al ?ammak baddha ST,

n-batden sdwi yalli baddak ya
‘Go ask your mother if she wants any-

thing, and then do what you wish’

,c bvaebar ?annak kasldn *y- 3btatrok ‘It seems that you’re lazy and you

H-wazTfe yomen wara bat 3
d.bon leave your assignment [undone] for

Ji k3 ll yom bat?ul "bakra" two days in a row, and every day you

say "tomorrow .

'

16. hattet 3 l-tasa ?adddmo, w-ma

radyet tdkol rnoto [AO- 111]

‘She set the dinner before him, but

wouldn’t eat with him’

Followed by the negative mo, as in example 16, w is

sometimes better translated ‘but’ than and’.

17. Saft fain 3z-zahra'> f i ST

zarTf? — ravota, w-bal-?axass

l- 3mmassle. — wal-?assa?

‘Have you seen the picture at the

Zahra? Is there anything good in

it? - It’s great, especially the

[leading] actress. — And [what

about] the story?’

18. nfakker tarSat laS-Sdm b- 3Sbdt? ‘Are you planning to go back to

- la?, barSat b- 3bzeran. -

w-battawn tala tul baS—san?

Damascus in February? - No, I’m

going back in June. - And will you

stay permanently in Damascus?

Like English ‘and’, w- is often used to link clauses

in a Significant sequence - the order of coordinated terms

representing a time sequence or a cause -and- effect sequence

of events:

19. nhana w-tarak 3 l—nasrah ‘He bowed and left the stage’

20. zahlet raSlo w—wa?et la-wara

21 bass 3kbes hal-maske wal-bdb

byanfateh

22- tnal-lak tatlTta b-sarta
w~Suf ?iza ?azet 3 l-bosta

‘His foot slipped and he fell over

backwards

’

‘Just press this handle and the door

will open'

‘Take a quick look and see if the mail

has come'
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Like ‘and’ again, w- is used in ANAPHORIC coordination
The following term is a repetition of the leading term, and
has augmentative [p.253] significance:

23. baddall 3btahki w- 3btahki

24. l-°mndqaSe stamarret sdddt
u-sadat

‘She keeps on talking and talk ir

'The argument went on for hourshours ur »

25. kail Si £am-yagla ?aktar
u- 9aktar

‘Everything is getting more
expensive

’

SYNONYMIC coordinations are commonly used for rhetor i i

emphasis: lca l

26. ddSu b-taddse w-ba 9s 'Thpv 1 .iney lived in misery and wretchedness'

See also examples 8 and 9, above.

Conjunctions translated ‘or’

‘’aw ‘or’ is used mainly to coordinate words or phrases, more rarely
clauses. Examples: 3

1. bya 9bad 3 l-falldh taman 3hbubo
9aw fwakT 9aw xadrdto mn
3s-samsdr [PAT-185]

2. l-yom ma fi roha dal-?akwe
9aw das-sinama 9aw la-hon
u- La-hon

‘The farmer collects the price of his
grain or fruit or vegetables from the
broker

’

‘Today there’s [to be] no going to

the coffeehouse or to the movies or

hither and yon’

3. santen 9aw tlate ban-nasbe
la-mhandes ktdr

‘Two or three years for an engineer
are a lot’

4. l-maldbes 3 1-franSiyye hiyye
dibdra dan bantalun u-suka

‘The Western outfit consists of

trousers and jacket with or without
mad 9aw bidun sadriyye [PAT- 197] a vest’

Example 4 shows a coordination of prepositions, which
is a rather uncommon construction in Arabic. Cf. p.456.

5. 9 iza mu hdtet bi-bdlak
3t-tadlTm bad-Sdmda 9aw ma
9aSbah md-la tadme

‘If you don’t have your mind set on

teaching in a university or something

similar there’s no sense in it’

Like English ‘or’, 9aw is used in synonymic coordinations:

6. 1-madTne m 9assume la-daddet
9a 9sam 9aw 9ahya [PAT-179]

‘The city is divided into a number

of sections or quarters’

7. bisammu l-dasr 3 l-dabbasi 9aw ‘They call it the Abbasid Period or

3 l-dasr 3z-zahabi the Golden Age’
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.met ion ya ‘or’ is used similarly to 9aw, but not for synonymic

The
conjunc

polysyndetic coordinations, below.) Examples:

ord
inati°" s -

, v5m ya bakra ‘He’s coming today or tomorrow

iay e l'~y

,, 0 l-?ak 3 l byaxod sak 3
l

9 ya- MH halu [PAT- 195]

‘He’s coming today or tomorrow’

‘After eating [the main courses] he

has some kind of fruit or some kind

of sweet

’

vara fi trdblos baddum wa 93 t

l0
' Tain, sddt’en yd tlatt sdddt

J_?iyydm
9ahtar [PAT-197]

„ kdU yom zamda_ w- 9ahad badd

P' »d-dah 3r batSufon ray/un

e
'

a {_ ‘Tahdwi, ya da-Samm 3 l-hawa

£al-badddwi, yddal-mtna, yd

da-z£arta, yd dal-manye ,
ya

£al- 9almun,
ya da^barz rds

»nr-nah 3r [PAT- 187]

‘Visiting in Tripoli takes a long

time, two or three hours and some-

times longer’

‘Every Friday and Sunday afternoon

you see them going to the coffee

houses, or on an outing to el

Beddawi, or to el Mina, or to

Zghorta, or to Me'niye, or to Almoune,

or to Bordj Ras en Nahr

’

The conjunctions yamma (or yamma) and walla or, or else

are to some extent synonyms of ya' and but are used most

commonly in ALTERNATIVE QUESTIONS:

12. datina war ’’tin. - darate ‘Give me two tickets. - First class

?ula yamma daraze tanye? or second

[DA- 26]

13. w-halla* mnen marruh? man ‘And now which way do we go? Ibis

hon yamma mn 3hnxk? [DA- 77] way or that way?

14. tladt man berut ra 9 san, walla ‘Did you leave directly from Beirut,

mn 3S-Sdm? or from Damascus?

15. w-lah^tarzad daS-Sdm walla ‘And are you going back to Damascus.

lah- 3ddall hon? °r will you stay here?

16. bhatt-allak zet Sad 3r walla ‘Shall I put hair tonic on, or just

bass mayy? [DA- 180] water?

Alternative questions are commonly pronounced with an

intoiltlon similar to that of substitution questions [p. 379]

.

The first term (which ends just before the conjunction) has

a si ight ly rising pitch, while the following erm may end on

a medium-low level pitch; or else - as in English - fall

the way to the "bottom .

17. s-sane ftha. . . Sah>r wdhed 9alo ‘There is one J/^else
bass tmdna w-daSrin walla which y

tasda w-daSrin yom [AO-71] twenty-nine days

18 stadSel walla btat 9axxar ‘Hurry up or you’ll be late’
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19. via tsddd. 9 idak , walla via byadxol
3d-dawa [PVA-60]

20. skot walla bad 3rbak [SPA-431]

21. rul} ?al-lo ?ant yamma ?ana bruh
[SPA-433]

'Don’t tense your arm, Qr thcine won’t go in’

‘Hush up or I’ll hit you’

‘You go tell him or else T'uU g0 .

Examples 18-21 illustrate another common use of walla
(less common for y amna, y amnia), namely the coordination ofa command with a predication. The predication depicts theconsequence of not obeying the command.

olysyndetic Coordinations. ya, and sometimes also yamma (or yamma) and ?may be used before the first term of a coordination and repeated beforefollowing term (or terms), thus constituting a conjunction set like ‘eU
• • or...’ in English: either

1. ya ?ana bruh yd huwwe ‘Either I go or he goes!

’

1. ?emta baddak 3d£iba? - yamken
yd bakra yd bad3d bakra [DA-99]

‘When do you want to bring her? -
Perhaps either tomorrow or the day
after’

3. ^&ftiniQ l—lahme la—hala huwwe
bydkala maSwiyye yd kafta
bal-farn yd bas-stx [PAT-195]

‘As for meat by itself, he eats it

roasted, either as meatballs [done]

in the oven, or on a spit’

4. Idzem ?dxod hdl-bant, yamma
b-rada mdallmi yamma b-gasmen
danno [AO- 107]

‘I must have that girl, either with

my master’s approval or in spite of

him’

5. 9aw byaSrab haltbon, ?aw bisawi
manno Sabne w-zabde [AO-63]

‘He either drinks their milk, or

makes cheese and butter from it’

The form ?amma or 9amnia is often used as part of an
either ... or ... * conjunction set, in various combinations,
for contrastive emphasis. In some cases it is preceded by
yd or w-:

6. 9amnia 9ana w— Havana 9ante
b-hal-bet!

‘It’s either you or I in this house-

(i.e. One of us has to go)

7. 9 arnma btatla£ man hon 9aw
b 9awwsak!

‘Either you get out of here or I 1

shoot you!

’

8. 9ana msdfer yd l-yom yd 9 arnma

bakra
‘I’ll be leaving either today, or

tomorrow’
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‘Neither. . .nor. ’ coordinations are expressed with la

...w-ld..., literally ‘not . . . and not . . .
’

.

1 See p. 390.

Further examples:

b-jdklu b-?Tdon w-md byastad 3mlu ‘They eat with their hand(s), using
9

Id Sawke w-ld sakhin [PAT- 193] neither fork nor knife’

tul haydto md Sdf Id haS-Sabal ‘In all his life he had never seen
l0

‘

u_lo hal-barriyye [AO-117] either that mountain or that plain’

masrufo ?alil; la stnama w-ld ‘His expenses are slight; no movies,
11

9ahwe w-ld tanan ume no coffeehouse, and no cost of West-

franSiyye [PAT- 195] ern clothes’

Clause Conjunctions

The conjunction /a- ‘so, and’ differs from w- in that it is only used

to conjoin sentences or clauses, and ;

[p.393 or some sort of conclusion or

1. t-tayyara lake t fa-thattamet

bal-barriyye

2. tasds target 3t-tadlim

btatgayyar dalek fa-kall St

b ikun 3Sdtd

3. kdn danna dyuf, w-Sdyihon dyuf

man dammdn, fa- 9a£u sahru

danna

4. md bender ?atlad la-ykun modi
vbul man zdmda draft htf;

fa^madi, ?a£dni ?6ul man
Sdmadten

lways implies significant sequence

summat ion:

‘The plane got lost and crashed in

the desert’

‘The basis of the teaching method

will be different for you, so every-

thing will be new’

We had guests, and they had guests

from Amman, and they [all] came and

spent the evening with us’

‘I wouldn’t be able to leave until I

had acceptance from a university, you

see; and I have; I’ve got acceptance

from two universities’

taken and bass ‘but’:

5. mahmud bya ?rabo la^hsen, ‘Mahmoud is related to Hussein, but

taken farbe Swayye bdtde it’s a rather distant relationship’

6- walla 9ana bhabb 3 l-fatuwwe
taken baddi ruh das-sinama

‘I do like the Youth Club but I want

to go to the movies’
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7. kant baddi ?a?rd—li Swayye
Idken madleS, manfazz bakktr
bukra

to,.

‘I was going to do some read'
never mind, we’ll get up ear^8,

*Hit

tomorrow’ *7

8

.

tadliqo dal-^axbdr kan maxtdsar
Idken wddeh.

'His commentary on the news „

brief but clear’

9.

ballagt 3s-sane, bass b- 3Sbdt 'I’ve started the year but9MSdye bxalle

?

February I’ll finish’
’ next

10.

?ana bad 3rfo mn 3S-S_dm
_

'I know him from Damascus at
bal-madrase , bass kan fa$dun but he was just a little kid’

° °°^*
3?gxr

11.

baddha xams 3sndn, bass xams
3snxn madrasiyye. . . , fa—badawumu
?arbad 3snxn bass 3btanta 9el
la-xams 3sfuf, draft kxf

‘It takes five years, but five
sch°o1 years...; so they stay f0Ur
years but you go though five classes
you see

’

Asyndetic Coordinations

Certain kinds of terms are often coordinated without a conjunction.
Consecutive numerals (including nouns in the dual), for instance, are com-
monly juxtaposed in the sense ‘...or...’:

1. M—Mamada kallhon sar—lon ?arbad ‘The whole group had been [here]
xams 3snxn, w—mu zalame zalamten

,

four or five years, and it wasn’t
kan fx xams satt alaf zalame just one or two people; there were
?addxn man kail navodhi ?amerka five or six thousand people present

from all parts of America’

2. badden baddi ?arMod laS~Sam ‘Then I expect to go back to Damas-

^a^dads-li Sahren tldte cus to stay two or three months'

3. d—doktor ?al lazem nastanna ‘The doctor said we’d have to wait

tldta rbadt iyydm [DA- 217] three or four days’

Note in ex. 3 the special form tldta rbad (instead of
tldte ?arbad)

Adjectives and nouns are often coordinated asyndetical ly in sentences

like the following:

4. md btafre ? modi beda soda

5. ?al La yarhdma hayye mayyte

6. hal-?akle md badref Su nd^a^a,
mel 3h falfol, md badref

‘I don’t care whether it’s black ° r

white’

‘God have mercy on her, alive or

‘I don't know what it is this f°°^

lacks; salt? pepper? I don’t kno
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As in English, attributive adjectives [p. 502] are coor-

dinated asyndetical ly in the sense ‘ ... and. ..’ more often

than not: bant latxfe helwe ‘a nice pretty girl (for bant

latxfe w-helwe). The w- is kept, however, if the adjec-

tives apply distributively - contrastively to different

instances of something referred to by a plural or collec-

tive: manSa?dt daskariyye w-sinddiyye ‘military and in<^s-

t r ial installations’, samak ?abyad w-?ahmar Ur-?azra? u-^js/ar

[AD-117] ‘white, red, blue, and yellow fish .

Note also the set phrase ?atraS ?axras ‘deaf and dumb,

deaf -mute’

.

v hal clauses with the same subject- referent are often conjoined asyn-

Uv in the sense of ‘and’, but such clauses are usually in significant

sequence [P-393] and may often be interpreted as complemental

:

, Hikd kamm kalme xalld yastahi ‘He said a few words to him and em-

I 1 KoT-r-aQQPn him

8 .
stahkamto b-darbe xaladt-allo

nxdo

9. tfaddalu ya Samdda kali waked

imadd ?xdo yatsalld-lo Swayy

10. l- 3kbxr halla? mawMud bi-^amerka

biddwen ^abu [DA- 75]

11. w- 3btarzad dand 3s—sab 3h btanfox

dala wasSOj batrawweh danno

l-band [AO- 118]

‘He said a few words to him and em-

barrassed him’

‘I aimed a blow at him and loosened

his jaw for him’

'Come on, folks, everybody help him-

self and have a good time’

‘The eldest is now in America and

helps his father'

‘And she comes back in the morning

and blows on his face, and drives

the anesthetic away from him’

Tins kind of construction is particularly common when

the first clause has a translocative verb Lp.2/*j.

12. bamro 9 bdxdak mn 3 l—?otel ‘I’ll come back and pick you at the

13. ?ante ?urn la-taxtak strah^lak

Swayye [DA-217]

1A. bakra beSi batgadda dandek

15. rdyeh bSab-lak ydha [AO- 115]

16. Sdye baddo ydha ttarreh hdla

17. byarSad dal-bet biddyed dalena
’v~byaftar madna [DA- 300]

‘You go on up to bed and rest a

while'

•Tomorrow I’ll come and have lunch

with you’

‘I’ll go and get her for you’

‘He comes along and wants her to

have an abortion’

‘He’ll come back home and wish us

holiday greetings and break his fast

with us’
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The hi- in ex. 17 links bitayed galena with byaftar
ma£na, while this coordination is linked asyndetical

l

v
a whole with byarSa£ £al-bet.

y s

Asyndet ical ly linked phrases and words:

18. matli matlak ma ba£ref, bass
9alia kbir ma byansa hada
[DA- 243]

19. s-samakat $aru sud sud [AO- 117]

20. za£el ktir aktir [AO- 115]

4

1 don’t know any more than vo,. ^
but God is great and forget/ d°'

6 ls n° On*'

‘The fish became very black’ fCf
p. 394, ex. 23-26).

‘He got very, very angry’ (Cf. Sac.

,

9aktar u- 9aktar [AO- 115])

Miscellaneous further examples of asyndetic coordination:

21. 9anna£to ktir, ma 9tana£
[Bart. 685]

22. ma£ 9ul ?ab?a hon, ma£ 9ul ma
9ab 9a

23. ma ta£mel harake b 9awwes

!

24. Slonkon ya sabaya ya Sabdb?

25. hal—barndmeS biwarSi. . . kif
lazem yatsarrfu, kif lazem
idiru Sarkathon, kif lazem
i£amlu mwazzafinhon w~ i hassnu
9awddchon

‘I did all I could to persuade him,
but he wouldn’t be persuaded’

‘It would be reasonable for me to
stay here, but also reasonable for
me not to stay’

‘Don’t make a move or I'll shoot!’

‘How are you, young ladies and

gentlemen?'

‘This program shows... how they should

act, how they should manage their com-

panies, and how they should treat

their employees and improve their

conditions

’
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CHAPTER 16: PREDICATION AND EXTRAPOSITION

Predication — defined in Chapter 15 [p.379] - is the

hasic clause- forming construction. The constituents of a

predication are the SUBJECT and the PREDICATE. The sub-

'ect however, is commonly suppressed, especially in ver-

bal predications, so that many predications consist of a

predicate alone: batruh (al-bet? 'Are you going home?’

(tor 9 0nte batruh £al-bet ?), rah. iSufak ‘He went to see

you’ ( for e.g. 9axuk rah iSufak ‘Your brother went to see

you ’
)

•

1

fhe relationship of subject and predicate

aider agreement [p.420]. The predicate (if

usually agrees with the subject.

is expressed mainly by number/
inflectible for number/gender)

The word order of subject and predicate varies, depending partly on what

the subject and predicate consist of, and partly on emphasis, stylistic con-

siderations, etc.

The subject- affix of a verb [p. 174] is sometimes analyzed as a pronoun,
and as subject of the verbal clause. Since it is an obligatory part of

the verb, however — since it must be present whether or not a syntactic
subject is also present — it is in fact a genuine inflectional affix and
cannot be counted as a pronoun or a subject -surrogate in the full sense of
these terms. (In this respect subject-affixes differ fundamentally from
the complemental pronoun suffixes [p.539], which generally occur in place
°f - not in addition to - a syntactical complement. [But see p.434]

.

)

Traditional Arabic grammar makes a fundamental distinction between the
instruction of a verbal clause ( jfumla fidliyya) and that of a nominal
clause (gumla ?ismiyya). The subject (al-fd£il "the agent") of a verbal
clause is treated in effect as another kind of complement, since it nor-
ma 'ly follows - or may follow - the verb (while preceding the object or
®ther complements) and since a verb often shows no agreement with a fol-
0*lng indefinite subject [421],
A nominal (or a non-verbal) clause, on the other hand, is traditionally
a yzed in terms of the topic-comment construction ( al—mubtada 9 wal—xabar),

the subject normally precedes the predicate. The type of topic-com-

^
1 construction here called ’extraposition’ [p-431] has an anaphoric pro-

Suly
con,men t whose antecedent is the topic; note that when verbal

Ve j!

ect 'affixes are considered pronouns, then the subject of a following
predicate also qualifies as an extrapositive topic, since it is an-

R ent to the subject "pronoun" in the verb.
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Arabic predications are more diverse (both in con
ency and in word order) than predications in English

St

’tv

U '

main differences are 1.) that in Arabic the subject msuppressed in many cases where English requires a subi^
be

pronoun; 2.) that the Arabic subject in many cases fcU*
the predicate - or a part of the predicate - where in En°

W$

lish it generally must come first; 3.) that in Arabic th'predicate may consist of a prepositional, adjectival, ornominal phrase as well as a verbal phrase, while in.En<H- .

it is always verbal. “ ls"

Non-Verbal Predications

An indefinite [p.494] nominal, adjectival, or prepositional prediis used to depict a present (or permanent) state or characteristic of^subject referent. The subject ordinarily comes first (but see pp. 414 4?oiand is usually definite. In the English translations the predicate forquestions, the subject) is usually introduced by ‘is’, ‘are’, or ‘am’

Prepositional Predicates:

1.

?abuk bal-bet walla barra? ‘Is your father in the house, or
outside?’ (On "free" prepositions,
see p. 485. )

2.

be to hadd °s-sinana ‘His house is next to the movie
theater

’

3. l- 9blad taht 9 l-hakm 9 l-£arfi

4. sayydra halla? barrat ?amkanitna
ba l-marr

a

5. 9ana ben 9 l-?ayddi [DA- 197]

6. hkayti naSak mail 9 hkayet malek
9 l-yunan na£ 9 l-hakim rayydn
[AO- 116]

7. hal- 9ktdb tabap sdhbi

8.

tul Eamra “‘‘alia v^beta
tah 9 t

‘The country is under martial law’

‘A car just now is altogether beyond

our means’ (Indefinite subject.)

‘I’m at your service’ (lit. "I’m

between the hands")

‘My experience (lit. ‘my story’)

with you is like the story of the

king of Greece with the doctor Rayy®1

‘This book belongs to my friend

[ p. 489]

‘All her life [her only concern has

been that] God is above and her

house is below’ (i.e. She’s a ho®

body)

Most cases in which a prepositional predicate precedes its subject c

under the heading of ‘quasi-verbal predications’, e.g. Eanna dyuf ‘We baV
g

guests’, lit. "With us (Fr. chez nous) are guests". See p.413. To trans
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• h sentence with an indefinite subject such as ‘A plate is on the

- En8
llS

l0n the table is a plate’, the impersonal predicator fi ‘there is‘

tabl
e ^°[ 3 used: fi sah 9 n £at-tdwle or £at-tdwle fi sah9n There is a plate

tP
-’‘

etC
however: taht Hdi wdhde ma fi manha [DA-80A] ‘I have one(f.)

Note ‘ he beat’ (lit. "Under my hand is one of which there are none ).

*. r an t uc v
_ . , . 1 • : • 1 *. - 4-U„4- fKo nnaci -vprhalbe beat (lit. unuci my "

. , ,

that
ca" Ztlr sense of taht ?idi is similar to that of the quasi-verbal

Hie etc. ;
perhaps for that reason it is also assimilated to them

>

|
1

s
yntact ic® •

->al£an 9xsdlo t-taraddod ‘One of his worst qualities is

NOte * which has a prepositional predicate preceding a definite sub-

indecisjon^i^case the phrase nan ?al£an 9 x?dlo ("of the worst of his quail

-

)eCt
-l functions like a nominal phrase, and the sentence is similar to an

tieS
• Vl oredication [p.405] (cf. 9al£an 9xsd lo, t-taraddod His worst

eq

ality is indecision’), in which the first term is interpreted as subject

t-taraddod, as predicate.

On the predicative use of the prepositional -phrase sub-

stitutes hon ‘here’, hnik ‘there’, wen ‘where’, etc., see

Ch. 21.

Adjectival Predicates:

9 . masrufo ?alil

10. l-mackarona xafife £al-ma£de

11. xzantak matruse tar 3 s

IPVA-20J

13. ?antu mab^utin?

14. hdret 9 l-?aslam dayy^a ktir ,

laken ?andaf man hdret
9n-nasdra [Bg.I.lJ

15- hekal mdnut nacrud b a l—na

t

hi

‘His expenses are slight’

‘Macaroni is easy on the stomach’

‘Your wardrobe is chock full’ (pass,

participle with paronymous comple-

ment [p-442])

‘The view of the sea is very

beautiful

’

‘Are you(pl.) well?’

‘The Muslim quarter is quite crowded

but is cleaner than the Christian

quarter

’

‘The skeleton of a mammoth is on ex-

hibit in the museum’ (Note that the

Arabic subject is indefinite.)

^°*inal Predicates:

9a*ti halla ?asmo hasan ‘His brother is a barber; his name is

Hassan’ (hasan is definite; see p.405. )

17
‘ bet 3 l—xuri £Sle kbire [SAL-65] ‘The Khourys are a large family’
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18. hada maktub nn 3 5- Sarke

19. maSrufi ?astaxraS 3syut
nabdtiyye [DA- 296]

20. d-doktor xayyat doktor Sater
[DA- 202]

21. Sanaft Indiana Sdmfg ktir halu

22. d-danye fg£?g ktir [DA- 301]

23. l-?as Lam fal—balad Gasmen,
sanniyye w-falawiyye [PAT- 179]

24. wan-na$ara Siyaf 3ktTre [Bg.I.l]

‘Dus is a letter f rom t
.

Con
>Pany.

‘My plan is [for the] extr
vegetable oils’

‘Dr. Khayat is a good doctor-

‘Indiana University i s a „„
Place' (lit. ‘... a very preUy^
university’)

‘It‘s very crowded (outside)- rlJThe world is much a crowd")
UU ’

‘The Muslims in the town are [inl

two parts: Sunnis and Alawis-
J

•And the Christians are [of] manv
sects’

Examples 23 and 24 illustrate a use of nominal predicates
that is unlike English; the predicate designates those things
which the subj ect- referent is composed of or divided into.

Arabic lacks the distinction sometimes made in English
between CLASSIFICATORY and DEFINITIONAL predications by
changing the article of the subject: ‘The eagle is a large
bird’ (classificatory) vs. ‘An eagle is a large bird’ (def-
initional). In Arabic the subject takes the article prefix
in either case: n-na s ar ter 3kbTr. Similarly:

25. l-?ansan hayman nateq, ‘Man is a rational animal’

26. l-mus sakktn 3 btatsgkkgr ‘A jackknife is knife that can be

closed’
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. i predicate may be definite. In that case, the predication is

A n
°EQl)ATIONAL, i.e. the subject and predicate are interchangeable and

u
sUflll

to the same thing 1
:

refer
*

-i „ fddel / fade l ?abuhon ‘Their father is Adel’ / ‘Adel is
Ubuhontoa

their father’

?fs
3 1-wazdra, ra?s 3 l-hukume

Thaqtqi / ra*s

iJhaqTqi, ra?is H-wazara

‘The prime minister is the actual

head of the government’/ ‘The actual

head of the government is the prime

minister

’

Sentences like those in ex. 28 are usually pronounced

with a considerable prosodic break between the subject and

the predicate: the end of the subject is drawled, usually

with a rising intonation, and there is often a pause before

the beginning of the predicate. (Alternatively, the pre-

dication may be transformed by extraposition: ra?is

H-wazdra huwme ra?s 3 l-hukume l-haqtqi "The prime minister,

he is...”. See p.434.) Similarly:

29 . l-?ddi, yalli byahkom / yalli

byahkom, l-?ddi

‘The judge is the one who makes the

decision’ / ‘The one who makes the

decision is the judge’

Or better: l-?adi huwwe Hi byahkom / yalli byahkom,

huvrne l-?ddi.

30. id?imam mafbudak 3 l-masruf

wal-masari

‘All you ever care about is expenses

and money’ (lit. "Always your idol

^predication that is equational in the strictest sense cannot be said to

have a subject and a predicate; the two terms are grammatically (as well

as referential ly) equivalent. The word order in a nominal predication de-

pends entirely upon definiteness (or pronominalization, see below), hence

"hen both terms are definite the word order is irrelevant.

Actually, however, these predications are rarely if ever equational in

the strict est sense. That is to say, the permutation of terms usually

carries with it a change of meaning, such that while abuhon ?ahmad is felt

t° be a statement about their father, ?ahmad ?abuhon is a statement about

Ahmed. We continue to speak, therefore, of the leading term as ‘subject

the following term as ‘predicate’ even while calling the predication

equational’.
The term ‘equational sentence’ has sometimes been used in Arabic gram-

mar more broadly, to denote all non-verbal predications. Though this may
seem a gratuitous abuse of the concept of ’equation’, it might also be

argued (rightly or wrongly) that ‘equational predication’ in the narrow

?ense is merely a semantic category for Arabic, while in the broader sense

** is formal.
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Elatives and ordinals in construct with an indefinite term ralso enter into an equational predication. That is to sav th
P ' 473

] iw
either as following term or as leading term in a predication

may
°ceuj

other term is definite (even though they are indefinite by the
^ ttle

agreement [494] );
y tne criterj^

31. tali 9ahsan latttb bal-fartr / ‘Ali is the best player „9ahsan laSStb bal-fart9, Cali The best player on the tT the te<»7team
i s Al

-,

32. S-Sokoldta ?a.tyab St tandi / ‘Chocolate is my favorite n9atyab Si tandi S-Sokoldta (lit. "Chocolate is the t a

f

J

aV° r
’

thing with me") / 'My favori^l.
is chocolate’ ‘lavor

33. ?a bni talet waked bas-saff /
talet waked bas-?aff, 5>gbni

'My son is the third one in
line .

/ ‘The third one in the line'i,
son'

Cardinal numerals, likewise, count as definite terms inarithmetical statements such as tldte w-satte tasta ‘Three
and six is nine ’

.

A statement to the effect that X is the name of Y is
grammatically an equational predication (though of course
the two terms do not refer to the same thing): 5>asmo hasan/
hasan ?asmo . Hls name is Hassan’/'Hassan is his name’-'

9as am bladna S—Samkdriyye
l-labnaniyye [SAL-152] /
S-Samhuriyye l—labndniyye
?3S dm bladna

‘The name of our country is "The
Lebanese Republic”’/* "The Lebanese
Republic" is the name of our country’

There are some nominal predications in which both terms
are definite, but which are nevertheless classi f icatory, not
equational: tnenna wlad 3s-sakra [SAL- 138] ‘We are both sons
of the desert’. The predicate wlad 3?-sahra is a classi fi

-

catory construct [ p. 4581 , depicting something characteristic
of the subj ect - ref erent

, not something identical with it.
The subject and predicate therefore cannot be interchanged.
Similarly, hasan sdhbi ‘Hassan is my friend’ does not nec-
essarily mean that he is my only friend; therefore it is not
always permutable to sdlibi hasan ‘My friend is Hassan’.

The most common type of equational predication is that in which the
subject is a personal or demonstrative pronoun [pp. 539, 552] : kdda 9abZh°n
‘That’s their father’, huwwe r-ra?fs ‘He’s the boss’, kdda kuwwe ‘That’s
him’ A pronominal predicate is rarely used with a definite nominal sub-
ject, however (as in 9abukon, kdda ‘Their father is that one’); the two ter®*

are therefore not generally interchangeable.

35. hayy ?axti $-zgtre ‘That’s my little sister’

36. hadol 3 l kat 3 b halli talabton? ‘Are these the books you ordered?
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$!

38 -

39 -

^ ra ?Ts ’l-baladiyye

tsd* wirt
st *andi

,ana
9avowal waked w?alt

’He’s the mayor'

‘That’s what I dislike most of all’

‘I was the first to arrive’ (lit.^

"I am the first one that arrived")

iXdi met waztfe Wdha 'Thi. is the third job he’s had’

*°'
[EA- 1811

The pronoun subject usually appears to agree with the

oredicate in number/gender; actually this is not grammatical

agreement but merely a consequence of the fact that the two

terms have the same referent. (Predicates agree with sub-

jects not vice-versa [ P-420].) When there is a conflict

between the number/gender of the predicate and the natural

number*

1

and gender of the pronoun’s referent, then the natural

number/gender usually prevails:

41
9 3nti z-zalame w- 9ana l-£arus

'

9 3 le

k

[AO-115]

'You(f.) are the man and I’m your

bride’ (as in a masquerade)

Verbal Predications

The placement of the subject in verbal predications depends on a num-

ber of different factors, and is to a considerable extent optional.

All the statements about word order in these sections

apply only to "normal" or basic word order; for the predi-

cate-subject inversion, see p.419.

If the subject is indefinite, it usually follows «»e verb: *

A man saw her’. If it is definite, it may generally either precede or f

low: r-raSSdl Sdfha / Sdfka r-raSSal ‘The man saw her . If

complements (other than pronoun complements), a post -verba s J

narily precedes them: Saf ’r-raSZdl H-b,nt ‘The man saw the girl .

Examples, indefinite subject following verb (subject underscored):

1- nazel zalgne jartb £and waked
nan 9ahali d-de£a [AO- 108]

‘- va&dni S’bul man Samatten

3 - daxa
l fglldh man dowah

ba l-£askari'yye LAO- 9 1

J

‘A strange man came to stay with one

of the villagers’

‘I was accepted by two universities’

(lit. "Came to me acceptance from...")

‘A peasant from the outskirts of

Jerusalem joined the army

4 . tanzel man (ar-rastf

,

btad£asak sayydra

‘Don’t get off the sidewalk; a car

will run over you’
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5. md safi ger bdketen bal-bet ‘There are not but two packs 1
in the house

’

The subject commonly follows a complemental preDOsit;„„
with pronoun suffix:

6. md rdh dalek Si

7. wasalni manha ?adlam 3mbareh

8. nSa 7 ? 3 l-het w-talet: msnno £abd
?aswad byaSbah 9 t-tor [AO- 117]

‘You haven’t missed anything’ n t"There has not gone by you a thin -

‘I got a note from her yesterday’
(lit. "Reached me from her a note
yesterday ")

‘The wall opened up and out of it
came a black slave who looked like
bull’

Examples, definite subject following verb:

9. nsarafu wldd 3 l-madrase

10. batgib 3 S-Sams 3s—soda xamse
ta^rTban [AO- 71]

‘The children have gotten out of
school’ (lit. 'The school children
have been let out ")

‘The sun sets at approximately five
o ’ clock

’

11. byaltd^a garadna bi-hal-maxzan
[DA- 252]

‘What we need can be found in this

store’

12. hamlat-li mart

i

S—Sardb matt
3 l-ddde [AD- 118]

13. labbaset 3 l—bant tamsdl
3 l~haldwe rob 3 l-dars [AO- 114]

14. walla byatrohan ?albi
b-hakyo

15. md dad 3 l-wdhed yasmad ?axbdr
balado

’My wife brought me the drink as

usual

’

‘The girl dressed the candy statue

in the wedding gown’

‘It certainly does my heart good to

hear him talk’ (lit. "By God my heart

is revived by his talk")

‘One no longer hears the news f r0™

his home town’ (The subject Precer*|.
the complemental verb yasmad but

lows the "linking" verb dad.)

Examples, definite subject preceding verb:

16. d^doktor wadda dagri 'The doctor took him directly to t

dal-mastaSfa [DA- 202] hospital’

~ ‘ “ ' *• 1
'TV,*, 1 1 rake US the re17. halla? sayyart d S-Sarke

batwassd Lna [DA- 251]

‘The company car will take us
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haba rdh i?alli salat 3 l-did ‘Daddy has gone to perform the holi-
18

' [dA- 298]
' daY Prayer’

b~r-rabid kali 3 l-baz 3r byatlod ‘In the spring all the seeds sprout
l9 '

a l—tard l AO- 59] from the ground’

„ : falldh byahsadhon bal-manSal

fidfamval 3s-sef [AO-59]

‘The farmer harvests them with a

scythe early in the summer’

jj
?ahli w-?ahlo byad3rfu baddon ‘My family and his are acquainted

with one another’

22 halla^ ? abi bikun ?dded la^hdlo ‘Now my father will be all by himself’

A verb in the simple imperfect functioning adjectivally [p.328], or

usually in any characterizing sense, is like a non-verbal predicate; i.e.

is normally only preceded, not followed, by a definite subject:

23 .
haS-Sabb byaStagel

24. Saglo byatmallal

25. hal-manzar md byantdsa

26. r-raSSal byad 3Sbak [EA-158]

27. wallah sayyadna byaswa ta^lo

[AO- 118]

28. l-wolod byaSbah ?aiu

29. dala kail hdl 3z-zdyde Ttia

bathamm [DA- 217]

‘That young man (really) works’ (=

haS-Sabb Saggil ‘That young man’s a

good worker’)

'His work is boring’ (= Saglo rrnalle

)

‘That sight is unforgetable’

‘You’d like the man’ (i.e. ‘The man

is likeable’, lit. "The man would

please you")

‘Our master is certainly a good man’

(lit. "By God, our master is worth

his weight")

‘The boy resembles his father’

‘Anyway, appendicitis isn’t serious’

(lit. "...doesn’t matter")

Under certain conditions, the subject usually precedes the verb regard-

less whether it is definite or not. A long subject phrase, for instance,
*s usually not inserted between a verb and its complements. It may follow

Pronominal i zed complements, as in ex. 8 above, but if there are non-pronom-
lna l complements, the subject normally comes before the verb:

bayyallq radyo moSe ?a$Tre
biZib 3 l-q dhira bi-kall 3 shule

‘Any short wave radio can get Cairo

quite easily’

‘None of the medicines that the doc-

tors prescribed for him reduced the

king [
’ s weight]

’
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32. d l- 3kbir ?aro £id 3 l-^adha
byu^a^ bi-£aSara zal-ha££e
[DA- 302]

‘Greater Bairam or the Feast of
mol at ion falls on the tenth of ri"

1 '

Hi j j ah’

This constraint is not a hard and fast rule. In narra-
tive style, particularly, there are exceptions as in example
3, above.

A subject phrase consisting of only two words often counts
as a "long subject phrase", particularly if the complement
consists of a single word:

33. las?a barde batxaffef 3 l-wa£af

34. wal-yom zruf saEide Sam^atna
sawa [SAL-60]

‘A cold compress will reduce the pa i,

‘And today happy circumstances have
brought us together’

An indefinite subject may also be put first for emphasis:

35. £am£ 3 kbTr 3£tama£ bas-sdha

36. b-hadak 3 l-voa 3 t ST ?altl kan
ma£ruf £an bawa^so l-ha^T? iyye

37. tambor bihaffi la-na?let 3grddak

38. mtt sane madet w-md hada
naSSani [AO- 116]

39. kan 3b-balad ?axten, l-wahde
£d?le wat-tanye m(a££ze; Sab ben
rddu yatSawwasuhon [AO- 111]

‘A large crowd gathered in the plaza'

‘At that time very little was knom
about his real motives’

‘A cart will suffice for moving your

things’

‘A thousand years passed and no one

let me out’ (Note also that hada

ordinarily precedes the verb.)

‘There were in a certain town two sis-

ters, one well-behaved and the other

intolerable; two young men wanted to

marry them ’ 1

'in example 39 considerations of narrative style determine the placemen
^

of the subjects; Sabben comes before its verb perhaps for emphasis (

were a certain town two young men who...") or perhaps to counterbalance

the structure of the first sentence. In the first sentence the sub '
eC

c00
-

?axten follows the complement b-balad (a characteristically narrative^

struction, cf. the English translation), especially in order not to
^

-

s

separated from the following coordinated clauses, to whose subjects

the antecedent. The coordination l-wahde (d^le wat-tdnye m£a££z e lS
gnte-

actually a separate sentence, but its referential dependence on the

cedent ?axten gives it much the force of an attributive clause.
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1

subordinate clauses, certain conjunctions tend to be followed mostly

bs; verb-subject word order is favored in such clauses. The verb-

by
ver

g ’
conjunctions include the particle mo (as in bo£3d mo ‘after’, etc.),

f 8v°
r‘^ ? gn ‘if’, and to a lesser extent lamma, wa?t, etc. ‘when’, and

,iza '

etc. ‘until, in order that’. As a conjunction, the particle la- ‘in

that, until’ can only be followed by a verb:
order ’

kif baddi ‘>a£mel la-yaifor ‘What should I do in order that God
4°'

falla xatiyydti? [AD-99] will forgive my sins?’

baddak tastaESel ?ob*l mo ‘You’d better hurry before the bell
41

' ytann 3£-£aras rings’

, t-tabix lazem yastawi mat 3
l mo ‘The food must get done the same way

ifit
?ana lamma kant baz-zalt I got warm when I was naked on top

£alarSs~3S-Sabal [AO- 88 ] of the mountain’

43 ntazer lamma byarSaE i’abuha ‘Wait till (when) her father returns

mn 3 l-ha££ [A3- 114] from the Pilgrimage’

44 w- lamma Sab 3 l-xadem hal- 3£rdd, ‘And when the servant brought those

tabxathon 3 l-bant 3 b-halle things, the girl cooked them in a

kb Tre [AD- 114] large pot’

45. dall madde towile w-md sdfar, ‘He stayed a long time and didn’t

/lotto tddya 9 l- 3m£azzem manno leave, until the host got fed up

[A3- 108] with him ’

46. md radyet ta£mel 3 l-£ars ?alla ‘She wouldn’t agree to go through

?iza hadru leldtha ?arb£in bant with the wedding unless forty girls

[AO- 113]
—

would attend that night’

47. w-halla? batSuf ^oddeS byafrahu ‘And now you’ll see how happy they

moS’t 3byaSi l-lahhdm [DA- 299] are when the butcher comes’

The subject of an attributive clause [p.495] also gen-

erally comes after the verb (except for anaphoric pronouns

[p.497]):

*8 . tatato lal-mara halli ba£atha ‘She gave it to the woman Ali Quick-

(ali z-Zeba? [AO- 114] silver had sent’

Examples of pre-verbal subject after lamma, hatta, and

ma:

49- lamma lut ?axta, rah laEand ‘When Lot sinned, he went to his

(ammo br'dhim [AD- 88 ]
uncle Abraham’

50 - W~natar hatta l-?adiyye ntaset ‘And he waited until the matter was

[40-88] forgotten’

Si. baE 3d ma l-kall 3 tZaSSu, ?a£lan ‘After everyone had eaten, the sultan
s
?-sa ltdn Vabtida 9 l- 3m£ddale announced the beginning of the debate’

[EA- 249]
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After the complemental conjunction 9anno [p. 449 ] the suhi»^*
precedes the verb: Ject UsuaHy

52. drit 9anno 9oxi mat baS-Sihdd
[AO- 118]

53. nt- 3ftakar 9anno d-def
h—hat—tan 9a yamken yafham
w-isafer [AO- 108]

‘I’ve learned that my brother
in the holy war ’ d‘ed

‘And he thought that in this w
guest might get the point and

the
1Q leave'

Quasi-Verbal Predications

The noun stem badd- is used with pronoun suffixes to form a verh n,predicator meaning ‘to want, require, intend, be going to’:

baddo ‘he wants, etc. badd(h)a ‘she wants, etc.'

baddak *you(m. )want , etc.’ badd(h)on ‘they want, etc.’

baddek ‘you( f
.
)want , etc.’ baddkon ‘you(pl

.
)want , etc.'

baddi *1 want, etc .

1

baddna ‘we want, etc.

*

The pronoun suffixes function as subj ect -af f i xes, agreeing with thesubject (if any), which usually comes first: l-walad baddo 9alam 'The boywants a Pencil’ The complement may be either nominal (as 9alam, above)
or verbal: baddo yru

h

‘He wants to go’. The verbal complement may be sup-
presse . ma a o He doesn t want to’; the nominal complement may be pro-
nominal 1 zed on the stem yd-: nd baddo ydha ‘He doesn’t want it(f.)’.

baddo, then, is syntactically verbal in almost every re-
spect for most speakers (but see ex. 8 , below), though in
some parts of Greater Syria it enters certain constructions
as a noun: baddi hiyye ‘I want it(f.)’ [Bart. 31], md ba 9a
badd ‘There’s no more need (for it)’ [ibid.]. If baddo is
construed as a noun, then baddo 9alam is a nominal predica-
tion meaning literally ‘His requirement is a pencil’, and
l-walad baddo 9alam has to be interpreted as an extraposi-
tion [431] "The boy, his requirement is a pencil". These
interpretations do not apply, however, insofar as pronom-
inal izations are in the complemental form: baddo yd ‘He
wants it’ rather than the subject (or predicate) form:
baddo huwwe.

Examples of the use of baddo:

1. baddi 9arSad laS-Sam

2 .
9axi l— 3kbir baddo yatdowwaz
[AD- 55]

‘I want (or intend) to go back to

Damascus

’

‘My older brother wants (or is goi°8

to) get married’
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alanten baddhon dal- 9a?alii

3 - la-yeh3 ?du ha9 let

hal-ta

m

3 h

4 ma baddak ydhon?

,gmta ma baddi^ bdxod sayydra
5

'

w~
3bsir baS-Sam

baddna la-nasal Si na?s sdda

1
baddha xams 3 snin, bass xams

Ssnin madrasiyye

‘Two men(would)need at least two

weeks to harvest that wheat field’

‘Don’t you want them?’

‘Whenever I want, I’ll take a car

and I’ll be in Damascus'

•It’ll take us about half an hour to

get there’ (lit. "We’ll require...")

‘It takes five years, but that’s five

school years’ (Feminine impersonal

predication [p.428])

g kant baddi 9a 9rd-li Swayye ‘I wanted to read a little

Note that the linking verb [p.452] in ex. 8 is inflected

in agreement with baddi (as with a verbal subjective com-

plement [448], This usage is optional, however; the link-

ing verb before baddo may also remain uninflected: kan

baddi 9a 9rd-li Swayye, lit. "It was my intention to read a

little"; in this respect, at least, baddo may be construed

as a noun.

9 nd baddha l-mas 9ale matddem, ‘There’s no question of restaurants,

nndkol danna bal-bet [DA- 197] we’ll eat at home’ (lit. The ques-

tion doesn’t require restaurants... )

Note the verb-subject word order in ex. 9: md baddha

l-mas 9ale.

.

.

10. Su baddkon ydni 9odmel? 'What do you(pl.)want me to do?’

The prepositions £and, mad, and la- (
9al-) [p- 476ff] are used with pro-

noun suffixes to form verb- like predicators meaning approximately to have .

(undo dele ‘He has a family’ (lit. "With him [Fr. chez lui] is a family );

madak nasdri? ‘Have you any money?’ (lit. "Is there with you money? );

f»la dydn halwe ktvr ‘She has beautiful eyes’ (lit. There are to her, beau-

tiful eyes").

These prepositional predicators are less thoroughly verb-like than baddo

ln two main respects:

1.

) The nominal term that follows them may usually be suppressed ( 1

l

^
e

a subject [p. 418] ) rather than pronominali zed on the stem ya- (like an ob-

ject [438]); modi ‘I have it’ or ‘I have some’, etc. In the case of tando,

however, the following term may either be suppressed or pronominalized:

(andi -x have some, I have it’, or dandi yd ‘I have it’.

2.

) The prepositions are sometimes used in the same sense and same con-

duction except with a noun rather than with a pronoun suffix: la-'ammi

ktire [A3-43] ‘My mother has many brothers and sisters’ (lit. To my
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mother there are many...'). The verb-like construction is , ,kttr-e, in which the pronoun suffix of 9ala is like a verbal suhi
^

agreeing with the subject 9 ammi.
DJect-aff ix

The verb-like nature of these prepositional constructs
then, consists in the predominance of pronoun suffixes ove

nS
’

nouns after the prepositions, and the fact that a nominal '
kject (or quasi -object) almost always follows the prepositS .predicator

, while the case of ordinary prepositional predicttions, the subject, which is usually definite, usually com»
first. (But see p.403.)

es

Secondly, the prepositional quasi-verbs are negativized
with the particle md, which is used before verbs, rather
than with mu, etc., which is used with ordinary non-verbal
predicates [p.384ff].

Exampl e s

:

11. ma£i namret talifono w—£anwdno

12. Su ?alak mard9 baS—Sa£3r

13. Sadatan bikun Sandhon tlatt
3fstile

14. k an £anna dyuf

‘I have his telephone number and
address

’

‘You must have a mania for poetry*

‘They usually have three terms’ (in
an academic year)

‘We had guests’

Examples 13 and 14 illustrates another non-verb-like fea-
*ur® °f the PreP°sition a 1 predicators: the linking verb
[p. 452] remains uninflected for number/gender when comple-
mented by £ando, ma<to, etc.

, whereas with verbs (and op-
tionally with baddo) it is inflected to agree with the com-
plement: kanna nzur 'we used to visit’, kanna baddna (or
kdn baddna) ’we wanted’, but kdn £anna ‘we had’ (not "kanna
£anna ")

.

15. ma 9alkon ha 99

16. sahrak £ando rSdl 3 1—yam, ma
bya 9der yaSi

17. bass la tansa 9anno Sandkon
3 l-bah3r [DA- 151]

18. ma£ak 3kmdlet £aS 3r lerdt?
- ma£i, tfaddal [DA- 46]

‘You’re wrong’ (lit. "There is not

to you right")

‘Your son-in-law has some men [visit-

ing him] today, he can’t come’

‘But don’t forget that you(pl-) i|ave

the sea’

‘Have you change for ten pounds?

— Yes, I have; here you are’

19. t—tdwle 9ala 9arba£ raSlen

20. Saddi kan^lo tlatt 3 byiit

‘The table has four legs’

‘My grandfather had three houses
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Note, in example 20, that 9alo generally takes the form

c a suffix when complementing a linking verb. Ip. 482.

J

Similarly: 9ali Sam£a ma Saftak ’I haven’t seen you for a

k - (i.e. I’ve had a week of not seeing you), or sar-U

iam£a md Saftak ’It’s been a week now that I haven’t seen

vou’ (lit- "It’s become for me a week-.. ). The suffix

form is also commonly used with the negative ma lp.3asj:

S-Sawdre£ mdr-lon 9ar 3sfe ‘The streets have no sidewalks’.

Three more prepositional quasi -verbs are Sale ‘to have to, to have as a

Visibility or a debt’; ft ‘to be able to’ or, in impersonal predications

teS
365 ]

‘there is, there are’; and bo ‘to be the matter with’ (used only

ith StI or So- ‘what’ and md-...St ‘nothing ).

£alek Sai 3 l »l-yom? [DA-173] ‘Do you have work to do today?’

„ 7ana kamdn Saliyyi maSwdr ‘I have to go there too’ (lit - "I

La-hnik [DA- 248] also ’
there 18 on me an err3nd 1

there ")

Note also the set phrase ma£leS or ma£le-Si ‘never mind,

that’s all right’ (- md £ale-S [t] "There’s nothing on it );

md £alek ‘never mind, it’s not your responsibility’.

23. Sa-bo? — md-bo St

24. md fthon ya£3mlu—lo Si

25. ftni sd£dak 3 b-kamm lera?

26. hayalia waked ft yafham
ha9 t9 et haS-Sax?

27. S-Sahade ftk tdxadha b-sane

w-nass

‘What’s the matter with him (or it)?

- Nothing’

‘They can’t do a thing for him’

‘Can I help you with a few pounds?’

’Anybody can see through that fel-

low’ (lit. "...can understand the

truth of that person")

‘You can get the degree in a year

and a half*

Examples of the impersonal ft ‘there is, there are :

28. /f wdhed xalas w-wahed
ZoM-yadr os

29. l—yom md ft St man had

l-framda l la

3o - md ba£ta 9ed ft wa93 t lal-hddse
yalli ba£rafa

!• ktf marruh £al- 9assd£? — ft
l-bds wat-trdmwdy wat-taksi
[DA- 45]

‘There’s one who’s finished and one

studying’

’Today there’s none of that, thank

God’

‘I don’t think there’s time for [me

to recount] the incident I know of

‘How shall we go to Qassaa? - There’s

the bus, the streetcar, and taxis’
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32. kan fx Samara ktar 9 hnik

33. ma ft fiha ?9rne la^-mahrame

•There were a lot of people .kl nere*

‘There isn’t even room in t
handkerchief’ (lit. “There '

'°r a

in it a corner for...")
1Sn 1

Example 33 illustrates the juxtaposition of the imper-
sonal predicator fx and a supplemental phrase fxha ‘in it
(f.)’. In such cases the impersonal fx is often elided
thus: md fxha ?arne la^-mahrane . (See also p.384, ex 26 )

fi is often complemented by £ando, ma£o, ?alo, etc.:

34. fx ?alo mu£3abxn 3 ktxr w-fx
?alo nds naqidxn 3ktxr

35. nahna madlumak halla? fx £anna
ta$nx£ baS-Sdm.

‘He has a lot of admirers and he k
a lot of critics’ (lit. There are**
to him. . .

")

‘We of course now have industriali-
zation in Damascus’ (lit. "...there
is with us. .

.

")

The quasi -complement of fx may come first, for emphasis
(like a true subject), especially when negative:

36. bakra l-Sam£a, $a£ 3 l md fx
[DA- 199]

37. 9ahla man hek md fx [DA- 150]

‘Tomorrow’s Friday; no work!’

‘There’s nothing prettier than that’

(Cf. object-verb inversion, p.439.)

The quasi -complement may of course be suppressed, as
in the case of the other prepositional predicators:

38. su fx halu? — l—ydm md fx 'What is there for dessert? - There

isn't any today

’

The construction with question-word and complement as
in Su fx halu is treated on p.569.
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1

• ial Predicates. Participles are like verbs and unlike ordinary ad-
p»rticip

jn tha t the subject of a participial predicate often follows it.

ject !

ve
f underscored in examples):

(Sub)e
. . ,

tSL e£^ barra tDA- 199] ‘ A wind is C°minB UP 00131(16

__ . mnfkon 3 s-sahr 3S-Sdxd ‘The new son-in-law is coming with
ry zay e — : — 4.1 »

‘The new son-in-law is coming with

them’

?ay»L~ li ?atfarra2 £ala
3

' Kalab [DA- 248]

. nfawwad ydmo kail yom md £undo

dars byaSi lya££od £andi

•I’d like to take a look around

Aleppo’ (lit. "My mind has told me

to. .
.

")

‘Sonny 1 is accustomed to coming and

spending some time with me every day

he has no lesson’

Further examples of participial predicates - mostly with

subject first or subject suppressed- are given on pp. 263 75 .

(See especially p. 266. ) Others with subject following are

given on p. 422.

Clausal Subjects

The subject of a predication may be clause introduced by ranno (more

rarely Ml*, etc), or a paratactic verbal clause Subject causes vir-

tually always follow the predicate, and are often also susceptible to

analysis as complemental clauses. Some examples are given here, others on

P-451.

1. xattet l- 3 hkume ?annha t?ayyed
3 l-?addya l—£arabxyye [EA-232]

2. ma5 ma£?iil ?ansdkon [EA-264]

3. yalli £am-bahki ?anno taSi

tdxod doktora bal—handase

4. labake ?anno ruh 3x

‘The government’s plan is to support

the Arab cause(s)’

‘It’s inconceivable that I should

forget you’ (lit. "It’s not reason-

able that. . .
")

‘What I’m saying is that you should

come and take your doctorate in

engineering’

‘It’s a bother for me to go personally’

T
The~~word ydmo - like baba ‘daddy’ and certain other kinship terms associ-

ated with endearment and baby-talk - is used reciprocally; yfeo .s

Used by children to address their mother and by the mother ^
address he

children, and in other relationships assimilated to that between mo

and children. In this instance a paternal aunt (camme) is ref err g

nephew.
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Suppression of the Subject I

In English, the subject of an otherwise complete predicatio
omitted except in certain kinds of casual conversational exchan"

' S rare ly
first and second person pronouns are sometimes suppressed, e e *iler e
him’ (for ‘I didn’t...’), ‘Want to go?’ (for ‘Do you want., -i

Dldn,t
see

Arabic, on the other hand, it is usual in all styles to omit the ^k- ln

whenever it is clear from the context or the circumstances what t
u
Ub

' ec t

cate applies to (and that it is in fact a predicate). See pp 54a LPredi ‘

Verbal and quasi -verbal predicates are the ones most common l v
549 '

out a subject: rah. iSufak ‘He went to see you’, baddo ySufak ‘He
USed with-

see you’, dando yd ‘He has it’, etc.
Adjectival predicates, however, are also very commonly used withsubject, and nominal predicates, too, to a lesser extent. Examples f

3

verbal predications with subject suppressed:

1 . Sali, tarak wazTfto fi da?art
3s-pahha; w-hall a, kateb 3zgtr
fi ?otel 3S—Sarq , — bass, mabsut
3 b-Sajlo? LEA- 168]

2 . ?axdet 3 l-bakalorya mu hek?
— la?, bass brove, bass halwe
w-manta?ha sales

3. l-hdsel ?qxed wazife Saddan
3mnTha

4. £isdm bek Saye ma£hon, walla
xatwe £aztze

5. Su Id? i hdme l SarTde l—yon

6

.

kdn £anna dyuf. — mn 3S-Sans
3n-nd£em hatman. — la walla,
?rdybinna

‘All left his job in the Department
of Health; and now, he’s a petty
clerk in the Orient hotel. _
does he like his work?’ (lit.
pleased with. . . ")

‘She’s gotten her batchelor’s [degree],

hasn’t she? -No, just her [teacher's]

certificate, but she’s pretty and
articulate’

‘The fact is, he’s gotten a very good

job’

‘Issam Bey is coming with them?!

Well, that’s a notable step!' (i e.

up the social ladder)

‘Well, I see you have a newspaper

with you today’ (lit. ”[l] have found

[you] carrying... ") Both the main
. • 1 — « , . , 1 Antal

‘Well, I see you have a newspaper

with you today’ (lit. "[I] have found

[you] carrying... ") Both the main

predicate ld?i and the complemental

predicate hdmel. . . are without subjects

‘We had guests. — Of the fair sex,

no doubt. — No indeed, they were

relatives of ours’

In ex. 6 the phrase mn 3S-Sans 3n^nd£em might perhaps
be analyzed as a prepositional predicate with no subject:
‘They were of the fair sex...’; Here we count it merely a s

an "incomplete" predication, supplemental to dyuf in the
preceding sentence (cf. the English translation).

In general, prepositional predicates without subjects
are uncommon except in response to questions or the like:

wen hasan? ‘Where is Hassan?' — bal-bet ‘In the house’

A predication with its subject suppressed is not to be

confused with intrinsically subjectless or "impersonal"
predications. See pp. 237, 365, 415.
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Predicate-Subject Inversion
F

. , the basic kinds of word order in which the subject follows the

065
of the predicate, there is also an INVERTED word order, in which

®ai n
terl” subject may be placed after the whole predicate, with the main

a
definl

accent remaining on the predicate: Sater hal-walad ‘That boy
,

sentence
^
ra^ tdko i 9dtle ?ante ‘You’re going to get a beating’, bal-bet

iS
‘Is your father in the house?’

?atU
Tkis inversion gives the impression that the subject was at first sup-

H rto be "understood" from context), then restored later as an after-
pfeSS

kt
' Its effect is to put relatively more emphasis on the predicate,

though
• subj ect . In declarative sentences the inverted subject is usu-

le
?

S

°noken at a pitch considerably lower than that of the predicate where
8 y

sentence accent falls, but in questions the subject remains at a

‘idaT-high pitch or may rise higher. [See p.379.] Examples (with mark-

ing main accent of sentence):

j wa lla zaklyye hal-bant ‘That girl is certainly intelligent’

2

.

mu halu hal-haki ‘™at [kind of] talk isn’t nice’

3 .
?arif 3ktir nabtl

4 . Su ma btatzakkar Si ?ante?

5 . btoSref byansa l-wahed

6 . halla? lahar-de ?? talefon man

hon ?ana

7. kdn kdtab-li £anwano hon

b-waS 3nton huwwe

‘That girl is certainly intelligent’

‘That [kind of] talk isn’t nice’

‘Nabil is a lot of fun’

‘Can't you remember anything?’

'One forgets, you know'

‘Now I'm going to make a phone call

from here’

‘He’d written me his address here in

Washington’

8

.

tiza xad 3rtak 3 l-yom? [DA- 105] 'Are your vegetables fresh today?’

?• bal-kabin tdbado huwwe, walla

£a$-dah 3r?

10 . hon bet 3s—sayyed saldme?
[EA- 243]

11 - nitlak 3 hkdyti

-xamstn ?arS dazzint 3 l-bed

?d(b 3S-Sai 3
l ma£ nds gaS 3n

‘Is he in his cabin, or on deck?’

‘Is this Mr. Salameh’s house?’

‘It’s the same with me as with you’

(lit. "Like you, my story is")

‘A dozen eggs [sells] for fifty

piastres'

‘Working with inexperienced people

i s difficult

’

Predicate-subject inversion should not be confused with

the permutation of terms in an equational predication [p.405].
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Number/Gender Agreement

A predicate that is inflectible for number/gender usually ae
subject. That is to say, the number and gender of the subject (if*^ it s
ally determine whether a predicate adjective or verb will be mascul

3^ Usu '

inine, or plural. lne
’ f em-

The subject also determines whether a verb will be in
the first, second, or third person, but this a much simpler
matter, treated in Ch. 14 [p. 364] .

The general rules of number/gender agreement given here must be , ...

and modified by more specific rules given later:

(1) A masculine singular subject requires a masculine predicate:

hal- 3ktab gdli

wasel 3ktdbi?

l-walad Silvan

‘This book is expensive’

‘Has my book arrived?’

‘The child is hungry’

(2) A feminine singular subject requires a feminine predicate:

hal-barneta idlye ‘This hat is expensive’

waslet barnetti?

I—bant SuEdne

‘Has my hat arrived?’

‘The girl is hungry’

(3) A dual subject requires a plural predicate:

hal-barnetten idlytn ‘Both

waslu l- 3ktdben tabaEi? ‘Have

‘Both these hats are expensive'

‘Have my two books arrived?’

l-banten Sudan fn ‘Both girls are hungry'

(4) A w- coordination of singulars requires a plural predicate [See p. 502]

:

l- 3ktab wal-barneta gcilyin ‘The book and the hat are expensive’

waslu s-sabi wal-bant? ‘Have the boy and the girl arrived?

(5) A plural pronoun subject requires a plural predicate:

hadol gdlyin

waslu hanne?

‘These are expensive’

‘Have they arrived?’

(6) Most animate 1 plural subjects require a plural predicate:

l- 3wldd Susanin ‘The children are hungry’

waslu l-banat? ‘Have the girls arrived?’

1 The term ‘animate’ should here be understood in a sort of theological

,

to include words designating human beings, but generally excluding a'11 "’

[p. 424] .
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. inanimate plural subjects require either a plural or a feminine

(7) ^icaTe, depending partly on whether the subject referents are viewed

^respectively) as separate, particular instances, or as a collectivity

^generality:

waslu katbak

?

waslet katbak?

hal-baranit idylTn

l-barantt idlye

‘Have your books arrived?’

‘These hats are expensive’

‘Hats are expensive’

(g) A dausal subject requires a masculine predicate:

byashar ?annha idlye ‘It seems that

nnih halli waslu

‘It seems that it’s expensive’

‘It’s good that they’ve arrived’

Since masculine is the base or neutral number/gender

intrinsically subjectless ("impersonal )
predications

have masculine predicates [p. 365J

.

A predicate noun - as well as a verb or adjective -

often seems to agree in number and gender with the subjec .

Emumi dakdtra ‘My uncles are doctors’; ?axta, **rt saJO»

‘Her sister is my friend's wife’. This agreement however,

is not grammatically necessary; it is determined by the na-

ture of the subject referent rather than by the '

cal category of the subject itself. Thus, for instance,

? axuha mart sdhbi ‘Her brother is my friend’s wife^s n

ungrammatical, only "unnatural". Note also: imEbudak

n-“i ‘Your idol (m.) is money (pi.)*; J-W Zttitutes
‘This’ one (f.) is a new model (m.)\ where hayy substitutes

for e g has-sayydra ‘this car’, as contrasted with

model 32did 'This [thing you see before you] is a new mod.

See also p.407, ex. 41.

Non-Agreement with Post-Verbal Subject

A verb followed by an indefinite feminine or plural noun “*j^*£*
not necessarily agree with that subject, but may remarnmthemascul

form: wasel bandt (or waslu bandt) ‘Some girls arrived ,
wasel bant (or

bant) ‘A girl arrived’. Examples:

1- «oda taV»on sane
‘ Almost a year haS paSSed '

1 *..«< -w Jlrr"
0
’ ill!

plants")
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3. kan 9 b-balad ?axten [AO- 111]

4- Lett 9mbarha ^aSdna zuwvudr

5. txarraS fiha ?atabba
w-?avokdtiyye w— 9mhadsin
[PIPL-XIX]

‘There were in a [certain]
si sters ’

, akrum byaltd9a l-wdwi

^d-dab 9£ [PIPL-XIV]

‘In the vineyards are found the
jackal, the fox, and the hyena’

‘Last night we had visitors'
. . came to us. . . ")

‘Doctors and lawyers and
have graduated there’

engi neerj

A subject phrase formed with 9alla or ger ‘except, but’

does not affect the preceding verb even though the phrase

is definite:

*0 bihammha ger 9 l-?a$yd9

19
' >i-maddiyye

‘Nothing interests her but material

things’

6. man zamdn kan yaSi nds 9ktir
la-hal-mat£am [DA- 238]

‘A long time ago lots of people
to come to that restaurant’

used

7. md safi ger £aS 9r da 9dye 9 ‘There’s only ten minutes left’

8. la ykal-lak fakre ‘Don’t give it a thought’ (lit
there not be to you a thought")

*

Participles with a following subject may be uninflected
in the same way as verbs:

2j
mu hamama 9 a l la rdhata

,1 raht ?ana w- 9abi la^nzurkon

[DA- 238]

‘She's only concerned with her own

comfort

'

'My father and I went to see you'

(The verb raht agrees in person,

but not in number. Cf. p.364.)

Feminine Agreement with Plurals and Collectives

9.

ba 9 T-lna madye pawile 9adddmna

10. safyan tlett eShor la—hzerdn

11. Sdyini handle man 9afrtqya
l-Sunubiyye [DA- 245]

12. mabSat-lak makatib

13. mawSud 9 hntk 9
ivlad farab dktTr

[DA- 237]

14. tdla£-lo hardra b-kall Sasmo

‘We have a long walk ahead of us'
(lit. "There remains for us...")

‘There are three months to go before
June’ (lit. "Are left three months...")

‘I’ve received a money order from

South Africa’ (lit. "Has come to

me. . . ")

‘Some letters have been sent to you'

‘There are many Arabs [to be] found

there

'

‘He has a rash all over his body^

(lit. 'Has broken out for him... )

Most inanimate plurals, and some animate plurals and collectives, have

feminine agreement in the predicate when collectivity or generality is em-

phasized rather than heterogeneity or particularity. Examples, inanimate

(with feminine predicate underscored):

1. l- 9mgdmardt kalla bat let ma£i

nan zamdn

2. £ala hasab ma £airr- tahki

S-Sardyed ff 9azme wazdriyye

3. md £ddt ma£i ma$dri

‘All adventures ceased with me quite

a while ago’

‘According to what the papers are

saying, there’s a cabinet crisis’

‘I have no more money’ (lit. "Does

not continue with me money". The

form £ddt is a syncopation of £ddet.)

Note that ma$dri is construed here

as a full-fledged subject, not as

a complement of ma£i [ p . 4 1 3]

.

Less commonly, a verb fails to agree with a following
definite subject, when something intervenes between the verb
and its subject, or when the subject is a coordination:

15. 9assar Salehon 9 1-mursalTn
9 l- 9amerkdn [PIPL-XVII]

16. kan 9b-sah 9bto kibdr dabbdt
9S-SeS

17. bikun dhnxk he'" e t 9 l—wazdra
wal- 9mwagzaf?n wal- 9akaber
[DA- 300]

‘The American missionaries have 10

fluenced them’

‘He was accompanied by the top 31 ?

brass’ (lit. "Were in his comp

‘The cabinet ministers and off* c

and big shots will be there

wa"t Tnarruh lo—£ando n tul
s-sahra md btaxlos 9ahadtsa

l~lla Iwe

‘When we go to their house, there’s

no end all evening to her charming

conversation(s)’ ( 9 ahad.Ts, pi. of

hadis)

hek bats tr mo£lumdtkon 9awsa£
[PVA^ST'^

‘Thus your knowledge will become
broader’ (ma£lumat ‘knowledge, in

formation’, plural only [p.368])

^-Jmgallafdt halli Sabthon
[DA- 238]

‘These envelopes you brought are

too large’
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In many circumstances it makes little or no differe
whether one chooses the feminine or the plural; thus in^

6

6 the predicate could be kbar as well as kbire. Sometim^
however, the difference in agreement can show whether a

meS
’

subject with the article prefix is meant generally or spe-
cifically: L-kat 3 b ma bathavmo ‘Books don’t interest him’
vs. l-kat 3 b md bihammu ‘The books don’t interest him’ Tf I

the sentence begins with hal-kat 3 b ‘ these books’, the spec
ificity of the reference is already established, and then^t
makes no crucial difference whether the predicate is fem-

*

inine or plural.

Further examples with specific subject, in which feminine and oluicates are interchangeable: p ra *

7. l-krafatat bal-wdSha laftet
(or lafatu) nazari

8. sndni dam- 3 tta‘?te? (or damr-

ita? 3 t 9u)

‘The neckties in the display window
caught my eye’ (lit. "turned my
glance ")

‘My teeth are chattering’

Note that plural animal designations commonly take fem-
inine agreement:

9. baS-Sabal batdTS 3d^dyab

10. n-nsura kanet jidyme fo ?

bas-sama

‘In the mountains live wolves’

‘The vultures were soaring above in

the sky ’

A number of collective or plural human designations may be used with
feminine verbal predicates. These include nds and ?ah3 l people, folks’,
and plurals ending in -e/-a [pp. 213, 229] :

11. rdhet 3n-nds ?ab 3 l nass 3 l-lel
[DA- 238]

‘The people left before midnight'

12. ya tara rr-nas Su raha-t ?ul?

13. kali 3n-nas danda xabar
[SPA -308]

14. 9ahl 3dr-de£a bat^ul ?annon
mu madSavmzTn

‘I wonder what people will say?’

‘All the people know about it’ (lit-

. .have news")

‘The villagers say that they are not

married’

15. dala nafxet 3 l-borazdn,
S-Saggile tfartadet bi-kall
3S-Sihdt

16. Idken baddi nafs 3 l-"asatze
tdallamni

‘At the sound of the horn, the wor

scattered in all directions’

‘But I’ll expect the same professo*

to teach me’
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„l Agreement
plur 8 * ^

erbal or adjectival predicate is put in the plural to agree with a

Vsubject, whenever the subject referents are thought of as diverse or

individually
discriminated:

•tn-mrifiha kdnu mlahwaSin hawdli ‘Her clothes were strewn all over

i.nahall kallo the place'

k3H hal-makatib waslu sawa ‘All these letters arrived at once’

Note, in ex. 2, that if the letters were not thought of

in terms of their separateness, there would be little moti-

vation for remarking that they arrived all together.

3 wra^o mazbutin ’His papers are correct’

4. s-safdyen 3 ltammu ? ‘Have the notebooks been collected?’

4 hal-^alwan md bindsbu baddon ‘These colors don’t go together

(lit. "...don’t suit each other )

In ex. 5 the reciprocity that is made explicit by the

object baddon requires that the colors be thought of indi-

vidually. The same situation, however, could be referred

to with a reciprocative verb in the feminine: hal-^alwan

md btatndsab [p. 248] ‘These colors don’t match’, in which

the colors are considered in their overall effect rather

than separately.

Plurals of paucity [p-369], and especially plurals of unit nouns [297],

almost always have plural agreement in the predicate, except that inanimate

unit noun plurals do not take adjective agreement in -m:

6. hal-kusayat mu mndh 3ktir ‘These squashes are not very good’

7. t- t affdhdt dom^yabdu yantazdu ‘The apples are beginning to go bad’

Cf. l—fawaki dam-tabda tantazec ‘The fruit is beginning

to go bad’ ( fawaki is a mass noun plural: sg. fdkye.);

t-taffdh damr-yabda yantazed ‘The apples (collective) are...’.

If an adjective has no internal plural [p- 205] ,
however,

then the feminine is used, or else the uncommon feminine/

plural [p. 201] :

had-darra?ndt mdwiyyB or ‘These peaches are juicy

hO'd-dorra^ndt mdwiyyat
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Many singular nouns designating (or sometimes designating i „people are commonly used with plural verbal (and participial^ n a
Uf>s of

These nouns include, again, ’ahH and nas (if this be considered r
3tes

-

singular noun) and their svnonvms. Ethnir ml Urfi.mr ^,1 .

a * eminir.

" — - v * * hiao uc t-tji

i

s

i

oe r ed a csingular noun) and their synonyms. Ethnic collectives [p. 301] h
temirUne

agreement almost exclusively. Names of various kinds of instituf
V6 p * Ura l

often applied to the sum of their members-: 10ns are

9. S—Sarta fat taSu L—baLad man
9awwdla La^ 9axara

10. fi £ala?n dktir <fdirir- y a s tannuk

11. bet 9axtak baddhon yaSu
y a sharu ganna

12. ft nas <£arn-imutu 2u£

13. 9ahl 3 L-balad §dfu £dlem
[AO-83]

14. l-gawga? kanu raha-yaS^nfd

15. l-kall bya£arfu 9anno gasSaS

‘The police searched the town f
one end to the other’

'There’s a large crowd awaitino
,

(talam ‘world’, Fr. ‘monde’)
6V

‘Your sister and her family are coming to spend the evening with us'
(lit. "The house of your sister...-^

‘There are people dying of hunger'

‘The people of the town took him for
a learned man’ (lit. ".

. . saw him a. . . “)

‘The mob was about to lynch him’

‘Everyone knows he’s a swindler’

These words may also be used with singular agreement,
however. For example:

16 ' 1 ?aoidar
"
?o^mdlo ‘Everyone appreciated his work’

(cf. ex. IS)

17. S-Sarta £am- addawwer 6ale ‘The police are looking for him’

(cf. ex. 9)

Note also the singular agreement in the following:

18. SeS md byakalon hadol ‘An army wouldn’t eat all these!’

19

.

celto sakne 9artb la^betna ‘His family lives near our house’
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Bent with Constructs and Other Noun Phrases

rally speaking, it is the leading term of a noun construct lp.456J

determines agreement: bant sdhbi halwe ‘My friend’s daughter is pretty
that

‘- in the case of partitive constructs and certain others, however, the

(f-) '. term determines agreement: kail a l—banat halwin All the girls

£'"«»»' See P- 466 f f

.

Tn some cases a prepositional supplement (in periphrasis of annexion

460]) determines agreement rather than the supplemented term: bya 9ruha

-d d
3kbir man l- amsaqqafin ‘A large number of intellectuals read it’.

eadad (masc. sing.) is formally the main term of the subject, the

in Enel i shi is with the supplemental term, which is plural.

In some abstract and gerundial constructs [p.464], the following term

uptimes determines the agreement of a verbal predicate: ?akl a l-buza md

baddarr ‘Eating ice cream does no harm’ (cf. 9akl a l-lah am md bidarr Eating

meat does no harm’). A coordination as following term does not produce plu-

ral agreement however, but the verb may be masculine or feminine depending

on the gender of the last term: katret a l-laff wad^dawardn bidayye£ a l-wdhed

So much turning and circling gets one lost’.

In the case of numeral constructs [471], the agreement of a verbal predi-

cate may be plural or feminine, depending to some extent on the same con-

siderations as in the case of nouns without numerals: tlatt arSdl 9 aSu

?Smuha ‘Three men came and took it away’ (plural) but tlatt wa 9£dt bal-yom

md batkaffi ‘Three meals a day are not enough’ (feminine). In the latter^

sentence via9Sat is of course inanimate, and the phrase tlatt wa 9£dt bal-yom

‘three meals a day’ stands for a significant whole rather than disparate

parts, and the sentence is a generalization [cf. p.424!

.

In some cases a numeral construct is merely the name of a sum, so to

speak, and the predicate is masculine: 9arbo£ ITrat byakfi [SAL-39] Four

pounds will suffice’.

Number/Gender with Subject Suppressed

When there is no subject expressed [p. 418] , the number/gender of a ver-

bal or adjectival predicate is usually "natural", i.e. not determined by the

rules of agreement with the suppressed subject as if it were present, but by
lhe more direct semantic classification of the referent by which pronouns
are selected when they have no antecedent [p.363].

Thus, if instead of saying n-nsura kdnet hdyme fo 9 bas-sama ‘The vultures
*er ® soaring above in the sky’ we wish to say ‘They were soaring...’ (still
*n reference to the vultures), the linking verb and predicate adjective would

Probably be made plural: kdnu hdymin. .

.

. (Usually, however, a subject ref-
erent of this sort will have been recently enough mentioned so that the noun
®ay still serve as antecedent - though not subject - to the predicate; if its
antecedenee is clear enough in the context, then the feminine agreement may

?
t rll hold.) Similarly in the case of certain collectives and other singu-
ar s used in a collective sense; if the subject is dropped from e.g. SeS md
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byakala ‘An army couldn’t eat it’, the verb would probably have to be
plural to preserve the sense: md bydkluha ‘They couldn’t eat it'

matfe

In the choice between masculine and feminine when there is no que .

of a plural, the suppressed subject is more likely to have an influen^
10"

even if the word has not yet come up in the discourse. Thus someone
C

*'i,
say, looking at an automobile, halwe, mu hSk? ‘Pret ty, i sn ’ t it’’ with^

1

feminine predicate adjective under the influence of the familiar femi
the

noun sayydra - the suppressed subject. On the other hand, if no partied
word is lurking in the speaker’s mind in association with what he is ref
ring to, he is perhaps more likely to use the masculine: halu, mu hek?

**

(except, of course, if an animate referent is evidently female [p.373)

Note that in certain expressions concerning the day, the weather, etc
a feminine predicate is used with the subject d-danye ‘the world’ suppress ri

bas-sef batZattem mat 9axxra ‘In summer is gets dark late’, i.e. . ..d-danv
batZattem.,,; Zdm- 3 tSatti ‘It’s raining’, i.e. d-danye Zam- 3tSatti

There are certain kinds of "impersonal" expressions, usually with com-
plements, in which the feminine is normally used, even though masculine is
generally the base or neutral inflection [cf. p.365]:

1. md btafre 9 maZi ?anni ruh wdhdi

2. mu mah 3rze tkasser rdsak
b-ha 1-mawduZ

3. rdyeli maZna? — btatwa"af

4. baddha xams 3 snin

5. ha l la 9 zddet Swayye Zan hadda

6. md kdnet lattfe manno ?abadan

‘I don’t mind going alone’ (lit.

"I t ( f
. ) does not differ with me

that . . . ")

‘It’s not worth while for you to

knock your brains out over this

matter

’

‘Are you going with us? — It all

depends

’

‘It takes five years’

‘Now [matters] have gone a bit too

far ’

‘That wasn’t very nice of him

Uninflected Adjectives

There are a numer of adjectives which show no agreement, for exampl e

Zdl ‘fine, excellent’, dagri ‘straight’, etc. (See p.501 for others):

9alfen u-xams miyye Zdl laS-Sihten
[DA- 291]

dd9 iman kdnet dagri maZi

‘Two thousand five hundred is ^ in

for both sides’

i-*- with
‘She has always been straig"

me ’
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EXTRAPOSITION

j c and Comment (al-mubtada 9 wal-xabar)

Several different kinds of clause come under the heading of TOPICAL, or

-Yvpic-COMMENT, clauses. The "topic" is a noun-type word or phrase which

^troduces the "comment" and delimits its scope or application. The comment

'tself is a prediction: Zali, baZ3rfo ir.n 3 hdaZSar sane ‘Ali — I’ve known

him for eleven years’.

A subj ect -predicate clause (i.e. a predication with a

subject preceding the predicate) is also traditionally

analyzed as a special kind of topical clause. Thus in the

sentence Zali byaZrafni ‘Ali knows me’, Zali is called

al-mubtada 9 (topic) and byaZrafni is called al-xabar

( comment )

.

1

Topical clauses other than ordinary subject-predicate clauses differ

from the latter, in that the comment itself has a subject - or subject-

referent — of its own, and therefore a main verb or adjective in the com-

ment is not inflected to agree with the topic. Examples:

1. l- 3 hsdb 3 l-Sdri, bathatt masdri

w- 3btashab manhon [DA-293]

2. 9ana, l- 3mgdmardt kdnet ben Zamr
3s-sabatoZ3 S wal-ZaSrin

3. ba?al Sassant 9azra 9
, fi Zandi

xamse mazruZin bi-faxxdr
[SAL- 197]

4. hal-beddt 3d-dazzine b-xams in
9arS

5.

Snenti vu- 3Snento l-het bal-het

‘[In] a checking account you deposit
money and withdraw (from) it'

‘ [For] me, the age of adventures was
between seventeen and twenty’

‘[As for] blue hyacinth bulbs, I

have five, planted in pots’

‘These eggs are fifty piastres a

dozen’ (lit. "These eggs, the dozen
is at fifty piastres")

‘My yard adjoins his’ (lit. "My yard
and his yard — the wall is at the

wall")

Since comments are predications, the traditional analysis in effect equates
Predication’ with ‘predicate’. Though it is true as a general rule that
Predicates may stand alone as predications (i.e. that subjects may be sup-
pressed), it is strictly speaking invalid to collapse the two levels into
°Pe

i because that would imply that al-xabar (the comment) is a recursive
element, which is not the case. In other words: if a comment may consist
°‘ 3 subject and predicate, and if a comment i_s a predicate, then there is

y? theoretical limit to the containment of predicates within predicates
'Just as there is no limit to the containment of annexion phrases within
^exion phr ases [p-456]). In fact, however, a predication may serve as
'Pstnent to a topic, but the resulting topical clause may not serve, in its
rn

> as comment to still another topic. See also footnote on p.401.
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6 .

7.

8 .

9.

S-Satwiyye b-berut ma fx 9ahla
man hek [DA- 152]

hayy ma baEref

he?tak mu mabfiit

Sansxti ^amerkani, taken ?asli
labndni

•The winter season i n Beirut
there’s nothing nicer than thlt'M

‘[As for] that, I don't know’

‘You don’t look well’, n t ..,

respect to] your appearance r

h

not well" ' You're]

‘I’m American by nationality K,

»

Lebanese by blood’ (lit. “My’
1

ality - [I’m] American, but my 0 rtgin[I’m] Lebanese")

In example 9, the fact that ?amerkani (m. ) does not
agree with the feminine Sansiyye shows that this is not an
ordinary subj ect -predicate sentence, which would be Sansxti
?amerkiyye taken ?a?Ii labndni (same translation). In ex.
8, mabput likewise does not agree with the feminine he?a.
Cf . he^tak mu mnTha (same translation, but lit. ‘Your ap-
pearance is not good"), which i s an ordinary subj ect -predi

-

cate sentence.

Resumptive Pronoun in the Comment ( al-Ed?id)

Examples 1-9 above illustrate the fairly uncommon kinds of topical
clauses in which topic and comment are not linked grammatically by any means
other than juxtaposition and "prosody" [p- 377] . A far more inportant kind
of clause is the kind with a pronoun somewhere in the comment whose ante-
cedent is the topic:

a. ) hat-bant, btaErafa_ ?ante? That girl — do you know her?"

b. ) hat— bant, tEarraft Ealeha ? ’That girl — have you been intro-

duced to her?"

c. ) hat—bant, ?asma fatma "That girl — her name is Fatima

d. ) hat-bant hiyye 3 l-?ahla "That girl — she is the prettiest"

*A disputable contention. Prospective visitors should be warned that

Lebanese winter normally has long spells of rainy, chilly weather,
that the word Sate means both ‘wintertime’ and ‘rain’.

the

Note
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ca l clauses with a resumptive pronoun are related by EXTRAPOSITION 1

T0(n
or ies s equivalent predications ,

which have the topical noun phrase
to "K,re

of the pronoun. Thus example (a) above is an extraposition from

in
plaThal-b!>nt ?ante? ‘Do you know that girl?’; ex. (b), from tEarraft

Itofr hat-bant? ‘Have you been introduced to that girl?’; (c), from •>as 3m

nt fatma ‘That girl’s name is Fatima’; and (d), from hat-bant, l-?ahla

hal'
t3n

. is the prettiest’. The effect of extraposition is to focus at

-

'Tt,0t
gl

on the EXTRAPOSITIVE (or EXTRAPOSED) term, i.e. the part of the pre-

tenti°
n

, ich is made a t0pi c and replaced in the predication by a pronoun,
dicot ron

In the case of many equational predications, however,

extraposition is commonly used not so much to emphasize the

extrapositive subject, but simply to identify the predica-

tion as such. For example the predication l-bant, l-?ahsan

‘The girl is the best’ might in some circumstances be con-

fused with the noun phrase l-bant 3 l-?ahsan ‘the best girl’;

therefore the predication tends to be replaced by a topical

sentence even when no special emphasis is intended: l-bant

hiyye l-^ahsan. See p.405.

Examples of extrapositive object (Resumptive pronoun underscored):

1 kali 3?-?efiyye maddendha maEo ‘The whole summer we spent with him’

2. ktar ?asEdri kant ?aktaba

bi-dars 3 l-fxzya ^am 3 l-kxmya

3. samxr, smaEt baddhon ira 5>?u

[EA- 169]

4. fad3 lkon ma bansa tut haydti

[EA-264]

5. l-hawa bfadgato trambe

6' hal-maSalle bya^ruha Eadad
3kbVr man l— 3msaqqafxn

‘Most of my poetry I wrote in physics

or chemistry class’

‘[As for] Samir, I hear they intend

to promote him’

‘I’ll never forget your kindness’

‘The air is compressed by a pump’

(lit. "The air, compresses it a

pump")

‘This magazine is read by a large

number of intellectuals’ (lit. "This

magazine, read it a large number...")

Note that extraposition may have an effect on the word

order of subject and predicate. In example 6, the subject

Eadad 3 kbTr man l- 3msaqqafxn is too long to fit comfortably

in the "original" predication between bya^ru and hal-maSalle

[p. 409] , therefore it is more likely to precede the verb:

dadad 3 kbxr man L— 3msaqqafxn bya^ru hal-maSalle.

I*
16 term ‘extraposition’ is taken from Chaim Rabin ( Arabic Reader, Lund

j'Phries, London, 1947; and other works). The term ‘resumptive pronoun’

,

s from Frank A. Rice (personal communication) and the terms ‘topic’ and
tontnenr.

f rom Charles F. Hockett (A Course in Modern Linguistics, Mac-
lan, New York, 1958).
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7. Soz 3 tuiar lz l—hart bisammuhon
fadddn [AO- 63]

‘A pair of oxen for plowing arcalled a yoke [of oxen]’ (i it
e
.

pair... they call their.. .

.

' *

hek ?a$ya mu mamken Sarha

8. hdda banu Sdtd la-^snra9 ‘This was built recently for
hal- 9arddi l-wdsda [DA- 253] rigation of this large area’ /p

ir ’

"This they have built new f0r •

l
;

gating these broad lands")
rri ’

Note, in examples 5-8, that extraposition of the object
in Arabic is often rendered in English by the passive con-
struction. See p. 236.

9. w-"ana 2dyini_ tard la- 9axdo ‘And I have a package to pick ud*
[DA- 244] (lit. "And I - there has come to

me a package. . .
")

In example 9 the extraposed term is itself a personal
pronoun, which takes the "independent" form 9ana as topic,
and -ni as object. The ordinary predication, then, is
simply SdyTni tard. la- 9axdo; -ni is extraposed as ?ana but
the resumptive pronoun must again be -ni.

10. halli batrtdi bSab-lek yd
[AO- 115]

11. yalli byaSi bi-bdlo bihatto

‘Whatever you(f.) want I’ll bring
you( it)’

‘Whatever comes to his mind he puts

(it) down

’

l-mantoydt
3mxaffad sad3rhon

' ?'
arbZin doldr la-tldttn

« ta?arrofdto $ad 3 b fab.
3mhaL

a tana kdn fakri_ ruh bat-tren
*'

[DA- 249]

10.
9ah3 1 hal-2azire kallon sayyddtn

samak

Examples of extraposed annex ("object

1 . Kal- 3mldha?a kdn huwwe l-ma 9$ud

fiha

2. ha?-san 3f md dad 3 lta 9a manno_

bzs-su 9 man sane

12.

halli bixallasni baddi 9aint
lar-wald 3wlddo [AO- 116]

‘Whoever rescues me, I shall make

him and his descendants rich’

3.

r-ra 9 is ft hawale_ rSa l ma 9 tadrin

Examples of extraposed annex (following term) in noun constructs:

1. s-sayyara duldb man dawalibo_
bandar

2. l-buhayra gam?a mit 9adam

3. sdhbi dayman da 9 lo_ sab eh
ba l-xaydl

4. hdda mu madndto_ bad-darura 9anno
Idzem 3 trdh lo-hntk

5. hal-maktnat batel 9astadmdlo_

‘One of the car’s tires is flat

(lit. "The car, a tire of its tires

has been punctured")

‘The lake is a hundred feet deep

(lit. "The lake, its depth is. - • /

‘My friend always has his head

the clouds’ (lit. "My friend, 8

his mind is swimming in fantasy

‘This doesn’t necessarily mear^

you’ll have to go there’ (1*

it is not its meaning necessari

‘These machines are obsolete

( These machines, has cease

use ")

4

.

dastur 3 l-wildydt 3 l-mzttdhide
bada l-damal ft sant 9alf Ur-sab 3d
miyye w-ta sdd w-tmdnin

5. S-Sakkat lassa md txallas
2a le hon

6- hal-damal hai-ykaiu-lo^ natdyeS
matdaddade

kalli xad 3rto 9ahsan baStari
*anno [DA- 128]

tatli bixallasni baftah-lo_ knuz

|

‘l- 9ard [AO- 116]

9.

10
.

U.

^ass hdda danna mznno_ kttr
bi~ 9anerka [DA- 251]

kxuaze handase madaniyye mado

ana md hada byas 9al danni

‘Such things cannot be explained’
( "Such things, is not possible their

explanation")

‘Coats have been reduced from forty

dollars to thirty’ ("The coats, has

been reduced their price. . . ")

‘His behavior is hard to understand’

("...is difficult its understanding")

‘I was thinking of going by train’

("[As for] me, it was my idea to go

by train")

‘The people of this island are all

(of them) fishermen’

) of a preposition:

‘That remark was aimed at him ’ (lit.

"That remark, he was the target in it")

‘That brand hasn’t been on the market

for a year’ ("That brand, there has

not been found [any] of it. . . ")

‘The president has able men around

him’

‘Work began on the constitution of

the United States in the year 1789’

("The constitution..., began the

work on it . .

.

")

‘The checks still have not been

cleared’

‘That act will have numerous conse-

quences’ ("...there will be to it... )

‘The one whose vegetables are best, I

buy from (him)’

‘Whoever rescues me, I shall open to

him the treasures of the earth’

‘But that [is something] we have a

lot of in America’

‘He has [a degree in] civil engineering’

‘Nobody asks about me!

’
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[Ch.

16
]

Examples of extraposed subject (with

1. hada huwwe l-bas halli byamSi
s—sd£a tauten?

2 . kail ma hundlek huwue laha-ykun
Sibdra San seminaren ?aw tldte

3. ?aharrm sindSa fi-trablos hiyye
sindSet 3s-sdbun [PAT- 1851

4. hal-^a^nya hadol hanne l-malldke
wat-taSSdr [PAT- 191]

5. ^a^sdm 3 1-madTne d-ddxliyye . .

.

hiyye buwwdbet 3 1-haddddTn,
l— 3mxdtra, n-nuri .

.

. [PAT- 179]

6. 9aShar ?asar tarTxi fal-balad
huwwe l-^alSa [PAT- 179]

7. ?ahamm S f bi-kall doktora hiyye
l-^atruha

equational comment [p-405]):

‘Is this the bus that leaves »
o’clock?’

31 tw°

‘All there is to it will consist
two or three seminars’

‘The most important industry in -j-

r
•

poli is the soap industry’

‘These rich men are the landowners
and merchant s’

‘The interior sections of the city
are: Buwwebet el-Heddedfn, El-
Mhetra, En-Nouri, etc.’

‘The most famous historical monument
in town is the fortress’

‘The most important thing in every

doctorate is the dissertation’

Note, in example 7, that the resumptive pronoun is fem-
inine, agreeing with its predicate l-^atruha rather than
with its antecedent ?ahamm ST. (Cf. ex. 6, in which the
agreement goes according to the rules. ) Inconsistencies of

this sort are common when a resumptive subject pronoun stands

between an antecedent and a predicate that differ in number/
gender.

Another construction somewhat similar to the comment-

topic inversion is often used with reference to human beings:

the preposition la- [p.479] introduces the inverted topic:

k$nt Sufo kali yom la-^ahmad

5
nabil bya ?rabo la-mhammad taken

•/ 3rbe Swayye bSTde

0 huwwe pdhbo ktTr la-^axi

‘I used to seefhim, ) Ahmed, every day’

‘Nabil is related to Mohammed but

somewhat distantly’

‘He’s a good friend of my brother’s’

In ex. 6, ?axi could not come first, in s normal topic

position, because it would sound as if huwwe (rather than

the -o of sdhbo) were the resumptive pronoun: ^axi huwwe

sdhbo ktTr ‘My brother is a good friend of his’.

Extraposition is used not only with predications, but also with other

constructions derived from predication: In substitution questions: ?ente

Su maSruSak? ‘What is your plan?’ SC huwwe maSruSak? ‘What is. your plan?’,

taxuk we no

?

‘Where’s your brother?’, weno ?axuk ‘Where is your brother’,

etc. See P-566.

Less commonly, the comment is a command: yalli batld?i bas-su ? STbo

‘Whatever you can find in the market bring (it)’.

See also Attribution, p.496.

Comment-Topic Inversion

An extraposition is sometimes inverted, i.e. the topic is put after the

comment, just as a subject may be put after the predicate [p-419]: nhammoa

ba£3rfo ‘Mohammed I know (him)’ -• bd£ 3rfo, mhammad.

1. ba£rafa_ 9ana, l-ban 3 t?

2. huwwe yalli m^allafa_ hal-madrase

3. SeS ma bydkalon hadol yalli
Soddeton

‘Do I know her, the girl?’

‘He’s the one who organized it,

school

’

‘An army wouldn’t eat all those

you counted off’

that

th8t
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CHAPTER 17: COMPLEMENTATION

rvvnolementation is a type of construction which in Syrian Arabic is ex

H bv word order only. 1 The leading, or COMPLEMENTED, term is fol-

P
reS

j no t necessarily immediately - by its COMPLEMENT or COMPLEMENTS

•

lo*ed
""

The word order is generally reversed when the comple-

ment is a question—word [p-566]. Otherwise, inverted word

order is rare [pp. 439, 452, 453. ]

Tbe several kinds of complementation are treated separately as follows

Objects p.438

Adverbial Noun Complements 441

Prepositional Complements 444

Predicative Complements 446

Complement a 1 Clauses 449

The kind of complementation that goes with any partic-

ular complemented term is largely determined by lexical

idiosyncracy, and must be learned as a matter of vocabu-

lary. Translation equivalents may be misleading.

A complemented term may have one, two, or three complements.

A verb (or participle or gerund) may be complemented by one or two noun

phrases; if two, the first must be an object.

Adjectives and nouns, as well as verbs, may be complemented by one or

two prepositional phrases, or by a clause, or by a phrase and a clause.

The word order of prepositional phrases in respect to

other complements depends on various specific consider-

ations [p-445].

On the distinction between complements and supplements,

see p.444 (footnote).

*

In Classical Arabic, complementation is also expressed by an-na?b (the ac-

CusatiVe case" for noun-type complements, the "subjunctive mode for verbs).
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OBJECTS ( al-mafdul bihi)

An OBJECT is a pronominalizable complement to a verb (or topie or gerund). That is to say, it is a noun-type word or phrase
P
f
rtic

>

kind whose referent (if definite) may subsequently be referred to h
8ny

pronoun suffixed directly to the verb, or to the stem yd- [p. 545] -

3

“L-bant ‘Did you see the girl ?’, la?, md Saftha ‘No, I didn't see h
Saft-allak yaha ‘I saw her ( for you)’. !!££';

The verb-object construction is practically the same inArabic as in English; but in many individual cases, an Ara-
bic verb with an object is translated by an English verb
with prepositional complement, and vice versa.

Examples

:

1. ?amjii kali 3n-na?ax ‘Sign all the copies'

2. Mart H-d,aSa b-?dxr ‘Did you attend the dinner at the3 l-?aStimad? end of the meeting?’

3. ma Saf 3
t [iada bal-bet ‘I didn’t see anyone in the house'

4. dam-yastgall pibet nafsak ‘He’s imposing on your good nature'
~ (In this case the Arabic object is

translated with a prepositional com-

plement ‘on your good nature'.)

5. /la&afc— 3 lna ?a$$a ma b tatsadda? 'She told us an incredible story'

(In this case the English first ob-

ject ‘us’ corresponds to an Arabic

prepositional phrase - 3 lna ‘to us '
.

)

6. tammarn yalii kan nawi yad 3mlo ‘He accomplished what he had in-

tended to do’ (Substantivized
yalii-phrase [p.494])

First and Second Objects. In Arabic as in English, some verbs take two ob-

jects. The first of them usually represents a person (or something comps -

rable to a person), to or for whom an act is performed, while the second

represents something used in the act or resulting from it:

7. Idsem 3 twarSi S-Sarpi bipdqet ‘You must show the policeman y°ur

hamitak ideritity card’

8. baddi ?as?al l- 3mdallem su?dl ‘I want to ask the teacher another

font question’

9. ddr pdfrbo bad 3 lto S-Sdide ‘He lent his friend his new suit

OBJECTS 439

1

tavwaz wdlied pd/ibo banto ‘He married off his beautiful daugh-

ter to a friend of his’, lit. "He

gave- in-marriage (to) a friend of his

his beautiful daughter"

Also as in English, the first object may be pronominalized alone, or
A

ay be pronominalized at the same time, but the second object cannot be

^onominalized unless the first is too:

re ject Pronominalized Both Objects Pronominalized

'.if to „ lit. S..O

12 labbastihon tydbon? labbastihon yahon?
'

‘Did you(f)put their ‘Did you put them on them?'

clothes on them?’

13. fahhamni d-dars fahhamni yd

‘Explain the lesson to me’ ‘Explain it to me

14. ballagto r-risdle? ballagto yaha?

‘Did you give him the message?’ ‘Did you give it to him.

15. bta?der 3 tsallafni Swayyet

ma?dri? bta?er 3
t sallafni yaha?

'Could you lend me a little ‘Could you lend it to me?’

money?’

In order to pronominal ize a second object without pro-

nominalizing the first, the first object must be converted

into a prepositional complement (generally with la^) and

the order of complements reversed. Here again, Arabic and

English are grammatically alike:

16. bad ?abno l-bet bddo l-bet

‘He sold his son the house’ ‘He sold him the house

17. bad 3 l-bet la-?abno bddo lor-?abno

‘He sold the house to his son’ ‘He sold it to his son

Obiect- Verb Inversion . The word order of verb and ob-

ject is rarely reversed, though in certain kinds of excla-

mations with the elative an inverted order is usual: ?odSab

Si ?aPPa md xala

?

'A more marvelous thing God has never

created!’, ?aSnan man hek damri md Saft ‘I’ve never seen

anything crazier than that!’

See also Extrapost ion of Object [p. 431] and (>iestion-

word Inversion [p-566].
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Objects of Active Participles. The active participle [p.265] of a t
tive verb takes an object just as the verb itself does:

18. lidffe warde b-Sagra atfafa b-Sagra
‘She’s wearing (i.e. she’s ‘She’s wearing it in her hair’
put) a flower in her hair’

19. min 3m£allem l- 3wldd had-dars ?

.

‘Who taught the children
this lesson?'

.min 3m£allamon ya?
‘Who taught it to them?’

But an active participle functioning as a noun (e.g.
m^allem in the sense of ‘teacher’) or as an ordinary adjec-
tive (e.g. Samel ‘comprehensive’) does not, of course, take
an object. See p.276.

Objects of Gerunds. If a verb with one object is transformed into a gerund
then — provided that the gerund is in construct with the transformed subject
of the verb [p.464] — the object may remain as such:

20. dira.se t 9abno 1-musTqa dirdsto yaha
‘His son’s study of music’ ‘His studying it’

21. 9akl 3n-nas 3 l-lali 3m 9aklon yd
‘the people’s eating of meat’ ‘their eating it’

But if the transformed subject is not expressed, then the object does not

remain as such but becomes following term to the gerund in construct: diraset

3 l-musi qa ‘the study of music’, 9rdyet 3 l-qur 9dn ‘reading the Koran'.

See p- 296.

If the gerund of a verb with two objects is in construct with the trans-

formed first object, then the second object remains as such:

22 . taglim 3wlddon l- 39rdye taglTmon ydha
‘teaching their children to ‘teaching it to them’

read’

The object of a gerund may, however, be replaced by a

prepositional complement with la- [p.479]: diraset 9abno

lal-musiqa ‘His son’s study of music’.
A concretized gerund [p.284] does not take an object,

but a prepositional complement instead: zydrti 9alon ‘my

visit to them’ (not "zydrti yahon").

ADVERBIAL NOUN COMPLEMENTS 441

adverbial noun complements

Verbs (and participles) are sometimes complemented by a noun-type word

TrX similar to an object (or, more exactly, to a second object), but

° r
is not pronominal i zabl e. 1

. ,

^adverbial complement serves to specify something used or involved in

or situation referred to, or to specify some aspect of it.

the aci

j
byazrafu 9ardflihon 9am3

h

2. zddet 3S-Say sakkar

3. mllet 3 l- 9annine yayy

4. l-?annine maldne j/iayy

‘They sow their land with wheat’

‘She added sugar to the tea’, i.e.

"...added to the tea with sugar"

‘I filled the bottle with water’

‘The bottle is full of water’ (Com-

plemented participle)

5. bikallfak 9aktar man hek ‘It’ll cost you more than that’

6. garret 9aStagel sa£dt

fa/jidfiyye

7- ray/u n farset tlatt aShor

[SAL- 68

J

8. bagatu maSwdrmafxut

‘I had to work extra hours’

‘ (We ’ re)going on a three months’

vacation’ (Complemented participle)

‘They sent him on a wild goose chase’

9. manbif na 9di bass

10. l- 3lisab na 9e$ tlatt dolarat

11. Sa"o nassen

‘Vie only sell for cash’

‘The account is three dollars short’

(Complemented participle)

‘He cut it in two’ (lit. ‘...two

halves’

)

In some cases there is an alternative construction with

object and prepositional complement: byazrogu 9am 3
\i

b- 9ard<j.ihon ‘They sow wheat in their fields' (Cf. example

1); mallet jiayy bal- 9annine "I filled water into the bot-

tie" (Cf. example 3).

Pronominal i zable ,
because not def initizable [p.494].
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Adverbial Noun Complements: Gerundial and Paronymous
( al-mafful l-muplaq, the "Absolute Object")

Verbs (and participles) are sometimes complemented by a gerund [p 2841with or without modifiers. The most common kind of gerundial comple
the PARONYMOUS COMPLEMENT or "COGNATE OBJECT"), in which the complemented'*
verb’s own gerund is used.

Without modifiers, a paronymous complement is used for emphasis-

1. kan fam-bi&app zapp ben
3S-Sawdref

2- l—xipab ha-33 3£-£amhur hazz

3. scuf-afto mpaflafe

4. kanet 3s-sayyara fam-takol
3z-zaf 3 t 9ak 3

l

5. waipa maskube sak 3 b!

‘He was racing wildly through the
streets’, lit. “He was chasing achase through the streets"

‘The speaker moved the crowd pro
foundly ’

, lit. The speaker shook
the crowd a shaking"

I ran across him by chance’, lit
"I encountered him an encounter"

‘The car was really burning up the
road’, lit. "...was eating the
asphalt an eating"

‘She really has a beautiful figure!’,
lit. "By God (she is) moulded (with)

a moulding"

With modifiers, a paronymous complement serves to show how something re-

ferred to by the verb is done:

6. sta 9baluna 9asta 9bdl bared

7. farad 9adito fard 3mnTh

8. S-Sagle kalla kanet
3mnazzame tanz Tin gap el

9. bpapsarraf paparrof 3 l-xdnmat

10. p-payydra habpet 3 hbup
9adpirdri

11. btarsom ras 3m zeti

12. min Stagal 9aktar 3$-$ag 3 l?

‘They received us coldly’, lit.

"They received us a cold reception

‘He presented his case well’, lit.

"He presented his case a good

presentation "

‘The whole job was poorly organize

lit. ".
. .was organized a bad

organization"

‘She conducts herself like a la^V '

lit. "She behaves (with) the behav

of ladies"

‘The plane made a forced 1 anding ' -

lit. ".
. . landed an obligatory landing

‘She paints in oils’, lit-
”®ie

|
draws (by) oil drawing"

'Who has done the most work

"Who has worked most of the

’. l‘V
work?
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i?gxten byaxtalfu fan bafdon
13

hall’
“l-^^tildf

,, bvvt°n mafr 'iSe farS
1

ffldaP- from PAT-191]

‘The two sisters are altogether dif-
ferent from one another’, lit. "...

differ from one another all the
difference"

‘Their houses are well furnished’,
lit. "...furnished a good furnishing"

„stance nouns [p.297] are sometimes used as paronymous complements:

5
glapt gabta fazlfa ‘I’ve made an awful mistake’

16 darab0 &arbe ?awi yye
‘ He struck him a mighty blow

16 darab0 &arbe ?awi yye
‘ He struck him a mighty blow’

17 darna dora kdmle hawali l-balad ‘We made a complete tour around the

town’

18. xapa xapwe kallha daha 3

19. lammahat- 3 lna talmiha wadha

‘He made a very shrewd move’, lit.

"He stepped a step (which was) all

shrewdness

"

‘She gave us a broad hint’, lit.

"She hinted to us a clear hint"

Sometimes the gerund of an underlying verb is used to complement a derived

verb:

20. tfamal 3mfamale wap ye

21. darraso dirdse mhTha

22. fadad 3s~sakkan 3zdad zyade
habile

‘He got a raw deal’, lit. "He was

treated (with) a low treatment"

(rnfamale, ger. of famal ‘to treat’,

complementing the passive tfamal

‘ to be treated’

)

‘He taught him well’ (dirdse, ger.

of daras ‘to study’ complementing

the causative darras ‘to make...

study, to instruct’)

‘The population has increased tre-

mendously’ (zyade, ger. of zdd ‘to

increase’ [trans. and intrans.],

complementing the mediopassive zddd

‘to increase’ [intrans. only].)

In some cases a paronymous complement is not a gerund

at all: kanu rapia^ySa^^fu Sa 9af ‘They were about to tear

him to pieces’ (figuratively). The complement Sa 3a

f

is

the plural of Sa 9fe ‘piece’, a simple noun, paronymous to

Sa"a

f

‘to break in pieces’. In txdna 9na xnd 9a kblre ‘We

had a big argument’, the paronymous complement xnd 9a may
be considered the participative noun [p.247] underlying the

reciprocative verb [248] txana 9u ‘to argue’, or alternatively,
its suppletive gerund. See also example 12 above.
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Non-paronymous gerundial complements:

23. raSed rak 3
d la-darabTto

[PVA- 22]

24. taled Sarpiapa mn 3 l-madrase

25. naze l mod 3
p baS-Sap

26. batraSSak la tafhamni galap

27. bisawi t?umto pafpil

‘He ran back to his car’ j .
,

returned (by) running to’ his c
**

(ger. of raka4 ‘to run’)
ar

‘He was expelled from school’ i-
"He came out - (by) expulsion’ i*
schooi (ger. of Sarfrap ‘ to expel'^

1

‘He ate voraciously from the pl att ,

lit. "He came down (with) voracitv
*

'

the platter" (ger. of magap ‘to devout)

‘Please don’t misunderstand me’
lit. "I beg of you, don’t understand
me (by) mistake" (ger. of galep ‘ to
make a mistake’ )

‘He has his suits tailor made’, lit.
"He makes his suits (by) tailoring"
(ger. of fappal ‘to cut out, make to
measure

’

)

PREPOSITIONAL COMPLEMENTS

Many verbs, nouns, and adjectives are complemented by prepositional
phrases, involving some particular preposition 1

:

1. safratna btatwaffa ? dap-pa?p

2. mTn ro/ia-y?um bad-difd.d?

3. sammuha sadad dala ?as 3m
sattha

‘Our trip depends on the weather'

‘Who’s going to take on the defense?

‘They named her Suad after her

grandmother

’

4. baddi kallef frad
3rtak tasdd-U ‘I’d like to ask you to help me find

b-wazTfe a job’ [SAL-92] (Two prepositional

complements)

5. l-mapikame fiakmet dale
bal-?addam

‘The court sentenced him to death

(Two prepositional complements)

'Prepositional complements are often difficult to distinguish from preposi

tional supplements [p-523]. The essential difference is that a compl erae”
r

is expected — and sometimes required — to go with some particular word, °

some particular kind of word, in the complemented phrase; a supplement,

the other hand, goes with the phrase as such. The speaker is not under^

constraint to use a supplement because of any particular word or kind o

word in the phrase. Supplements in general, furthermore, do not have to

follow the supplemented term; their word order is relatively free.
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, _ atxabbi danni ST?

- baddi 9dxod rnapdri man

hr
1-maskTn

g
buemie rfT‘> ^odTm ^alna

a saknTn byut malk ?alo n_

[PAT- 1911

10 hiyye b-frale may^us manha

11 .
haS-ST xaps 3b-dap 3rna

12. 1-6 et laliet 3 l- 9ahmdl dale

13. ?ona mayyet mn 3 t-tadab

14. la-sabab mn 3 l- 9asbdb

15- S-Sdm ?abrad man berut

baS-Sate

16. ?axt ‘/azgar mannak b-daSr

‘Are you hiding anything from me?’

‘I don’t want to take money from

the poor thing’

‘He’s an old companion of ours’

(Prepositional complement to noun

rfV')

‘They live in houses they own’

(Prep. Comp, to noun malk: lit.

"They inhabit houses [which are]

property to them")

‘She’s in a desparate situation’,

lit. "She’s in a situation (that’s)

despaired of" [p- 263] .

‘It’s something peculiar to our

times

’

‘The house showed signs of neglect’

(?ahmdl data ‘neglect of’)

‘I’m dead tired’ (mayyet man ‘dead

of’, mat man ‘to die of’)

‘for some reason or other’

‘Damascus is colder than Beirut in

winter’ (Comparative phrase [p-314])

‘My brother is ten years younger

than you’ (Comparative phrase, fol-

lowed by second prep, compl . ‘by

ten years’

)

The position of prepositional phrases (complemental or supplemental)

relative to other complements varies, depending on a number of different

factors

Generally speaking, a preposition with pronoun suffix [p-477 comes

before an object (unless, of course, the object itself is a pronoun suf-

fixed to the verb): dam- 3 txabbi danni ST? ‘Are you hiding anything from

me ?’ (Cf. damr- 3 txabbi danni? ‘Are you hiding it from me. ). If, on

other hand, the preposition is followed by a noun(or noun phrase), then

fhe object usually comes first: dam- 3 txabbi ST dan ?axuk. re you l

lnB anything from your brother?’ (See also Example 7 above.

)

A prepositional phrase tends to precede an adverbial complement if

ls shorter, and follow it if it is longer: t^addam b-mah nto ta ad

'*STb ‘He’s made remarkable progress in his career'; paled iar/iafa mn

a.Rp ‘He was expelled from school [ex. 24, P* J*
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^iis principle of relative length of complements nushorter having word-order priority) applies generally u*ever other principles of priority are not in effect ?
hen -

not, of course, a hard-and-fast rule. 11 **

It applies also to predicative complements [See ev= .below] except that a complement must follow whateve 7
length

thC SentenCE il is Predicativeli~?egardless of

PREDICATIVE COMPLEMENTS

Many verbs
by predicates
to the verb’s

r

(a
?£>?

ther verb tyPe expressions [p.412]) are comnl»m
[p.380] which are applicable - contingently upon the
.object, object, ot (lee. c*™,!,)

Like adverbial complements, a predicative complement isalways preceded by the object, if any, and is sometimes preceded by a prepositional complement [p.444].

Subjective Complements (Complements predicative to the subject, or subjectunderstood [p-418]

)

;

ujeci

1. l-maktub wa?el mat^axxer Swayye ’The letter arrived a bit late’

2. 9agadna ?rab la^b^na ‘We sat near each other'

3. s-sa^f madhun \'abyat ‘The ceiling is painted white’ (Sub-

ject of passive participle corre-
sponds to object of active verb)

4. min paled l-gdleb bal- am 9dtale? ‘Who came out the winner in the

fight?’

5. l- a kmale 9alak baxSTS ‘Keep the change’, lit. ‘The change

(is) for you (as) a tip’ (
9alak is

a verb-type expression [p. 414]
. )

6. btaStage l manukdn b-mafraU ‘She works as a model in an elegant
fdx am la l- ?alb isa dress shop’

‘Predicative complements differ from attributes - which are also transformed
predicates [p.493] _ in this respect: The predication implied by an attri

bute is not contingent on anything else in the clause; it is assertive and

unconditional, while the predication implied by a predicative complement *

in a sense optative [p-347], conditioned by the main verb. Compare the at-

tributive adjective SanTl
, in la?et a l-bet aS-5amil ? ‘Did you find the

pretty house?’ with the complemental Samil in la 9et a l-bet SanTl ?
you find the house pretty?’
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^gulnet madine makSufe wa 9 t

,1^/iarb.

sS
gandak fwdki? [SAL-43]

kam f*
patr ^rabbaj fi

Itad-dayra?

„ ft gaffe taUa

‘It was declared an open city during

the war

’

‘What have you (in the way of) fruit?’

‘How many square meters are there in

this circle?’ [p.572]

‘There’s a storm coming up’

Complements to linking verbs are - strictly speaking

subjective complements, but they are treated hereialo g

with other paratactic complemental clauses [P-«JS

All complemental verbs that have the same subject

referent as the complemented term, furthermore may be

analyzed as subjective complements. For examp es,

p. 348f f

.

Objective Complements (Complements predicative to the object):

1. gapepo yd hdiyye

2. frassabxini 9anglTzi

3. baddo tfaffal-lo ydha badle

[EA- 118]

4. hddi tdni marra byantaxbu

g atfu barlanan [EA-159]

5. nSabart frapp xams a9ruS

ta 9nln gal- 9annine

6. 9addeS gan-tdxod fra"

hap-fabbdp?

7. ttaxaz ap-pabb 9S-Sargi

mahne 9alo

8. byabgatu 9asm a kbir

lal- ampdben maSdn yad anlu

fdbun [PAT-183]

9. hada bsamml gamal gaztm

10. frappet frdli wdfpa bal-xildf

‘I gave it to him as a gift’

‘They took me for an Englishman’

‘He wants you to make it into a suit

for him’, lit. "• -to cut for him it

(as) a suit"

‘This is the second time they’ve^

elected him member of parliament

‘I was required to put five piastres

deposit on the bottle

‘How much are you getting for these

shoes?’ (lit. .
.(as)price(of)

these shoes")

‘He made forensic medicine his

‘They send a large part of it to

the soap factories to have it made

(into)soap’

‘That’s what I call a great deed*

‘I acted as mediator in the dispute’,

lit. "I put myself (as) mediator...

11. bagtabarha wdSeb magnawi ‘I consider it a moral obligation’
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12.

Su fiamel Sahadat? [SAL-96]

13. sayyanet 3 l-bet ktir lialu (ala
(ars bantha

14. batjiabb 3 l-?ahn>e jialwe walla
soda?

15. Idzem txalli l-bet 3
mj.Tf

16. tarak 3
t ballora wafide Sd(le

b- 9iiflet 3 l-?d(de

17. Ia/io-tIa 9 i p-pal(a wa^fe
w-pa(be

18. liases lidli 9ajisan b- 3ktir
3 l-yom

19. Sdyef /tali mat l
3z-zaft

3 l-yom

20. xalli (enak (al- 3wlad

21. Saft 3 l-£unud mdSyin?

22. md bld^Tha (at-parz 3 l-(arab

i

p-sarf

‘What diplomas have you?' i-

"What do you carry (in the
diplomas?" ^ °f)

‘She decorated the house ve rv
(ly) for her daughter’s wedding'*'

‘Would you like the coffee
or straight?’

‘You’ve got to keep the house clean'

‘I left one lamp lit in the liv i no

‘You’ll find the climb steep and
difficult ’

‘I’m feeling much better today’, lit
"I’m feeling myself (as) much better..

‘I feel terrible today’, lit. "I see

myself like pitch today"

‘Keep your eye on the children’

‘Did you see the troops marching?’

‘It doesn’t seem to me to be in the

pure Arab style’, lit. "I don’t find

it in the. .

.

Many objective complements are verbal. It is conven-

ient to treat these complements in the section on paratac-
tic complemental clauses (p.450, ex. 10), but note also:

23. xallina nalfioS 3frank la-nSuf
min biriili

24. mfiassbe ?anno fiha ta^maron
isawu Su ma bathabb

‘Let’s toss a coin to see who goes

‘She thinks she can order them to do

whatever she likes'

Prepositional Objective Complements (Complements predicative to the object

of a preposition):

1. bamro 9 (alek bal-bet b-hal-kam ‘I’ll stop by (and see) you at home

yom one of these days’

2. par- 3 Ikon madzavawSTn sane ‘They’ve been married a little ov

w- 3Swayye year’, lit. "It has become to t

3.

par-li xams 3snin ba( 3rfo

year’, lit. "It has become to tn

married. .

.

lit-

‘I’ve known him for five year
’ ^t)

"It’s become for me five years t

I know him"
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COMPLEMENTAL CLAUSES

u nv verbs, nouns, adjectives, and miscellaneous other predicative terms

412] are commonly (in some cases almost always) complemented by a clause.

Some complemental clauses are HYPOTACTIC, i.e. intro-

duced by a conjunction: 95l 9anno baddo yru/t ‘He said that

he wanted to go’, while others are PARATACTIC, having no

conjunction: 9al baddo yru/t ‘He said he wanted to go’. The

usual complemental conjunctions are 9anno ‘that’ [p.543],

?iza ‘whether, if’, la-, piatta, etc. ‘in order to’ [p.353].

Example* of hypotactic clauses:

1 ftakart 9annafe l- 3m(allem

[PVA-32]

2 ro/to- 9ul lar-samir ?anno md

yat^axxar

3 lassa 9ana mu mat 9akked ?iza

brtt/t walla la 9

4.

w-rdfi la-balad tdnye la-ySuf

?iza bi ld?i zalame Sater ?aw

(diem matlo [AO- 83]

'I thought that you were the teacher’

‘I’m going to tell Samir not to be

late’

‘I’m still not sure whether I’ll go

or not ’

‘And he went to another town to see

if he could find a man as clever or

as learned as himself’

In example 4 the main verb rdpi is complemented by the

clause introduced by la-; the complemental verb ySuf is

complemented in its turn by the 9iaa clause.

Both 9 iaa and la-, etc. are also used in supplemental

clauses. See pp. 331,358-

The forms yalli, 3 lli, etc. [p.494] are sometimes used

as a complemental conjunction in sentences like the fol-

lowing:

5. frafrt 3 ktir 3 lli ra£e( 9ab 3n

(ammak [RN - II. 51

]

6. w-?ana mabsiit 3 lli kdn hek, 9 aa>

3 lli par mad hal—^ amtifian hada

[SVSA-124]

‘I’m very glad that your cousin has

returned’

‘And I’m pleased that that’s the way

it was — that I had that examination’

Some clauses complement transitive verbs, i.e. verbs

that can take an object, while others complement intrans-

itive verbs, or nouns or adjectives - which are otherwise

complemented by prepositional phrases. In colloquial Ara-

bic the complemental preposition is usually lost before a

clause, so that the distinction between objects and prep-

ositional complements is lost when the complement is a
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clause (but see p.357). Examples of clauses correspond!
to prepositional complements:

7. batrtgref 9anni kant galtdn ‘I admit that I was mistaken- ,

badtaref bi-gal 3
ffi 'I admit m.

(Cf ’

9. 1-laSne hakmet tial-bindye 9anna
mu salha las-sakne

take') "V mi,.

8. wafadna 9anno rah-isd£adna ‘He promised us that he was
help us' (cf. wafadna bal- 3^^ to

‘He promised us help’)

eSne hakmet dal-bindye 9anna ‘The committee ruled that the b 'isalha las-sakne ing was not fit for habitation’
0

/

1
?"

1-laSne hakmet Zal-bindye bat-tahb't
‘The committee slated the building
for demolition

’

)

Note also example 3 (cf. mat 9akked man ‘sure of’) and
example 6 (cf. mab^ut man, mabsut b- ‘glad of, pleased
with’). In example 2, the complemental clause may be
equated with an object since the verb 9dl ‘to say, tell’
is transitive. Similarly in ex. 4, the 9iza clause func-
tions like an object of the transitive verb Saf ‘to see’.

Examples of paratactic clauses:

10. w- 9amar 3S-Sann yarmuni b-naps
3 l-bah 3r [AO- 116]

11. bhabb kali Sah 3r tabfatu-li
bayan b- s hsdbi [DA- 294]

12- ruh 3 s 9dl 9ammak baddha ST

13. l-ha 9 T9a bfardel md ruh,

la-maliall balak [DA- 172]

14. 9anti 9 lT—lo fdyze Sdye

15. xayaf-lak 3 lrbet yahbot

16. kdn baddi 9aStrTha, bass 9al-li
md 9aStrTha

17. marra w-marrten 9alt-allo
Id tal£ab bat-tarT 9

‘And he ordered the Jinn to throw
me into the middle of the sea’

'I want you(pl.)to send me a state-

ment of my account every month'

‘Go ask your mother if she wants

anything

’

‘The truth is, I’d prefer not to go

anywhere without you’

*You(f.) tell him Faiza is coming

‘I’m afraid the house will cave in

‘I wanted to buy it, but he told me

not to’

‘Time and again I've told him not to

play in the street’

In Arabic there is no distinct line drawn between di-
rect and indirect quotation. Example 17, translated lit-
erally, is ‘...I told him, don’t play in the street’, while
in ex. 16 the quotation is made indirect, and in 14 the
clause fdyze Sdye could be either direct or indirect quota-

1
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tion. Direct quotation (as in ex. 17) is used more lib-

erally than it is in English, is less apt to be set off

intonationally, and has less dramatizing force.

- * Clauses. Many predicative terms are followed by a clause which func-
SubjeC

a s the subject [p.417] of the predication. A subject clause is super-

t ^°nS
i ly just the same as a true complemental clause, since it is inherently

* iC1
finite [407] and therefore normally follows the main term of the predi-

i0de 1

By the same token, the predicative term is normally neutral (3rd p.
cate

’ inflection [p.365]:
sing-)

in

,o byazhar 9anno 9afdal ST

i^attifa, 9 £ala hall wapat

‘It appears that the best things is

to agree on a compromise solution’

labadan md xatar dala bdli

9anno laho-ya^taregl

‘It never crossed my mind that he

was going to object’

20. l-muhamm 9annak tahufar w-kell

ii 9anSdlla bikun tamdm

‘The important things is that you at-

tend, and everything (God willing)

will be all right’

21. ma( 3Sze 9annon ba 9yu £dySTn ‘It’s a miracle that they are still

alive’

22. wddeh mn 3 l-maktub 9anno mdlo

radydn

23. mnTh halli 9STt 9a

b

3 l ma
9at'la£ [DA- 243]

‘It’s clear from the letter that he

isn’t satisfied’

‘It’s good that you’ve come before

I left’ (cf. examples 5 and 6.)

Paratactic subject clauses:

24. byazhar kant 9akel ST t 9 Tl

[DA- 217]

25. fakro yabdatni £al-mastaSfa
[DA- 217]

26- md biha"-allak tdxod Sdye
[AD- 88]

27. Idzem ndm kamdn Sway ye [AD-51]

28. masmehs-li 9al£ab tanes ma dam
wn sTd fTha

8- 9 emkdnak tsdwT-li talifon?

'It seems you must have eaten some-

thing indigestible’ (lit. ‘heavy’)

'His idea is to send me to the

hospital

’

‘You don’t deserve to get a prize’

(lit. ‘It isn’t right for you...’)

‘I must sleep a while longer’ (lit.

‘It is necessary that I sleep...’)

‘I’m allowed to play tennis as long

as I don't overdo it’ (lit. "It's

allowed to me to play. .. ")

‘Could you give me a phone call?’

(lit. "Is it in your power to...")

Many very common expressions are complemented by para-

tactic clauses; see the examples in Chapter 13, p. 347 ff-
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Linking Verbs (kan wa— 9axawatuha)

The verbs kan ‘to be’, jar ‘to become’, flail ‘to remain’, and a fothers are almost always complemented, paratactically, by a predicat *7

‘she was in the house'.

[p. 3gn
35 ‘hat °f the

’ £Ject *val.
kanet tagbSneka™t bsl-t g t

There are other verbs that are always complemented by
a predicate but with which the predicate is limited to a
certain kind; e.g. ?ader ‘to be able’ is always comple-
mented by a verbal predicate.

Examples, kan:

30.

kan 9afsan^lak tastaSTrna

31.

kanna Sayfin malamep, 3&-^£bal

‘You should have consulted us’ (lit
"It was better for you to consult
us ")

‘We could see the outlines of the
mountains

’

32.

baddi kun 3gfTt b- 3gyabak
[SPA- 30]

‘I must have dozed off in your
absence

’

33- biduz kan 3 l-bo$pa£i

34. Snenata batkun zahye
b-hal-wa 9 t mn 3s-sane

35. kan wapied baSa 9aged fi
balkon sarayto [PVA-28]

‘It was probably the postman’

‘Her garden is colorful this time of

year ’

‘A certain pasha was sitting on the

balcony of his palace’

With complement -verb inversion:

36.

nSaflfla fcajtfa kanet [SAL-137] ‘Nothing serious, I trust!’ (lit-

"God willing, minor it was )

Examples, jar:

37. StZ gmalt patta sdret martak
hek, mat l

3 l-maldyke? [AO- 112]

38. jar 3 l-masa?

39. kan jar bagd najj 3 1- lei
lamma rSagna gal-bet

'What did you do, that your wife be

came so, like the angels?’

‘Is it evening already?’ (lit-
”^aS

it become. .

.

")

‘It was after midnight when we
®°f ter

back home' (lit. "It had become

. . . "; the linking verb kan is c

plemented by the linking verb
? ^

^

which in its turn is comple®en

a prepositional predicate. )
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rt tahki garabi mnip. ‘You speak Arabic well now’ (lit.
„

40-
^pVA- 26l "You have become that you speak... )

. ,, si bislr tamdm ‘Everything will be all right' (lit.

41 -
*s "...will become all right")

With complement -verb inversion:

42 . asHS£ti kamle jaret hall* 9

Examples, 4*11:

43 .

iallena sahranxn la-wa 93 t

m9 t 9axxer bal-lel

44 .
flatlet

3 tna" galiyyi

45 . biflall yajiki gan 3 l-p.awddes

» l-mdflye

Examples, ba 9 i, ba9a:

46. s-sakkTne S-SdTde dayman
3btab 9a payybe

47. ma ba 9a fx gandi ger najj
9annxne t ze t [PVA- 44]

48- byab 9a yzurha kail ydm

49. b 9 xt 3 hnTk kamm $ah3r

Examples, md gdd ‘no longer’ :

50. ma gdd ipawagni 9abodan

5L l-bant md gddet 3?gTre talgab

bal- lagab

ma gad fiyyi ^atpammdla

?iza battamm 3 tgdmlo hek md

lafia-ygud yasmag mannak

‘My collection has now become com-

plete’

‘We stayed up till late in the night’

‘She kept nagging at me’

'He keeps talking about past events’

‘A new knife always stays good’

(saying)

*1 haven’t got but a half bottle of

oil left’ (the ger phrase is sub-

ject, fx gandi the predicate and

complement of the linking verb.)

‘He keeps on visiting her every day’

‘I stayed there several months’

‘He no longer obeys me at all’

‘The girl is no longer little

(enough) to play with dolls’

'I can’t stand it any more’

‘If you keep on treating him like

this he won’t listen to you any

more’ (battamm is also a linking

verb.

)

53.
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CHAPTER 18: ANNEXION (al-?idafa) AND PREPOSITIONS

» CONSTRUCT, or ANNEXION PHRASE, is composed of two immediately adja-

* ominal or noun-type terms [p-382], of which the leading term (al-
cent " generally qualified by the following term (al-nu<j.df ?ilayhi):

$awdre£ berut

bet naSib

bant

uiara 9 £aneb

‘(the) streets(of )Beirut‘

‘(the) house(of )Naj eeb’

:

‘(the) name(of a)girl‘:

‘leaves(of) grapes’:

‘Najeeb’s house’

‘a girl’s name

’

‘grape leaves, vine leaves’

Most constructs can be rendered roughly in English by

inserting ‘of’ between the translated terms, preserving

the word order of the original. In normal English, how-

ever, the Arabic following term is often translated as a

possessive (Najeeb’s, girl’s), or as the first constituent

of a noun compound (grape leaves), resulting in a word

order that is the reverse of the Arabic.

When some words occur IN CONSTRUCT (i.e. as leading term in an annexion

phrase), they appear in a CONSTRUCT FORM which differs from the ABSOLUTE

FORM used otherwise. Construct forms are treated in Chapter 5, p.!62ff.

Absolute Form (Illustrating Construct Form
use of word not in construct)

nndrase sdnawiyye ‘secondary school’ . . .madrast 9 l-b&la-d

i-Saride l-^ahsan ‘the best newspaper ’.. SarTt t
3 l-yom

l-’oxx ?almad ‘Brother Ahmed’ ^axu Valimad

tarcse manhon ‘five of them’ xans 9rSal

‘the town school’

‘today’s paper’

‘Ahmed’s brother'

‘five men’

There are various kinds of annexion, depending on the

types of leading term: substantive, adjective, partitive,

cardinal numeral, and elative/ordinal

.

Prepositional phrases are also conveniently considered

a type of annexion phrase, though the more typical prep-

ositions are quite unlike noun-type words, and prepositional

phrases are un-noun-like in function (not normally used as

subject of a clause). See p.476.

For annexion clauses, see p.491.
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SUBSTANTIVE ANNEXION

The leading term of an ordinary noun construct cannot havP
iv ln.4Q3l \ : 4.

• j.f . . . anr- r
J V-W..0 1..UUL uaunoi nave ?prefix IP-493J, regardless whether it is definite or indefinite-

set ‘(an) oil company’: Sarket az-zet ‘the oil company’;
‘city streets’: Sauoare^ a l-madine ‘ the city streets*.

r ticie

Zket
vine

There are a few set phrases which are exceptions to th‘rule: l-bet mune ‘the storeroom, pantry’ (but also regula^
' - vavm L?

arbfa

etc.

bet 3 l-mune ), l-bani c

>adam ‘the human being’, i-
m-^arbfin ‘the centipede’, l-mayy ward ‘the rose water’

Occasionally the leading term is a coordination [p. 3921: Sawdref3 l-madine ‘the streets and quarters of the city’, frarriyyet u- 9astaoi~i~^
rSt

3 l-fak 3r ‘freedom and independence of thought’.

Often, however, such coordinations are avoided by the
use of an anaphoric pronoun: SamareF 9 l-madine w-hardtha
‘the streets of the city and its quarters’.

Indefinite

3l-?ahwe
,ninn

'a cup of coffee’
the cup of coffee’ fanldn 9ahwe

£asTr bard ?dn ‘orange juice’

town’s inhabitants’

the orange juice’ . .

.

our town’s inhabitants

?l-bard 9dn
fa?

,r

s ,t
*on balodna

, s
»m bento ‘his daughter’s name’

. sakkan balad

,?3 s 3m ban 3 t tanye ‘another girl’

name’

T
° ^SuL

th
the

e^ wit^t^dlo'say

"treated as indef ini te " means the attribute shows indefinite agree-

_ont- with i t

.

has

ment with it.

An attributive adjective (or noun) shows definite agree-

ment by having the article prefix; an attributtve

having the clause defimtizer yalli (hath, etc.).

Except for coordinations, the leading term of an annexion phrase is lim-
ited to a single word.

The following term, on the other hand, may be any sort of noun-type word
or phrase [p.381,382]: sawareF nadtne kbire ‘( the)street s(of a) large city’,
ferriyyet 3 l-fak 3r war-ra?i ‘freedom (of) thought and opinion’, fidrat ?akbar
madon ?afriqya ‘ ( the )quarters of Africa’s largest cities'.

Since the following term may be any sort of noun- type
phrase, it may, of course, be another annexion phrase, as
in the last example above (which is, in fact, a construct
within a construct within still another construct). Note
also: tajisin s ifa t t l

9
1 - firdra ‘improvement (in)

qualities (of) resistance (to) heat’; farS ^afzam byut
vag 3nya ?urubba [PAT-19l] ‘(the) furniture (of the) great-
est (of the) houses (of the) rich (of) Europe’.

Definite and Indefinite Constructs. If the following term of a construct is

definite, the leading term is treated as definite also; and if the following

term is indefinite, the leading term, likewise, is treated as indefinite.

(On Definiteness, see p.494.)

1 Instead of speaking here of the leading term, one might say ‘the constr

as a whole’. The leading term is generally the main term and the f°l °*
see

ing term is subordinate, i.e. agreement is with the leading term, t **
1

<

p. 466f f
.

)

Definite

bant 3 l-xabbdz 3 l-lialwe

‘the baker’s pretty daughter

bent 3 l-xabbdz yalli Safnaha bal-balad

•the baker’s daughter we saw in town

bet naStb 3 l-fax 3m
‘Najeeb's stately house'

Indef inite

bant xabbdz jielwe

‘a baker’s pretty daughter

bant xabbdz Safnaha bal-balad

‘a baker’s daughter we saw in

town ’

(Cannot be made indefinite be-

cause the following term, a

proper name, is inherently

definite.

)

By the same token, if the last term in a series °

struct s within constructs is definite, then all the other

terms are likewise treated as definite, and if the last

~ kn term in annexion,
instructs with Pronouns. A pronoun can n v

ofHhis*’ 9 9 S 9m min
« it can be following term: hada (the)name(of )this ,

A personal pronoun [p-541] as

of a suffix: Vasmo ‘(the)name(of

*treets(of )i
t

' ,
i.e. ‘its streets

ou r school ’

.

owing term in annexion takes the form

The personal pronouns are inherently definite

a pronoun is suffixed is - as leading term - also

iOnto l-jiatme ‘his pretty daughter’.

thus any noun to which

treated as definite:
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A noun with a pronoun suffix, then, constitutes annexion phrase as it stands; and the pronoun in its turn
3"

cann°t stand in construct with another following term
°

Therefore a noun with a pronoun suffix - like a noun with
the article prefix - can only be the last word in a con-
struct-within-construct series. Avoid trying to interru
a construct like 9u(fef non ‘room (of )sleeping‘

, i.e. ‘bed
room’ with a pronoun suffix as in 9u(iatna ‘our room’. T0
say ‘our bedroom', the suffix may be attached to non: 9udetnonna "(the)room (of the)sleep(of )us ", or periphrastical lv*
9udP 3n-non tabafna [p.460].

Identificatory and Classificatory Annexion. There are two ways in whi hfollowing term may qualify the leading term:

In an IDENTIFICATORY construct - if it is definite - the following tegenerally answers the question ‘which?’ (or ‘whose?’) applied to the leadi"
term. For instance in the phrase walad Sari ‘my neighbor’s boy’, Sari show

*

which (or whose) boy is referred to.

In a CLASSIFICATORY construct - whether it is definite or not - the fol-
lowing term generally answers the question ‘what kind of...?’ applied to the
leading term. Thus in Fafir 3 l-bard 9dn ‘the orange Juice’, l-bard 9dn shows
what kind of juice is meant.

The main grammatical difference between the two kinds of annexion is
this: In identificatory constructs the following term - if it is definite
— can generally be pronominalized

; i.e. whatever the following term refers
to may subsequently (or alteratively) be referred to by a pronoun, suffixed
to the leading term: walad Sari ‘my neighbor’s boy’ -• walado ‘his boy'.
With classificatory constructs this cannot be done.

Identification is fundamentally a function of definite-
ness [p. 494] ; and classification, a function of indefinite-
ness. But since the article prefix is added to the follow-
ing term only — even when its funct ion is really to def ini t i ze
the leading term — it is not possible simply to equate
identificatory terms with def init i zable terms.

The personal pronouns, of course, are inherently identi-
ficatory.

The rules of thumb involving ‘which?’ and ‘what kind
of?’ do not apply equally well to all kinds of construct:
in fanSan 3 l- 9ahwe ‘the cup of coffee’, l- 9akwe does not,
strictly speaking, tell "what kind of" cup is meant, but
it is classificatory nevertheless: l- 9ahwe is not pronom-
inalizable.

There are, also, some inherently definite following
terms which are not pronominal i zable: Saridet bukra
‘tomorrow’s paper’, Sasiret barren ‘the Island of Bahrain’
[p-462].
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Many annexion phrases, taken out of context, can be

understood either as classificatory or as identificatory:

w ldd
3 l-nadrase ‘the schoolchildren’ (classificatory) or

‘the children of the school’ (identificatory).

n nstrative Proclitic in Annexion Phrases. Unlike the article the

4?Eative tel- ‘^is, that, these, those’ [p-556] may genera ly be at-

^ed to the leading term of a definite classificatory construct:

j
,*wldd

3 l-nadrase ‘these schoolchildren’

tol-fonSdn
3 l- 9akwe ‘this cup of coffee’

fir
3 l-bord 9dn ‘this orange juice’

hal-mt 3t-ta?*ir ‘this instrument (of) picturing’, this camera

hal-fiadwet l- 3te*n ‘that horseshoe’

Kal-wara? H-karbon ‘this carbon paper’

hal- 3mjiappet 3 l- 9 i SdFa ‘this broadcasting station'

Alternatively, however, hal- is

ES :;S
»

fanSan hal- 9ahwe ‘this cup of coffee’

(afir hal-bord 9dn ‘this orange juice’

met hap-paswir ‘this camera’

wara 9 hal-karbon ‘this carbon paper’

With identificatory constructs, on the other h
“^JfJZ t erm^moreover!

tached to the leading term. When attached to ^
ollowing term,

its meaning applies strictly to that of the following term.

*lad hal-nadrase ‘the children of this school’

Fafir Kal-bard’dndt ‘the juice of those oranges’ lp-370]

Liodwet hal- 3hfdn ‘that horse’s shoe’

To apply a demonstrative modifier to th
^t^^lsTrmay^radde^aftertory construct, the full words hada, hayy, etc. \P =>=' J maY D

foilow ing t erm

:

izffet 3n-nahr hayy ‘this bank of the river’

Paraf “p-pavele hdda ‘this edge of the table’

Cf. d*ffet han-nah3r ‘the bank of this river’
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tCh.

Periphrasis of Annexion. Annexion is not the only construction '

one noun-type term is used to identify or classify another. Inst"
Wtl ‘ ch

standing in construct with the qualifying term, a noun may often
° f

to that same qualifier more loosely — by a preposition, usual K, » f
[P-489], la- [479], man [478], or 6- [479].-

y tab<*

haS-$g?fet 3 1- 9arfL ‘that piece of land’ or haS-Sa 9fe mn 3 l-?ar£

SruS haS-Sa£ara ‘the roots of that tree’ or S-SruS tab of haS-$a£ara

ij-S&reP

which
wou

‘the other side of the street’ (

Id more likely be understood as

rather than paraf 9$-$are£ 3 t-tani,

‘the side of the other street').

. jf one wishes both to classify and to identify the referent of a

it is usually the classification that is done by annexion, while the
term

; -fication is relegated to a taba£ phrase: fare 3 l-falsafe tabcj

‘-
e"

tna ‘our university’s philosophy department’, ?an£ayet 3 l- 9angllzi
Sa

^Jak ‘your English composition’, nhattet 3 l-banzin taba£ tammi ‘my

uncle's
gasoline station’.

panaetna ‘our maid’ or p-sanfa tabatzna

9ammet ha£-£abal ‘the summit of that mountain’ or l- 9amme b-ha£-£abal

xdrpep pgro 9 ‘a road map’ or xdrpa Igp-pgro 9

Since the leading term in annexion is subject to somewhat rigid limits
tions (e.g. it can only consist of a single word or coordination, and can
only be definite or indefinite by agreement with the following term), there
are certain situations in which a construct cannot be used at all, but may
be circumlocuted by a prepositional construction.

1.) If the leading term is to be indefinite while the following term is

definite: xdrpa la-pgro 9 labndn ‘a road map of Lebanon’ (i.e. ‘a map for the

roads of Lebanon’); the construct xdrpep paro 9 Igbndn ‘the road map of Leb-

anon’ can only be definite, because the last term Igbndn, a proper name, is

inherently definite.
A classif icatory term following an elative or an ordinal [p-473], for

instance, has to be indefinite: 9apisan £a 9fe mn 3 l- 9arf, ‘the best piece of

land’, 9awwal ra 9 is Igl-Sgmhuriyye ‘the first president of the republic'.

If this kind of term is followed by a definite construct,

its meaning would be distorted to that of identification:
9apisan Sa 9fet 3 l- 9ar&, for instance, would mean ‘the best

(part) of the piece of land’.

2. ) If both the leading term and the following term are to have modi-

fiers: l- 9asfdr 3 l~edlye tabaf 3 l-katob 3 l-madrasiyye ‘the high prices o

school books’; cf. the construct 9as£dr 3 l-katob al-modrasiyye ‘the prices

of school books’.

Adjectives coming after the last noun in a construct may apply t0^
term, depending on the sense and the agreement [p. 503]: farS 3 l-bet

^3£-£amTl ‘the furniture of the beautiful new house’ or ‘the beaut ifu n

furniture of the house’. But two contiguous adjectives are not use<
^,

t0
se '.

modify two different terms; for ‘the beautiful furniture of the new °

one must have recourse to the tabae construction: 1-farS 3£-£amtl f°

* 1-bet 3£-£did.
ttribu tc

A construct is always possible if there is only one adjective a
^se a

involved: fars 3 l-bet 3£-£did; but even so it is often preferable
ase :

resolve an ambiguity in the annexion Pperiphrasitic construction to resolve an ambiguity
1-farS 3£-£did tabae 3 l-bet ‘the new furniture of the house l-far$

tabat: 9 l-bet dS-SdicL ‘the furniture of the new house’; p-faraf *

mn

This rule may be reversed to lay const rastive emphasis

on the classif icatory term: mpiappet £ammi taba£ 3 l-banzin

‘my uncle’s gasol ine station’.

Alternatively, in some cases, a classi f icatory following term may it-

„lf be out in construct with an ident if icatory term: 9ufet nonJabdalpa

Ahdullah’s bedroom’ (or 9udp 3n-nom taba£ fabdalla); makmt 3 pila et
_
ax

i

•my brother’s electric shaver’ (or makmet l- 3 lila 9a tabae ?axi); faptr

bari 9ano ‘his orange juice’ (or £apir 3 l-bard 9an taba£o).

This type of compound construct cannot be used very

freely because in many cases the intended classif icatory

term would have its sense distorted to that of identifica-

tion [p-458]: far 3£ falsafet SamEatna, for instance, would

seem to mean ‘the branch of our university ’ s philosophy’.

Note, however, that <5osfr bard 9dno would not generally be

taken to mean ‘the juice of his oranges’, because collec-

tives are usually classif icatory [p-370].

Relationships Expressed by Substantive Annexion. 1 Ordinary noun constructs

are used to express widely varied relationships of meaning between leading

and following terms. For example:

Unit and Collective [p.297] (Generally classi f icatory ;
periphrasis

usually with man):

katlet la\

i

3m ‘a piece of meat’

$» 9fet xab 3z ‘a piece of bread’

tiabbet a9neb ‘a grape’ (lit. ‘a berry of grapes’)

rds bapal ‘an onion’ (lit. *a bulb of onions )

rus ba 9ar ‘heads of cattle’

the

def

categories of relationship given here are merely intended to suggest

semantic scope of this construction, and are not meant to constitute
initive classification (or kind of classification).

a
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Genus and Differential Description (Classif icatory; periphrasis

lapi 3m ba?ar 'beef’ (lit. ‘meat of cattle’)

piakim 3£yun ‘eye doctor’

luisset 3S-Samm ‘the sense of smell’

da 9rab da 9aye 9 ‘minute hand’

9alam piab 3r ‘fountain pen’ (lit. ‘pen of ink’)

pdleb pabb ‘student of medicine’

kallit *l-/i?u 5’ ‘the law school’ (college of the law’)

zahr 3 l-lenun ‘the orange (or lemon) blossoms’

»s-sane ‘New Year’s’ (lit. ‘head of the year’)
fjS

t,Srayyi 'my feet’

^e t
at-talefizyon ‘the television screen’

fajiaitt
3n-nddi ‘the membership of the club’

Relation and the Related Object (Generally ident if icatory ,
periphrasis

usually with tabad or La-):

? m sd/ib i ‘my friend’s mother’ (Both ’am* and fd/ieb are relational

terms)

wmazzafin
3s-safdra ‘the embassy employees’

Genus and Specific Name (Classificatory; no periphrasis):

Soz hand ‘coconuts’ (lit. ‘nuts of the Indies’)

SaSar zdn ‘beech trees’

sayydret ford ‘a Ford car’ (Also appositive [p.506]: sayydra ford)

dik frabaS ‘a turkey cock’ (lit. ‘cock of Abyssinia’)

Genus and Individual Name (Identificatory but no pronominalization; no
periphrasis)

b lad 3 l-yundn ‘the Land of Greece’

buhayret lup ‘the Dead Sea’ (‘Lot’s Lake’)

sant 9arbdin ‘the year ’40’ (i.e. 1940)

liarf 3r-re ‘the letter rd9 '

kalmet SapranS ‘the word SapranS’

In some cases the individual name is originally an ad-

jective: nahr 3 l-dd$i ‘The Orontes River’, literally n-nahr
3 l-dd$i ‘the unruly river’. As the adjective becomes less a

description and more a name, the tendency is to drop the

article prefix from the leading term, changing the construc-

tion from attribution to annexion. The same tendency may be

seen in phrases like sant 3 l-mdf.ye ‘last year’ for s-sane

l-mdfiye.

wldd Sirdnna ‘our neighbors’ children’ (both uildd and Siran are

relational

)

f3 sm 3?-?abi ‘the boy’s name’

ra’is 3S-Samhuriyye ‘the president of the republic’

raz39 farid ‘property of Fareed’

Associated Object and its Association (Generally identificatory, peri-

phrasis usually with tabad or la-):

bet tdSer ‘a merchant’s house’

majiramtek ‘your handkerchief’

wldd 9
1- liara ‘the neighborhood children’

nadinet 9n-nabi ‘the city of the prophet

Saziret 3 l-£arab ‘the Arabian Peninsula’ (lit. ‘island of the Arabs )

There are many other kinds of relationship expressed by annexion, for

example: Container and Contents: sa]

i

3n taffapi ‘a bowl of apples’ pia Let-

'a wheatf ield’ ;
Qualification and Object Qualified: ba? i? fakra an

inkling’ (lit. ‘a glimpse of an idea’) £adam 3 l-mubdld ‘carelessness (lit

lack of care' ); etc.

0 1 ly

Part (or Aspect) and Whole (Generally identificatory, periphrasis uS

with tabad or la-):

Sapp 3 l-bap, 3r ‘the seashore’

9afa r-rds ‘the back of the head’
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Derivative Constructs

Some clauses [p.377] may be transformed into annexion phrases k„
riving a noun from the main term of the predicate and putting it

^ e '

struct with the erstwhile subject or object: l-jiayy 9alile ‘Water is

0”'

scarce’ -* Pallet 3 l-jiayy ‘the scarcity of water’; piaSaz 9uf.a ‘He rese
a room’ -• piaS 3z 9u(ipo ‘his room reservation’; btbii? daxxdn ‘He sells Iq
bacco’ -* bayydf daxxdn ‘a seller of tobacco, tobacconist’.

The leading term of most derivative constructs is an abstract noun
[p.284], derived from an adjective or noun, or (as gerund) from a verb
Others are substativized participles [ 276]

, occupational nouns [305]

strumental nouns [305] or locative nouns [308],

]

Abstract Noun with Subject:

s-sxur sktire

‘rocks are abundant*

p-para 9at dayy
9a

‘the roads are narrow’

huvmue ( l- )mas 9ul
‘he is responsible (or in

charge)’

fa" 3 l- 9af 3
l

‘the lock clicked’

byuSa^(ni) ras(i)

‘my head aches’

Abstract Noun (Gerund) with Object:

bisawu faxxdr
‘(they) make pottery’

byalisob 3 t-takalTf
‘(He) calculates the expendi-
tures ’

pannafu han-nabatdt
‘(they) classified these plants’

fam-idarrbu i-Sunud
‘(they’)re training the troops’

katret 3s-sxur
‘the abundance of rocks’

{it 9 3p-para 9dt

‘the narrowness of the roads’

mas 9ulito
‘his responsibility’

ta"et 3 l- 9af 3 l

‘the click of the lock’ (ta"a is

an instance noun [p.297].)

(ma£i ) wa&a£ rds
‘(I have) a headache’

msawat faxxar
‘pottery making’

Piasb 3 t-takalif %

‘calculation of the expenditure

ta$nif han-nabatdt
‘the classification of these

plants ’

tadrib 3S-Sunud
‘the training of troops

Occupational Noun with Object:

bi 9allef musiqa
‘he composes music’

m 9allef musiqa
‘a composer of music
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.,.rd samuk
k

?he catches fish’

, hixr a,
btapmel payydrdt

(

.(a ship which) carries air-

planes’

-• $ayyad samak

‘a fisherman’

- lidmlet payydrdt

‘an aircraft carrier’

These constructs are classif icatory, while active par-

ticipial constructs (see below) are identificatory. Some

nouns that are participial in form may be used in either

way : hal- 3m 9allef 3 l-musTqa ‘this composer of music’ (oc-

cupational noun: classi f icatory construct) vs. m 9allef

hal-mus Iqa ‘The composer of this music’ (participial noun:

identificatory construct). See p.458.

Substantivized Active Participle with Object:

sara 9 3s-sayydra - sdre 9 3s-sayydra

‘he stole the car’ ‘the one who stole the car’

9allafet l- 3ktdb -* m 9allfet l- 3ktdb

‘she wrote the book’ ‘the author (f) of the book

Substantivized Passive Participle with Subject:

mzzafato l- 3
likume - mazzaf l- 3

likume

‘the government employed him’ ‘the government employee

hal-baket maht 3wi faleha ~f mafrtawayat hal-baket

‘this package contains them’ ‘the contents of this package

Instrumental Noun with Object:

bya/ta/iu fiha £alab
‘(they) open cans with it’

hyaSklu fTha wara 9

’(they) clip paper with it’

h3ftapiu fi l-bdb
‘(they) open the door with it’

locative Noun with Subject or Object:

fc yzSri fi nah»r - naira nah 3r

a river runs in it’ a r iver

^yssnafu fi pdbun - mapnaf fdbun
they manufacture soap in it’

* a soap factory

— fattapiet £alab
‘a can opener’

- Sakkdlet wara 9

‘a paper clip’

-• maftdpi 3 l-bdb

’the door key’
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ADJECTIVE ANNEXION ( al- 9 xf.dfa gayr l-pxaq l q xya)

A few adjectives are used in construct with nouns, mostly in s tapplicable to human beings. For example:
et

Phra
Ses

(
3 l-) 9adab ‘ill-mannered, uncivil’, lit. ‘meager of manner

ktir (
3 l-)galabe ‘prying, busybody’, lit. ‘excessive of inquiry'

t 9 xl 3d-dam

m

‘unlikeable, boorish’, lit. ‘heavy of blood’

xafxf 3d-damm ‘likeable, pleasant’, lit. ‘light of blood’

na 9pu£ 3r-rds ‘beheaded’, lit. ‘cut off of the head’

pawxl 3 l-bal ‘patient’, lit. ‘long of attention’

dadmdn 3 l-£afye ‘run down, sickly’, lit. ‘deprived of vitality’

Feminine forms: 9alxlet 9adab, kitret galabe, (admant 3 l-£dfye, etc.

Adjective constructs are classificatory [p.458]; the
following term cannot be pronominalized.

Unlike substantives [p-456], adjectives in construct may be definitized
by prefixation of the article: l- 3 ktxr 3 l-galabe ‘the busybody’; min
haS-Sabb 3 t-t 9 xl 3d-damm? ‘Who’s that unpleasant young man?’

Adjective constructs are generally derived from subject -predicate con-

structions or verb-object constructions: t 9 xl ed-damm - dammo t 9xl; rate}
3S-Sa 9S ‘calm, composed’ (lit. ‘controlled of spirit’) •- rabap Sa 9So ‘He

composed himself
’
(lit. ‘...his spirit’). Cf. p.464.

Note the difference between the participial construct
rabep 32-Sa 9S (fern, rabpet 38-Sa 9S) and a participle-object
phrase rabep Sa 9So ‘in control of himself’ (fern, rdbpa Sa ?Sa

‘in control of herself’) [p. 265] .

A construct adjective transformed from a predicate ad-

jective does not show agreement with its following term (its

erstwhile subject), but with the new subject (or the term it

modifies): hiyye xaflft 3d-damm - dammha xafxf.

PARTITIVE ANNEXION

Certain nouns — PARTITIVES - are generally subordinate to the ter**
e

they stand in construct with; that is to say, agreement [p-427] with

construct is determined by the following term, not by the leading ter
"j t (,e

nap? 3s-sakkdn harabxi a-ba 9xton mdtu ‘Half of the inhabitants fled an ^
rest of them died’: harabu and mdtu agree with the plurals sakkdn

respectively, not with the leading terms na?? (masc. /sing. )
‘half’

an end

1
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• ve (fern. /sing.) ‘rest’; kail hal- 9akle payybe ‘all this food is good’:

ag rees with the fern. 9akle ‘food’, not with the masculine kali ‘all’.

Partitives include nouns designating indefinite proportions and quanti-

sometimes fractions from halves to tenths, and a few other terms. For
ti cs ‘,

example

‘all, whole, every’

‘some’, ‘each other’

iwayye ‘a few, a little’

ji ‘some, a’

kamm ‘several, a few’

£adde ‘a number’

fard ‘a single one’

Saml£ ‘all, whole’

(dime ‘generality, mass’

ma£?am ‘majority, most’

9aktariyye ‘majority’

9aglabiyye ‘majority’

ba 9iyye ‘rest, remainder’

nafs ‘same, -self’

sat ‘same, -self’

‘by. . . -self, alone’

(honorific)

(honorif ic)

The term Sx, Swayye, kamm, and Sadde, in their partitive

senses, are normally used in construct only with classifica-

tory indefinite terms:

Si lafcme ‘ some meat

’

kamm Sah 3r ‘a few (or how many?)
months

’

Si bant halwe ‘a (or some) pretty kamm marra ‘several times

girl ’ (See p. 366. )

Swayye
t yiayy ‘a little water’ £addet marrdt ‘a number of times’

Some of the others are used in construct mainly with

identif icatory (usually definite) terms:

Sarnia 3 S-Sa£b ‘the whole nation’ ma£zam 3 t-talamxs ‘most of the stu-

dents '

fanmet 3n-nds 'the masses (of ba 9 xt sakkdn balodna ‘the rest of the in-

people)’ habitants of our

Still others are commonly used with either classificatory

(indefinite) or identif icatory (definite) terms:

Indef inite (Classificatory) Definite (Identif icatory)

rai>a
f

r sd£a ‘a quarter hour’ rab 3£ mdlo ‘a quarter of his wealth’

nas ‘some (certain) people’ ba£<fon some of them
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Note especially the term kali, whose English transltion varies, depending on whether the following term i

°

definite or indefinite, singular or plural, etc.:

Indefinite (Classif icatory)

kail balad ‘every (or each) town’ kail

kali Sax? ‘every (or each) person’ .... kali

kail S

T

‘everything’ kallo

3 l-balad ‘the whole town’

3n-nas ‘all the people-

‘all of it’

kail with a pronoun suffix is not generally used as
object to a verb, nor as following term to a noun in con-
struct or to a preposition; but is used in apposition
[p.511] to the pronoun, which is repeated: Safton kallon
(not "Saft kallon") 'I saw all of them’; tydbna kallna (not
"tyab kallna") ‘The clothes of all of us’; fiha kallha (^
~fi kallha" or "b-kallha") ‘in all of it’.

The relationship of kail (and ger, see below) to clas-
sificatory and ident if icatory following terms is like that
of elatives and ordinals [ p . 473] .

The term ger also requires various translations, depend-
ing on whether the following term is definite or indefinite,
etc. ;

Sarap. 3
1 h^i ‘I cut myself’, famei halo ndyem ‘He pretended to be

obj
ect

tit "He made himself asleep".

as leep

... the partitives meaning ’-self’ may occur after certain prepositions

-lak ‘for yourself’, fan h*U ‘about myself’, b-nafsi ‘to myself’ (lit.

«„lf“> la-wahdo ‘for (or by) himself alone'.
•in mysel '

In their partitive uses, these terms stand in construct

with definite ( identif icatory ) terms only.

The "honorifics" /uitfra (lit. ‘presence’), sydde, satdde, faxdme, etc.

nartitives: ha^ 3rtak btaSi mafna? ‘Are you coming with us, sir? ;

r̂rof h°4ret ’r-ra?is, walla lassa? ‘Has the president arrived yet?

Examples of partitive constructs in context:

kail-'

1 ?dr 3r-rdt:i yamsek kail rasen

ganam sawa [AO- 104]

2 . kail hal-hewdnat hddol biSagglu

?ahmad 3ktir [AO- 63]

3. ?ana kalli tballalt [AO-67]

‘The shepherd started picking up

every two head of sheep together’

‘All these animals keep Ahmed quite

busy’

*1 got all wet’ (lit. "I, all of me

. . . ")

ger narra ‘another time’ ger hal-marra ‘not this time, some

other time’ (i.e.

‘other than this time’)

ger 3
i»,Iad ‘other children’ ger 3wlddna ‘except our children'

(i.e. ‘other than our

children
’

)

ger Sax? ‘someone else' gerak
i.e. ‘another person’

‘someone else (than

you)’ i.e. ‘other than

you ’

nafs and eat in construct with a pronoun are translated as ‘-self' :

nafsi ‘myself’, zato ‘himself’; in construct with a noun, they are usually

translated as ‘same’: nafs 3 l-wa?t ‘the same time’, nafs 3 l-balad ‘the same

town’ (though the latter might also be ‘the town itself’ = l-balad nafsa)-

With pronoun suffixes, these terms are most commonly used as appositives.
9ana nafsi ‘I myself’, r-raSSal zato ‘the man himself’.

The partitive wahd- stands in construct with pronoun suffixes only.
-i

usually as appositive: ?anti wafidek ‘you (f.) alone’, or adverbially-
wahdi ‘I'll go alone’.

The term jial as a partitive stands in construct with pronoun suffi*eS

only: jwli ‘myself’, halkon ‘yourselves’. It is most commonly used as

4 . kail 3 l-baz 3r byaplof mn
3 l-?ar<jl [AO- 59]

5. b-kall mamnuni yye

6 . kxf hal- 9am 9om 3?-zgxr. . .wasfak

kallak? [AO- 116]

7. xdf 3 ktxr w-raSaf kali Sasmo

[AO- 116]

ger:

8 far-raff nd fT kat 3 b gir katbi

f
8- fan ?arib bdyne tamdm ger Sak 3 l

vana nd b/iabb ger 3 l-ba?al
[AO]

‘All the seeds sprout from the ground’

‘With pleasure’ , lit. ‘in all

gratitude

’

‘How could that little bottle hold

all of you (m./sg.)?' (i.e. ‘...your

whole body
’

)

‘He took fright and his whole body

trembled’

‘On the shelf there are no books but

mine’ (lit. ‘...other than my books’)

‘From close up it looks altogether

different’ (lit. "...(of) another

kind")

‘I don’t want anything but onions’
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11. min 9alna gerkon? [DA- 245]

12. bta 9mor Si gero? [SAL-81]

baSd.:

13. lassa f i baZd na 9ap badda
taswiye

14. b a^gion 9s£u w-bo£flon md 9aSu

15. ba£f 3 p-palldb md byad 3rsu

16. Id t 9alldu bcufplkon 3 l-ba£d

Si, Swayye, kamm:

17- Staret 3s-sayydra mn 3 l-wakil
walla man Si Sax 3$?

18. batrid na£mel Si maSwar sawa?
[PVA-12]

19. mnaSrab Si fanSan 9ahwe [PVA-34]

20. na"i-li man Sal-waSS Si tlatt
banadordyat [DA-129]

21. fak 3rna has-pefiyye nr up. sob
3S-Smal Si Sah 3r zaman [DA- 152]

22. 9 iza bta 9raon Si kamm marra
btapfazon b- 3shule [PVA-56]

23. rup Sib kamm 9anninet bira?

24. bipappu bal- 9awwal Swayyet
pin w-bipappu Hale haSara [AO-75]

25. d-danye Swayyet bard barra

pal, wahd, nafs, zdt:

26.

l-bandt lamma $afyu la^pdlhon
pdru yduru bal-bet [AO- 113]

‘Who (is there)
but you?’

‘Would you like
"Do you order a

anything e i Se? .

th ‘"g other
than

(

!| ;

28

29-

, va bek ma baddi 9apki

T.iV<

mAder pdlak md ba 9a 9alla

tfsal [DA- 250]

‘Well, sir, I don’t want to talk

about myself’

‘Get ready (lit. prepare yourself),

we’re almost there’

‘There was a man who considered

himself clever and learned’

‘There are still some points
to be ironed out' that need

30-
a^payyad la—nafs 3 l—bapra

'w-sdd 9arbaS samakdt [AO- 117]

‘The fisherman went to the same

pond and caught four fish'

‘Some of them came and some didn’t’

‘Some of the students don’t study’

‘Don't copy one another’ (lit. “Do,,.,
some of you imitate the some (others)

)

‘Did you buy the car from a dealer or
from some (private) individual?'

‘Would you like for us to take a walk
(or ride) together?’

‘We’ll have a cup of coffee’

s-sawdpel wapda kanet tapt
3

»l-pakm 3 t-tarki [SAL-151]

32
xallina nsdwiha b-nafsna

Fractions

:

33. talt 3 l-balad ptar 9et (or

htara 9)

34. rab 3£ 9amwdlo nSapet la-maSariS

xeriyye

But if the following term

usually with the leading term:

half hour is not enough’

.

‘The coasts alone were under the

Turkish rule’

‘Let’s do it ourselves’

‘A third of the city burned’

'A quarter of his wealth was given

to charitable causes’

is indefinite, agreement is

rab 3£ sdSa md bikaffi ‘A

‘Pick out (some) three tomatoes for

me from on top’

‘This summer we're thinking of going

up north for about a month('s time)'

‘If you read them over a few times

you’ll memorize them easily’

‘Shall I go get a few bottles of

bear?

’

‘They first lay on a little mud and

set a stone on it’

‘It’s a little cool outside'

NUMERAL ANNEXION

There are various irregularities and complexities in the

construct forms of numerals. See p. 170.

Unlike substantives, cardinal numerals in construct may be definitized

by prefixation of the article:

indefinite

*ams 3rSdl

arba£ bedap

fair *n talmiz

1

f ive men’

'four eggs’

‘twenty students’

Definite

l-xams 3rSdl

l- 9arbaf beddp

l-£aSrin talmiz

‘the five men’

‘the four eggs’

‘the twenty students’

‘When the girls were left to

selves they started looking aroun

the house’
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Numerals from two to ten stand in construct with
in the plural: tnen 3wldd ‘two children’, gaSr 3wLad'^t'

S

children’; above ten the following term is put in the s'
lar: 9arb£in walad ‘forty children’ 1 [p.367],

lnBu-

Cardinal numerals generally stand in construct with indefin't
(which classify the things enumerated), but those between two and

terms
I

"
also sometimes put in construct with definite terms (which identif^"

are

things enumerated): tlatt 3wladon 'their three children’ tixt !
y the

three of us’.
' tatatno

'the I 12

„kpn tasal ma^ l- 3wlad ba£ 3d

y°m [°A - 1981

s-sane fiha sab 3£t aShor 9alhon

willed w- 3 tldtin yom [AD-71]

kin tafit 9 ido 9arb£in zalane

[AO-113]

'She may arrive with the children in

a fortnight ’(lit. "after fifteen days")

‘There are twenty- five words in it’

‘There are seven months in the year

which have thirty-one days’

‘There were forty men under his

command

'

With definite terms, it is common for the numeral to
stand in apposition rather than in construct: wladon 3 t-tldt
‘their three children’, r-rSdl 3 l-xamse ‘the five men’ „3 i„„

e

t-tlate 'we three’

.

Collectives and other mass nouns stand in apposition to
numerals: tlate 9amerkdn ‘three Americans’, tnen 9ahwe ‘twr,
cof f ees ’ [p. 510] .

waived ‘one’ never stands in construct except in the
syncopated form wafid- with a pronoun suffix: bruli wafidi
‘I’ll go alone

^
(lit. "I’ll go, the one of me"). The ordi-

nary uses of waited are with an appositive: wafide bant ‘a
girl’ or in apposition: bant walide ‘one girl’.

Examples of cardinal numeral constructs:

1 ft tlatt warSat 3mhammin [Bg. 1] ‘There are three important factories’

n kail hal- 3gra4 b- 3 tlatt lerdt

u-sab£in
9arS [DA- 129]

14 w-la 9u syu/ 3 t-tmdnin reSSdl

[AO- 113]

15 . ma xalla la kbir w-la zgir nn
3 l- 9arba£ nit rds ganam tabag

mgallmo [AO- 114]

16. mat man naddet 9alf w- 3 tman nit

sane [AO- 116]

17 ...sigei gd9alti btaswa Si

xamst dldf leva [DA- 297]

‘All these things come to three

pounds and seventy piastres’

‘And they found the swords of the

thirty men'

‘He left none, either small or large,

of the four hundred head of sheep of

his master’s’

‘He died one thousand eight hundred

year ago’

‘My wife’s (lit. family’s) jewelry is

worth some five thousand pounds’

2. kan b- 9 ldi tlatt 3£wezat
w- 3 tnen 9axpyariyye

‘Three deuces and two kings were in

my hand

’

3. lazem nastanna tlat-arba£t
iyydm [DA-217]

‘We must wait three (or) four days’

[p- 171]

4. ramaba w-palag fiha 9arba£
samakat [AO- 117]

‘He cast it and brought up four fish

in it ’

5. gar kail yom ipagmi 9arba£
xams rug bagal [AO- 103]

‘He began feeding him four (or) five

onions every day’

6. 9awwal kilo b—£aSr 39ruS to—kail
kilo bizid 3b-satt 39ruS
[DA- 225]

‘The first kilogram is (for) ten

piastres and each (additional) kilo-

gram adds six piastres'

7. kan sane sar-lak bi 9amerka? —
tmann snin

‘How many years have you been in

America? —Eight years’

8. 9enta btadba d-drus? — ba£ 3d
£aS 3rt iyydm [DA- 173]

‘When does school begin? — In ten

days ’

1 In Classical Arabic numerals above ten do not stand in construct with the*

following term, because it is in the accusative case rather than the genl

tive. This consideration does not apply to Colloquial Arabic, of course-

ELATIVE AND ORDINAL ANNEXION

An elative [p. 310] may be used in construct either with a definite or an

indefinite term: 9ahla l-banat ‘the prettiest of the girls’, 9ahla banat

‘(the) prettiest girls’.

When an elative construct is translated into English

with a superlative (-est, most...), the superlative is usu-

ally accompanied by ‘the’, even when the construct is in

definite [p.456].

A definite following term makes an elative construct identif icatory;

i-e. the definite term l-banat, (in 9alila l-banat) shows which prettiest

things are meant. Conversely an indefinite following term makes the con

struct classif icatory: the indefinite term banat, in 9a{ila banat, shows

illat kind of prettiest things are meant.

Elatives, which are uninflected, fluctuate in number/gender [p.420]
;

In

8 definite ( identi f icatory )
construct, the number and gender of an elative

depend entirely upon its reference, regardless of the following term: toyy

’afrta l-bandt 'This (f./sg.) is the prettiest of the girls ;
hadol ajtla

l~landt ‘These (pi.) are the prettiest of the girls ; hada afila l byut

^his (m./sg.) is the prettiest of the houses’.

With an indefinite (classif icatory) following term, on the o her

‘he number and gender of the construct depends entirely upon that of the fol

towing term; i.e. an elative leading term is subordinate to an indefinit
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following term: hayy ^afila bant ‘This
^afila bet ‘This (m./sg. ) is the nicest
the prettiest girls. ’

labset ^apisan fawafi fandha

[AO- 118]

While elatives often stand in construct with an inH»rmite singular count noun [p.366]
t they seldom stand in

'

construct with a definite singular count noun, and thenonly if the elative is substantivized: ?afisan bet ‘thebest house’, but 9o/isan 3 l-bet would mean ‘the best part fthe house’ or ‘the best thing about the house’. Thus inorder to say ‘our best house’, one must avoid ?a/isan betnawhich would mean ‘the best thing about our house’, and sav’either ?a/isan bet man byutna, ‘the best (house) of our
Y

houses’, or ?a/isan byutna ‘the best of our houses’, or
?ajisan bet ?alna ‘the best house (belonging) to us’. See
Periphrasis of Annexion [p.460].

ba£ 3d 9axer ramaftan ya£ni

jj_9o»wol Sawwdl [DA- 302]

. uada ?allsan Si mawSud
5

b9 l-balad
[DA- 129]

6 wa '>99f-»lna £ala ^avowal bdb

£a la yaminak [DA- 45]

7 fakro tdni sane yadi lal~bldd

>l-£arabiyye [DA-173]

Ordinal numerals [p.316] are like elatives in their function as unin-
flected subordinate nouns in construct with indefinite following terms-
talet bet ‘(the) third house’; tdlet bant ‘(the) third girl’ (hayy tdlet
bant ‘This (f.'sg.) is the third girl’).

^

Unlike elatives, however, ordinals do not stand in construct with indef-
inite plurals, and seldom do so with definite terms of any kind. Thus tdlet
l— 9byut the third (one) of the houses’ is usually ci rcumlocuted with a
phrase such as tdlet bet man l- 3byut, or t-talet man l- 3byut.

In definite (identificatory) constructs, furthermore, an ordinal is gen-
erally inflected for number/gender: tdlatt 3 l-bandt ‘the third (one) of the
girls

, talatton ‘the third (one) of them’; (or by periphrasis t—tdlte mn
3 l-banat, t-talte manhon).

The terms ^awwal ‘first’ and ?axer ‘last’ are used freely in identifica-
tory constructs, however, in the sense ‘first part of’ and ‘last part of’:

?awwal wadso ‘the first part of his sermon’; ?axr 3 s-sane ‘the last part of

the year
; man 9awwdla la—^axara ‘from (its) beginning to (its) end'. In

this sense 9awwal and ?axer function as substantives, and are not inflected

for gender.

8 l-falldti byafr?adhon. . .b-^awwal

3s~sef [AD- 59]

9 . 9added baddak 3 tliapt ?awwal

dafda? [DA- 294]

10. tdlet vodlied fiasan

11. pidwalt ?dxer lieli

12. fawwal dars dandi byabda

s-sd^a tmdne w-n9S§

13. 9added 9a9all Si ldeem liappo?

[DA- 294]
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‘She put on the best clothes she

had’ (Cf. 9afisan ?awd£iha ‘the best

of her clothes’)

‘After the last of Ramadan, that is

to say, on the first of Shawwal

‘This is the best thing (to be)

found in town’

‘Stop (for us) at the first door on

your right’

‘His idea is to come some other year

to the Arab countries'

‘The farmer harvests them early in

the summer’

‘How much do you want to put in as a

first deposit?’

‘The third one is Hassan’ [p-406]

‘I tried my utmost
’

(lit. ‘...the

last of my strength’)

‘My first lesson begins at half past

eight’ (Cf. ^awwal darsi ‘the be-

ginning of my lesson’)

‘What’s the minimum amount (lit. the

least thing) I must deposit?’

Elatives, too, may occur in this substantival function,
when followed by a definite count noun [p-366) in the sin-
gular: ?a/isan 3s—sane ‘the best (part) of the year’.

Examples of elative and ordinal constructs in context:

1. bi-hal-wa^t 9aktar 3n—nds ‘That’s when most people go there

byaSu^lha [DA-172] (lit. "At that time most of the

people come to it")

‘He became the richest of the peop

of his time’

2. sdr 9agna 9ah 3 l samano [AO- 119]
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PREPOSITIONS

The prepositional construction is a special fnexion [p.455], differing from nominal annexion
° f an '

tue of its leading term's being a preposition ratK
V by v ‘ r -

noun-type word. A PREPOSITION is a word or procl ^ t
'?
an a

that occurs mainly or always as leading term in a
1° [pl8

l

whose following term is a noun-type constituent anHfunction can be that of supplement [523] comnl™ Vr
attribute [ 500]or predicate [402] . but not subject

^
the lowing.-

m°St C0mm0n ^ imP°rtant preP°sitio- - Syrian Arabic

la- ‘to, for’

man ‘from, of, than’

b- ‘at, in, by, with’

fi ‘in, on, at’

tala ‘on, about, to, against’

tan ‘about, from’

tand ‘with, at, Fr. chez’

mat ‘with’

No attempt will be made here to deal with the various
meanings and translations of these prepositions, for which
see a dictionary.

The prepositions listed above are very common, and
examples of their use may be found on almost every page of
this book where full sentences are given. This section
will be devoted only to certain special features of their
forms and functions.

Alterations in Form

In combination with the article [p. 493]
, some of the prepositions are

slightly altered in form:

La- + 1- - lal-: lal-walad 1 ‘to the boy’

b- + l- - bal-: bal- 3ktdb ‘with the book’

fi + l- - fa 1-: fal-bet ‘in the house’

•Eala + l- — tal-: tal-maktab ‘to the office'

'These combinations with a are sometimes considered to have the helpine
ver .

vowel: m-walad, b a l- aktab, etc. This use of the helping vowel. n°
rdi|1g

is not allowed for in the rules of anaptyxis given here [p-29J.
to these rules, we would get l a l-walad, but ~bl- aktdb“, not b

s l- *

Our transcription with the large a simply implies that a in these

tions remains in all environments.
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The preposition b- is sometimes assimilated to an lni-

i m or /’ m-mahallak (or b-mahallak) ‘in your place ,

Vf.rSti (or b-farSti

)

‘in my bed’. Sometimes this prep-

osition • a Pron°^^ bi: bi-?awal ’S-Sak’r ‘on the first

°f th
H may^lso be pronounced with a short i in close phras-

fo 191 - fi-beti (or fi beti) ‘in my house’, or some-

Ses with no vowel at all: f-beti.

The a of man ‘from’ is generally lost before a vowel:

nn a l-bet ‘from the house’. 1

Especially in Lebanon, tala is sometimes shortened to

& ev^ when not in combination with the article: ta-beU

• to my house’ (for tala beti). Sometimes, on the other

hand, tala keeps its longer form even before the article.

tala t-tawle (or tat-fawle) ‘on the table .

tand is generally pronounced tand in some parts of

Greater Syria.
, r ioi

la- is commonly reduced to 1- in parts of Lebanon IP- i

•

Pronoun- Sul fixing Forms. When the ’object"2 of a preposition is a Phonal

pronoun, it is the suffixed form of the pronoun which is used LP-539J.

mato ‘with him, it’ tando ‘with him'(Fr. chez lui)

matak ‘with you(m.)’ tandak with you(m.

)

matek ’with you( f
.

)
’ tandek ‘with you( f

.

)’

mati ‘with me’ ^ndi ‘with me’

matha ‘with her, it’ tandha ‘with her

ma-hon ‘with them’ tandhon ‘with them'

matkon ‘with you(pl.)’ tandkon with you(pl.)

matna ‘with us’ Sanna 'with us’

•he a of man is probably best analyzed as a helping vowel; to be perfectly

consistent we should transcribe m an—beto , mn a l—bet, rather than man beto,
** a

l-bet. Our transcription here follows a tradition based on Arabic
SpeUing, which connects only one-letter proclitics to the following word.
lr>ce man is written as a separate word, one’s tendency is to transcribe

•Is only vowel as an integral part of the word rather than as a helping
vOwel

I

use of this traditional term for the following term in a prepositional

l^
rase does not, of course, imply that the prepositional construction is a
nc* of complementation.
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Note that the d of £and is usually elided with the s ffix -na ‘us’: Sanna (for Sandna) .

'

maSha and maShon are sometimes pronounced mahha and
mahhon, respectively. The h of -ha and -hon may also be
dropped, as is the case generally [p-541] ; maSa 'with
her’, maSon ‘with them’, Sanda ‘with her’, Sandon ‘with
them ’

.

Ihe suffixing form of fi is ft- (a regular sound change [p.27]):

/*
4 in him, it’ ftha 4 in her, it’

ftk
4 in you(m. )

’ fthon 4 in them'

ftki 4 in y°u( f •

)

’

ftkon 4 in you(pl
. )

’

fiyyi
4 in me ’ 1 ftna 4 in US *

On the quasi-verbal use of these prepositions, see p 413

The suffixing forms of man and San have a double n before a vowel

manno ‘ f rom him, it’ Sanno 1 from him, it’

mannak ‘ f rom you(m. )

’

Sannak 1

f rom you(m. )’

mannek ‘ from you( f
.

)

’

Sanne

k

‘ from you( f
.

)

’

manni ‘ from me

'

Sanni ‘ from me ’

manha * f rom her, it’ Sanha ‘ f rom her, it’

manhon ‘ from them’ Sanhon ‘ from them’

mankon ‘ from you(pl
.

)’ Sankon ‘ f rom you(pl
.

)’

manna ‘ f rom us ’ Sanna ‘ from US'

Note that Sanna ‘from us’ is pronounced the same as
Sanna ‘with us’ (see above), though the latter is some-
times also pronounced Sanna.

When the h of -ha and -hon is elided, the n is com-
monly doubled as before the other suffixes beginning with
a vowel: manna ‘from her’, mannon ‘from them’, Sanna ‘from

her’, Sannon ‘from them’; note that the ‘her’ forms are
then pronounced the same as the ‘us’ forms. In some parts
of Greater Syria, however, the h is more often elided with-
out a doubling of the n, thus: mana ‘from her’, manon
* from then’ , etc.

The suffixing form of data is Sale-, except in the first person singu

lar, where it is Saliyy- (or in some areas Salayy-)

:

Sale ‘on him, it’ Saleha, Salea ‘on her, it’

Salek 4 on you(m. )

'

Salehon, Saleon ‘on them’

Saleki ‘on y°u ( f
•

)

’

Salekon 4 on you(pl •

)’

Saliyyi
(Salayyi)

4 on me ’ Salena ‘on us
’

With loss of h in -ha and -hon: fiya or fiyya ‘in her’,

fiyon or fiyyon ‘in them’.

The preposition b- is not normally used with pronoun suffixes (but see

p.415); the stem ft- is used in its stead. Conversely, in some parts of

Greater Syria fi is not often used without pronoun suffixes, b- taking its

place most of the time. Thus b- and fi are not merely partial synonyms but

are virtually alternants of the same preposition: b- 9utti ‘in my room’ vs.

fiha ‘in it’, b-sakktn ‘with a knife’ vs. ftha ‘with it’.

In certain other areas, however, most speakers make a

distinction between non-suffixing 6- and fi, preferring fi

in the sense ‘in’: fi 9utti (or fi- 9utti or f- 9utti) ‘in

my room’, while b- is obligatory in certain other senses,

e.g. ‘by, with’: b-sakktn ‘with a knife’. In any case,

fi is optional in most of its non-suffixing contexts, being

generally replaceable with b—, while b—, on the other hand,

is by no means always replaceable with fi (e.g. b-sarSa

‘fast’, lit. "with speed").

The Preposition la- ‘to, for’ . la- has two kinds of form with pronoun suf-

fixes: a DISJUNCTIVE form, like the other prepositions, and a CONJUNCTIVE
form, which is suffixed to verbs and participles [p-482], and sometimes
also to elatives [314] and the negative ma [385],

The disjunctive suffixing form is 9 al~:

9a lo ‘to him, it' 9a lha, 9ala 4 to her, it’

9alak ‘to you(m. )’ 9alhon, 9alon 4 to them’

9 3 lek ‘ to you( f
.

)

’

9a Ikon
4 to you(pl) ’

9ali ‘to me

’

9a Ina
4 to US ’

the quasi-verbal use, usually ftni ‘I can* ("[I have it] in me to... ’).

See P-547.
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Examples of the disjunctive form in context:

1. md Candi wa?»t ?»lha ‘I don’t have time for it' gabt-allak ‘I’ve brought (for) you(m. )...’

2. sdret dayman 3mtX£a ^alo ’She started being always oberf
to him’

ODea»ent

3- huwwe paheb hamXm ’’’ali

4. ?a lak maktub 3msokar [DA- 223]

5. xalli l-qardr ?alo

6. fan- 9a£me l ta? 3m ?ali

‘He’s a close friend of mine’ ns*
. . friend to me")

‘There’s a registered letter f«-or you

’Leave the decision to him '

‘I’m having a suit made for me’

In examples 5 and 6, the disjunctive forms ^alo, ?ali
are used, for the sake of emphasis, rather than conjunctive
forms suffixed to the verbs (xallX-lo ‘leave... to him’,
£am— ?a£ma 1— l i ‘I am making. .. for myself*).

On the quasi- verbal use of these forms, see p.413.

There is a limited use of certain other disjunctive
forms, notably le-, used sometimes as in $ta? 3 t lek ‘I’ve
missed you’ (instead of the conjunctive Sta^t-allak). Note
also: ?awwal sadt? Una fi bayrCt [SAL-59] ‘our first
friend in Beirut’ (for ?alna). (Cf. Classical forms with
? ita and li-.)

hatt-a'lli ‘Put(m. )... for me’

-all- is also used optionally (instead of -1-) after

the subject-affix -t [p. 193] even when the -t is preceded

by a vowel: hattet-aUak ‘I put... for you(m. )•' (or

hattet-lak).

2 )
-al- is used after two consonants and before a consonant:

Sabt-alkon ‘I’ve brought (for) you(pl.)...’

hatt-alna ‘Put . . . for us’

3 )
-l- is used otherwise:

bSab-lak ‘I’ll bring. ..( for) you(m.)’

STbt-lna ‘bring( f .)...( for)us’

After a single consonant and before a consonant, however,

the helping vowel 3 must come before —l—, by the rule of

anaptyxis [p- 29 ] :

bSab- 3 Ikon ‘I’ll bring. ..( for) you(pl.)’

zdb- 3 lna ‘He brought ...( to) us’

After l, the helping vowel is generally not used:

The
sounds:

conjunctive forms vary, depending on the preceding and following

-To, -alio ‘to him, it’ -lha, -la. -alha, -alia ‘to her, it’

-lak. -allak ‘to you(m. )’ -Ihon, -Ion, -alhon, -alien ‘to them’

- lek. -allek ‘to you( f
.

)

’

-Ikon, -a Ikon •to you(pl- )’

-li. -alii ‘to me’ -Ina, -a Ina ‘to us’

-l- is sometimes assimilated to the n of -na ‘us’
Sab- 3nna (for Sab- 3 lna) ‘he brought... to us’.

?al-lna ‘tell(ra. ) (to) us’

bya£mal-lkon ‘he’ll make. .. for you(pl.)’

The two I’s, furthermore, are generally reduced in

pronunciation to one: ?al-na, byafma'l-kon. See pp. 23, 24.

On accentuation, see pp. 18-19.
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Reduction of Preconsonantal Stem Vowel before -I-. When an -l
added to a word ending in a long vowel + a single consonant, the

8

]

1^** **
vowel is generally shortened; a commonly becomes a, and i, 'e u

l °ne
almost always become a [p. 23 ] :

' ^d 5

sar + -lak - sar- lak ‘it has been for you.

9 dl + -Li - 9al-li ‘he said to me. .

.

’

£mel + —lo - £ma l-lo ‘do for him. .
.

’

srof + -lak - sraf-lak ‘spend for yourself..

?ul + -Ion - 9al—lon ‘ say to them. .

.

’

Sib + -Ina - Sab- 3 Ina ‘bring
( for) us. . .

’

masmuh + -H - masmah^li ‘allowed (to) me’

Note also the optional loss of u in the fern, 9uli + _j_
+ pn. sfx. :

9 li-lo *tell(f.) (to) him’ (or 9uli-lo).

Examples of -l- suffixes:

1. smahu-lna mnasta9zen

2. 9addeS b a £; t— lak hon?

3. ba£d 3d-dah 3r bSab—

3

Ikon ydhon

4. nSdl}.a 9al- lkon Sakran u-fcass

5. b 9a l- Ion 3nsit

6. lanma yarSaS lah-ikal-lo maSdl
9awsa£

7.

gar- la tdrke 9anerka tlatt
iyydm [DA- 198]

8. 9alat-lo banto xadni ma£ak

9. lammg£-li $-pabbdt nnih [DA- 180]

10.

bdawwar-lak w- 3 bradd-allok xabar
bakra s-sab 3 h [DA- 290]

*Excuse(pl.) us, we must go’ (lit.
"Allow (to) us, we ask permission")

‘How much longer do you have here?’
(lit. "How much is left to you here?")

‘This afternoon I’ll bring them for

you(pl
.

)’

‘I suppose he said to you(pl.)
"thanks" and that was all?’

‘I’ll tell them I forgot’

‘When he returns there’s going to be

broader scope for him’ (lah-ikdn +

-lo - lajy-ikal-lo)

‘She left the States three days ago

(lit. "It’s been for her having Left

America three days")

‘His daughter said to him, "Take me

wi th you

’

‘Shine the shoes for me well’

‘I’ll look around (for you) and l et

you know tomorrow morning’ (l* 1-'

"and send back news to you. . • )

THE -l- SUFFIXES 483

wen
batfisbbu wa"af- 3 Ikon?

11
' [DA- 45]

hulli batridi bSab-lek yd
12

[AD- U5]

yon bo£ 3d yon bi{ad^ 3 lna nafs
13-

»i_? a ssa

j4
?ano. maSta 9 t- a Ikon

15 /ityye modyant-allo b-kall Si

‘Where would you(pl.) like me to

wait for you?’

•I’ll bring (to) you (f.) what you

want ’

‘Day after day he repeats the same

story to us’

*I’ve(f.) missed you(pl.)’ (‘I’ve

been yearning for you’)

‘She’s indebted to him for everything’

He "Ethical Dative" and Redundant -l- Suffixes. Almost all constructions

involving pronouns are also applicable to nouns (since pronouns are, by

definition, noun "substitutes" [p.535]). Thus Sab- 3 lhon 3 hdiyye ‘He brought

(to) them a present’ is a substitute for sentences such as Sab Lai- wlad

3hdiyye ‘He brought (to) the children a present’.

In Syrian Arabic, however, there are certain very common uses ot con-

junctive -l- phrases which apply to pronouns only; there are no correspond-

ing uses of La- with nouns. For instance:

16.

bzann-allak hek baddo yofmel

[DA- 7 5]

‘I think that’s what he wants to do’

The suffix -allak is functionally a sentence supplement

[p.526], though in form it seems to be a supplement or com-

plement to the verb bzann. Therefore it does not mean I

think for you... ", but merely betokens an assumed relevance

or interest of the statement to the person addressed; or as

a stylistic feature it may be used simply to give a more

intimate or personal tone to a discourse - emphasizing the

conversational relationship between speaker and person

spoken to. Further examples;

17. xdyaf—lak hal— 9axtisarat md

tanfahen

18. Sdyaf-lak 3s-siydse l- 3m£dsra

bathayyer 3ktir

19. bta£raf-li Si bant 3 bta 9£od

sdn£a? [DA- 80]

‘I’m afraid these abbreviations are

incomprehensible

’

‘I find contemporary politics very

confusing’

•Do you know any girl who would work

as a maid?’

Note also example 10, above. The -L- phrase is an

"ethical dative" in bdawwar-lak, but a complement in

bradd-a L lak.
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Similarly, conjunctive -l- phrases are often used win,a pronoun that is redundant upon the subject-affix of thverb (or in the second-person with an imperative verbV
verb and the pronoun have the same referent:

20. l-marra l-madye smaft-alli kamm
wahde heke

‘The last time, I heard a ,

that’
Q a few like

21. baddna nahki-lna ST sire tawTle 'We must have a good long talk-

22. Saddi kan fando fade yaxad^lo
iafwe bafd 3 l-^ada

23. tiadu-lkon ST nas$ safa tanye

24.

dsakkar—lak ST waked ?ante

•My grandfather had the habit oftaking a nap after lunch’

‘Stay (pi.) another half hour”
(lit. "sit. . .

")

‘ You think of one’

25. baddi ^a^ra-li Swayye

26. ma laha-yfaS- lo ?aktar man
xam3 st iyyam

‘I want to do a little reading'

‘He won’t live more than five days’

Another use of redundant pronouns with -l- is in antic-
ipation of a pronoun suffixed to the verb’s complement:

27.

ta£a%t—d l La bab sayyarata
L-warrdni

‘I dented (for her) the rear door of
her car *

28.

raSSet— a l lo Swayye t mayy £ala
waSSo

‘I sprinkled a little water on his
face ’

29. 3s—sakkar 3 ktTr bisawwas-lak ‘Eating sugar too much will decay
snana* ~ your teeth’

30. makatibo dayman bat?ammat-li
?albi

‘His letters always depress me’

(lit. "...oppress my heart")

31. hat-tatawwor xayyab~ 3 lna ?dmdlna ‘This development has dashed our

hopes’

FREE PREPOSITIONS 485

prepositions

r
ere are several locative prepositions which can be used predicat ively

'object '. 1

fo? ‘above, over, upstairs

taht ‘below, under, downstairs’

Suwwa ‘inside’ (annexing form Suwwat)

barra ‘outside’ (annexing form barrdt)

?addam ‘in front(of)’

wara ‘behind, in back

Examples without objects:

j hanne barra baS-Snene

2 .
l-hafle 1-musTqiyye batsTr Suwwa

3 . ft makdttb ?alak tah 3 t fand

3 s-s airman

4. mfn hdda yalii tah3 t?

5. samira /o 5> ma£ ?amma

6. ?o<?a s—sayyara yalU wara

!

7 . (arabdt 3r-rakkdb ?adddm

waS-Sah3n wara

‘They’re outside in the garden’

‘The concert will be indoors’

‘There are some letters for you

downstairs at the grocer’s’

‘Who’s that down there?’

‘Samira is upstairs with her mother’

‘Look out for the car behind!

’

‘Passenger cars are forward and

freight (cars) to the rear’

Examples with noun objects:

1. byaskon barrdt 3 l—balad

2. Suwwdt 3d—dar cando SaS u—dik

[AD-63]

3- fT malSa taht 3 l-°ard

A- 9udti /o? 3 l-rnatbax

‘He lives outside the city’

‘Inside the house he has chickens

and a rooster’

‘There’s a shelter under the ground’

‘My room is over the kitchen

^ cannot be analyzed as "adverbs" or the like since they

ca" stand alone as predicate, as well as in various supplemental com

Plemental capacities. Adverbs are by definition non -predicat ive LP- J-

‘Predicative use’, of course, includes use in constructions depxed

\lSS} predication, viz. attribution [493] and predicative complementation
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5. natt wara nr-nol u—$dr ihayyek
?aivan [AO- 96]

6 . xallina naStameS 7adddm 3 l-bosta

[Ch
- 18]

'He jumped behind the loom and bto weave quickly’ U-
byamro? nan ?adddm bdbna

[DA- 104]

‘The bus goes by in front of our

door

'

‘Let’s meet in front of the post
office’

Note also ex. 3, above: man fo

?

‘over’ (not ‘from on top of’).

Prepositional Combinations with la- and man

la- ‘to’ and nan ‘from’ may precede any of the free prepositions as n
as Sand ‘at, with’, to convert a locative phrase into a TRANSLOCATIVE phra*

1. Sazdmon la-Sando Sal-SaSa

2. badSTb-li hal- 3grdd man Sand
3 l-lahhdm?

3. $dr. . .yarmThon man fo? 3 l-(iet

lo-barra [AO- 104]

4. ?arreb hat-tarabeza la^?adddm
Samnt ak

5. ?ana Sdye man barrat 3 l-balad

6 . hawel tal?ata man taht

7. rSdS Swayye la-wara

‘He invited them to his house for
dinner

’

‘Would you bring me those things from
the butcher’s?’ (lit. "...from at the
butcher ")

‘He started throwing them out over
the wall

’

‘Move that table over in front of

your aunt ’

‘I’m coming from out of town’

‘Try to get at it from underneath’

‘Back up a little’

baS3d ‘after’ and ?ab 3
l ‘before’ may be preceded by man ‘since’, and

may also be preceded by la- ‘until’:

• 2
l-?asSdr galyet man boSd

3i-Safdf

trok ha l-mas ?ale la^baSd 3 1—Sid

‘Prices have gone up since the

drought

’

‘Leave that matter till after the

holiday ’

14 man ?abl 3Swdzo kdn yaskar ‘Before his marriage he used to get

drunk’ (Here man does not mean ‘from’

or ‘since’ a certain time, but rather

‘during’ a certain length of time:

cf. the spacial sense ‘through’, ‘by’.)

baS3d and ?ab 3 l are also used adverbially with no "ob-

ject", with or without a preceding man (or la—): md kant

?a$ta'iel Sand hada man ?ab 3 l [DA-81] ‘I’ve never worked for

anyone before’, halli byaxlos ?ab 3 l byastanna t—tani Sand

3 l-bab [DA- 244] 'Whoever finishes first will wait for the

other at the door’.

baS3d and ?ab 3 l are not to be considered "free prep-

ositions", however, since they are not normally used pre-

dicatively without an object.

man (but not la—) is also used before Sala ‘on’:

8 . Sib 3 p-pa/i 3 n man Sala t-tdwle

9. na??T-li man Sal-waSS St ktloyen
banadora [DA- 106]

‘Get the dish from off the table'

‘Pick out about two kilos of toma-

toes from on top for me’

fo?, taht, wara, ?adddm, baS 3d and ?ab 3
l may all either take pronoun

suffixes directly, or else they may be followed by man with suffixes: boSdi

or baS 3d manni ‘after me’, fo?o or fo? manno ‘above it’. Commonly, however,

the m of man is doubled (or in some areas, preceded by l): boSd 3mmanni

(or baSd 3 lmanni) ‘after me', fo? 3mmanno (or fo? 3 lmanno) above it

15. huwwe byaSi doro ?abl 3mmanni ‘His turn comes before mine’

Sala serves both in the locative sense ‘on’ and in the
translocative senses ‘onto’ and ‘to’: hatto Saf-towle ‘Put

it on the table’ rah Sal—bet ‘He went to the house’.
In other cases as well, la- is often omitted in trans-

locative phrases when the preposition has an object: tlaSt

barrat 3 l-balad ‘I went out of town', but not when there is

no object: flaSt lo-barra ‘I went outside’.

It should be noted that man in translocative phrases
means not only ‘from’, but also ‘through’, ‘over’, ‘by’:

10. tlaSt barrat l— 3mdme man bab ‘I came out of the Old City
tuma lal—?assdS [AO-67] Bab Touma to Qassaa. ’

16 . kant mdSi wara mmanno ‘I was walking behind him’

17.

18.

hanne saknin taht 3mmanna

’»-?am3 t ?ante ?alt-alla ?adddm
3mmanni Sandi rafa?dti

‘They live below us’ (i.e. downstairs)

‘...and you told her, in front of me,

that you had your companions with you’

[p.450, bottom]
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tCh
- 18]

Other Special Prepositions

ka— ‘as*

and does not
forms phrases which are limited to supplemental use

[Dtake pronoun suffixes:

1 . kan margub dktTr ka—mhdder huvme

2. bahsen ?arSad ka-?astdz

3. ka-wahed ?amerkani byahki Farabi
mnth

‘He was much in

‘I could go back

‘For an American
well’

demand as a lecturer ‘

as a teacher*

. he speaks Arabic

On ka?anno ‘as if’ see p.491.

Certain other prepositions are also not used with pro-
noun suffixes: hasab ‘according to’, ?dted ‘across’, badal
and dawad ‘instead of’ (but badal and dawad, same meaning,
can take suffixes), ?arb and ?artb ‘near’ (but b-?arbo 'near
it’, ?artb manno ‘near it’).

ben ‘between, among’ has a form bendt, used with plural suffixes, (and
sometimes also with nouns) in the sense ‘among’ (or ‘between’ if the plural
refers to two only): bendton ‘among them’ or ‘between (the two of) them’.
In coordinations, ‘between. .. and. ..’

, the preposition never takes the -at
form - and must be repeated if one or both of the following terms is a pro-
noun suffix, since the suffixes themselves cannot be coordinated: beni
w-benak ‘between you and me'.

1 . Su l-far 3 ? ben 3 t-tnen?
[DA- 293]

2 . kanet 3 l-bant ben 3 l—harrds,
labse badle daskariyye [AO- 115]

3. hams u-harna wa?dtn ben 3S-Sam
u^halab

4. min (Tali bendton

?

5. dtamadna daleha benatna

6 . fadduha bendt bad3dkon

7. dawwart ben (or bendt) l- 3byut
kallon

8 . ?aSa saldha bent w-ben marti

9. benna w-benkon md ft far 3 ?

10 . benon u-ben dammdlon ft ?axtildf

‘What’s the difference between the

two? ’

‘Tlie girl was among the guards,

dressed in a military uniform’

‘Homs and Hama lie between Damascus

and Aleppo’

‘Which of them is Ali?’ ("Who is

A1 i among them? ")

‘We decided (on) it among ourselves

‘Settle it among yourselves’

‘I went around among all the houses

‘He came and patched things up betwee

me and my wife’

‘Between you and us there's no

di f f erence’

‘There's a disagreement between th

and their workers’

taba£ ‘of, belonging to’ forms phrases which function as predicate

fhns-stilo taba£ fartd ‘This pen belongs to Fareed’) or attribute (wen

i stilo tabae fartd? ‘Where is Fareed’s pen?’); but unlike ordinary

repositions is does not form adverbial phrases [p.523]. Examples:

j
hayy tabadna

2
l-hddes sdr £and 3 s-suke tabadna

3 tabad mtn hal- 3ktdb?

4 hal-borgi tabad Sit?

5 .
l-mtis tabadak hadd?

6 . wen 3 l-ballora tabad 3 l-kdz?

7 .
kal- 3grdd tabadhon (nr tabahhon)

8 . hayy battariyye tabad btl

‘This is ours’

‘The accident happened on our corner’

‘Whose is this book?’

‘Where does this screw belong?’

‘Is your razor (or jacknife) sharp?’

‘Where’s the chimney for the lamp?’

‘These things are theirs'

'This is a flashlight battery’

Some speakers rarely use tabad with an indefinite fol-

lowing term (as in ex. 8 ), preferring in such cases an an-

nexion phrase (battdriyyet btl) or a la- phrase ( battdriyye

la-btl). Note the definitized following term in expressions,

like wara?a tabad 3 l-xans miyye ‘a five hundred [pound] note’.

In agreement with a plural, the forms tabadat and tabadul are sometimes

used 1
:

9. xod l— 9grad taba£dtak man hon ‘Get your things out of here’

10 . tabadul min hal-kat d b? ‘Whose books are these?’

11 . hal-bardgi tabadat ?e$? ‘What are these

‘Where do these

screws for?’ (or

screws go?’)

12 . bfaddel habbel 3 l-X9<lar taba^dti ‘I prefer to steam my vegetables’

13. tabag min has-suuoar? — tabaguli 'Whose pictures are these? — Mine

14. hal-?arddi taba£dt £ammi ‘Thi s land (lit. 'these lands’)

belongs to my uncle

*The existence of these plural forms is a measure of the noun-like (and

un-preposition-like) character of the word tabad Regardless how it is

classified, tabad is grammatical ly unique; as a noun, it would be excep-

tional in that it must always stand in construct. There are, of course,

many prepositions which are etymologically — and sometimes functionally —

nouns, e.g. mat 3 l ‘like’ (or ‘the like of’), Samb ‘beside’ (or ‘side’), etc.

As for the plural form tabadul, the final l is presumably a variation

from n (cf. Pal. tabdun), perhaps reinterpreted as a quasi-verbal form

with an -l- suffix [p. 480] : tabadu-lo ‘belonging (pi-) to him’ (cf. Clas-

sical tabid lahu)

.
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tCh.

In various parts of Greater Syria, certain other w Hare used in the same way as tabaS. In parts of Leban
^

Palestine, the form 6 tot' is used, generally with fuii°
n

ri

and

tival inflection: fem. btdSet..., btdSti ‘mine’, etc *
,

C '

itut_or btdSun; in Palestine the plural form of tab of i

Pl '

tabSun (rather than tabaSul). In Damascus the word STt*'
common: l-motor Sit 3 s-sayydra xarbdn ‘The engine of th**car is out oforder’; the plural of Sit is Sydt: la tdxodhal- 3irdd, Syati hadol ‘Don’t take these things, they’re
mine’. The Palestinian form of this word is Set, pl . Sayyut

In the periphrasis of annexion [p. 460] , an attributive
taba£ phrase is commonly preferred to annexion when the
leading term is a recent loan word, or a substantive ending
in a vowel (not counting the -e/-a suffix): r-rddyo tabaSi
‘my radio’ (rather than radyoyi), l-?abartmdn l- 3Sdtd
tabaSna ‘our new apartment’ (rather than ?abartmdnna l- 3Sdtd)
The tabaS construction is also common in expressing a looser
sort of relationship than what is implied by annexion, e.g
s-suke tab aSna ‘our corner’ (ex. 2, above) rather than
sukatna, which would sound more like a matter of ownership
or some sort of intimate association.

Prepositional Clauses and Annexion Clauses

A number of prepositions and nouns may be followed by a clause as well
as by a nominal phrase. In most such cases, the clause is introduced by
the particle ma: 9ab 3

l ma ndkol ‘before we eat’ (cf. 9abl 3 l-?ak 3
l ‘before

eating ), b—matrah ma bikun ‘Wherever it is’ (cf. b—matraho ‘in its place,
where it belongs’). For example:

baS 3d ma ‘after

’

ma 93 t ma, sdSet ma, ‘at the time(hour,

mat 3
l ma

yom ma, sant ma. day, year, minute)
‘ as

’

da 9 i9et ma that...’, ‘when’

bala ma, bidun ma ‘without ’ 9add ma ‘as much as’

badal ma, baddl ma ‘instead of’ bem ma, la^ben ma ‘while’

Note also:

- : xallsi mamma huwwe fx
1

fV’ilbNt

[AO- 119]

‘Get up (f.) and release him from

what he is in’ (i.e. from the spell

he is under)

Similarly, with a noun (substantive):

daxlet man matrah ma 9aSet mn

»l-het [AO- 117]

‘She went back through the wall the

same way she had come’ (lit. She

entered through the place she had

With elatives:

5. hayy man ?ahsan ma ykun ‘This is (of) the best there is’

With kali ‘every’ [p- 339] :

6. kail ma manhabb natlaS lo-barro. ‘Every time we want to go outside,

btanzel matar it rains

A few nouns and prepositions may be followed by a clause introduced by

l3nno (which more usually introduces complement al clauses [p.449]):

la-daraSet 9anno ‘to such an extent that...’ (also complemental : lo-daraSe

hnno...); maS 9anno ‘although’ (one of the meanings of moS is ‘despite’).

Some examples of prepositions with an 9'anno clause are given on

Note also k^anno ‘as if’, l^anno (or la- 9anno or li- 9anno) ‘because’:

la- ‘for’ + ?anno ‘that...’ [see p.543]:

7. bisawwer 3 1—mar^ci ka^znno nahhcit

8. via 9a$a la? 3nno kan dd£if

9. s-sa^dan md radi yat^allam ma£
9anno m£allno sdr yad3rbo [AO-96]

10. kdnet mat 9assra la-daraSet ?anno

ma 9adret tahki

‘He describes women as if he were

a sculptor’

‘He didn’t come, because he was sick’

‘The monkey wouldn’t learn even

though his master began beating him’

’She was so deeply affected that she

couldn’t speak’

Most phrases composed of a noun or preposition plus ma
plus a clause function as adverbial supplements. For examples
of their use, see p. 528; also p.357

Note, however, the expression mamma ‘than’ (man + ma),
which is used mostly in complementation to an elative [p. 314]:

1. hiyye 9ahla b- 3ktir mamma kan 3 t

mantaser

2 . Id t£a"ed 3 l- 9umur 9aktar mamma
hiyye m£a"ade halla 9

‘She is much prettier than I

expected’

'Don’t make things more compl* ca*

than they already are’

The particles la- and manSdn ‘for, to, in order that’ are used both as

positions and as conjunctions, i.e. their following term may be either a

PPminal phrase or a clause (without any particle such as ma)^ rahu £al-bet

z-yaklu or . . . manSdn ydklu ‘they went home to eat’: cf. rdhu Sal-bet
lal-9ak»l or ... manSdn 3 l-?ak 3 l ‘...for(the) food’.

Certain nouns may also stand in construct with a clause

without benefit of a subordinating conjunction. See ex. 6,

p. 386 (mas 9alet. . . ‘a question of. .
.

’).
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CHAPTER 19: ATTRIBUTION

.-t-tuTHUTE
1 (arv-naet) is a subordinated predicate [p.380] or comment

An AIr term it is attributive to (a UwanFut) corresponds to the sub-

4291
c Ihat predicate, or the topic of that comment. The attribute follows

led ° f

t is attributive to, and generally agrees with it in definiteness

Jhe
term it is

, . >

(»s *e g S in number/gender, when applicable):

Attribution
( Indef inite)

predication

or_Extra£OsTti2H

.. l i r»-p ...... .TTKlcLl'TlS

l

^rhe"city is' large' ‘a large city’
k b ire

.

Attribution
(Definite)

. l-madtne l- 9 kb ire

‘the large city’

la^ahon ?abi. ••••••

‘A boy found them

l^adine ma Saftha madine ma Saftha ....

•The city, I haven’t ‘a city I haven t

seen (it)’ seen

sabi la^ahon ?-?abi yalii la?dhon
'

‘a boy who found them’ ‘the boy who found them

.
l-madine yalli vui Saftjia

‘the city I haven’t

seen ’

Note the resumptive pronoun (-ha) in the last example,

which is characteristic of attribution phrases derived from

extraposition, just as it is of the underlying extraposi-

tional clause itself [p-430].

Tht Article Prefix (?adat t-tatrif). Adjectives and certain other attri-

butes are usually definitized with the article prefix, ba“*
1-: l-hxma l-bdred ‘the cold air’, l- 9h?dn 9 l-^adham the black horse

The article is totally assimilated, however, to dental and front pa a

consonants (al-huruf S-Samsiyya) : t , d, s , z, h * ' ' *

Examples of the assimilated article, in noun-ad, ective attribution phrases.

Maff 9 t-tdlet ‘the third row’ l-lhdf 92-2anil ‘the pretty quilt’

Mo>aba s-snike ’the thick soup’ t-tdleb 9z-zaki ‘the bright student’

’•-rasm »i-<ia 5>r? ‘the fine drawing’ z-zdbet 9^ahuk ‘the jolly officer’

s-samne n-nabdtiyye ‘the vegetable shortening

The article is not invariably assimilated to 5; one may

sometimes hear, f or inst ance, l-^eF l- 92di

d

‘the new mos-

que’ instead of 5—SdmeF 92-2did.

S* term ‘attribute’ is sometimes used in a broader sense in American

lr>gui sties to denote subordinate terms in general. In French on the
“the r hand, ‘attribut’ generally means ‘predicate’, while epithete means

®ttribute’ in our sense.
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to,.

19]

The Clause Definitizer. The particle halli or yalli (or yalli Qr 3 ,..
rather than the article prefix - is used to definitize an attribut' ^ ~

ment or verbal predicate, while in the case of non-verbal predicates
6 COm '

bution to a definite term may or may not involve halli (etc.), depe j
attr *

other considerations. (See p.500.)
pendln

g on

A term is DEFINITE if (1) it is introduced by the article l- or th
demonstrative prefix hal- [p.556] or by halli (etc.); or (2) if it i s

6

pronoun or a proper name; or (3) if it is in construct [p.456] with a H
inite term. Otherwise it is INDEFINITE. Thus l-bant 'the girl’, hal-b* t
‘this girl’, hadi ‘this(f.)’, hiyye ‘she’, maryam ‘Mary’, bant ^t-taier"
‘the merchant’s daughter’, banto 'his daughter’ are definite; while bant
wdhde bant, Si bant (all translated 'a girl’), ban 3 t tdSer ‘a merchant's*
daughter’, 9akbar bant ‘the oldest daughter’ are all indefinite, regardless
whether or not they refer to a definite person.

Thus in fi wahde bant baddo yatSawwazha ‘There’s a cer-
tain girl he wants to marry’, the attributive comment baddo
yatSawwazha ‘he wants to marry her’ is not introduced by
halli even though wahde bant would presumably have a quite
definite reference; similarly, in hayy 9ahla bant Saftha
'That’s the prettiest girl I’ve seen’, the attributive com-
ment Saftha is likewise indefinite.

Like the article prefix, the particle halli (etc.) is not limited to
use in attributes; it is also used to convert any sort of predication into

a definite noun phrase which may function as subject, predicate, complement,

or annex. Examples of non-attributive Aolli-phrases:

1. halli bta£ti bikun 3mnth ‘Whatever you give will be fine’

[DA- 100]

2. tfadflal la—hatta 9arSik halli ‘Come, let me show you what I have*

£andi [AO- 79]

3. btaZref halli darabak? [AO-115] 'Do you know the one who hit you?

4. bydkol 9dt le yalli byastahzel ‘He who makes fun of what his father

kaldm ?abu says will get a beating!' (Pred. -

Subj . inversion [p.419])

5. hakar-lha kail halli 9dr ma£o 'He told her all that had happened

[AO-115] to him’

6. ba^d 3 lli 9 alo karhu n-nas ‘After what he said, people hated h 1®

7. hdda yalli kan Idzanni b—£eno ‘This is what I needed exactly

8. yalli ba£3rfo, 9anno rtafad ‘All I know is that his request was

talabo denied’ (or ‘As far as I know. • •
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As shown in the examples above, non- attributive halli

(etc.) can generally be translated into English as what
,

‘whatever’, ‘who’, ‘whoever’, ‘he who’, ‘that which’, etc.

In its attributive use, the particle may often be trans-

lated as ‘who’, ‘which’, or ‘that’, but it should be kept

in mind that halli does not really correspond to these Eng-

lish words (relative pronouns); its presence or absence is

a matter of definiteness, while the use or non -use of the

relative pronouns has nothing to do with definiteness: bant

3bta£ref tatbox ‘a girl who knows how to cook’; r-rSdl halli

Safton ‘the men I saw'. (But see ex. 21 and 22, p.499)

Definite Attributive Clauses (a$-sil a)

Examples, attributive verbal predicates:

1 labl 3 Swayye sma£t 3 l-naddfed ‘A little while ago I heard the

halli baddall Sala nihdyt cannon(s) which signal the end of

3
?
-?ald [DA- 298] the prayer’

2 l-£a9dye kanet tabat wdhed mn ‘The stick belonged to one of the

3 l-naldyke halli 9aSu la^fand angels who came to Abraham’

3 brdhim [AD-99]

3 badddri wldd 9axuha yalli ‘She looks after the children of her

by aSta'iel eand 3S-5arrdh [AO-44] brother who works for the surgeon

4. la9u syuf 3 t-tndnin raSSdl halli ‘They found the swords of the eighty

haSamu falehon [AO- 113] men who had attacked them’

5. b 9arSXk kaman masdfer mn ‘I’ll also show you some samples

3t-talabiyye halli 9aSatni from the consignment that came

mb dreh [AO-79] ( to me) yesterday’

6. ktf hal- 9am9 on 3z-?iir halli ‘How did that little flagon that

md byasae 9alla
'

9asba£tak wastak wouldn't hold any more than your

kallak? [AO- 116] finger hold the whole of you?’

Attributive quasi-verbal predicate [p.412]:

7. r-raSSdl 9axod xanSaro w- 9ata£ ‘the man took his dagger and cut off

ras 3 l- 9att halli Cando [AO-112] the head of the cat he had’

8. b-hal-9ata£ yalli matrak via fik ‘With those pieces you have you can’t

tnawwat-li Sdhi checkmate me

Attributive non-verbal predicates [p. 402]

:

9. stahlakna kail 3
9- 9dbun halli

ba l-bet

‘We’ve used up all the soap (that

was) in the house’
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10 . raha- 9astanndk bal- 9ahwe halli
£a la Sanab 3 1-marSe [DA- 197]

11 . ktob 9asmak bal-£amud yalli

gal-yamin

12 . s-sayyara yalli 9addami wa"afet
gala iafle

13. £am^ 9aStage l £awdd ?axi halli
maritj.

14. Su l- 3grdd halli lazamtak?
[DA- 128]

15- Suf hdda halli Say, hada 9abu

£afif [DA- 134]

[Ov
l9]

C° ffe^se

‘ght-hand

‘I’ll wait for you in the coff ,

(that’s) on the Marje'’ ,feehou,e

‘Write your name in the rieht u
column’

lent -hand

‘The car (that was) in front of
stopped suddenly’

‘I’m working in place of my brother
who is sick

‘What things do you need?’ (lit
"What are the things that are neces-
sary to you?")

‘See that man coming? That’s Abu
Af i f ’ (lit. "Look at that who is
coming, . . . ")

Non-verbal attributes to a definite term are not by any
means always introduced by the clause definitizer. Compare
ex. 12 with s-sayyara 9addami ‘the car in front of me’, ex.

13 with 9axi l-martd ‘my sick brother’, ex. 14 with l- 3grdd
3 l-ldsme ‘the necessary things’, ex. 15 with S-Sahr 3S-Sdye
‘the coming month’. See p. 500.

Examples of definite attributive comments (i.e. attributive clauses with

their own subjects or with subject-referents different from the terms they

are attributive to):

16. hayy 3 l-bant yalli 9alt- 3 llak

£anha [DA- 99]

17. rakdet u-gdna 9 et 3 l-malek halli
gannto sdhabha [AD- 119]

18. talab 3 l-malek mn 3s-sayydd
9anno ydallo £al-matrah halli
gamma-ystd f T s-samak [AD-117]

19. s-sadt 9 yalli £ateto ydha kdn
mahtaS-la kttr

20 . wen 3t-tnen halli rah3 t mogon
gal-madrase?

21. 9addeS ha" 3s-sayyara Hi
baddak taStrTha? [EA- 180]

22 . lazem baddel hat-ta 9 str halli
9assarto fxk [AD- 108]

‘This is the girl I told you about’

‘She ran and embraced the king, whom

she thought [to be] her lover’

‘The king asked the fisherman to di-

rect him to the place where he was

catching the fish’ (lit. . . the

place he was catching in it the tis

‘The friend I gave it to needed it

badly’

‘Where are the two you went to schoo

with?’

‘What’s the price of the car y00

want to buy?’

1 rt
*1 must make up for this negie

which I have treated you’
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l~
3mdine halli sawetihon ‘The townspeople that you(f.) turned

23 - k kali yom byadgu galayyi into fish curse me every day, and
S

^Mda sabab dagafi [AD- 119] that is the cause of my illness’

l l^tatrok 3n-nds halli 9d£de ‘She’s going to leave the people she’s

24-
gandhon [DA-98] staying with’

k nt matsatteh tala hat-taxt ‘I was lying on this bed that I’m in

25
' hall i

9ana ft halla 9 [AO-118] now’

bvad3rsu l-wuqud yalli ‘They study the fuel used for rockets,

fjyasta£
3mlu la?-sawarix and things like that’

u^hal-masd^el

Sometimes, as in ex. 26, the resumptive pronoun [p.430]

after a verb is ommitted; i.e. l-wuqud yalli byasta£ 3mlu

‘the fuel they use’ rather than ...yalli byasta£ 3mlu the

fuel they use (it)". This construction is of course more

like an English relative clause than the more common one is.

27 . ld?i l- 9a£ddd yalli hiyye ‘Find the numbers that are multiples

9a4£df 3 l-xamse °f five

28 hal-katob 3ntaSaru fal-qdhira ‘These books were published in Cairo,

lli hiyye l- 9dn 3 l-narkaz which is now the cultural center of

3 l- 9adabi lal-£dlam 3 l-£arabi the Arab world’

Exanples 27 and 28 show attributive comments with re-

sumptive subject pronouns [p.434]. This construction is

usual in the case of nominal predicates, especially definite

predicates. (Cf. P-405.) Thus, ‘I want to introduce you

to my friend, who is the mayor’: baddi £arrfak £ala ?ahbi

yalli huwwe ra^is 9 l-baladiyye .

Indefinite Attributive Clauses ( as-sifa)

In attribution to an indefinite term, a predicate or comment is usually

Paratactic; i.e. there is usually no particle like yalli, etc. to mark its

subordination, and it is indistinguishable from an independent sentence ex-

c«Pt for its inclusion in, or prosodic unity with, the superordinate clause.

Examples (attributive clause underscored):

1- /i gandi sadi9 9amerkdni 9aSa ‘I have an American friend who has,

Sdid gal- 3 b lad [DA- 289] just recently come to this country

2- rahna lar-£and falldh byaskon 'We went to see a farmer who lives

b-de£q ?ar -h* mn 3 l-madine in a village near the city

[AO- 59 ]

3. 6a£3d bakra ft bet 3mnth baddo

y*fda [DA- 244]

‘The day after tomorrow there’s a

good house that’s going to be vacated’
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4. md fx S x tjfayyar

5. mnadref bal-madxne dele mnxha
dandha bant halwe baddon
iSawwzuha [AD- 55]

'Nothing
is not a

'We know
who have
to marry

has changed’ (li t
thing that has changed*)

6

a good family in the
a

f

pretty daughter they ^

16-
luval kail Sx mamken tasawwu.ro

l-lele t-tdnye Sdf ?a? 3r ?aswod
7

' babo maftuh [AD- 117]
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‘He tried everything imaginable'

("everything whose imagining is

possible")

‘The next night he saw a black castle

whose door was open’

6. fx 9alx ^ab 3n damn tdSer
hnxk [DA- 245]

7. kan fx sayyad ^axtydr xx-fa ? xr
3ktxr, dando mgrg w-tlatt 3wlad
[AO- 115]

8. ?ali hkdye daSxbe ktxr, batkun
dabra la^halli baddo yadtaber
[AO- 118]

9. hayy Sagle baddi qarrara bad 3d
Sahren tldte

‘I have a cousin who’s in business
there’ (lit. "...a cousin [he is] a
merchant there")

‘There was a poor old fisherman who
had a wife and three children'

‘I have a very strange story, that

will be a lesson for him who will

take heed’

‘That’s something I’ll decide in two

or three months’

— $£ (andak damdndt 3 t 9addamha
1

Lal-bank liqd? hal-mablag?

15^-296]“

19
byatdaSSu l-masa daSa ^aktar

3 l-?aw?dt huwwe mn 3 l-bd?i dan

• l-gada mn 3 l—?ak 3
l [PAT- 197]

20. md byastdhel mara razxle mat 3 l

marto halli kail ydm btodtx

Sardb batbannSo fx [AD- 118]

’What collateral do you have to offer

the bank against this amount?’

‘In the evening they have a supper

which is usually (of) food left over

from dinner’

‘He doesn’t deserve a wicked woman

like his wife, who gives him a drink

to anesthetize him every day' (lit.

"...a drink she anesthetizes him

with (it)")

Example 5 shows one attributive clause within another.
baddon iScxwwzuha ‘they want to marry her off’ is attribu-
tive to bant halwe, while dandha bant halwe baddon . .. ‘they
have a pretty daughter they want...’ is all attributive to
dele mnxha. Similarly in ex. 2,

9arxbe mn 3 l-madxne ‘[it
is] near the city’ is attributive to fLeda, while byaskon
3b-deda 9 artfce ... 'he lives in a village near...’ is all
attributive to falldh.

Note the resumptive subject pronoun (huwwe) in ex. 19.

(Cf. ex. 27 and 28, p.497.) In this case the attributive

predicate is prepositional (mn 3 l-bd?i. . . ); the subject

pronoun confirms the attributive (and predicative) role of

what follows its antecedent daSa ‘supper’ [cf. P-549].

Without huwwe, mn 3 l-bd9 i... might be construed as supple-

mental to the verb byatdaSSu: ‘they usually sup on left-

overs from...’ (with daSa as an unmodified paronymous com-

plement [p-4423 ).

10.

badatt-allak 3zbun darso
dam-yuSado w-damr-bidawwer
dal a kammaSe la-yaxlado

‘I sent you a patient whose tooth was

hurting him and he was looking for a

pair of pliers to pull it’

11.

w-md batld?i matrg,h 3 thatt
raSlak fx man katr 3z-zahme
[DA- 302]

‘And you can’t find a place to put

your foot down because of the crow

(lit. "...to put your foot in (it) )

In ex. 20 the indefinite clause batbannSo fx is attribu-

tive to Sardb, which is part of another subordinate clause

halli kail yom. . .

,

which is attributive to the definite noun

marto.

Some speakers occasionally use yalii, etc. to introduce clauses that are

attributive to an indefinite term:

12. hayy 9awwal marra baStajel

fxha [DA-81]

13. haket kaldm md fhamt manno Sx

[AD- 118]

14. Sdf fxha barmxl 3kbxr, fx ram3
1

w-txne [AD- 115]

15.

dabbaru xatta kalla mak 3r

‘This is the first time I’ve w° rked
..

( i. e. "... first time in which I *°

‘She said some words of which I 1,0

stood nothing’

‘He saw a large barrel with

clay in it’ (lit. ". . .
[there

it sand. . . ")

sand and

was] in

ol an

‘They conceived a very clever
t
.

("...a plan all of which waS

ness ")

21. b-haddk 3 l-wa'?3 t kdn fx ktxr
nas yalii sta&allu l—maw^ef

‘2. fx wdhde yalli batzakkdra fxha
9asma

’

Example 22 has two

to the indefinite term wdhde.

yalli, while the second, fxha
paratactic.

‘At that time there were a lot of

people who took advantage of the

situation’

‘There’s one I remember that has her

name in it’

clauses, both attributive

first is introduced by

‘her name is in it’, is

subordinate
The

9asma
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Attributive Words and Phrases

Adjectival, nominal, and prepositional predicates — unlike v kcates and extrapositional comments - can often be made attributiv
** Pre<U-

ways: either as clauses, or as simple words or phrases As r-i

Ve ln
a '-^aUSPe «.*_ ;are definitized with the particle yalii (etc.) [p.494]; as simple

SeS
’ tl>l

-
- w°rds or

ion

phrases, adjectives and (usually) nouns are definitized with the
fix, while prepositional phrases are not definitized at all:

Clause Attribution Word or Phrase Attrihn t

9abno yalli Sugdn 9abno 2-Sugdn
‘his son who is hungry’ ‘his hungry son’

9abno yalli ( humve) sammdn 9abno s-sammdn
‘his son who is a grocer’ ‘his son the grocer’

l-bdb yalli gal-yamxn l-bab gal-yamtn
‘the door that’s on the right’ ‘the door on the right’

Pr e -

.ect ive
Attributes

Examples. Single adjective,

pronoun
suffix):

j
w„rte ?iire

2
vad 0? mastahtl

3. nas iaS 3m

4
l-xatar 3 l-ha9 l9 i

e, 1-maSrubdt 3 l-mas 3kra

g. l-garab 3 s-suriyytn

7 .
han^nasb 3 l-fax 3m

8 .
ra ? Tsi l~ 3mbdSar

attributive to single noun (or noun with

‘a small inheritance’

‘an impossible situation’

‘ignorant people’

‘the real danger’

‘(the) intoxicating beverages’

‘the Syrian Arabs’

‘this imposing monument’

‘my immediate superior’

Prepositional Attributes

Examples, prepositional phrases

1 . n—nagme gala mat ire wahde
naggasatm

2. n^nds hawalenq kdnu gqm-yahku
ba 1-gdTi

3. l-mahqlldt 9 addam 9ahsan man
wara

4. l-krafatdt ba l-wa2ha lafatu
nazari

5. xod hal- 3mmawwa2e gala Ion
9os 3 l- 9adah [adap. from AD- 79]

6. Sdyef has-sadd gala buhayret
3 l- 9attTne? [DA-253]

attributive to definite terms:

‘The monotonous tune made me sleepy’
(lit. “The melody on one tone...")

‘The people around us were talking
loudly’

‘The seats in front are better than

[those] in back’

‘The neckties in the display window

caught my eye

’

‘Take this rainbow-colored moire’

(lit. "Take this wavy [one] on the

color of the rainbow")

‘Do you see that dam on Lake
Qattinah?’

There are a few prepositional set phrases with the force
of adjectives, which in attribution to a definite term are
sometimes preceded by the article: fd9 3 t-tabxga ‘super-
natural’, fo 9 3 l~gdde ‘extraordinary’, etc.: z-zawaher
3 l-fo 9 3f-fabtga ‘( the)supernatural phenomena’ (or z-zamdher
fo 9 3f-tabtga).

9

.

TfSSdtak 3 l-hdliyye ‘your present needs’

10. zo 9o l-xdss ‘his personal taste’

Number/gender agreement for attributes is much the same as for predi-

cates [p- 420] , though there are a few minor exceptions and additional points

about agreement noted in the following sections. One point is that an ad-

jective attribute to inanimate dual noun is sometimes put in the fem-

inine, in the same way as with plurals:

11. s-santen 3 l- 9amualaniyyin, ‘the first two years’

or s-santen 3 l— 9owwaldniyye

Examples of feminine/plural adjectives [p. 201]:

12. n-naswdn 3 l-xdyndt [AO-118] ‘treacherous women’

13. naswdn mas 3 lmdt sdfrdt [PAT-197] ‘unveiled Moslem women’

Examples of uninflected adjectives:

*asat ‘medium’

:

14. 9ydsdt wasat ‘medium sizes’

tdza * fresh’

:

15. bed. tdza ‘fresh eggs’

tarf ‘authentic’

:

16. 9ahwe garabiyye ?arf ‘authentic Arab coffee’

Hevua ‘good-looking’

:

17. haS-Sabb l- 3 hlewa ‘that good-looking young

man ’

See also pp. 428, 520.
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Adjective attributes to a coordination:

tOi.
19]

18. raSSdl u—mara Susanin ‘a hungry man and woman’

19. marti w-waladi t—ta£bamn 'my tired wife and child’

The adjective is always plural in agreement with an ad-
ditive coordination of singular nouns, but it may be femi-
nine in agreement with a coordination of plurals, provided
that each of the plurals could itself take feminine agree-
ment [p.423]:

20

.

kat 3 b w-suwar w- 3 kwdndt ialye ‘expensive books, pictures, and
records’

21.

5-Sufub ml-SuyuS 3 l-£arabiyye ‘the Arab peoples and armies’
[DA- 305]

Feminine agreement with a coordination of plurals is
not limited to adjective attributes, but applies to any
kind of predication or attribution. Note, for example:
Su f\ b-hal-makattb wal-muxabardt 3 lli Sabtha l-yom?
‘What ’ s in those letters and announcements you brought to-
day?’ l-kat 3 b wap-puwar mal-kwdndt gdlye ‘Books, pictures,
and records are expensive’.

Coordinated adjective attributes, with different referents:

22 . man$a?at faskari yye w—sincte:iyye ‘military and industrial installations’

23. s-safara l-brifdni wal-^amerkani ‘the British, American, and French
wal-franscmi ambassadors’

24- l-lugaten 3 l-£arabiyye ‘the Arabic and English languages'

wal- ?anglTziyye

25. l-Sansen l~ 3mzakkar wal- 3m?annas ‘the masculine and feminine genders

As illustrated in examples 23-25, coordinated attribu-
tes that apply di stributi vely to different single referents

of a plural or dual noun do not agree with that plural or

dual, but with their singulars . In example 22, however,
the reference is presumably to more than one installation
of each kind mentioned, so the agreement is still with the

plural manSa^at (whose singular, it so happens, is not
ordinarily used in any case).

When attributes to the same term have coinciding reference, then thei

codrdination is more often asyndetic than syndetic [p.398]:

‘a lovely (and) charming26. 6ant halwe lafVfe (or bant
halve w-lattfe
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2? .

gaia sax 3n f>tl

1-baffSt
3 l-wefxa l-ma£2u ?a

2b-

‘a hot (and) copious evening meal’

‘the dirty (and) crowded busses’

One attribution phrase may contain another; thus the last in a string of

ttr ibutive
adjectives may apply to the whole preceding phrase, and so on:

jg
i-?adab 3 l-£arabi l-^adim ‘the old Arab culture’

30 .
hawa Small ?awi ‘a strong north wind’

3l I- frarb
3 l-£dlam.iyye t-tdnye ‘the Second World War'

32 .
hat-tamle l- 3mfa?sasa l-halwe ‘this beautiful inlaid table’

33 .
l-mo€dhed 3 l-£almiyye ‘the important foreign scientific

l-?a&nabiyye l- 9mhdvme institutes

Note that the attribute closest to the noun in such

cases is often a relative adjective [p. 280] .

Adjective attributes to (the leading term of) a noun construct:

34 . sayydret ?abni l- 32dtde ‘my son’s new car’

35. fdheb mattam maShur ‘a famous restaurant owner’

Example 35 is ambiguous: since both sdheb and mat£am

are masculine, the attribute maShur could apply to either

term; the phrase could therefore also mean ‘the owner of a

famous restaurant’.

36. sayydret ?axti l- 3 kbire l- 32dtde 'my sister’s big new car’

Theoretically this could also mean 'my big sister’s new

car’, but in actual usage contiguous adjectives after a

noun construct virtually always apply to the same term.

(The theoretical possibility of ‘my new big sister’s car’

is not ruled out grammatically, but the situations to which

it would apply are unusual enough to make this interpreta-

tion unlikely.

)

See p.460.

Adjective attributes to a numeral construct [P'471]:

37 tlatt faSxd? tdnyin ‘three other persons'

^arbaf nesax tdnye (or tanyin) ‘four other copies

xams fiyaS zar 3 ? (or zar^a) ‘five blue chips’
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40. xams 9 i sab at maldrya 3adad
(or Sdide)

41. tlett d ?lam dmnah (or mniha)

42. satt befiat dmndh

‘five new cases of malar

‘three good pencils’

‘six good eggs’

In ex._ 42 the (internal) plural adjective is obligatory
because beddt is the plural of a unit noun [ p. 425] while

y

in ex. 37 the adjective must be plural because ?agxa? i s
animate. In the other cases (38-41) the adjective mky be
either plural or feminine (as according to rule 7, p.421)

With numerals over ten the following noun is in the
singular, and the adjective may either be plural (in agree-
ment with the numeral) or singular (in agreement with the
noun )

:

43. hddSar 9a Lam 3mndh (or mnih)

44. fna^Sar fTSe zar 3 ? (or zar 9a)

‘eleven good pencils’

‘twelve blue chips'

In a phrase with kamm ‘several’ [ p. 46^ , a noun must be
singular, but an attribute is plural:

45. kamm ?alam 3mnah ‘several good pencils’

An attributive adjective may be preceded by mu, Id, or ger ‘not, non-,
un-’ or by ktir ‘very’. In attribution to a definite term, the article is
prefixed to mu, la, or ktir rather than to the adjective; in the case of
ger it is prefixed to the adjective but may or may not also be prefixed to

ger:

46. Sardha mu mad?ule lal-mapdri Sardhto 1-mu ma^9ule lal-masdri
‘an abnormal desire for money’ ‘his abnormal desire for money’

47. harake la SuZuriyye
‘an unconscious impulse’

48. famal ger qdnuni
‘an illegal act’

49. daSa ger rasmi
‘an unofficial dinner’

50. qawd^ed 9axld9 iyye ktir §drme.
'a very strict moral code’’

hal-harake l-ld Suduriyye
‘that unconscious impulse'

l-damal ger 3 l-qanuni
‘the illegal act’

1—daSa l—ger 3r—rasmi
‘the unofficial dinner'

l-qawd^ed 3 l-'?axld9iyye l- 3 ktir si

‘the very strict moral code
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A
complemented passive particle is generally susceptible to phrase at-

tribution 1

,-.em Zoomed 3n-nom a l-maksdr ‘I have to catch up on my sleep' (lit.

51 -
la

f
6 '

-...to make up the sleep lost to me")
fattyyi

A complemented active particle is generally construed as a verb, and is

. fore net susceptible to fhrase attribution [p. 267] . Utere are excep-
the rei

tions,
however:

lassa md mnafref kell *?-?ruf ’We still don’t know all the facts

52
‘ »l-muhita bol-hddes concerning the accident (or ...

the circumstances surrounding... )

In certain parts of Greater Syria - notably Lebanon -

the clause definitizer [p.494], ordinarily taking the form

(
3)lli, is often reduced to the form l- and is therefore

not always distinguishable from the article. The distinc-

tion between clause attribution and phrase attribution thus

tends to be lost in the definite form as well as in the

indefinite.

The reduced clause definitizer, however, is often not

assimilated to a following dental or palatal consonant:

l-labndniyye l-rdS6Tn man 9amerka [PVA-30] ‘the Lebanese

(who have) returned from America’ .
(But cf. also wa lad

i ,

s-sdken fi bdriz [PVA-2] ‘my son (who is) living in Paris .)

The article, rather than the clause definitizer is also sometimes

used with an attributive extraposit ional clause [P- 496] whose adjectival

predicate (usually a passive participle) comes first.

53. l-mandub in *l-mazkura 9asmd9 hon ‘the aforementioned delegates’ ‘t^e

delegates whose names have been men-

tioned’

This construction, (oddly named an-no?t s-sabab

i

the

causal attribute") 1 is mainly limited in colloquial Arabic

to rather pedantic usage. A phrase such as l-walad

3 l-maksura r3 k 3bto [KN-II.49] ‘the boy with the broken

knee’ would more usually be paraphrased as 1-walad. Ill

r3 k 3 bto maksura. Cf. al so 1-mora l-sdken donda axuk
_

[RN-II.51] ‘the woman at whose house your brother is lving

(in which l- however, is better interpreted as the reduced

clause definitizer since it is not assimilated to the s).

**babx is perhaps to be interpreted here is some such sense as relationa ,

‘supporting’, or ‘intermediary, indirect’, rather than causal .

Hie derivation of this construction may be illustrated as follows.

r»kbet 3 l-walad maksura ‘The boy’s knee is broken’, with extraposition of

th* annex [o.432] - l-walad rak 3bto maksura, with participle-subject word

0rder i n the comment [top 433, ex. 7] - l-walad maksura rok bto, with

at tribution of the comnent [p.496] - l-walad 3 l-maksura rak 3 bto.
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Noun Attributes or Appositives (al-badal wa^Eaff l-bayan)

1

Examples involving proper names and other human design

tQ
>-

>9) I

1. ?axuk 9d~do ktor

2. ?dhbi £abd 9 l-xale 9

3. l-?axx £ali ?abu 3ed

4. hasan 9 1-kandarSi

5- habibdti l- dwldd

6. sdhdbna ?ahmad 9 l-fallah
[AO-63]

7. JS-pa/ir sS-Sdid Eisam be

k

9d-doktor

" resignations:

‘your brother the doctor’

‘my friend Abdul Khaleq-

‘our friend (or colleague'! *1 i

Zaid‘ (lit. -[the] brother

‘Hassan the shoemaker*

‘my darl ing( s the) children’

‘our friend Ahmed the peasant’

‘the new son-in-law, Issam Bey the
doctor

’

Examples 6 and 7 each consist of three terms, the first
being a relational term, the second a name, and the third
an “epithet" (in these cases, an occupational term). In
ex. 7 the first term itself consists of a noun-adjective
attribution phrase.

8. hiyye kannto Sozet ?abno , mu
kannto Sozet ?axu

‘She’s his daughter-in-law, not his

sister-in-law’

The words kanne and sah 3r are less specific than most
Arabic kinship terms, especially in that they apply indis-
criminately to one’s own generation or to one’s children’s
generation. kanne designates the wife of a son or of a

brother, and sah ar, the husband of a daughter or a sister.
Thus the phrases Sozet ?abno ‘his son’s wife’ and Sozet
?axu ‘his brother’s wife’ in ex. 8 are put in apposition to

kannto in order to specify the relationship more exactly.

1 In the traditional analysis al-badal (not to mention al-Eatf) does not com
^

under the category of an^naEt ‘attribute’, probably because of the inclusi

of such extraneous sub-categories as badal 1-baEdi mina l-kull ‘Part ^ t

*^ -

n
apposition’, badal 1—iStimal ‘inclusive apposition’, and al—badal l-mu

^
'corrective apposition’. Partitive and inclusive apposition (which are

little or no importance in colloquial Arabic) belong with at-tawkid

1-maEnawT [p.511] as constructions derived from partitive annexion l

jj
while corrective apposition is not properly a grammatical category at

No attempt is made her to distinguish between al-badal l-mutab 17
poS i-

gruent apposition’ (noun attribution) and Eatf l-bayan ‘explicative a

tion’ (asyndetic noun coordination).
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designating the material of which something is composed are often

lS
ed

N^* ibUtiVely:

,j,, 9 . sansle dahab ‘a gold chain'
iahab g°‘ a ’

, iver’- 10. s-sakakin

3

l-fadda ‘the silver knives’

/*(#°
S

*china( ware) ' : 11. *l-main ‘the china dishes’
•at *

‘a gold chain’

wool ’

:

?»/

/aru ‘fur, pelt’:

12. kanze ?u/ ‘a wool sweater’

13. kabbud ?ammi l-faru ‘my mother’s fur coat’

In example 13 the leading term is an annexion phrase.

Alternatively, in many cases, collocations of this type

can be made by annexion rather than by attribution: kanzet

suf ‘a sweater of wool 1

,
sansalt ’d^dahab ‘the chain of gold

fNote also the construction with a relative adjective IP- 28UJ

:

kanze pufiyye ‘a woolen sweater sansle dahabiyye ‘a golden

chain’
.

)

Note also:

bodra ’powder’: 14. sahkar bodra ’powdered sugar’

xam ‘something in an 15. maEaden xam ‘metal ores'

unprocessed state’:

taHid ‘imitation’: 16. Sal a d taHid ‘imitation leather’

tahfe ’object of great 17. ktab tahfe ‘a wonderful book, a

value’: gem of a book

eydde ‘increase, excess': 18. rdteb zydde ‘more pay, extra pay

*/*>. ‘sufficiency’: 19. ?akl *kfaye ‘enough food’

Inal ’left’: 20. ?idak 3 !-Smal ‘your left hand’

yam!* ’right’: 21. fardet sabbat yamtn ‘a right shoe’

Apposition phrases like these are distinguished from

annexion phrases by the fact that the leading term may be

definitized with the article prefix (ex. 10, 11) or with a

pronoun suffix (ex. 20). If the leading term has the -e/-a

suffix [p. 138], it keeps the absolute form with an appositive

(ex 9 12) An appositive noun is distinguished from an

ordinary adjective by the fact that it need not agree with

the leading term in number/gender (ex. 11, etc.). An ap-

positive noun is distinguished from an uninflected adjec-

tive [501] by that fact that it is also normally used in

the typically noun-like constructions: xam *l-hadid ‘iron

ore*, Eal—yamTn ‘on the right .
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Attributive noun phrases:

9ab 3n Sarah ‘Arab, someone of
Arab descent’ (fern, bant Sarah,
pi . wldd Sarab

)

22. ?astaz ?3 b*n Sarah
teacher

’

The cardinal numerals from two to ten are commonly

definite terms [p-494]:

3 t-tlate ‘the three women’

l-?a$dbeS 3 l-xam.se ‘the five fingers’

Since ?ab 3n Sarab is itsel.f an annexion phrase, it
•

made definite by prefixing the article to its fol 1

only: l-^astaz ?abn 3 l-Sarab ‘the Arab teacher’.
8 term

sanaSito t-tnen ‘his two apprentices’

?gntu t-t late ‘you three’

moSe ?ajsTre ‘short wave’: 23. radyo moSe ?a?fre ‘ a sh
radio’

r *ave

Since moSe ?asire is a noun-adjective attribution phrase
both of its terms take the article when it is definitized-

'

r-radyo 1-moSe as ire ‘the short wave radio’.

d-dolten 3 t-tanten ‘the two countries’

The numeral tnen ‘two’ agrees in gender with the (singu-

lar of) term it is attributive to: fem. tanten. (The fem-

inine form is also commonly used in construct with a fem-

inine term: tanten naswan ‘two women’.)

^yds wasat ‘medium size’:

saheb zamme ‘conscientious’
(fem. sahbet zamme, pi. $hdb
zamme )

;

24. ?amsan 3 ?yas wasat ‘medium-size
shirts’ (def. l-^am^dn t-» 5>

yjs3 l-wa?at . wapat is an unin-
flected adjective.)

25. taleb saheb zamme ‘a conscien-
tious student’

The numeral waked (fem. wakde) ‘one’ is unlike the other cardinal num-

erals in that it is used attributively like an ordinary adjective, with an

indefinite term as well as a definite one:

?uqLa wakde ‘one room

raSSal waked, ‘one man’

Cardinal numerals above ten are used attributively in an ordinal sense:

Basically $aheb zamme is an substantive construct, lit. l-bet 3 t-tnaS 3 S ‘the twelfth house’
"master (or owner) of conscience", thus only the following
term takes the article in apposition to a definite term: M

A11 carcjinal numerals are used attributively in an ordinal sense in the

t-taleb ?aheb 3z-zamme ‘the conscientious student’. When I
numbering of page s and the like; neither term takes the article:

not attributive, however, this phrase is usually treated
more like an adjectival construct [p.466], with saheb also

safha xamse ‘page five’
taking the article: $-$aheb 3z-zamme ‘the conscientious

I safha ‘page

The cardinal numerals 1-12 are used in telling time, attributively to

s-sdSa ‘the hour’, but without the article prefix:

s-saSa SaSara ‘ten o’clock

s-sdSa tanten u-nass ‘half past two’

Since the article prefix is not used with the numeral,

the attribution phrase is indistinguishable in form from

the predication: s—soSa SaSara ‘It s ten o clock .

Elatives [p. 313] and ordinals [316] are also used attri-

butively, the latter agreeing in number/gender like ordinary

adj ectives.
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Numerals with Appositives. Ethnic collectives [p.301] and singula
nouns [368] are used after the absolute form of numerals [170]-

3r mass

1 . t late 6arab u-xamse 9amerkdn ‘three Arabs and five American

2 .
9arb6a 9akwe w- 3 tlate lialtb ‘four coffees and three milks'

waked and tnen do not agree in gender with a feminine
mass noun in apposition: waked btra ‘one beer’, tnen 9ahuie
‘two coffees', waked, however, is also used as an indef-
inite substantive designating a person (usually translated
‘someone’ or ‘somebody’ when it has no appositive); in this
use it is inflected for gender: wahde bent ‘a girl, some
girl, a certain girl’, waked 9anerkdni ‘an American(m. )

’

(waked is of course not used with ethnic collectives, but
with their unit derivatives [p. 301].)

Note also the phrases waked $ahbi ‘a friend of mine’
and nas 3$kdbi ‘friends of mine’; here the appositive is
definite though its leading term is indefinite. (Cf. p.406,
after ex. 34.

)

[p-537] of a noun after a numeral leaves the nun-
sometimes with an appositive:

Anaphoric suppression
eral in its absolute form

3. kiloyen lubye w— 3 tldte betenSan
[DA- 129]

4. Su t-fawabe6 halli bgtridha?
— 9arb6a barid Sawwi taba6
3 1-6g Srin [DA- 245]

‘two kilos of beans and three of
eggplant’

‘What stamps do you want?’ — Four

twenty [-piastre] air mail’

Specificati ve Apposition (or Specificative Complementation, at-tamyte’)•

The appositives in examples 2 and 3 above are not true attributes, but

rather COMPLEMENTS OF SPECIFICATION ( at-tamyis) 1
; they differ from true

attributes in that they do not agree with their leading term in definition,

but remain always indefinite: l- 9arb6a 9ahwe ‘the four coffees, t-tldte

betgnSan ‘the three [kilos] of eggplant’. (Cf. the definite attribution

phrase t-tldte l-6arab ‘the three Arabs’ 2
, or better, l-tarab 3 t-tldte

[ p. 509]
. )

Besides

pent. sPaC1

following-

mass-noun appositives with terms of quantification

ficative complements are sometimes used in phrases
or measure-
like the

j

gardme

[era

9 g2mdliyye 6a

S

3rt dlaf ‘a collective fine of ten thousand

pounds

'

2 -

naimufa SamTle rs urn matbu6a ‘a beautiful collection of prints’

(lit. "...[of] printed drawings")

3 .

has-saniyye l-kglwe nkds 9asfar ‘this lovely brass tray’ (lit. "this

lovely tray [of] yellow copper")

In each of these examples, an adjective attribute in-

tervenes between the main term and the appositive. If the

adjective is eliminated, then the appositive becomes either

a true attribute — agreeing with the main term in definition

_ or else the main term is put in construct with it: kas-

saniyye n-nhas 3 l- 9a?far ‘this brass tray’ [cf. p. 507] ;

ma2mu6et 3rsum matbu6a ‘a collection of prints ’. 1

Except as illustrated above, substantives in Syrian

Arabic rarely take complements of specification; an iso-

lated case is the noun $ifa ‘quality, attribute, capacity’

as used in phrases like b-sifato m6allem ‘in his capacity

as a teacher’.

Eaphatic Apposition, (at-tawkid) 2
. Definite partitive constructs [p.468]

with kgll ‘all, whole’ and sat and no/s ‘self’ are susceptible to extra-

position [cf. p. 431] ;
the following term of the construct is moved in front

and replaced in the construct by a pronoun:

— l-bandt kgllon
"the girls, all of them

— 2-2gm6a kg l la

"the week, all of it"

— betna kgllo

"our house, all of it"

kgll 3 l-banat
‘all the girls’

kgll 32-2gm6a
‘the whole week’

kgll betna
‘our whole house’

1 Most of the constructions that come under the heading of at-tamy

Classical Arabic correspond in Colloquial to annexion phrases (as
redi‘

numerals above ten [p.366]), or are included in what are here ca
J'.

e

4I,

P
n,?

cative complementation [446] and adverbial noun complementation L

^ n0lm
speci ficative appositives treated here are, for nouns, what ’adver i

complements" are for verbs.
171 >

s

f° rm

. .

- ' • . , „ s with P r°

sometimes used with ethnic collectives and other nouns as wen
2 Another possibility is t-tlatet 3 l—6arab; this type of annexing

I with ethnic collectives ani

noun suffixes.

sat 3 s-sayyara
‘the very car’

s-sayyara sdta
‘the car itself’

nafsi ‘myself’ 9ana nafsi ‘I myself'

1

2

®Peci f i cat ive complementation, then, is another kind of annexion-peri-
Phtasis [p.460], Cf. na2nu6a 2amTle mn 3r-rsum 3 l-matbu6a.

**°re exactly, at-tawktd l-ma6nawt ‘emphasis by meaning’, as distinct from
at~tcuiikid l-'lafSi ‘emphasis by repetition’. See p.394. At-tawkid is not
true attribution, but rather a kind of complementation or supplementation.
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In the last example the following term of the con
is a pronoun, therefore its extraposition as an ind°

nStrUCt

pronoun requires its replacement by a resumptive pron
endent

is of course the same as the original [p. 541 ]

°Un
'

repositional
attribute (or complement,

adjectival (or nominal) attribute, if

which

Indefinite constructs with ger 'other’ [p.468] are • i

ilarly susceptible to extraposition: ger kat

3

b

** Slm '

kat 3 b gerhon "books other than them”
‘other books

lo*s
80

P°-s-f± I

£anno_

1
hada kan Carnal °ktir *ayeg

patinak

or supplement) usually fol-

any:

‘They’re spreading ugly rumors about

him’

‘That was a very imprudent act on

your part’ (lit. "...from you, by

you")

A suffix pronoun may be emphasized (or fitted for attributes fn ccmby following it with the corresponding independent pronoun:
LP ' b50]

)

beto ‘his house’

ma£i ’with me’

darabak ‘he hit you’

beto huwuie ‘his house’

ma£i 7ana ‘with me’

darabak ?ante ‘he hit you’

A pronominal taba£ phrase [p.489], however, may precede

an adjective attribute:

*mld?i mdarreb 3s-samd‘>a ‘How do you like your new driving

SU I

’*-**«•» instructor?’

Order of Attributes

An attributive word or phrase precedes an attributive clause:

1. w-na^let 3 l-(abd 3 L—nazruh
|

halli tavern, hayy . . IA0-118]

2. 9ali hkdye HaSTbe ktir
|

batkUn (abrg lo-halli baddo
yaftaber [AO- 118]

'And she moved the wounded slave,

who was still alive’

‘I have a very strange story, that

can be a lesson for whoever is will-

ing to learn’

A single attributive noun or
phrase:

3. hayy ?at£a fanniyye
\
wahide

man no(g

4. byo&nel kail 3$—$agldt 3 l—lagane
|

l-mat£all?a bal-bet

5. l—kdteb (am-yazhar '’’adrdk

(amTq
|

lal-wafi: 3s-siydsi

adjective usually precedes an attributive

‘It’s a work of art unique among i ts

kind’

‘He does all the odd jobs around the

house’ ( lagane is a noun, used at

tributively in an idiomatic sense,

‘casual ’
.

)

'The author shows profound insight

into the political situation

is not strictly

It generally
In example 6 the phrase lal-wad£ 9 s-siydsi

speaking an attribute, but rather a complement,
makes no difference in word order whether a prepositional
phrase is attributive, complemental

, or supplemental to a

given term.
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CHAPTER 20: SUPPLEMENTATION

The term ‘supplementation’ is used in this book to des-

ignate any of the various subordinating constructions that

do not come under the more definite categories of attribu-

tion [p.493], annexion [455], or complementation [437],

Supplementation is a “loose” type of construction, which is

often syntactically vague or unmarked, in some cases re-

quiring no particular word order.

The most important kinds of supplement are ADVERBIAL,

which modify verbs or verb phrases, and CLAUSE SUPPLEMENTS

,

which modify clauses as such. There are also supplements

to nouns, adjectives, adverbs, etc., and to sentences as

such. Many supplements are used to modify terms of various

kinds.

Adverbs and Other Supplemental Words

Strictly speaking, an adverb is a single word that is used mainly or

always to modify verbs or verb phrases. More broadly, words that are used

SJ to supplement clauses or adjectives are also called adverbs. Examples.

kamdn ‘also, too, more, again

1. zdb- 9 lna kamdn Swayyet lemun

2. marwan bgddo Si Swayyet ?auidgi,

w-?ana kamdn

3. w-gandi kamdn figet gd^alti,

btdswa Si xamst alaf lera

[DA- 297]

4. w-^am^li gala Sanab Si whiten

baftek kamdn [DA- 109]

‘Bring some lemons (or oranges) too

(or: ‘Bring a few more lemons’)

‘Marwan wants a few clothes, and so

do I
’

‘And I also have my wife’s (lit.

family’s) jewelry; it’s worth about

five thousand pounds'

•And put aside for me a couple of

okes of beefsteak, too’

5. Idzem ndm kamdn Swayye [AD-51] ’I must sleep a little more’

6. hdda maw^dg tdni kamdn ‘That’s something else again’

7. gap ini Winten >nbtt kamdn ‘Give me two more bottles of wine,

Uaa batrid if ^°u *lU

^dTally, the contrast between complementation and
^^nat?n^ (endo-

difference between non- subordinat ing (exocentric) an^.^^
in“

owe^e
(

r ,
the

centric) constructions that are otherwise simil^^of lie’ c^slr^i ions
difference between them cannot be sharp V rawn,

sense or another,
included under complementation are subordinating in one sen
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9awdm ‘quick(ly)’:

8. rdhet marti 9awam, w-baS 3d
Swayye raSSet [AO -51]

9. hatti Senek Sala Seni ?awdm

10. natt 9awdm!

sawa ‘together’:

11. Saftkon faytm Sal—bet sawa

12. 9 iza md / t mdneS mnatrdfa 9

sawa [DA- 248]

‘My wife went quickly
while she came back’

‘Look ( f
. ) me in the eye now,

‘Quick, hop to it !

’

quic^i,

22-

23-

halla? baS 3d 9a If w- 3tmdn

Trt sane 9ante xallastni

^lazem 9ufi b-waSdi [AO- 116]

ignte radyan halla 9 ?

?ana holla’ 3w?alt

•And now after eighteen hundred years

you have rescued me and I must keep

my promise’

‘Are you satisfied now 5 ’

*I*ve just now arrived*

and hek

‘I saw you going into the housetogether’

The demonstratives hon ‘here’, hmk ‘‘her '\’
.

to like ttaf .r. co-gj y »£ gSf?’*}*-,.,,*
•»««.«>«• -

[p. 521]
. . CA ,

On lassa and baS 3d ‘still, yet’, see P- 546.

‘If there’s no objection,
together

’

we can go

The word soma is sometimes also used predicatively:
batSufon sawa 9aktar 3 l-wa 9 t ‘You see them together most of
the time’ (Predicative complement [p.447]).

bakkir ‘ early ’

:

13. 9ana bf i 9 bakkir, Sas -sab 3h
[AD- 34]

14. man fadlak taSa 9add ma fik
bakkir

‘I wake up early in the morning’

‘Please come as early as possible'

Adverbs in -an. Many ^verbs (and other supplemental words^are derived

from adjectives or nouns by suttixation or

•basically’ Ws
‘truly, really’ ha 9 i 9 a

‘usually, customarily’

•

.fade

?asasan

ha 9 i 9atan

Sadatan

fa^lan ‘actually’ •
.faSl

da? iman, dayman ‘

a

1way s’
ddyen

basis’

truth, reality’

habit, custom, usage’

‘ act
’

‘lasting, permanent’

15. na bakkir £al-haf le ‘We arrived early at the party'
9axiran

. . .
9axTr ‘ final

’

The word bakkir is occasionally used predicatively:
walla bakkir, £edu-lkon ST ness sa£a tdnye ‘Why it’s early!

mwa"atan ‘temporarily’ .... mwa"at

.
yoitii

‘temporary’

‘daily’ (adj.)

Stay another half hour’. yomiyyan

. . . .nasbi ‘ relative’

halla 9 ‘now, right now, just now’:

nesbiyyan

. . . nasbe ‘relationship’
nasbatan

16. ?abu samTr halla? byeSi ‘Abu Samir is now on the way here
naliyyan

.... mdli ‘ f inancial

’

17. halla ? serti §abiyye ‘You’re a big girl now’

18. Su Sam-yadros halla9 ? What’s he studying now?’

19. ?iza beddak ter£a£ halla?
Idznak senten [AO- 119]

‘If you want to go back now you

need two years'

20. halla 9 babSat-lak 3$-sdnSa
tdxadhon [DA- 129]

‘I’ll send you the maid right n

to get them’
Most of these forms are classicisms th g

.

tsel{ of course ,
has no

Wished in Colloquial usage. Classic
indefinite accusative

such thing as adverb derivation; -an is merely the indetin

suffix.
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Adverbs in -an
often come between
of usage:

most often precede the
subject and predicate

supplemented term, thoueh m.of a supplemented clause p
y

• txampi es

1. dddatan mankun barra bar-rtf
b-hal-fas 3

l mn 3s-sane
‘We’re usually out in. the
this time of the year’

country
at

2. s-sama 9ax tran from- tasha ‘The sky is finally clearing’

14

15-

A special case of derivation is the clause supplement

balden ‘then, afterwards’, from the preposition badd ‘after’ 1
:

bakol bat-tax 3 t w-badden 3 b 9um

u-balbes [AO-34]

hallo, 9 damma-tna"ep. . . , badden

batSatti [AO-67]

‘I eat in bed and then I get up and

dress

’

‘Now its sprinkling a few drops;

later it will rain’

3. 9ana mdliyyan madtamed {rale

4. byatddmal ra 9san mad 3S-$arke

5. dayman huwme bigaSS
ba l-®//rose

‘I’m financially dependent on him >

‘He deals directly with the company’
(ra 9san directly’: Cl. ra 9s ‘head’)

‘He always cheats on examinat ions’

16.
bahki madak badden

17 rah 3 t dal-fatuwwe badden?

18
9a?}}o, badden 3bta 9 leb 3 l- 9abrt 9

'I’ll talk with you later’

‘Did you go to the Youth Club after-

wards?’

‘Be careful or you’ll upset the

pitcher

’

6. tydba dayman dala 9dxer moda

7. kail Sasmi kan yuSadni,
xsusan 9aSrayyi [AO-51]

8. l-fa 9ara xasqatan tdazzabu
kttr

‘Her clothes are always in the latest
style

’

‘My whole body ached, especially my
legs’ (x$u?an ‘especially’: xpu?
‘ specialness ’

)

‘The poor, especially, suffered a lot’

(xdsqatan ‘especially: xa$$a 'special

characteristic’

)

In ex. 18 badden is used in a consequential sense rather

than in a purely temporal sense; in such cases the English

translation is generally ‘or, or else’.

badden is also used in an additive sense ‘then, also,

then too’:

19.

dali bad 3rfo man 3hdadSar sane

la9anno 9ahli w- 9ahlo byad 3fu

badtfon, w-badden man tul haydto

dali kan bal- 9amerkiyye

‘I’ve known Ali for eleven years be-

cause our families know one another,

and then too, all his life Ali has

been in the American [school]

’

9.

9anu soda batttr 3t-tayydra?
- yomiyyan 3s-sada sabda
s-$ab 3h [DA-249]

10.

ta 9rtban xala$ 3 t

11. sal-li hon ta 9rtban 3hdadSar
Sah 3r

12. 9adde$ baddha ta 9rtban?
[DA-80A]

‘When does the plane leave?— Daily at

seven in the morning’

‘I’m almost finished’ ( ta 9rtban

‘almost, about, approximately’: ta 9rib

‘approximation’

)

‘I’ve been here about eleven months

‘About how much does she want?'

A few adverbs are formed by attaching an enclitic ma to

a noun or adjective, which may also have the suffix -an:

20. hal-xatta 9artbe nodan-ma

la-halli b-bdlna

21. huvwe nodan-ma xabtr b-hal-haq 3
1

22. 9allet-ma badref haS-Samdda

Cf. subordinating conjuct

‘That plan is pretty close to what

we had in mind’ ( nod ‘kind, sort )

‘He’s something of an expert in that

field’

‘I hardly know those people’ (
9alle

‘scarcity, small amount’)

ion ma, p.490.

13.

d-dars kan hdyyen nasbatan 'The lesson was relatively easy

Adverbs in -an following the supplemented term are often

unaccented: hdyyen nasbatan ‘relatively easy’. (Cf. predi-

cate-subject inversion [p.419].)
'The suffix —en of badden is presumably a special alteration of -an; note

that the Lebanese form in areas where general Syrian e is usually changed
t° ay [p. 14 ] is badden (not "baddayn"). Note also the forms baddan

[SPA- 452 ] and 9ablan ‘before’ (adverbial) [SAL- 96] : su Staialt 9ablan?

What did you work at previously?’. Feghali [SPA] always writes badden

baddan), never badden; perhaps he interprets the length of the vowel

as a feature of phrasing or intonation [p. 17] .
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Adverbial Adjectives. Certain adjecti
uninflected:

ves are commonly used
'dental,

tayyeb ‘well’

mnih ‘well’

tamam ‘entirely, perfectly „y ' exactly

‘right correctly,
strai

perfectly’ *Bnt,

dsgri ‘straight, directly’ ktir ‘much, a lotb mucn, a lot, very, too’

Most supplemental adjectives always follow the supple
mented term, but ktir, and sometimes tamam, may either
cede or follow.

Examples in use:

1.

btatrrafni tayyeb, ya bek
[DA- 128]

‘You know me well, sir*

2. 9ana bridak ta£ref 3mnih kail
Si bi-hal-balad [DA- 128]

3. La twaxazni, ma fkamt dalek
3mnih [DA- 17]

4. xallina nrufr, dagri £al- 9otel

5. qanaPni tamam

6. man yomen tldte kdnet sd£ti
£avma-t 9a$ser, halla 9 wa'79afet
tamam [AO-71]

7. s-sifa xamse tamam

8. £mal 3 t tamam <faks halli
9alt-allak ya

9. ma fham 3 tni mazbxit

10. mbasat 3 t aktir b-raf 39 tak
[DA -235]

11. ba(ta 9ed haS-Santa bta(:£eb

zoSti ktir [DA- 252]

12. 9a£$dbi mat 9o66re ktir

13. t 9axxarna ktir, lazem namSi

‘I want you to become well acquainted
with everything in this town’

‘I’m sorry, I didn’t understand you
very well ’

‘Let's go straight to the hotel’

'He convinced me completely’

‘For two or three days my watch had

been losing time; now it’s stopped

altogether’

‘It’s exactly five o’clock’

‘You’ve done exactly the opposite

of what I told you’

‘You didn’t understand me rightly

‘I very much enjoyed your company

•I believe this bag will please my

wife very much’

‘My nerves are strongly affected

‘We’re very late, we must go’

‘They’re quite well’

14.

mabfutin 3ktir
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bass ha 9i9a.tan ktir zarife,

15 ba£den maPdniha mdkne tamam

it ;r 9aribe lal-baydt Praft kif

farid ktir matfalle 9 3b-hal-
*"

' 9arabe, ktir edzabto

‘But it’s really very nice, and then

too, its meaning is perfectly clear’

‘It’s very true to life, you

see’

‘Fareed is very fpnd of that kinship;

he likes it a lot’

Note also: fdhbi ktir ‘a good friend of mine’ (in which

sdheb is construed as an adjective [cf. pp. 406, 508].

ktir may also be used as a noun ‘a lot, a large amount ,

in partitive annexion [466]: ktir nds 'a lot of people

(cf. periphrasis [460] ktir mn 3n-nds); or in apposition:

nas aktir (same translation); cf. nds 3ktar ‘many people

(adjective attribute).

Adverbial Nouns and Noun Phrases. Many nouns and noun phrases are

supplemental ly, especially designations of time and of quantity. Examples.

bakra (or bukra) ‘tomorrow’

l-yom ‘ today ’

l-masa ‘this evening’

l-lele ‘tonight’

mbdreh (or mbdrha) 'yesterday

9aawal 3mbdreh (or 9awwalt
3mbdreh) ‘the day before

yesterday’

s-sifa tmdnye ‘(at) eight o’clock’

marra ‘once’, marrten ‘twice’

marrdt 3ktire ‘often, frequently’

baPJ.
3 l- 9aw 9dt ‘sometimes’

£aS 3r darazat ‘ten degrees’

tul 3n^nhar ‘all day’

miyye bal-miyye ‘one hundred percent’

s-sane 1-mdJ.ye (or sant 3 l-md4ye) hal- 9add ‘so much’.

last year
soften ‘two hours’

Swayye ‘a little’
, __ f ...

9avowal St first of all

Cf. Adverbial Noun Complements [p.441].

Examples in use:

L sdfar 9awmal 3mbdreti

2. Slonak 3mbdr e h. bal-muzdkara?

‘He left the day before yesterday’

‘How did you do yesterday in the

home-work session?’

3. La-nSdf Su baddna natPaSSa l-yom 'Let’s see what we’re having for din-

ner today
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4. bakra mansaref 3d-dah 3r

5. ndyem b-bet xdlti l-lele

6. Su raha-nsdwi L-yon daSiyye

?

7. basmad 9axbdrha bas-sane marra

8.

dadad 3s-sakkdn sad xamse
ba l-miyye

9.

wa93 thg 9albet 3?-sabiyye
l-ma 9 ldye [AO- 117]

10. yon mn 3 l- 9 iyydm kanu l-banat
daS-Sabbdk w-mara 9 bat-tart 9

Sex [AO- 113]

11. bta 9raf kali 3 l-damaliyye, yadni
9 iyydm

12. tdni yon Jadef

eep.ng at my aunt .

s^
‘What

ing?’
are we
(lit. • iuuay evenmg“

1?
*eaT

[
rom her once a year- (Ut

I hear her news in the year once")

'The population increased fi ve n»
cent ’ per

23-

24-

25-

‘Then (lit. "its time") the girl
turned the frying pan over’

l/v_ J
27.

‘One day (lit. "a day of the days")
the girls were at the window when a
sheikh went by on the road' 28-

‘You get disgusted with the whole
business, some days, that is’

‘The next day, he got sick’

Note, in ex. 21 and 22, that Swayye in supplementation

to a preceding adjective is commonly unaccented.

Swayye / like its antonym kttr

,

may be used in construct

with a noun [p.470]: Swayyet xab 3z ‘a little bread’, Swayyet

bard ‘a little cold (weather)’.

gwayye Swayye huwwe kadi

l-maddztm 9aSu waked waked

[PAT- 169]

£td badd 3nmanni kalne kalne . .

.

min byaSi la-dand 3 t-tdni 9aktar ?

‘Little by little he calmed down’

'The guests arrived one by one’

‘Repeat after me word for word. .

.

’

‘Who comes to visit the other most

[often] ?’

l-natar btanzel 9 afetar u- 9aktar

[AO-67]

bzann byaStagel 9aksan man 9ab

u

9ahmad [AO-47]

‘The rain comes down harder and

harder’ (lit. "...more and more")

‘I believe he does better work than

Abu Ahmed’ (lit. "works better

than. . .
")

9aktar and 9ahsan are commonly used supplemental ly , as

elatives of kttr and mnth, respectively [p- 520] .

13. L-bard has-sane ?aira £ala
bakktr [DA- 197]

14. byaflah 3 l- 9ard kail 3s-sane
[AO- 59]

15. hdlaton mu baftdle hal- 9add

16. Id tkun kail ha l- 9add mu mbdli

17. l-fatha mu kbtre hfdye

18. Idzem ndm kamdn Swayye [AO-51]

19. 9ana Swayye bardan

20. tan 9dytak kdnet Swayye mu
mwaffa 9a

21. baddi rufi Idken maSgul 3Swayye

22. bass hdda kttr 3Swayye [DA-297]

‘The cold weather this year has
come early’

‘He tills the soil the whole year’

‘They’re not so badly off’ (lit.

"Their condition is not bad that

amount ")

‘Don’t be so indifferent'

‘The opening isn’t big enough’ (d-

p. 507)

‘I must sleep a little more’

‘I’m a bit chi lly

’

‘Your choice was rather unfortuna* e

'I want to go, but I’m rather busy

'But that’s a little too much

Prepositional Supplements. Prepositi

tabad [p. 489] ) are used adverbially:

1. 9ana bfayy 9ak bad 3d salat
3?-?ab 3h

2. dam-yaktob waztft 3\-ftzya

bag-go//

3. dal-dasr 3mnaSrab Say w—dand
3 l-masa mndkol [AD- 30]

4. bSuf bal-bet Su baddhon
w-babdat-lak xabar mad 3$-?anda

[DA - 130]

5- 9ana b-deni Safta b-wddi l-gul

[AO-107]

6- bta 9mor taSrab St 9abl 3 l- 9ak 3
l ?

[DA- 199]

al phrases of all kinds (except

‘I’ll wake you after morning prayer’

‘He’s doing his physics assignment

in the classroom’

‘Late in the afternoon we drink tea

and in the evening we eat’

‘I’ll see in the house what they

want, and send you word by the maid’

‘With my [own] eye[s] I saw her in

Ghoul Valley’ (The phrase b-wddi

l-gul is an objective complement

[P-447] . )

•Would you like something to drink

before eating?’
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7.

9ana £ala kail hdl na bakol
ger bal-bet IDA-198]8.

leg sdye 9 b-has-sar£a?

9.

bag-gatwiyye byasknu bap-tdbe 9
3 l-fo 9dni, b-sabab 3 l-bard
war-rtube [AO-39]

10. l- 3hkume bal-hdl tdla£et
takztb

11. wa"af 3s-sayydra £al- 9dxtr

12.

£an ha 9a 9ante bta£niha?

‘I" any case I only
(bal-bet is supplemental Lhorae '

bakol, while £ala kail hdl
the Verb

mental to the whole clause.)'
SUp

P>*-

^Why are you driving so
'...with this speed?’)

t?
Hit.

‘In the winter they l ive on thestorey, because of the cold anH j
PP* r

(The phrase b-sabab... is sup f
darae'

mental to the whole preceding cl„
whi le bag-gatwiyye is supplement

7*'
only to the following verb phrase
bat-tabe 9 ... is the prepositional
complement to the verb.)

‘The government immediately issued a
denial ’

‘He brought the car to a complete
stop’

‘Do you really mean it?’

Examples 10-12 illustrate several of the many idiomatic
prepositional phrases that are used adverbially; there are
many more, e.g. £ala gafle ‘suddenly’, £an 9artb ‘soon’,
£ala tul ‘always, continuously’, bal-marra ‘at all’ (with
negative), bal-kdd ‘hardly’, etc.

The forms 9dxtr (ex. 11) and ha 9a (12) are anomalous,
used only in these set phrases (and bal- 9dxtr ‘finally’).
One would expect 9oxtr or 9dxer ‘final, last, end’, and
ha"a ‘ its( f

.
)right , its truth’.

13. mankannes 3 l-bet man fo 9

la-taht [AO- 27]

14. haket kaldm ma fhamto w-sdwatni
bo£ 3dha mat 3

1 ma batguf — nasfi
haSar w-na$$i lah 3m[AO-ll&]

‘We’ll sweep the house from top to

bottom’

‘She said something I didn’t under

stand, and then made me the way you

see me — half stone and half fles

(ba£ 3dha lit. "after it(f-)")

Free prepositions [p.485] may of course be used adverb-

ially without an "object"; similarly ba£ 3d ‘after’ and 9z.b

‘before’. See p.487.

Examples of prepositional supplements to non-verbal clauses:

15. la-darage huwwe mas 9ul ‘To a [certain] degree, he is
^

responsible’

. _ t
g qui

t

16. ka-walad £amro xams 3sntn huwwe ‘For a f ive -year -old boy n

tawil 3ktir tall’
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b3gta 9ed hat-taqrir £ala waSh
*’ 3l-£umum ?ahifi

h~n-ndhye n-nazariyye ma ft

r^xtiTaf 3ktir

‘I believe this report is on the

whole correct’

‘From a theoretical point of view

there’s not much difference’

prepositional supplements to non-verbal words and phrases:

huwwe doktor fzl~ 9 aq ti$dd

baddhon £ql- 9a 9alli Sam£a

2 j
ktir mn 3 l-xardfdt 9 alha

fa? 3 I tdrtxi

22. md xalla sanf mn 3 l-fawdki

ml-halwiyyat 9alia hat to

23. hdda mu Sdid £aliyyi

24. bdxadhon tlatt marrdt bal-yom

[DA- 218]

25- l-wdhed £and beti wat—tani

ba£do b- 3 tmann dakakin [DA- 125]

‘He’s a doctor of economics’

‘They’ll need at least a week’ (The

form 9a 9alli is a classicism; col-

loquial 9a 9all ‘least’.)

‘Many myths have a historical

foundation’

‘He didn’t leave out any kind of

fruit or sweet (but what he put it in)’

‘This is not something new to me’

‘I take them three times a day’ (lit.

".
. . in a day")

‘The one [of them] is by my house and

the other is eight doors beyond it’

(lit. "...after it by eight shops")

In ex. 25, the phrase b- 3tmann... is supplemental to

the prepositional predicate bo£do. In ex. 24, a y°m is

supplemental (or complemental ) to the nominal supplement

tlatt marrdt. The man-phrases in ex. 21 and 22 are annexion

periphrases [p-46Cj.

Most prepositional phrases that are subordinate to

nouns are attributive [ P- 50q ; many of those subordinate

adjectives are complemental.
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Besides adverbs, nouns, adjectives,
other kinds are used supplemental ly:

hatta ‘even’ (as a conjunction, ‘unt

1, hatta, r-raSo l 3 l—£adi byafham
haS-ST

2 ma hada hatta lahaz

3

gyabo

3. ma ?dgr 3 t Sufo hatta

bass ‘only’ (as a conjunction, ‘but,

4. pafydn fanna bass 3 tnen

5. mu bass lialwe, zakiyye kaman

6 . wpalt la^hon man da ? T^a bass

byaflaf ‘about, what amounts to’ (as

7. ?assarna byatla£ mTt Zaskari

[Ch
- 20 ]

and prepositions, a few WOr(Js #f

1, in order that’ [p. 358
] );

‘Even a layman understands
that’

‘No one even noticed his absence’

‘I didn’t even get to see him’

as soon as’ [p.398, 357]).

‘We only have two left’

‘She’s not only pretty; she’s also
intel 1 igent

'

‘I only got here a minute ago’

a verb, ‘it comes out’):

‘We took about a hundred prisoners’
(lit. "We captured it comes to a

hundred soldiers")

Sentence Supplements

Certain words and phrases are commonly used to supplement a sentence as

a whole rather than some constituent of it

1

; these supplements do not "modi

fy the meaning of anything in the sentence, but they modify or clarify the

relationship of the sentence to its context, or to the circumstances of its

utterance. Examples:

1. b a l—munasab

e

wen 3d-daxxdndt
3Hi wafattna fThon?

2. ma bat^axxar ?anSalla, Su ya£ni
baddek 9arkab sdrux

?

‘By the way, where are the cigarette,

(lit. "smokes") you promised us?

‘Don’t worry, I won’t be late;

do you(f.) expect, anyway — f° r me

to get on a rocket?'

£ala hal-Lon byalzamak sdn£a

t |

,tafto'ker ba?a fakra mnI>a

f..tkor ?alla ma ba ? i fiyyi ST
5

' Toriisr
-

leS va targ has-shul Sarda?
6

'

[DA- 250^

. juxlak Sion 3 l-hale halla 9

bi-sdn fransTsko? [DA-77]

a Sayyedhon lakan £al- 3hsab

xatrak [DA- 129]

g 9gTt la^dandak marrten

lar-^al-lak, bass ma£ 3 l- 9asaf
-X + fnA-17ll

‘In that case, you’ll need a maid’

‘So you think it’s a good idea’

‘[I] thank God, I’m all right now’

‘Why do you suppose these plains are

so barren?’

‘Say, how are things now in San

Fransisco?’

‘Enter them on your account, then’

‘I came to your place twice to tell

you, but unfortunately I didn’t see

you’

10. fai><fon 3 l-xdruf ma tfal lam

w-?ar imd£i [AD-96]

11. bi-nafs 3 l-wa? 3 t s/on fTha
gammr-iramiieh £ala halo maSal
3kbTr

‘Of course the sheep wouldn’t learn

and began to bleat’

‘At the same time - think of it - he’s

losing a big opportunity’

12. nahna matlumak halla ? ft Izanna ‘Of course as you know we now have

fajni<? baS-Sdm industrialization in Damascus’

In ex. 12 the second person suffix with madlum (lit.

‘known’) is a sort of "ethical dative" [p.483], which im-

parts a note of intimacy to what would otherwise be a

starkly impersonal statement.

1 This is not to say that the supplement is not a part of the sentence,
prosodical ly it is as much a part of the sentence as any other kind 0

^
supplement . Note also the difference between m sentence supplemen *

.

an

clause supplement; one of the immediate constituents of a sentence
whole clause ( word- st ring) which it embraces and prosodically unifi eS

[p.377].
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cl ause:

Supplemental Clauses

Supplemental clauses generally may either' precede or foil
se:

‘o* the mai n

Journal ma fa?al Safina xabar Safina xabar Journal na t
‘As soon as you get there ‘Let us know as soon

'

let us know’ get there’
you

Visa t£it, btambapef 3 ktir..,.
‘If you come, you’ll have a
very good time’

. btamba'?ef 3ktir ?iza tgtt
‘You’ll have a very good time
if you come’

Most supplemental clauses are clause supplements, i.e. thev .

construction with the main clause as such. A few, however,
* r lnto

supplements or phrase supplements [p.529].
are sentence

The main types of supplemental clause are CONDITIONAL clauses which
amply illustrated in Chapter 12 [p. 331f f] ; CIRCUMSTANTIAL clauses' [p. 531]and the rest, which may be called simply ADVERBIAL clauses.

Adverbial Clauses

Most clauses introduced by a word or phrase plus the particle ma [p. 490]
are supplemental. Examples of these clauses are given in Chapter 13 [p. 357ff]
(see also p.338); further examples:

1.

?ab 3
l na talbes biSamtak , tatSod

la^dirastak
‘Before you put on your pajamas, you

must sit down and study’ (lit. "...

sit to your study")

10

12 -

tarket
3 l-tuda Bala ma tahki

k»}2£.

nas SaySin luks ben ma l-jer

tOSanin

0-md fi rfiibe mat 3 l ma bisir

Sandkon [DA-150l

nanfarrto Salehon la-hatta

yak lu b-tiyyam 3 l-Sid mat 3
1

Laklu l-tgjniya [DA- 299]

‘She left the room without saying a

word’

‘Some people live in luxury while

others go hungry’

‘And there isn’t the humidity you get

there’ ( lit. "... like it is with you

(Pi)")

‘We distribute it among them so that

they may eat during the holiday as the

rich eat’

mat 3 l ma is more often used in supplementation to a

word or phrase than to the whole main clause. In ex. 12

the mat 3 l ma clause is supplemental to the verb ydklu; in

ex. 11, to the noun rfube.

Examples of ma clauses as sentence supplements:

13.

14.

?ab 3 l ma t ansa , haff—alli Si

kiloyen xox w- 3 tlate n£ds

[DA- 130]

frasab ma baSref ma fi ?alak

bosta

‘Before I forget - put in (for me)

a couple of kilos of plums and three

of pears’

‘As far as I know, there’s no mail

for you’

For a sentence-supplement 9 iza clause, see ex. 12, p.332

2. baS3d ma n-nas gannu-lon
n-rgtgsu-lon, rahu w-daSSarShon
la^fidlhon [AO- 111]

3. baS 3d ma la?u l-mazneb ?ante
halla t 3 tbarret

4. ma Saf 3 t fioda man wa ?3 t ma
r£aSt

5. btatder 3txalH maSak tadd ma
baddak

6. b- 3m£arrad ma zakar 9asma haflret

7. bsawi-lak talifon 3b-da?i?et ma
taSref

8. leS ma btaSmal-lak Si Sawdcl ma
tafSod tul 3 l-wa? 3 t tatSakka?

‘After the people sang and danced for

them, they went away and left them

alone ’ [See p. 411 .

]

‘Since they’ve found the guilty one,

you are now exonerated’ (lit. After

they’ve found. . . ,
you have now been

exonerated")

‘I haven’t seen anyone since I Bot

back ’

‘You can keep it (lit. leave it

you") as long as you want

‘No sooner had he mentioned her

than she appeared’

i l the mioo^®
‘I’ll give you a phone cal

I f ind out

’

‘Why don’t you do something i ns

complaining all the time?

Adverbial clauses introduced by

15. lamma xalset 3 s-sane , falab
3r-rdSi t'aS 3rto LAO- 103]

16. l-yom lamma fet 3 t kan maSi

wa£aS ras 9awi [AO-51]

27. tfdse l fiyyi lamma baddak ydni

18. balla sallam-li Sas—satt watt
3bfa$gl [DA- 245]

19- maddet Sahren fi New York

^ant~SufoEaTT~y5m

y°m kanna rdSSin man berut
?oxatt bard IDA- 217]

^1- bass 3 t.la?i l-bet manruh, tana

vdyyak la-nSufo TdA- 291]

words or phrases other than ma:

‘When the year ended, the shepherd

demanded his pay’

‘Today when I woke up I had a severe

headache

’

‘Get in touch with me when you want me’

‘Please give my regards to your wife

when she arrives’

‘[During the] time I spent two months

in New York I saw him every day’

‘The day we came back from Beirut I

caught cold’

‘As soon as you find the house you

and I will go together to see it’
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22. w-fareh 3ktir la^anno t^akkad
?snno 3alla gafar-lo xataya
[AD- 100]"

23. u— la 3anno Tndli fanwan sdbet
bfatu—li yd b-wdpatt
3 l-mufawwadiyye l-?amerkiyye
[DA- 294]

24 . b-hes md kdn £andi l—mapdri md
?dar 3 t rufi

25. b-ma '’’anno msdfer bakrg Idzem
nasta/T&el

26.

raha^kun 3 hnik, ma£ ?anno
wa?ti dayye ?

'll. ^ana b£ab—lak 3 l— <?arba£%n bant
lo-betak (Tala Sarf taTt Tm
3arbafin dinar [AO-113]

And he was verv plaH v.

certain that God had forg!^ u* *»*g Cn hi * sin,.

And since I have no dp™,
send it to me in care of uTLaddres

*e flmeri CanLegation’

'Since I didn’t have the money Icouldn t go

‘Since he is leaving tomorrow w»
hurry’ ( b-ma ?anno, lit. "

witu r®,
musl

fact] that... ')
h [the

'I’ll be there, though my time i s
short ’

‘I’U bring the forty girls to your
house on condition that you give me
forty dinars’

Extraposition in Adverbial Clauses. Most conjunctions that introduce ad-
verbial clauses tend not to be followed by noun- type words [p.411]; thus the
subject (less commonly the object, etc.) of an adverbial clause preceding
the main clause is often extraposed [p.43J — placed in front of the con-
junction. (This type of extraposition requires no resumptive subject pro-
noun . )

1. ?aTla ta£ala lamma farra ?

3 l-mawdheb (Tala bani ^ddam,

kdn 3 l-falldh gayeb [AO-92]

2. l—bandt lamma $afyu la-hdlhon
sdru yddru bal-bet [AO-113]

3. l-malek ba£ 3d ma Safa md kafa
[AO-116]

4. ?ana ^aiaval ma ?£i t sakan 3 t

bal-bet £and hadol 3£-£amd£a

5. kttr 3mn 3 S-Sabdb wa^ 3
t bikunu

b i-(Tamr 3 l-murdhaqa bihawlu
?anno ya<6 3mlu no<? 3mn 3 S-Sa£ 3r

6. l-walad dz-?£tr lamma ykun
za(Tldn man ?qbu bafden irddi
‘i’abu byaSi bifiatt rdso heke
byas 3ndo

‘When Almighty God apportioned His

gifts among men, the peasant was

absent ’

‘When the girls were left alone, they

started looking around the haise'

‘After he cured the king, he (the

king) didn’t reward him’ (Extra-

positive object)

‘When I first came, I lived at the

house of those people’

‘Lots of young men, when they re
^

adolescent, try to compose some so

of poetry’

‘When a little boy is angry

father and them makes up w
’.
t
r^ginst

he comes and leans his head

him] like this’
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In most cases the extraposed term can also be construed

as subject of the main clause, with the adverbial clause

inserted between the subject and the predicate. (This anal-

ysis might apply to all but ex. 1 above.)

An adverbial clause is also sometimes inserted between

a verb and its prepositional or clausal complement:

sdfar
3 t 9ab 3 l ma ?a£i la-hon ‘Before I came here I went to Europe’

la- ? orofi>a

a w-?aret kail ma fat waked manhon

ta?fa£ rdso [AO- 113]

‘And she started cutting off their

heads every time one of them would

cane in’

Circumstantial Clauses (al-gumla l-haliyya)

Tbe conjunction w- [p. 391] introduces subordinate clauses with the sense

‘while, when, with’:

1. Sion md baddo yap^ot bal-fah 3 s

2. Sahat 3 t rafrdf 3s-sayydra 1it-
9ana

paled la—wara mn 3 l—kard5

'How could he help but fail in the

test when he hasn’t opened a book?’

‘I scraped the fender of the car

(while I was) backing out of the

garage’

3. vo-hume md£i w-matdaSSeb ‘(As he was) walking alone and won-

dering, he heard the sound of weeping’

(lit. "...a moan of weeping")

4. Safha fuilab bdnet w-^aldatha
ban-nasp [DA- 250]

‘See there, Aleppo has come into view,

with its citadel in the middle’

As illustrated in examples 2 and 3, circumstantial

clauses may sometimes be rendered in English with a particip-

ial phrase rather than with a clause. Circumstantial clauses

are most often non-verbal (ex. 2, 3, 4) and quite often par-

ticipial (2, 3).

Most circumstantial clauses follow the main clause (ex.

1, 2, 4), and most have a subject - often a pronoun subject

(ex. 1, 2, 3) - right after the w-.

In some cases (ex. 4), subordinate w- clauses are not

clearly distinguishable from coordinate clauses (‘See there,

Aleppo has come into view, and its citadel is in the middle ).

Further examples:

‘How can the food get done with the

pots hung up in the tree?’
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6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

11 .

12 .

13.

14.

15.

tCh.

hatfo ^adddm 3s- scuddan w-pdr
idallmo was- saddan yatfarraS
[AD-96]

‘He put him in front of the
and started teaching him, wh

"?nk

monkey looked on’
1

:ey

e the

Ex. 6 could also be construed as a coordination: *

started to teach him, and the monkey, to watch’ (with ana
phoric suppression [p.537] of par before yatfarraz).

1—fallahTn bihabbu ydkluhon
u-hanne xad3r [PVA- 18]

kdnet 3 l-bznt wara l-bab
wab- 9 Tdha sef [AO- 113]

w-rakdet u^madha tase ftha
mayye

bap-sab 3h w-^ang rdyeh, dala
Sag li baStari dddatan Sartde
mn 3S-Sarayed

da" 3 1-h.adTd ur-hwwwe hdmi

‘The country people like to eat tt.

while they’re green’

‘The girl was behind the door with
sword in her hand’ (Or as a coordi-”
nation: ‘...and a sword was in her
hand’)

‘And she ran, carrying a bowl with
water in it’ (lit. "... and with her
a bowl, in it water”)

‘In the morning when I’m going to
work I usually buy one of the news-
papers’

‘Strike the iron while it’s hot'

mnen balder ?abdat hawdie
bartdiyye? — tdlet Sabbdk
w- ?ante fdyet [DA- 223]

‘(From) where can I send a postal

money order?’ — Third window as you

go in’

l-bab 3nfatah w-ka?anno ft
sah 3r

mamken 3dSab-li ?ghuti
w-fiha xet konydk ?

‘The door opened as if by magic’

(lit. "...and [it was] as if there

were magic [in it] ")

‘Could you bring me my coffee with

dash of brandy in it?’

kif ya Sanni bat?ul slemdn
nobiyy alldh w- 3sleman mat man
maddet ?alf w- 3 tmdn mtt sane?
[AD- 116]

‘How, 0 genie, can you say Solomon

is God’s prophet, when Solomon died

eighteen hundred years ago?’

p»r®

other

tactu
supp

Supplemental Clauses.

lemental conjunction)

daxalt dale ha, b-?idi sef

[AD- 11®]

2
hmme dam-yahki bydkol naps

Tilkalme

, wenak 3b-hal- ? iyydm md hada

biiZfak? [DA- 197]

4 kail SV xdles, rah^ikallef

kaza doldr [SAL- 171]

A subject pronoun is sometimes extraposed (put before
the w-) at the beginning of a sentence, especially in a

clause with rdyeh, ‘going’ or the like. (Cf. p.530. ):

16. ?ant 3w-rdyeh xadni [RN-I.228]

17. w-nahng w-rdyhtn marrena
b-Sallaldt nydgara [SAL-67]

‘Pick me up on your way’

‘And on our way, we went by Niagaf

Falls’

Sometimes the circumstantial to- (or some

is omitted:

‘I broke in on her, a sword in my
hand'

‘When he talks he swallows half the

word’

‘Where are you these days, that no

one sees you?’

‘When everything is completed, it'll

cost [so many] dollars’
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CHAPTER 21: SUBSTITUTION

flie main types of SUBSTITUTES in Arabic are personal pronouns [p. 539] ,

(Jetn°
nstrat * veS question words [566], and answer words [536],

These categories are not syntactical form classes [p.381],
but are based on the way certain words or sets of words "re-
place" or "stand for" any expression of a particular gram-
matical class under certain conditions. Thus the personal
pronouns substitute for nouns or noun phrases, and the de-
monstratives hon ‘here’ and hntk ‘there’ substitute for cer-
tain kinds of prepositional phrases, etc.

Anaphoric Substitution

The third-person pronouns (huwwe, hiyye, hanne; -o, -ha, -hon) occur
mainly in ANAPHORIC SEQUENCE: as SEQUENT to an ANTECEDENT. 1 The antece-
dent is a noun or noun phrase which is subsequently replaced in the dis-
course by the sequent pronoun: btafref haS-Sabb ?ante? ‘Do you know that
young man? — ?e bat: 3rfo mnih, sahbi huwwe ‘Yes, I know him well, he’s my
friend’.

In this type of anaphoric sequence the main differences between Arabic
and English involve resumptive pronouns [p.430] and subject pronouns [548],
Arabic requires a sequent pronoun where English has none in sentences such
as ntn 3 l—bant 3 lli Saftak ma£ha? ‘Who’s the girl I saw you with?’; whereas
English requires a subject pronoun, and Arabic does not, in sequences like
fu

‘!(ixbar mahmud? — walia ktir mabsut ‘What’s the news from Mahmoud? — Why,
he’ s quite wel 1 ’

.

A sequent pronoun agrees in number/gender with its antecedent in the
same way that a predicate agrees with its subject [p.420]. Thus, for
example: yalli lajieS tydbo yaSi yStlon ‘Whoever has strewn his clothes
around shall come pick them up’; ft £andak St kat 3 b gero? ‘Have you any
ether books?’ (lit. "books other than them (f.sg.)"); yon biktin ft_ farsa
•-naddres na btaftafi [DA- 239] ‘The schools don’t open on a holiday’ (lit.
"day there is in i_t (m. ) vacation... ").

e term ‘antecedent’ in this book is used only in connection with anaphoric
quences; elsewhere, however, it is sometimes also used to designate the

*eaHi a. _ • t ». • . /. ... . „ _ . .fading term in attribution: "the antecedent of a relative clause" = the
erm to which a clause is attributive [p.493.

The term ‘sequent’ has sometimes been used as a translation of the Ara-

tai
*hich designates the ‘following term’ in attribution and cer-

£
n other constructions (viz. those in which there is case agreement in

lassi ca l Arabic). This, of course, has nothing to do with anaphoric sequence.
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When the antecedent is vague — or conceptual rather
than strictly verbal — the feminine singular pronoun i s
often used as its sequent: masmahr-li 9aldab tanes ma dam
md ztd fxha ‘I’m allowed to play tennis as long as I don’t
overdo ^_t_’ . Neither the noun tanes nor the clause 9aldab
tanes is exactly the antecedent of -ha *it’(f. ); in either
case the sequent would then have to be masculine. See p 42g

First and second person pronouns and most demonstratives are seldom or

//used anaphorically, but are DEICTIC or PRESENTATIONAL. Their ref-
neV

re depends entirely on the circumstances or the scene of the utter
cf

the time the place, the persons taking part in the conversation.

(Third person pronouns are also sometimes deictic rather than anaphoric.)

The "answer words" la 9 ‘no’ and 9 e, 9ewa,
‘yes’) are anaphoric predication-substitutes,
an answer, of the predication in a question,
sert the affirmative in answer to a negative
a negative statement.

na^an, nbala (all translated
They eliminate repetitio

The word nbala is used to"
* n

question or in contradiction*^

Besides their purely anaphoric use, these words are used
as interjections, and in supplementation to a full or partial
answering sentence. 9 e, nbala, and la9 , especially, are com-
monly followed by something more; when used alone, they some-
times sound rather curt. Hence: Saf 3 t 9ahmad? - 9 e Safto
‘Did you see Ahmed? - Yes, I did’; md Saf 3 t 9ahmad? - mbala
Safto ‘Didn’t you see Ahmed? — Yes, I did’; — la 9 ma Safto
‘No, I didn’t’ (in answer to either question).

The word nadam is more polite or deferential than 9 e.

It is used, furthermore, (with falling intonation) in re-
sponse to a call or a command: ya 9ahmad. . , — nadam. ‘Oh
Ahmed... —Yes?’, and (with rising intonation) to ask for
repetition or continuation of something said: nadam?
‘What?’, ‘I beg your pardon?’ ‘Yes?’. Note also the com-
bination 9 e nadam, which is more deferential, or more af-
fable, than nadam alone.

la 9 is used anaphorically in coordinations with walla
‘or’ [p.395]: btazi walla la 9 ? 'Are you coming, or not?’.

The form la 9 is not much used in a purely exclamatory
capacity; the usual negative interjection are Id and lah:

la walla ‘No indeed!’; lah, lah ‘No, no!’ (reaction of dis-
may).

There is also a form la 9a, sometimes used (anaphorically)
instead of la 9

.

The demonstratives hdda ‘this, that’, hek ‘so, thus, this, that’, and

hnik ‘there’ are often used anaphorically (but hntk not so much as Engl»

‘there’ [p.561]). See p.554 ff.

The interrogative substitutes or "question words" [p-566]

(Su ‘what’, wen ‘where’, etc.) are used in a sort of reverse

anaphoric sequence, with the substitute as antecedent, and

the phrase it "stands for" — the answering phrase — as

sequent.

Anaphora and Suppression of Anaphora

Anaphoric substitution contrasts on the one hand with actual ANAPHORA,

. which the sequent involves repetition of the antecedent, and on the

/her hand with ANAPHORIC SUPPRESSION, in which the sequent is partly or

entirely left out, to be "understood" from context.

There are certain kinds of constructions in which anaphora is usual in

Arabic, but generally avoided in English (by substitution, suppression, or

different wording). In a nominal predication, for instance, the same word

often occurs as the main term of both the subject and the predicate.

1. l-mas 9ale mu mas 9alt 3s-sad3r ‘It isn’t a question of the price'

(lit. 'The question isn’t...")

2. xdyaf—lak hal—marad hdda marad ‘I’m afraid this illness is mental

£a?li (or ‘I’m afraid this is a mental

illness
’

)

See also examples 20 and 21, p.404.

In Arabic a noun is commonly repeated with different

pronoun suffixes, while in

sives (mine, yours, etc. )

3. madaSo 9azwad man maddSi

4. 9asmi byaSi bad3d 9asma

bal-ltsta

English the independent posses-

usually substitute in the sequent:

‘His salary is more than mine’

‘My name comes after hers in the

list ’

Another anaphoric construction characteristic of Arabic

is the supplementation of a singular noun by a man phrase

with its plural or dual: yom mn 3 l— 9 iyyam one day (lit.

"a day of the days"), bant man banat 9abu dali One of Abu

Ali’s daughters’:

5. md bruh b- 9ayy Itdl mn 3 l- 9ahwdl ‘I won’t go on any condition’

6. wla Sawdb mn 3S-Sawdben mazibut ‘Neither of the two answers is

correct

’
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In answers to questions the English auxiliary verbs <

do’, ‘to be’, and ‘to have’ are commonly used as sequent
with the main verb suppressed. In Arabic these sequence
usually have anaphora: Sdyef hal-bet 3hnVk? _ (?$) Sa %
‘Do you see that house over there?’ - Yes, I do’; btgSi

*

ma£na? — la ? ma ba£i ‘Are you coming with us? — No, I’ m no j

.

In rendering English expressions like ‘so do I* more
than I have’, etc., the Arabic sequent is usually suppressed-

7. 9ana rayelt halla ? — w-?ana
kaman

8. talab ma?dri ^azwad man ?oxu

‘I’m going now. - So am I’
too ’

)

(or ‘I

‘He asked for more money than his
brother did’

After man ‘than’, mat 3 l ‘like, as’, ?add ‘as much as’, and
in certain similar cases, an Arabic leading term (noun, prepo-
sition, verb) is often suppressed, while in the English render-
ing there is usually an anaphoric substitute or anaphora:

9. farS 3 l-falsafe tabaS 2dm£atna
?ahsan man 3£-£dm£a l- 3flaniyye

10. Famro ta?rtban 9addi (or 9add
Iramri )

‘The philosophy department of our
university is better than that of
University X’

‘He’s almost the same age as I am'

(lit. "His age is almost as much as

me" or ...as much as my age")

PERSONAL PRONOUNS (a^damir)

sen

are eight personal pronouns in Syrian Arabic, each of them repre-

• a person category combined with a number/gender category [p. 363]

.

ting
h pronoun has two main forms: The SUFFIXED form is used as object

i

*aC
rb [p.438] or as the following term in a construct [457] or a pre-

to
a V

^na i phrase [477] or after certain conjunctions, etc. [543] . The IN-

SSorNDENT form is used otherwise, e.g. as subject [548], or as an apposi-

^[512] or extrapositive [432].

The independent forms are:

Plural

Thi rd Person

huwwe ‘he, it’

hiyye ‘she, it’

hanne ‘ they

’

Second Person

?ante ‘you’

?anti ‘you’

?antu ‘you’

First Person

?ana ‘I’ (m. and f
. )

na hna ‘ we

’

Stylistic and dialectal variants include the apocopated

forms hu ‘he’, hi ‘she’, ?ant ‘you (m. )’, and nah 3n ‘we’.

Also hannen ‘they’ (Damascus), humme or humma ‘they’ (Pales-

tine), ?ahna ‘we’ (Palestine), lahna ‘we’ (Damascus).

The basic suffixed forms are:

Third Person Second Person First Person

w-£an 3r-raf t 5> 9abl 3 t-tari? ask about the house, and about the Masc

.

-o ‘him, it, his, its’ -ak ‘you, your’

(Saying) travel inp cnmnanion. before you ask

about the road’ Fern, -ha ‘her, it, its' -ek ‘you, your’

-ni, -i ‘me, my’

Similarly: mail 3 l-md4i ' as in the past’ (cf. bal-md&i EL -hon ‘them, their' -kon ‘ you
,
your

’

-na ‘us, our

‘in the past’), matl 3 l- 9aiw>al ‘as in the beginning' (cf^

bal-^avuwal ‘in the beginning, at first’). Note also: msdwdt
3 l-mar?a bar-ra£ol ‘equality of women’s right with

men’s (or ...with those of men)’.

In Palestine one hears -hovi (or -hum) ‘them, their’, and

-kom (or -hum) ‘you, your’ (pi.). Cf. humma, above. In

Lebanon: -u ‘him, his’, etc. (and -hun ‘them, their’, -kun

‘you, your’ pi.).
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Modifications of the Suffix Forms. The suffixes whose basic fwith a vowel (-ak, -ek, ~o) occur in these forms only after a
0rmS

the stem ends in a vowel, then -ak becomes -k, -ek becomes _jfei

COnS°nant
; if

ing the stem in its suffixint? ~°

7
disappears entirely - but leaving
with the final vowel long and accented:

After Consonant

dzdkkar ‘he remembered’:

dzdkkar-ak ‘he remembered you (m. )’

dzdkkar-ek ‘he remembered you (f.)’

dzdkkar-o ‘he remembered him’

9adddm ‘ahead (of)’:

9addam-ak ‘ahead of you (m. )’

9 addam—ek ‘ahead of you (f. )’

?addam-o ‘ahead of him’

bifahhem ‘he’ll explain’:

bifdhhm-ak ‘he’ll explain to you
(»•)’

bifdhhm-ek ‘he’ll explain to you
(f)*

bifdhhm-o ‘he’ll explain to him’

?axt ‘sister’:

Xlng fo rm [p. 27'f

Alter Vowel

nasi ‘he forgot ’

:

nasi-k ‘he forgot you
( ra

.
)•

nasi-ki ‘he forgot you (f.y

nasi ‘he forgot him'

mara ‘behind’:

marca-k ‘behind you (m. )'

ward-ki 'behind you (f.)’

ward ‘behind him’

b ifahhmu ‘they’ll explain’:

bifahhmu-k ‘they’ll explain to you

(m. )’

bifahhmu-ki ‘they’ll explain to you

(f •)’

bifahhmu ‘they’ll explain to him'

9dxu ‘brother (of)' [p.169]:

jhe suffixes -ha and -hon may lose their h after consonants, and some-

s
(especially in Lebanon) after long vowels. These variants require the

-tern form [20 , 22] that the forms with h do:
same

izakkdr-ha or dzakkdr-a

‘he remembered her’

dzakkdr-hon or dzakkdr-on

‘he remembered them’

?amm-ha or ^amm-a

‘her mother’

Vanm-hon or 9amm- o

n

‘their mother’

nast-ha or nasiy-a (i.e. nasTa) 1

'he’s forgotten her'

nasi-hon or nasty-on
‘he’s forgotten them’

?abi-ha or ?abum-a
‘her father’

?abu-Kon or 9abui»-on

‘their father’

daleha or dalea ‘on her, it’

dalehon or daleon ‘on them’

The suffix -i becomes -yi when the stem ends in a vowel: dawa-yi ‘my

medicine’, masarly-yi ‘my money’ (i.e. ma?art-yi), fly-yi ‘in me’

(i.e. ff-yi'i

The first person singular form -ni is complemental [p.437]; -i is used

otherwise. See below.

USES OF THE SUFFIXED PRONOUNS

9axt-a

k

‘your (m. ) sister’ ?axur-k ‘your (m. )
brother

?axt-ek ‘your ( f
.

)

sister

’

?axu-ki ‘your (f.) brother

^axt—o ‘his sister’ ?axu ‘his brother’

dars ‘lesson’: ddwa ‘medicine •:

ddrs-ak ‘your (m.

)

lesson’ dawd-k 'your (m.

)

medicine

ddrs-ek ‘your (f.) lesson’ dawd k

i

‘your (f.) medicine

ddrs-o ‘his lesson’ dawa ‘his medicine

laken ‘but’: lawla ‘but for . . .

’

lakann-ak ‘but you (m. ). . .

’ lawld-k but for you (mV

lakann-ek ‘but you ( f
.
). . .

’ lamld—ki but for you (f>

ldkann-o ‘but he. .
.

’

lamia but for him’

As following term in an identificatory construct [p.458]

Suffixed to ordinary nouns, the pronouns are generally

rendered in English by the possessives: my, your, his, etc.

With quantifiers, etc. [p.466ff], by an of -phrase: kalian

‘all of them’, bacdon ‘some of them’, tnendtna ‘the two of us’

1 9axad mahramto man Sebto w-£a$ab
9Tdha [AO- 115]

j ?»xti l- 3 kbire mSamwaze w-sahri
^asmo hasan [AO- 43]

Baidak u-sattak tayybin?
I*- 43]

_ '

‘He took his handkerchief from his

pocket and bandaged her hand’

‘My elder sister is married, and my
brother-in-law, his name is Hassan'

‘Are your gradfather and grand-
mother living?’

convention of our transcription to wr

and i before a consonant or finally;

as also are urn and u.

ite iy before a vowel or be-
the two spellings are equi

-
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4. baddi msddat tak b- 9adiyye zgire
[DA- 295]

5. z-zdyde md bathamm. damalitka
saline [DA- 217]

6 . naspo l—fo 9dni man lah 3m w-damm
w-na$so t-tahtdni nan haSar
[AD- 118]

‘I need your assistance in =
matter’

n a s">all

Apendicitis is not serious tkoperation is safe’, lit. -j
t

ltle

operat ion. . .

"

The top half of him (was) of fi
and blood and the bottom half of ,
him, of stone'

. gando dele?

a vizan byadmlu-lo damaliyye

[DA- 203]

9 min dali bendt hon ? [DA- 233]

'Does he have a family?’, lit. "(Is
there) with him (chez lui) a
family?"

‘They’ll operate on him, then’, lit
"Then they’ll do for him an
operat ion

"

'Which of them is Ali?’, lit. "Who

is Ali among them?"

7. tnenatna msdfrin la-halab u-hayy
tazdkarna [DA- 250]

8 . dmumi kalloin mdtu [AO- 43]

9.

ban-nat ISe kallo_ mat 3
l baddo

10

.

w- 9aza t 9axxart. . . , mnaxod gerak
[DA- 29]

11

.

9al b-nafso. ' 9ahsan man bala. . .
'

[AO- 115]

The two of us are going to Aleppo
and here are our tickets’

All my paternal uncles are dead’
lit. "My uncles, all of them have’
died"

‘It’s all the same in the long run’,
lit. "In the outcome, all of it is
like each other of it"

‘And if you're late, we’ll take
someone else’ (ger is a noun mean-
ing ‘(some)other’

; in identi f icatory
construct [p-468]: ‘other than...’.)

‘He said to himself, "It’s better
than nothing"

speci al

‘Have you
. sddata,

Some nouns are commonly used with suffixes in
supplemental capacities: dam3rkon rahtu lo-ddle?
(pi.) ever gone to Aley?’, lit. "(In) your life..
wa 9 ta ‘then, at that time’ [ p. 521] , etc.

2.) After a preposition [p-477].

1 . hakena mado man sah 3r

2. saddli-li l-hammam [DA- 180]

3. tlob manno_ 9 Td banto [AO- 114]

4. battakel dalek [DA-290]

5. bayyad- 3 Lna waSSna 9adddmo
[DA-291]

6 . S-Sarke md fika barake [DA- 296]

Examples

:

‘We talked with him a month ago’

‘Light the bath (heater) for me’

‘Ask him for his daughter’s hand

(in marriage)’ (lit. "ask of

him. .

.

")

‘I’m depending on you’

‘Put us in a favorable light with

him’, lit. "Whiten for us our face

before him"

‘There’s no advantage in partner

ship’, lit. 'Partnership, there s

no blessing in it".

10 matli matlok md badref [DA- 243]

U md manruh baldhon [DA- 153]

12

.

bihattu kamdn tin w-fo^o hazara

tdnye [AO-75]

‘I don’t know either’, lit. "Like

me, like you, I don’t know."

‘We wouldn’t go without them’

‘They lay on more clay, and on top

of it, another stone.

’

3 3 As subject of a clause after ?anno ‘that’, la?anno (or la?anno) be-

cause’, k

a

9anno (or ka 9anno) ‘(It’s) as if’. The final -o of these con-

junctions is a neutral or "dummy" third-person masculine pronoun, which

disappears when other suffixes are attached.

1 . Su md batsadde 9 9anni kant ft? ‘Don’t you believe that I was in

[AO-116]” it? ’

2. mad 3Sze 9annon ba 9yu daySin ‘It’s a wonder that they stayed

alive

’

3. ftakart 9 annak l- 3mdallem [PVA-32] ‘I thought that you were the

teacher

’

4. Sdf 9annha wanra 9 et u— 9azharet

[AD-100]
-'

5. bhatt-allak 3 l-bd9 i b-kis wara 9

la 9annhon xfdf [DA- 107]

6 . he 9tak mabsut, w-ka 9annak md

sdwet damaliyye [DA- 218]

7. wallahi k

a

9anna bar-rabid [DA- 149]

‘He saw that it had leafed out and

bloomed’

‘I’ll put the rest in a paper bag

for you, because they’re light’

‘You look well, as if you hadn’t

had an operation at all’

‘Why, it’s just like spring’, lit.

"It’s as if we were in springtime"

As subjects in general are commonly suppressed [p.418],

the neutral forms of these conjunctions (ending in -o) are

commonly used before verbs in the first or second person, as

well as third person: halaft 9anno ba 9 tol. . . halli bixalla?m

[AD- 116] ‘I swore that I would kill the one who released me :

in contrast to the version with subject expressed: halaft

9anni ba 9 tol. . . .
,

If the following verb is third person masculine/singular,

however, there is of course no contrast between expression

and supression of a pronominal subject, because of the dummy

suffix -o: halaf 9anno bya 9tol... .
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Some speakers, especially in Lebanon and Palestine, do
not always use the dummy suffix: L-mara ?ala ha?? ?ann
tantaxeb. .

.

[SAL- 154] ‘Women have a right to vote’.

The conjuction taken ‘but’ may also be used with the suffixes; the
suffixing form is lakann-:

8. kant amhassbak zalame mnTh "I thought you were a nice guy by
lakannak tla£3 t (at e

l

you turned out to be no good’

4.) As a complement [ p . 437] , to verbs ;

this function, the first-person singula
of -i); all the other suffix forms are

positions.

4. a) As object to verbs and active pa

1. ?axad 3 t-taffdha w-?akalha
[AO-91]

2. ?a££ddon b-matrah zarTf v^tardkon
[AO- 88]

3. basattni b-hal-xabar [DA- 243]

ind a few other kinds of words. In
suffix takes the form -ni (instead

he same as with nouns and pre-

ticiples:

‘He took the apple and ate it’

‘He seated them in a nice place and

left them’

‘I’m glad to hear that’, lit.

‘You’ve gladdened me with this

news

'

An object pronoun is suffixed to the stem ya- if the verb itself

Iready has a pronominal i zed first object [P-438] or an -l- suffix [479]:

jO £atdni yaha kallha ‘He gave it all to me’

?ana bSab-lak yd ‘I'll bring it to you’

l2 .
?alla yxallT-lna yak ‘God keep you (for us)’

The pronouns are also suffixed to the stem yd- as ob-

jects of the quasi -verb baddo ‘to want’, whose subject

-

affixes are in the form of pronoun suffixes [p.412]: baddi

ydha ‘I want it ( f
.

)
’ ,

baddo ydkon ‘He wants you (pi.)’:

13 ttasel fiyyi lamma baddak ydni ‘Get in touch with me when you want

me ’

With the stem yd- either -ni or -i may be used: ...lamma

baddak ydyi.

The yd- forms are also sometimes also used after £and

‘with’ + suffix, thus construing £and(o) as a quasi -verb ‘to

have’ [p. 413]

:

14.

baftalla£ bal-mawSuddt £andi ‘I’ll look through what I have in

w- 3 bSuf ?iza £andi ydha stock and see if I have it’

In the expression ma dam ‘since, while, inasmuch as’

dam is construed as a verb, hence ma damni 'since I. . .
’. In

the case of ma Soda ‘excepting, not counting, either -ni or

-i may be used: ma £addni or ma £addyi ‘excepting me’.

4. halla ? sayydrt 3S-Sarke
batwassalng [DA- 251]

5. l-malek data Sdyze [AD- 88]

6. m-?iza md sadda? tni , (met doret
3 l-?ard w-?Ts [AD-83]

7. tar 3 kt<± w-sabf?to la-beto

[AD-115]

8. Sayini maktub

9. ?al-li_ ?iza Lazmak ST man berut

[DA- 245]

‘The company car will take us there

right away’

‘The king gave him a prize’

‘And if you don’t believe me, go

around the world and measure (it)-

‘She left him and went on ahead of

him to his house’

‘A letter has come for me’ (Sdye is

the active participle of ?aSa to

come’ [ p. 76 ] ,
which is sometimes

transitive: ‘to come to or for

( someone )
’

. )

‘Tell me if you need anything f roB1

Beirut

’

Arabic,

the
‘if

of
verb-

The English object ‘me’ is not an object in the

but a prepositional complement - "tell to me";, while

Arabic object -ak corresponds to an English subject -

you need’. Lazem ‘necessary’ is the active participle
byalzam ‘to be necessary to (someone)’ - a transitive

4. b) In exclamations with mar- and

15. Suf hal-ma$ane£ 3 1-hadTse

ma-?a£zamha [DA- 251]

16. ma^?ahldni ?a£3zmo hal—kalbl

elative [p- 314] :

‘See how fine those modern factories

are! '

‘Wouldn’t that be something, for me

to invite that (son-of-a) dog!’

(lit. "How nice of me to invite

him, that dog")

4. c) With the exclamatory demonstratives [p. 564] lek- and Sa£~, ‘there

is--., here is, look there at..., (voici, voila)’, a suffix - usually third

Person - is usual (and obligatory after Sa£~):

17. Sa£o Sdye

18. Sa£ha halab bdnet... [DA- 250]

19. Sa£hon 3r-rakkdb ndzlTn. . .

[DA- 249]

20. leko ?aSa wdhed [DA- 44]

'There he comes’

'Look there, Aleppo has come into

view’

‘Here come the passengers disem-

barking ’

‘Here comes one’
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Note the -ni forms in the first -person singular- Sae •

hon ‘Here I am’, lekni Sdye 'Here I come’. ~

4. d) With the words lasso and ba£d ‘still, yet’:

21. ?e lassdk^ md Saft Si [DA- 173]

22 . £mum i kellon mdtu, taken £ammdti
lassdhon tayybin [AD- 43]

23. lassdni ma Saradtha bal-wdSha
[AD-79]

24. 9abno z-zgir ba£do talmiz [adap.
fr. DA- 77]

25. z-Sas 3r lasso taht 3 t-ta£mir

’Yes but you haven’t seen
yet ’ anything

‘My (paternal) uncles are all de«abut my aunts are still living’
’

‘I haven’t yet put them on view in
the showcase’

‘His youngest son is still a
student

’

‘The bridge is still under con-
struct ion’

lasso also has the suffixing forms lassdt-, lassd£~, and
lassa£t~: lassato talmiz, etc.

The suffixes are not obligatory in this construction.
Note: bdbd lassa ma 9aza [DA- 299] ‘Daddy still hasn’t
gotten here’, lasso 9ana mu mat 9akked. . . ‘I’m still not

4. e) With the expressions (ya)ret ‘I wish, would that...’ and (ya) dob

‘hardly ’

.

26. bass ya retak kant ma£i... ‘But I wish you’d been with me. . •

'

[DA- 171]

27. ya reto kan hon ‘If only he were here’

28. retni mat 3 t 9ab a l—ma £abbart ‘I'd sooner die than express my
£ala ra 9yi opinion’

With the imperfect subjunctive [p.350] ya ret may be
used without a suffix: ya ret 9a 9der 9a$al la-hnik ‘If I

could only get there!’

29. dofco ya£me 1 masari kfaye txalli ‘He hardly makes money enough to
9ahlo £dySin keep his family alive’

With ya dob the first -person singular form is -i, not
-ni:

30. yd doiu ?um bi-masarifi ‘I can scarcely meet my expenses

SUFFIX PRONOUN CONSTRUCTIONS 547

„ With the expressions fx ‘to be able’ and b- ‘to be the matter with’

•
f)

[p. 415] :

,rk »tsd£adni ? - md fini sd£dak ‘Can you help me?’ - ‘I can’t help

31- 7 l5 you.
’

Sabak? (Su bdk?) - md bni Si ‘What’s the matter (with you)?’ -

‘Nothing’s the matter (with me)’

With the quest ion-words [p. 566] wen ‘where’, kif and Sion ‘how’, and

9addeS ‘how much’:

33. we no?, wenni?

34 .
kifak

3 l-yom?

35 .
Slonkon ya sabdya ya Sabdb

36 .
Sldnek b-Sagl 3 l-bet? [DA- 99]

37. law batSuf 9addeSo kan mamnun

‘Where is he?’, ‘Where am I?’

‘How are you today?’

‘How are you, girls and boys?’

‘How are you (f.) at housework?’

‘You should have seen how grateful

he was !

*

The word min ‘who’ has a suffixing form man-, which is

combined with apocopated forms of the "independent pro-

nouns: -u ‘he’, -i ‘she’, ~(h)an ‘they’: mam yallx 9o£de

b-Sambak ‘Who (f.) is sitting beside you?’; menu raisak.

Who is your boss?'; man(h)an rafa 9dtak? ‘Who are your com-

panions?’ See p. 549.
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USES OF THE INDEPENDENT PRONOUNS

1.) As subject:

1 . hiyye bal-bet

2. 9ante wen kant S-SamZa l-mddyer
[DA- 149]

3. b- 9anu far 3Z baS-SeS 9ante?

4. tabxin nahna £dz Zal-Za£a

‘She’s in the house’

‘Where were you last week?'

‘In which branch of the army are
you?’

‘We’re having chicken for dinner’

For Identification of the Referent. If the predicate is a prepositional
phrase (as in examples 1 and 3), an independent pronoun may be needed to
show the person and number/gender of the subject -referent. If the predi-
cate is adjectival (as in example 4), a pronoun may be used to show the
Per s°n of the subject-referent (though the adjective in any case shows its
number/gender ). A subject pronoun may also be used to resolve ambiguities
in the inflectional form of a verbal predicate: btaZ3rfo 9ante? :

'Do you
know him?’ (vs. btaZ3rfo hiyye? ‘Does she know him?’).

Otherwise in verbal predicates the subj ect -affixes
[jp. 175 ] give complete person and number/gender information
about the subject-referent: byaZ3rfu ‘They know’; in such
cases an independent pronoun (as in byaZ 3rfu hanne

)

is re-
dundant, and its inclusion in the clause must serve some
function other than identification. (See below.)

For Contrastive Emphasis. If the predicate (or the context, or the cir-
cumstances) identifies the subject- referent by person and number/gender,
then a subject pronoun may still be used to emphasize the contrast between
its referent and other referents:

5. hanne byadfaZu l- 3 hrd.se bass
9antu btatkaffalu b-masriif 3 l-mayy
wal-kahraba [DA- 292]

6 .
9ana md baZref bass bgann-allak
sdneZti btaZref [DA-98]

7. walla md btadfaZ 9ante [DA- 198]

8 .
9ana ya bek bagsel w—bakwi
w-bamsah w- 3bsdwi t-txut [DA-99]

‘They’ll pay the taxes, but you

(pi.) will take care of the water

and electricity expenses’

‘

1
^
don’t know, but I think my maid

knows

'

‘But you’re not to pay!’

‘Sir, I wash and iron and scrub

and make the beds’ (The contrast

being with her mother, who cooks.

Another function of 9ana here,

however, is to introduce and help

unify the coordinated predicates.)

Emphasis on the Predication as Such. Subject pronouns in Arabic are

f ten used, neither to identify nor to emphasize their referent, but rather

identify or emphasize the predicate (or, more exactly, the predication

sUCh): btsfham Zaliyyi 9ante ‘You do understand me !’ 1

Since suppression of the subject [p - 418] makes a predi-

cation more dependent on its context, and also makes it

sound more casual, it follows that the inclusion of a sup-

pressible subject pronoun may serve to make a predication

"stand out" from its context, or to sound more insistent. The

subject sets off the predicate as a frame does a picture.

9 .
Sukran Zala kail hdl 9ana md

bdaxxen

‘Thanks anyway, but I don’t smoke'

10. 9ante btaZref 9addeS xaSSaltna

haddk 3 l-yom

‘You know how much you put us to

shame that day ’ 2

11 . walla 9ana maSta 9 t-alhon w-baddi

Sufon

‘I (f.) certainly do miss them and

I’d like to see them’

12. Slona hiyye? ‘How is she?’

13. ma huwwe fal-mustaSfa [EA-150] ‘But he is in the hospital’

14. mah3rze hiyye walla la 9 ? ‘Is it worth while. Or not?’

15. Su huwwe maSruZak? [DA- 296] ‘What i£ your plan?’

In ex. 15, the effect of huwwe is simply to emphasize

the quest ion -word predicate £u. Cf . the less emphatic Su

maSruZak ‘What’s your plan?’ The contexts from which

examples 12 and 13 were taken make it clear that no con-

trastive emphasis is intended. The latter comes in response

to a question leS md biruh Zal-mustaSfa ‘Why doesn’t he go

to the hospital?’ If the question had been e.g. weno huwwe?

‘Where is he?’ the answer would probably have been simply

fal-mustasfa, with no subject expressed.

Similarly, the apocopated subject pronouns that are

fused to the question word man— ‘who’ [ P - 547] are used to

make the question more emphatic than it would be with the

simple form min: manu haz-zalame? 'Who is that man?’ vs.

mfn haz-zalame? ‘Who’s that man?’

Note also example 2, above, and examples 21 and 22, be-

low.

*A better English translation (for the context from which this was taken)

would be ‘ You know what I mean...’ in a sort of cajoling intonation (high

Pitch on ‘you’, middle or low pitch on the rest, with a slight rise at the

er>d). The important thing about this translation is that the high pitch
0r> ‘you’ has nothing to do with identification or contrastive emphasis,

just as 9ante in the Arabic has nothing to do with them either.

Or ‘You know how much you put us to shame that day. . , with the intonation

discussed in the preceding footnote.
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2.) Independent pronouns are used in apposition [p. 512] to thing suffix pronoun, for emphasis:
"e corre

spon<l.

16. xalli huwwe yqarrer

17. refa 9a man STlon hanne

18. 9a lak 9ante mablag ba$Tt taken
9alo huwwe masdri ktir

uet him decide’

•companions of their own age group ,

‘To you it’s a small sum, but to^him it’s a lot of money’

In apposition, with modifiers:

19. Sab-li 9ana t—tani lahme w-batdta
[DA- 47]

20. £arfet 9anni 9ana Haiti Saraht
3 l-£abd [AO- 118]

‘Bring me meat and potatoes, too’

'She realized that
wounded the slave’

it was I who had

In example 19 9ana has an adjectival attribute t-tani-
in 20 it has an attributive clause Haiti Saraht... , \
suffix pronoun itself cannot have modifiers, except as
mediated by its corresponding independent form.

3.) In extraposition fc>.431], antecedent to a suffix pronoun:

21. Huwme sar-lo daSr 3snin bi- 9amerka
[DA- 75]

22. 9ana lassani md bagref 3g-Sam
3mnih [DA- 77]

23. w- 9ante ya bek Su bSab-lak

?

[DA- 46]

‘He’s been in America for ten
years

’

‘I still don’t know Damascus well'

‘And you, sir, what shall I bring

you?’

An extrapositive pronoun — like an ordinary subject pro-
noun — may be used for contrastive emphasis on the referent,
as in example 23, or to emphasize the predication as such,
as in examples 21 and 22 .

4.) As subject of a circumstantial

24. $dr-lak zamdn Sandi w- 9ana md
baSref 9asmak 3 l-karim [AD- 108]

25. byathaddasu w-Hanne 9d£dTn howl
hal-barke [PAT- 187]

26. man £aSr 3sntn w- 9ana b 9eS$
da 9ni la^hali yarn 9e yom la?
[DA- 197]

clause with w- [p . 531]

:

‘You’ve been staying with me for

quite a while now and I don t even

know your name’

‘They converse while seated around

this pool

’

‘For ten years I’ve been s^av ^Pp
r

(my beard for) myself every o

day ’

5 )

il-

ia coordinations [p . 39 1 ] :

rdyhi* 9gnte sawa?

2g.
nd safi ger ?ana w-?anti.

lo 9ante w-ld Huwme, 9ana

bdxgda.

jq n;n baddak, 9ana walla Huwwe?

31 yo 9ana yd Huwwe bitamm Hon.

‘Are you and Ali going together?’

‘Nobody’s left but you (f.) and me’

‘Neither you nor he, but 1^ will

get it’

‘Whom do you want, him or me?’

‘Either he or I will stay here’

Note that in coordinations, pronouns precede nouns,

first-person pronouns precede others, and second-person

generally precedes third.

g j
With an appositive [p.506]:

32 .
9antu l- 9anerkdn bathabbu lahm

3 l-ba9ar 9aktar [DA- 109]

33 . nahna l-darab hiyadiyyin

34 . hanne z-zamdda md bya 9zu hoda

35 .
tfaddalu 9antu t—tnen

‘You Americans like beef better’

‘We Arabs are neutralists’

‘That bunch wouldn’t harm anyone’

‘Come in, you two’

7 )
Pronouns are seldom used as predicate, except in equational sentences

[p.406] ,
and then mainly when the predicate is a mere repetition of the subject

36. kTfak? - walla 9ana 9ana

37. lassata hiyye hiyye

38. w- 3S-Sag 3 l huwwe huwwe 9 iza kdn

la-wdhed u- 9 iza kdn la^tnen

[DA- 198]

‘How are you?’— ‘So-so’( lit. "I am I ")

‘She’s still the same’ (lit. "She

is still she")

‘And the work is the same, whether

it’s for one or for two’ (lit.

"And the work, it is it. . . ")

Note also the following sentence:

39 - 9addeS sdr-lo labndn mat 3
l ma ‘How long has Lebanon been as it is

Huwwe l-ydm? [SAL- 150] today?’

Cf. ...mat 3
l ma kdn 3mbdreh ‘...as it was yesterday’.

The conjunction ma is usually followed by a verb, but a pre-

dication of actuality [p. 402] corresponding to the verb kdn

‘to be’ is of course non-verbal. Since l-yom is merely sup-

plemental ("adverbial") [521], it cannot stand alone as a

predicate; without huwwe to fill the breach, the subordinate

clause could not exist as such (though it could be collapsed

into a prepositional phrase matt 3 l—yom [538]).
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[Ql.

DEMONSTRATIVES

Pronouns (ism l-? i Sara)

The main forms of the PROXIMAL demonstrative pronouns are

Mascul ine hada ’ this, this one, that

,

that one’

Feminine hddi, hayy ‘this, this one, that

,

that one*

Plural hadol * these, tho se ’

The main forms of the DISTAL demonstrative pronouns are:

gjcampl
es ° f Usage:

. hdda nad3r man satti d-ddife
l '

1^ 114 ]

I

2
Nodi fatra bi-hayat kail Saxs,

i hayy
9 l—b9nt yalli

f^Eha [DA-99]

! 4 hadol 3 l-kat 3 b 3 l-mazbutin?

C masd9 el md batxassni

‘This is a votive offering from my

sick grandmother’

‘That’s a stage in the life of every

person, usually’

‘This is the girl I was telling you

about

’

‘Are these the right books?’

‘Those are matters that don’t concern

me ’

Mascul ine

Feminine

Plural

hadak

hadik

hadolik, hadok, hadank

‘that, that one, that other'

'that, that one, that other’

‘those, those others’

The distal demonstratives, which are much less used than
the proximal, refer only to something (or someone) relatively
far away from both the speaker and the person spoken to:

manu hadak? ‘Who’s that over there?’.
The proximal demonstrative correspond not only to Eng-

lish ‘this, these’, but also to ‘that, those’, whenever the
reference is to something near (or associated with) the per-
son spoken to: Su hada (yalli madak)? ‘What’s that one
(you have there)?’

The demonstrative pronouns are of course not limited to

the presentation of objects in a spatial dimension, but may

also indicate "distance" in time: hadik kdnet 9 avowal sawra

‘That (other) was the first revolution’; or conceptual "dis-

tance" independent of space and time: hddi kdnet 9aarival

sawra ‘That was the first revolution’, i.e. the revolution^

we’re discussing now — and which is in that sense "present

to us now.

Stylistic variants include the apocopated form had (for hada); the pro

nouns whose main forms end in a consonant also have forms with a tina

hayye, hadole, hadike, hadanke, etc. ,

In Lebanon the forms hayda (for hada), haydi (for hddi), hawdi (

hadol), hawdik or hudik (for hadolik) are commonly used, (hawdi a so

an apocopated form haw.) In Palestine masc./pl. hadoldk is sometim

tinguished from fern. /pi. hadolik. The forms hadank(e), also

are usual in Damascus, but are not heard in most other areas. Dam

also has a variant hodon, for hadol.

As subject to a nominal predicate (ex. 1-5), the demon-

strative generally agrees with the predicate in number/gen-

der. See, however, p.42L In ex. 5, note the feminine de-

monstrative agreeing with the plural predicate noun [p-42^.

6 . Su had? ‘What’s that?’

7 . fi dandkon dayman ta 9$ maldun 'Do you always have weather as awful

met 3 l had? as this?’

8 . l-yom md fi Si man hod ‘Today there’s none of that, thank

l-hamdalla goodness’

The apocopated form had occurs mainly at the end of a

phrase. It is especially common in anaphoric use after

mat 3 l, man (ex. 7, 8 ). Note also: la had w-ld had ‘neither

one nor the other, neither this nor that’.

9. hayy 6ala harir ?asli, hayy dala

Sal, w-hayy 3mmawwaSe [AD- 79]

10 . ma btadref mahramtak? mu hddi

hiyye? [AD- 115]

11 . walla mu ktdr hadole

12. Su b isammu hada ?

13. baSi bakra, hada 9 iza ma Sattet

‘This one (f.) is [of] pure silk,

this one is [of] wool, and this one

is a moire’ (antecedent: krave

‘necktie’

)

‘Don’t you recognize your hanker-

chief? Isn’t this it?’

‘Why, those are not so many!’

‘What do they call this?’

'I’ll come tomorrow, that is, if it

doesn’t rain’

Since masculine( /singular) is the neutral or bass number/

gender [p. 421] , the masculine demonstrative is generally

used in reference to an object whose name the speaker does

not know (ex. 12 , 6 ), and commonly also as sequent to a

clausal antecedent (ex. 13) or a vague or conceptual ante-
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cedent [p.536], as in ex. 8, The feminine, however, i s i

commonly used in the latter case [ cf. p.428 ]• Su' hayy
3
?
S°

‘What’s this?’ (i.e. 'What’s up?, what’s happening?’)
hiyye ‘That’s it!’ (i.e. ‘You’ve hit the nail on the head*).

14. kali gt ?alla hayy walla ‘Anything but that!’

15. leg baddak hada ? xod hadak ‘Why do you want this one’ T l,

other one’
e *^at

16.

frattni kamm waked man hadol
w~kamm waked man hadank

‘Give me a few of these and
those others’

a f®w of

In anaphoric use, the demonstratives are sometimes to be
rendered in English by personal pronouns, or in more pedantic
style, by ‘the former’ (distal) and ‘the latter’ (proximall:

17. balden hadak i^al-lo ruh 9alia
yabltk

18. hada bisdwi fiyyi hek [AO- 111]

19. wenka fatma w-marwan? — walla
marwan Sdye, Sodo tah3 t

dam-ya^fel 3 s-sayydra w-hadtk
mado

‘Then he (the former) would tell him,
"Go on, may God afflict you"’

‘He might do that to me'

‘Where is Fatima, and Marwan? - Well,
Marwan is coming; he’s down there lock-

ing the car, and she (the former) is

with him’

Examples of demonstrative

20. hada huwwe w-fartd kdnu b-fard
saff

21. yamken. . . ta^ba^lak St Swayyet
masari zyade, nSalla? — hayy
Safer ftha, md btansaha ?abadan!

22. ya 9axi l-daztz, hayy ?ante
ialtan tdni marra

23. hada mhammad ^axuk, hada baddi
ykun 3 b-das 3 btak

24. hada 9ante halli kdteb 3 l—wara?a?
[DA- 188]

as topic [p.429]:

‘He (the latter) and Fareed were in

the same class’ [cf. p.361, ex. 23]

‘Maybe you’ll get a little more money,

I hope? — You’re really sharp when it

comes to that! You never forget it

‘My dear friend, there you’re wrong

again' [cf. ex. 7, p.430]

’This is your brother Mohammed, I

want him to be in your group’

'Are you the one who wrote the pape
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tha 1

jn some contexts it is necessary to make a distinction in Arabic like

in English between ‘this’, ‘that’ (in reference to something vague or

concep

(

tual, i.e. ‘this matter’), and on the other hand ‘this one, that one’

reference to a particular thing or person). Generally speaking, the de

*p
Strative pronouns are to be taken in the definite, material sense, excepexcept

and hayy in certain kinds of context and in certain constructions

*'d set phrases, e.g. mad hada ‘nevertheless, despite that’, /o 9 hada ‘more-
80

r ' (lit. "above that"), hada 9 iaa... ‘that is, if...’ [ex. 13], hayy hiyye

°That’s it!’. Further examples in which the context makes it clear that the

reference is not to some material thing:

25- gu hada? bid?! t-ta?s bada

yatgayyar [DA- 153]

26.

marti md btahki darabi 9abadan

.

_ hada ma bihamm ya bek, 9ana

badref Swayyet 9angltzi [DA-99]

‘What’s this!? It looks as i f the

weather has begun to change’

‘My wife speaks no Arabic at all. —

That doesn’t matter, sir. I know a

little English’

See also examples 8, 14, and 22, above.

In other types of context English ‘this’ or ‘that’ used with reference

to something vague or conceptual must be rendered in Arabic as haS-St or

haS-Saile, lit. ‘this thing’, because hada or hayy might be taken as refer-

ring to some particular person or object:

27. haS-St bydxod wa?t 3kttr

28. Su ra?yak 3 b~haS-St?

29. md balder ?aSgel bali b-hag-Sagle

30. haS-St sar-lo dam-iddya^ni madde

‘This takes (or will take) a long

time’ (cf. hada bydxod wa?t 3 kttr

‘This one will take a long time’)

‘What do you think of that?’ (cf. Su

ra?yak 3 b-hada? ‘What do you think

of this one?’)

‘I can’t concern myself with that’

(cf. ...b-hdda ‘...with that one’ or
' ... with him’

)

‘This has been bothering me for some

time’ (cf. hada... ‘This one...’ or

See also hek [p.561].

Note (ex. 24) that first and second person singular sub-

ject pronouns, as well as third person, may be extraposed as

a demonstrative, for emphasis: hada ?ante..., hayy 9anti

hada tana... (cf. hada huwwe..., ex. 20).
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Demonstrative Pronouns in Attribution Phrases

ECh.
21 )

The demonstrative pronouns are used not only independently bphrases with definite nouns. In some cases the pronoun comes fi

Ut also
»n

other cases, it follows the noun: hadak 3 l-bet (or l-bet kodak 30,1 >n
house’. 1 1 that

(other

)

The Demonstrative Prefix. The proximal demonstratives (hdda, hayy
are not often used before a noun with the article prefix, but" are u s ilduced to ha- , which in combination with the article forms a pref

i

x

S

f

re '

clitic ) hal-: hal-bet ‘this (that) house’, hal- 3 kntse ‘this rthatt u
Pro ‘

hal-?alwdn ‘these (those) colors’.
' c Urch’,

The l is assimilated to a following dental or palatal
consonant, as in the case of the article alone [p. 493] :

har-rSal ‘these (those) men’, han-naswan ‘these (those)
women’, haS-Sabbdk ‘this (that) window’.

Examples in context:

1. wen ft matron 3mnth hon? —
Sayef hal-binaye l-hamra?
. . . waraha. [DA-46]

‘Where is there a good restaurant
around here? - Do you see that red
building? Behind it. ’

Occasionally, the full forms hdda, hayy, or hadol are used in phrases

. e a noun with the article. Being longer and grammatically more ex-
b
f‘ it than the hal- phrases, their effect is to give extra emphasis or

P
llC ‘

1 .

clarity

Min hadol 3n-nds halli kant ‘Who are those people you were talk-
'

fawr-tafrki modon? ing with?’ (cf. hanr-nds)

e l-qaside ftha ?as 3m, tv-hdda

l-‘fas 3m md baddi taz 3kro

‘The poem has a name in it, and that

name I don’t want to mention’ (cf.

hal-?as 3m)

The distal demonstrative (hadak, hadtk, hadank, etc.) normally occur in

their full form before a noun with the article:

6. w-md bta 9der tashab manhon

?ab 3 l hadak 3 l—wa?t [DA- 293]

7. mani hadtk 3 l-mara?

8. hadank 3 t-taffdhdt 3mbayyen

dalehon tdza ?aktar man hadol

‘And you can’t withdraw it before

that time’ (manhon, lit. "of them",

antecedent: ma?dri ‘money’, plural.)

‘Who is that woman?’

‘Those other apples seem to be

fresher than these’

2. w-kdn har-rddi yat lad kali yom
dal-barriyye mad 3 l-ganam
w-yardahon [AO- 103]

3. md barSad. . . hatta ?adref ?a$ 3
l

hal—bahra w—hal-barriyye
w-haS-Sabal [adap. fr. AO- 117]

‘And this shepherd would go out in

the country every day with the sheep
and let them graze’

‘I won’t go back until I find out the

origin of that lake and that plain and

that mountain’

The use of the demonstrative prefix in example 1 is
deictic [P- 537] , while in examples 2 and 3 it is anaphoric,
with antecedents earlier in the respective narratives.

On the use of hal- in annexion phrases, see p.459.

Note the use of hal- before kamm ‘several’: b-hal-kamm
yom ‘one of these days, any day now’.

'Noun phrases with demonstrative pronouns are transforms of equational pr e

ications [p.406]: hadak, 3 1—bet ‘That is the house’ hadak 3 l—bet ( or

l—bet hadak) ‘that house’. Just as in an equational predication there i s

no significant distinction between subject and predicate, so also in noun

pronoun (or pronoun -noun) phrases there is no point in calling one the a

tribute and the other the main term — except, somewhat arbitrarily, on

basis of word order. These constructions, then, are a kind of apposi* 1

[P-506] ; there i s no justification for distinguishing between ‘demonstra

tive pronouns’ and ‘demonstrative adjectives’ in Arabic.

The form hadok(e) is generally not used in noun phrases,

but only independently.

Note the feminine form with a masculine noun in hadtk

3 1—yom ‘That day’ = hadak 3 1—yom.

In Lebanon the distal demonstratives also have a re-

duced form hdk (hek [p. 14])used before the noun: hdk 3 l-bet

(hek 3 l-bayt) ‘that house’ = hadak 3 l-bet.

Both distal and proximal demonstratives may also follow the noun. Thi

s

is the normal order in the case of proper names, nouns with pronoun suffixes

and generally with annexion phrases (but see p. 459):

9. nizdr ?abbdni hdda mansammt

Sdder 3 l-mar ?a l-^awwal

10. Samdbo hdda ha^T^atan ma kan—lo

muSeb

11- davanti hayy

e

halli daM-bahki—lak

danha dSawwazet lamma kan damra
9arbafadSar sane

‘This Nizar Abbani we call "the first

poet of Woman"’

‘That reply of his was really un-

called for’

‘This aunt of mine I was telling you

about was married when she was four-

teen years old’

‘Technically speaking, the difference is probably best analyzed as a dif-

ference in construction: the full forms represent the main term in an at

tribution phrase, with the following noun as its appositive (cf. p.506),

while the prefix hal- (since it is a mere affix) is subordinate to its

noun.
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12. bant sahbak hadike falfet

ha live Saddan

13. mnen zaye ddmud 3d-daxxan hdda ?

'That daughter of your friend has
turned out to be very pretty’

‘Where is that column of smoke
. - _ ,

c com
ing from?

Locative Demonstratives

The words hon ‘here’ and hnik ‘ther

phrases (or occasionally, noun phrases)
e’ are substitutes for prepositional
denoting places.

14.

b-datlet 3r-rabid hayy rah 3 t ‘This spring vacation I went to
la-florida Florida’

Less commonly, the demonstrative follows a single noun
with the article prefix: l-bet hdda ‘this house’,
hddi ‘this room’.

The forms hone and hnike are also sometimes used (cf.

p.552). In Lebanon the forms hunik or hawnik are generally
used instead of hnik (and hawn for hon (jp-14]), and in Pal-
estine handk or hundk.

Examples, predicative:

Nouns with pronoun suffixes, and proper names, sometimes
follow a demonstrative; this inverted order is like that of
nouns with the article in ex. 4 and 5, above: weno hdda
marwdn? ‘Where is this (fellow) Marwan?’ hdda xayyi md
haSar [Nakh. 1-80] ‘This brother of mine didn’t emigrate’.

The most common way of emphasizing the demonstrative element in a noun
phrase (with the article, not with suffix pronoun or a proper name) is to

prefix hal- to the noun and follow it also with the full form of a demon-
strative:

15. mamken tafsTra b-has-sura hayye

kamdn

16. min hal-bant hadik?

17. haS-Sah 3r hdda Sah 3r Sate

[AO-71]

‘It can also be interpreted in this

way’

‘Who’s that girl over there?’

‘This month is a winter month’

1 .
nSa.lla 9axuk bal-bet

?

— no?am,
"taxi hon [DA- 76]

2. byophar xalil mu hon [DA-46]

3. wen samir u-^afcu samir, ?an$dlla
hone ?

4. fall rah la-kaliforny a, mu hek

?

- ?e halla 9 3 hnik

5. hon i’ahmad bek? — nadam hon

[DA- 217]

‘Is your brother in, please? — Yes,

my brother’s here. Come in’

‘It looks as if Khalil isn’t here’

‘Where are Samir and Abu Samir, are

they here?’

'Ali went to California, didn’t he?
— Yes, he’s there now’

‘Is Ahmed Bey here? — Yes, he is’

Examples 5 has predicate-subject inversion [p. 419] in

the question, and suppression of the subject [418] in the

answer. The English translation, contrariwise, has an ana-

phoric substitute as subject in the answer, but suppresses
‘here’ in the predicate.

18.

lahc^Sufo b-hal-^iyydm hayy

19.

kail hgl-hewdndt hodol biSagglu
?ahmad 3 ktir, taken bidiS man
wardhon [AO- 63]

Note that in ex. 19 the "emphasis" gained by using hodol

after hal-hewdndt is not contrastive, i.e. it is not to dis-

tinguish these animals from certain others, but simply to

strengthen the anaphoric link between this phrase and its

antecedents; the sentence is a sort of conclusion or summary

for a discourse on the various animals Ahmed keeps and what

he does with them.

‘I’ll see him any day, now’ (lit.

"... in these days")

‘All these animals keep Ahmed quite

busy, but he lives off them’

Examples, attributive:

6. Su hdda halli hnik ? [DA- 18] ‘What’s that over there?’

7. hal-mandzer hon btasher 3 l- vansdn ‘This scenery here is enchanting’
[DA- 173]

'

The form hone (Leb. hawni) is in some areas used also

preceding an indefinite noun, e. g. in narratives, in the

sense ‘a, a certain, this’: hawni xawaSa ‘a (certain) gen-
tlemen...’, hawni marra ‘once, a certain time’ [PVA-22] .

Examples, predicative complemental

8- tdlbtn manno 7 anno yab ?a
dala tul hon baS-Sarke

9. $ar-lo hnik ta^riban idadSar
Sah3r

[ p. 446] :

‘They’ve asked him to stay perma
nently here in the company’

‘He’s been there almost eleven
months

’
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10. yamken ikunu ba(3d St sa(a
hone

[Qi. 21 ]

‘They may be here in about an hour 1

1

, 9ana man kalifornya — w-?ana

mn s hntk kamdn [DA- 76]

‘I’m from California
there too’

— ‘And I’m from

Examples, adverbial:

11. bta( 3rfo mn 3 S-Sam, walla
Karraft (ale hon ?

12. bass httne hal-masafe maz 3(£e

13.

ba(3d ma xalle? 3hntk baddi

?ar£o( (aS-Sdm

'Do you know him from Damascus
did you meet him here?’

‘But here, that distance is disturb
ing’ (i.e. the thought of being f ar
f rom home

)

‘After I finish there. I’ll go back
to Damascus’

Examples, with prepositional supplement:

14. Su £am-tadros holla? hon

b-waS 3npon?

15. bass 3hntk 3b-berut ?a(adt namt

(andon 3 b-beton

16. laha-Sab-lak ?ahwe. Su bat?til?

— hon Suwwa! ? l-^utfa Sob 3kttr

[DA- 172]

'What are you studying now here in
Washington?

’

‘But there in Beirut I stayed and

slept in their house’

‘I’ll bring you some coffee, how

about that? — Here inside? It’s so

hot in this room’

hon and hntk are not used alone in complementation (or supplementation)

to translocative verbs [p.274], but are preceded by la- ‘to’ or man ‘from ,

‘through’ [cf. p.486]: lo-hon ‘hither’, lo-hntk ‘thither’, man hon ‘from

here, this way, hence’, mn 3 hntk ‘from there, that way, thence’:

‘I wanted to come here not just for

the degree, because I could get th«t

over there’ (lit. "...from there )

‘Go to the Jordan and fetch water

from there’

‘Is this where you mail packages,

(lit. “From here do they send... )

20. biruhu la-hntk la?anno ?arxa$ ‘They go there because it s cheape

17. ?ana habbet ?a£i lo-hon mu bass

maSdn 3S-Sahdde, li?anni ba?der
?axadha mn 3 hntk . .

.

18. ruh (aS-Sart(a w-Stb man 3 hntk

mayye [AO- 99]

19. man hon byab(atu p-pruQ.?

[DA- 225]

21. w-halla? mnen marruh? man hon

yamma mn 3 hnik ? [DA- 77]

22. Slonek fdyze xanom, tatft la-hon

la—Sambi

‘And now which way shall we go.

This way or that way?’

‘How are you, Miss Faiza? C01"

beside me’

here

Although hntk is often used anaphorically, like English ‘there’ (as in

exarople 23), there are many cases in which it is not so used. As an ana-

ohoric substitute for the name of a city, town, etc., or a building, room,

etc., a third-person pronoun is normally used in Arabic after a preposition

or noun in construct, while ‘there’ is used in English:

24 .
bta(ref san franstsko? — beti

fiha [DA- 76]

25 .
bal-?awwal tla£ 3 t (ala bluddn,

w-manha (ala tjihur 3S-Swer

[DA- 171]

26. ralit (ala berut. - Sion Saft

?e'fho? [DA- 171]

27.

md fi £er mat(am hon? — f\,
hayy waited tdni; ?iza mnth,

mnakol f_d [DA-46]

‘Do you know San Fransisco? — My home
is there!’ (lit. "...in it")

‘First I went up to Bloudane, and from
there, to Dhour Choueir’

‘I went to Beirut. — How did you like
the summer there?’ (lit. "...its
summer ")

‘Isn’t there any other restaurant
here? — Yes, there is; see, there’s
another one; if it’s good, we’ll eat
there

’

Similarly, in attributive clauses, a resumptive pronoun
in Arabic may correspond to ‘where’ in English:

28.

(anna hi?amerka ft mahallat
btaStari manha kali St lazmak
[DA- 129]

‘In America we have stores where you
can buy everything you need’ (lit.
".

. . stores you buy from them. . . ")

Indefinite Demonstrate hek

The word hek (or heke) ‘so, such, thus, that’ differs from the pro-
[^inal and locative demonstratives in that is substitutes only for indef

-

iHite terms [p-494], including non-verbal predicates, complemental clauses,
supplemental phrases.

Exampl eSi predicative:

Su mbayyen maSgtiltn 3kttr —
valla dayman hek [DA- 294]

2. hada kttr, mu hek?

‘It looks as if you’re (pi.) quite
busy. — Well, it’s always this way’

‘That’s too much, isn’t it?’

Note also the predicative use of man + demonstrative.

mu hek (maS hek) is an important anaphoric substitution
phrase, literally "not so?" (cf. Fr. n’est-ce pas, Ger.

nicht wahr), whose English translation varies, depending on
the antecedent clause: (ali bal-bet, mu hek? ‘Ali's at
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home, isn’t he?’, btaSi madna, mu hek? ‘you’re coming with
us, aren’t you?’, rah dal-bet, mu hek? ‘He went home, didn’
he?’, bya 93dru yad 3mlu, mu hek? ‘They can do it, can’t th a
See also ex. 27, below.

3. hek 3d-danye

4. hek tasarrfo l-dddi

‘That’s the way things are’ Hit
"Such is the world")

‘That’s his usual behavior’

Examples 3 and 4 show predicate -subj ect inversion [p.419]
but unlike most inverted predicates, hek does not usually
take the main sentence accent.

Examples, complemental

:

5. lamma Sdf hek, fat dal-balad
[AO-83]

6 . bat^ammal hek

7. law Saftha bar-rab Xd kant
bat 9ul ger hek [DA- 250]

8 . w-f-allu hek hatta namu [AO- 107]

9. w- 3 ttafa^u hek w-rdliet 3 l-daSuz

b-sddatha la-bet 3 l-bant [AO-113]

‘When he saw that, he entered the
town ’

‘ I hope so

'

‘If you saw it in springtime, you
wouldn’t say that’ (lit. "you’d say

otherwise ")

‘And they stayed that way until they

went to sleep’

‘And they agreed on that, and then

the old woman went to the girl’s

house

’

, la-hek ?alt lo-hdli md halwe ‘And so I said to myself, it wouldn’t
1 ' be nice’ (lit. "And for such...")

The classicism li-zdlek ‘therefore’ is often used as a

stylistic variant of la-hek.

Examples, adverbial:

‘You can do it this way or that way’

‘Why doesn’t he take them with him
when he goes back? — I think that’s

what he intends to do’ (or ‘I think

he intends to do so’)

‘And in this way they build, little

by little, all the walls from the

bottom up’

‘Is that all right?’ (lit. "Good so?")
(hayk [Leb. for hek, p. 14] supplements

the one-word clause mlXh.

)

In supplementation to adjectives (participles):

21 . b-frayati
3mwaldan

md Saf 3 t wahed
hek

‘I’ve never in my
so childish’

life seen anyone

22 . ?dlat-lo
[AO- 114]

led hek zadldn? ‘She said to him,

annoyed?

’

"Why are you so

17 .
fXk tadmala hek ?aw hek

lg. leS md bydxadhon modo lamma

byarSad? — bzann^allak hek

baddo yodmel [DA- 75]

19 . w- hek byabnu, Swayy wara Swayy,

kail 3 l-hXfdn man taht la^fo^

[AO-75]

20. mlXh hayk? [SAL-41]

10.

ha?-$abbdt 3rxXs w- 3mbayyen
dale hek

‘These shoes are cheap, and they

look it!’ (lit. "...and it appears

of them so")

Examples, after prepositions:

11 . ?aqwdl mat 3
l hek $ad 3 b ?asbat

a

12. ya deb 9 S-Sum Sayyatkon 9adazz
man hek b- 3kt Tr

13. md fX tarktbe 9aktar man hek

14. w- 9zydde dan hek md bsadd?o

15. manSdn hek md bruh 9abadan
das-stnama

tatements like that are hard

ove ’

h really, your visit means much

re to us than that

e’s more fun than anything!

There’s no card more than

nd what’s more, I don t beli

m’ ("And [in] addition to that-

-

hat’s why I don’t ever 6°

vies’ (lit. "because of sucn

Examples, supplemental to nouns (hek precedes the noun):

23. hek nds fcya 9a tlu zalame bidun

ma traff-allon den

24. md fX 9atyab man hek tab 3x

[DA- 199]

’

25. md fini ?atsawwar 9anno hiyye

btadmel hek

26. b-hek sad 3r kant 3 Staret
sayydra 9ahsan

27. malak mantazarni sodded hek

xuzodbaldt, mu hek?

‘People like that could kill a per-

son without batting an eye’

‘I’ve never tasted such good food’

(lit. "There is no tastier than such

food ")

‘I can’t imagine her doing such a

thing’

‘At that price I’d have bought a

better car’

‘You don’t expect me to believe such

balderdash, do you?’

Note, in ex. 27, that mu hek may be used in sequence to

a negative statement as well as to an affirmative one.
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Preceding a noun or adjective hek(e) is sometimes used
to indicate vagueness or inexactness: ‘sort of’, ‘somethin
like’: g

28- S-So 9 byazi heke moSat ‘The yearning comes in waves,
of

'

sort

29. dzakkar-lak ST hddse heke sg Tre ‘Think up some anecdote, you know
short one, like’

The classicism kaza, or kaza w-kaza, is used in the sense
‘such-and-such’ or ‘so much’, etc.: l-bdxra kaza w-kaza ‘such
and such a ship’, kaza dolar ‘so many dollars’ (i.e. such-and-
such an amount). hdkaza is used in somewhat formal style
similarly to English ‘thus’.

The Presentational Particles 1

The forms hayy, lek, and Sat- are widely used in Greater Syria as "ex-
clamatory" or "imperative" demonstratives, which serve to direct someone’s
attention to what the following noun or pronoun refers to: hayy

3ktdbak
‘Here’s your book’ or ‘There’s your book’, lek nasdrTk ‘Here’s your money’,
Sato 9aSa ‘Here he comes’ or ‘There he comes’ (or ‘Here he is’, ‘There he
is’, lit. "There he is, he has come".)

hayy as a presentational particle is not always clearly
distinct from the feminine demonstrative pronoun: hayy
wdhde tdnye ‘Here’s another one ( f

.

)
’ or ‘This is another

one (f.)’. As a presentational particle, however, its form
remains hayy regardless of the number/gender of what follows:

hayy 9ahmad ‘There’s Ahmed’, hayy 3w Iddi Sdytn ‘Here come my
children’

.

Sat- is always — and lek usually — followed by a pronoun

suffix, regardless whether a noun follows or not: Saton
masdrTk ‘There’s your money’, lekon nasdrTk ‘Here’s your
money’. hayy is usually not used with a suffix, except in

Palestine: hayyo hunak ‘There it is over there’.

Unlike hayy and lek, Sat- is not generally used while

handing something to someone, but is more of a "distal

demonstrative; it usually directs attention to something
away from the speaker (though not necessarily away from the

person spoken to). Sat:- is presumably a shortened form of

9 Sdt ‘look, see’ (imperative of the verb 9aSet, bya 9Sot ‘to

see, look at’), while lek is associated with the preposition-
pronoun phrase lek ‘to you, toward you’ [p-480].

'Though the presentational particles are deictic or demonstrative elements

par excellence, they are not actually "substitutes" in any straightforward
^

sense — there is no other kind of word or phrase which, in their place, wo
^

result in the same construction. This construction produces a special kin

sentence, which is neither statement, command, call, or exclamation [p.37»J-M

Examp 1 es:

1
hayy tayyara Sdye man 9amerka.

Sathon 3r-rakkdb ndzlTn manha

Ida- 249 ]

2 fT xatt tramway tal-narSe kanan.

leko 9aSa wdhed [DA-44]

3. p-sdbun wal-lTfe Sathon

bal- 3xzdne [DA- 181]

4. l—magsale Satha hnTk [DA- 199]

5 . hayy 3 l- 9otel 9adddmak [DA- 16]

6. hayy 9 awwal harf

7. ha, lekak hon

8. Satni Sdye

9 . lekhon hayy bandtak rdztTn

mn 3 l-madrase [DA- 238]

‘There’s (or That’s) a plane that’s
come from America. Here come the
passengers disembarking’

‘There’s a streetcar line on the
Marje too. Here comes one now’

‘The soap and sponge are there in the
cabinet’ (lit. "The soap and the
sponge, there they are in the cabinet
(Extraposition [p-435])

'There’s the washstand over there’

‘There’s the hotel in front of you’

‘Here’s the first letter’

‘Oh here you are!

’

‘Here I come!

’

‘Here are your daughters coming back

from school’ (lit. "Here they are,

here are your daughters. . . )

Certain other presentational forms are heard in various

parts of Greater Syria. Note the Damascene forms Satok and

Sahhdke: wen barnetti? - Sahhdke ‘Where’s my hat? - Here

it is’. Sat- is also sometimes pronounced with -hh- rather

than -th- (or even rather than —t—) : Sahha ‘There it (f.)
^

is’, Sahlyon ‘There they are’, Sahho, Sahhok ‘There it(m. ) is’
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INTERROGATIVE SUBSTITUTES

The main forms of the interrogative substitutes, or question words are:

min

du and ?ed

?added. . .

kamm

7anu and 7ayy

wen and fen

kif and dlon

?emta. . .

.

led

In a simple substitution -quest ion [p. 379] the question word usually
comes first in Syrian Arabic (as in English), regardless which part of the
clause in represents: du (malt? (object) ‘What did you do?’, wen ?abuk?
(predicate) 'Where is your father?’, if/ sdwetha? (supplement) ‘How did
you do it?’. Some of the question words commonly fol lowr prepositions or
nouns in construct, however, though the phrase itself ordinarily comes
first: train ?anu wafide ha^-tahki-lna? ‘Which one are you going to talk to

us about?’ (lit. "About which one...").

The question word generally carries ^the main accent of
the sentence, and the highest pitch: wenak hal-7 iyydm ma
hada bidufak? ‘Where have you been these days, that no one
sees you?’ See p.379.

With a question-word complement, the subject of a verbal predication

usually follows the verb: Padded bydxod 3d-dofor? ‘How much does the

driver get?’.

Extraposition of the subject [p. 434] is common, however, with comple-

mental and supplemental question words. (No resumptive pronoun is used ^
[cf. p.530].): d-dofor ?added bydxod? "The driver — how much does he

7axuk led ma ?a£a? ‘Why hasn’t your brother come?’ (or led ma 9aSa 7axu

or led ?axuk ma ?a£a ?)

.

Besides their use in simple or direct substitution questions and in ex

traposition, the interrogative substitutes are used in complemental
,j

tdl-lo du sdwa ‘He told him what he had done’, ma ba£ref led ?axi ma 9 a 0

don't know why my brother hasn’t come'.

ma
Some of the question words are used in supplemental clauses
’-ever': du ma ‘whatever...’, temta ma ‘whenever...’, etc.

formed w» th

See p.338.

Unlike English ‘who’, ‘which’, and ‘where’, the Arabic
words min, du, ?es, wen are not used to introduce attribu-
tive clauses [ pp. 498, 561 ] , nor does ?emta introduce sup-
plemental clauses like English ‘when’ (cf. lamma, p.529).
(In parts of Palestine, however, led is used in the sense
‘because’ as well as ‘why’.)

du (often unaccented, written du), kif, and Padded have
special exclamatory uses (pp. 570, 572, 576). kamm has a

non-interrogative sense ‘some, several’ [p.470], and ^ayy,
9onu have the sense ‘any’ [p.574].

A.) Examples, mfn ‘who’:

1. ya nabiha min ?a£a? [DA-217]

2. min yalli xarbat-li wrd^i?

3. min mankon kata b wazift
3 l-fizya?

4. mfn had-dabab?

The form man- is used as ai

apocopated subject pronouns -a
‘Who’s on the team?’ See p.5^

‘Who’s that, Nabiha?’ (lit. "0

Nabiha, who has come?")

'Who (is it that) messed up my
papers?’

‘Which of you has done the physics
assignment?’

‘Who are these young men?’

extraposed subject with the
— i, —han: manu bal—fari7?

‘Whom do you want?’

and nouns in construct:

5. mfn baddak?

After prepositions

6. man £and min badSib
3grddak? [DA- 128]

7. sd£et min hayy? (or la-mfn

has-safra, or taba£ min
has-sdfa ?)

8. dor min?

9. lar-min tafazz mankon baddi

?a£ti banti? [AO-55]

In complemental clauses:

10. kant 9ana (andak w-madri
min ?aza la-£andak. .

.

'Whom do you get your things from?’

(lit. "From with whom. . .
"

[ t>- 486] )

t *
‘Whose watch is thisr’ (or ‘Whose

is this watch?
’ )

‘Whose turn [is it]?’

'To whom dearer than you would I

give my daughter?

' I was wi th you ,
and I don ’ t know

who [it was that] came to see you
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11. . . . fa-fam-tasfon hiyye ya
tara min fi fandak halla 9

‘and she’s thinking,
is with you now?"’

'I wonder who

12. fik 3 tfidni min lazem ?dbel
b-hal- 3xsus? [SAL-93]

‘Could you tell me whom I should
see about this?’

min is also sometimes used in a non-interrogative sense
‘someone’, as object with an (objective) complemental clause-

13. yafni baddak min i^al-lak ‘You mean you need someone to tell
you’

B. ) Examples, Su ‘what’:

1. Su_talef mafi ya doktor?
[DA- 204]

2. 55 ?asmo halli bisdvui

s-Sabab ik wg i- 3 bwdb

?

[DA- 243]

3. 55 l-fawaki yalli batridha?
[DA- 107]

4. Su fale, Su byatlaf mofak,

hki

5. 55 kant fam- 3 tsdwi

?

6. tayyeb Sii batla?i mndseb
lat-parafen? [DA- 291]

With extraposed subject or

7. tnen w- 3 tnen Su byaf 3mlu?
[DA- 5]

8. sabdnex 55 bi^uluwa
bal-^anglizi?

9. r—raSSdl halli baddna nzuro
Su_byaStagel? [DA- 75]

‘What have I got, Doctor?’
("What’s come up with me?")

‘What’s the name of the one that
makes windows and doors?’ (Comment-
topic Inversion, p.434.)

‘What fruit do you want?’ (lit.

"What’s the fruit that you want?")

‘What of it? What’s come over you?
Speak up!

’

‘What were you doing?’

‘All right, what do you think would

be suitable for both parties?’

obj ect

:

‘What do two and two make?’

‘What do they call ‘ sabdnex ’ in

Engli sh?

’

‘The man we’re going to see - what

work does he do?’

In ex. 9 Su is a predicative complement [p.444]; cf.
byaSta&el mikaniki ‘He works as a mechanic’.

Sometimes Su as a predicative complement has to be trans-
lated ‘how’ rather than ‘what’. In ex. 8, for instance, if
bi^uldwa is given its more standard &iglish rendering ‘they
say (it)’, then Su bi?uluwa is ‘How do they say it?’ Note
also:

10. Su batfasser haS—Si? ‘How do you explain this?* (
or

do you make of this?’)

11. Su bya^rabkon? [SAL-64] ‘How is he related to you(pl.)?’
(or ‘What kin is he to you?’)

Su is often followed by a quasi-verbal predicator [p.412]

plus a complement of specification [510]; the English trans-

lation of this construction is often ‘what’ plus a noun:

12. Su baddkon fawaki? [DA- 47] ‘What fruit do you want?’ (cf. ex.

3, above) or ‘What do you want in

the way of fruit?’

13. Su ma£o Shddat? ‘What diplomas has he?’

14. su fi ?ak 3 l, ?ana Sofan ‘What is there to eat? I’m hungry’

Su is sometimes used after

struct, but 9eS is more common

below)

:

a preposition or noun in con-

in these constructions (see

15. fa la Su ftamadt? ‘What did you decide upon?’

In complemental clauses:

16. walla ma bafref Su baddi

?a l— lak

‘I really don’t know what to tell

you ’

17. tafdl nas^alo Su gar mafo

bat-talavazyon

‘Come on, let’s ask him what hap-

pened to him on television’

18. ?axiran lah^li Su kdn

fam^yafni

‘It finally dawned on me what he

meant ’

19. ya samir Suf haS-Sdy Su_

far fi

‘Samir, see what’s happened to the

tea’

The complemental clause haS—Say Su sar fi is an extra-

position of Su sar b-haS-Sdy. The extrapositional word

order makes it possible also to interpret haS-Sdy as ob-

ject of Suf: 'Look at the tea, what’s happened to it’.

A subject Su + prepositional predicate bo, bak, ‘with

him, with you, etc.’ [p-415] is usually shortened to Su or

(most often) Sa, and pronounced as a single unit: Su-bak

or Sa-bak (= Su bak) ‘What’s [wrong] with you?’:

20. Sa-bo hal-^add xayre

£azdymo

?

21. ya banat tsallu, Sa-bakon
bi-hal-bazrdt yalli
1 adddmk on?

‘Why is he so down in the mouth?’

‘Enjoy yourselves, girls! What’s the

matter with (you, with) those seeds

[hors d’oeuvres] in front of you?’
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Exclamatory Su:

22. Su hat-pa9s yalli bi 9ammet ‘What miserable weather!’ (lit. "What
3 l- 9alb! is this weather, that opresses the

heart
!

")

23. 9 amma Su zalame nahfe mn ‘But what a card that fellow is!’
3n-nahfdt!

Su is also used, unaccented (written 5u), as a sentence
supplement [p.526] and introducer; this expression is gen-
erally too mild to be translated as an interjection ‘What?!’,
but may be roughly rendered as ‘well’, ‘oh’, ‘so’, or left

untranslated:

24. Su byazhar halt 3 l-balad ‘(Well), it looks as if conditions
3mniha [DA-77] in town are good’

25. dafwan, Su btahki darabi? ‘(So) y°u speak Arabic?'
[DA- 16]

26. Su ma Sdfak 3 l-hakim? ‘(Oh,) hasn’t the doctor seen you?’

C. )
51 eS ‘what’ is commonly used instead of Su after a preposition or a

noun in construct:

1. la- 9eS byalzamo l-darabi? ‘What does he need Arabic for?’

[DA- 173]

2. bi- 9 eS mansafer? [DA-248] ‘How will we go?’ ("In what..." or

"By what . . .
")

3. bhabb 9a£ref data 9 eS ‘I’d like to know what they live on’

daySin

4. lah-sdfer ia-Michigan ‘I’m going to Michigan to study engin-

maSan 9adros handase. — eering. — What kind of engineering?

handast 9eS ? — handase (lit. "Engineering of what?") — Civil

madani yye engineering'

5. dzakkar-lak Si natal man ‘Think of some proverb from Damascus.
3S-Sdm. — mat 3 l 9eS yadni? — Like what, how do you mean?'

In various parts of Greater Syria 9eS (often shortened

to 9aS or 9aS) may be used in more or less the same ways as

Su: 9 eS baddak? ‘What do you want?’, 9aS hada? ‘What’s

that?’, etc.

QUESTION WORDS: 9eS, 9addeS 571

D. )
9addeS ‘How much’:

1. 9addeS 9 aS 3rto bas-sane? ‘How much is the rental of it for
[DA- 225] a year?’

2.
J

adde

S

talabu shabo? 'How much did its owners ask^’
[DA- 291)

3. 9addeS baddak ikun ‘How old do you want her to be?’ (lit.
dam3rha? [DA-80] "How much do you want her age to be?")

In reference to time and distance, 9addeS is commonly
translated into English as ‘how long’ and 'how far’:

4. ?addeS d btab£ed ^a^rab ‘How far is it to the nearest city?’

madine?

5. 9adde§ sar-lak hone ‘How long have you been here in the

b-^amerka? States? ’

( 9addes + s- — 9addes^s-)

After prepositions and nouns in construct:

6. m-la- 9addes baddak 3 tkun ‘And for how long do you want the

maddet 3 l-qard

?

[DA- 297] loan to run?’

7. fc- 9addeS 3s-sinama hon? ‘[For] how much is (the price of) the

[DA- 18] cinema here?’

8. daxlak hal-lubye b- 9addeS ? ‘[At] how much are these beans,

[DA- 129] please?’

9. kail 9addes biwazzfu ‘[Every] how often do they deliver

l—barid hon

?

the mail here?’

9addes is often followed by a verb plus a complement of

specification (cf. Su, p. 569); the English translation is

usually 'how much’ + noun;

10. 9addeS bydxod maddS ‘How much salary does he get a month?’

baS-Sah 3r?

11. 9addeS 3 staxraSu fah 3m? ‘How much coal did they mine?’

12 .
9addeS btadfadu fdyde? ‘How much interest do you pay?’

[DA- 293]

In complemental clauses:

13.

baddi 9odref 9addeS 3 s-sdda

[AD-71]

‘I want to know what time it is’

(lit. "...how much the hour is")
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14. Saft 9addeS hon 3 l-hawa
9abrad? [DA- 172]

‘Do you see how much cooler rk„ •

is here?’ a,r

15. Sdyef hal- 9arddi 9addeS ‘See how green this country jo
xadra [DA- 235]

Note the extraposition of hal- 9arddi in ex. 15. Cf. ex
19, p.569t

6. kamm ft matr 3mrabba£ ‘How many square meters are there in

fi had-da 9 ire? (or this circle?’
kamm matr 3mrabbat: f

t

b-had-da 9 ire?)

jr.
)

9anu ‘which, what, which one’ may be used either independently or in a

noun phrase. Examples (independent):

Exclamatory use of
"
addeS

:

16. 9addeS 3 t(allamtu!

17. 9addeS 3 l-balad kalieel

18- 9addeSak Lat if!

‘How much you’ve learned!’

‘How pretty the town is!’

‘How nice you are!

’

The exclamatory 9addeS may take pronoun suffixes as in

ex. 18. See p.547. Note that with adjectival complements,
9addeS is generally translated ‘how’ (without ‘much’).

E. ) kamm ‘how many’ is usually followed by a noun in the singular.

Examples:

1. kamm naSme fi bas-sama? ‘How many stars are there in the sky?’

[AO-83]

2. kamm sane sar-lak hone? ‘How many years have you been here?'

3. kamm dars kdn tandak... ‘How many classes did you have...'

4. kamm ndyeb bimasslu 'How many delegates represent these

\ial-mukdfazdt? [SAL- 152] nohaf azat s? ’

Note, in ex. 4, that the kamm phrase with an animate

noun [p- 420] takes a plural verb despite its singular form.

In ex. 3, on the other hand, the linking verb kdn remains

singular. The agreement is partly optional, depending on

how much one wishes to emphasize plurality.

In complemental clauses:

5- zan-li hal-batttxa La-Sufka ‘Weigh this watermelon for me, s
°^,

kamm kilo btatlad [DA-128] can see how many kilos it comes

With /f and other quasi -verbal predicators, kamm may

stand alone, with its noun as speci f icat ive complement to

lowing the predicator (cf. Su, p.569):

1. 9anu 9ahsan maxzan
ba l-balad?

2. 9gnu l- 9aSya l-maf 9ude?

3. 9gnu batSuf bikun 9ahsan?
[DA- 109]

‘Which is the best store in town?’

‘Which are the things [that are]

missing?

’

‘Which do you think would be better?’

Examples, in noun phrases:

4. 9anu sd£a batttr 3 t-tayydra? ‘What time does the plane take off?’
[DA- 249]

5. 9anu vodhed baddak?

6. 9anu 9dle badda" Caleha
9ahsan St?

After prepositions:

7. la- 9anu masyaf rah 3 t?

[DA- 171]

8. ha4 3rtak man 9gnu wildye
bi- 9amerka? [DA- 76]

‘Which one do you want?’

‘What instrument do you play best?’

‘Which summer resort did you go to?’

‘Which state in the United States are
you f rom?

’

With feminine (or inanimate plural) nouns, the form 9ani

is often used rather than 9anu:

9. ?ant Santa na"et?

10. 9emta baddon yaSu, 9gni

sd£a?

‘Which bag did you choose?'

‘When are they supposed to come — at
what time?’

In the independent use, the form 9anon may be used for

the plural:

11. 9anon 3wldda? ‘Which ones are her children?’

The form 9ayy is used in noun phrases in the same way as 9anu:

12. 9ayy sa£a baddon yaSu? ‘What time will they come?’
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QUESTION UORDS: wen, ktf 575
[Ch.

The forms ?ayyi and ?ayya are also used in some parts
of Greater Syria.

?anu, ?ani, and ?ayy may be used with nouns in the non-
interrogat i ve sense ‘any’:

13. ft £andak ?ayy su?dl tani? ‘Have you any other question(s)?’

14. ?ani Sa£le ?ahsan man bala ‘Any job is better than none’

G. ) wen, fen ‘where’, examples:

1. wen ?a?rab ?otel?

2. fen baba hatta (rayed, (rale

w-?dxod dtdtti [DA- 298]

‘Where is the nearest hotel?’

‘Where is Daddy? [I want to know]

so I can give him holiday greetings
and get my holiday gift’

3.

wen hatt haS-Sardyed
3 l-/ata??

‘Where shall I put those old news-
papers?’

4. w-?ana fen baddi ruh
3 l-yom? [DA- 300]

5. halla ? wen 3wsalna
bal-?ak 3 l, ya xanom?

‘And where might I go today?’

‘Now, where have we gotten with the

[preparation of the] food, madam?'

With translocative verbs [p.486] the form let-wen ‘where

to, whither’ is more usual than simply wen or fen as in

ex. 4 and 5:

6. la—wen rayeh halla??
[AO-47]

7. hal-xatt la-wen biwaddi?

‘Where are you going now?'

‘Where does this line lead to?

(Extraposition of la-wen biwaddi

hal-xatt?)

With man ‘from’, wen takes the form -en: mnen ‘from

where? ’

:

8. w-hal-£em mnen ?aSa kallo ‘And where have these clouds cotne

gala £afle [DA- 153] from all of a sudden?’ (Extraposi

In many cases mnen is translated simply ‘where’, and in

some cases, ‘how’:

9. mnen Staret hal-barneta?

10. mnen 3mnaxod 3 l-bas§?

‘Where did you buy that hat?

‘Where do we get the bus?

11. mnen marruh?

12. mnen 3draft?

‘How do we go?’ or ‘Which way do we
go? (Cf. man hon ‘this way’, mn 3 hntk
‘ that way

’

)

‘How do you know?’ or ‘Where did you
find out?’

In complemental clauses:

13. /a-Su ?ana fakkart dairt-

tas?alni mnen ?ante
‘And I thought she was asking me,

"Where are you from?"’

14. ft wdhed xalas w-wahed
6am-yadros md bofref wen

‘There’s one who’s finished, and one
studying I don’t know ‘where’

Predicative wen takes pronoun suffixes as subject [p.547]:

15. ?ammi wenkon ? Su md ft
hada bal-bet?

16. wat-tnen wenhon? [DA-75]

17. weno ?ab 3n fammi?

H

.

) ktf ‘ how ’ :

1. ktf kdn 3 t-ta?s trandkon

baS-Sbdl

?

2. ktf 3 s-safiha samlr baSa?

3. ktf baddi sawlha?

4. ktf la?et ?al/ret 3b£albak?
[SAL- 117]

5. ktf 3dreft walla ?annak

hassir tamdm

In complemental clauses:

6. Idsem ?a? 3 tlak ?awam,

?al-li k If baddak 3 tmut

[AD- 116]

7. btadref ktf 3n^nahhdt heke
bipawwer 3 l-mar?a mn
3s-sawdya l-gamt?a yadni

‘Mother, where are you all? Isn’t
there anybody home?'

‘And where are the two of them?’

‘Where is my cousin?’ (Comment -topic
inversion [p-434])

‘How was the weather where you were
in the mountains?’

‘How is your (lit. "the") health,
Samir Pasha?’

'How should I do it?’

‘How did you like (lit. "find") the
castle of Baalbek?’

‘How did you know? You're certainly
a good guesser!’

‘I must kill you immediately; tell
me how you want to die’

‘You know how the sculptor sort of
depicts the woman from the hidden
recesses, so to speak’
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Note also the common expressions Sdyef kif? ‘See how it
is?’, (also ldha?t kif), (raft kif? ‘Know what I mean’’ ari ,i

the like.
' ’ Q

kif (like Su [ p. 57Cj ) has two kinds of exclamatory use-

8. Su ma ft (andak samak? ‘Don’t you have any fish? _ of
_ kif ma fi! [DA-17] I do! ("How [could it be that] ther^

is none! “)

The milder exclamatory kif introduces questions, in much
the same way as Su;

9. kif, (aS 3btak u>aS°nton? ‘Well, did you like Washington?’

The predicative kif (ex. 1, 2) takes pronoun suffixes
[p.547), especially in asking ‘How are you?’; kifak?, kifkon?.

I. ) Sion ‘how’ is not generally used in the coastal regions; in Damascus it

is used in some of the same ways as kif. Examples:

1. daxlak Sion 3 l-hdle halla? ‘Say, how are things now in San
bi-sdn fransisko? [DA-77] Francisco?’

2. Sion baddak 3r-ra ? be? ‘How do you want the neck?’ (barber

[DA- 179] speaking)

3. Sion 3 t-tannura S-Sdide, ‘How about the new skirt? Has it

nSdlla hdzet ^a(Sab won the admiration of the multitudes?’
3S-Samahir?

4. Sion xalleti yatla( ‘How could you let him go out in

b-hal-bard? [DA- 198] this cold?’

5. Sion Safto hal-mastaSfa? ‘What do you think of this hospital?

( "How do you see. . . lit. 'How have

you seen...") Comment -topic inversion

[p. 434]

Sion also takes pronoun suffixes in the role of subject:

Slonak? ‘How are you?’.

6. Slonhon ?anSdlla mabsutin? ‘How are they? Well, I trust?

‘And how are you(f.) at housework.
7. w- 3 Slonek b-Sail 3 l-bet?

[DA- 99]

QUESTION HORDS: ?emta, leS 577

t
)

?emta ‘when’

:

1. ?emta Sayin? — yadni ?emta ‘When are they coming? — Well when
baddon yaSu, scKa wahde would they come? One o’clock in the

bal-lel? Id ykal-lah fakre morning? Not likely!’

2. ?abi ? emt a (andak wa 7 t ‘Father, when will you have time [so
3mnanzel (as-su?? that] we can go down to the market?’

3. ?emta l-musem byabda? ‘When does the season begin?’

4. man ?emta kdn hdda? ‘How long ago was that?’ (lit. "Since

when. . . ")

In complemental clauses:

5. bi ?ul ?emta byaSi? [PVA-2] ‘Does he say when he’s coming?’

6. Suf ?ahmad ?emta baddo ‘See when Ahmed intends to come’ (With

yaSi extraposition of subject in comple-

mental clause [cf. ex. 19, p.569])

K. ) leS ‘why’:

1. leS tla( 3 t? kant Idzem ‘Why did you go out? You should have

tab?a martdh bal-bet stayed and rested at home’

[DA- 218]

2. Su ?asstak w- 3 hkdytak m- leS ‘What’s your story, and why were you

kant bal-^am^om? [AO- 116] in the bottle?’

3. lakdn leS xdyef 9 iza ‘All right then, why are you afraid

ma ba(rafa? if I don’t know hef?’

4. leS hal-labake, leS ‘Why this bother? Why did you(pl.)

labbaktu hdlkon hal-^add? go to so much trouble?’

5. leS_ 3 t-tren kali hal-?add ‘Why is the train so crowded today?’

madu^ 3 l-yom?

6. leS ya tara has-shul ‘I wonder why these plains are bare?’

Sarda? [DA- 250]

In complemental clauses:

7. ha?i?atan md ba(ref leS ‘I really don’t know why I’ve had

mafrud fiyyi • • • to - •

•

’

The form le (or leh) is also heard in various parts of

Greater Syria. leS is a reduced form of la^?eS ‘what for’

(cf. ?addeS - ?add + ?eS ‘amount of what’). ?eS is in its

turn a syncopated form of ?ayy Si ‘what thing’.
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Arabic words, affixes, and grammatical terms are alpha-
betized in the order shown on page 1.

_a (base -formative suffix) 165, 374

(See also -e/-o)

j(t) (base-formative suffix) 164,
'

210, 212, 374

Absolute object 442

Abstract nouns 284 , 368

Abstractive verbs 252

Accentuation
word - 17

phrase - 21

- in inversion 419

- in negation 383
- in substitution cjjestions 566

Active participles 262 , 265
formation of - 258

Actuality 320
Adjectival use of imperfect 328,409

Adjectives
adjective constructs 466
attributive - 501
base patterns 125
derivation 257
inflectional forms 201

predicate - 403
uninflected 428, 501

Adverbs 515
derived - 517

Adverbial
- adjectives 520
- clauses 528
• noun complements 441
~ noun supplements 521

Agent (al-fdfil) 401 fn (See
also Subject)

Agentive adjectives 278
Agreement

number/gender ~ 420, 501
person - 364
“ in definition 493, 500
~ of linking verb with comple-
mental verb 413, 452

~ of sequent with antecedent 535
~ of waked, tnen 509, 510

'?* 539, 540
ternative questions 395

,

ar
‘ (adverb formative) 517

7>aphora 537
aPhoric coordination 394
aph°ric sequence 535

~ substitutes 535
~ suppression 537

Anaptyxis 29
Animate 420
Annex (= following term in nominal

and prepositional annexion 455)
Annexion 455

adjective - 466
elative and ordinal - 473
- forms (See Construct forms 162)
numeral - 471
partitive ~ 466
periphrasis of ~ 460
prepositional - 476
relationships expressed by - 461
substantive - 456

Annunciatory 325
Antecedent 535
Antecedent state 274
Anticipation 322

Anticipatory pronoun (see 434)

Answer words 536
Applicative verbs 256

Apposition, appositives 506

Article prefix (or proclitic) 493
- before mu, la, £er 504
- in adjective constructs 466
- in numeral constructs 471
- in substantive constructs 456

Ascriptive verbs 243
Aspects, Aspectual verb types 269,

271 (See also 319 fn)

Assimilation
- of n 27
- of b- 180, 477
devoicing 26

velarization 26

voicing and spiranti zat ion of t-

86, 179

voicing of — t- 100

Asyndetic coordination 398
-at (base-formative suffix) 164,210,

212, 374
-at (plural suffix) 214, 201
Attributes 493

adjective ~ 501
nominal - 506
prepositional r, 500

Att ribut ive
- clauses 495, 497
~ words and phrases 500
- numerals 509

Augmentative verbs 253
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Augmented word bases 46
b— indicative prefix 180

uses of ~ 324, 341
b- preposition 476, 477, 479
badal 506
bakkir 516
barra 485
Bases 35

base format ives 46
- forms or patterns 36

bass 357, 397, 526
ba£d 487, 546

ba£d ma 358, 359, 490, 528
ba£den 519
ba£d 467, 470
ba9a 355, 453, 527
ben 488
baddo 347, 412
bakra, bukra 521
bal-kdd 352
ba 9 i 72, 355, 453
Biliteral roots 39
Bi radical nouns 162
btd£ 490
Calls 378
Causative 240
Characteristic adjectives 279
Circumstantial

- clauses (supplemental) 531
~ complements (paratactic) 355

Citation forms (of bases) 35-36
( See al so Root & pattern symbols 38)

Classi f icatory constructs 458
Classi f icatory predications 404
Clauses 377, 379

clause definitizer 494
subject - 451
subordinate ~ (See Subordinate)
topical ~ 429

Cognate (See Paronym 38)
Cognate object 442
Collectives 297

ethnic - 301
Color adjectives 130
Commands 359, 379
Comment 429
Comment -topic inversion 434
Comparative (See Elative 310)
Complements 437

-of specification 510
pronoun - 544

Complemental clauses 449
Complementation 437 (see also 510)
"Compound tenses" 341

Conative verbs 245
Concret ization of abstr=„»
Concurrent state 269

nouns 284
Conditional clauses 331 500
Conjunctions 0

coordinating ~ 391
SU

5^9
di

53l
ing ~ 449

' 490
’ 528,

Conjunctive -i- forms 480
Connective t 163
Consequent state 262
Consonant clusters 24 25
Constructs 455 (See also Annexion!

construct forms 162
agreement with - 427
derivative - 464
with personal pronouns 541

Contrastive emphasis with pronouns 548
Coordination 391
Copula (See Linking verbs 452, Non-

verbal predications 402, Negative
copula 387)

Count nouns 366
Count plurals 369
daxlak 527
da£wa 169
Declarative 378, 379
'Defect" adjectives 130

Defective
( final- weak) 43

simple - verbs 186
- nouns 374

Definite 494
- attributive clauses 495
- constructs 456

Definitional predications 404

Deictic substitutes 537

Demonstratives 552

exclamatory - 564

indefinite - 561

locat i ve - 559

demonstrative prefix or pro-

clitic 556

- pronouns 552
- in attribution 556

Denominative verbs 256

abstract - 100

Derivation 46
adjective - 257

adverb ~ 517

noun - 283

verb - 233 _ Verb
Derived forms of the verb (see

Patterns, augmented 77 t • > •

Descriptive verbs 251

•aerative conditions 336

jjSfang 26

169

niminutives 310

Disjunctive Ul- forms 479

nisiunctive pronoun stem ya-

5
positional:

- adjectives 277

„ use of imperfect 327

- part iciples 275

Distributive use of singular 366

545

nl - *• r l hutive reference of adjectives

399 ,
50 2

dob 352, 546

Dual
forms 209

use 367

Durative 269

iall 189, 453

damir 539
:e/-o suffix 138, 202, 297, 304, 374

Eductive verbs 244

-ek 539, 540
Elatives 310

elative constructs 473

Emphasi

s

contrastive - with pronouns 548
- on predication as such 549
- with demost rative pronouns 558

(at-tafxim) (see Velarization 6 )

"Emphatic apposition" 511
"Emphatic" consonants (See Velari-
zation 6 )

-en dual suffix 209
Epenthesis (See Anaptyxis 29)

Epexegetic pronouns (See 511)
Equational predications 405
Estimative verbs 244
~et construct form of -e/-a 163
~et subject affix 175, 180
“Ethical dative" 483, 527
thnic collectives 301
Exclamations 378
Extraposition 429

~ in attributive clauses 493
- in adverbial clauses 530
~ in circumstantial clauses
532 (bottom)

j.
-of partitive annexion 511

txtrapositive
~ annex 432, 433
- obj ect 431

(a. ,? sut>ject 434
?olli 494

fard (- Singular 366)

fa£il 401
Feminal derivatives 304

Feminine nouns 372
- active participles (person

inflection) 268

- agreement with plurals 423

impersonal - 428, 536 top, 554 top

"Feminine suffix" (See -e/-a)

fen 574
fen ma 338

fi 415, 479
Final weak (See Defective 43)

fi£l (See Verbs)

Fluctuating roots 41

Form 35 fn (See also Patterns 36)
- classes 381

Formatives (base -) 46

fd9 485
Fractions 317, 471
Frequentative verbs 253
Future 322, 324
Geminate 42

geminating roots 41

Gender
- of nouns 372
number/gender inflection 175,

195, 201
number/gender agreement 420

Generalizing with imperfect 326
- with the singular 366

Gerunds 284
active and passive use 296

formation 289

transitive - 440
Gerundial complements 442

- constructs 464

gd9 ib 363
ger 468, 504
gam£ 367, See also Plural

ism l-gamf 297
gam£ l-kaffra wa-gamf l-qilla 369

gam£ s-salim 202, 211

gam£ l-mukassar 205, 218

gawab (
= apodasis, main clause of

conditional 331)
giSr 37
gumla 377

- fi£liyya 401 fn

- haliyya 531
- 9 ismiyya 401 fn

-ha 539, 541

hdda, hddi, hadol, haddk, etc. 552

hal- demonstrative prefix 556
halla 9 516
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halli 494, 449
hat 200
hayy 552, 564
hek 561
Helping vowel 19, 29
hnik(e) 559
Hollow (

= middle weak) 44
Simple - verbs 188

-hon 539, 541
hon(e

)

559
Hypocoristic (See 310)
Hypostasis of abstract nouns 284
Hypostatic nouns 309
Hypotactic, Hypotaxis 449
Hypothetical conditions 332, 335
ha- 322
hadra 364, 469
hal (See Circumstantial)

jSumla hdliyya 531
hal- ‘-self’ 468, 470
hamaye 169
hatta 353, 358, 526
-i adjective formative 280
-i feminine subject affix 175, 180
-i pronoun suffix 539, 541
Ident i f icatory

~ constructs 458
~ plurals 370

Imperative 198, 359
Imperfect tense

affixes 175, 177
stems 185
uses 320

Impersonal
~ feminine 428
~ passive 237, 263-264
- predications 365

-fra plural suffix 202, 212
Inanimate 421
Inceptive 271
Inchoative verbs 250
Indefinite 494

~ attributive clauses 497, 356
~ demonstrative hek 561

Independent pronoun forms 539
Independent subjunctive 344, 355
Indicative mode 343

~ prefix 180
Indirect object (

= first object 438)
Indirect discourse 450 bottom
Ingressive (See Inceptive 271)
Initial weak 45

simple ~ verbs 187
Instance nouns 297, 302

~ as paronymous complement 443

Insl rumental nouns 306
Intensive verbs 253
Interrogative 378, 379

~ particle 378
~ substitutes 566

Intonation, in questions 37s o
Invariable (See Adjectives

9
’ 39S

uninflected)
Inversion

predicate -subj ect 419
comment -topic 434
complement -verb 439 4C9

ism 382
’ ' 453

~ l-fd£il 262
~ l-gam£ 297
~ l-maftul 262
~ l-makan 308
~ l-marra 297
~ ?~?ifa (See Adjectives)
- t-tafdil 310
- l-wahda 297
- l- 9ala 306
- l- 9 iSara 552

idtiqdq 46
Iterative (See Frequentative 253)
-k 540
ka- 488
ka 9anno, ka 9anno 491, 543
kamdn 515
kamm interrogative 572

partitive 467, 504

singular after ~ 366
kdn 452, 341

with 9 iza 333
in apodasis with law 336

kali 468, 511

kail ma 338, 491

-ki 540

ktf 575
kxf ma 338

kfdye 507, 522

kttr adverbial 520

l- article prefix 493

-l- suffixes 480

lar- conjunction 352, 353, 358,

440 bottom, 449

optative particle 345

preposition 479, 486,

la 389, 504, 536

lah(a)- 322
lakdn 527
laken 397, 540, 544

lavma 359, 529

law 335
law- la 337, 540

411,
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lazem 348 ,
387 , 544

1 la9 la?a n°' ^36

la?’a
verb 246

, a fanno, la 9anno 530 top, 543

length 15
neutralization of - 27

lek 564

U(g) 577

lassn 546

Linking verbs 452

Hi 494, 449

Locative demonstratives 559

- nouns 308
-prepositions 485-6

Long sounds 15

lta 9a 192

luia 169, 210

ma subordinating conjunction 338,

349, 357, 490, 528
via dam 545
via trada 545

ma- with elatives in exclamations

314

-ma adverbial enclitic 519

ma negative particle 383
madam 169
madd 15

mddT 319
maf£ul (bihi) 438

l-maf^ul l-muf laq 442
ism l-viaftul 262

maghul 236
mdlo, mano negative copula 387
manno 388
manfut 493
*ara 162, 168
Masculine nouns 372
Mass nouns 297, 368, 510
tvasdar 284

- 1-mTmT 309
Materialization of abstract
nouns 284

’’“‘aid fihi 46
477, 413

Wna 169

536

mbdrha 521
Measures" of the verb 53
Mediopassive 238
tosmvi

a

490
yn 477,478,486,314,236,538,560
"‘araSan 491
»aS 383
natai 538

mat s
l ma 529, 551

Middle weak 44
mi

n

567
mfn ma 338

mnen 574
Mode 343
Moment aneous 269
Morphophonemic alternations

phonological ly motivated 26

pronoun-suffixing forms 165,

477, 482
root and pattern 40; Ch. 3,4,5
stem and inflectional affix

Ch. 6,7,8
syntactic:

nouns 162
prepositions 476
pronouns 539, 540

mu (muS, maS) 386, 504
mubtada 9 429
mu&df, muddf 9Hay hi 455
viuddrif: 319

mufrad (See Singular 366)
mugarrad 46
muStaqq 47
mutakallim 363
muxafab 363
muftall 43
mu 9annad (See Feminine)
mudann

a

(See Dual 367)
muSakkar (see Masculine)
ra- ‘if’ 335
ra- verbal subject affix 175,177,179
-na pronoun suffix 539

-raa verbal subject affix 175,176,180
nafs 375, 468, 471, 511

Names
definiteness 494
gender 373

ndqis 43
nds 375, 424, 426
na£am 536
na£t 493

- s-sababi 505
Negation 383
Negative

- commands 389
- copula 387
- particles 383

Neutralization
~ of length 27
~ of vowel quality 28

-rat 539, 541, 544
nisba 280
Nominal predication 403
Nominatization 284, 464
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Noun
adverbial - complement 441

adverbial ~ supplement 521

attributive - 506
- base patterns 137
~ constructs 455
- derivation 283
~ inflectional forms 209
instance ~ 297, 302
predicate ~ 403
unit ~ 297
verbal ~ 284

Noun-type words 382
nSalj-a, ?an$alla 350, 526

ntala 192, 235

Number inflection 366

Numbers (See Numerals)
Number/gender

~ agreement 420
- inflection of adjectives 201
- inflection in verbs 175, 195
~ of predicate with subject sup-
pressed 427

Numeral

s

absolute and construct forms 170

attributive 509
agreement 509, 316
constructs 471
fractions 317
ordinals 316

numerals with appositives 510

-o 539, 540
Objects 438

~ of active participles and
gerunds 440

first and second ("indirect and

direct") 438
~ of prepositions 477
absolute ~ 442
pronoun - 544

Objective complement 447

Occupational nouns 305
Optative 344
Ordinal numerals 316

~ constructs 474
Paratactic, Parataxis 449, 450,

451, 533
Paronyms 38

Paronymous complement 442

Parts of speech 381
Parts of the sentence 380
Participative verbs 246
Participles 258
Particles 381

~ of actuality and antic,
320

negative - 383
Particularization of abstract

484

Pat ion

nouns

Passive participles 262, 263
formation of ~ 258

Passive verbs 234
Past time reference 329
Pat terns 36; Ch. 3,4,5

pattern alterations 40
Perfect tense

forms 173
uses 329

Periphrasis of annexion 460, 511
Person 363

- affixes 175
~ in feminine active participles

268
Personal pronouns 539
Phrasing 21

Phrases
grammatical - 381
phonological - 22

Plural
affixes: adjectives 202, nouns

211

agreement 425

broken (or internal): adj . 205,

nouns 218

count - 367, 369
~ in verb forms 176

~ of abundance and of paucity 369

~ of abstract and mass nouns 368

~ of identification and indefinite

quantification 370

sound - 202, 211

Polysyndetic coordination 396

Predicate 380 (See also Comment 429)

adjectival 403

nominal 403
participial 417

prepositional 402

quasi -verbal 412

verbal 407

Predication 379, 401

Predicative complement 49

Predicators 381 _

Prefix-supporting vowe

Prepositions 476

free ~ 485
Prepositional

- attributes 500

prepositional, cont’d.

- clauses 357

- combinat ions 486

- complements 444

- phrases 476
- supplements 523

- objective complements 448

present time reference (See Actuality

320, Non-verbal predications 402,

Concurrent state 269; 272, 274).

Presentational 537

- particles 564

Primary (See also Simple 46)
- derivation 47, 51

Proclitics 18

'Progressive" (See Actuality 320)

Pronominal izat ion (See Substitution

535)
~ of object 438
- of annex 458

Pronouns
demonstrative 552
"indefinite" (See 385-6, 356)
interrogative 566
personal 539
"reflexive" (See 467-8, 470-1)
"relative" (See 495)
resumptive 430

Pronoun suffixes 539, 541
Pronoun -suffixing stems 165,477,482
Pseudo -dual 367 middle
Pseudo -quadri radical verbs 107
'Psychological state" 272
Punctual 269
Quadriliteral roots 39
Quadriradical 40

- adjectives 136
- nouns 159

[ - verbs 117
Quasi -condi t ional s 337
Quasi -inf lectional categories 49
<£iasi -verbs 412, 387
west ions

alternative ~ 395
yes/no - 378
substitution - 379

Quest ion -words 566
Viinqui radical nouns 162
'dotation, direct and indirect 450
bottom

Radicals 37
adical fluctuation 41

~ semivowels 41
aWa)_ 322

Reciprocative verbs 248
Reduplicative pattern 110
"Reflexive" (See Mediopassive 238,

Reciprocative 248, fial 468,

ba£d 470)
Relative adjectives 280
Relative clauses (See Attributive

clauses 495)
Relative pronouns (See 495, 338)
Resumptive pronoun 430
ret 338, 350, 546
raS 3

l 367
Root s 37

root types 40
rubaft 39
salim 42
sawa 516
Semivowels 9

radical - 41
Sentences 377

sentence types 378
sentence supplements 526

Sequence of tenses 340
Sequent 535
sakkin 169

sane 162, 168, 213
Significant sequence in coordinations

393, 397, 399
Simple bases 46
Simple imperfect 324 (see also 343)
Simulative verbs ‘249

Singulative 297
snawal 192
Sound 42 (see also Stable 41)
Specification 510, 569, 571
Stable roots 41
stdhal 106

staha 192
stanna 108

Stems (See also Bases 35)
pronoun -suf f ixing ~ 165,477,482
vowel - (see neutralization of

length 27)
verb inflectional ~ 185

Stress 17

Subject 380, 401 (See also Topic 429)
~ affixes 175
~ clauses 417, 451
post -verbal ~ 407, 421
~ pronouns 543, 548
suppression of - 418

Subjective complement 446
Subjunctive 343

independent - 344, 355
~ in subordinate clauses 345
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Subordinate clauses

adverbial - 528
annexion ~ 490
attributive - 495
circumstantial - 531
complement al ~ 449
conditional - 331
prepositional - 490
relat ive - (See At t ributi ve ~495)
subjunctive in - 345
supplemental ~ 528
word order in - 411

Subordination (See Complementation
437, Annexion 455, Attribution
493, Supplementation 515)

tense subordination 340
Subsequent state 269
Substantives 382

substantive annexion 456
Substantivization of adjectives

276, 281, 304, 465
Substitutes 535
Substitution questions 379, 566
Suffixed pronouns 539, 541
Suffix-supporting vowel 167-8
"Sun letters" (al-huruf S-Samsiyya)
493

Superlative (See Elative 310)

Supplements 515
sentence ~ 526

Supplemental clauses 528
Supporting vowel 167-8, 177

Syncope
loss of e and o 28

stems with -I- suffixes 482
Synonymic coordination 394
-5 negative enclitic 383
Sort (

= protasis, conditional clause
331)

Sac- 564
Sf 142

partitive 467, 470
~ with negative 386, 387
interrogative particle 378
kaS-Si 555

Sit 490
Sion 576
Smdl 507
Su 568

Su ma 338
Sway ye partitive 467, 470

supplemental 522
?ar 452, 448 bottom, 354 ff

?i/a 497
ism ~ (See Adjective)

INDEX 587

st£a 36
?ila 495

- k.-.xx t/S, 178, 179t- base formative 85
-t second-person suffix 17s 17a
-t construct form of -e/- a i63-t- base -formative infix 95

J

voicing of ~ 100
tar- conjunction 353, 358
tabai 489
tafxim 6

tajit 485
t amain 520
tamm 68, 189, 452
tamyiz 510
taSdid 15
tawkid 511
tafa, ta(dl 200
ta? marbuta 163
taOniya 367
Tense 319

- subordination 340
Topic 429
Translocative

~ prepositional phrases 486
- verbs 274, 352, 399, 560

Triliteral roots 39
Triradical words 40
ttdkal 235
ttdxad 90, 235
tab(an 527
Unit nouns 297

Unstable roots 41

Velarization 6, 26

Verbs
base patterns 53

derivation 233

"derived forms" 77

inflectional forms 173

linking verbs 452

Verbal nouns 284

Verbal predications 407

Vocative particle 378

w- conjunction 391

wahd- 468, 471

waked 472, 509

wara 485
wazn 36 all
Weak 43 (See also Fluctuating

wen 574
wen ma 338

wolla 395, 536

Word
~ accent 17

~ bases 36

~ families 38

Word, cont d.

- order
in attribution 512

in complementation 445

in verbal predication 407
inversion (See Inversions)

jfy.^illa 338

xabar 429

y_ verbal subject affix 175, 177

ya vocative particle 378

ya dob 546

ya ret 350, 546

ya tara 526

yd 'or' 395

yd- disjunctive pronoun stem 545

yalli, yobli 494, 449

yamXn 507
ya(ni 177 fn, 526

ygmken 348
ygrima ( yamma) 395

zdt 468, 511

zdall 192
ziydda 46
zydde 507
Siha 169, 210
Suww

a

485
(ad$ 189
(ala 476, 478, 486

quasi -verbal ~ 415
(am- 320
(an 478
(and, e3nd 477, 486

quasi -verb 413
(arils 169, 210
(ata 61, 177, 200
(atf l-baydn 506
(d?id 430
fen 367
(zmel 177
fane/ 70, 177, 272
(ilia (See Radical Fluctuation 41)

subject affix 175, 177, 179
?abb, ?abu 169
9ab*l 487

?ab 3
l ma 358, 359, 528

? adat t-ta(rtf 493
?add 538

add ma 338, 528
hal-^add 521

?added 571
?agwaf 44
?akal 173, 177 fn, 198

?alif maqfura 165
?aman 85
C/

amma, ? orrana 396
"amr 359
?anu, ?ant 573, 339
?asl 37
9aw 394
?awdm 516
?awwal 316, 474
?awzdn l-fi(l 53
?axad 56
?dxer 316, 474
?axx, ?ax

u

169

?ayy 573, 339
?a(ad 200
? e, ^ewa 536
?emta 577

?emia ma 338
^eS 570
‘i’zdddm 485
^zd- 3n 367
?al- alternate of la- 479

quasi -verb 413
?an ‘if’ 335
?anno 449, 543, 357
5’asha(k) 200, 351

?a2a 76

?a2 3r 367
Hd 367
?i<j,dfa 455

~ iayr l-tyaqVqxya 466
?imdla 14-15
?ism (See ism)

?iStiqdq 46
?tsa 331, 449
">o(a 200
dulddt 39


